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The JPL Flat-Plate Solar Array Project is sponsored by the U .S. Department of
Energy and is part of the National Photovoltaics Program to initiate a major
effort toward the de',elopment of cost-competitive sola_ array',
This repor_ was prepared as an account of work sponsored b_ an agency of the
United States Government. Neither the United States Go',ernment nor any
agency thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any v,arranty, express or
implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, com-
pleteness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process
disclosed, or represents thai its use would not infringe privately owned rights.
Reference herein to any specific commercial prceducl, process, or service by trade
name, trademark, manufacturer, or other'c,,ise, does not necessarily constitute or
imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring b'_ the United States
Government or any agency thereof. The views and opinions of authors expressed
herein do not necessarily stale or reflect those of Ihe United Slates Government
or any agency thereof.
This document reports on work done under NASA Task RE-152, Amendment
419, DOE/NASA IAA No. DE-AI01-85CE89008.
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ABSTRACT
This document contains abstracts of final reports, or the latest
quarterly or annual, of the Flat-Plate Solar Array (FSA) Project Contractors
of Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in-house activities. At the time of
publication, some Contractor final reports have not been received.
Also contained in this document is a list of proceedings and
publications, by author, of work connected with the Project.
This work has been conducted under a contract with the U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE) as part of the National Photovoltaics Program. The aim of
this program has been to stimulate the development of technology that will
enable the private sector to manufacture and widely use photovoltaic systems
for the generation of electricity in residential, commercial, industrial, and
Government applications at a cost per watt that is competitive with utility
generated power.
FSA Project activities have included the sponsoring of research and
development efforts in silicon refinement processes, advanced silicon sheet
growth techniques, higher efficiency solar cells, solar cell/module
fabrication processes, encapsulation, module/array engineering and
reliability, and economic analyses.
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FINAL REPORT ORGANIZATION
The Flat-Plate Solar Array Project Final Report, Volumes I through VIII,
JPL Publication 86-31, 5101-289, DOE/JPL-1012-125, October 1986, is composed
of an Executive Summary and seven technology reports. Two supplemental
reports included in the FSA final report package are:
FSA Project: I0 Years of Progress, JPL Document 400-279, 5101-279,
October 1985.
Summary of FSA Project Documentation: Abstracts of Published Documents_
1975 to 1986, JPL Publication 82-79 (Revision I), 5101-221,
DOE/JPL-1012-76, September 1986.
Upon request, the Final Report (JPL Publication 86-31) and the two
supplemental reports [JPL Document 400-279 and JPL Publication 82-79
(Revision i)] are individually available in print from:
National Technical Information Service
U.S. Department of Commerce
5285 Port Royal Rd.
Springfield, VA 22161
or
U.S. Department of Energy
Technical Information Center
Publication Request Section
P.O. Box 62
Oak Ridge, TN 37830
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TITLE: Energy Research and Development Agency LSSA
Project. Proceedings of the First Task
Integration Meeting
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: January 1916
REPORT NO: ERDA-JPL 1012-76/1, and 5101-2
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AI6/MF AOl; I
ABSTRACT: The LSSA Project convened the first LSSA Task
Integration Meeting st JPL on January 13, 14 and 15, 1976.
The primary objectives of this first Task Integration
HeeLing were: To provide an overview of [.SSA Project
technical plans, progress, and problems for all Project
participants; and to further Identify end establish the
technical interfaces within and between LSSA Project
tasks. The purpose of this document is to disseminate, as
quickly as possible, the material that was presented st
the meeting. This includes summaries of the second day
task sessions as presented by each task manager durtn E the
review. The document constsls of the vugraphs used in the
presentations, a brief summary from each contractor, end a
brief summary of the meeting.
TITLE: Energy Research and Development Agency LSSA
Project. Proceedings of the 2nd PIN
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: April 1976
REPORT NO: ERDA JPL 1Ol2 7614, and 5t01 5
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AII/MF AO1; 1
ABSTRACT: The LSSA Project convened its second PIN (the
first meeting was called Task Integration Meeting) at the
California Institute of Technology campus in Pasadena,
California, on April 27-28, 1976. (An ERDA/JPL In-house
review snd critique of the previous two day session was
held on April 29.) The primary objectives of this meeting
were to integrate the LSSA Project technical plans and
activities, to further identify and establish the technical
interfaces, and to provide an overview of Project technical
plans and status. The purpose of this document is to dis
semlnate the msterisl that was presented at the meeting,
including surrnarles of the second day leak sessions ss pre.
sented by each task manager. The document includes view
graphs used in the presentations, technicsl progress sum-
marles from the contractor; and a brief sugary of _he
meeting.
TITLE: Proceedings of the 3rd PIN
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: July 1976
REPORT NO: ERDA-JPL IO12-76/7. and 5101 8
ABSTRACT: The PIM of the LSSA Project was conducted July
28 and 29, 1976, at the California Institute of Technology;
some technologydevelopment task meetings were held during
the preceding two days ss well. The PIM began wlth a sen
ersl introductory session, in which the current status of
the ERDA Photovoltatc Program, the LSSA Project, other Pro
gram elements, recent solar cell module test experience at
JPL, cost anslysls methods developed by the Battelle con-
tract with the Encapsulation Task were briefly reviewed.
These are summarized in Section II of these proceedings.
Next, the participants were divided, and in each of two
periods three Intratssk or Intertask sessions were _on-
duc£ed. The Silicon Material Task 1 held an Intratask
session and participated in an Intcatask session with the
Large Ares Silicon Sheet Task 2. Task 2 had an Intra-
task Meeting prior to the PIM, and participated in Inter-
task sessions with Task i (above) and with Encspsulation
(Task 3) and Automated Array Assembly (Task 4). Task 3
also held pre-PIM lntrstssk Meetings, and psrticlpated in
the 2 3 4 session. Large Scale Production, Operations,
and Engineering held one InLertask session among themselves
and another with Task 3. These ere summarized, sometimes
from the perspective of more than one participating Task,
in Section Ill. Finally there was a concluding general
session, which included statements of sunvnary status, con-
clusions, end action items by the Task I-5 Managers and
the Project and Program Managers. The Task Summaries are
Included in Section III; the Management conclusions and
action items are given in Section I.
TITLE: First Annual Report, January 1975 to March 1976
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: August q, 1976
REPORT NO: ERDA-JPL 1012-76/5, and 5101 3
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, HC
ASSTI_CT: The LSSA was established to greatly reduce the
price of solar arrays by the improvement of manufacturing
technology, by adaptation of mass production techniques,
and by helping achievement of user acceptance. The Pro-
ject's approach included the development of technology,
its transfer by industry to commercial practice, the evalu--
stton of the economics involved, and the stimulation of
market growth. The activities and progress of the LSSA
Project during its first year are described in this
document which covers all project activities, with primary
emphasis on the technical plans and accomplishments. The
development of manufacturing technology is now and will
continue to be performed principally by industries and unl-
verslties. TO date, 24 contractors are working on new Si
refinement processes, Si-sheet growth techniques, encapsu
tints, and automated assembly studies. Nine move contrac-
tors have been selected to perform addltionsl technology
investigations and their contracts are being negotiated.
Additional Contracts will be issued in the future as prom
islng ideas appear.
TITLE: Quarterly Report. April to June 1976
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: October 8, 1976
RSPORT NO: ERDA JPL I012-76/6, and 5101-7
AVAILABILITY: NTIS HC Aog/NF AOI
ABSTRACT: Activities and progress of the LSSA Project dur-
ing Aprll, Nay, and June 1976 are described. This involved
the awarding of additional contracts, an evaluation and
clarification of plans and working relationships wlkh con-
tractors, the receipt of initial technical results, and an
expansion of sctlvlty in the evaluation and improvement of
the solar cell modules that are included in the project's
first procurement (46 kW). For the most part, the new
msnufacturln K technology is being developed under cofltrscL
by industries end universities. It includes the considera-
tion of new St-refinement processes, St sheet growth tech-
niques, encapsulants, and automated assembly production.
During this report period analytical and experimental
accomplishments resulted from day to day activities that
are the early efforts of a long range plan. Thirty one
contracts have been awarded and two more are being nego
tiered. Five companies have delivered 20 kW out of • total
purchase of 46 kW of "off the-shelf" modules that will be
used in ERDA's Test and Demonstration Activities. The same
five compsntes have just been awarded contracts for the
purchase of 130 kw of semtstsndardized modules at an aver
age selling price of $15.50/W.
TITLE: Quarterly Report 2. July to September 1976
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: 1976
REPORT NO: ERDA-JPL 1012-77/I, and 5101-10
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOS/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: The potential for future widespread use of PV
systems for the generation of electric power was the mutt
ration for the establishment, in January 1975, of the PV
conversion program by ERDA's division of solar energy.
The program's activities are planned to develop and to pro.
mote the use of PV systems to such an extent that the pri
vste sector will produce and utilize cost competitive PV
systems. As part of the ERDA program, the LSSA was
eatabliahedIn January 1975. The project objective is to
develop the n•tlonsl cap•billty to produce low-cost,
Iong-llfe PV •rr•ys at s rate greater than 5001megewattalyr
• nd• price of leas than $500/kW peak by 1986.
TITLE: Quarterly Report 3, October to December 1976
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: 19?6
REPORT NO: [RDA-JPL 1012-77/2, and 5101-24
AVAILABILITY: NTIS. PC AO6/NF AOI
ABSTRACT: The potential for future widespread use of PV
systems for the generstlon of electric power was the moti-
vation for the establishment, in January 1975, of the PV
conversion program by ERDA'a Division of Sol•r Energy.
The program's •ctlvltles are planned to develop and to
promote the use of PV systems to such an extent that the
private sector will produce and utilize cost-competltlve
PV systems. As part of the ERDA program, the LSSA was
established in January 1975. The activities and progress
of the LSSA Project during the months of October, November,
and December 1976 are described. The Project objective is
to develop the National capability to produce low cost,
long-life PV arrays at a rate greater than 500 megawatts/yr
and • price of less than $5001kW peak by 1986. The array
performance goals include an efficiency greater than 10%
and an operating lifetime in excess of 20 years. The
approach is to reduce the cost of solar cell arrays by
improving solar array manufacturing technology and by in-
creasing solar array production capacity and quantity.
Forty seven contracts have boon awarded to date, to tnd.s
trial firms and university and Independent laboratories
for experimental work, process development and analysis,
technology assessment, and the prnductlon of solar array
modules. Approximately 58 kW of state of the art modu]es
have been delivered; design d_velopmont is under way for a
second block of moderately advanced modules, and planning
for subsequent module procurements has begun.
TITLE: Direct Conversion Technology Si Cell
AUTHOR: Ralph Lutwack
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: 1977
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 01647
AVAILABILITY: NTIS-01647
ABSTRACT: The major block to the employment of PV conver
alert systems for terrestrial power generation is economic.
Scientific and engineering efforts to supply the requisite
technology and programs to insure the high volume produc-
tion of suitably low-cost PV arrays are necessary to
achieve commertctal practicability. A technical assessment
of a program to develop PV conversion _ystoms technology
for larse scale terrestrial energy applications was per-
formed. The set of conctuslons and recoramendattons from
thla assessment included: (I) The primary PV system can
didate is single crystal SI. The program for developing
the technology for low cost and high volume production
should be comprised of tasks for solar cell grade Si, large
area single crystal St, automated array fabrication, array
encapsulation, and improved corlw_r_ion _fficiency, (2) Thin
film solar cells of CdS/Cu2S, polycrystal gi and GaAs as
well as organic and other novel materials and devices
should be placed in a category of candidates whose technt
cal capabilities are yet to be proven. The development
programs for these systems should be for the development
of practical devices, (3) A concerted effort will be neces
aary to provide the information base for the design of PV
systems for power generating Installations, and (4) Nation-
al laboratories should be instituted for the collection,
processing, and dissemination of insolation data and for
conducting independent tests and evaluations of materials,
devices and systems. The assessment also included • man
• gement plan and a recommended budget for the implements
tlon of the overall program. The single crystal si cell
is the primary candidate in the program to develop PV con
version systems due to these attributes: the theory and
technology are well developed, th_ energy conversion effi
ciency is high, the b•ae material ts abundant, the technt
c•l go•la to achieve terrestrial utilization are well de-
fined, and the attainment of commerlcial practicability h•a
• high probabillty. Si modules for terrestrial use are
presently priced at about $30/Wp. A reduction in price
to $5/Wp would require and eztenslve development program,
the crucial element being the perfection of • means for the
continuous production of alngle crystal St in large area at
high volume. The EFG which has been under development for
more thin 2 yr, has great potential but it must still be
converted into an •utometed, continuous process to be
utilizable.
TITLE: Proceedings of the 4th PIN
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: October 1976
REPORT NO: 5lOl 11
ABSTRACT: The 4th PIN was held October 27-28, 1976 st
C•Itech, with attendance restricted to technical represent-
alive• from all org•nizst|ona that are or will be working
on the LSSA Project. A JPL/ERDA in-house review of the
two-day meeting was held the eventns of October 28. The
objectives of the PIN were to integrate the LSSA Project
technical plans and activities, with special presentations
on •ntomated .o]ar cell manufacturing assessments and
economic analyses of St sheet growth and ingot cutting, to
further identify and establish the technical interfaces.
to exchange technical data. and to provide an overview of
LSSA Project technical plans and status.
TITLE: Proceedings of the 5th PIN
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulaion Laboratory
DATE: January lq/7
REPORT NO: 5101 18
ABSTRACT: The Fifth PIM was held J•nuary 17 •nd 18, 19/7
st the San Diego Hilton Hotel. held in sequence with the
ERDA Semiannual National Solar Photovolt•ic Review. The
objectives of the Fifth PIN were to integrate the LSSA
Project technical plans and activities, to ass•as Project
activities in the areas of higher efflclencles, costs,
economics, and manufacturing; to e/change technical data
at the working level and provide an overview of LSSA Pro-
Ject technical plans and status. The two major topics
covered were cost versus efficiency and manufacturing
processes for solar cells arid solar arrays.
TITLE: Quarterly Report 4, January to March 1977
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 101277/3, and 5101-32
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC &05/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: This report describes the activities of the LSSA
Project during the period January through March 1977. The
LSSA Project is assigned responsibility for advancing Si
solar array technology while encouraging industry to reduce
the price of arrays to • level at which PV electric power
systems will be competitive with more conventional power
sources early in the next decade. Set forth here are the
goals and pl.n_ with which the Project intends to sccomp-
l|ah this, and the progress that was made durtn S the
quarter. The Project objective is to develop the national
capability to produce low cost, long-life PV arrays at •
rate greater than 500 meg•watts per year and a price of
less than $500/kW peak by 1986. The array performance
seals Include el, efficiency greater than 10% and an
operating lifetlme in excess of 20 yr.
TITLE: Proceedings of the 6th PIN
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: May 45, 1917
REPORT NO: 510] 29
ABSTRACT: The Zixth LSSA PIM was held May 4 and 5, 1971,
on the campus of the california Institute of Technology.
Invitation controlled attendance included Project partici-
pants form JPL and ell LSSA Contractor•, together with
representatives of the ERDA Program office end msny agen-
cies participating in the Program, ss well as the new
Director of the Solar Energy Research Institute and specie1
inverses. The general objectives of the PIN were to inte-
grate the LSBA Project technlcal plan• and activities, with
specific emphasis on • review of Ingot technology relative
to meeting Project goals of $2/W (1982) and $0.55/W (1986);
to discuss end strengthen the technical interfaces within
the LSSA Project tasks and between the LBSA Project end
other ERDA Photovolteic Program elements; to exchange tech-
nical date, end Lo provide an overview of LSSA Project
technical plans end statue. A speclel review of ingot
technology in the light of interim cost goals was conducted
at this meeting, ss well as the normal task-level reviews,
Intertsek sessions, and general discussions.
TITLE: Quarterly Report 5, April to June 1971
CORPORATE AUTH: JeL Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: 1977
REPORT NO: DOE-3PL 1012-77/4, JPL Pub. 78-9, 5101-46
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO4/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: The activities of the LSSA Project during the
period April through June 1917, are described. The LSSA
Project is assigned responsibility for advancing $I solar
array technology while encouraging Industry to reduce the
price of arrays to s level at which PV electric power sys-
tems will be competitive with more conventional power sys-
tems early in the next decade. Set forth here are the
goals and plans with which the project Intends to sccomp
lish this, end the progress that was made during the
quarter. The project objective is to develop the national
capability to produce low cost, long-life PV strays eL s
rate greater than 500 megawstts per year and a price of
leas than $500 (in 1975 dollaca)/kW peak by 1986. The
array performance goals Include sn efficiency greater than
10% and sn operating lifetime in excess of 20 years. The
LSSA Project contractors and their technology areas are
tabulated end discussed.
TITLE: Quarterly Report 6, July to September 1977
CORPORATE AUTHOR: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: 1977
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 1012-7812, JPL Pub. 78r83, 5101-55
AVAILABILITY: DEF. NTIS, PC AOT/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: The activities of the LSSA Project during the
period July through September 1977 ere described. The
LSSA Project Is assigned responsibility for advancing Si
solar array tpchnology while encouraging industry to reduce
the price of arrays to s level at which PV electric power
systems will be competitive wlth more conventional power
sources early in the next decade. Set forth there ave the
goals and plans with which the ProJecL intends to accomp-
lish this, and the progress that was made during the
quarter. The Project objective IS to develop the natlonsl
cspsbility to produce low cost, long-Ills PV arrsyg st s
rate greater than 500 megawstta/yr at s price of less than
$500/kW peak by 1986. The array performance goals include
an efficiency greeter than 10% and sn operating lifetime
in excess of PO yr.
TITLE: Proceedings of the 7th PIH
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: August 10-11, 1977
REPORT NO: 5101-37
ABSTRACT: The Seventh LSSA PIN was held August 10 and 11,
1977, st Celtech. Invitation--controlled attendance
included Project participants from JPL and ali LSSA
contractors, together with representatives of the ERDA
Solar Program Office and many other agencies participating
in the Program. The objectives of thls PIN were to review
recent technical advances tn light of the 1982 and 1986
goals; to orient the participants in this somewhat new
state of the err in order to maintain direction toward the
requlrements of the 1982 and 1986 goals; to discuss end
strengthen technical interfaces within end among LSSA
Project elements and between the LSSA Project and other
ERDA Photovoltaic Program elements, end to exchange
technical data end to Invite challenges to this data that
may only effectively occur during face-to-face meetings.
A special review of progress relative to the 1982 goal of
$2/W was conducted st this meeting, ss well as task level
reviews, Inter-task sessions, and general discussions.
TITLE: Quarterly Report 7, October to December 1977
CORPOR&TE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: October 1977
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-78/13, JPL Pub. 78-97, 510l-8l
AVAIl.ABILITY: NTIS, PC AO5/MF AO1
ABSTRACT: This report describes the activities of the L$SA
Project during the period October through December 1977.
The LSSA Project is assigned responslblllty for sdvsnclng
Sl eolsr stray technology while encoursging industry to
reduce the price of strays to s level at which PV electric
power systems will be competitive with more conventional
power sources early tn the next decade. Set forth here
are the goals end plans with which the Project intends to
accomplish national cspsbillty to produce low cost,
Iong-llfe PV arrays el s rate greater than 500 megswstta/yr
sad s price of leas than $500/kW peak by 1986. The array
performance goals include sn efficiency grester than 10%
and an operating lifetime in excess of 20 yr.
TITLE: Proceedings of the 8th PJM
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulslnn Laborstory
DATE: December 7-8, 1977
REPORT NO: 5101-52
ARSTRACTS The 8th [,SA PIN was held December 7 and 8, 1977,
el Csltech. InvItation-controlled attendance included Pro
Ject partlelpsnte from JPL and all LSA contractors, togeth
er wlth representetlves of the DOE Division of Solar Tech-
nology and other agencies participating in the Program.
The following highlights were noted at this PIN: (1) Tech-
nology developments required for the production of $2/W
modules, (2) SI sheet progress, (3) SKMICS, (4) Field
performance of Block I and II modules, (5) Envlronmentsl
tests for uncovering poLentlal failures modes for modules
installed in the field, and (6) Ellminstlon or control of
the phoLon induced Instability phenomenon.
TITLE: Proceedings of the 9th PIM
CORPORATE AUTHOR: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: 1978
REPORT NO: 5101-67
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A2]IMF A01
ABSTRACT: Invitation-controlled attendance st the meeting
included Project participants from JPL end LSA Project
contractors, together with representatives of the DOE
Division of Solar Technology and other agencies participat-
ing in the PV program. The sLstua of the JPL LSSA Project
ia described In detail. The reporL includes the following
sections: (l) Project Analysis and Integration, (P) Tech-
nology Development Area (S{ Material Task, Lsrge Area St
Sheet Task, and Encapsulation Task), (3) Production Process
and Equipment Ares, (4) Engineering Area, and (5) Opera
Lions Ares.
TITLE: Quarterly Report 8, January to March 1978
DATE: 1978
CORPORATE AOTH: Jet Propulalon Lsboretory
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-2, JPL Pub. 79-14, 5101-88
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO4/MF AO1
ABSTRACT: This report describes progress made by the LSSA
Project during the period January through March 1978. It
includes task reports on St materiel processing, large ares
Sl sheet development, encapsulation materisls testing and
development, Project engineering and operations, and msnu-
lecturing techniques, plus the steps taken to integrate
these efforts.
TITLE: Quarterly Report 9, April to June 1978
CORPORATE RUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-3, JPL Pub. 79-15, 5101-99
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC 04/ME A01
ABSTRACT: Progress made by the LSSA Project during the
period April through June 1978 is described. It includes
reports on St material processing, large-area St sheet
development, encapsulation materials testing and develop-
ment, project engineering and operations activities, and
manufacturing techniques, plus the steps taken to integrate
these efforts.
TITLE: Proceedings of the 1Oth PIN
CORPORATE RUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: August 16-17, 1978
BEPORT NO: 5101-86
ABSTRACTS: The 1Oth PIN was held August 16 and 17, 1978,
et Celtech. Invitation-controlled attendance included Pro-
ject participants from JPL and LEA Project contractors, to-
gether with representatives of the DOE Division of Solar
Technology and other sgencles psrtlclpstlng in the PV Pro-
gram. a Metalllzation Workshop was held on Tuesday,
August 15. Presentations were made on recent work in
established technologies such as plated and thick film
techniques and on novel methods.
TITLE: Quarterly Report 10, July to September 1978
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-6, JPL Pub. 79-16, 5101-100
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, HC AOAIMF AOl
ABSTRACT: This report describes progress made by the LSSA
Project during the period July through September 1978. It
includes reports on St msterlsl processing, large area SI
sheet development, encapsulation materials testing and
development, Project engineering and operations activities,
and manufacturlnB techniques, plus the steps taken to
integrate these efforts.
TITLE: Quarterly Report 11, October to December 1978 and
Proceedings of the 11th PIN
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: 1978
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 1012-26, and 5101 109
ABSTRACT: This report describes progress made by the LEA
Project during the period October through December 1978.
It includes task reports on Si msterlsl processing, large
area El sheet development, encapsulation materials testing
and development, Project engineering and operations, and
manufacturing techniques, plus the steps taken to integrate
these efforts. It also includes a report on and copies of
vlewgraphs presented at the PIN held December 13-14, 1978.
TITLE: Project Development Plan
CORPORATE RUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: March I, 1979
REPORT NO: 5101-17, Rev. A
ABSTRACT: The scope of this document includes a
discussion of currently planned LEA Project activities
covering the period October 1, 1917 through September 30,
1986. Technics1 management information is emphasized.
TITLE: Progress Report 12, January tO April 1979, and
Proceedings of the 12th PIN
CORPORATE AUTHOR: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: 1979
REPORT NO: DOEJPL 1012-27, and 5101-112
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AISINF AOI
ABSTRACT: This report describes progress made by the LSA
Project during the period January through April 1979. It
includes reports on Project Anslysls and Integration;
Technology Development in Si Material, Large-Ares Sheet
Si, and Encapsulation; Production Process and Equipment
Development; Engineering and Operations, and a discussion
of the steps taken to integrate these efforts. It includes
a report on, and copies of vtewgraphs presented at the PIN
held April 4 5, 1979.
TITLE: Progress Report 13, April thru August 1979. and
Proceedings of the 13th PIN
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: 1979
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 1012-29, JPL Pub. 79 88, 5101-133
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A2OIMF AOI
ABSTRACT: This report describes progress made by the LSA
Project during the period April through August 1979. It
includes reports on project analysis and integration;
technology development in si material, large ares sheet
St, and encapsulation; production process and equipment
development; engineering and operations, and a discussion
of the atppg |akon to Int_Krato thoso efforts. It |ncludl, n
a report on. _nd copies of vtewgraphs presented at. the
PIN held August 22 23, 1919.
TITLE: Low Cost Solar Array Project (I,SA) Resources
Mansgemont Manual, Revision 3
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: September 15, 1979
REPORT NO: 5101 63
ABSTRACT: This document covers the Project general
administrative prsctlces end procedures, an overview of
the system for resources management, Project planning
reporting and c(_ntrol appllcations.
TITLE: Progress Report 14, August to December 1979, and
Proceedings of the 14th PIM
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulslon Laboratory
DATE: 1979
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 1012 62, JPL Pub. 80-21, 5101142
AVAII.ARILITY: NTIS, PC AP3/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: This report describes progress made by the LEA
Project during the period August through November, 1979.
It includes reporLs on project analysis and integration;
technology development in si material, large ares sheet
Si, and encapsulation; production process and equipment
development; engineering, and operations, end s discussion
of the steps taken to integrate these efforts. It includes
a report on, and copies of the visual materials presented
st, the PIN held December 5-6, 1979.
TITLE: Progress Report 15, December 1979 to April 1980,
and Proceedings of the 15th PIN
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: 1919
REPORT NO: DOE JPL I012.44, JPL Pub. 80-27. 5101-151
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AITINF A01
ABSTRACT: This report describes progress made by the LSA
Project during the period December 1979 to April 1980. It
includes reports on project snslysls and integration; tech
nology development in Si material, large-area si sheet and
encspsulation; production process and equipment develop-
ment; enEtneering , and operstlons. It includes a report
on, and copies of visual presentations made at, the PIM
held April 2 and 3. 1980.
TITLE:ProgressReport 16, April to September 1980, and
Proceedings of the 16th PIN
CORPORATE ADTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: 1980
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1D12-51, JPL Pub. 80 100, 5101 160
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A21/MF AO1
ABSTRACT: This report describes progress made by the LSA
Project during the period April to September 1980. It In-
cludes reports on project analysis and integration; tech.
nology development tn St material, large-ires Si sheet and
encapsulation; production process sad equipment develop-
ment; engineering, sad operations. It includes a report
on, and copies of visual presentations made at, the PIN
held September 2A and 25, 1980.
TITLE: Progress Report 17, September 1980 to February
1981, and Proceedings of the 17th PIN
CORPORATE ADTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: 1981
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-54, JPL Pub. 81--35, 5101-172
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A221MF A01
ABSTRACT: This report describes progress made by the LSA
Project during the period September 1980 to February 1981.
It includes reports on project analysis and integration;
technology development In St material, larEs-scan Si sheet
and encapsulation; production process and equipment
development; engineering, and operations. It includes s
report on, and copies of visual presentations made st, the
PIN held at Pasadena, Cslif, on February _ and 5, 1981.
TITLE: Progress Report 18, February to July 1981, and
Proceedings of the 18th PIN
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: 1981
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-58, JPL Pub. 81-94, 5101-186
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A251MF AOl
ABSTRACT: This report describes progress made by the LSA
Project during the period February to July 1981. It
Includes reports on project analysts and Integration;
technology development in SI material, large area St sheet
sad encapsulation; process development; engineering, and
operations. It includes a report on, end copies of visual
presentations made st, the PIN held st Pasadena,
Cellfornia, on July 15 and 16, 1981.
TITLE: Electricity from PV Solar Cells LSA Project.
Displayed st the 15th IEEE Photovoltsic
Specialists Conference, May 1981
CORPORATE RUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: July 1981
REPORT NO: 5101-1lgC
ABSTRACT: This Is a copy of all display material.
TITLE: Progress Report 19, July to November 1981, and
Proceedings of the 19th PIN
CORPORATE AUTB: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: 1981
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1011-67, JPL Pub. 82-11, 5101-194
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AIT/NF AOl
ABSTRACT: Thin report described progress made by the FSA
Project (formerly the Low-Cost Solar Array Project) during
the period July 1O November 1981. It includes reports on
project analysis and Integration; technology research in
Si material, large area Si sheet and environmental Isola-
tion; cell and module formation; engineering sciences, and
module performance and failure analysis. It includes a re-
port on, and copies of visual presentations made st, the
lqth PIN held st Pasadena, California, on November II,
1981. This PIN was a one day meeting conslstlnE primarily
of parallel technology sessions. Two limited-attendance
workshops were conducted on the day before the PIN: one
on St materials and crystal-growth technology, and one on
solar-cell and module technology. A tw0-day short course
on SAMICS was held following the PIN.
TITLE: ProEress Report 20, November 1981 to April 1982,
and Proceedings of the 20th PIN
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: 1982
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-71, JPL Pub. 82-48, 5101-209
ABSTRACT: This report describes progress made by the FSA
Project during the period November 1981 to April 1982. It
includes reports on project analysis and Integration; tech-
nology research tn st material, large area St sheet and en
vironmental isolation; cell and module formation; engineer-
ing sciences, and module performance and failure analysis.
It includes s report on. and copies of visual presentations
made at, the 2Oth PIN held at Pasadena, California, on
April 21 and 22, 1982. This report also contains the pro
sentstions made by various speakers during the plenary
session.
TITLE: Summary of FSA Documentation Abstracts of Published
Documents, 1915 to June 1982
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: September 15, 1982
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-76, JPL Pub. 82 79, 5101 221
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AI61MF AO1
ABSTRACT: Provided are abstracts Of final reports and
latest quarterly reports of JPL and contracted efforts that
have constituted JPL-FSA, formerly LSA. Included are ab-
stracts of Project Office reports, and of reports covering
project analysis and integration, Si material, Si sheet
(large area Si sheet) encapsulation (environmental Isols
ties), production process end equipment (process research),
engineering (engineering sciences), end operations (module
performance and failure analysis).
TITLE: Progress Report 21, April 1982 to January 1983,
and Proceedings of the 2Ist PIN
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: January 1983
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-88, JPL Pub. 83-48, 5101 222
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC R22/MF AO1; I
ABSTRACT: This report describes progress made by FSA
during the period April 1982 to January 1983. It includes
reports on polysiltcon refining, thin film solar-cell and
module technology development, central-station electric
utility activities, Si sheet growth and character|stirs,
advanced PV materials, cell and processes research, module
technology, environmental isolation, engineering sciences,
module performance and failure analysis, and project anal
ysis and integration. It includes proceedings of, and
copies of visual presentations made at, the 2tat PIN held
at Pasadena, California, on January 12 and 13, 1983.
TITLE: Progress Report 22, January to September 1983, and
Proceedings of the 22nd PIN
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: September 1983
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-94, JPL Pub. 84-2, 5101-242
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC ASg/MF AO1; I
ABSTRACT: This report describes progress made by FSA
during the period January to September 1983. It includes
reports on Si-sheet growth and characterization, module
technology, Si material, cell processing and high-
efficiency cells, environmental isolation, engineering
sciences, module performance and failure analysis and
project analysis and integration. It includes a report
on, end copies ol visual presentations made at, the 22nd
PIN held at Pasadena, Callfornls, off September 28 and 79,
1983.
T[TLB:Progress Report 23, September 1983 to March 1984,
and Proeeedlnga of the 23rd PIM
CORPORATE AUTR: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: March 1984
REPORT NO: DOB-JPL 1012-99, JPL Pub. 84-47, 5101-250
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A221MF AOI; I
ABSTRACT: This report describes progress made by FSA dur-
ing the period September 1983 to March 1984. It includes
reports on $I sheet growth and characterization, module
technology, Si material, cell processing and high-
efficiency cells, environmental [solstlon, engineering
sciences, module reliability and project analysis and
integration. It includes a report on, and copies of visual
presentations made at, the 23rd PIM held st Pasadena,
California, on March 14 and 15, 198A
TITLE: Progress Report 24, March to October 1984, and
Proceedings of the 241h PIM
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: October 1984
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-104, JPL Pub. 85-27, 5101 259
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A99/MF AO[; l
ABSTRACT: This report describes progress made by FSA
during the period of March 198_ to October 198_. It
includes reports on St sheet growth and characterization,
Si material, process development, high efficiency cells,
environmental isolation, engtneerinE sciences, and celia
biltty physics. It includes s report on, and copies of
visual presentations made at, the 24th PIM held at
Pasadnns, California, on October 2 and 3. 1984.
TITLE: Progress Report 25, October 1984 to June 1985, and
Proceedings of the 25+h elm
CORPORATE RUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: June 1985
REPORT NO: DOE-Jet i012-I19, JPL Pub. 86-6, 5101 271
ABSTRACT: This report describes progress made by FSA
during the period October 1984 to June 1985. It tncludps
reports on Si sheet growth and characterization, Sl
msterlal, process development, high efficiency cells,
environmental isolation, engineering sciences, and celia+
bility physics. It includes a report on, and copies of
visual presentations made at, the 251h PIM held at
Pasadena, California, on June 19 and _O, 1985.
TITLE: Progress Report 26, July 1985 to April 1986, and
ProceedinEs of the ?6th PIM
CORPORATE RUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: April 1986
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 1012 126, JPL Pub, 86-23, 5101-286
ABSTRACT: This report describes progress made by FSA
during the period July 1985 to April 1986. It includes
reports on Si sheet growth and characterization, St mater-
is1, process development, high efficiency cells, environ-
mental isolation, englneertng sciences, and reliability
physics. It also includes technical and plenary presents.
ttons made at the 26th Project Integration Meeting held at
Pasadena, California, on April 29, 30. and May I, 1986.
This 26th and final Project Integration Meeting was divided
into three specific areas: (1) April 29 consisted of an
overview of the progress and the siEnlflcsnce of the re-
sults of II years of progress to the PV manufacturers,
USers, and corm_unlty; (2) April 30 provided detailed sum
marina of the progress of the FSA contractors and in-house
work since the 251h PTM; and (3) May 1 offered an opportun
tty for industry and users to _xplaln their contlnu|nE par-
ticipation in the manufscture and use of crystalline St PV.
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TITLE: Research Priorities for PV St Technology
AUTHOR: K.N. Koltwed, G.D. Cummlng, end T.C. DiRges, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: 1976
REPORT NO: DOR-JPL 01652
AVAILABILITY: NTIS-01652
ABSTRACT: It la the intent of this paper to define the
necessary areas of research end assIsn appropriate
priorities in PV Si technology. The problems discussed
include wafering for the ingot yielding processes such as
Cz, float zone and eestinE; die Interaction and/or seeding
for the ribbon processes llke EFG, Stepanov and web den
drltlc; subatratelnuclestion problems for the thick film
techniques such as CVD end dip costing; end high tempera-
ture mechanical properties for hot forming processes,
Conclusions of the analysis indicate the need for funds
mental research in the areas of nucleation, crystslllza
tion, solidifications, heat flow dynamics, high temperu
Lure mechanical properties and El-contact material inter
actions,
TITLE: Modeling of Fluldized--Bed Si Deposition Process
AUTHOR: K. Kim, 0. Hsu. E. Lutwack, and A Praturl
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: June 1977
REPORT NO: JPL Pub. 77-25. end 5101-50
ABSTRACT: Modeling of the flutdized bed for St deposition
is described. The model is intended for use as e means of
improving FBR design and for the formulation of the
research program In support of the contracts of the St
Materiel Task for the development of the flutdized bed St
deposition process. A computer program derived from the
simple modeling is also described. Results of some sample
calculations using the computer program are shown.
of gas-stream temperature and for the presence and absence
of Si seed psrtlcles in the gas stream, The study was
undertaken to support and complement those Project programs
which utilize pyrolysla technology in the production of
Si. In most of these programs, the form and size of the
Si are important elements in the success of the program.
TITLE: In-House Study Fluidized-Eed Silene Pyrolysis
AUTHOR: R. Bogle, O. Hsu. and R. Lutweck
CORPORATE RUTH: Jet Propulslon Laboratory
DATE: December 1978
REPORT Re: 5101-89
ABSTRACT: AS part of the Task I In-house support effort,
low-cost Si production by sllsne pyrolysis Is being
studied using a 2-1n. in|ide diameter FBR. The reactor as
well as a quartz flutdtzatlon column were constructed and
instrumented with electronic pressure transducers, end s
computer data acquisition system to study general Si
fluidlzation along with the s|lane chemlstry
TITLE: Modeling of Si Partlcle Growth. A Progress Report
AUTHOR: A.K. Pratur[, G.C. Hsu, and E. Lutweck
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: Aprll 1979
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1Ol2-20, and 5101-105
AVATLABILITY: NTIS, PC AO3/MF A02
ABSTRACT: Efforts at JPL toward the production of pure
polycryatslllne SI are centered on the concept of Si part-
icle growth in a FEE and a CFP, The CFP possibly can
provide the seed particles which will be grown to longer
elzea in the FAR. In both the reactors polycrystelllne St
is obtained from the pyrolysis of selene. A part of the
JPL effort is to develop • model of Si particle growth for
the purpose of predicting particle Erowth rates end product
particle size distributions in the FRR and the CFP. This
report describes the mathematical models of Si particle
growth in the FBR and the CFP.
TITLE: CVD of SI from Selene Pyrolysis
AUTHOR: A, K. Preturi, R. Lutwack, end G. Hsu
CORPORATE AUTR: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: July 1977
REPORT NO: JPL Pub. 77-38
ABSTRACT: The four basic elements in the CVD of Si from
selene eve mesa transport of selene, pyrolysis of stlane.
nucleation of Si end St crystal growth. These four
elements are analytically treated from a kinetic stand
point. Rate expressions that deecrlbe the various con-
ceivable steps involved in the CVD of Si are derived from
elementary principles. Applications of the rate expres
alone for (1} modeling and the simulation of the Si CVD
process and (2) the snelysls of experimental data on Si
CVD ere discussed. The lack of an experimentally estab-
lished mechanism of the SI CVD process and established
values for various constants involved in the rate expres
siena is the major Impediment to the modeling of the CVD
process. Experimental data are needed to determine the
equilibrium adsorption coefficients for selene, hydrogen
and Si vapor and the activation energies and frequency
factors for the various rate processes involved in Lhe Si
CVD.
TITLE: _t Formation by Pyrolysis of Selene. Interim
Report of the Continuous Flow Pyrolyzer Study
AUTHOR: B. Levln
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: October 1978
REPORT NO: 5101 87
ABSTRACT: A study of the formation and growth of St was
conducted in which selene was converLed to Si in a con
tenuous flow pyrolyzer. The study employed a set of four
experiments, factorlslly designed for a high and low level
TITLE: On the Modeling of Sllane Pyrolysis in •
Continuous Flow Reactor
AUTHOR: A.K, Praturl, G.C. HSU, and R. Jaln
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: April 1979
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-21, and 5101106
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A031MF ROl
ABSTRACT: selene pyrolysis in a CFP Is a simple process
that is currently being developed for producing solar cell
Ersde S/ The process Involves complex phenomena, however.
including thermal decomposition of silane, nucleation and
growth of Si partlcles, and mass and heat transfer. Model
ing Lhe effecLs of transport phenomena on s|lane pyrolysis
in a CFP is discussed in this reporL. One- and two dtmen
siena1 models are developed to predict velocity, tempera-
Lure, and concentration profl]es in Lhe reactor. The one
dimensional model has been implemented ssa computer code.
TITLE: Purification of SI by the Si Fluoride Transport
Process: A Thermochemicsl Study
AUTHOR: R.A, Rhein
CORPORATE RUTH: Jet Propuls|on Laboratory
DRTE: AprI1 1979
REPORT NO: DOB-JPL 1012-18, and 5101 I07
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO31MF gel
ABSTRACT: A computer-ssslsted thermochem|cel equilibrium
snslysla wee conducted for the Si transport reectlon:
St(s) 4 SIFA(g) = (Intermediates) = St(s) + SIF4(g). The
calculations indicated that a substantial transport rate
should be possible at temperatures of 1700 K and one
atmosphere pressure. Computatlon_ were made to determine
whether the elemental impurities present in metallurgicel
grade Si would transfer in this process. II was concluded
that aluminum, chromium, copper, iron, manganese, molyb-
11
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denum, nickel, vanadium, and zirconium would not transfer,
but that boron, magnesium, phosphorus, and titanium would
transfer.
TITLE: Si Preparation and Purity from the Reaction of
Sodium with $i Tetrafluorlde and Si Tetrachlorlde
AUTHOR: R.A. Rheln
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: April 1979
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-19, and 5101 lOS
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO3/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: Thermochemlcal equilibrium computations for the
preparation of Si by the reaction between sodium, either
liquid or vapor, with Si tetrafluorlde and Si tetrachlor
ida are presented. The reactions of a number of impurity
elements in Na, during the course of the NaSi halide
reaction, have been described.
TITLE: The Effects of Impurities on the Performance of Si
Solar Cells
AUTHOR: K.A. Yamakawa
CORPORATE RUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: September 1981
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-57, and 5101-189
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO41MF AOI
ABSTRACT: The major factors that determine the tolerable
concentrations of impurities in Sl feedstock for solar
cells used in power generation are discussed in this
report.
TITLE: Proceedings of the FSA Workshop on the Science of
Si Material Preparation (August 23, 24, and 25,
1982, The Polnte, Phoenix, Arizona)
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: February I, 1983
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 1012-81, JPL Pub. 83 13, 5101 228
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AI4/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: The Science of Si Material Preparation Workshop
was held August 23-25, 1982 at The Pointe, Phoenix,
Arizona. It was sponsored by JPL-FSA. There were six
sessions: St Production and Purity; Thermodynamics,
Kinetics, and Mechanisms; particle Formation and Growth;
Deposition in FBRs; CVD; and Alternative Polyallicon
Processes. Twenty two invited papers were presented.
Discussion periods followed the papers and the sessions.
These Proceedings are a record of the papers and the
discussions.
TITLE: Si Production in s Fluidlzed Bed Reactor: A
Parameter Study
AUTHOR: N. Rohatgi and G. Hsu
CORPORATE AUTR: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: October 1983
REPORT NO: JPL D-1283, 5101-248
ABSTRACT: This report covers one phase of experimental
study sponsored by the DOE, that was carried out by JPL.
One of the objectlveg of FSA is to establish the technol-
ogy for a low-cost process for producing semiconductor St
to meet the needs for terrestrial PV applications. The
starting material for thls process is stlane gas produced
by the Union Carbide Corp. under another FSA development
program. The process for converting metallurglcal-grade
SI to silane is being demonstrated at the pilot-plant
scale by the Union Carbide Corp. at Washougal, Washington.
The low-cost means of converting silane to semiconductor-
grade Si in a FHR is being investigated by JPL and by the
Union Carbide Corp. under a contract with JPL. The over-
all goal of the program is to produce Si at $16-20/kg
(1982 dollars).
TITLE: A Review of the Si Material Task
AUTHOR: R. Lutwack
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: February 1, 1984
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 1012-96, JPL Pub. 84-24, 5101-244
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO3/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: The SI Material Task o£ FSA was assisned the
objective of developing the technology for low-cost pro-
ceases for produclng polyslllcon suitable for terrestrlsl
solar-cell applications. The Task program comprised sec-
tions for process developments for semiconductor-grade and
solar-cell-grade products. To provide Information for
deciding upon process designs, extensive investigations of
the effects of impurities on material properties and the
performance of ceils were conducted. The silane process
of the Union Carbide Corp. was carried through several
stages of technical and engineering development. A pilot
plant was the culmination of this effort. The work to
establish silane fluidized bed technology for a low cost
process is continuing, The advantages of the use of
dtchlorogtlane in a Siemens-type process were shown by
Hemlock Semiconductor Corp. The development of other
processes is described.
TITLE: An Analysis of the Feasibility of Producing SI for
Solar Cells by a DichlorosilanelFluldized Red
Reactor Process
AUTHOR: A. Brlglio, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulglon Laboratory
DATE: May 1984
REPORT NO: DOE JPL I012-I01, JPL Pub. 84-55, 5101-256
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A021MF AOI
ABSTRACT: An analysis was conducted to evaluate a novel
Si production process based on conversion of dtchloro-
stlane to Si in FEEs. Such a process seemed attractive
from an economic point of view. The study is part of the
effort being supported by FSA for new processes for making
low cost, high purity Si for terrestrial solar cells. It
was concluded that the thermodynamics and kinetics should
be sufficiently f.vorable: to allow reasonably high values
of conversion efficiency of dichlorosilane to Si, to
attain a satisfactory SI deposition rate, end to achieve
a suitably high product purity. The si price is expected
to be somewhat higher than that for Sl produced by the
FBRbased si via silsne process being developed by the
Union Carbide Corp. and JPL. Process success ultimately
will depend upon finding FHR materials of construction
that will withstand the severe corrosive and abrasive
environment that is expected to be present.
TITLE: Proceedings of the FSA Workshop on Low-Cost Poly-
silicon for Terrestrial PV Solar-Cell Applications
(October 2830, 1985, at Las Vegas, Nevada)
CORPORATE AUTH: ,Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: February, 1986
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-122, JPL Pub. 86-11, 5101-287
ABSTRACT: The Workshop on Low Cost Polysllicon for Terres-
trial PV Solar cell Applications was held October 28, 29,
and 30, 1985, at the Sahara Hotel, Lea Vegas, Nevada. It
was sponsored by JPL-FSA. The sessions were: Polysillcnn
Material Requirements; Economics; Process Developments In
the USA; Process Developments, International; and Polysili-
con Market and Fcrecasts. There were two forums dealing
with polysilicon process technology and polyailicon mar-
kets. Twenty one invited papers were presented end dis-
cussion periods followed the papers. Tllla report contains
a record of the papers, the forums, and the discussions.
TITLE: St Production in a FHR. Final Report
AUTHOR: N Rohatgi
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: April 1986
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 1012-123, JPL Pub. 86-17, 5101-296
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ABSTRACT: Pert of the development effort of the JPL in
house technology involved tn FSA was the investigation of
a low-cost process to produce semlconductor-grade Si for
terrestrial PV cell appllcatlona. The process selected
was based on pyrolysis of ailane in a FBR. Following
initial inveatigations involving 1 and 2-in. die
reactors, a 6-in. die, engineering-scale FBR was con-
structed to establish reactor performance, mechanism of Si
deposition, product morphology, and product purity. The
overall mass balance for all experiments [ndlcates that
more than 90% of the total St fed into the reactor is
deposited on S| seed particles and the remaining 10%
becomes elutristed fines, si production rates were
demonstrated of 1.5 kglh at 30_ ailane concentration and
3.5 kg/h at 80_ ailane concentration. The mechanism of St
deposition is described by a six-path process: hetero
geneous deposition, homogeneous decomposition, coalescence,
coagulatlon, scavenging, and heterogeneous growth on fines.
The bulk of the grown St layer appears to be made up of
small diameter particles. This product morphology lends
support to the concept of the scavenging of homogeneously
nucleated St. Excellent purity of the si product was
obtained from an FBR equipped with a quartz linear. The
product S| had metallic contaminants less than the
detection limits of spark source mass spectroscopy (e.g.,
Fe < 0.6 ppma, Cr < 0.02 ppma, Zn < 0.0_ ppms,
Co < 0.I ppms). Solar cells fabricated from this pure
St product showed encouraging results and the data are
described in this report.
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TITLE: Fine1 Report. St Nskert•l Task. Pert 3
AUTHOR: R.A. Roques and D.N. Coldwe11
CORPORATE AUTH: ToX•S Instruments, Inc.
DATE: J•nuary 1977
REPORT NOt ERDA-JPL 954412-7111
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO5/NF A01
ABSTRACT: The fee•ability of a process for carbon reduc-
tion of low impurity nil•c• in • plasma he•t source w•s
Investis•ted to produce low-cost solar-grade Si. Theore-
tics1 •specie of the re•orlon chemistry were studied with
the aid of a computer progr•m using tier•give free energy
mtnimlz•Lion. The computer simul•tton technique of molec-
ular dyn•mics was used to study the quenching of product
species.
TITLE: Pine1 Technical Report. Dstermin•tion of •
Definition of Solar Grade S•
AUTHOR: H.M. Gutsche and D.R. Rill
CORPORATE AUTH: Monsanto Ease•rob Corp.
DATE: September 9, 1977
REPORT NO: gRDA-JPL 954338-77/1
ABSTRACT: This fine1 report gives the effects of the im-
purities A1, C, Cr, Cu, Pc, ME, Hn, Ns, Ni, O, Ti, V, end
Zr on the pavfo_ance of Si aoltr cells, A aerie• of ex-
perimental S• crystals were prepared containing controlled
amounts of these impurities in otherwise $G SI single crys-
tals. Using these cryst•ls, solar cells were prepared and
the solar energy conversion efficlencies of these devices
were measured agslnst astsndsrd cell provided by JPL.
TITLE: Final Report. Lifetime and Diffusion Length
Hessurements on 81Hsterlals snd Solsr Cells
AUTHOR: S. othmer and S.C. Chen
CORPORATE AUTH: Northrop Corp.
DATE: November 1977
REPORT NO: RRDA-JPL 95461& 7711
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO5/NF AO1
AESTRACT: Experimental methods were evaluated for the
determination of llfetime and diffusion length in S•
intentlonally doped with potentlally llfetlmedegreding
impurities found in melellurglcel grade Si, impurities
which may be residual in low-cost S• intended for use in
terrestrial fief-plate arrays. Results obtained by these
methods were compared for mutual consistency. Lifetime
measurements were made using a steady state pbntoconduc
tivtty method, which was compared with • photoconductivity
decay technique. Diffusion length determinations were
made using short-circuit current me•surements under pens
grating illumination. Thls method was compared with s
direct measurement of diffusion length using s scanning
electron microscope.
TITLE: Pins1 Report. Analysts of Effects of Impurities
Intentionally Incorporated into Si
AUTHOR: F.N. Use
CORPORATE gUTH: Spectrolsb, Inc.
DATE: December 1971
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 956694--7714
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO2/MP A01
ABSTRACT: A methodology has been developed and tmple
me•ted to allow S• s•mples containing Intentionally
incorporated impurities to be fabrlcsted into finished
adler cells under carefully controlled conditions. The
electrical properties and spectral responses were then
measured for each group processed. All 33 lots of group
"C", l& lots of Group "CH" sad 16 lots of Group "P" have
been fabricated into cells and tested.
_RECED_IG PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
TITLE: Final Report. October 9, 1975 to July 9, 1978.
Evaluation of Selected Chemlc•l Processes for
Production of Low-Cost gi (Phases I end II)
AUTHOR: J.N. Blocher, Jr. and N.P. Browning
CORPORATE AUTH: Battelle Nemorl•l Institute,
Columbus Laboratories
OATS: July 9, 1918
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954339-78/11
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC k0blMY AOl
ABSTRACT: The zinc reduction of gl tetrachloride in •
fluldlzed bad of seed par•loins to yleld • gr•nulsr pro-
duct was studied •long with several modific•tlons of the
therm•l decomposition or hydrogen reduction of 8t left•-
iodide. Although al1 contenders were believed to be
capable of meeting the qu•lity requirements of the LSA
Project, it w•s concluded th•t only the zinc reduction of
the chloride could be made economic•11y feasible at • cost
below $101kg Si (1975 dollars). Accordingly, subsequent
effort w•s limited to evaluating that process. A mini-
plant, consisting of • 5-cm-dis RFR and assoclsted
equipment was used to study the deposition parameters,
temperature, resct•nt composition, seed particle size, bed
depth, reactant throughput, and methods of reactant
introduction, other aspects of the process such ss the
condensation and fused-salt e]actrolysls of the ZNCL 2
by-product for recycle of zinc end chlorine were studied
to provide information required for design of a 50 _lyr
experimental f•cllity, visualized as the next stage in the
development. Projected St costs of $7.35 and $8.71/kg
(1975 dollars) for s 1000 HTIyr fact]try were obtained,
depending upon the number and size of the SPaRs and
ZNCL 2 electrolytic cells used.
TITLE: Final Report. Synthesis of Silane and S• in n
Non-Equilibrlum Plasma Jet
AUTHOR: R.P. C•lcote
CORPORATE AUTH: AeroChem Research Labor•tortes, Inc.
DATE: October 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954560 78/8
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOg/MF A01
ABSTRACT: The origins] objective of this program was to
determine the feasibility of high volume, low-cost pro-
duction of high purity silsne or solar ceil grade Si using
• non-equillbrlum plasma Jet. The emph•sts w•s changed
near the end of the program to determine the feasibility
of preparing PV a-St films directly using this method.
The non-equillbrlum plasma Jet Is produced by partially
dissociating hydrogen to hydrogen atoms in s 50 to
100 Tort glow discharge and expanding the HIH 2 mixture
through s nozzle. & high flux density of hydrogen stems
is thus produced st concentrations of •bout 3 mol % with
about 30% energy utilization efficiency. The jet is mixed
with • second reactant and the re•orion proceeds •t s
temperature of ZOO to 600 K to produce products. Yields
of SiH 4, StHC13, or SiH2C12 from SiC14 sad StHCI 3 were too
low to be economically •ttractive. However, both amorphous
end polycrystslline S• films which strongly adhered to
Pyrex, Vycor, aluminum, or carbon were prepared with either
StCI 4 reactant were more difficult to prepare; they were
prepared by carefully cleaning the aluminum substrata,
dilutlng the $tH 4 with about 90% argon, and forming the
glow discharge between the mixing nozzle and the aluminum
substr•te. Doping such films with P by adding PH 3
reduced the electrical resistivity by two orders of
magnitude. The non-equilibrium plasma Jet should be
further evaluated as a technique for producing high
efficiency PV • Si films.
TITLE: Interim Report. Closed-.Cycle Process Development
AUTHOR: R.A. toques
CORPORATE AUTH: Texas Instruments, Inc.
DATE: December 1978
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 955006r78/2
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ABSTRACT: This program was Phase I of sn effort to achieve
production of low-coat aDler-grade polysillcon from metal-
lurgical-grade Siin a cloaed-cycln process. Impure Si
would be converted to trichlorosilane by reaction with
by-product 8i tetrachlorlde, and the trichlorosilane
thermally decowpoaed in a rotary drum reactor. The tech-
nical reatrictlona to development of the program approach
were beard on minimizing new technology requirements by
using existing technology to reduce the timing, risk, and
cost of achieving production capability. The deficiencies
in the eatablished Siemens polysilicon process were identi-
fied end systematically eliminated to achieve s simple,
continuous, easily scalable, low-cost process. The process
was begun with the design of the two major items of
untested equipment, the Sl tetrachlortde by-product con-
verter and the Rotary Drum Reactor for deposition of Sl
from trichlorosllsne. The design criteria of the initisl
laboratory equipment Included consideration of the reaction
chemistry, thermodynamics, and other technical factors.
Design and conatruction of the laboratory equipment was
completed. The closed-cycle process appears to have s
very likely potentlal to achieve LSA goals.
TITLE: Final Report. The Production of Solar Cell Grade
El from Bromosilanes
AUTHOR: 3. Schumscher
CORPORATE AUTH: J.C, Schumscher CO.
DATE: January 1979
REPORT NO: DOB-JPL 954914-1915
ABSTRACT: Baaed upon a chemical engineering analysis of
existing semiconductor grade polycrystalline Si proceases,
Cost Element ObJectivea for (I) Capital Equipment, (2) Raw
Materlala, (3) Labor, and (4) Utilities were estsbllahed
to meet the LSA Project si Materials Task cost objective
of $10/kg for SCG St. A CFR process based on the hydrogen
reduction if the bromos|Isnes SiBr 4 and SiHBr 3 waa pro-
posed by the J. C. Schumacher Co. to meet these cost
element objectives. Initial experiments directed st
obtaining overall yield data for bromostlane reduction in
the CFR were carried out. Further experiments to complete
process selection and preliminary process economic
evaluation and design are auggested.
TITLE: Final Report. Phsaes I and II. Feasibility of
the $11ane Proceas for Producing Semiconductor-
Grade Si, October 1975 to March 1979
CORPORATE AUTR: Union Carbide Corp.
DATE: June 1919
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954334-79110
ABSTRACT: The commercial production of low cost SO St is
an essential requirement of the LSA Project. A IOO0-MT/yr
commercial facility using the Union Carbide Silane Process
will produce molten SI for an estlmsted price of $1.561kg
(1975 dollars, private financing), meeting the DOE goal of
less than $10/kg. Conclusions and technology status ere
reported for both contract phases, which had the following
objectives: 1) establish the feasibility of UCC's Stlene
Procesa for commercial appllcatlon, end 2) Develop an inte-
grated process design for an ExpPrlmentsl Process System
Development Unit (EPSDU) and • commercial facility, and
estimate the corresponding commercial plant economic per-
formsnce. TO assemble the facility design, the following
work was performed: (s) collection of Union Cerblde's
applicable background technology; (b) design, assembly,
and operation of a amsll tntegrmted silene producing PDU;
(c) analysis, testing, and comparison of two hi&hi tempera
lure methods for converting pure silane to si metal; and
(d) determination of chemical reaction equilibria and
klnetlcs, end vapor-liquid equilibria for chlorosilsnes.
TITLE: Final Report. Composition Measurements by
Analytical Photon Catalysis
AUTHOR: D.G. Sutton, et al.
CORPORATE AUTH: The Aerospace Corp.
DATE: September 1919
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955201-79/4
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO31MF AOI
ABSTRACT: The object of this research ia to aaaeas the
applicability of the photon catalyeia technique for effect-
ins composition analysla of Sl samples. In partlcu]ar,
our technique ts Lo be evaluated aas detector for the
Impurities AI, Cr, Fe, Mn, Tr, V, Ms and Zr. During the
first year we here detected A1, Cr, Fe, Mn, Ti and Si with
the photon catalysis method. Wa have established the best
fluorescence lines to monitor and determined initial sensi-
tivities to each of these elements by atomic absorption
calibration. In the course of these teStS vapor pressure
curves for these six pure substances have also been mapped.
We have mlso studied the detection of these impurities In
SI matrices. The evaporation proceaa waa shown to be con-
gruent; thus, our spectral anslyals of the vapor will yield
the composition of the bulk sample. In addition to these
mainline tasks, much ancillary information waa obtained.
The emission signatures were determined for several addi-
tions1 elements including AS, Bi, B, Ca, Cu, Cr, Ca, Ge,
ME, Me, P end Pb. Ionic emlsalon llnes for Cs and Mg were
determined to be useful for analysis. Pulsed sample
introduction was exsmlned.
TITLE: Final Report. Solar Si via the Dow Corning Process
AUTROR: L.P. Hunt and V.D. DosaJ
CORPORATE AUTH: Dow Cornlng Corp.
DATE: October 1979
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954559 7811
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO6/MP AOI
ABSTRACT: The process developed under thin contract meets
the LSA Project objective of demonatratlng technical feasi-
bility for high-volume production of solar-cell-grade Si.
The process consists of producing Si from pure raw mater-
ials via the carbothermlc reduction of quartz, This Si
was then purified to solar grade by impurity segregation
during Cz crystal growth. Commercially available raw mat
erlals were used to produce IO0 kg quantities of Si during
60-h periods in a Direct Arc Reactor. This Si had impurity
concentrations of less than 10 ppm_ each, except for ki
end Fe (50 lOS ppmw). Purification of this materlel by Cz
crystal growth gave Si of semiconductor purity, except for
A1 (1 ppma), 8 (7 ppms, 0.1 ohm-cm), and P (0.5) ppma.
This St produced a single crystalline ingot, during •
second Cz pull, that was fabricated into solar cells
having AM1 efficlencies ranging from 8.2% to greater than
14% (AR-coated). An energy analysis of the entire process
indicated a 5-month payback time. A price of $12.15 (1980
dollars, with profit) was estimated for a 3OO0-MT/yr
plant, Further process development is recommended based
upon technical success, estimated product cost, and
commerclslly available technology already existing in the
industry that. car_ be applied to process scale up,
TITLE: Quarterly Report. Development of Model and
Computer Code to Describe Solar Grade Si
Production Processes
AUTHOR: R. Srivsstava and R.K. Gould
CORPORATE AUTH: AeroChem Research Laboratories, Inc.
DATE: December ]919
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 954862 7918
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOTIMF AOI
ABSTRACT: This report describes models and computer codes
which may be used to describe flow reactors in which high
purity, solar grade St is produced via reduction of gaseous
St halldes A prominent example of the type of process
which may be studied using the codes developed in this pro-
gram is the SICI4/Na reactor currently being developed
by the WesLinghouse Electric Corp, During this program
two large computer codes were developed. The first is the
CHEMPART code, an sxts_etric, marching code which treats
two phase flows with models describing detailed gasphase
chemical kinetlc_, particle formation, and particle growth,
This code, based on the AeroChem LAPP code can be used to
describe flow reactors in which reactants mix, react, and
form s psrtlc.late phase. Detailed radial gas phase rum
position, temperature, velocity, and particle size distri
bution profiles are computed. Also, deposition of heat,
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momentum, end mess (either pertlculste or vapor) on reactor
weUs |v described. The second coda is a modified version
of the GEtlMIX boundary layer code which is used to compute
rates of heat, momentum, and mass transfer to the reactor
walls. This code lacks the detailed chemical kinetics and
particle handling features of the CHENPART coda but has
the virtue of running much more rapidly then CHENPART,
while traetlng the phanr_ena occurring in the boundary
layer in more detell than can be afforded using CHENPART.
These two codes have been used in this program to predict
particle formation cheracterlstlcs and wall collection
efftciencies for StCl/Ha flow reactors. It is antici-
pated that an Important eppllcetion of these codes will be
their use in finding operation conditions where droplet
formation mey be minimized and high collection efftc|en-
cies may still be realized in reactors of the Meetinghouse
type.
TITLE: Semiconductor Grade, Solar Si Puriflcstlon Project
AUTHOR: M.M. lngle, R+S. Reeler, et el.
CORPORATE AUTH: Notorola, Tnc.
DATR: December 10, 1979
_EPORT NO: 954442-?8/12
ABSTRACT: In February 1976, DOR/JPL funding was initiated
for Notorole's low-cost polysilicon program. In the pro-
case, Sirs, • low-cost by-product is reacted with mg SI
to form SiP 2 gee which _s poly_mrlzed. The (SLY2) s
polymer is heated forming volatile SixFy homologues
which disproportionate (CVD) on • SI particle bed forming
$1 and SiP 4. During the Inltial phases of the investlgs-
tlon, the si analysis procedure relied heavily on SSHS snd
gS analysis. These analysts demonstrated that major puri-
fication hid occurred end soma samples were indistinguish-
able from semiconductor grade Si (except possibly for
phosphorus). However, more recent alectrlcsl anelysls via
crystal growth reveals that the product contains compen
sated phosphorus and boron. Mock on the control or removal
of the electrically active donors end accepters could yield
• product sultsble for solar application.
TITLR: Final Report. Si Hsllde-Alkali Metal Flames as •
Source of Solar Grade Si
AUTHOR: O.B. Olson and V+J. Hiller
CORPORATE AUTH: AeroChem Research Laboratories, Inc.
DATE: January 1980
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954777-80/8
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO4/NF A01
ABSTRACT: The object of this program was to determine the
feasibility of using continuous high temperature reactions
of alkali metals end $I halldes to produce Si in large
quantities end of suitable purity for use in the produc-
tion of PV solar cells. Equilibrium celculatlons showed
that s range of conditions were available where Si was
produced as a condeusad phase but the byproduct alkall
metal aslt was • vapor. A process was proposed using the
vapor phase reaction of Na with SiC14. LOW pressure
esperimenta were performed demonstrating that free S| was
produced end providing experience with the construction of
reactant vapor generators. Further experiments at higher
reaBant flow rates were performed in e low temperature
flow tube configuration with co-axis1 injection of re-
ascots. A high temperature graphite flow tuba was built
end continuous aaperatlon of $i from MaC1 wee demon-
strated. A larger-scaled well-stirred reactor was built.
gxperlments were performed to |nvesti&ate the compat|billty
of grephlte-beaed reactor materials of constructlons with
sodium.
TITLE: Pins1 Report, Auslysts of The Effects of
Impurities in Si
AUTHOR: J.H. Wohlgemuth and N.N. Clulieno
CORPORATE AUTH: Solaces Corp.
OATS: January 1980
_8PORT NO: DOE-JPL 95530714
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOS/NF AO1
ABSTRACT: The purpose of this program was to conduct •
solar cell fabrication end anelysls program to determine
the effects on the resultant solar cell efficiency of
impurities intentionally incorporated into St. The program
employed "flight-quality" technologies and quality assur-
ance typical of an experienced solar cell manufacturer to
assure that variations in cell performance are due to the
impurities |ucorporated in the Si. A rigid program of doc-
umentatlon end decontsminetlon procedures was instituted.
TITLE: Final Report. Novel Duplex Vapor-Electrochemical
Method for Si Solar Cells
AUTHOR: L. Nsnls, A. SanJurJo, et el.
CORPORATE AUTH: ERa International
DATR: NacrE 1980
RRPORT NO: DOR-JPL 954471-80/13
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOS/NF AO1
ABSTRACT: A process has been developed for the economic
producttou of high purity St from Inexpensive reactants,
based on the Na reduction of SiF 4 gal. The products of
reaction (NAP, Si) are separated by either aqueous leaching
or by direct melting of the NaY-St product mixture. Impur-
ities known to degrade solar cell performance are all
present It sufficlently low concentrations so that melt
solidification (e.g., Cz) will provide • Si material
suitable for solar cells.
TITLR: Final Report. Use of Glass Reinforced Concrete as
I Subltrlta for PV Nodules
CORPORATR AUTH: Tricot NBAaaociates (NBAsaocistes)
DATR: Hatch 1980
RRPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955281-80/4
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A06/NF AO1
ABSTRACT: NRAssociates developed a eubstrate for flat
plate PV solar penal arrays using • GRC material. The
installed cost of this GRC panel (designed, developed and
fabricated by NBA) is 30% less than the JPL cost BOll of
the Near Term Low-Cost Flat Plate PV Program. The 4' z 8'
penal is fabricated from readily available inexpensive
materials, weighs a nominal 190 1be., has exceptionally
good strength and durability properties (rigid and resists
weathering), is amenable to mass production and is easily
Installed on simple mountings. Solar cells are encapsu-
lated in EVA with Tedlsr backing and Korsd cover film.
The laminates ace attached to the CRC substrete with
acryLic transfer tape and edge sealed with a silicone RTV
adhesive.
TITLE: Final Report. Gaseous Melt Replenishment System
AUTHOR: D.N. Jewett, H.E. Bates, end D.N. Hill
CORPORATE AUTH: Energy Nateriale Corp.
DATR: August 1980
REPORT NO: DoE-aPt 955269-80116
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO4/NF AO1
ABSTRACT: The objective of this program was to demonstrate
the operation of a novel, efficient Si production tech-
nique. The essanLisla of the method comprised chemical
vapor deposition of Si, by hydrogen reduction of chloro-
salines, on the inside of a quartz reaction vessel having
large tuteznel surface area. The system was deeigned to
allow successive depositlon-meltlng cycles, with Si
removal being accomplished by discharging the molten El.
The liquid product would be suitable for transfer to a
crystal growth process, casting into solid form, or
production of shots. Successful, sequentlal operation of
the reverse U-bend trap seal ("U-tube') was also
demonstrated. This feature, acting as • laO0°C valve,
permits succeexive daposttion-meltout cycles in the
reactor. Problems remaining to be solved with the system
include: (1) PlasHing of the reactor outlet tube by St
halide polymers and by $t monoxide generated during the
melt-down. (2) Naxlmizetlon of regenerative heat
exchange between reactants and producte, thus t_proving
conversion levels.
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TITI,E: Final Report. AR Coatings on Large Ares Glass
Sheets
AUTHOR: E. Pastlrik
CORPORATE AUTH: Motorola, Inc.
DATE: September 1980
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955339-80/4
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A04/MF A01
ABSTRACT: AR coatings which may be suitable for use on
the covers of PV solar modules can be easily produced by a
dipping process. The coatings are applied to glass by
drawing sheets of glass vertically out of dilute aqueous
sodium silicate solutions at a constant speed, allowing
the adherent liquld film to dry, then exposing the dried
film to concentrated sulfuric acid, followed by a water
rinse and dry. The process produces coatings of good
optical performance (96.7% peak transmission at 0.540 uM
wavelength) combined with excellent stain and soll resist-
ance, and good reslstsnce to abrasion, The process is
reproducible and easily controlled.
TITLE: Final Report. Development of Megasonic Cleaning
for Si Wafers
AUTHOR: A. Mayer
CORPORATE AUTH: RCA Corp.
DATE: September 1980
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955342-79/5
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOA/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: The major contract goals to develop a cleaning
and drying system for processing at least 2500 3-in.-dla
wafers/h and to reduce the process cost were achieved.
The new system conslsts of an ammonia hydrogen peroxide
bath in which both surfaces of 3/32-1n.-spaced, ion-
implanted wafers are cleaned in quartz carriers moved on a
bell past two pairs of Megasonlc transducers. The wafers
are dried in the novel room temperature, hlgh-veloclty alr
dryer in the same carriers used for annealing. A new laser
scanner was used effectively to monitor the cleaning
ability on a sampling basis.
TITLE: Final Report. October 1, 1975 to February 6,
1981. Process Fessibillty Study
AUTHOR: C.L. Yews, K. Li, et el.
CORPORATE AUTH: Lamer University
DATE: February 6, 1981
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954343 81/21
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A20/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: This study reports work performed and presents
results for process system properties, chemical engineer-
ing and economic analyses of the new technologies and pro-
ceases being developed for the production of lower cost Si
for solar cells. Major physical, thermodynamic and trans-
port property data are reported for the following Si source
end processing chemical materials: silane, Si tetrachlor-
tde, trichlorostlane, dtchlorosilane, St tetrsfluortde and
Si. The property data are reported for critical tempera
lure, critical pressure, critical volume, vapor pressure,
heat of vaporization, heat capacity, density, surface
tension, viscosity, thermal conductivity, heat of formation
and Gibb'a free energy of formation. The reported property
data are presented as a function of temperature to permit
rapid usage in research, development and production engine-
ering. Chemical engineering analyses involving the pre-
liminary process design of a plant (I000 MTlyr capacity)
to produce Si via the technology under consideration were
accomplished for the following processes: OCC selene
process for St; BCL process of si - case A; BCL process
for si - case B; conventional polysilicon process (Siemens
Technology); SiX 4 decomposition process and PCS process.
TITLE:
AUTHOR:
Final Report. Development of Processes for the
Production of Solar Grade si from Halldes and
Alkali Netsls, Phase I & II
C.R. OIckson and R.K. Gould (Phase I);
C.N. Dickson, N. Felder, and R.K. Gould (Phase II)
CORPORATE AUTH: AeroChem Research Laboratories, Inc.
DATE: March 1981
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955491-8116
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A061MF AOI
ABSTRACT: Phase I of this program was directed toward the
development of processes involving high temperature reac-
tions of Si hsltdes with alkali metals for the production
of solar grade Si in volume at low cost. Experiments were
performed to evaluate product separation and collection
processes, measure heat release parameters for scaling
purposes, determine the effects of reactants and/or pro-
ducts on msterlals of reactor construction, and make pro
llmlnary engineering and economic analyses of e scaled-up
process. Samples of the Si product were delivered to JPL
for evaluation of solar cell performance. The objective
of Phase II of the program was to characterize the kinet-
ics and mechanism of the formation and growth of Si peril
cles from the decomposition of selene at high temperatures.
The experiments were aimed at determining the rates at
which gas phase species form Si particle precursors, the
time required for selene decomposition to produce parti-
cles, and the competing rate of growth of Si seed parti-
cles Injected Into s decomposing sllane environment,
TITLE: Final Report. For period July 1978 to January
1981. Evaluation of Selected Chemical Processes
for Production of Low-Cost El, Phase Ill
AUTHOR: J.M. Blocher, Jr., et al.
CORPORATE AUTH: Battelle Memorial Institute,
Columbus Laboratories
DATE: March 31, 1981
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954339-81/21
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A061MF AOI
ABSTRACT: AS a phase of a program to establish the engi-
neering feasibility of the process for producing Si by the
zinc vapor reduction of Sl tetrechlorlda, a PDU, which con-
staled of the four major units of the process, was de-
signed, installed, and experimentally operated. The PDU
was sized to SORT/yr. The deposition took place in a FBR.
As a consequence of the experiments, improvements in the
design and operation of these units were undertaken and
their experimental limitations were partially established.
TITLE: Final Report. Investigation of the Hydrogenation
of SICl 4
AUTHOR: J.¥.P_ Mul and D. Seyferth
CORPORATE AUTH: Massachusetts Institute of Technology
DATE: April 1981
REPORT NO: DOEJPL 955382-?9/8
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A061MF AO1
ABSTRACT: A two-year R&D program was initiated in &prtl
of 1979 to study the hydrochlorinat|on of Sl tetrachlortde
and metsllurglcsl grade (m.g.) Si metal to trlchlorosl-
lane. This complementary research and development effort
is conducted to supplement the engineering process develop
ment activities for the EPSDU under the UCC Contract NO.
954334. A laboratory scale pressure reactor was con-
structed to study this reaction at pressures up to 500
psig. Reaction kinetic measurements were carried out as a
function of reactor pressure, reaction temperature and
H2/SiCI 4 feed rgtto. The conditions for reaction
kinetic date collected at 500 pits were specifically
designed to complement the engineering design for the
hydrochlor|nstton reactor in the UCC EPSDU, stlane-to-Sl
process. The effect of an added copper catalyst on the
reaction rate was investigated. Different particle size
distributions of the m. 8. Si metal were utilized to study
the effect of total solid surface area on the rate of the
hydrochlorination reaction. Experiments were carried out
with the object to study the life of the St mass bed with
and without the presence of a copper catalyst. Thp effect
of a prolonged reaction on the reaction rate was investl
gated. A corrosion study was made on type 304 stainless
steel and Incoloy 800H under the actual hydrochlorination
reaction environment.
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TITLE: Final Techn|cal Report. Development of a Process
for High Capacity Arc Heater Production of Si for
Solar Arrays for Si Materiels Task
AUTHOR: N.G. Fay
CORPORATE AUTB: Westinghouse Electric Corp,
DATE: May 1981
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954589-80/9
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC All/MF A01
ABSTRACT: During the performance of the program, the
esperlmentel verification system for the production of St
via the arc heater-sodium reduction of SiC14 was
designed, fabricated, installed, and operated. Each of
the attendant subsystems was checked out and operated to
insure performance requirements. These subsystems in
cluded: the arc heaters reactor, cooling water system.
gas system, power system, control and instrumentation
system, Na injection system, SIC14 injection system,
effluent dlspossl system and gas burnoff system. Prior to
introducing the reactants (Na and Sic14) to the arc
heater/reactor, a series of gag only-power tests was con-
ducted to establish the operating parameters of the three
arc heaters of the system. Following the successful com
pletlon of the gas only power tests and the reedtnes_ tests
of the sodium and StCI 4 injection systems, s shakedown
test of the complete experimental verification system wee
conducted.
TITLE: Final Technical Report. Study of the Effects of
Impurities on the Properties of SI Materials end
Performance of Si Solar Cell
AUTHOR: C.T. Sah
CORPORATE RUTH: C.T. Sah Associates
DATE: October 1981
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954685-81/5
ABSTRACT: This fifth technical report, also the final
report, covers studies on the effect of impurities and
defects on the performance of Si solar cells which were
not reported in the previous four technical reports. It
describes a theoretical study of the effect of defects
across the back surface field Junction on the performance
of high efficiency and thin solar cells, using s developed-
perimeter device model for the three dimensional defects.
TITLE: Final Report. Effect of Impurities and Processing
on Si Solar Cells
AUTHOR: R.H. Hopkins, J.R. Davis, et el.
CORPORATE RUTH: Westinghouse Electric Corp.
DATE: February 1982
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 954331 82113
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AII/HF AOI
ABSTRACT: The object of the program has been to invest|
gate the effects of various processes, metal contaminants,
and contaminant process interactions on the properties of
si and on the performance of terrestrial Si solar cells.
The study has encompassed topics such as thermochemfcal
(getterlng) treatments, base doping concentration, base
doping type (n vs p), grain boundary impurity interaction
in polycrystslltne devices, and long. term effects of Impur
atlas and impurity impacts on high efficiency cells, as
well es a preliminary evaluation of some potentiei
low-cost Si materials.
TITLE: Final Report. St Production Process Evalustlon,
May 18, 1981 to July 30, 1982
CORPORATE AUTH: Texas Research and Engineering
Institute, Inc.
DATE: July 30, 1982
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 956045 82/5
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO9/MF AOI
ABSTR^CT: Chemical engineering analyses involving the pre
limtnary processes design of s plant (lOO0 metric tons/year
cepncity) to produce St via the technology under considers
Lion were accomplished for two cases of the Hemlock Semi
conductor Corp. process. Meier activities in the chemtcal
engineering analyses included base-case conditions, reac-
tion chemistry, process flowsheet, material balance, energy
balance, property data, equipment design, major equipment
list, production labor end economic analysis. The process
deelgn package provided detailed data for raw materials.
utilities, major process equipment and production labor re
quirements necessary for polysiltcon production in each
process. Using detailed data from the process design pack_
age, cost analyses for a lOOO metric tons/yr Si plant were
accomplished for the processes under consideration. Pri
mary results issuing from the cost analyses included plant
capital investment and product cost. The product cost
represents all cost associated with producing St including
direct manufacturing cost, indirect manufacturing cost.
plant overhead and general expenses. The sales price
includes a profit for the company measured in terms of DCF
rate of return after taxes on the capital tnvestmenL that
the company spent in going into the business. These cost
and profitability results for both cases of the HSC process
indicate that this new technology shows promise for pro-
ducing Si at sppreciable lower cost end comprises an
alternate process capable of providing a less costly Si
material for solar cells.
TITLE: Final Report. Investigation of the Hydrochlortna-
lion of SIC14, JuIy 9, 1981 to April 8, 1983
AUTHOR: J.Y,P. Mul
CORPORATE AUTH: Solarelectronlcs, Inc.
DATE: April 15, 1983
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 956061/7
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO6/MF gel
ABSTRACT: The hydrochlorlnation of Si tetrachloride with
hydrogen snd metallurgical grade St (ms Si) metal,
3 SiCI 4 * 2 H 2 + SI , 4 SiXcI 3 has been shown to be an
efficient process to produce trichlorosilane. Trichlorosi
lane is presently the most widely used raw material for the
production of high purity, polycrystslltne St metal used by
the electronics industry. It is also the starting materiel
in the Union Carbide, silane to Sl process end in the Hem
lock Semiconductor dichlnrosilsne CVD process to produce
low-cost Si metal for high efficiency solar cells. A re-
search and development progrom was carrled out to study
the hydrochlortnation reaction over a wide range of reac-
tion conditions. The mechanism of the hydrochiorination
reaction was also investigated. A corrosion study was
carried out to evaluate various materials of construction
for the hydrochlorinatton reactor at 500°C and 300 psig.
TITLE: Final Report, Phase IIl. April 1979 to December
1981. Experimental Process Systom Development
Unit for Producing Semiconductor Grade Si Using
the Silene to Si Process
CORPORATE AUTH: Union Carbide Corp.
DATE: June 6, 1983
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 954334 21
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AI6/MF AOI; I.
ABSTRACT: During Phases I and II (refer to June 1979 Final
Report), the basic technology was demonstrated by labors
tory experiments that silane can be produced via a closed-
loop chemical process and that stlane can be pyrolyzed in
a free-space reactor to produce polycrystalllne Si powder.
The three objectives of Phase Ill for the establishment of
the practicality of a process producing SG Si by a two-step
process, the preparation of silsne and the subsequent
pyrolysis of silsne to yield high-purity Si, ace: (1) The
detailed engineering design, fabrication, installation,
checkout, and operation of an EPSDLI; (2) The performance
of a supporting research and development program to provide
sn information and quality control base u_ah]e for ti_e
EPSDU and for technological design and economic analyses
for potential scale up of the process; and (3) The parlor
mance of Iterstive economic analyses of the estimated
product cost and of large scale plant cost for production
of SG Si in an EPSDU capable of 1DO MT/Si/yr. Phase lit
program will not be completed as planned. Uowevcr, nego-
21
tlations are underway between UCC end DO[IJPL for UCC wlth
its own fundln_ to complete construction of the RPSDU,
TITLE: Pine1 Report. Preliminary Study of A Radiantly
Heated Fluidixed Bed for the Production of High
Purity St
AUTHOR: O. Levansplel
CORPORATE AUTH: Oregon State University
DAT[: August 1983
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 95613]-83/1
AVAI_BILITY: NTIS, PC AO2/HF A01
ABSTRACT: Recently a new low cost method has been tnvesti-
sated as • means of preparing very pure St from sllane
(S|H4). The fundsmentml chemical reaction of this tech-
nology is StH 4 (gas) + heel 4 St_ + 2H 2 (gas).
When cold stlane Saw is heated, it decomposes formtn 8 solid
Sl. The purpose of our research is to explore a still dif-
ferent processing method which uses radiant heeling of the
particles of a flutdtzed bed. The process involves healing
the particles at the surface of a shallow fluidtzed bed by
rmdient heaters located above the surface of the bed. The
radiant sources could be cooled by • purge of inert gee
which is exhausted with the spent H 2. The hot bed
particles would circulate down to the bottom of the bed
where they would heat the cold sllsne gas rising through
the distributor plate. Decomposition and deposition of
the sllane then follow.
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TITLE: Evaluation of Sl Ribbon Material for Solar Cell
Fabrication
AUTHOR: N, Letpold
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulslon Laboratory
DATE: 1975
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 01657
AVAILABILITY: NTI$-01657
ABSTRACT: Experlmentsl analyses on S| ribbon growth by
the EFC technique have been done in the following areas:
(1) material structure, (2) msterlsl electrical perfor-
mance, (3) diffused p-n Junction/solar cell characteris-
tics, and (4) solar cells sir mass zero end terrestrial
performance. Structural investigations have included Lsue
x-ray, s-ray dlffractometer, x-ray topography, SEM/EBIC,
EDAX, IR microscopy and visible metallograph analyses. An
abundance of mscrostrllCtUre and mtcrostructure has been
observed end correlated with growth conditions where pus
stble. The impact of these analyses on the development of
EFG Si ribbon growth will be discussed. Standard reals
tlvity and Hall coefficient measurements have been made on
ribbon samples using the van der Peuw technique. The
results of these measurements have been correlated with
structural characteristics (e.g., grain boundaries, twin
boundaries) and will he discussed. In addition to the
four-point resistivity measuroments obtained from the van
dec Peuw samples, two point spreadln E resistance probe
measurements have been made. The results of reslstsnce
probe scans done slunk the ribbon length, width and thick
ness dimensions will be discussed in relation of grain
boundaries, twln boundaries end ribbon Erowth conditions.
SPV measurements have been made to determine the minority
carrier diffusion lengths in hulk rlbhon samples. The dais
from the SPV measurements are correlated with the afore
mentioned electrical data and solar cell measurement data.
Solar ceils fabricated from ribbon materiel have been eva1
usted and the data analyzed. Both dark and llght I-V data
as well as spectral response data were obtained from these
cells and correlated with ribbon structure and bulk elec-
trical properties (e.g., diffusion lengths). Both AMO and
terrestrial sunlight efflclencles have been measured and
correlated with diffusion length and spectral response
data.
form the basis for eventual economic viabtliLy (low cost)
The criterion for economlc feeslbtl|ty of crystal growth
and processing is a value added (exclusive of St material
of less than $18/m 2 . Proof of technlcsl feaslbilty must
be established for a candidate process to be successful.
In terms of ribbon or sheet, this generally requires the
demonstration of growth rates from a single "machine" in
excess Of 0.5 m2/h. In terms of ingot growth, hlgh_r
growth rates of greater thn 3 m2/h must be achieved to
compensate for additional cutting and processing (lapping
polishing, etching) costs involved. In order to meet the
goal of less than $1/m 2 value added, ingot/cutting _ro-
ceases must be supported by roughly less then $10/m" for
crystal growth and less than $8/m 2 for cutting and wafer
processing. It iS anticipated that multiple blade or wire
sawing will eliminate theneed for lapping the polishing of
wafers. Underlying these rate figures is the proviso that
resulting solar cell devices must have efflclencies of st
least 12%. With the demonstration of the above general
goals (plus more specific goals unique to each process),
It is felt that economic feasibility may be demonstrated
by engineering development of the experimental growth
(cutting) machines to provide sustained, highly reliable
operatloe. An up-to-date review of the technlcel and
economic status of the ribbon/sheet/Ingot growth end
cutting work in terms of technical and economic goals will
be given,
TITLE: Si Crystal Growth for Terrestrlel Solar PV Energy
AUTHOR: J.A. Zoutendyk
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: 1976
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 01650
AVAILABILITY: NTIS-OI650
ABSTRACT: Solar PV power generation has slgnlficant poten-
tial as i terestrlal energy source. Although a wide range
of semi-conducting materials are capable of productlng
solar cells wlth vsrylng conversion efflclencies, St is a
prime candidate for early development end deployment of
solar arrays. The key technical areas under development
are Si purification, crystal growth, array production and
array encapsulation. The subject of this paper is that of
low-cost crystal growth. An overview of research and
development efforts now being and anticipated to be pursued
for S| crystal growth will be given.
TITLE: A Review of New and old S| Crystal Growth and
Processing Techniques for Low-Cost PV Power
Generation
AUTHOR: J. A. Zoutendyk
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: 1976
REPORT NO: DOE-3PL 01649
AVAILABILITY: NTIS-OIf4q
ABSTRACT: Advanced cutting techniques ere being studied
for slicing ingots into wafers. An Inherent cost saving
realized from ribbon or sheet forms over ingots is the
eliminstlon of cutting with its attendant loss of crystal
line material, plus required lapping and polishing. Ribbon
and sheet growth techniques are not nearly as advanced as
conventions1 ingot growth (Cz, FZ) and are therefore diffi-
cult to compare In terms of projected cost. Research and
development of basic ribbon, sheet, "new" ingot growth and
cutting processes is needed. R&D work ts being supported
by this project at eleven industrial or University labors
furies for the study of basic crystal growth and cutting
techniques. Commensurate mst_risls and device (solar cell)
characterization work is being done at these Isborstories
and at 3PL in support of the basic processes. In s11 the
programs, the aim IS to define the key factors which limit
growth/cutting psrsmeters snd thereby allow for optimlza
aloe of these parameters. Growth (crystallization) rates
of all the processes are of paramount importance. These
rates ere determined by the inter-relationships which exist
between linear growth velocity, thickness (ribbon/sheet)
and width (diameter). It is precisely these factors which
TITLE: Critical Growth Factors for Low Cost, Large Area Sl
AUTHOR: T. Digges, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: Iq76
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 01651
AVAILABILITY: NTIS-el651
ABSTRACT: The basic attributes of each growth class, rib-
bon, sheet, and ingot, permit the establishment of models
which may be used to predict value-added cost. Functional
relationships between cost end critical growth factors may
be established. Identification of these fundamental rela-
tionships provides an invaluable link between the on-going
R&D and engineering design activities (e.g., automated
stray assembly) in determining the ultimate technical and
economlc feasibility of each growth process. The identlfi-
cation of such relationships provides a much needed system
of checks and balances between the R&D and Production En-
gineering work in order to prevent premature decisions with
respect to either eliminating or sustaining individual can-
didstee. This paper provides s view toward the establish
ment of these critical factors and their relationship to
cost for the 3 growth classes.
TITLE: Structural Aspects of Electrical Behavior in st
Solar Cell Materiel
AUTHOR: G. Cummins
CORPORATE AUTH: 3el Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: 1976
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 01653
AVAILABILITY: NTIS-01653
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ABSTRACT: Several potentially inexpensive Si crystal
growth proceesee are being pursued. These processes can
be clsealfled as shaped ribbon growth process (such as
EFG. Stepanov, web dendritic, laser zone crystslllzetlon)
end sheet growth process (such as CVD and dip-costing of
SI on inexpensive substratee). We have examined S| mater-
tel produced by crystal growth processes and present the
data showing the manifestation of structural imperfections
on the electrical performance of the malarial. Optical
and SEN hsve been used for delineation of structural de-
recta end the electrical activity of these defects has
been inveatigsted by opersttng SEM in EEIC mode. Minority
carrier ltfet|mes have been measured by MOS C t, SPY, and
EPV techniques snd mobility and dopant homogeneity have
been measured by Van der Peuw and spreading resistance
techniques, respectively. The results of these various
measurements, their interdependence and impact on PV
device operation will be presented.
TITLE: Role of the Metallurgist in the Solar Energy
Program
AUTHOR: T.G. Dlgges, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: 1976
REPORT NO: DOE-JpL 01654
AVAILABILITY: NTIS-O165A
ABSTRACT: A brief discussion is given concerning how the
metallurgist is involved in general crystal growth, The
specific requirements of St eater cells are next related
to the methods of crystal growth. The role of the metsl-
lurgiat is then discussed considering the reeltlonehip
between solar energy (PV) and crystal growth methods.
TITLE: Si Crystal Growth for Low Cost Solar PV Conversion
AUTHOR: T.G. Digges, Jr., and K.M. Ko|iwad
CORPORATE RUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: 1976
REPORT NO: DOE-3PL 01655
AVAILABILITY: NTIS-OI655
ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with shaped ribbon pro-
ceases which have llquid-solld transformations. The pro
blame associated with shaped ribbon growth are unique and
somewhat different than those assoclsted with well devel-
oped CZ and FZ techniques. The specific shaped ribbon
growth processes to be discussed are: web dendritic
growth, EFC, and ribbon zone growth_ The 2 processes that
compose the web dendrite growth is explained. The eta
bility of the process is determined in terms of tampers
Lure gradients. The web growth process Is discussed in
terms of interfere stability, the theory of which is some
what contradictory to experimental observations. The
development of the EFG process is discussed in terms of
the mathematical model developed by Chalmers, et el, at
Harvard. The dynamic and static conditions are solved and
the total mathematical solution is shown to be the juxta
poaltion of the 2 solutions. The practical problems in-
volving the selection of the die are discussed in terms of
the wetting angle and constitutional supercooling. The
problems associated with Stepanov process are similar to
those of EFC except that the Stepanov processes use a non
wetting die. For ribbon zone growth, the major problem is
controlling the factors that affect the stability of the
melt zone. We also discuss the Schmid Viechnicki tech-
nique. The role of convection is shown to be minimized by
this process and thereby constitutions1 supercooling is
reduced.
TITLE: Progress in St Crystal Technology for Terrestrlal
PV Solar Energy Conversion. Conducted aa part of
the Fourth PIN
AUTHOR: J,A. Zoutendyk
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: October 1976
REPORT Ha: 5101-12
ABSTRACT: During the course of the Fourth PIN of the LSA
Project, the Large Area Silicon Sheet Task conducted an
Intramural conference to discuss development progress in
various aspects of the technology of preparing St ribbons,
sheets, or wafers for use in the fabrication of solar
cells. Brief papers were presented by the eleven con
tractors to the Task, as well as two by other laboratories
and one by JPL,
TITLE: Some Observations on the Characteristics of
LOW Cost Si Sheets
AUTHOR: T.G. Diggea
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: November 1976
REPORT Ha: DOE JPL 01360
AVAILABILITY: NTIS-01360
ABSTRACT: Crystal growth technology ranges in scope from
innovative ingot growth and multislice wafering, to shaped
growth techniques, substrate--related processes and hot
forming techniques. We report some salient observations
on materials resulting from these processes. Included are
multiblsde wafering induced damaged studies, interface
morphology studies on the heat exchanger cast St, some
diffusion length measurements in thin St layers on ceramic
substrates, and results on the "equilibrium structure"
found in laser zone ribbon growth.
TITLE: Economic Analysis of LOW Cost St Sheet Production
from C_ Crown Material
AUTHOR: 0. Cumming
CORPORATE RUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: November 1976
REPORT _0: DO_ JPI. 0_)61
AVAILABiLiTY: NTIS 01361
ABSTRACT: Cz crystal growth has long been the work horse
of the St semiconductor industry. High quality 5 to lO cm die
crystals can be grown today in large production quantities
and there are no apparent technical reasons that preclude
the growth of similar quality, larger diameter crystals in
production diameter slices for starting material. In this
study we have made a detailed examination of the msnufac
Luring add on costs for both the Cz ingot growth and the
associated slicing. The engineering cost considerations
for the growth process include single charge, multiple
charge snd continuous growth configurations. For each of
these situations, parametric s_udies were carried out to
examine the effect of growth rate (cmlh) and solidiflca
tlon rate (ks/h), operating and expendable material costs
and maintenance expenditures. Wafering Investigations
considered hath ]O end multlhlade Iechnologles. Wafer
yield per unit length of crystals is developed as s critl
Cal parameter. Present slicing throughput has been costed
for both technologies, and, where possible, projected cost
reductions have been estlmsted based on mechlne redesign
and/or technology development. For both growth end wafer
Ins, the lower limits to manufacturing add-on costs have
been developed using physical limitations for process var-
tables and optimistic estlmetes for material and service
related costs. The study shows that the lower limits for
manufacturing add on costa to convert polysllicon to wafers
is g20 to $30/m 2 . This cost limit should be viewed as
an asymptote since it is based on multichsrge or continuous
growth conflguratlons, solidification rates in escesa of
2 ks/h, muitiblade wafering and a slice plus kerf of
.050 cm. It should also be emphasized that the results of
this study are based on as sawn wafers, IO0_ yields
(growth and slicing) and no profit.
TITLE: Ceramics in si Photovoltsics for Terrestrial
Applications
AUTHOR: M.H. Lelpold snd M.A. Hagen
CORPORATE RUTH: Jet Propulsion Lsboratory
DATE: November 1976
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 01656
AVAILABILITY: NTIS 01656
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ABSTRACT: The production of St solar cells for Eenerat|on
of electric power for terrestrial uses |nvolves a signifi-
cant number of ceramic products and processes, These range
from non-contaminating refractories hsvlng good wetting
characteristics for use in contact wlth molten S[ to elec-
trical contact materials and environmental protection. The
shortcomings of present materiels and systems are enumer-
ated and development activities toward alleviation of these
shortcomings are given. The high probability for extensive
use of ceramics with Si photocells is noted. This high
probability ts related to the superior environmental sta-
bility and thermal expansion compatibility with Si.
TITLE: Development of Low-Cost S| Crystal Growth
Techniques for Terrestrial PV Solar Energy
Conversion
AUTHOR: J.A. Zoutendyk
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: June 1977
REPORT NO: DOE-.JPL 02559
AVAILABILITY: NTIS-02559
ABSTRACT: This paper reviews a U.S. research program
aimed st reducing the cost of Si cells by developin B new
methods of growing St ribbons and sheet from which high
efficiency solar cells can be fabricated. The paper also
describes novel techniques for lower cost processes for
ingot growth and wafer sl[clng which are included in this
research and development proBram.
TITLE: Structure Development In El Sheet by Shaped
Crystsllizst|on
AUTHOR: M.J. Lelpold and R.J. De Angells
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: September 1977
REPORT He: DOE JPL 01859
AVAILABILITY: NTIS-OI859
ABSTRACT: Models are presented for the development of a
parallel twinned (110) (112) structure in St ribbons. The
models are believed to be mutually compatible and operable.
The first model relates the requirements for supercooling
during crystslllzstion. The existence of reentrsnt angles
associated with the twin structure is proposed to provide
s rough interface to reduce super cooling. The spacing of
the twins is proposed to be limited by the geometrical re-
lationship between the thermal gradient In the liquid end
the dlmens[ons of the twinned crystslllzstion front. The
second model relates the thermal stress configuration to
detail dlslocetion reactions which would be expected to
develop twins. While s specific dislocation mechanism
cannot yet be dPflned, a number of alternstlves are pre
sented. All of these various dislocation mechanisms would
result tn the observed crystalline configuration and the
choice among them is not critical.
TITLE: On the Thermoelastlc Analysis of Solar Cell Arrays
and Related Material Properties
AUTHOR: M. Salams and F.L. Bouquet
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: February 1978
REPORT NO: DOEIJPL-33 753
AVAILABILITY: NTIS-33 753
ABSTRACT: Accurate prediction of failures of solar cell
arrays requires corresponding accuracy in the computation
of their thermally Induced stresses. Th[s was accomplished
by using the finite element technique. Certain improve.
ments in the previously reported procedures for stress
calculation were introduced together wlth failure criteria
capable of describing a wide range of ductile and brittle
material behavior. With these improvements and capsbilt
ties, the stress distrlb.llon and associated fsilur_ mech
anisms in the N interconnect junction of two JI'L solar
cell designs were discussed and correlated to previous
findings. In such stress and failure analysis, it is
essential to know the thermomnchanical properties of the
materials involved. To complement previous efforts tn
this direction, new measurements were made of properties
of materials suitable for the design of lightweight arrays:
namely, the mlcrosheet-0211 glass material for the solar
cell filter together with 5 materials for lightweight sub-
strafes (Kapton-H, Rapton F, Teflon, Tedlar, and Mica Ply
PG-_02). The temperature-dependence of the thermal coef-
ficient of espanslon for these materials was determined
together with other key properties such as the elastic
moduli, Polsson's ratio, and the stress strain behavior up
to failure.
TITLE: Multi-Wire Slurry Wafering Demonstrations
AUTHOR: C.P. Chen
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: February 1918
REPORT NO: DOEJPL 1012-78/7, and 5101-57
ABSTRACT: A series of ten slicing demonstrations on a
multl-wlre slurry saw, manufactured by Yasunaga Engineer
ins Co. of Japan and distributed by GEOS Corp. of
Stamford, Connecticut, was made to evaluate the Si ingot
wafering capabilities.
TITLE: Compatibility Studies of Various Refractory
Materials in Contact with Molten St
AUTHOR: T. O'Donnnll, M. Lelpold, and M. Hagen
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: March 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-77/6, 3PL Pub. 18-18, 5101-53
ABSTRACT: The production of low cost, efficient solar
cells for terrestrial electric power generation involves
the manipulation of molten St with s present need for
noncontaminating high-temperature refractories to be used
as containment vessels, rlbbon-production dies and
dip-coated substrstes. Studies were conducted on the
wetting behavior and chemicsl/physicsl interactions
between molten Si and various refractory materials.
TITLE: Copper Precipitation Effects in SI Used in Solar
Cells
AUTHOR: A.M. Salsma
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: May 1978
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 02572
AVAILABILITY: NTIS-02512
ABSTRACT: Microstructural evaluation tests (e.g., TEM,
_EM) were performed on copper doped p type Si single
crystal wafers before and after the solar cell fabrication.
The copper concentration was 1015 - 1016 atomslcm 3.
It was found that B CuE[ precipitates were formed during
the growth process. No precipitates or other electrlcally
active defects were detected in the solar cell junction
depletion region. The copper precipitation in the bulk
diminished the possibi]ity of electrically sctlve inter-
stitial copper occurring in the lattice. These results
explain the good electrical characteristics of the St solar
cells under investigation.
TITLE: The Effects of Copper end Titanium on Si Solar
Cells
AUTHOR: A.H. Salems
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: June 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 02513
AVAILABILITY: NTIS-02513
ABSTRACT: Copper-doped n/p Si solar cells fabricated from
the Cz grown slngle-crystal wafers were found to have good
electrical characteristics, but the titanium doped n/p Si
solar cells had considerably lower conversion efficiency.
In the copper/tltanlum, doped solar calls, copper seems to
mitigate the unfavorable effects of titanium. To explain
this behavior, mlcrostructural tests were performed on si
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wafers and solar cells doped with copper, titanium and
copper/tltanlum. Dark forward and reverse I-V measurements
were performed on the solar cells to correlate the micro-
structural defeats with the p n Junction properties. It
was found that copper precipitates were formed in the
copper-doped and copper/titanlum-doped wafers and cells.
There was a significant voltage drop in the dark reverse
I-V measurements of the titanium solar cells. Also, there
were some electrically active defects in the depletion
region of some titanium doped cells. Reasons that lead to
the above results are given in detail,
TITLE: Growth of Large Si Single Crystals by a Casting
Technique
AUTHOR: T.G. Digges, Jr. and F. Schmid
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: June 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-Jet 0]359
AVAILABILITY: NTIS-01359
ABSTRACT: This paper reports on the observations of nucle-
ation and growth propagation from the single crystal seed
by HEM. Inltlal attempts to control si solidification by
high temperature gradients in both the solid and llquid
(controlled by the heat e•changer and furnace temperature)
resulted in epitazlsl growth that propagated I mm from the
seed, followed by interface breakdown. It became evident
that liquid and solid thermal gradients were critical for
si solidification. By reducing the thermal gradients in
both the solid and liquid by decreasing the furnace temper-
ature, it is now possible to propagate single crystal
growth from the seed to the top of the melt. Metallo-
graphic and •-ray analyses have revealed highly perfect
growth with dlslocstion densities below lO_Icm 2. Poly-
crystalline grains are still present at the edges of the
sample. A contamination problem (SiC Incluslone) has
revealed an interesting phenomena, Single crystal growth
his enveloped the silicon carbide particles, which is con-
tradlst|nct to Cz growth where SiC particles result in
Interface breakdown with twlnlpolycrystalline growth.
Single crystal growth has proceeded around the particles
with no interface breakdown. A problem that has been
identified is the cracking of the sample after eolidtft
cation. This occurs because the Si forms s strong chemical
bond with the silica crucible and contract• much greater
due to its large coefficient of thermal e•penslon.
TITLE: Effect of Multiblade Slurry Saw Induced Damage on
Si Solar Cells
AUTHOR: T. Daud
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: June 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 02889
AVAILABILITY: NTIS-O288q
ABSTRACT: It ia well known that the performance of the Si
solar cells fabricated on sawn wafers improves conslderably
if the saw-lnduced damage is removed prior to fabrication.
The material los• from this removal impact• on the economic
viability of ingot technology to meet the requirements of
low-cost Si solar cells. This work was undertaken to
measure the optimum etch loss required for good solar cell
performance. The amount of material that needs to be re-
moved depend• both on the e•tent and the nature of the
damage induced by the sawing process. It has been noted
in the past that the characteristics of the sawing process
have considerable influence both on thp extent and the
nature of the damage. Wafer_ (IO cm. dia) cut from a
Varisn multlblade slurry saw were used in the experiment.
Samples with various amounts of damage removed by chemical
etching or chem mechanically pollshlns were processed into
solar cell•. Cell performance measurpments of light and
dark I-V and spectral response characteristics were then
made as a function of depth of damage removed. Results
are presented.
TITLE: Fracture Strength of S| Solar Cells
AUTHOR: C.P. Chen
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulalon Laboratory
DATE: October 1979
REPORT Me: DOE-,IPL 1012-32 and 5101-137
ABSTRACT: In an effort to improve the reliability and
lower the cost of solar cells, a test program has been
developed to determine the nature and source of the flaw
controlling the fracture of Si solar cells and to provide
information regardlng the mechsnlcal strength of cells.
This report contalns results obtained in the first phase
of a test program to develop improved methods for testing
the mechanical strength of cells and to evaluate the
fracture strength of typical Cz $I solar cells 76 ram
(3 in.) in dis.
TITLE: Characterization of Deliberately Nickel-Doped Si
Wafers and Solar Cells
AUTHOR: A.M. Smlama
CORPORATS AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: November 1929
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-3_, and 5101-139
ABSTRACT: Microstructural and electrical evsluatlon tests
were performed on nlckel-doped p-type Si wafers before and
after solar cell fabrication. The concentration levels of
nickel in Si were 5 • I0 Is, 4 x 1015, and 8 z 1015 atoms/cm 3
TITLE: Cost of Cz Wafers as a Function of Diameter
AUTHOR: M.H. Leipold, C. Rsdlcs, and A. Kschsre
CORPORATE RUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: February 1980
REPORT NO: DOE JPL I012-37, JPL Pub. 80-25, 5101-I_6
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO2/MF AO1
ABSTRACT: The impact of diameter in the range of I0 to
15 cm on the cost of wafers sliced from Cz ingots is
analyzed. Increasing Si waste end decreasing ingot cost
with increasing ingot size are estimated along with
projected costs. Results indicate s small but continuous
decrease in sheet cost with Increaslng ingot aize in this
size range Sheet cost• Including si are projected to be
$50 to $60tm ? (]980 $) depending upon technique used,
TITLE: Sensitivity Analysis of the Add-On Price Estimate
for the EFC Process
AUTHOR: A R. Moksghl and A.H. Kachare
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: March ]981
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 1012 55, JPL Pub. gl 31, 5101 171
ABSTRACT: The EFG process is a Bi sheet technology option
that is being developed for the LSA Project. This study
presents a sensitivity analysis of the process add on
price in terms of cost parameters such ss equipment,
space, direct labor, materials and utilities, and the
production parameters such as growth rate, process yield
and duty cycle, using s computer program developed
specifically to do the sensitivity analysis with IPEG.
TITLE: Sensitivity gnslysis of the Add On Price Estimate
for the Si Web Growth Process
AUTHOR: AR. Mokashi
CORPORATE AUTH: J_t Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: December 15, 1981
REPORT Me: DOE JPL 1012 61, JPL Pub. 81-112, 5101-]75
ABSTRACTS: The web growth process laa Si-sheet tech
nology option that is being developed for the Project. In
order to achieve the price goal of $O.70/Wp, certain
required production rate and sheet quality standards must
be met Rased on research and development experience,
basecase data for the technical and cost parameters that
could be achleved for the technlcsl and commerclal readl
ness pha_e of thp FSA project are projected. This study
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presents a sensitivity analysis of the PrOCess add-on
pFice, using the base-case data in terms of cost param-
eters such as equipment, space, direct labor, materials
and utilities, and the production parameters such as growth
rate and run length, using a computer program developed
specifically to do the sensitivity analysis with IPEO.
The sensitivity anslysls is also performed with respect to
si price, sheet thickness and cell efficiency.
TITLE: Effect of Loading Rates on the Strength of Si
Wafers
AUTHOR: C.P, Chen
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulalon Laboratory
DATE: December 15, 1981
REPORT NO: 5101-190
ABSTRACTS: The effect of loading rates on the strength of
Si wafers was evaluated under biaxial stress conditions at
five loading rates and under four-point twisting at two
loading rates and was found to be insignificant. The re-
sults showed no indication of tlme-dependent subcrltical
crack growth in St st room temperature in a laboratory en-
vironment. The mechanlcal-strength test of Si solar cells
can thus be determined st a rate as fast as a testing
machine can respond, without loss of accuracy. This con-
clusion is important tn that tt shows that a high-speed
solar-cell mechanical proof-testing machine can be sued in
solar-cell manufacturing.
TITLE: Proceedings of the Low Cost Solar Array Wafering
Workshop (June 8-i0, 1981, The Polnte, Phoenix,
Arizona)
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: February i, 1982
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-66, JPL Pub. 82-9, 5101-187
ABSTRACTS The Low-Cost Solar Array Wafering Workshop was
held on June 8-10, 1981, at The Polnte, Phoenix, Arizona.
The Workshop consisted of seven sessions covering all
aspects of ingot wafering, including fixed- and free-
abrasive sawing, materials, mechanisms, characterization,
innovative concepts and economics, Twenty-seven papers
were presented.
TITLE: Baseline Solar Cell Fabrication Procedure for
Evaluation of Si Sheets
AUTHOR: S. Hyland and F. Uno
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: July 1, 1982
REPORT NO: 5101-206
ABSTRACT: One step toward the commercialization of low-
coat solar modules is the development of low-cost Si
sheets. Any evaluation of these sheets for their solar
cell potential must include the fabrication and testing of
devices. A comparison among the various sheets can be
drawn by measuring their response to fabrlcstion by a
conservative, baseline process. A baseline process has
been developed which consistently yields a 12% AM1 solar
cell when the substrata used is high-quality Cz Si. The
fabrication procedures for this baseline process are given
in four sections: sample preparation: dicing of wafers to
2 x 2 cm blanks; cleaning the blanks; Junction formation:
phosphlne diffusion; removal of beck Junction; metalllza-
Lion: evaporation of TI-Pd-Ag; sinterlng, definition of
front grid lines by shadow mask or photolithography, and
edge etching; and antl-reflectlon coetlng evaporation:
evaporation of Ta205 . Also included are definitions
of terms, scope, and safety precautions along with lists
of materials and equipment necessary for each section.
TITLE: Advanced CZ Si Growth Technology for PV Modules
AUTHOR: T. Daud and A.H. Kachare
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: September 15, 1982
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL I012-70, JPL Pub. 82-35, 5101-207
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A031MF AOI
ABSTRACT: Large-area El sheet growth is one of the impor
rant elements of PV modules. TO reduce the cost of these
modules, a number of St sheet-growth approaches encompas-
sing both ingot and ribbon technology have been deveIoped.
Advancement of the Cz growth method has been one of these
approaches because of its existing broad technical base.
Several economic analyses had indicated that large diem
eter, multlple-lngot growth using a single crucible with
melt replenishment would be required for Cz growth to be
economlcslly viable. Based on the results of these anal-
yses, two liquld-feed and two solld-feed melt-replenlsh-
ment approaches were initiated. The sequential solid feed
melt-replenishment approach, which demonstrated elements
of technical feasibility, is described in detail. Growth
results of multiple ingots (lO-cm-dia, totaling I00 ks,
end 15-cm-dis, totaling 150 kg per crucible) are presented.
Solar cells were fabricated and analyzed to evaluate the
effects of structure and chemical purities as a result of
multiple growth. The results indicate that, with SC Si,
feedstock impurity build-up does not seem to degrade cell
performance. For polycrystalline cells, the average effl-
ciencies are 15% to 25% lower than those of single crystal-
line cells. Concerns regarding single crystal yields, cru
clble qosllty, and growth speed are indicated, and present
status and future research thrusts ace discussed.
TITLE: Price Estimates for the Production of Wafers from
Si Ingots
AUTHOR: A.R. Mokashl
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: September 15, 1982
REPORT NO: DOE-Jet 1012 14, JPL Pub. 82-65, 5101-212
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO3/MF AO1
ABSTRACT: Some PV modules are made from solar cells that
use ribbon Si. Most solar cells, however, are produced
from wafers sliced from crystalllne St ingots. Unfortu-
nately, the cost of the slicing process is a major part of
the cost of producing St sheet. Any attempt to reduce the
cost of PV modules, therefore, must involve the develop-
ment of less expensive wafering technologies. This study
presents the current status (1981) of the IP, MRS, and
FAST processes with respect to the estimated price each
process adds on to the price of the flnel PV module. The
espected improvements in each process, based on the know
ledge of the current level of technology, are projected
for the next 2 to 5 yra and the expected add on prices in
1983 and 1986 are estimated. Assuming that the projected
progress is made, the ID and FAST processes are expected
to achieve the price ailocatlon of $18.15/m 2 for square
ingots and $13.FO/m _ for circular ingots to conform with
the earlier price goal of the FSA of $0.70/Wp of PV mud
ule (price estimates are expressed in 1980 dollars). MRS
technology projections, however, indicate that its pro
grass will not be sufficient to achieve the allocated
price goal before 1986,
TITLE: FreeAbrasive Slicing, the Results of the FSA
Program at Varian Associates
AUTHOR: A.D. Horrison
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: June 1983
REPORT NO: JPL D-795, and 5101-199
ABSTRACT: This report summarizes the contract final
report, Slicing of Silicon into Sheet Material, by J.R.
Fleming, etal., of Vacian Associates, Lexington Vacuum
Olvlslon, Lexington, Massachusetts. Results are presented
of analyticsl and esper|mentsl studies of the free-abrasive
multiblade ingot wafering process as it was applied to the
slicing of Si into wafers for low cost, solar.cell sppllca
tlons. The analytical effort |ncludes process, blade, and
economic analyses; and the esper|mental program covers
apparatus, consumables, process studies, and wafer
characterization.
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TITLE: Proceedings of the FSA Research Forum on the High-
Speed Growth and Characterization of Crystals for
Solar Cells
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: April 15, 1984
REPORT NO: DOE-Jet 1012-95, JPL Pub. 84 23, 5101-238
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A991MF AOI; 1
ABSTRACT: The High-Speed Growth and Characterization of
Crystals for Solar Cells Research Forum was held on July
25-27, 1983, at the Sandpiper Bay Hotel in Port St. Lucia,
Florida. The Research Forum was arranged into eight inter-
active sessions and addressed theoretical and experimental
phenomena, applications, and characterizations including
stress/straln and other probl_m areas that limit the rate
of growth of crystals suitable for processing into effi-
cient, cost-effectlve solar cells. The meet}ng was spun
sored by JPL-FSA. Thirty-five invited papers were pre
sented. Discussion periods followed each presentation.
These Proceedings are a record of the papers and the dis-
cussiong.
TITLE: A Summary Report on the FSA Workshop on
Transparent Conducting Polymers, January 11 and
12, 1985
AUTHOR: R. Kachare and J_ Noacanln
CORPORATE RUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: August l, 1985
RRPORT NO: DOE JPL i012-110, JPL Pub. 85-60, 5101-216
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO3/HF AOI
ABSTRACT: This report describes the proceedings and tech-
nical discussions of * workshop on TCP for solar cell
applications, held in support of the Device Research Task.
The workshop was held on January 11 and 12, 1985, in Santa
Barbara, Callfornls. Participants Included university and
industry researchers. The discussions focused on the elec-
tronic and optical properties of TCP, and on experimental
iaaues and problems that should be addressed for high-
efficiency solar cell application,
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TITLE: Final Report. Thick-Film St Growth Techniques
AUTHOR: H.E. gates
CORPORATE AUTH: Nobtl Solar Energy Corp.
(Tyro Laboratories, Inc.)
DATE: April 1975
REPORT NO: DOg-3PL 953365-75/1
ABSTRACT: The development of the edge-defined, ftlm-fed
growth process for Si ribbon is described. The selection
of die materials Is described emphasizing SIC. graphite,
glo 2 mnd Si3N 4. Utilizing the grsphlte die, the
process was developed to produce rlbbons first I cm and
then 2.5 cm wide and up to 40 cm long. The electrical
quality on the ribbon has increased directly as the result
of tneresntn& tbe graphite die purity. Solar cells made
from recent ribbons grown from purified dies have
exhibited efflclenclee on tbe order of 75% of control
cells made from Cz St.
TITLE: Pinal Report. Large Area Cz St
AUTHOR: S.N. Rea, R.S. Gletm
CORPORATE AUTH: Texas Instruments, Inc.
DATE: April 1977
REPORT NO: DOglJPL 954475-77/_
ABSTRACT: The major purpose of this program was to
determine the overall cost effectlvenees of the C_ process
for producing large-area Si. The goal of the wafering
process was s alice thickness of 0.25 mmwlth minimal
kerr. A slice _ kerr of 1.26 mm has been schieved of
12-cm crystal using both 200 grit B4C and SIC sbraslve
slurries. Crystal growth experiments were performed st
12-cm diameter in s commerclslly svsilable puller with
both I0 and 12-ks melts. Severe1 modlflcaLions to the
puller hot zone were required to achieve stable crystal
growth over the entire crystal length and to prevent
crystslllnlty loss a few centimeters down the crystal.
The maximum practical growth rate for 12-cm crystal in
this puller design was 1arm/h, wlth 12-14cm/h being the
absolute maximum, range et which melt freeze occurred. A
nugget polysillcon feeder wss fabricated, assembled, and
successfully tested on several multlchsr&e runs. Exces.
sivu oxide snd carbon contamination in the nugget melts
contributed to crystal growth problems. A number of 12-cm
crystals were sawed in the multiblsde slurry saw. a 100%
of the yield was obtained wlth B4C abrasive st a slice +
kerf of 1.56 m and sn average cuLLing rsLe of 6.1 rnm/h.
Si carbide abreslve has demonstrated 3-5 mm/h sewing rates
on 12-cm crystal, although yields have run lower I?3%)
than those with R_C at the 0.56 mm dimension. A slightly
thicker slice, 0.30 mm, can be sawed with SiC abrasive at
100% yield. Experiments in laser scribing Si wafers Into
hezagons showed that a tO-W YAG laser can penetrate 0.2
at s scribe rate of 10 cm/s. Much higher writing rates on
the order of 30 40 cmls can penetrate 0.O5 _which is
sufficient for scrlbe-end-breek of 0.25-rmn slices. Cz
economics were examined using realistic estimates of
technical parameters and a sheet cost in the $_5/m 2 eras
Is Indlcsted for s semlcontlnuous puller in the early 1980
time frame. To impact sheet cost in late 1970's, s multi-
charge growth mode ts ell that is technically possible and
s sheet cost of $55/m 2 is forecast.
TITLE: Final Report. SI Sheet Crowth by the Inverted
Stepanov Technique
AUTHOR: K.M. Kim
CORPORATE AUTR: RCA Corp,
DATE: June 19)7
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 95A665 77/2
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A05/HF AOI
ABSTRACT: The feasibility of growing Si ribbons by the
Inverted ribbon growth protean has been established using
both nonweLtlng boron nttride dies as well as wetting
composite dies coated with chemicully vapor deposited Si
nltride. Growth tnstsbtlilttes are associated primarily
with the formation and evolution of the St monoxide; the
escape of the gas causes hysteresis of the contact angle
and mechanics1 vibration of the melt. As a result of
this, the menlscua during the ribbon growth Is not "pinned"
at the die edge but is in constant motion, and growth is
difficult to initiate. Although real progress was made,
the instabilities have not been suppressed sufficiently to
allow for Initiation of ribbon growth. Preliminary evalus-
tlon of the reactivity of liquid Si with CVD SI3N 4 snd
CVD St3OxNy indicated that these materials are con-
sidersbly more reslstsnt to reaction with and/or dissolu-
tion in Si than other materlslg examined to date. Solar
cells made in the eplteslslly deposited St on s Sl ribbon
grown by the Inverted Stepsnov process with the BN flat
die had sn efficiency of B.2% (AM1). The stability of the
ribbon growth, in terms of the dependence of the ribbon
thickness on the change In the men|scue height, le theoret-
Ically greater in the inverted Stepsnov or inverted EFG
than In Stepanov or EFC process. A one dimenslonsl heat
flow model has been developed to simulate numerically the
meJor thermal aspects of the inverted Stepanov growth
process,
TITLE: Final Report. Heat Exchanger Ingot Casting/
Slicing Process
AUTHOR: F. Schmid and C,P. ghsttsk.
CORPORATE AUTH: Crystal Systems, Inc.
DATE: December 1977
REPORT NO: ERD&--JPL 95A373-77/4
AVAILABILITY: NTIS. PC AIOINF A01
ABSTRACT: The proof of concept for Si casting by HEM has
been estsblIshed. One of abe major hurdles of ingot crack-
Ins has been eliminated with the development of graded
crucibles. Such crucibles are compatible wlth the casting
process in that the integrity of the container is main-
tained at high temperature; however, during the cool down
cycle the crucible fails, thereby leaving e crack free
boule. Ingots as large es 3.3 kg have been cast using
this approach. The controlled growth, heat flow and cool-
down cycle has yielded Si with a high degree of single
crystallinity, Even when the seed melted out, very large
grains formed. Solar cell samples made from cast material
have yielded conversion efficiency of over q% (AMI).
Representative characterizations of SI grown has demon
strafed a dislocation density of less than lOOlcm ? and a
minority carrier diffusion length of 31 The source of Si
carbide in SI ingots has been identified to be from graph
ire retainers in contact with silica crucibles. Higher
growth rates have been achieved wiLh the use of s graphite
plug at the bottom of the silica crucible. Excellent
surface quality, I.e., surface smoothness and 3 5 pm
surface damage, was achieved by multiple wire slicing with
fixed diamond abrasive. Tungsten wire wag the best core
materiel tested because of Its high strength, high Young's
modulus, and resistance to hydrogen embrlttlement. Diemond
costs were reduced by impregnstlng diamonds only on the
cutting areas of the wire. A lighter and longer blade
carriage can be used for slicing with wire. This will
allow the blade carriage to be reciprocated more rapidly
to increese the surface speed. A projected add on cost
calculation shows that these methods will yield St for
solar cell application within EBDA/JPL cost gOals.
TITLE: Final Report, Delayed Fracture of St
CORPORATE AUTH: The Regents of the University of
California, Los Angeles
AUTHOR: T.J. Chen and W,J. Knspp
DATE: March 1978
REPORT NO: DOR-JPL 954836 78/1
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO2/RF AOI
ABSTRACT: Ear specimens were cut from ingots of single
crystal Si, and acid etched prior to testing. ^rtiflclal
sur[ace flaws were introduced in specimens by indentation
with s knoop hardness tester. The specimens were loaded
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pAGI_|RI[NTIONALLY BLANK
In four-point bending to 95% of the nominal fracture
atraae, while keeping the surface area, containing the
flaw, wet with teat ltqutda. No evidence of delayed
fracture, end, therefore sLress corrosion, of single
crystal St wee observed for liquid environments including
weter, acetone end aqueous solutions of NeCl, NH4Ofl , and
HNO3, when tested with • flaw parallel to a (110)
surface. The fracture toughness was calculated to be
K/lC = 0.591x106 N/M 3/2.
TITLE: Final Report. May 12, 1976 Lo August 11, 19?T.
Hot Forming of Si Sheet, St Sheet Growth
Development
AUTHOR: CID. Graham, Jr., P.DB Pope end _m gulkarni
CORPORATE RUTH: The Trustees of the University of
Pennsylvania
DATE: Rpril 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-Jet 954506 78/1
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC RO4/MF AO1
RBSTRRCT Results of an experimental program investigating
the hot workability of polyLextucrystal]ine Sl are re-
ported. Untaxial stress-strain curves are given for strain
rates in the range of 10 -5 to 101-1 end temperatures
from 1100 to 1380°C. Rt the highest sLrain rates at
13EO°C axial strains in excess of 20% were easily obtain-
eble without cracking; although Special preparation of the
compression platens allows strains in excess of 50%. After
deformations of 36%, recrystalltzation is completed within
0.1 hr st I380°C. When the recry_LallizaLion i$ com-
plete, there ta still s small volume fraction of unrecry
stslllzed material which appears very _table and may de
grade the electronic properties of the bulk material.
TexLure meaauremenLs show that the a9 produced vapor
deposited polycrystelltne rods have a (110) fiber axis
changes to (lll) and the direction parallel to the growth
direction and no preferred ortentaLion ,bout this axis.
Upon axial compression perpendicular to the growth direr
tion the former (110) fiber axis changes to (111) and the
compression axis becomes (llOl. Recrystallizat|nn changes
the texture to (llO) along the former fiber axis sud (I00)
along the compression axts.
TITLE: Final Report. Floating Substrate Process
AUTHOR: M. Garflnket and R.N. Hell
CORPORATE RUTH: General Electric Co.
DATE: June 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954350 78/3
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOS/HF AOI
RBSTRACT: Supercooling of St Sn alloy melts was studled.
Values as high as 78°C et I[00°C and 39°C at 1200°C
were observed, corresponding to supersaturation parameter
values 0.025 and 0.053 et 1050°C and 1150°C, respec-
tively. The interaction of tin with silane gas streams
was investigated over the temperature range I00 to
1200°C. Single pass conversion efficiencies exceeding
30¢ were obtained. The growth habit of spontaneously
nucleated surface growth was determined to be conRistent
with dendritic and web growth from singly twinned trl-
angular nucleit. Surface growth of interlocking Si crys
tals, thin enough to follow the surface of the liquid and
with growth velocity as high as 5 mm/min, w.s obtained.
Large area slngle-crystal growth along the melt surface
was not achieved. Small 91ngle cryst.l surface growth was
obtained which did not propagate beyond a few millimeters.
TITLE: Final Report. Si Ribbon Growth by a Capillary
Rctlon Shaping Technique
CORPORATE RUTH: IBM Corp.
DRTE: June 1978
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 9541A4 78/1
AVAILAHILITY: NTIS, PC AI6/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: Ribbon St produced by CAST yields 11.9% solar
cell efficiency. CRST ribbons Up to 95nm_ wide and 0.3mm
thick were produced. CAST technology slngle ribbon, lOOmm
wide ribbon, 0.3mm thick, 3.8m/h growth rata, solar cell
efficiency 13% has the potential to meet a $50/m 2
target. This ia based upon the availability of $10/kg
polycrystelline Si.
TITLE: Thtrd Quarterly Progress Report. DevelopmenL of
Advanced Methods for Continuous Cz Growth
RUTHOE: R.G. Wolfaon, C.B. SIb|ey, and C.P. Chartler
CORPORATE AUTH: Varian Associates, Inc,
DATE: July 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954884 78/3
ABSTRACT: SiX batch melt-replenlahment runs were per-
formed. In the moat recent, five crystals were groom with
a total throughput of 48 kS. In addition to Its stated
purpose of developing the growth end recharge process for
contlnuoua Si production, thla experimentation has served
to prove completely both the concept of charging with gran-
ular (vlz., "niblet") feed and the design of the pellet-
feeder/isolatlon-lock assembly. The design of the proto
type Cz puller was begun on schedule. Layouts of all major
components have been prepared, end detailing ia currently
in progress; hills of material for long-delivery items were
released Lo manufacturing in June. Two critical components
hsve already undergone advance trials: the recharging
mechanism, which has been in use for four months, and the
crystal lift mechanism, which has been bench-teated and ta
to be mounted on the laboratory Wartan 2850 puller. Fur
ther, the fabrication of the transducer/control assembly,
the eutomation system, has been accelerated in order to
permit testing and prelimlnsry process development on the
2850 furnace prior to the completion of the prototype
puller. The SAHICS analysis of ingot growth and wafering
has been completely revised and haa been extended to 1986.
TITLE: Final Report. Chemical Vapor Deposition Crowth
AUTHOR: RmP. Ruth
CORPORATE RUTH: Rockwell International Corp.
DATE: October 1918
RRPORT NO: DOE 3PL 954372-78/6
ABSTRACT: The technical objective was to investigate and
develop COD techniques for the growth of large areas of SI
sheet on inexpensive substrata materlala, with resulting
sheet properties suitable for fabricating solar cells that
would meet the technical goals of the LSSR Project. Sev
eral glasses wore found that are compatible with CVD Si
growth in an inert atmosphere in the 800-900°C range,
although a maximum In the Si deposition rate from SiR 4
pyrolysis in He at about 850°C sets an upper limit on
film growth rat_s. The polycrystalltne St films on glaa
ses showed strong preferred orientation paraltel to (100)
and, to a smeller degree, (110) planes, depending upon
depoaition temperature, film thicknegs, and the glass
involved as subqtrste. Evidence was found of unidentified
donor impurities entering the films, preaumshly from the
glass suhstcates, to affect the electrical properties
obtained and poss[bl? set an upper limit on the available
hole concentrations achievable in p type B doped polycry
stalline films on these glasses. Low purity alumina and
similar ceramics were found not suitable as substcates for
growth of CVD Si of uniform quality. High purity aluminas
permitted growth of polycrystalline CVD Si layer_ of con
trollable quality, highly preferred orientations, and
grain sizes that scaled directly with the grain size in
the substrata. Retired aluminas that has acquired large
individual grains produced locally epikaxial Si grains of
corresponding dimensions on those substrata grains that
were favorably oriented crystallographically_ The aluminas
are too costly Lo be considered for meeting Lhe Project
go,Is. Cenrrslly poor PV performance was exhibited by
solar roll. fshriratpd tn CVD Si sheet grown by Sill 4
pyrolysis directly onto substrstes of aluminas, glasses,
or even sing_f, c_ystal sapphire. Voc values up to about
80% of Lh_e of _in_le crystal Si control cells wprc ob
rained, but Jsc valu-s only nO to 70% of those of s
control cell were obtained under simulated AMO il]umina
lion. Depressed long wavelength response and other per
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formance factors indicated low mlnorlty-carrler (electron)
diffusion lengths were characteristics of the n/p ceil
structures made in Lhis St sheet maLerlsl by the SiH 4
process, Epltaxlal p-type (B-doped) CVO SI sheet grown on
single-crystal 5i substrates by SIJ2C12 pyrolysis In
H 2 at about 1075°C provided relativeIy good PV perfor
msnce in solar cell structures produced by P diffusion to
form the p-n junctions. Voc values of about 560 mY, Jsc
vsluea of about 22 mA cm 2, curve fill factors of about
0.7, end power efflclencies of 6-7% were found in these
celts. The presence of a p+ lever below end sdjolnlng a
p type (B doped) CVD Si polycrysLelllne or epitsxle] layer
(on alumina or sspphlre, respectively) enhanced the PV
response of solar cell structures formed by P diffusion
Into the plsyer. A comparison of the PV response of
P-dlffused and P-doped in situ grown nalplp * solsr
cell structures about 20 pm thick on polycrysLslllne
flne-grelned Sl sheet, the two were about equal in the
structures, for given doping concentrations in the p layer.
In all cases the epitaxtal cells were much better than the
polycrystalltne cells, mainly becsuse of current coIlecLton
effects and junction ]eakage current effects, and the
large-Brained poIycrysLalline cells were better than the
fine-grained cells. A comparison of diffused junction end
deposited-Junction n+/p/p + structures in three differ-
ent plsyer thickness ranges on the same three classes of
substrate showed s direct increase in PV response with
p-layer thickness for the epitextal cells but less distinct
differences for the pol_crystalllne cells.
TITLE: Final EeporL. Continuous Cz Process Development
AUTHOR: S.N. Ree
COEPORATE AUTH: Texss Instruments, inc.
DATE: Februsry 1979
REPOET NO: DOE-3PL 954887 7915
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOa/HF AOI
ABSTRACT: A commercial Cz crystal growtnE furnace was con-
verted to a continuous growth facility by installation of
• small, tn-s|to premelLer with attendant St storage and
transport mechanisms. The premelLer was situated immedi-
ately over the primary melt and provided a molten Si flow
Into the large crucible simultaneously as crystal was being
grown. The key @lament in this continuous CZ process is
the premelter end a substantial portion of the program in
vetoed its evolution Into a workable design. The best
arrangement tested wss a vertical, cylindrical graphite
heater containing • small fused quartz Lest tube liner
from which the molten St flowed out the bottom. ^pproxt
msteIy 83 cm of nominal 5cm dis crystal was grown with
continuous melt sddiLlon furnished by the Lest tube pre
melter. High-perfection crystal was not obtained, however,
doe primarily tO particulate contsmlnetlon of the melt.
Elimination of this oxide buildup will require estenslve
study end esperlmenLeLio_ and the ultimate success of con
tlnuous Cz depends on s successfuI solution LO this prob
lem. Economic modeling of the continuous Cz process uLil
tzed the IPEG option of SAHICS. The influence of both
crystal size and total furnace run size were exsmtned.
Eesults of these studies indicate that for lO-cm dis cry-
stst, lO0-kg furnace runs of four or five crystsls each
ire near optimal. Costs te.d to ss_ptote et the leO-ks
leveI so tittle additional cost improvement occurs st
larger runs. For these conditions, crystal cost in equiv-
alent wsfer area of around $16/m 2 escluslve of poiysill-
con and slicing is obtained. Lower crystal costs can he
obtained by growing large diameter crystals in the 12 to
15-cm range. The outlook for schtevtng the overall 1986
wafer cost goals is not optimistic because of high slicing
costs. Continuous Cz can, however, meet the near-term
COSt _oels for St sheet matertsl.
TITLE: Quarterly Eeport. Laser-Zone Growth in a RTR
Process B| Sheet Orowth Development
AUTEOB: A. Baghdadl, et el.
COEPOEATE AUTB: Hotorola, Inc.
DATE: March 1979
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954376-79/9
ABSTRACT: Appreciable progress has been witnessed in
achieving high efficiency on RTE solar cells, with an
average efficiency of 9.1¢ on the most recent lot. The
best cell to dale has a measured efficiency of 11.3%. A
new technique for growing limited-length ribbons con-
ttnuelly has been demonstrated. This "Rigid Edge"
technique can be used to recrysLallize about 95% of the
polyribbon feedstock. A major advantage of this method is
that only s single, constant length St ribbon is handled
throughout the entire process sequence; this may be accom
pltshed using cassettes slmllec to those presently in use
for processing Cz wafers. Thus a transition from Cz to
ribbon technology can be smoothly affected. The maximum
size being considered, 3" x 24", is 1/2 ft 2, and wlll
generate 6 W for 12% efficiency at 1 sun. St dioxide has
been demonstrated ss sn effective, practical diffusion bar-
tier for use during the poiyribbon formation. Two differ-
ent approaches for using the Sl dioxide are being pursued.
TITLE: Fins1 Report. Development of Nullite Subskrates
and Containers
CORPORATE AUTH: Coors Porcelain Co.
DATE: April 1979
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954878-79/5
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO4/HF AOI
AESTRACT: The objective of this program was tO evaluate
mul_{te in contact with molten St to be used eea substrata
for Roney_ell's SOC process end as a container for melting
solar grade St. A further requirement was Lo fabricate
respective substrates and containers. To maintain solar
grade Sl purity levelg, the mulllte must 8enerally inLro
duce less then IO 15 atoms/cc of impurities. To evaluate
the mulltte-molten St interaction, a series of bodies were
made with vsvlatlons in density, alumlne sillce ratio end
glass-crystalline raLto. These materials were tested in •
sessile drop technique. Nooe of the verletlons stood up
to extended exposure Lo molten Si sufflclently to be recom-
mended ss s container material. However, directional
solldiflceLion experiments by JPL suggest that, under
proper conditions, contamination of the Si by moliite
containers can be mlnlmlzed. To improve sn already good
thermal expans(on match between mulIite and Si, compogl
tlonal variations were studied. A1terlng of the alumina-
silica ratio was determined to give s continuously varying
thermal expansion. Thus, a composition can be selected Lo
give the desired thermal expangton match with $t. Concur
rent to thls work, a standard mulllte composition was
selected to be used for fabrication development. The major
fabrication development requirements were to make sub-
strafes 40 x 4 s .OaO in. end slotted substrata•. Fabrlca
tlon of standard mulliLe composition substrates, nomlnslly
40 S _ • .040 in,, have been made and delivered to Honey-
well, Slotted substrates of various configurations and
various compositions are regularly being supplied to
Honeywell.
TITLE: Final Report. Development and Evaluation of Die
and Container Materials
AUTHOR: R.E. Wills and D.E. Niesz
CORPOEATE AUTH: Battelle Memorial Institute,
Columbus Laboratories
DATE: Hey 1979
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954876-79/6
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO5/NF AOI
ABSTRACT: Specific compositions of high purity Si alumi-
num osyn|tride (Stalon) end SI beryllium oxynitr|de
(gibson) solid solutions are shown to be promising refrac-
tory materials for handling end manipulating solar grade
Si into Sl ribbon. Well controlled processlnE schedules
were developed for fabricating high purity Stalon and
gibson materials. Essentially the impurity content of the
hot pressed ceramics was due only to impurities from the
origins1 starting powder_. A ceramic shsplng die wss suc-
cessfully formed by diamond machining of s hot pressed
blank. Projected manufacturing cost estimate for 105 dies/yr
Is $5._0/die. Evaluation of the interaction of these
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materlal9 in contact with molten Si indicates that solid
solutions based upon beta-Si3N 4 are more stable than
those based on St2N20. Sibeon is more resistant to
molten Si attack than Sialon, and both materials should
preferably be used in an inert atmosphere rather than under
vacuum conditions. This is because removal of oxygen from
the Si melt in the form of SiS enhances the dissolution of
aluminum and beryllium. The wetting angles of these mater-
la19 are low enough (37 ° for x = O.75 beta' Sialon and
49 ° for x = 0.35 Sibeon) for these materials to be con-
sidered as both die and container materials.
TITLE: Final Report. X-Ray Measurements of Stresses and
Defects in EFG and Large Grained Polycryatallfne
S[ Ribbons
AUTHOR: C.N.J. Wagner
CORPORATE AUTH: The Regents of the University of
Catlfornla, Lea Angeles
DATE: August 1979
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954851 7912
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO21MF AOI
ABSTRACT: The Bond method has been employed to measure
the lattice parameter a in the area of 0.4 nn in diameter
of EFG Si-rlbbona to an accuracy of ± 0.00008 A. A Bond
gonlometer was built which included s gonloatat with a
apeclal specimen holder to mount ribbons I m in length and
75 mm in width which could be rotated about two orthogonal
axes, and a Leltz microscope for precision alignment of s
psrtlcular area into the center of the gonlostat and the
small primary s-ray beam. The (321> planes were found to
be parallel to the surface of the ribbons with an angular
spread of about 15 ° . The poles of the (111) planes
clustered about an angle of 20 ° away from the surface
normal, again with a spread of 10 °. The lattice param-
eter of s small piece of ribbon material was found to be
a 0 = 5.43075 A. Converting the observed strain (a-ao/a o)
into the sum of the princlpsl surface stresses el * 02
assuming that the tilt angles of less than 15 ° can be
neglected yielded values of °l + O2 which were zero
within the accuracy of our measurements of + I0 MPa, but s
maximum stress of 115 MPa was observed in a fractured rib
ben which corresponded to the fracture stress of single
crystals of Si.
TITLE: Final Report. Web Dendritic Crowth
AUTHOR: R,B. Hilborn, Jr., J.W. Faust, Jr., and C. Rhodes
CORPORATE AUTH: Unlverslty of South Carolina
DATE: August 1979
REPORT NO: DOE-JpL 954344 7811
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOglMF AOI
ABSTRACT: This final report gives the results of work per
formed by the University of South Carolina to develop
methods of producing large areas of Si ribbon by the
web dendritic method. A prototype web dendritic growth
machine, on hand at the beginning of the contract, was
assembled end activated. A program for Investigsting the
role of the varloua machine design parameters on the con-
tract. The development of the machine proceeded to the
point where ribbons could be reproduclbly grown to the
lengths of I meter, with widths increasing linearly from a
minimum, at the initiating seed button, up to I cm st the
point of termination of growth. Considerable thermal data
was collected and evaluations were made of actual seeding
and growth for variations in a large number of parameters
affecting heat loss. From this we found for achieving
suitable growth that the mechanical system should be very
rigid and stable, and the tolerances and specifications of
the quartz crucibles must be far tighter than normal quart
tolerances. The widening rates of the ribbons were found
to be s function of the temperature gradient rather than
the temperature differences alone. A twin spacing in the
seed of 3 - 2 was found to be unfavorable for growth;
whereas spacing of .9 - 2 and 8 2 were favorable. It
was found, however, that the spacing of 8 - 2 sets an
upper limit of 4 cmlmin on the maslmum achievable rate.
Extensive thermal modeling studies were carried out to in
veatlgate the effect of furnace design parameters on the
temperature distributions in melt and the growth of the
dendrltlc-web ribbon. From this study it was found that
the pull rate of the ribbon is strongly dependent on the
temperature of the top thermal shield, the spsclng between
this shield and the melt, and the thickness of the growing
web.
TITLE: Final Report. Epitaxial si Growth for Solar Cells
AUTHOR: R.V. D'Aiello, P.H. Robinson, and D. Rtehman
CORPORATE AUTH: RCA Corp.
DATE: September lq?9
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 954817 79/4
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOAIMF AOI
ABSTRACT: The objectives Of this contract were: (I) to de-
termine the feasibility of Si epttaxtal growth on low cost
St aubatrates for the development of Si sheet capable of
producing low cost, high-efficiency solar cells, (2) to
achieve s goal of 12% (AM O) efficient solar cells fabci
cared on thin epitaxial layers grown on low-cost aubstrates
and (3I to evaluate the add on cost for the epitsxial pro
eess and to develop low-cost epltaxial growth procedures
for application in conjunction with low cost Sl substrates.
The basic epltaslal procedures and eolarcell fabrication
and evaluation techniques are described, followed by a
discussion of the development of baseline epltaxisl solar.
cell structure_, grown on high quality conventional Si sub
strafes. A description of the crystallographic propertles
of such layers and the performance of epitsxislly grown
solar cells fabricated on these materials is given. The
major conclusions drawn from this work and recon_ondatlons
for the further development needed to achieve the ultimate
cost goals are given.
TITLE: Final Report. Vttce Graf Coating on Mullite
AUTHOR: S.C. Roa_i
CORPORATE AUTH: Tylsn Corp.
DATE: September 191q
REPORT NO: DOE. JPL 954896-79/1
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOS/MF AO1
ABSTRACT: A technical and economic evaluation was made of
s proprietary glass like carbon glaze coating applied to
mulltte and graphite to be used either in thin film Si
manufacture or in container ware applications. Preliminary
evaluations had indicated that the glassy carbon coating
resets with molten Si to form a Si carbide reaction layer
that may serve as a diffusion barrier to prevent Si reac
tlon with the substrate material, The technical evaluation
consisted of manufacturing test samples by varying mater-
ials and processing parameters in conformance with a pre
selected matrix. Various tests, primarily coating appear
snce, adherence and St reaction behavior was observed as a
function of the test parameter variation. The results of
these tests indicated that most graphite and carbonaceous
materials used as substrates will produce a visually
acceptable coating having excellent adherence over a wide
range of processing parameters. However, no set of parsm
eters produced a coating that could withstand the chemical
attack from molten Si and prevent reaction with a graphite
subatrate. The primary consideration of graphite sub-
strates was in container ware applications requiring long
time molten S| exposure. The conclusion of this study sug-
gested that the glassy carbon coating might provide protec
tion for time periods of 30 min or less, and therefore was
not suitable for the intended application. The results of
standard ceramic formulation indicated that a performance
optimization did take place for the application of manurer
turtng Si film solar arrays. When these optimized psram
elate were tested on type g mullite developed specifically
for the intended appllestlon it was found that performance
was generally insensitive to processing parameters and the
selected paramnlers were then cOSt optimized. The economic
snalysls generated a process based on the selected param
eter for coating glassy carbon onto newly developed mulllte
substrata material. By using the interim standard price
estimating equation a projected cost of $1.30/m 2 was csl-
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culeted based on 1975 dollars. If further development of
the type K mullite could el|minnie the requirement for HF
etch preparation of the substrata surface, a unit cost of
$1.05/m 2 is calculated on 1979 dollars. Additionally, if
normal advance tn the Vltre-Craf technology is assumed, a
unit cost of $0.85/m 2 Is projected on the 1975 $ basis.
TITLE: Final Report. Slicing of Si into Sheet Heterlal
CORPORATE AUTE: Verian Associates, Inc.
DATE: September 1979
REPORT NO: DOE-3PL 954374-79/10
AVAILABIL11_/: NTIS, PC A24/HF AO1
ABSTRACT: Complete results, from raw data to Interpreta-
tion to recommendations, of a program to investigate the
use of multiblade slurry sawing to produce Si wafers from
Ingots are presented in this report. During the course of
this program, the commercially available state-of-the-art
process was improved by 20% in terms of area of St wafers
produced from an ingot. The process was improved 34% on
an esperin_ntel basis. Production of 20 wafers per centi-
meter lengLh of I00 ram dia ingot is now possible on s pro-
duction basis. Economic analyses presented show that
further improvements are necessary to approach the desired
wafer costs, mostly reduction in expendable materials
costs. Tests which indicate that such reduction is pos-
sible are included, although demonstration of such reduc-
tion was not completed. A new, large cspscity saw was
designed and tested. Performance comparable with current
equipment (in terms of number of wsfer_/cm) was demon--
strsted. Improved performance was partially demonstrated,
hut problems (both mechanical and of unknown originl pre
cluded full demonstrst|on of improved performance.
TITLE: Final Report. Study Program to Develop and
Evaluate Die and Container Materials for the
Crowth of Si Ribbons
AUTHOR: P.E, Creyson and L.A. Addington
CORPORATE AUTH: EaE1e-Picher Industries, Inc.
DATE: December 1979
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954877-79/6
ABSTRACT: The Large Area St Sheet Growth Task objective
of lowering the cost of St PV material requires the devel-
opment of materials which eshlblt improved chemical and
dlmenslonsl etebillty In contact with molten St. TheSe
materials may find spp]tcst|on as containers and/or shsp
|ng dies In processes such as edge defined film growth.
This paper describes the development and evaluation of
proprtetsry coatings of pure Si carbide, St nitrtde and
aluminum nltride on less pure hot pressed suhstrstes of
the respective ceram|c materials. St sessille drop experi
meats were performed on coated test specimens under con
trolled oxygen partial pressures. X-ray diffraction and
SEN characterized after testing with optlcsl and scanning
electron microscopy and Auger electron spectroscopy. In-
creesin S the oxygen partial pressure was found to increase
the solid-vapor interracial free energy. Adsorbed oxygen
Was also found to increase the deEree of attack of molten
si upon the chemical vapor deposited coatings. ProtoLypic
containers and dies were delivered and cost projections
show that reasonably priced, costed, molten Si resistant
refractory material shapes are obtainable.
TITLR: Flnsl Report. Development and Evaluation of Die
Materials for Use in the Growth of Si Ribbons By
the Inverted Ribbon Growth Process-Task II
AUTHOR: M.T. Duffy
CORPORATE AUTE: RCA Corp.
DATE: Decnmher 1979
R_PORT NO: DOE3PL 95_901 Iq/6
AVAILARILITY: NTIS, PC AO4/MF AOI
ARSTRACT: Amorphous CVD layers of SI nitrtde and SI oxy
nitride are prepared by CVD layers are converted to s- end
R-St3N 4 with s low B-Ei3N 4 content. The a- phase
is then slowly converted to the R phase accompanied by
simultaneous decompositon. By contrast, $i oxynltrlde
(SIOxNy) layers are converted predominantly Lo B-Si3N 4
with a low a-Sl3N 4 content. In this process, oxygen
is evolved, end there is no evidence for the existence of
an oxynltride phase in the resulting layers. The analysis
also indicates that B-SI3N 4 Is much more resistant to
cbemtcal attack by molten St than • Si3N 6. Conse-
quently, CTD Si nttride coatings are useful for shorter
exposure times. CryxtalloEraphlc analysis of St ribbon
test specimens, grown from COD-coated vitreous carbon dies,
Indicates that Si carbide incluslons are not present in
the ribbon samples. The results of infrared analysis also
show that the carbon content of the S| ribbons is below
detection level and Iower than in the CZ seed material.
TITLE: Final Report. St Sheet Orowth Development
AUTHOR: C.N. 3ohnson
CORPORATE AUTH: Keyes Corp.
DATE: March 1980
REPORT He: DOE-JPL 954888 80/12
ABSTRACT: The production of low-cost SI capable of being
processed Into solar cells yteldlng efflciencles of 149 _M1
is an essential requirement of the LEA Project. Keyes has
developed a process for Cz-type crystal growth Lhst signif-
icantly reduces the major cost Item (other than the Si It-
self) involved In state of the art Cz growth - the quartz
crucible. The new technology genersted under this con/tact
can decrease the add-on cost for St production from st
least $511kg (present state of the art) to $16.141k S (Cz
e3). This translates Into sn add on cost of $O.251pk welt
If the JPL/DOE goal of $14/kg is assumed for the polyslll-
con material used for the growth of crystal ingots. Con-
cluslons and technology status are reported for both phases
of the contract which had the following objectives: The
growth of 100 k g of Si single crystal material of I0 cm in
die or greater, utilizing one conl_on SI container materiel
(one crucible). The growth of 150 kg of Si single crystal
malarial of fifteen (15) cm in dia, utilizing one common
SI container msterlal (one crucible). The objectives of
the project included: (a) Developing s new technology
concept that would allow s Hsmco CG2000 crystal grower to
be recharged with • new supply of polysillcon material
while still under vacuum and st temperatures above Lhe
melting point of St. (b) Modifying the Rsmco CG20OO
crystal grower to: (1) accept large polysilicon charges
(up to 30 k E, (2) grow large crystal InEot_ (to 15 cm dla
and 25 kg in weight), and (3) hold polysl]lcon material
for rechargtn E (rod or lump) while, at the same time,
growing crystal ingots. (el Designing special equipment
to: (I) rechsrge polys|licon rods, (2) recharge poly-
silicon lumps, snd (3) handle snd store lsrge, hot Si
crystal ingots. (d) Developing a new process and pro-
cedure for growing St crystal ingots and recherAIng poly
silicon material without contmminaLlng the furnace or
breaking the St container material (crucible).
TITLE: Final Report. Quantitative Analysis of Defects
in St
AUTHOR: R. NaLesh
CORPORATE AUTH: Materials Research, lnc,
DATE: April 1980
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954977-79/b
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO5/NF AOI
ABSTRACT: The analyses of one hundred and seventy four SI
sheet samples, about 1200 square cenL|meters, for twin
boundary density, dislocstlon pit density, and grain
boundary length has been accomplished. One hundred and
thirty three of these samples were manufactured by Mobil
Tyco, thirty two by Motorola, seven by IBM, one by Honey-
well, and one by Wscker. Procedures have been developed
for the quantitative analyses of the twin boundary and
dlslocstion pit densities using the QTM 120 QuentILetive
Image Anslyzin S System. The QTM 720 system has been up
graded with the sddltlon of a PDP 11103 _o_er wi_ fl_el
floppy disc drive, a Digital Equipment Writer (111) high
speed printer, and s Field-Image Feature Interface Module.
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These changes have greatly enhanced the speed and reliabil-
ity of the QTM-720 System as well as improving the data
storage and printout capability. Three versions of a com-
puter program that controls the data ecqulsltion and anal-
ysls on the QTM-720 have been written. Procedures for the
chemical polishing and etching of Mobil Tyco, Motorola,
IBM, end Wacker samples have been developed. This report
describes the complete procedures for the effect analysis
of Si samples using s QTM-720 Image Anelyzlng System, end
includes chemical polishing, etching, end ATM operation.
The date from one hundred and seventy four samples, and a
discussion of the data is also included herein. In addi-
tion to the above work, comparisons of the capabilities of
a variety of powerful analytical techniques in analyzing
impurities from four different Si matrix was performed.
The Si matrix analyzed were Mobil Tyco iEFG-BB and EFG-RF),
Honeywell (SOC), and Motorola (RTR). The techniques used
were: neutron activation analysis, spark source mass
spectrometry, ion scanning spectrometry, secondary ion
mass spectrometry, scanning auger microenalysis, electron
spectroscopy for chemical analysis, ion microprobe mass
spectroscopy, and optical microscopy.
TITLE: Final Report. Development of Methods of Producing
Large Areas of Si Sheet by the Slicing of St
Ingots Using ID Saws
AUTHOR: P. Aharonyan
CORPORATE AUTH: Silicon Technology Corp.
DATE: April 1980
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955131-81/2
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A03/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: ID. wafering equipment, blades end processes
were used to develop methods for producing large areas of
Si sheet. Modifications to a 16 in. STC automated saw
included: 1) programmable feed system; 2) crystal rotat-
ing system end 3) STC Dyne-Track Blade monitoring and con-
trol system. 8y controlling the pletlng operation end by
grinding of the cutting edge, we were able to produce
16 in. ID blades with • cutting edge thickness of .22 rmn.
Crystal rotation mechanism was used to slice IOO mm dis
crystals with a 16 inch blade down to s thickness of
.20 mm. Cutting rates with crystal rotation were gener-
ally slower than with standard plunge ID slicing tech-
niques. Using programmed feeds and pcogranvned rotation,
maximum cutting rates were from 0.3 to 1.0 In./min.
TITLE: Final Report. Effects of Varying Oxygen Partial
Pressure on Molten S[ - Ceramic Substrste
Interactions
AUTHOR: P.D. Ownby, et el.
CORPORATE AUTH: The Curators of the University of
Missouri
DATE: April 1980
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955415-2
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO31MF AOI
ARSTRACT: The objective of this program was to investi-
gate the interaction of molten St with various die and
container candidate materials under varying oxygen partial
pressures. This has been done by making Si sessile drop
contact angle measurements on the candidate materiels to
determine the degree to which Si wets these substances,
and subsequently sectioning the post-sessile drop experi-
ment samples and taking photomicrographs of the Si-sub-
strafe interface to observe the degree of surface dis-
solution and degradation.
TITLE: Final Report. Sl Solar Cell Fabricstlon Technology
AUTHOR: O.M. Stefeudd
CORPORATE AUTR: The Regents of the University of
California, Los Angeles
DATE: May 1980
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954902-8016
ABSTRACT: The initial program was to assist JPL in the
building and expansion of their laboratory and device feb-
rtcetion facilities. This work consisted of device fabri-
cation which was composed of the following processing pro-
cedures: (e) low temperature POCI 3 diffusions, (b) met-
alllzetlon of beck and front ohmic contacts, Ic) mask
design and fabrication, and (d) sintering in inert and
H 2 atmospheres. These processing steps were varied in
accordance with JPL's instructions. The device evaluation
was performed at UCLA. and JPL. The results of these mea-
surements were correlated, end they included such tests as:
a) dark current vs. voltage end log I vs. voltage, b) light
current vs. voltage at AMI end AMO, c) capacitance vs.
voltage, and d) spectral response. The measurements were
then interpolated end reduced to determine the material
properties such as minority carrier lifetimes (t n) and
diffusion lengths (Ln). The diffusion length determlna-
tion was accomplished by spectral response measurements et
UCLA. Similar measurements of various devices were done
by SPV at JPL.
TITLE: Final Report. Slicing of Single Crystal and
Polycrystalline Sl Ingots Using Multi-Blade Saws
AUTHOR: J.B. ROSS
CORPORATE AUTH: Norlin Industries, Inc, (P.R. Hoffman Co.)
DATE: May 1980
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955563-80/I
ABSTRACT: This contract was issued by JPL to serve pri-
marily as a feasibility study during wh|ch the capabilities
of P.R. Hoffman Co., Division of Norlln Industries, Inc.,
could be evaluated with regard to our ability to satisfac-
torily provide the research and development effort which
would lead to optimlzstion of the MBS wafering technique
as a contribution to the realization of the Project goals.
In addition to making several wafering runs, we were to
provide sufficient data necessary for • complete cost
analysis of each of the three types of saws utilized.
TITLE: Quarterly Report. Continuous Liquid Feed Cz Growth
CORPORATE AUTH: Siltec Corp.
DATE: June 1980
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954886-80111
ABSTRACT: The purpose of this phase of the continuous
liquid feed program is the design and development of equip-
ment and processes in order to ultimately demonstrate the
continuous growth of crystals, by the use of the Cz method,
suitable for producing monocrystalllne Si for use in solar
cells. This involves the growth of at least 150 kg mono-
crystalline Si ingots. 150 mm in die, obtained from a
single growth container, Our approach to meeting this
goal iS to develop a furnace with continuous liquid replen-
ishment to the growth crucible. Demonstrations using the
Si polyrod feed mechanism continued this quarter providing
continuous melt replenishment to the meltdown chamber, sub-
sequent transfer of this melt, and the simultaneous growth
cf Si ingots in the growth chamber. The frame to the CLF
furnace was extended in order to accommodate 50 kg crystal
ingots above the gate valve, hence enabling us to accom-
plish our goal of 150 kg throughput. Development work
continued on various aspects of the melt transfer system.
TITLE: Final Report. Low Cost Cz Crystal Crowing
Technology Near Term Implementation of the Flat-
Plate PV Cost Reduction
CORPORATE AUTH: Kayex Corp.
DATE: September 1980
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955270-80/6
ABSTRACT: One of the primary requirements of the DOE/JPL
Si Sheet Task is to develop a process capable of producing
low-cost Si. This Si must be capable of being processed
into solar cells which will yield a solar cell efficiency
of 14% AM1. The technology generated under this contract
was aimed at developing process improvement concepts for
lowering the costs of the meltdown and crystal growth
functions. A program aimed at improving process auto-
mation for increased yield and reduced labor requirement
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was also undertaken. The development of the various
equipment designs that enable high volume, continuous Cz
production to be achieved should be directly transferable
to industry. The objectives of the process technology
phase was Lo develop and demonstrate continuous CZ crystal
growth. Continuous Cz growth was defined as a throuBhput
of 150 kg of Si crystals of t5 cm dis, utillzing one common
crucible wlLh melt replenishment. The conclusions and
technology status of the contract as applicable to the
objectives of the contract are reported. Coal projections
and actual cost achievements have been developed using
SAHICS/IPEG formula and are also reported. No investiga-
tion and evaluation of the variations of the effects of
the physical form of Si feed material on the crystal
growth process and impurity build-up in the ulttmste
crystal produced was undertaken,
TITLE: Plnsl Report. EEIC/TER Investlgatione of Defects
in Solar St Ribbon Haterlsls
AUTHOR: D.G. Aet
CORPORATE AUTH: Cornell University
DATE: January 1981
REPORT RO: DOE-JPL 954852.8l/4
ABSTRACT: Neny of the growth methods which produce Si
material for the fabrication of Inexpensive solar cells
yield material which contains a relative high density of
structural defects, such as grain boundaries, twin bound
aries and dislocations. Because such defects will, in
general, reduce the efficiency of s solar cell, there is a
technological incentive to study the formation end struc..
lure of such defects, and their influence on the mlnorlly
carrier lifetime. This report discusses the applications
of TEN and EBIC to the study of crystalline defects.
TITLE: Quarterly Report. Si Ingot Casting-Heat Eschanger
Method HulLS-Wire Slicing-Fixed Abrasive Slicing
Technique - Phase IV
AUTHOR: F. Schmld and C.P. Ehsttsk
CORPORATE AUTH: Crystal Systems, Inc.
DATE: February 1981
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954373.-80/16
ABSTRACT: The cryatallinIty of large-size ingots has been
studied as a function of the heat flow conditions st the
bottom of the ingot. The size of the ingot has an impor-
tant effect on crystalllnity. The breakdown in crystal-
llnity across the bottom has been resolved to an area in
the vicinity of the melted-back seed. Generally, homo
geneous resistivity distribution has been achieved all
over the ingot. Electroplatlng of diamonds on one side of
the wirepack has an important effect on slicing perform
ence. However, diamond electroplaLing must be carefully
controlled to have a good seat in the grooved rollers. An
In-house electroplstln 8 facility is now operatlonsl. Good
performance was achieved with the initial In-house electro-
plated wtrepecks. Projected add-on cost of HEM ingot cast-
ins process has been carried out using IPEG analysis. The
value that was obtained is $8.65/m 2 well below the sllo-
cation of _18.15/m 2 to m_et the 1986 goal.
TITLE: Final Report. Si-on Ceramic Process.
Growth and Device Development
AUTHOR: B.L. Grung, J.D. Heaps, etal.
CORPORATE AUTH: Honeywell, Inc.
DATE: Nerch 1981
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954356-80/15
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC All/NF AOI
St Sheet
ABSTRACT: The objective of this R&D program was to Invea-
tlgate the technical feeaibillty of producing solar-cell-
quality sheet S] to meet the DOE 1986 overall price goal
of $0.I01S. With the SOC approach, a low-cost ceramic sub-
Strata is coated with large-grsin polycryetslllne St by
unidirectional solidification of molten Si. This R&D
effort was divided into several areas of investigaLion in
order to most efficiently meet the goals of Lhe program.
These areas include: 1) dip-costing; 2) continuous
coating-designated SCIN-coating; 3) materiel characteriza-
tion; 4) cell febricatlon end evaluation; and 5) theo-
retical analyala.
TITLE: Final Report. St Solar Cell Process Development/
FabricationlAnalysla
AUTHOR: J.A. Hinahan
CORPORATE AUTH: Spectrolab, Inc.
DATE: March 1981
REPORT NO: DOH-3PL 955055-81/6
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO4/MF A01
ABSTRACT: Solar cells have been fabricated from unconven-
tional St materials in the second end ftnsl phase of the
contract. In the moat recent period of work, EFG, web,
HEM, and continuous Cz Si materials were fabricated into
solar cells, measured and analyzed. Current-voltage
measurements under /_1 conditions, in addition to those
under MIO conditions, were introduced in Phase If. Several
low-coat fabrication steps were included in that phase.
Both Hem and Continuous CZ Si were found to be superior to
that which had been provided in Phase I. Correlation
between quality of starting materials and ceil conversion
efficiency was observed for Hem grown St. Correlation
between position in :be crystal growth sequence and cell
quality was observed for contifluous Cz.
TITLE: Final Report. Si Web Process Development
AUTHOR: C.S, Duncan, R.G. Seldenstlcker, et el.
CORPORATE AUTH: Westinghouse ElecLric Corp.
DATE: October 1981
REPORT HO: DOE-3PL 954654 80/13
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO8/HF A01
ABSTRACT: Si dendritic web is • single crystal Si ribbon
materlal with unique advantages for the manufacture of low
cost solar cells. Shaped by the Interplay of natural
crystallographic and surface tension forces, rather than
by potentially contaminating dies, the web produces solar
ceils with escellent conversion efficiency. For example,
Lhe maximum demonstrated AN1 efficiency, 15.5¢, is ao far
the highest value reported for a ribbon material. The web
process also conserves expensive SI. Because Impurities
are rejected from the ribbon during cryatal growth, tL is
feasible to use cheaper, tess pure "solar" grades of Si aa
feedstock for the web process. Moreover, long fleslble
web eLrtpa facilitate automation of both crystal growth
and the subsequent cell-manufscturtn 8 operations. Taken
together, these characteristics have made the web process
a leading candidate to echleve or better the 1886 Project
cost objectives of ?O¢/Wp (1980 $) of PV output power.
TITLE: Final Report. Enhanced ID slicing Technology for
Si Ingots.
CORPORATE AUTH: Siltec Corp.
DATE: December 1981
REPORT RO: DOE-JPL 955282-81/8
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO3/NF A01
ABSTRACT: To bring TO slicing technology to s higher per-
ferments level by demonstrating a significant increase in
the number of usable slices per centimeter over Industry
practice Lhrough the reduction of both blade nnd slice
thickness, s combination of three key technoloEtea was
investigated: {rigor rotatlon wlth mtntmum exposed blade
area, dynamic cutting edge control, and the use of pre-
fabicated blade insects. Prefabricated blade inserts
promise 8rest potential for Increasing the blade lifetime
while decreasing kerr. Results have been encouraging,
however, more fundemontal work in the materials area of
the bond is requlred before these blades become an effec-
tive production tool. An alternative aolution o6 etched
core construction pPrmltted low kerr slicing, but further
refinement for greater lifetime is necessary. Economic
modeling of the enhanced 1D slicing process utilized the
IPEC II opt|on of SAHICS. A comparison of sitc|ng with
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ingot rotation and plunge cutting has shown that slmul-
taneous multiple ingot feed will improve the present cost
picture of ID sllclng significantly.
TITLE: Final Report. Analysis of Defect Structure in Si
AUTHOR: R. Watesh, M. Hens, et el.
CORPORATE AUTH: Materials Research, lnc.
DATE: April 1982
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 9556761
ABSTRACT: The analyses of one hundred and ninety three
(193) St sheet samples, approximately 880 cm 2, for twin
boundary den,lty, dislocation pit density, preclpltste
density, and grain boundary length has been accomplished
in the pa.t contract period. One hundred and fifteen
(I15) of these samples were manufactured by Crystnl
Systems, Inc., using their HEM, thirty eight (38) by Mobil
Tyco using EFC, twenty three (23) by Honeywell using the
SOC process, and ten (I0) by Westinghouse using the
Dendritic Web process. Seven (7) solar cells were also
step-etched to determine the internal defect dlstrlbutlon
on these samples. Procedures have been developed for the
quantitative charncterizstion of structural defects such
as dislocation pits, preclpitstes, twin & grain boundaries
using a QTM 720 Quantitative Image Analyzing System inter-
faced with • POP IiiO3 mini computer, These procedures
were routlnely applied to slt the samples. Characterize
Lion of the 8ra|n boundary i_ngth per unit _rea for poly
crystalline samples was done by using the intercept method
on an Oll_apus HEM Microscope. This report describes the
steps involved in the chsracterlzetlon of structural de-
fects in the various types of solar cell materials anal-
yzed. A summary o_ results as well RS discussions of the
data are also presented.
TITLE: Final Report. October 1980 to April 1982.
Continuous Cz Growth. Development of Advanced Cz
Growth Process to Produce Low Cost 150 kg Si Ingots
From A Single Crucible for Technology Readiness
AUTHOR: R.L. Lane
CORPORATE RUTH: Kayex Corp.
DATE: April 1982
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955733/6
ABSTRACT: The goals of this contract were: to design end
construct • crystal grower capable of prodncln8 150 kg of
Si crystal from one crucible (5 x 30 k 8 ingots); to accel
crate recharge and growth rate; mlcroprocessor controls
with improved sensors; after growth yields of 90%, and
throughput of 2.5 kg/h. Subsequently, a Technical Direr
tlon Memorandum was issued which placed emphasis on:
(I) the improvement of growth rates using r.dletinn
shielding, end (2) Investigatlon of the crucible melt
interaction for improved yields. Growth runs were
performed from both 15 and 16-in. dis crucibles, producing
30 and 31 kg ingots, respectively. Efforts to increase
the growth rate of 150 mm dis ingots were limited by
temperature instabilities believed to be caused by
undesirable thermal convections in the larger melts. The
radlstlon shield improved the growth rate somewhat, but
the thermal instability was still evident, leading to
non round ingots and loss of dlslocatlon-free structure.
A 38 kg crystal was grown to demonstrate the feasibility
of producing 150 kE with four growth cycles. After the
grower con,truction phase, the Hamco microprocessor
control system was interfaced to the JPL growth facility.
Thl. included the sensor for automatic control of seeding
temperature, and the sensor for automatic shouldering.
Efforts focused upon optimization of the seeding, necking.
and shoulder growth automstlon programs. Demonstration of
these three crystal growth areas was accomplished with 150
mm dla ingots and melts up to 40 ks. A laser beam
reflection system for melt level sensing was instnlled on
the grower end shown to function acceptably, although it
was not interfaced with the microprocessor. A gas
analysis system was designed, built, and operated as •
part of the analytical program of this contract. Analyse,
of the crystal grower exhaust gas for CO, H20, and H 2
gas were performed on several crystal growth runs. Very
high levels of CO accompany overheating of the crucible/
melt, suggestlng melt-down procedures should be controlled
more closely to prevent excessive dissolution of the cru
clble. Graphite bskeout procedures have been improved by
measuring CO and H 2 during the bakeout process to deter-
mine when graphite parts are sufficiently out gassed.
TITLE: Final Report. Large Area Sl Sheet by EFG, October
29, 1915 to December 31, 1981
AUTHOR: J.P. KaleJ,
CORPORATE RUTH: Mobil Solar Energy Corp.
(Mobil Tyco Solar Energy Corp.)
DATE: September 15, 1982
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 954355-81121
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO5/MF AOI; 1
ABSTRACT: The object|re of this contract was to develop a
method for Si ribbon production by EFC for use aa low-cost
substrata material in terrestrial solar cell manufacture.
The program ha, culmlnsted in the construction of s mul-
tiple ribbon furnace unit that is designed to operate on a
continuous basis for periods of at least one week, with
melt replenishment and automatic ribbon width control, and
to produce Sl sheet at a rate of one square meter per
hour. Program milestones set for single ribbon furnace
operation to demonstrate basic EFG system capabilities
with respect to growth speed, thickness and cell perform
snce were achieved for I0 cm wide ribbon. At the program',
conclusion, ilowever, the integration of these individual
performance levels into multiple ribbon furnace operation
was not accomplished. Shortfalls in performance have
occurred mainly in an inability to consistently and repro
ducibly aehleve acceptable growth conditions that result
in homogeneous ribbon of required quality. This has con-
tributed to dopresslng average cell performance to the
range of 9 t,) 10% efficiency at the best in the multiple
furnace operational mode. A lack of flexibility in optim
izing growth conditions may be s central element in con
tributing to deficiencies in both of these areas. Genera
Lion of high defect densities by stress relief is a second
possible contributing factor in limiting cell performance.
Even though residual stress has been reduced to s level
where processing of large area cells is feasible, growth
system conflgurstlons for which the defect density is
reduced are not yet available.
TITLE: Final Report, Analysis of Defect Structure in Si
Charscterizetlon of Semlz Material
AUTHOR: R. Natesh, C. Stringfellow, et el.
CORPORATE RUTH: Materials Research, Inc,
DATE: February 1983
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 955676 4
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOT/MF A01; 1
ABSTFJtCT: Statistically etgniftcent quantitative struc-
tural imperfection measurements were made on samples from
UCP Ingot 5848-13C. Important correlation was obtained
between defect densities, cell efficiency, and diffusion
length. Grain boundary substructure displayed a strong
influence on the conversion efficiency of solar cells from
Semla material. Quantitative microscopy measurements gave
statistically significant information compared to other
mtcroanslytical techniques. A surface prep,ration tech
nlque to obtain proper contrast of structural defect,
suitable for QTM analysis was perfected and is now being
used routinely. A study was made to determine the re-
latlonships between hole mobility end grain boundary
density. Mobility was measured using the Van der Pauw
technique, end Kratn boundary density was measured using a
quantitative microscopy technique. Mobility was found to
decrease with increasing grain boundary density.
TITLE:
AUTHOR:
Final Report, si Ingot Casting - Heat E,changed
Method Multi-Wire Sllclng-Fixed Abrasive Slicing
Technique: December 15, 1978 to June 30, 1981
F. Schmid and C.P. Khstlek
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CORPORATE AUTH: Crystal Systems, Inc.
DATE: February 18, 1983
REPORT No: DOE-JPL 954373-81/19
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A12/MF A01; I
ABSTRACT: Directional solidification by HEN is m viable
approach for directional solidification of Si ingots to be
used for terrestrial solar call appllcstlons has been
demonstrated. Some of the significant advances made
during thls phase of the program have been: Ingot size -
34 cm z 34 cm z II cm - 45 ks; Usable material yield -
90%; Solar cell efficiency averaged over the whole ingot -
85% of control Cz {35 kE ingot); Very uniform resistivity
over the boule; end cycle time for 36 kg ingots - 56 h. A
decrease of growth rake with increased ingot height, Si
carbide precipitates, and high dislocation density in BEN
material have been encountered. The Si carbide is attrib-
uted to bsckstresming of o|i vapors from the vacuum pump;
the high dislocation density is sssoclsted with the thermal
history of the boule. Using solar metsllurglcal meltstock
s nearly single crystal structure has been achieved with
one HEM directional solidification. Solar cells fabricated
using thts meltstock have shown up to 12.33% conversion
efficiency. The projected add-on cost of HF_I processing
using the best simultaneous achievements ts $17.39/m 2 ,
well within the allocation of $1g.15/m 2 for 1986 goals.
TITLE: Final Report. Development of s Polysillcon Process
Based on CVD (Phases 1 & 2i, October 11, 1982 to
May 21, 1983
&UTHER: J.R. McCormick, el el.
CORPORATE AUTH: Hemlock Semiconductor Corp.
DATE: July 14, 1983
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 955533-83/8
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO3/MF AO1; 1.
ABSTRACT: DCS was used as the feedstock for sn advanced
decomposition reactor for Si production. The advanced
reactor had • cool bell Jar well temperature, 300°C,
when compared to Siemen's reactors, approximately 750°C,
previously used for DCS decomposition. The cooler well
temperature allows higher DCS flow rates and concentre
tlonu, k St deposition rate of 2.28 Em/h cm was achieved
with power consumption of 59 kWh/ks. Interpretation of
data suggests that s 2.8 gm/h cm deposition rate Is pus
sible. The 2.8 gmlh cm deposition rake surpasses the goal
of 2.0 gm/h cm. Power consumption and conversion should
approach the program goals of 60 kWhlkg end 40%. Screen
Ins of lower cost materials of construction was donP as a
separate program segment, stainless Steel (304 end 316),
Hastslloy 8, Monel 400 and 1010 1020 Carbon Steal were
placed individually in sn experimental scale reactor. St
was deposited from trlchl_rosilane feedstock. TbP resell
ant St wa_ analyzed for electrically active and metallic
Impurltie_ ss well as carbon. No material contributed
significant amounts of electrlcslly ectlve metallic |mpuri
flee, but all contributed carbon. Single crystal growth
could not be msintalned In most zone refining evaluations.
No material need be excluded from consideration for use in
construction of decomposition reactor components for pro
ductlon of PV grade Si; however, further evaluation sod
the use of the low carbon alloys is considered essential.
TITLE: Progress Report. September i, 1981 to December
31, 1983. Surface Property Modlflcst|on of Si
AUTHOR: S. Dsnyluk
CORPOEATE AUTH_ The Board of Trustees of the University
of Illinois for Chicago Circle Campus
DgTE: January 198_
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 956053 84105
ABSTRACT: The main emphasis of this work has been to
determine the wear rste of St in fluid environments and
the parameters that influence wear. Three tests were
carried out on single crystal Cz SI wafers: circular end
linesr multiple scratch tests in fluids by s pyramidal
diamond sim.lated fixed p_rticle abrasion; mlcrohardness
and three point bend tests were used to determine the
hardness and fracture toughness of abraded Si and the
eztent of damage induced by abrasion. The mechanism by
which the fluids influence wear is still not completely
understood. Fluids apparently Influence crack initiation
and propagstlon, and dislocation formation snd mobility.
TITLE: Quarterly Report, October 23, 1983 to December 31,
1983. Advanced Dendritic Web Growth Development
AUTHOR: C.S. Duncan, E.G. Seldenstlcker, and J.P. McBush
CORPORATE AUTH: Westinghouse Electric Corp.
DATE: March 6, 1984
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955843 8_/13
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A03/MF AO1; 1
ABSTRACT: TWO types of design concepts were evaluated with
the thermal models: (l) a vertical thermal element which
modifies both the temperature profile in the web, as well
as the convective gas flow near the web, and (2) a thinner
lid configuration in which the second lid is replaced by a
hot cavity. Each involves trade-offs which need experi-
mental evaluation. Residual stress measurements using the
serial split-width technique indicated that the real resid-
ual stress was comparable to (or less than) the equivalent
"residual stress." The latter has been used as a measure
of structural perfection in web crystals in previous re
ports. New dynamic end new static conflgurat_ons were
given preliminary evaluation in the laboratory, wlth re-
suits generally in agreement with predictions. Improved
system temperature measurements were made leading Lo growth
in closer agreement with the model predictions. Improved
methods for controlling convPctlve gas flow and oxide depo
sltion were developed,
TITLE: Quarterly Report No. I. SI Film Solar Cell Process
AUTHOR: R.B. Hall, el el.
CORPORATE AUTH: Astrosystems, Inc.
DATE: May 15, 198_
REPORT NO: DOE-JpL 956769 84/01
ABSTRACT: The most promising way to reduce the cost of Sl
in solar cells while still maintaining performance ts to
utilize thin films (IO-20 microns thick) of crystalline
Si. The method of solution growth Is beleg employed to
grow thin polycrystalline films of Si on dissimilar sub-
strafes. The initial results indicate that, using tin as
the solvent, this growth process only requires operating
temperatures In the range Of 800Oc to IO00°C. Growth
rates in the range of 0.4 to 2.0 microns/min and grain
sizes in the range of 20 to 100 microns have been achieved
on both quartz and coated-steel substrstes. Typically, sn
aspect ratio of two to three between the width end the St
grain thickness ts seen, Uniform coverage of Si growth on
qusrtz over s 2.5 S 2.5 cm area has been observed,
TITLE: Final Technical Report. March I to May i, 1984,
Demonstration of the Feasibility of Microwave
Heating in a NonReactive Fluidtzed Bed Reactor
CORPORATE AUTH: Superwave Technology, Inc.
DATE: July 13, 1984
REPORT NO: DOE-Jet 956801 84/1
ABSTRACT: Microwsves have the property to couple directly
to Si with very high efficlencles. This enables rapid,
and controlled heatln E with very low power requirements.
Heating can be achieved in s St bed contained in a quartz
crucible. Quartz is transparent to microwave frequencies,
and hence can be used as a clean and cost-effective cru
clble material. In an experimental situation, s multlmode
cavity was designed and built for a 3 in, high, 6 in. dta
bed of Si with particle size of I00 500 micrometers. The
quartz chamber was placed in a tuned cavity made of s_aln-
less steel, and microwave power was fed from a 6 kW genera-
tor. Maintainability and uniformity of heating at various
power levels and gas flows was studied by p]acing thermo-
couples at various heights and measuring radial di_tribu.
tion. Results indicate that 1.5 kW of microwave power was
required to mstntain the (3" high) bed at 800 ° y 5°C
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at a gas flow exceeding Z0 ltters/mtn. Exte.ding to a
taller bed (>12 '° height) Is feasible by utillzlng mul-
tlple microwave inputs with modular power |upply design.
Utilizing direct coupled microwaves, therefore, provides
an efficient and cost-effectlve means of Si bed heating in
a fluldlzed-bed reactor.
TITLR: Final Technlcal Report. Quantitative Analysis of
Defects in Si
AUTHOR: R. Matssh. R.H. Cohen, 3. Dunn, et 41.
CORPORATE AUTH: Nsterlals Research, Inc.
DATE: January 1985
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 956406 85/1
AVAILAHZLITY: NTIS, PC AOS/MF A01
ABSTRACT: Defect density in Hemco Cz Si was measured. A
sufficiently high precipitate density was found to cause s
reduction in the minority carrier llfetime, and, thus, cell
efficiency. Mobility studies in Semis UCP Si were con-
dueled under both dark sod illuminated eondltlons. Results
from these measurements indicate that the grain boundaries
act primarily ss potential barriers to reduce the mobility.
A secondary scattering mechanism, from sn unknown defect
associated with the grain boundaries, leads to a less
drsmstlc reduction in mobility. Neutron sctivatloo anal
ysls was used on selected samples provided by JPL for test-
ing of trace elemental analysis. These analyses ylelded
generally good results. Thin layers of mierocrystelline
Si on c_Si substretes were analyzed to determine hydrogen
content, the ratio of smorphouslmlcrocrystsilIne msterisl,
and microcrystal size. Solar cells made with this struc-
ture were found to have higher efflciPncles when containing
higher concentrations of hydrogen. The ratio of amorphous/
miccocrystslllne msterial was found to be about 1O_, and
the microcryetal #i_ee ranged from 50 150 A.
TITLE: Final Report. Solld/Melt Interface Studies of
High-Speed Si Sheet Growth
AUTHOR: T.F. Ciscek
CORPORATE AUTH: Solar Energy Research Institute
DATE: February 1985
REPORT NO: DOR-JPL WO8746-85/02
ABSTRACT: Radisl growth-rate snlsotroples and limiting
growth forms of point-nucleated, dlslocatlon-free Si sheets
spreading horizontally on the free surfsce of a Si melt
have been measured for (I00), tile), (III), sod (I12)
sheet ple_ee. Sixteen millimeter movie photography wee
used to record the growth process. Analysis of the shoat
edges has lead to predicted geometries for the tip shape
of unidirectional, dlslocstion-free, horlzontally growing
sheets propagating in vsrlous directions within the above.
mentioned planes. Analysis also provides a crystnllo-
graphic description of the radlsl leading edges of solid/
liquid interface during flattop transition growth in Cz
pulling. Similar techniques wore used to study polycrys-.
talline sheets and dendrite propagation. For dendrites,
growth rates on the order of 2.5 m/mln end growth rate
anlsotropies on the order of 25 were measured. Fesslbillty
was demonstrated for s CFH ribbon growth method. X-ray
topography analysis of dendritic web silicon sheets was
conducted end the resultant topographs are presented,
TITLE: Technical Report. Stress Strain Analysis of St
Ribbon
AUTHOR: O.W. Dillon, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: Unlverslty of Kentucky Research Foundation
DAT_: February I, 1985
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 956571-85/1
ABSTRACT: At the mini workshop on stresses and strains
held at Mobil Solar on January 23 24, 1985, numerical re-
sults for the in plane stresses and the dislocation fields
in St ribbon were reported. A number of convergent solu.
tlons which would be relied upon to provide insight into
the physical phenomena involved has born obtained. It was
emphasized st the meeting that the approach to the cslculs
lion for the dislocation density was unique and is the
first such cslculstlon ever done for any problem. In our
model, the Internsl structure (here the dislocation den-
sity) of the materlsl itself changed both due to the tem-
perature field that is imposed and to the related stress
field. The dlslocstlon density changes from point to point
and the result is s prediction of the dislocation density
in the final ribbon. This appears to us to be s valuable
eld to the improvement of qusllty of the ribbon and its
ability to function as s solar cell. There has been no
msjor difficulty wlth convergence when the dlslocstlon
density is kept fixed.
TITLE: Final Report. September 6, 1983 to December I,
1984. Cryogenic Laser Cslorimetry for Impurity
Analysis
AUTHOR: R.T. Swi_
CORPORATE AUTH: University of Southern California
DATE: May 1985
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 956613 85/01
ABSTRACT: This report presents the results of a one year
effort to determine the applicability of laser-calorimetric
spectroscopy to the study of deep-level impurities in St.
Critical considerations for impurity snslysls by laser-
calorimetric spectroscopy ere discussed, the design sod
performance of s cryogenic laser rslorlmeter iS described,
and measurements of background ebgorptlon in high. purity
S| ere presented.
TITLE: Final Report. Advanced Dendritic Web Growth
Development and Development of Single Crystal Si
Dendritic Ribbon and High Efficiency Solsr Cell
Program
CORPORATE AUTR: Westinghouse Electric Corp.
DATE: December 30, 1985
REPORT NO: DORJPL 956999 85/1
ABSTRACT: Work performed under this contract was a direct
estension of work performed under 3PL Contract 955843.
This effort has continued into 1985 under JPL contract
957207. The long-range objectives of all these contracts
are the same: to conduct development efforts to achieve
initial dellversbles of s JPL program sided st demonstrst
ins that the _i dendritic web technology is ready for rum
merclal use by the end of 1986. A commercial readiness
goal involves improvements to crystal growth furnace
throughput to demonstrate en area gro_fh r_te of greater
then 15 cm2/mln while slmultsneously growing 10 meters
or more of ribbon under continuous melt replonlshment.
Specific tssk_ include computer thermal mndeilng required
to define high _peed, low stress, continuous growth con
figurations; s _tudy of convective effects in the moltrn
Si growth furnace cover gas; furnace component modifics
lions; web qusllty assessments; and experimental growth
activities to demonstrate progress, A specific milestone
identified in this contract involved demonstration by the
end of 1984 of an ares growth rate greater than I0 cmilmln
while slmultaneously growing 10 meters or more of ribbon
under conditions of continuous melt replenishment. The
1984 web growth goals of crystal length end time are ere
sented. A comparison will show that stability improvpments
to increased uninterrupted growth times have exceeded the
goals. Cry_tsl pull speeds, however, have not Increased
ss was hoped, resulting tn shorter crystals than projected,
TITLE: Annual Report. September 1, 1984 to August 31,
1085 Electrical, Structural, and Chemical
ChsrsctPrizetton of Si Sheet Material
AUTHOR: D.G. Aat
CORPORATE AUTH: Cornell University
DATE: February 18, 1986
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 956046-86/I
ABSTRACT: Study of web dendritic St ribbonn under four-
point bending stress was undertaken to lead to an under-
standing of how web St deforms under a well defined
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applied stress. Since the mechanical properties of St are
known to depend on the O content of the material. O
measurements using Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
were done to determine a proper control sample of nonde-
farted c-Si. Four-point bending revealed a unique two-
step bending behavior for the web Si ribbons, An initial
theory for this behavior involves the Interaction of the
dislocations generated by the deformation with the central
twin planes of the ribbons. Osygen measurements showed a
uniformly high O content for the Web St ribbons, approxt
mately 1018 atoms/cm 3 for all the samples measured.
All the web samples had a much broader absorption peak at
9 _m than is usually seen for well annealed c.St. This
broadening is thought to be related to stress in the web
Si ribbons. TWO samples containing a known amount of
residual stress support this hypothesis, Also, a shoulder
on the infrared absorption peak associated with inter-
stltlal O in Si appears in the transmission vs. waveeumbec
plots for some of the web samples. In the literature,
thin shoulder has been associated with O vacancy complnxes
or with O at dislocations. The O content and configura-
tion do not seem to correlate with the growth configura
lion of the Web Sl ribbon,
TITLE: High-Purity S1 Crystal Growth Investigations
AUTHOR: T.F. Ctszek
CORPORATE AUTH: Solar Energy Research Institute
DATE: 3uly 1986
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL WO8762 86/1
ABSTRACT: St crystal growth parameter effects on minority-
carrier lifetime using high purity FZ techniques were in
veatlgated. The goals of the work were to optimize dopants
and mlnorlty-carrler lifetime in FZ material for high
efficiency solar cell applications, to improve the under-
standing of lifetime degradation mechanisms (polnt defects,
impurities, thermal history, etc.), and to characterize
lifetlmerelated crystallographic defects in si crystals
vie x-ray topography, Float zoning of high purity, dis
location-free Si was conducted both as a tool to study the
dependence of minority-carrier l|fetlme on various growth
parameters and also as S means of growing long-lifetime,
heavily doped p type st for use in solar cells, The effect
of crystal cooling rate on lifetime wan determined for a
range from 50°C to 600°C/min. calculation techniques
and pertinent property data were developed for a comparison
of vacuum and gas ambients as they affect impurity concen
tration profiles in float zoned and coldcrucible-grown
crystals. X-ray topography was used to examine dlsloca
lions and lattice-plane curvature in Si ribbons grown by
various methods as well as microdefects in dislocation-
free Si crystals. Improvements in the lifetime measurement
of heavily doped Si were also made.
TITLE: Final Report. July 9, 1982 to July I5, 1986_
Stress and Efficiency Studies In EFG
AUTHOR: J,P. Ealejs
CORPORATE AUTH: Mobil Solar Energy Corp,
DATE: July 15, 1986
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 956312-86/3
ABSTRACT: The goals of thin program have been: il) to de-
fine minimum stress configurations for El sheet growth at
high (> 3 cm/min) speeds; (2) to quantify dislocation
electrical activity and their limits on minority carrier
diffusion length in deformed St; and (3) to study reasons
for degradation of lifetime with increases in doping level
in EFG material. Among the main accomplishments have been:
ill Development of a finite element model for calculating
residual stress w_th plastic deformation (wlth J. Hutchin
son at Harvard University); (2) Verification of a finite
element model for EFG control variable relationships to
temperature field of the sheet to permit prediction of pro-
files and stresses encountered in EFG systems (with B.A.
Brown, Massachusetts Institute of Technology); (3) Develop
ment of residual stress measurement technique for finite
size EFG material blanks using shadow Moire [nterferometry
(with S. Dsnyluk, Unlvers_ty of Illinois at Chicago);
(4) Investigation of transient creep response of SI in the
temperature range between 800 and l_00°C in stratn (lO -3)
and strain rate (10 -4 s -l) regimes of interest in the
stress analysis of sheet growtb (at Mobil Solar); (5) Estab-
lishment of quantitative relationships between minority
carrier diffusion length and dislocation densit[es using
ERIC in FZ St deformed in four point bending in the temp
stature region between 800 and 1400°C (st Mobil Solar);
and (6) Quantitative characterization of the effect of
boron and gallium dopants on bulk lifetime and on recombin
ation around dlslocstlons for EFG material. The modeling
work was supported by experiments carried out on EFG ribbon
systems at Mobil Solar, which have studied the effects of
post growth temperature profile changes on ribbon stress
and dislocation levels. Residual stress and dislocation
densities were reduced by lowering growth speed to the
order of I emlmin. At 2 cm/mln and above, interface region
temperature gradients had to be maintained at high values
to maintain viable (stable) growth, and this ha9 precluded
obtaining such reductions. Stress analysis has shown that
reduction of residual stress can be achieved by manlpula
lion of transverse isotherms away from the growth inter
face, vtz,, cooling the sheet edge with respect to the
center at distances of I to 5 cm from the interface. This
la not effective in reducing high stresses very near (1 to
5 mm) the interface. The implication is that ell vertical
St sheet burke-free growth may be creep limited at speeds
in the range of 3 cm/mln.
TITLE: Final Report. The Role of Osygen and Carbon in
Process Induced Defects in Silicon
AUTHOR: J.W. Corbett
CORPORATE AUTH: The Research Foundation Of State
University of New York
DATE: August 13, 1986
8RPORT NO: DOE Jet 956989 86 2
ABSTBACT: Defects unintentionally introduced into solar
cells during processing reduce the minority carrier life
time of the solar cells, and consequently, reduce the
efficiency of the solar cells. These defects can arise in
two ways: (I) Processing can cause the device material to
change creating new defects, and (2) Processing can permit
the introduction of defects from outside the sample. The
bulk of the results of our contract relate to the oxygen
related proglems; these results see summarized but are
treated _n depth in the gppendix.
TITLE: Final Report. Advanced Dendritic Web Growth
Development
CORPORATE AUTH: Westinghouse Electric Corp.
DATE: October 1980 to May 1985
REPORT NO: DOE-Jet 955843 85/19
ABSTRACT: Without shaping dies, the web process produces
thin single crystal Si ribbons directly from a melt, Long-
term DOE goals for low cost PV power requlre advances in
web area growth rate, continuous replenishment technology,
and process automation. Because thermally generated
stresses limit the width to which web can be grown, com
puterized models were developed to calculate the tempera
lure, stress and deformation behavior of the thin ribbons.
These models were used for parametric analyses of stress
generation for different growth geometries, cull elevation,
melt levels and other factors. This led to the concept of
a vertical thermal element (VTE) with substantial stress
reduction benefit. Modeling also identified ways to mini-
mize convection instabilities by control of the applied
thermal gradient in the susceptor or by addition of bar
fles as flow controlling elements. A third modeling activ
tty led to estimation of the temperature of various thermal
elements (lids, shields) from the power Input of the induc
lion coil. A major focus of experimental work was to re-
late model predictions to actual growLh conditions end, in
turn, to structure of the crystals produced. The crystals
produced were characterized by etch pit density measure
ments, resldusl stress determinations, and x ray topograph
tc evaluation. Width controlled, continuous-replenishment
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studies were carried out with a more sensitive melt level
control system and an adjustable integration time. lmple
mentatlon was completed of an automated data scquls|tlon
system to monitor and store data from all eleven furnaces
used for web _rowth. Zxperimental data collected _rom
this facility formed the basis for a closed-loop growth
control system. Development of a completely automated
closed-loop web Krowth control was initiated.
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TITLE: Structure of Deformed Si and Implications for Low
Cost Solar Cells
AUTHOR: N. Msrdesich, M.H. Leipold, et el.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: March 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-78/3, JPL Pub. 78-13, 51OI-56
ABSTRACT: The microstructure and minority carrier l|fe-
time of St were investigated in unlsxislly compressed St
samples. The objective of the investigation wss to deter-
mine if it is feasible to produce St solar cells from
sheet formed by high temperature rolling. The Initial
structure of the St samples ranged from single crystal to
fine-gralned polycrystals. The samples had been deformed
at strain rates of 0.1 Lo 8.5 sac -1 and temperatures of
1270-1380°C with subsequent snneallng at 1270-1380°C.
TITLE: Determination of Bulk Diffusion Lengths for
Angle-lapped Semiconductor Msterlal via the
Scanning Electron Microscope: A Theoretlcal
knslysls
AUTHOR: O. yon RoDs
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulslon Laboratory
DATE: May 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-7818, and 5101-73
ABSTRACT: A standard procedure for the determination of
the minority carrier diffusion length by means of a SEM
consists of scanning across an angle lapped surface of s
p-n junction and measuring the resultant short circuit
current Isc as a function of beam position. A detailed
analysis of the Isc originating from this configuration
is presented.
TITLE: Effect of Copper Impurity on Polycrystalllne si
Solar Cells
AUTHOR: T. Daud and K.M. Koliwad
CORPORATE AUTH: Jut Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: June 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 02890
AVAILABILITY: NTIS-02890
ABSTRACT: The presence of copper impurity, up to IO 15
atoms/cc, in single crystal Si has been shown to have no
deleterlous effect on the p n Junction solar cell parlor
manes. In polycrystslline Si copper atoms tend to migrate
to the defect sites because of the structural sensitive
properties of copper. This study was undertaken to inves
tigste the lnfXuence of this bnhsvlor of copper impurity
on the performance of p-n Junction solar cells fabricated
from structurally imperfect silicon. Two sets of polycrys-
talline sIIicon subskrstes containing copper were examined.
In one set of samples, copper was incorporated during
growth, whereas in the other, copper was diffused. Solar
cells were fsbrlcatad on both sets of subatrates by s
standard process, Dark and light I-V and spectral response
characterlstlca of the celia were measured and compared
with copper free polycrysta111ne Si soIsr cells. The
results end the model are discussed.
TITLE: Effect of Crain Boundary in Si Sheet on Minority
Carrier Diffusion Length end Solar Ceil Efficiency
AUTHOR: T. Daud and K.N. Kollwad
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propu]slon Laboratory
DATE: June 1978
R_PORT NO: 5101-69
ABSTRACT: The diffusion length of minority charge car-
riers in St sheet containing grain boundaries has been
measured by the EBIC technique usinE s scanning electron
microscope. QuantltaLive vsrlstion of diffusion length ss
a function of the distance from the grain boundary has
been determined.
TITLE: Determination of Silicon Solar Cell Parameters by
use of a SEN: Eight Papers
AUTHOR: O. yon RODS
CORPORATE AUTM: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: April 15, 1979
REPORT NO: 5101-111
ABSTRACT: Some of the eight technical papers presented in
this compilation have appeared, or will appear, in inter-
national technical Journals. Others have previously been
published internally to JPL. They all center around a
common topic: the usefulness or lack of usefulness of the
electron microscope in determining slgnlflcsnt electricsl
characteristics of single-crystal Sl solar cells. The work
described here was performed during the larger part of
1978. For economy and timeliness, the orleans1 manuscripts
of the papers have been reproduced here in essentially
unmodified form.
TITLE: Measurement of Surface Recombination Velocity for
Si Solar Cells Using a SEM with Pulsed Beam
AUTHOR: T. Deud and L-J Chang
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: November 1981
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-56, and 5101-176
ABSTRACT: In the design and fabrlcstion of Si solar cells
approaching theoretically ultimate conversion efficien-
cies, surface recombination velocity plays a crucial
role. A technique using a SEN with pulsed electron besm
has been developed for the measurement of this important
parameter of Si surfaces. It is shown that the surface
recombination velocity, s, increases by an order of
magnitude when sn etched surface degrades, probably as a
result of environmental reaction. A textured front-
surface-field cell with a high-low junction near the
surface shows the effect of minority carrier reflection
and an apparent reduction of s, whereas a tandem-junctlon
cell with n+-p Junction near the surface shows an
increasing s value. Electric fields at junction inter-
faces in front-surface-fleld and tandem-junctlon cells
acting as minority carrier reflectors or sinks tend to
alter the value of effective surface recombination
velocity for different beam-_enetration depths. A range
of values of s from about I0 j to 10 7 cmlsec has been
found for different surfaces.
TITLE: Mathematical Analysis of the PVD Method for
Minority Carrier Lifetime Measurements
AUTHOR: O.H, von ROSS
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: February 1982
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-65, JPL Pub. 82-3, 5101-203
ABSTRACT: When the diffusion length of minority carriers
becomes comparable with or larger than the thickness of a
p-n Junction solar cell, the characteristic decay of the
photon-generated voltage results from • mixture of contri-
butions with different time constants. The minority car-
rier recombination lifetime T and the time constant i
where T is essentially the thickness of the cell and D
the minority carrier diffusion length, determine the signal
as a function of time. It is shown thst for ordinary solar
cells (n+-p Junctions), particulsrly when the diffusion
length L Of the minority carriers is larger than the cell
thickness _, the excess carrier density decays according
to sap (-fix - n2Dt/4_2), _ betn S the lifetime. There
fore, T can be readily determined by the PVD method once D and
£ sre known. An analysis of this matter wss published
recently in the Journal of Applied Physlcs_ This report
offers details of its mathematical development.
TITLE: A System for Measuring Thermal Activation Energy
Levels in Si by Thermally Stimulated Capacitance
AUTHOR: R.H. Cockrum
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Lsboratory
DATE: September 15, 1982
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-78; JPL Pub. 82-82, 5101-217
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A03/MF A01
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ARSTRACT: The CTS method, used to determine energy
level(s) and electrical activity of impurities in el, is
described. It can be classified into three baste cate-
gories: the TSCAP, the VSCAP, end the LSCAP. Only the
first two categories are discussed. From the tots1 change
in capacitance and the time constant of the capacitance
response emission rstes, both energy levels, end trap
concentrations can be determined. Major advantages of CTS
are its abilities to detect both the presence of electrl-
cslly active impurities that are invlsible to other tech-
niques, such as Zeeman effect stomlc absorption, snd to
detect more than one electricslly active impurity in a
sample. To illustrate the method and its sensitivity,
examples of the detection of msJorlty and minority csrr|er
traps from gold donor and accepter centers in Sl are given.
These examples Illustrate the trsp parameters that can be
determined from capacitance trsnslents. The experimental
test procedure and equipment used are described.
TITLE: Characterization of Crsin Boundaries in Si
AUTHOR: L.3. Chang, eL el.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: November 15, 1983
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-90. JPL Pub, 83 81. 5101-233
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOJ/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: Results are reported from several research nct-
trifles dealing with properties of grain boundaries in Si
materials. Zero-bias conductance end capscltance measure-
ments at vsrlous temperatures were used to study trapped
charges and potential barrier height at the boundaries.
DLTS was spplled to measure the density of states st the
boundary. The result is consistent with the model in
which the density of ststes increases as the states become
deeper. Anomslous phenomena have been observed by DLTS
and other methods, which only can be explained by a new
model in which the spatial distribution of the localized
states is not uniform along the boundary in the micro
scoptc scale. A study of photoconductivlty of grain
boundaries in p type Si demonstrated the applicability of
the technique in the measurement of minority carrier recom
blnation velocity st the grain boundary. The data are
consistent with the concept of recombination velocity
increasing with boundary state density and light intensity.
Enchanced diffusion of phosphorus at grain boundaries in
three cast polycrystalline PV materials was studied.
Enhancements for the three were the same, indicating that
the properties of boundaries are similar, although the
materials were grown by different techniques. Grain
boundaries capable of enhsncing the diffusion were found
slways to have strong recombination activities; the phe
humans could be r_lsted to dangling bonds at the bound
atlas. The present study gives the first evidence that
incoherent second order twins of {111)/[115} type
ere diffusion-active.
TITLE: Proceedings of the FSA Research Forum on High-
Efficiency Crystalline Sl Solar Cells
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: May 15, 1985
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012 103, JPL Pub. 85 38, 5101 258
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A21/MF A01; l
ABSTRACT: The High-Efficiency Crystalline Si Solar Cells
Research Forum was held on July 9 11, 1984, in Phoenix,
Arizona. The Research Forum addressed high-efficiency
concepts, surface-interface effects, bulk effects, model-
ing and device processing. These topics were arranged into
six interactive sessions, which focused on the state of
the art of device structures, identification of barriers
to achieve high efficiency cells, and potential ways to
overcome these barriers. The Forum arrangement was in
tended to enable and encourage interaction and discussion
among participants. Promising areas of future research
are presented in these Proceedings.
TITLE: Proceedings of the FSA Workshop on Crystal Crowth
for High Efficiency Sl Solar Cells
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: August 15, 1985
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-109, JPL Pub. 85-59, 5101-212
ABSTRACT: A Workshop on Crystal Growth for High
Efficiency St Solar Cells was held December 3 and 4, 1984,
in Sen Diego, California. The Workshop offered a day and
a half of technical presentations and discussions and sn
afternoon session that involved a panel discussion snd
general discussions of areas of research that are neces-
sary to the development of materials for high-efficiency
solar cells Topics included the theoretical and experi-
mental aspects of growing high-quality St crystals, the
effects of growth process-related defects on PV devices.
and the suitability of various growth technologies ss
cost effective processes. Fifteen invited papers were
presented, with a discussion period following each presen
tat[on. The meeting was organized by JPL-FSA. These
Proceedings are a record of the presentations and
discussions, edited for clarity end continuity.
TITLE: High Efficiency gi Solar-Cell Design Evaluation
and Sensitivity Anslysls
AUTHOR: A.R Hokashl, T. Dsud, and R.H. Esthete
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: October 15, 1985
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 1012-107, JPL Pub. 85-46, 5101-267
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO4/HF A01
ABSTRACT: A copy of SCAP1D from Purdue University and s
copy of SUPREN II from Stanford University were obtained
and made functional at JPL. They sre used as basic ans.
lyttcal tools for high-efficiency Si solar cell design,
evaluation, and sensitivity analysis. A brief description
of the mathematical model used in the SCAPID program, tn-
cludln 8 heavy doping effects, is presented. Results are
compared with elperimentsl data on represents[ave high
efficiency cpils. Sensitivity analysis of sn 18.7%
efficient cell reported in the lltersture is made with
respect to key device parameters. The analysts indicates
that a maximum efficiency of 20% is achievable.
TITLE: Sensitivity Analysis of a Psssivated Thin si Solar
Cell
AUTHOR: A.R. Moksshio et el.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Lsborstory
DATE: November I, 1985
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 1012-108, JPL Pub. 85-48, 5101 269
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO2/HF AOI
ABSTRACT: A new high-efficiency $I solar cell design is
analyzed Innovative design features are incorporated to
reduce losses. Bulk recombination losses are reduced by
msking the cell thin (I00 pm). A back-surface reflector
compensates for the optical absorption losses due to cell
thinness. Both surfaces (front and back) are considered
to be passivat_d by a St diostde layer to reduce the
surface recombination velocities. Recombination losses
under the contacts are reduced by providing s heavily
doped polystlicon layer between the metal and the St sur-
face. This design is evaluated by using the SCAPID, devel
oped st Purdue Research Foundation. Sensitivity analysis
is performed with respect to key parameters such as cell
thickness, back surface recombination velocity and minority
carrier lifetime. Practically achievable values for the
surface recombination velocities st the front and at the
back of 100 cm/r, and the minority carrier lifetime (_)
Of 20 llS have been considered. The new cell design is
evaluated and shown to be capable of achieving 20% effi
ciency. Considerable reduction of S F and S B end sub
stantlal improvom_nt in • would be necessary to achieve
cell efficiency greater than 20%.
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TITLE: Righ-Efflclency $I Solar-Cell Design end Practical
Barriers
AUTHOR: A.R, Hokeshl. et al,
CORPOEATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: November 15, 1985
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-112, JPL Pub. 85-75, 5101-281
ABSTRACT: A numerical evaluation technique iS used to
study the impact of practical barriers, such ss heavy
doping effects (&user recombination, bsndgsp narrowing),
surface recombinstion, shadowin K losses and minority-
carrier lifetime (_}. on the performance of s high-
efficiency St solar cell. A hypothetical case. consider
Ins only radiative recombination losses and ignoring
technology-llmited end fundamental lo_ses, is evaluated to
eatlmste highest efficiency. Considering a high • of
i ms, efficiency of s si solar cell of the hypothetical
case is estimated to be around 29%. This is comparable
with (detailed balance limLt) meKimum ef[iciency of s p-n
Junction solar cell of 30%. estimated by Shockley and
Quelsser. value of • is varied from i sec to 20 _s.
Xesvy doping effects, snd realizable values of surface
recombination velocities and shadowing, see then con-
sidered in succession and their influence on cell effi-
ciency is evaluated and quantified. It is shorn that
these practical barriers cause the cell eff_clency to fsll
from the minimum value of 29% to the ezperimentally
achieved value of about 19%, Improvement in Voc is
required to achieve cell efficiency greater than 20_,
Increased value of r reduces reverse saturation current
and, hence, improved Voe. Control of surface recombine
floe losses becomes critical at higher Voc. Suh_tantlal
improvement in z end considerable reduction in surface
recombination velocities is essential to achieve cell
efflciencles greater than 20%. Lack of available data for
minority carrier mobility, heavy doping effect, _ in
thin emitters, surface recombination velocities, etc,, are
discussed. Limltatlons are pointed out for the use of
one-dimensional numerical analysis in the considerstton of
two and three dimensional cell designs, such as floatlng
emitter and dot Junction ceils.
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TITLE: Pins1 Report. November 1982 through Janu•ry
1984. Ricrocryst•lline St Growth for
HeteroJuncLIon Sol•r Cells
AUTHOR: P.A. Iles, D,C. Leung, and P.H. Fang
CORPORATE AUTH: Applied Sol•r Energy Corp.
DATE: Febru•ry 1984
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 956369+84/3
AVAILABILITT: NTIS, PC AO3/MF AO1; 1
ABSTRACT: m-Si fllms with a 1.7 eV energy band sap •nd
cry•t•l size of several hundred g were e-beem-evsporated
on cSt to form • heteroJunctton with the sub•irate, or •
window layer to • c-SI p-n junction (heterofsce structure).
The goal was to enhance Voc by such uses of the larger
b•nd &•p m-el, with the intriguing prospect of forming
heterontructures with exact lattice match on each layer.
It was found that the heteroJunction structure we• affected
by interface end shunting problems and the be•L Voc
• chieved w•s only 482 mV, well below that of c-St homo-
Junctions. The heterofacu structure showed promise for
some of the samples with p m-SI/p-n structure (the rum
plementery structure did not show •ny improvement). Al-
though severs1 runs wlLh different deposition conditions
were run, the results were inconsistent. Any Voc en-
hancement obtained w•s too small to compensate for the
current lo•s due Lo the extra absorption and poor c•rrier
transport properties of the m SI film. k study of the
m SI/c-SI interface using a pp or n n helerojuncllon
• hewed test m-Si did not always serve •s • minority car
rler b•_vier as expected. The Voc in many samples was
of opposite pol•rILy from thal predicLed, which indlcaLed
home degree of carrier collectlon. This rslsed problems
concerning the n•Lure of the m Si/C Si interface. For
this •pproach to succeed, these interface problem• need to
be solved glen S with improvement of the m Si layer qu•l|ty.
TITLE: Final Technical Report. SI Sheet With Holeculer
Se•m gplt•xy for High Efficiency Solar Cells
AUTHOR: F,G. Allen and P,D. Spark|
CORPORATE AUTH: The Regents of the Un|verslLy of
C•l]forn|s, Los Angeles
DATE: August 2, 1984
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 956233-83/2
AVAIIJ_RILITT: NTIS, PC AO6/MF AO1; 1
ABSTRACT: A 2-year program hnn been curried out for JPL in
which the UCLA S| NBE facility has been used Lo •ttempL to
grow Si solar cells of high efficiency. HBE offers the
potenti•l of growing complex and arbitrary doping profiles
with 10 A depth resolution. It is the only technique
th•t c•n readily grow built-ln front •rid back surface
fields of •ny desired depth and value in Si solar cells,
or the more complicated profiles needed for s double Junc-
tion cascade cell, •ll in SI, connected in series by •
tunnel Junction. Although the dopant control required for
such structures has been demonstr•ted in Si by UCLA, crys-
tal qu•liLy at the p-n junctions Is still too poor to •Slow
the other sdvnntage• to be exploited. Results from other
laboratories Indicate that this problem will soon be over-
come. A computer •naly•is of the double c•sc•de •ll in Si
shows that efftciencies can be raised over that of any
single Si cell by 1 or 2%, and that open clrcuit volt•Be
of mimosa twice that of • single cell should be possible.
TITLE: Annual Report. September 1, 1983 to AususL 31,
1984. Investigation of Si Surf•re Passlv•tlon by
Si Nttride Film Deposition
AUTHOR: L.C. ellen
CORPORATE AUTH: University of W•shlngton
DATR: September 1984
REPORT NO: DOB-3PL 956614-84/O1
ABSTRACT: Studies of SiNg-St Interface properties have
been conducted for SiN s films grown on Si for • range of
film growth conditions. Films were srown on Si wafers
having • (100) orlent•tlon, •nd reeistlvity of 2 ohm-cm.
Two basle cleaning procedures were used: RCA cle•ntn S
procedure and • more abbreviated process which omits the
RCA-perox|de steps. Substrstes either had • native oxide
or • thin oxide film (20 A) formed by he•t treating the
w•fer nt 500°C for 20 man in o•y&en. In sddltlon, •ur_
faces were either nltrlded or not nltrided. Nitrld•tion
Involves exposing ••urfnce to • RF plasma and •mmoni•
using 15 W RP power, 70 nccm NH 3 flow. and 270°c
pl•ten temper•Lure. Thus, six inlti•l surface conditions
st• defined by the various combinations of two chemical
cle•nlng steps (RCA or abbreviated), two oxide films
(native or 20 A), sad either nttrtded or not. After
surface ptepsrstlon, SiN x filme were deposited with •n
RF power of either 13 W or 75 W, •nd with the pl•ten temp-
er•Lure eL 15oOc or 2IO°C. After deposition of the
films, •lumtnum g•Les were deposited on a region of the
subntrate and the surface state density obLainod using
high frequency C-V measurements. Effects of heat treat-
ment were studied by annealing the films •nd depositing
• dditlonal gates on another region of the substraLe, and
then conducting C-V measurements. Solar cells without AR
co•tings were provided by JPL for tnVesttg•tton of the
passlv•tlon properties of SiN x. Two groups of cells
were provided: s set of terrestrial standard celln chac
• cLerlzed by • base p-type resistivity of 2 ohm-cm and •
junction depth of 0.4 _m, and • group of cells b•ned on
2 ohm-cm p-type maLeri•l and a 0.2 _m Junction. All
ceils had Tt/Pd/Ag collector grids. These devices were
chsracterlzed by photore_ponse and I-V en•lyses before and
afLer SiN s deposition. Preliminary results were obt•tned
for studies involving Bated diode device structures. In
one case, S decrease in short wavelength photorenponse wns
observed when s neE•Live potential was applied to the g•te
of • gated n+/p cell.
TITLE: Fln•l Report (Phase V). January 1, 1983 through
December 31, 1984. St Solar Cell Process
Development, Fabrlcallon, end Analysis
AUTHOR: O.C, Leung ted P.&. Iles
CORPORATE AUTH: Applied Sol•r Energy Corp.
DATE: 1985
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955089-85/1
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO3/HF AO1.
ABSTRACT: In this ph•se, LEe emph•sts has been on more de-
Is|led study of the sheet mstert•ls. Two •pproaches were
• d•pted. The small diodes (2.5 mm 2) study, which began
|e the l•st phase was contieued. AI•o• fine light spot
(sppro_. O15 mm 2) scan method with the response c•li-
brsted to measure the localized diffusion lensth of nolar
sells was est•blt•hed. The maraca•is under study by both
of these methods were c•st polycry•t•lllne St including
UCP, SILSO and HEM. Using these methods, the effects of
grain boundnries, •nd of Intrsgr•in material qusllty, were
correlated wltb cell performance. Rxcept for the fine
gr•in portion of SILSO, grain boundaries only plnyed a
secondary cole in determining cell performance. The msJor
factor w•s Intragrain material quality •nd It varied with
position in ingots end wan probably relnted to the solidl-
fication procedure. There was also work in support of
other FSA efforts including solar cells fabricated from Si
grown in fluid|zed bed reactors. Solar cells were fabri-
c*ted with microcrystalline layers grown on Si nubstrntes
by Brookhsven N•tlonal Laborntory for 3PL, and sol•r ceils
were m•de in support of Lhe surface study of University of
WashinBtoo.
T[TLR: Quarterly Technical Report. October 1, 1985 to
December 31, 1985. Ink Jet Prlntin S of StlvPr
Hetalllzstlon for PV
AUTHOR: R.W. Vest
CORPORATE RUTH: Purdue Rese•rch Found•Lion
DATE: January 21, 1985
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 957031-8515
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ABSTRACT: A new base for the a-y table/print heed assembly
was constructed, In conjunction with the improvements made
to the ink prsslure centrex system by the addition of the
NKS Instruments, Inc. eguipment This unit, a consollds-
Lion of ieveral subsections of the ink Jet prinllng system,
serves is l bike for the table/prlnt head assembly, houses
all of the pressure control system, contains the drive
electronics for the print head, and Includes several other
controls associated with the printing process. The rumple
tlon of this base unit has simplified system operatlon and
greatly improved pressure regulation accuracy. Inltlsl
setup and configuration tasks were completed on the IBM AT
computer system and the Star Micronlcs printer and general
system operational teats conducted on both the AT and dot
matrix printer. A special communications software package
was ordered to llmpllfy communications between the IBH and
Purdue's ECN. Progress was made with the completion of a
printing and firing study. The contact reslstsnce and the
sheet resistance of the top metallization printing on the
cell with the ink Jet both contribute to the series resist
snce of the solar cells. This study was conducted to sepa
rite the different effects of the contact resistance and
the sheet resistance on the overall series resistance of
the cells. It was determined that contact resistance was
the major problem limiting performance of the solar cells.
The stabllity of a silverlblsmuth ink was evaluated and it
was determined how often fresh ink needed to be made. In
conjunction with this test, an attempt was made to see
whether some type of titanium compound could extend ink
stability and improve adhesion. The compound, titanium
tetramethoxide, was tried, but results were less than
promising. Further work will be done in this area. Theo-
retire1 studies of ink Jet printing were initiated. The
purpose of these studies is to develop s model which will
relate the amount of ink deposited per unit time to the
phys|cal properties of the ink and the machine parameters.
TITLE: Quarterly Progress Report No. 3. July 5, 1984 to
December A, 1984. Comprehensive si Solar Ceil
Computer Modeling
AUTHOR: M.F. Lsmorte
CORPORATE AUTH: Research Triangle Institute
DATE: March 1985
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 95674185/03
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO2/MP An1; 1
ABSTRACT: In Quarterly Reports Nee. 1 and 2, the phenomena
submodel9 and the method of solving the transport equations
used in the stmuletton program were presented. Zn this
Quarterly Report No. 3, the remaining phenomena submodels
are presented and discussed. The behavior of the absorp-
tion coefficient is moat Important, along with band gap
and diffusion length, tn designing high efficiency solar
cells. Smsll changes in the absorption coefflcienl
typically produce signlflcant changes in the cell terminal
characteristics. Experlmental data for undoped Si in the
energy range of 1.1 to 4.0 eV at 77 and 300 K are well
documented. Data, sloe for undoped material, have been
reported in the range of 1.0 to 1.5 eV in the temperature
range of 4.2 to 415 K. other data have been published for
selected radiation wavelengths of 1.7 _m and 1.5 pm
for undoped material over the temperature range of 300 to
1075 R and for a sample doped with ? a 1018 cm -3
concentration over the same temperature range. Still
other data have been published for th_ impurity concentre
tlon range of 1019 cm -3 to 1021 cm 3, in the
energy range of 1.5 to 4.0 eV st 300 K. Data at the band
edge and below are sled available. Analytical functions
representing sbsorptlon data as a function of photon energy
tn the energy range of 1.125 to 3.0 eV, using the Rardeen-
Blair-Hall relationship, have not been ulefu] because of
disagreements with experimental data. A more recent pub
licstlon proposes sn analytical reletlonshlp foc undoped
St which gives good agreement with experimental data at 77
and 300 K over the energy range of 1.l to 3.1 eV, and for
selected energy values at 20 and 415 K. Moreover, a
relationship has also been proposed to correct for the
absorption coefficient in degenecsIPly doped Si at 300 K.
TITLE: Annual Report. Minority Carrier Transport in
Heavily Doped n-Type Si
AUTHOR: J.A. de] Alamo
CDRPDNATE AUTH: The Board of Trustees of the Le}and
Stanford 3r. University
DAT_: November 1995
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 957159-85/1
ABSTRACT: From first principles it la demonstrated that
there are three hole transport and recombination parameters
in heev|ly doped n.type Sl: the hole equilibrium concen-
tration, the lifetime, and the diffusion coefficient. In
steady-state, however, only two combinations of these three
fundamental parameters are relevant: the hole equilibrium
concentrationdiffusion coefficient product, and the dif-
fusion length. These two parameters have been measured in
heavily phosphorus doped st fabricated by epitasy. Good
qusllty epitaxJel layers were grown with doping levels up
to 1.6 x 1020 cm 3. In the process of their cbsracter-
Ization, accurate measurements of electron mobility and
Hill scattering factor were carried out. For the measure-
ment of the steady-state hole transport end recombination
parameters, test structures with bipolar transistors have
been fabricsted. Based on recent measurement of hole life-
time, values for the hole mobility and equil|brlum hole
concentrations are obtained from the measured perimeters.
Fits to the doping level dependence of the three funds
mental hole transport and recombination parameters are
computed that are suitable for device modeling.
TITLE: Third Quarterly Technical Progress Report.
Optlmlzstlon Methods and Si Solar Cell Numerical
Models
AUTHOR: K. Girardlni
CORFORAT_ AUTH: the Regents of the University of
California, Los Angeles
DATE: January 1986
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 957170-85/3
ABSTRACT: The SCAP1D program his been successfully coupled
with optimization methods. Severs1 optimization runs have
been made to test these methods and the results of these
runs are included in Section 2 Of this report. Section 1
discusses the final development of the optimization pro
cedure, the cell parameters included ms optimization vari-
ables, and two other optimization problems. In addition,
Section 1 discusses the maximization of efficiency, which
the final code will be capable of solving.
TITLE: Quarterly Report. February to April 1986. Rapid
Thermal Processing of Ion Implanted Si as a Viable
Solar Cell Technology
AUTHOR: C.A. Rozgonyt
CORPORATE AUTH: North Carolina State University
DATE: April 30, 1986
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 957175-g612
ABSTRACT: In order to understand the effect of a high
temperature defect-dlssolutlon process on the minority
carrier llfstlme, samples of y and z groups were pre
treated with different thermal processes. RTP at 12OO°C
for 2 min in Ar, ae well as conventional furnace annealing
el 12OO°C and 1250°C, respectively, for 30 mln In dif-
ferent amblents, were used. These preheat-treated samples,
along with reference virgin wafers, were furnace annealed
in the lo, hi and io-hi thermal processes. It was noted
that a hi io hi heat treatment sequence produces a deep
denuded zone in Cz Si wafers and large amounts of preeip
iLaLes and atacklng faults tn the bulk phase, aa dee{red
for intrinsic getterlng.
TITLE: Quarterly Report. January I, 1986 to March 31,
1996. Heavy Doping Effects in High-Efficiency St
Solar Cells
AUTHOR: FA. Lindholm and A. Neugroschel
CORPORATE AUTH: University of Florida
DATE: June 6, 1986
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 956525-86/1
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ABSTRACT: The temperature dependence of the emitter satu-
ration current for bipolar devices upon the surface recom-
bination velocity at the emitter surface was studied. From
this dependence a value ts derived for the bsndgsp narrow-
in S that Is In better agreement with previous determlna-
tions obtained from the temperature dependence measured on
devices with ohmlc contacts. Results are reported of z
first direct measurement of the minority-carrier transit
time in a transparent heavily doped emitter layer. The
value was obtained by a hlgh frequency conductance method
recently developed and used for low-doped Si. Esperlmental
evidence is presented for significantly greater charge
storage In highly excited Si near room tempersture than
conventional theory would predict.
TITL8: Final Report. Use of Low-Energy Hydrogen Ion
Implants in High-Efflclency Crystalline 5i Solar
Cells
CORPORATE AUTH: Pennsylvania State University
DATE: 3une 12, 1986
REPORT NO: DOR-JPL 957126-86/1
ABSTRACT: The program explored the use of low-energy hy-
drogen ion implants in the fabrication of high-efficiency
crystslline St solar cells. The work established that
low-energy hydrogen ion |mplants can result in hydrogen-
caused effects in all three regions of s solar cell; viz,
emitter, space-charge region, and base. In web, Ca, and
FZ material low energy hydrogen ion implantation can re
duce surface recombination velocity. In web. Ca, and FZ
material hydrogen Implants were found to pasglvate spsrn
charge region recombination centers. In web cells, hydro
sen implants were found also to pssglvste the base region.
However, similar Improvement was not seen for the bags
region of C_ or FZ ceils. In the case of web mRterial.
hydrogen is believed to be able to diffuse into the base
region where it can passlvate structural defects present
In the web hsse. In exploring the fundamental interaction
of hydrogen with impurities in ST it was found using DLTS
that fl+ implants csn pssslvste the deep levels resulting
from fast diffusing metal impurities (Au, Cr) buL not those
resulting from slow-diffusing metal impurities (Tt). This
suggests that getterlng, not some chemlcsl interaction, Is
the domlnsnt "passlvation" effect in hydrogen's rendering
deep levels inactive. Other fundamental work substantiated
the recent result of other groups that hydrogen (in thls
csse, implanted hydrogen) can neutrsllze boron accepters
In Si. Hasting during H + implantation above =180°C
removes this neutrs]izalion phenomenon. Further, it WaS
estahllghod that hydrogen Inlplnnt_ can Rltor the diffusion
properties of ion _mptanted boron in 51; however, thI_ we_
not found to be the cage for ion-implsnted AS.
TITLR: Final Technical Report. High Efficiency
Crystalline Si Solar Cells
AUTHOR: C.T. Ssh
CORPORATE AUTH: C.T. Ssh 8saoclates
DATE: June 15, 1986
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 956289.86/1
ABSTRACT: A review iS given in this Final Report of the
entire research program since Its Inception ten years ago.
The Initial effort focused on the effects of impurities on
the efficiency of ST solar cells to provide figures of max-
imum allowable impurity density for effictencles of up to
about 16 tO 17% (AMI). Highly accurate exper|mental tech-
niques (capacitance transient spectroscopy) were extended
to characterize the recombination properties of the resid-
ual Impurities in 5i solar cplls. A novel numerical simu-
lator of solar cells was sl_o developed. It uses the cir-
cuit technique for semlconduclor anslysls, which has pro
vided exact _heorettcsl design criteria on the maximum
allowable impurity density. Recent effort, until the end
of this program, has focused both on the delineation of
the material and device parameters which limited the Si
AMI efficiency to below 20% _nd on an investigation of
cell designs to break the 20% barrier. It is shown that
if all known and newly proposed hlgh efficiency design
criteria were implemented successfully in one cell, they
could give AN1 efflcienctes of 20_ or higher. These
include implementing • thin grade-base back-surface-field
by epitaxy, mln|ml_Ing emitler contact and surface or
Interface recombination losses using high/low emitter
Junctlona, removing Junction perimeter recombination
losses, and maintaining s bi_h-baae lifetime. Fabrlcetlon
of such a cell has not been reporLed although an earlier
cell design of Green came closest without using s graded
base or special perimeter loss reduction. Novel designs
of the cell device structure and geometry can further re-
duce recombination losses as well as the sensitivity and
criticalness of the fabrication technology required to
exceed 20%. These include texturised-grooved emitter and
reflecting back surface for higher absorption, floating
emitter transistor cell to eliminate emitter bulk and
surfsce recomblnst|on, and polysillcon emitter and base
contsct barriers to further reduce emitter contact cecum
binstton. These tnnovstive cell designs are essential to
reach the fundamental or intrinsic limit of 25% efficiency.
It is concluded that the practical limitation in Si cells
with efficiency substsntially higher than 20% comes from
recombination of the photogenersted carriers at the resid-
ual impurity and defect recombination centers in the base.
This calla for further research on the fundamental chsrac-
ter|zatlon of the carrier recombination properties at the
chemicsl Impurity and physical defect centers. It is fur
ther shown that only c-S_ cell technology can be success
ful in sttalnlng effic|enc|es grester thsn 20_. Other
forms, such ss polycrystslline Si and s. Si, are unlikely
to exceed 20% efficiency due to the physical defects in
these materials. Grain boundaries tn the former and
danglin 8 bonds In the latter are efficient recombination
sites that cannot be completely pssgivated by hydrogen or
other neutralizing tmporttte@ and cannotceduce the rosid
ual active recombination center deesItteg to tess tbnn
1010 cm-3
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TITLE: Technology Development Update
AUTHOR: J.V. Goldsmith anJ D.B. Btckler
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: August 1978
REPORT NO: DOE/JPL-IO12-YB and 5101-104
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOJ/NF AO1
ABSTRACT: This document presents copies of the vtewgraphs
end a condensation of the cormnenta by _.V. Goldsmith end
D,B. gtckler of the LSA Project at its lOth PIN, August 16
end 17, 1918, st Caltech University, Pasadena, California.
Their presentstlons focus on the state of the technology
aimed at achieving the $5001kW goal by 1986.
TITLE: The Zero Depth Concentrator Phenomenon
AUTHOR: J.G. Hark and C.H. Yolk
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: August 6, 1979
REPORT NO: 5101-136
ABSTRACT: The zero depth concentrator phenomenon, dtscov
ered by the General Electric Co., refers to the enhancement
of the solar cell electrical output due to Internally re-
flected light from the white beckground of • glass covered
solar ceil array. We have undertaken to describe this
enhancement effect in terms of a series of basic models
which yield an intuitive uedecatandlng of the mechenlsms
and allow kradeoff considerations of some design param
stern.
TITLE: LSA Project Basic Sample Preparation Procedures
and Evaluation of St Sheet
AUTHOR: C. Redlca
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: November 1979
RRPORT NO: 5101-128
ABSTRACT: Study of 91 material for solar cell fabrication
tnvolvea various sample preparation and examination tech-
niques. The procedures for evaluation and characteriza-
tion of St are outlined, with sparta1 emphasis on the
techniques for evaluating low cost $i sheets. Standard
techniques of metallogcsphy for evaluation on the basic
structure of Si material are extensively described. Sur-
face etching, lappln B and polishing operations are
described in detail. Cross-sectlonsl charecterizatlon and
Junction evsluetlon procedures through engle lepplng and
atalnln_ techniques ave covered, Definitions of terms,
scope and Important safety precautions are given. These
are followed by descriptions of procedures, materials and
equipment to facilitate their effective use in the char-
scterlzatlon laboratory. Spreading resistance measure-
ment, s strong tool in the evaluation of low-cost Si
sheet, Is described with details of the equipment used and
of operating procedures. Its use is emphasized as a high-
resolution technique for checking of surface and depth
homogeneity, multllsyer characterization and effects
associated with precipitates, grain boundaries, inter-
ficea, etc.
TITLE: Near-Term Implementation of Flat-Plate PV
Cost-Reductlon Task
AUTHOR: D.W. Boyd
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: June 1981
REPORT NO: 5101-180
ABSTRACT: In early 1978, the DOE comm|tted $4.5 million
to the LSA Project for use from 1979 through 1981 to
investigate techniques for reducing the cost of producing
flat-plate PV modules. In response, JPL designated the
near-term cost reduction of modules to be a distinct
Project task. JPL invited proposals and evaluated them on
the basis of maximum potential for producing techniques
that would lead to near-term cost reduction. Based on
this evaluation, which Included SANICS computer simulation,
JPL awarded 14 contracts to industry and various univer-
sities for the development and description of cost reduc-
tion processes for solar cell and solar-cell module manu-
facturing. Predictions of manufacturing cost reductions
achievable from the implementation of these process devel-
opments, on an individual basis, range from $0.09 to
$1.761Wp. Manufacturing cost reductions, greater than
$2.OOIWp, seem posstble by simultaneous implementation
of several compatible process developments. Several of
the processes developed within this program are now being
used in commercial production lines. In some cases, the
process development itself is commercially available in
the form of hardware or technology documentation. Project
task objectives, contract awards, technology development,
and cost-reduction results are summarized. Complete mod-
ule manufacturing sequences Includln g near-term cost
reduction process steps are else presented. The term
"cost," as used in this report, usually means cost to
consumer, COSt reduction is measured at JPL by using the
SAMICS method, which includes a reasonable rate of return
on equity, income taxes, and all other normal costs of
doing business.
TITLE: Vacuum Lamination of PV Nodules
AUTHOR: D.R. Burger
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: January 1982
REPORT NO: DOE-3PL 1012-63, and 5101-188
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO21MF AOI
ABSTRACT: Vacuum lamlnat[ou of terrestrial PV modules is
• new high-volume process requiring new equipment and
newly developed materials, Equipment development,
materials research, and some research in related fields
and testing methods are discussed.
TITLE: Development of a Large, Low.Cost, Double Chamber
Vacuum Lamlnstor
AUTHOR: D.R. Burger
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: January 15, 1983
REPORT NO: DOR-JPL 1012-83, JPL Pub. 83-22, 5101-226
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOJ/MF AOI.
ABSTRACT: A double-chamber vacuum laminator was required
to investigate the processing and control of the fabrica-
tion of large terrestrial PV modules, and the economic
problems arising therefrom. Major design considerations
were low cost, process flezibtltty and the eaploration of
eovel equipment approaches. Spherical end caps for indus
trial tanks were used for the vacuum chambers. A stepping
programmer and adjustable timers were used for process
fleatbllity. New processing options were obtained by use
of vacuum sensors. The upper vacuum chamber was provided
with a diaphragm support to reduce diaphragm stress. A
counterweight was used for handling eaae snd safety. Heat
was supplied by a large electrical strip heater. Thermal
isolation and mechanlcal support were provided inezpen-
lively by a bed of industrial marbles. Operational
testing disclosed the need for a differential vacuum gauge
end proportlonal valve. Reprogrammlng of the process
control system was simple end quick.
TITLE: Proceedings of the FEA Research Forum on PV
Metallizatlon Systems
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: November 15+ 1983
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-92, JPL Pub. 83-93, 5101-239
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AIB/MF AOI; 1
ABSTRACT: A PV Netslllzetlon Research Forum, under the
sponsorship of FSA snd DOE, was held March 16-15, 1983 at
Pine Mountain, Georgia. The Forum consisted of five
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sessions, coverlnE: (1) the current status of metslllzst|on
systems, (2) system design, (3) thick-film metelllzetion,
(A) advanced techniques, and (5) future metellizetlon
chellenEes. Twenty-three papers were presented.
TITLE: Summary Report on PV Thick-Film Metslltzstlon
Systems
AUTHOR: 8.D. Cellagher and J. Parker
CORPORATE RUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: August 1984
REPORT NO: 3PL D-1786, end 5101-255
ABSTRACT: JPL's Automated Array Assembly Task (currently
known as the Process Development Area) was assigned the
objective of developing the technology for volume low-cost
processes to produce El solar cells and modules suitable
for terrestrial applications. The existing state-of-the
art technology web assessed to identify the most cost-
effective conceptual approaches. Rs£her early in both the
Assessment end Process Development Phases, the economics
of the required metelltzetton system were noted to be s
basic cost driver. This document is s summary of the
development studies on the use of thick film metslltzation
systems as the conductive member of the cell structure.
TITLE: Environmental Tests of Metalllzation Systems for
Terrestrial PV Cells
AUTHOR: P. Alexander, Jr.
CORPORATE RUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: December 31, 1985
REPORT NO: DOE-3PL 1012-113, JPL Pub. 85-86, 5101-280
ABSTRACT: Seven different solar cell metallizetlon systems
were subjected to temperature cycltn 8 tests end humidity
tests. Temperature cyclin K excursions were -50°C to
15O°C per cycle. Humidity conditions were 98¢ relative
humidity at 70°C . The seven metellization systems were:
Tl/Ag; TI/Pd/Ag; Tt/Pd/Cu; Ni/Cu; Pd/Ni/Solder; Cr/Pd/A8;
end Thick Film As. Graphs of the environmental exposures
versus cell efftctencies ere presented for each of the
metelllzet|on systems, as well as environmental exposures
versus fill factors or series resistance.
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TITLE: Final Report. Feilure end Degradation Analyses.
NITRE Solar Energy Test System gvaluatlon
CORPORATE AUTH: Solarex Corp.
DATE: April 1976
REPORT NO: ERDA-3PL 954341
ABSTRACT: The objective of the contract was to perform
Failure and Degradation Analyses on not more then three of
the 136 Solaces Unipanels TN in Nitce's 859 Vp solar
array. This report details the observations end experi-
ments performed on the two such Unipanels already in
Solares's possession. Individual Unlpsnels ere the basle
"building blocks" in the assembly of the 50 Wp modules
that comprise the Nitre array. These panels were rated by
Solsrex to deliver • minimum of 6 Wp and were so arranged
in groups of eight to deliver 50 W / module. The two
Unipsnels that are the subject of _his report were received
from the Nitre Corp. in August 1975. These two panels
subsequently labeled "Nitre AI" and Mitre 42" , were
described by Nitre officials eL that time es "operational"
(A 1) and "open" (A2).
TITLE: Final Report. Solar Cell Testing Vol. 2,
Appendix IV
AUTHOR: A.S. Cherdak and C.N. Eses
CORPORATE AUTH: The Nitre Corp.
DATE: Nay 1976
REPORT NO: ERDA-JPL 954342
ABSTRACT: In 1974, the NITRE Corporation purchased and
installed on the roof of its building in NcLesn, Virginia,
a i kilowatt peek PV arty consisting of 20, 50 W panels.
These solar panels represented the state-of the art in
terrestrial PV st the time. The primary purpose for
establishing the MITRE Photovoltstc Array was to build s
tool with which problems of designing, integrstlng, and
operating terrestrial PV power systems could be studied.
Little attention was paid Initielly to monitoring the
array itself due to preoccupation with the overall system
design and installation. During and after the first year
of exposure to the environment, a variety of changes were
noticed in many of the panels: • reduction in short cir-
cuit currents and reduced power output from the array.
NITRE, funded by ERDA through 3PL, undertook to tnvestt
gate more thoroughly these apparently degraded panels.
MITRE proceeded to fabricate and |natal] s date scqulsl
lion system, discussed in detail in this report, to pro
vide more accurate and consistent measurements, in sltu,
of all of the panels and modules in the array The I V
curves measured in this program show that the Solsrex
psnels have a much lower output power than the other
panels in the stray. In fact, they measure significantly
lower than their original power rating. The poor fill-
factors obtained from these panels suggest s high series
resistance. Visual observation of the physical condition
of these panels after two years of exposure to the ter-
restrial environment shows significant deterioration of
the packaging materials.
TITLE: Final Technical Report. Development of Methods
and Procedures for High Rate LOW Energy
Expenditure Fabrication of Solar Cells
AUTHOR: A.R. girkpetrick, 3.A. Ninnucci, A.C. Cceenwsld
CORPORATE AUTH: Spire Corp. (Simulation Physics, Inc.)
DATE: November 15, 1976
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954289 76/4
ABSTRACT: A one year program to develop a new concept for
Si solar ceil production based upon the use of pulsed elec-
tron beam processes combined with ion Implantation has been
completed. Feasibility of producing solar cells at high
speed by s simplified vacuomroom temperature processing
sequence has been demonstrated. The method has many
advantages, particularly for large scale production st
lowest possible cost.
TITLE: Flea1 Report. Terrestrial Solar Cell Nodule
CORPORATE AUTH: ARCO Solar, Inc.
DATE: January 1977
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954751-78/1
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A03/NF AC1
ABSTRACT: ASI's objective on this program was to esteb-
ltsh • cost effective design end manufacturing process
that would produce solar cell modules capable of meeting
the JPL qualification teat criteria. R_qphssis wee placed
on the development of en aluminum paste beck contact
process. The use of aluminum paste as • SI solar cell
beck contact hes the potentiml advantage of low resistance
at tow temperature firing and s highly doped p+ region
contributing to improved cell putput. The aluminum has •
substantial cost advantage when compared to silver pests.
TITLE: Final Report. Transparent Superstrate Terrestrial
Solar Cell Module
CORPORATE AUTH: Lockheed Missiles & Space Co., Inc.
DATE: October 1977
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954653-77/1
ABSTRACT: The mechanics1 features of the module design
incorporate high trensmlsslon glass superstrate, custom
extruded aluminum side and end rails, m backside center
stiffening web which also served es a mounting for two
electrical output connectors, and three compliant grommets
for mounting the unit into subsrrsy frames. The electrical
portion of the design Incorporates 3-in. die circular cells
from two vendors. The modules fabricated during the pro-
gram mrs representative of the general design end of ter-
restrial cells currently available. To assess the value
of primed versus unprimed glass, selected modules used no
primer and other used two types of silicone primer. Also
to gain additional comparative data in this developmental
program, two types of encapsulants were used. Two methods
of frame mechanical fastening were assessed, selfrdriillng
tspplng screws and blind or pop rlveLs. Riveting was
found to be far superior.
TITLE: Final Report. Automated Array Assembly Task
Phase I
AUTHOR: B,G. CarbeJel
CORPORATE AUTH: Texas Instruments, Inc.
DATE: October 1977
REPORT NO: DOE-JpL 954405 7717
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A10/NF AO1
ABSTRACT: This contract consists of in assessment of the
state-of-the-art technologies that are applicable to Si
solar cell and solar cell module fabrication. The assess-
ment consists of a technical feasibility evaluation and a
cost projection for high-volume production of Si solar
cell modules. A novel approach to metal pattern design
based on minimum power loss was developed. The quan-
titative nature of the design equations provided • solid
technical basis for the choice of a metelitzstion technol-
ogy. A hermetic module was proposed that has • high pro
bslility of meeting the 20 yr life goal. Solar cell
processing and module fabrication cost proJecLIons exceed
the 1985 cost toe1 by only s factor of 3.
TITLE: Final Technical Report. Automated Array Assembly
AUTHOR: R.V. D'Atetto
CORPORATE AUTH: RCA Corp.
DATE: December 1977
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954352 7714
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOR/NF A01
ABSTRACT: This report contstns three main sections which
describe technology assessment end manufacturing cost
analysis; s near-term (1982) factory design; and the
results of an experimental production study for the large.
scale production of fist panel Si solar-cell strays. We
have found a minimum msnufacturlng cost tn • highly auto-
mated line of $0.30/W assuming the Si is free. The panels
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• re of a double-glass construction and •re based on round
wafers. Screen-prlnted silver has been used as the metal-
llz•tion with a spray-coated AR layer. The least expensive
junction-formatlon technology appears to be ion implant•-
lion. Baaed on the required investment, a profit of
$0.OSIW appears reasonable. If Si wafers are available at
• price of $20 to 40/M 2, a se111ng price for these array
modules of $0.50 to 0.66/W is projected. An analysis of
the impact of factory size in the 1986 time frame has been
made. A factory processing 5OHW/yr using the same
technology would sell modules for $0.54/W to O.IO/W.
TITLE: FIn•l Report. Energy Requirement for the
Production of Si Solar Arrays
AUTHOR: 3oseph Lindmayer
CORPORATE AUTH: Sol•rex Corp.
DATE: December 1917
REPORT NO: DOE-3PL 954606 ?7/4
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOT/MF AO1
ABSTRACT: This report investigates the feasibility of
mmnuf•cturlng PV solar array modules by the uae of energy
obt•lned from similar or identical PV sources. The pri-
mary objective was the ch•rscterizatlon of the energy
requirements of current and developing technologies which
comprise the PV field. These energy requirements were
subsequently compared to the energy production potentl•l
of • future solar power plant and, as a result, the
concept of the SOLAR BREEDER was refined and manifested
in a computer program. The breeder model allows to take
the energy requirements for any PV technology into account
and calculate its energy economics. The report documents
the energy assessment of the prevailing technologies and
many alternative technologies currently under developmnnt.
For cross-checking the energies of prevailing technologies
Solaces data were also used and the wide range assessmont
of •Iternatlve technologles Included different refinement
methods, various ways of producin E light sheets, semi-
cryste11Ine cells, etc. These energy data are utilized to
model the behavior of a future SOLAR BREEDER plant under
v•rlous operational conditions.
TITLE: Ftnsl Report. Phase I of the Automated Array
Assembly Task
AUTHOR: R.A. Pryor, L.A. Orenon, and M.G. Coleman
CORPORATE AUTB: Motorola, Inc.
DATE: January 1978
REPORT NO: DOR-JPL 954363 18/8
ABSTRACT: The first portion of the report presents the
results of • study of process variables and solar cell
variables. Emphasis in thls portion is on identifying
interactions between variables and their effects upon
control ranges of the varlsbles. The second portion of
this report presents the results of a data|led cost
•nslysls for msnufacturlng solar cells_ This cost
• n•lysls includes a sensitivity analysls of a number of
key cost factors.
TITLE: Final Report. Assessment of Present
State-of-the-Art Sawing Technology of Large
Diameter Ingots for Solar Sheet Material
AUTHOR: H.I. Yon
CORPORATE AUTH: Applied Solar Energy Corp.
(Optlcs] Coatlng Laboratory, Inc.)
DATE: February 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954830 78/2
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A07/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: The objective of this program is to assess the
present state-of-the-art sewing technology of large dlsm-
eter st ingots (3" end 4" dis) for solar sheet materials.
During this program, work has prosressed in: (1) Slicin 8
of the ingots with MBS sew, the _S saw and the ID saw,
(2) Characterization of the sliced wafers, and (3)
Analysis of add-on slicing cost based on SAMICS. ffdS
slicing resulted in mechanical wafer yields of 95% for the
3" dis ingot end 84% for the 4" dis ingot (using • 230
blade package to cut 6" ingot in length). A slicing teat
with the I,O. saw was performed to obteln mechanical yield
versus both wafer thickness end cut rate, and the result
showed • good yield (above 95%) down to 7-8 mils of wafer
thickness of the 3" wsfers and 11-12 mils for the 4" wafers
if the cut rates were reduced to one (1) inch/min. An
ingot of 3" in die end 3" in length was sllced with •
multlwlre slurry sew to obtain wafer yield of about 97_;
163 wires were used, and wafer thickness and kerr width
were IO-I mils and 8 mils respectively. Thickness, taper,
bow, and roughness were measured to characterize the sliced
wafers. Add on slicing cost was evaluated based on S?J4ICS
for three slicing types.
TITLS: Final Eeport. Spraylon Fluorocarbon Encapsulation
for Si Solar Cell Arrays
AUTHOR: L.C. Naes
CORPORATE AUTH: Lockheed Missiles & Space Co., Inc.
DATE: April 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954410 78/1
ABSTRACT: This program was s R&D program to evaluate the
Lockheed-formulated liquid transparent film-formlng, fluro-
carbon, SPRAYLON, protective costing for terrestrial solar
cell modules. Two modules were completed and fleld-tested
for periods of up to two weeks. Problems developed early
in the field testing whlch led to the shortened teat
period, specifically, lifting of the AR coating, followed
in some areas by complete film delamlnetlon.
TITLE: Final Report Development of Low Cost, High
EnprgyPer-Unlt Are• Solar Cell Modules
AUTHOR: S.S. Rhea
CORPORATE AUTH: Photowett International. Inc.
(Sensor Technology, Inc.)
DATE: April 1978
REPOET NO: DOE-JPL 954605 7815
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC Aog/MF AO1
ABSTRACT: Development of low-cost, high energy-per unit-
Ire• |olaf cell modules was conducted in this program,
This final report covers the development of two hexagonal
solar cell process sequences, s laser-scribing process
technique for scribing hesagonal and modified hexagonal
solar cells, s large through-put diffusion process, and
two surface mscrostructure processes suitable for large
scale production. Experimental analysis was made on auto
m•ted spin on AR coating equipment and high pressure wafer
clesnlng equipment. Six hexagonal solar cell modules were
fabricated. Also covered in this report is a detailed
theoretical analysis on the optimum St utilization by
modified hexagonal solar cells for low cost, high energy
per-unit area solar cell modules.
TITLE: Final Report. Design and Fabrication of Solar
Cell Nodules
AUTHOR: T.P, Shsughnesay
CORPORATE AUTH: Spire Corp.
DATE: April 1918
REPORT NO: 954655 7811
ABSTRACT: This program achieved its objective of producing
12 solar cell modules utilizing ion implanted solar cells
and an all glass encspgulat|on system. These modules have
exhibited only cosmetic degradation after environmental
testing. The principal problem encountered was the forma-
tion of bubbles in the St gel due to gasket air leakage
during thermal cycling. Developmental effort, after deliv-
ery of the modules to JPL, indicates that this can be rec-
tified by the use of polysulflde gasket. Significant tm.
provements in the module design that can be recognized are
the use of tempered, low iron content glass for increased
module output, and the substitution of • custom aluminum
extrusion for reduced weight and increased rigidity.
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TITLE: Final Report. High Efficiency, Long Life
Terrestrial Solar Panel
AUTHOR: S. Khemthong
CORPORATE AUTH: Applied Solar Enersy Corp.
(Optical Coating Laboratory, Inc.)
DATE: April 1qTB
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954831-78/3
ABSTRACT: Six high efficiency, long life terrestrial
modules were designed, fabricated and delivered to JPL.
The module utilized 256 large •re•. rect•ng•lsr, high
efficiency solar cells. A flexible, overlapping deslgn to
connect celia in series was used to maximize the packing
denalty. The efficiency of the six modules delivered,
based on the overall dimensions at 100 n_/cm 2 and 2g°c
is tsbulsted in Table 2, and the contract goal of 13%
array efficiency was achieved.
TITLE: Final Report. Center Punched Solar Ceil Hodule
Development Effort
AUTHOR: E.g. ROSS and W.E. Hortensen
CORPORATE AUTH: Xerox Corp.
DATE: June 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954693-78/1
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A03/NF AO1
ABSTRACT: This report describes the results of an advanced
module development program with the objective of providing
s low cost solar cell mechanlcal interconnect design. The
design approach, which avoids solderln s or welding opera
Lions, lends itself to automated assembly techniques thus
supporting the LSA Project goals. A tots1 of 12 modules
were delivered to JPL for qualification testing. The
first group of six modules contained aluminum palladium
contact celia. This final report discusses the module
design, msnufscturlng procedure, teat program, significant
problem areas and solutions, and conclusions and cecum
mendations as formulated and conducted by XEOS.
TITLE: Final Report. EPG Solar Hodules
CORPORATE AUTH: Hobll Solar Energy Corp.
(Nob[1 Tyro Solar Energy Corp.)
DATE: September 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954999-78/1
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOI/HF AOI
ABSTRACT: Sis PV modules using solar cells fabricated from
$i ribbons were assembled. Each module was comprised of 4
separate aubmodules which were parallel connected. The
submodules contslned 45 EFG cells which were aeries inter-
connected by a "shlnsle" or overlapping design. The inher-
ent rectangular shape of the cells allowed a high packing
factor to be achieved. The average efficiency of the 6
modules, corrected to AN1 at 28°C was g.7%, which Indi-
cates that the average encapsulated c•11 efficiency was
I0.0%.
TITLE: Final Report. Phase 2, Automated Array Assembly,
Task IV
CORPORATE AUTH: Lockheed Nlssiles and Space Co,, Inc.
DATE: October 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954898-7814
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO61HF AOl
ABSTRACT: This contract was s process development effort
to verify the technological readiness of • selected pro-
cess saquence from that as-sawn Cz grown Sl wafers to the
module assembly. The process investigated consisted of
the following sequence: Starting Haterlal: 3-1n. as-sawn
CR Sl wafers; texture etching of Si wafer• using sodium
hydroxide; Junction formation by ion implantation of
phosphorus; laser annealing of ion implanted wafers;
screen printing of AG, AG-AL for ohmic contact; spraying
of tantalum oxide AR costing; end assembly of modules
using the LHSC module design as baseline. This selected
process sequence was evaluated for its technical potential
of achieving the economic goals of the Project of $.50/W
for 500 megawmtt/yr production by 1986. Evaluation
procedures and results are reported.
TITLE: Flax1 Report. Development and Tasting of
Shingle-Type Solar cell Hodules
CORPORATE AUTH: General Electric CO.
DATE: February 28, 1979
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954607-79/4
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO7/NF AOI
ABSTRACT: The design, development, fabrication and
testing of • shingle type terrestrial solar cell module
which produces q8 W/m 2 of exposed module ares at 1 kW/m 2
insolation end 61°C are reported. These modules make it
possible to easily incorporate PV power generation into
the sloping roofs of residential or commercial buildings
by simply nailing the module• to the plywood roof sheath-
Ing. This design consists of nineteen series-connected
53m dim solar cells arranged in s closely packed hexagon
configuration. These cells are individually bonded to the
embossed surface of s 3mm thick thermally tempered
hexagon-shaped piece of ASG SUNADEX glass. Honssnto
SAFLBX PVB is used as the l•minatlng •dheslve. RTVII
functions as the encapsulant between the underside of the
glass superstrste and s cenr protective sheet of 0.gmm
thick TEXTOLITE. The aemiflesible portion on each single
module ia • composite lsmlnste construction consisting of
outer layers of F.G. Goodrich FLEXSRAL and an eplchloro
hydrin closed cell foam core. The module design has
satisfactorily survived the JPL-defined qualification
testing program which includes 50 thermal cycles between
-40 and +90°C, s seven day temperature humidity exposure
test and a mechanical integrity test consisting on a bidl
rectional cyclic loading at 2390 Pa i50 lb/ft 2) which is
intended to simulate loads due to a 65 m/s (lO0 mph) wind.
TITLE: Final Report, High Efficiency, High Density
Terrestrial Panel
AUTHOR: 3, Wohlgemuth
CORPORATE AUTH: Solarex Corp.
DATE: February 1979
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954822 78/1
AVAILARILITY_ NTIS, PC A08/HF A01
ABSTRACT: Host commercially available PV modules employ
the standard round cells. Because of the _eometry limits-
Lions the packing density in these panels is typically 60
tO 70%. The low packing density results in total ares
panel efflciencies of 6 to 7%, With these low efficten-
ctea, excess encapsulation, framing and mounting materials
ere required per wail of power delivered, thereby signifi-
cantly increasing the cost per walt to the consumer, In
addition, because of the low panel efficiency many poten-
tial applications, with limited area available for array
deployment, ere not feasible, Solaces has developed the
technology for producing large area square and rectangular
cells with high (14 to 15%) conversion efftclencies st AH1
(lkW/m 2) st 28°C. In this program terrestrial panels
have been fsbrlcated using these rectangular cells result-
ing in the achievement of packing densities in excess of
90% with panel conversion efficienctes greater than 13%
being obtained, Rost importantly, higher density panels
can be produced today on • cost competitive basis with the
standard salami panels, with bright prospects of signif-
icant cost reductions in the near future,
TITLE: Final Report. High Efficiency Cell Development
AUTHOR: B.C. CarbaJsl
CORPORATE AUTH: Texas Instruments, Inc.
DATE: Febru•vy 1979
REPORT NO: DOR-JPL 954881-79/5
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A03/HF AOI
ABSTRACT: The Eosl of this specific activity was to
improve the Texas Instruments developed TJC ss a high
efficiency solar cell. The TJC development must be con-
sistent with module assembly snd should contribute to the
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overall goals of the LSA Project. During 1978, TJC excess
of 42 e0tlcm 2 were observed aL AH0. Open circuit voltages
as high as 0.615 V were measured sL ANO. Fill factor was
only 0.68 - 0.75 due to a non-optimum metal contact design.
A device model was conceived tn which the solar cell is
modelled as a tress|slur. This model will be very usegul
in directing future development activities. The planar
beck contact system of the TJC coupled with the high cell
efficiency makes the TJC an excellent candidate solar cell
for the fabrication of high efficiency modules, since there
are vlrtuaIIy no Interconnect or packing fscLoc losses.
The TJC la compatible with all conventional module fabrics-
Lion systems. The beck conLact system lends Itself readily
Lo series, parallel or serles-parallel interconnect
schemes. A modification of the TJC, the FSF cell was also
explored. The FSF cell using a floating p+ layer on the
front of the cell in place of the n + layer of the TJC.
The FSF cell also features the planar back contact
system. Photoresponse of FSF cells, while good, was not
quite es good as the TJC.
TITLE: Final Report. Hekalllzatton of Large St Wafers
AUTHOR: B.A. Pryor
CORPORATE AUTH: Hotorola, Inc.
DATE: Retch 1979
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 95A699 78/A
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO7/HF AO1
ABSTRACT: A meLsllization scheme has been developed which
allows selective plating of St solar cell xurfaces. The
system is comprised of Lhree layers. Palladium, throuKh
the formation of pallsdium ell|ride aL 300°C In nitro-
gen, makes ohmic contact Lo the St surface. Nickel,
plmted on top of the psllsdlom slitctde layer, forms a
sotdersble interface. Lead-tln solder on the nickel
provides conductivity and allows s convenient means for
lnterconnectlon of cells. To apply thls metallizetion,
three chemical plating baths are employed. Palladium is
deposited with sn immersion palladium solution and sn
elecLcoless palladium solution, and nickel is deposited
wlth an sleeveless nickel solution, solder is applied
with a molten solder dip. Extensive development work has
been performed to achieve an effective immersion palladium
slllcide contact layer. This meLalllzaLlon system has
been repeatedly demonstrated Lo be extremely effective.
Current-voltage characterisLtc curve fill factors of 78_
ere easily achieved. This has been done while maintaining
metal contact adhesion at such a strength as to fail by
fracturing Si upon perpendicular pull testing raLher then
by delamtna_lng the metal system. Demonstrations have
been performed on s laboratory scale using beakers, hot
plates, and lots of 24 three in. die solar cells. On this
basis, process specifications and procedure have been pre-
pared. The laboratory process could be easily scaled to
full production volume. Although thls metallizstlon
system has been shown Lo be cost effective in its presenL
state of readiness, specific areas have been identified
which would profit from additional development, leading to
appreciable further cost reductions which would make the
metalllzation cost a minor factor in 50¢IW solar cell
economics. A document, "Hatertsl, Supply, and Process
Specifications and Procedures for HeLalttzation of Large
Silicon Wafers with the Palladium-Nickel-Solder Metal-
ltzetion System," has been prepared and will be available
from JPL upon request.
TITLE: Fine] Report. Development of Economical Improved
Thick Film Solar Cell Contact
CORPORATE AUTH: Rernd ROSS Associates
DATK: April 1979
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955164-77/2
AVAILABILITY: NTIS
ABSTRACT: Raterials were surveyed Lo provide candidates
for an all metal electrode paste system. These consisted
of s major constituent metal powder, a low melting metal
powder material suitable ss an etchant for St dioxide at
sintertng temperatures. By means of thermal grsvimeLrtc
snslysls, a suitable binder was Identified for low temp-
erature fired inks. The ell metal ink concept was first
demonstrated with the silver system to avoid the problems
of llmlLed process windows encountered wlth base metal
systems. A number of solid materials capable of selec-
tively etching St dioxide st modest temperatures were
identified. The results of the study suggest further
espertmentstion with eutectic additives Lo enable forma-
tion of a thin highly doped regrowth layer.
TITLE: Final Report. Development of Pulsed Processes for
the Nenufscture of Solar Cells
CORPORATE AUTH: Spire Corp.
DATE: April 1979
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 954786 79/7
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO21HF AOI
ABSTRACT: This report describes the results of a one end
a half year pro&ram to develop the processes required for
low-energy ion tmplsnLsklon for the automated producLion
of Si solar cells. The program included (1) demonstrating
slate-of-the-art ion implantation equipment and designing
an automated ion implanter, (2) making efforts Lo improve
the performance of ion-implanted solar cells to 16.5% ARI,
(3) developing a model of the pulse annealing process used
in solar cell producLion, and (4) preparing an economic
analysis of the process costs of ion Implantation end
furnace annealing. During the programt phosphorus ions st
an energy of lO keY and dose of 2 X lOt5cm -2 were
Implanted in St solsr cells Lo produce junck|ons, while
boron ions at 75 key and 5 x lOlScm -2 were Implanted
in the ceils to produce effective back surface fields. An
ion implantation facility with a beam current up to _ mA
end a production throughput of 300 wafers per hour was
designed and installed. A design was prepared for a
lOO-mA, automated implanter with a production capacity of
100 HW e per year. Two process sequences were developed
which employ ion implantation and furnace or pulse anneal
Ins. The JPL SAHIS computer program was used Lo determine
costs for junction formation by ion implantation and
various furnace annealing cycles to demonstrate cost
effectiveness o6 these methods.
TITLE: Final Report. Solar Cell Nodules with Parallel
Oriented Interconnections
CORPORATE AUTHOR: Hotorola, Inc,
DATE: June 1979
REPORT NO: DOE-JpL 954716 79/1
AVA/LARILITY: NTIS, PC AO2/NF AOI
ABSTRACT: This contract provided for delivery of 24 solar
modules, half of which were to be 48 cells in an all-series
electrical configuration and half of s 6 paralleled cells
by 8 series cells. Upon delivery of environmentally tested
modules to JPL, IOW power outputs were discovered. These
low power modules were determined to have cracked cells
which were thought to cause the low output power. The
cricks tended to be circular or linear, which were caused
by different stressing mechanisms. A subsequent contract
amendment to the original contract was made to fully
explore these stressing mechanisms. The contract
amendment also provided for delivery of 36 celia with
selected interconnect configurations and two additional
modules. The series-parallel configuration modules were
also changed to 4PX12S. Efforts were undertaken Lo deter
mine the causes of cell fracture. This resulted in module
design and process modifications, foremost among which was
the decision to utilize • multiple back contact interc0n-
necL design. The design and process changes were sobse
quenLly implemented in production.
TITLE: Final Report, Evaluation of the Technical
FeaslbilILy and Effective COSt of Various
Thickness for the RanufacLure of Solar Cells
CORPORATE AUTH: Solarex Corp.
DATR: July 1979
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 955077-79/5
AVAILABILITY: NTlS, PC A06/HF A01
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ABSTRACT: The principal activities in the performance of
this contract effort include practical evaluation of the
Yasunase YQ-IO0 sew in a production environment. The
wafering system is a free-abrasive multlple-loop single
wire machine where the number of weferslcm is determined
by the wire pitch. In edditlon, the effects of wire
diameter and abrasive size were studied. Solar cells were
manufactured from each saw run to analyze surface demsge
and effects of varying thickness on efficiency.
TITLR: Final Report. Automated Array Assembly Task
In-Depth Study of Si Wefer Surface Texturizing
AUTHOR: G.T. Jones
CORPORATE AUTH: Photowett Internatlonsl, Inc.
(Sensor Technology, Inc.)
DATE: July 1979
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955266-7912
ABSTRACT: An is-depth study of S| wafer surface
texturiztng was conducted in this program. The work
discussed in this final report covers four tasks. Task
(1) investigated a low-cost cleaning method that utilized
recycled Freon in an ultrasonic vapor degreseor to remove
orgentc and inorganic contaminants from the surface of SI
wafers as received from Si suppliers. Task (2) demon-
strated the use of clean dry air and high throughput wafer
batch drying techniques to lower the cost of wafer drying.
Task (3) examined the two stage testurtzing process for
suitability in large scale production. Task (4) performed
an in-depth gettering study with the two stage texturtztng
process for the enhancement of solar cell efficiency,
minimization of I-V curve dispersion, and improvement in
process reproduclbil|ty.
TITLE: Final Report. A New Method of MetsllIzstton for
S| Solar Cells
AUTHOR: M. Machs
CORPORATE AUTH: SOL/LOS Inc.
DATE: September 1979
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955318-79/3
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO41MF AOI
ABSTRACT: The new metalllzation process based on Mo-Sn
system is the subject of this nine months program. MoO 3
lm used ms the source of Me, since Its relatively low
melting point and ease of reduction to metallic molyb
denum. The first part of the contract, the reaction
mechsn|sm study of RoD 3 and Its mixture with Sn, was
conducted in an experimental station consisting of a
graphite strlp-heater snd a Pyrex bellJsr, under close
control of temperature atmosphere time, while allowing
visual observations of the reactions. The metelllzmtton
of the cells was done in s diffusion tube furnace. In
order to obtain a low ohmic contact to the cell, the basic
ink composition was modified with s smell addition of
titanium in the form of titanium resinate. The electrical
characteristics of the cells were comparable with the
existing metsllizstion processes. The firing cycle still
has to be optimized for the process used in the continuous
conveyor belt furnace, especially in the codlin E cycle
around 450°C, which indicated s significant effect on
the electcLcsl characteristics. The cost nnalysis of the
process was based on projected production output of
1 l_d/yr, uslng 2" dis. Si crystal wafers and the current
material cost. Therefore the calculated cost devlaLes
from the projected price goal set up for the year 1986.
In comparison with Lhe standard processes using silver as
the contacting metal, the saving obtained by the use of
this new process is s direct result of the price difference
between silver and molybdenum oxide wiLL tin.
TITLE: Final Report. Phase 2 of the AAA Task
AUTHOR: R.B. Campbell
CORPORATE AtJTH: Westlngbouse Electric Corp.
DATE: October 1979
BEPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954873-79/8
&VAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A07/MF AO1
ABSTRACT: The process sequence for the fabrlcmtlon of
dendritic web Sl into solar panels has been modified to
include aluminum back surface field formation. Sputtering
tI the preferred method for depositing the aluminum.
Plasma etching has been shown to be a feae|ble technique
for pre-dlffusion clesnln K of the web. This would replace
wet chemical cleaning. Severs1 contacting systems have
been studied. The total plated Pd-Ni system IHotorols
Process) is not compatible with our process sequnnce;
however, the evaporated TIPd-electroplsted Cu system has
been shown stable under ltfe testing. Ultrasonic bonding
parameters have been determined for various interconnect
and contact metals but the yield of the process is not
sufficiently high to use for module (abricstion st this
time. Over 400 solar cells, about 11 cm 2 in area have
been fabricated according to the modified sequence. Me
sub-process incompatibility was seen. These cells have
been used to fabricate four demonstration modules. A cost
analysis (SAMICS) of the modified process sequence resulted
in a selling price of $O.75/Wp {1980$ in 19R6).
TITLE: Final Report. Development of Economical Improved
Thick Film Solar Cell Contact
CORPORATE AUTH: Bernd Rues Associates
DATE: December 1979
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955164-791_
ABSTRACT: In the second half of the investigation of all
metal screened electrodes, the focus was on baee metal
pastes in addition to further work with the silver systems.
Contact resistance meamurementa warn refined. A facility
allowing firing in hydrogen and other atmospheres was
acquired. Several experiments were made applying screen-
able pastes to solar cells. _plng inveetlgatlons empha-
sized eutectic alloys reduced to powders. Metal systems
were reviewed. A previously published vapor pressure
curve for silver flourlde was corrected. Base metal
experiments were done with nickel and copper using lead
and tin as the foil metals. No electrical experiments
were done with the nickel ink.
TITLE: Final Report. Production Management Handbook
COBPORATE AUTH: Theodore Barry and Associates
DATE: January 1980
RRPORT MOt DOR-3PL 955519-80/1
ABSTRACT: This handbook, which supplements the SAHIS
model, will sasist LSA production managers in reducln& the
cost of solar arrays. While the handbook includes mathe-
matical models, it provides more than a set of analytical
techniques. It dlscussee general prlnciples for produc-
tion economics, aggregate planning, fsciltty design, pro-
ductlon control, inventory management, quality control,
melntensnce management, meterlals handlln_, market strategy
and risk management. The handbook emphasizes cost control
end resource utilization. The general principles involve
Information measurement and evaluation. The objectives of
the Production Management Handbook are to: Outline
decision-making processes for cost-effective production;
Develop industrial engineering tools applicable to the PV
indusLry. Specifically, the handbook provtdea analytical
models and algorithms to address: Production scheduling
strategies; Inventory levels end storage requirements;
Production process design snd flow rates; Quality control
criteria and implementation; Maintenance snd outage
strategies; Material handling methods; Market strategy,
risk management, and contingency planning.
TITLE: Final Report. Evaluation of I0n Implanted Si
AUTHOR: P. A. Iles
CORPORATE AUTH: Applied Soler Energy Corp.
(Optical Costing Lsborstory, Inc.)
DATE: February 1980
REPORT Me: DOE JPL 955118 8012
ABSTRACT: This contract is a three way Joint effort,
between California Institute of Technology, JPL and OCLI.
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The goal is to investigate the potential for reduced cost
ion-|mplantstion to fabricate low cost solar cells. The
team obtains overall guidance and some support related to
low reek ion sources from 3PL, Celtech performs ell ion-
implants (including variations in energy, fluence and ion
apecles) end OCLI provides sultable Si slices, end proces-
ses end evaluates the implanted wafers as solar cells
using a "baseline" process. To date about 280 slices have
been prepared, Implanted, and processed aa celia. The
detailed summary of the cell performance as s function of
the various ion implantation parameters is contained in
the Caltech final report on this phase of the work.
TITLE: Final Report. Phase 2 of the AAA Task
AUTHOR: M.C. Coleman, eL el.
CORPORATE AUTH: Motorola, Inc.
DATE: March 1980
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 956847-80/8
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOSIMF AO1
ABSTRACT: Several specific processing steps, as part of a
total process sequence for manufacturing Si solar cells,
were studied during this contract. Ion implantation has
been identified as the Motorola preferred process step for
impurity doping. Unanalysed beam ion implantation has
been shown to have major cost advantages over analyzed
beam implantation. Further, high quality cells have been
fabricated using a high current unanelyzed beam. Mechani-
cally masked plasma patterning of Si nitrlde has been
shown to be capable of forming fine lines on si surfaces
with spacings between mask and substrata as great as
250 pm (10 mils). Extensive work was performed on
advances in plated mets|ltzatlon. The need for the thick
electroless palladium layer has been eliminated. Further,
copper has been successfully utilized as a conductor
layer, utilizing nickel as a barrier to copper diffusion
into the St. Plasma etching of St for texturing and saw
damage removal has been shown technically feasible, but
not cost-effective compared to wet chemical etching
techniques.
TITLE: Final Report. Development o[ Low Cost Contacts to
Sl Solar Cells
AUTHOR: D.P. Tanner and P.A. Iles
CORPORATE AUTH: Applied Solar Energy Corp.
(Optical Coetlng Laboratory, Inc.)
DATE: April 1980
REPORT NO: DOEJPL 9552_4 8015
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOT/MF A01
ABSTRACT: This report is a summary of work done on the
development of a copper based contact system for Si solar
cells. The work has proceeded in three phases: PHASE I:
Development of a copper based contact system using plated
Pd-Cr-Cu. PHAGE II: The degradation in Phase I was
identified as copper migration into the cells junction
region. A paper study was conducLed to find a proper
baffler to the copper migration problem. PHASE III: An
electroless nickel solution was substituted for the
electroless chromium solution in the original process.
Efforts were made to replace the psilsdlum bath with an
appropriate nickel layer, but these were unsuccessful.
150 cells using the Pd-Ni-Cu contsct _ystem were delivered
tO JPL. Also a cost study was made on the plating process
to assess the chance of reaching 5_/W.
TITLE: Final Report. fnvestlgation of Proposed Process
Sequence for the AAA Task Phase II
AUTHOR: Nick Mardeslch
CORPORATE AUTH: Spectrolab, Inc.
DATE: June 1980
REPORT NO: OOE-JPL 954853 80/10
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC APIIMF AOI
ABSTRACT: A selected process sequence [or the low cost
fabrication of PV modules was defined during this contract.
Each part of the process sequence was looked at regardlng
Its contribution to the overall dollars per watt reeL.
During the course of the research done, some of the init-
ially included processes were dropped due to technologlcal
deficiencies. The printed dielectric diffusion mask, co-
diffusion of the n + and p+ reglona, wrap-around front
contacts end retention of the diffusion oatde for use as
an AR coating were ell the processes that were removed for
this reason. Other process steps were retained to achieve
the desired overall cost and efficiency. Square wafers, a
polymerlc spin on PX-I0 diffusion source, a p+ BSF and
silver front contacts are ell processes that have been
recommended for use in this program. The printed silver
aolderable pad for making contact to the aluminum back was
replaced by an ultrssonically applied ale-zinc pad. Also,
the testurfzed front surface was dropped as inappropriate
for the sheet sequence for module fabrication. A shift
from bonding with a conformsl coating to laminating with
EVA and a glass superstrste is recommended for further
module fabrication. The processes that were retained for
the selected process sequence, spln-on diffusion, print
end fire s]umlnum p+ beck. c]ean, print and fire silver
front contact and apply tin pad to aluminum back, were
evaluated for their cost contribution. The finalized
process sequence is shown schematically on page IA and in
Table 3.21 I, page 295. The process specifications for
the finalized process sequence ere shown tn Appendix F.
The format A's for S#J4ICS calculations of the finalized
process are sho_n in Appendix C.
TfTLE: Final Report. Process Development for Automated
Solar Cell and Module Production. Task 4:
Automated Array Assembly
CORPORATE AUTH: Tracer MRAssoclates (MBAssociates)
DATE: June 1980
REPORT NO: DOE JPL q5_882 80/21
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO4/MF AO1
ABSTRACT: The scope of work under this contract involves
specifying a process sequence which can be used in con-
Junction with automated equipment for the maaa production
Of solar cell modules for terrestrlsl use. This process
aeqnence is then critically enelyzed from • technics] and
economic stendpolnt to determine the technological readl
ness of each process step for implementation. The process
steps are ranked according to the degree of development
effort required and according to their significance to the
overall process, Under this contract the aLeps receiving
analysis were: back contact metalllzation, automated cell
array layup/interconnect, and module edge sealing. For
automated iayup/Interconncct both hard automation and pro-
gramsblc automation (using an industrial robot) were
studied. The programmshle automation system was then
selected for act.ual hardware development. This work has
been done to improve the performance of solar modules and
to lower the cost through process development and large
scale automation. The guidelines used in this efforL has
been to work toward a process sequence which will provide
a 500 t_/yr production capacity in the industry by the
year 1986+
TITLE: Final Report. Development of High Efficiency
il_%) Solar Cell Array Module
AUTHOR: P.A. /lee, eL el.
CORPORATE AUTH: Applied Solar Energy Corp.
DATE: June 1980
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 955217-8015
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A041MF A01
ABSTRACT: Most effort was concentrated on development of
procedures to provide large area (3" dis) high efficiency
(16.5%, AMI, 28°C) p+nn i aDler cells. Intensive
teats with 3" slices gave consistently lower efficiency
I13.5%), The problems were identified as incomplete
formation of an optimum BSF, and interaction of the BSF
process and the shallow p+ Junction, Towards the end of
the contract, a promising process sequence was IdenLi[ied,
Lo meet the original goals and tests of this sequpnce are
continuing outside of this program_
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TITLE: Final Report. Automated Solar Module Assembly Line
AUTHOR: Max Bycer
CORPORATE AUTH: Kulicke & Sulfa Industries, Inc.
DATE: August 1980
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955287-80/6
AVAILABILITY: NTIS. PC AO6/HF AO1
ABSTRACT: The solar module assembly machine which Kulicke
and Sulfa delivered under this contract is a cell tabbing
and stringing machine, flexible in design, and capable of
handling a variety of cells and assembling strings up to 4
feet tn a series or parallel arrangement, and in s straight
or Interdtgitated array format. The machine cycle iS
5 s/solar cell. This machine is primarily adapted to
3 in. dla round cells with two tabs between cells. Pulsed
heat Is used as the bond technique for solar cell Inter-
connects. The sol•r module •ssembly machine unloads sol•r
ceils from a c•ssette, automatically orients them, applies
flus and solders Interconnect ribbons onto the ceils. It
then inverts the tabbed cells, connects them into cell
mtrinKs, end delivers them Into a module array format using
• track mounted vacuum lance, from which they are taken to
test and cleaning benches prior to final encapsulation into
finished solar modules. Throughout the machine the solar
cell Is handled very carefully, and any contact with the
collector side of the cell is avoided or minimized. A
lamp simulator has been used to test bonded solar cells to
determine if the bondIn 8 operation had any degrading effect
on the cell. I-V profile curves taken of these sample
cells, before and after the bonding operation indicate no
apparent effect on the electrical characteristics of the
solar cell by the bonding opermllon.
TITLE: Final Report. Automated Array Assembly, Phase lI
AUTHOR: R, V. O'kiello
CORPORATE AUTB: RCA Corp.
DATE: October 1980
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954868 80/9
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AIO/MF AOI
ABSTraCT: Fiqure 1 is a schematic representation of the
work of the first year. The philosophy of this plan was
to establish an experimental process llne starting wlth
3-1n.-dis SI wafers and consisting of Junction formation
using POCL 3 gaseous diffusion, screen-printed thick-film
metallisation, fellow solder interconnect, and double glass
lamination panel assembly. This experimental production
line produced a sufficient number of solar cells to demon
etrste the technologlcsl readiness of each of those process
steps. Variations (of each process) were made to set
ltmlts on the usable range of each process step and to
determine the tnterraction with adjoining steps. Inspec-
tion measurements, and tests were included to determine
the output requirement characteristics of each step,
obtain statistical variations, and evaluate the perfor-
mance of the solar ceils and panels. A description of
this work, which was conducted from October 1977 through
December 1978. is given in Sections II1 and IV. This was
followed by sn 18-month study in which three manufacturing
sequences aynthes|zed from the above work and from studies
conducted by other participants in the LSA program were
exercised. The objectives were to assess the compatibility
between process steps for each sequence, to generate suf-
ficient data for comparative SAMICS cost analysis, and to
make reco_mendations of the suitability of one or more of
these sequences for the large scale automated production
of solar cells withln the cost goal of _O.PO/Wp. The
detailed esperimental results of this study are described
in Section V, followed by SAMICS cost analysis, recom_enda
tlona, and conclusions given _n Sections VI and VTT.
TITLE: Fteal Report. The Establishment of a
Production Ready Manufacturing Process Utilizing
Thin SI Substrstes for Solar Cells
AUTHOR: R. A. Pryor
CORPORATE RUTH: Motorola, Inc.
DATE: October 1980
REPORT NO: DOE-Jet 955328-80/4
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AIO/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: Three inch diameter Cz St substrates sliced
directly to 5 mil, 8 mil, and 27 mil thicknesses with wire
saw techniques were procured. Processln K sequences incor-
porating either diffusion or ion implantation technologies
were employed to produce n+p or n+pp + solar cell
structures. These cells were evaluated for performance,
ease of fabrication, and cost effectiveness. It was
determined that the use of 7 mtl or even 4 mil wafers
would provide near term cost reductions for solar cell
manufacturers.
TITLE: Final Report. Phase 2 of the AAA Task
AUTHOR: R.C. Petersen
CORPORATE AUTH: Solaces Corp.
DATE: November 1980
REPORT NO: DOE-Jet 954856-80/8
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO6/MF AO1
ABSTRACT: Studies were conducted on several fundamental
aspects of electroless nickel/solder metallization for St
solar cells. A process proposed by Motorola, which pre
cedes the electroless nickel plsttng with several steps of
palladium plating and heat treatment, was compared directly
with single step electroless nickel plating. Work was
directed toward answering specific questions concerning the
effect of Si surface oxide on nickel plating, effects of
thermal stresses on the metallizatton, sintering of nickel
plated on SI, and effects of exposure to the plating solu-
tlon on solar cell characteristics. The Motorola process
was compared wlth slmple electroless nickel plating in a
series Of parallel experiments.
TITLE: Final Report. Automated Array Assembly Task
Development of Low-Cost PV Solar Ceils
CORPORATE AUTB: Photowatt International, Inc.
(Sensor Technology, Inc.)
DATE: November 1980
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955265-80/3
ABSTRACT: Development of low-cost, large ares polysiltcon
solar cells was conducted in this program. Three types of
polys|ltcon material were investigated. Included in the
study was the Wacker cast polystl|con, Crystal Systems HEM
material, and Exotic Materials FAST-Cz polystlicon. The
influence of crystal grains on solar cell efficiency was
studied. A theoretical and experimental comparison between
single crystal Si and polysiltcon solar cell efficiency
was performed. The feasibility of applying an anlsotropic
sodium hydroxide etching process to polysilicon wafers was
investigated. The testure etching rate, time and solution
concentration were evaluated. Several optional low cost
solar cell processes were investigated. They included
POCL 3 getterlng, spray-on n _ pol_er dopants, and
printed aluminum. It was demonstrated that 10% efficient
polysilicon solar cells can be produced with spray on n +
dopants. This result fulfills an important goal of this
project, which is the production of batch quantity of 10¢
efficient polys|licon solar cells.
TITLE: Final Report. The Development Of a Method of
Producing Etch Resistant Wax Patterns of Solar
Cells
AUTHOR: E. Pastirlk
CORPORATE AUTH: Motorola, Inc.
DATE: November 1980
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955324-80/4
ABSTRACT: A potentially attractive technique for wax
msaklng of solar cells prior to etching processes was
studied. This technique made use of a reuseable wax
composition which was applied to the solar cell in
patterned form by means of a letterpress printing method.
After standard wet etching was performed, wax removal by
means of hot water was investlaated. Application of the
letterpress was printing process to Si was met with a
number of difficulties. The most serious shortcoming of
the process was its inability to produce consislently
well defined printed patterns on the hard Si cell surface.
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TITLE: Final Report. Phase 11 AAA Task
AUTHOR: C. Olson
CORPORATE AUTH: Photowatt International, Inc.
(Sensor Technology, Inc.)
DATE: December 1980
REPORT Me: DOE-JPL 954865-80/9
AHSTI_CT: The information presented provides a summary of
the work performed from September 20, 1977 through June
20, 1980 by Sensor Technology, Tnc., in Chatswoeth,
Callforni* end Photowatt Internatlonal, Inc. in Tempe,
Arizona. The Inltlsl contract was s Phase II Process
Development for a process sequence, but with concentration
on two particular process steps: laserscrlblng and spray-
on junction formation. The balance of the process, al-
though important, was to be e subordinate level of effort
to support these two major tasks. The add-on portion of
the contract was to further develop these tasks, to incor-
porate spray-on of AR coating and elumlnum and to study
the application of microwave energy to _oler cell fabri
cation. The overall process cost projection is q7.qlg_IWp.
The major contributor to this excess cost is the module
encapsulation materiels cost. The frame and encapsulation
materiels alone total 25.634_IWp. Since this was not an
area of major effort on the contract, the approach was to
automate what was available, not to develop new technolo-
gies end, as a result, less effort was devoted to this
task. During the span of this contract the study of micro-
were application to solar cell fsbrlcation produced the
ability to apply this technique to any requirement of
600°C or less. Above this temperature, non-unlformity
caused the processing to be unreliable. It became evident
that fundamental development efforts were required end
these ere being pursued through another contract.
TITLE: Final Report. Development of Simplified Process
for Environmentally Resistant Cells
AUTHOR: W.J. King
CORPORATE AUTH: Kinetic Coatings, Inc.
DATE: December 1980
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955079-80/1
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC Aog/MF gO1
ABSTRACT: This report describes a program to develop a
simple, foolproof, all-vacuum solar cell manufacturing
process which can be completely automated and which
results in medium efficiency cells which are Inherently
environmentally resistant. All components of the com-
pleted cells are integrated into a monolithic structure
with no material interfaces. The exposed msterlals (Si,
AI203. AI, Hi) are all resistant to stmospheric attack
end the Junction, per se, is pessivated to prevent long
term degradation. Such cells are intended to be incorpor
axed into a almple module consisting basically of a press
formed metallic superstructure with • separated glees
cover for missile, etc., protection. A 5 cm x 5 cm test
cell configuration was designed in which the various
efficlency loss factors were adjusted to yield s IO¢ AM1
cell. Each of the cell elements was individually opti-
mized for combination with the others. The basic cell
consists of alloyed front (All and back (As plus Ni)
contacts, a multi-purpose IAR, hermetic seal, implantation
oxide) front surface coating of A1203, and an implanted
front Junction. Implantation damage annealing and contact
alloying are carried out in a simple one step thermal
treatment at 810°C using a resistance heated furnace in
vacuum. Times at temperature aa short as 15-20 s for
complete cell activation were demonstrated in • related
proprietary program. The use of non analyzed and semi-
analyzed beams for fabricating these cells was developed
by ECI for use on this contract. A final lot of 50 cells
made using the semi-analyzed beam method had an average
efficiency of 10.4% at AM1 (28 ± l°C}. An economic
analysis predicts a manufacturing cost of 1.45/Wp for
these cells using a one machine automatic method,
TITLE: Final Report. High Resolution, Low Cost Solar
Cell Contact Development
AUTHOR: N. Mardeslch
CORPORATE AUTH: Spectrolab, ]no.
DATE: December 1980
REPORT NO: DOg JPL 955298-80/2
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO3/MF AO1
ABSTRACT: Experlmental work demonstrating the feasibility
of the MIDFILM process as • low cost means of applying
solar cell collector metalllzatlon was completed during
this contract. Cell effictencies of above 14% (AMI,
28°C) were achieved with frilled silver metallizatlon.
Environmental tests suggest that the metalllzation is
slightly humidity sensitive and degradation is observed on
cells with high series resistance. The major yield loss
in the fabrication of cells was due to discontinuous grid
lines, resulting in high series resistance. Standard
lead. tin solder plated Interconnectlona do not appear
compatible with the MIDFILM contact. Copper, nickel and
molybdenum base powder were investigated as low cost
metelllzatlon systems. The copper based powder degraded
the cell response. The nickel and molybdenum base powders
oxidized then sintered in the oxidizing atmosphere
necessary to ash the photores|n.
TITLR: Final Report. Cost Effective Flat Plate PV
Modules Using Light Trapping
AUTHOR: C.N. Bean, B.A. Gordon, et al.
CORPORATE AUTH: Science Applications, Inc.
DATE: April 1981
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 955787-81/1
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC All/MF AO1
ABSTRACT: This report and Appendix A give the results of
the study. The Final Report details the analyses and cal-
culations performed to arrive at the design guidelines,
and Appendix A is an Optical Design Guide which contains
rules and guidelines for the practicing PV design engineer.
Science Applications is extending prior In-house work in
optical trapping in "thick films" to form a design guide
for PV engineering. The Design Guide shows the reader how
to construct PV modules to use and even to exploit this
concept. By SAI calculations up to 20% improvements in
standard module performance can be expected. Even larger
improvements can be received in special modules con-
structed to exploit these thick film effects as discussed
in the Final Report.
TITLE: Final Report. Processing Experiments on Hon-Cz
Si Sheet (MEPSDU Support Contract)
AUTHOR: R.A. Pryor, L.A, Crenon, et si,
CORPORATE AUTH: Motorola, Inc.
DATE: April 1981
REPORT NO: DOE-3PL 95584_-81/2
ABSTRACT: A program of six months duration was performed
to support and promote the further development of proces
sing techniques which may be successfully and cost-
effectively applied to low-cost non-Cz Si sheet for solar
cell fabrication. Results are reported in the areas of
process technology, cell design, cell metsllization, and
production cost simulation.
TITLH: Final Report. Automated Solar Panel Assembly Line
AUTHOR: Howard Somberg
CORPORATE AUTH: ARGO Solar, Inc.
DATE: Hay 1981
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 955278-81/5
ABSTRACT: This report contains the results of a two-year
effort to design, develop and operate automated equipment
for the interconnection of solar cells end lamination of
cell circuits into modules. The overall objective was to
effect near term reduction of St solar cell array costs so
as to achieve the 1985 gull of $0.70/W t . The program con-
stated of four sections: (1) design of a module that lends
7O
itself to automated assembly, (2) design and development
of prototype equ|pment for the tnterconnection end lamina-
tion of solar cells into a completed module, (3) the
operation of • pilot production line using the equipment
developed in this program, and {6) perform a cost analysis
of the production run. This program was originally pro-
posed as a 12 month effort. However, because of the com-
plexlty of the soldering equipment task the program was
extended to 21 months. In lute 1979, s prototype element
of the soldering machine was implemented into the module
production operation. This section of the machine con-
sisted of a roller transport mechanism Integrated with sn
electromagnetic induction cot1** for soldering continuous
ribbon interconnects to the front of solar cells. In s
fashion, it was the first step in the mechanization of
soldering or "tabbing" solar cells, end this simple
mechanism has rellably tabbed about 1.8 million solar
cells to date.
* All costa in this report are given in 1980 $
*s The automated soldering machine was subsequently
redesigned to use an infrared heat source.
TITLE Final Report. Lsser Annesltn 8 of Ion Implanted Si
for Solar Cell 3unctlon Formation
CORPORATE AUTH: Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Inc.
DATE: 3une 1981
REPORT NO: DOE-JpL 955696-81/4
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO4/MF A01
ABSTRACT: An InvestIEatlon was conducted which evslusted
the merits of large spot size pulsed laser annealing of
phosphorus Implanted, Cz grown Si for Junction formstlon
of solar ceils. The feaslbIIIty sad requirements were
also determined to scale-up a laser system to anneal
7,62 cm dis wafers at i rate of l wsferls. Laser psrsm
eters were developed for optimized performance. These
parameters were substantiated by surface analysts,
including SIMS. TRM and RBS techniques, followed by
fabrication of 2 x 2 cm, 2 z 4 cm and 7.62 cm dis.
functional cells to verify acceptability.
TITLE: Final Report. High Resolution, Low Cost Solar
cell Contact Development
AUTHOR: R. Msrdeslch
CORPORATE AUTH: Spectro|sb, Inc.
DATE: November 1981
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955725-8111
ABSTRACT: MIDFILM cell fabrication and encapsulation have
been demonstrated is a means of applying low-cost solar
cell collector metalllzation. The average cell efficiency
of 12.0_ (ARt, 28°C) was achieved with friLLed silver
metalllzatlon with s demonstration run of 500 starting
wafers. A 98% mechanical yield and 80% electrical yield
were achieved through the MIDFILM process. High series
resistance was responsible for over go% of the electrical
failures and was the major factor csusln8 the low average
cell efficiency. Environmental evaluations suggest that
the MIDFILM cells do not degrade. A slight degradation in
power was experienced in the M[DFII,H minimodules when the
ARP Solarlok connector delamlnsted during environmental
testing.
TITLE: Final Program Summary Report. Evaluation and
Verification of Epitsxtsl Process Sequence for St
Solar-Cell Production
AUTHOR: D. Redfield
CORPORATE AUTH: RCA Corp.
DATE: November 1981
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 955825-81/3
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO3/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: To achieve the program goals, 28 minlmodules
were to have been fabricated and tested, using 600 cells
made from three tn.-dta wafers processed by the sequence
chosen for this purpose. Of these 600 cells, half were to
be made from spitazislly grown layers on potentially
low-colt |ubatrates. The other half were to be made from
eommerclal SG, alngle-cryatsl St wafers that served as
controls. Cell processing was normally performed on mixed
lots containing significant numbers of each of these two
types of wafers. After evaluation of the performance of
all cells, they were separated by types for Incorporatlon
into modules that were to be tested for electrical perfor-
mance end response tO envlronmentel stress. A simplified
flow chart dlsplsying this scheme, for qusntitles repre-
senting half of the planned total to be processed, is
presented. Documentation of the specifications and pro-
cedures of all process steps cboeen for this program, and
detailed SAMICS cost analyses have been provided in sepa-
rate reports bearing those titles. As with all R&D pro
Jeers, however, there are unavoidable differences between
some of the laboratory processes used to fabricate cells
and modules for the present evsluatlons and the analogous
processes as they would take place in a factory st high
production rates, In all cases where uncertainties may
eslst in specific process steps, the materials or proce-
dures used were consistent with developments occurring
under either the LSA Program or the EO contract that RCA
was conducting for SERI. In thls report, some information
is provided on relevant work under the ED Program.
TITLE: Final Report. Equipment Development for automated
Assembly of Solar Modules
CORPORATE AUTH: Tracer MBAssoctstes (MBAssoclates)
DATE: January 1982
REPORT NO: DOE-3PL 955699-81/05
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO8/MP AOI
ABSTRACT: Prototype equipment was developed which allows
for totally automated assembly in the three major areas of
module manufacture: cell stringing, encspsulunt Isyup and
cure and edge sealing. The equipment is designed to be
used in conjunction with s standard Unimste 2OOOB indus
trial robot although the design is udsptable to other
transport systems.
TITLE: Final Report. SI Dendritic Web Material Process
Development
AUTHOR: D.L. Meier, E.B, Campbell, et el.
CORPOEATE AUTH: Weatlnghouae Electric Corp.
DATE: March 1982
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955624 82/3
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO5/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: The purpose of this program was to develop s
low-cost contact system for solar cells and to integrate
techniques for fsbrlcat|ng, interconnecting, and encspsu
Istlng solsr cells in order to produce several demonstra-
tion modules. Two experimental contact systems were
examined and compared to s baseline contact system conslst_
ing of evaporated layers of titanium, palladium, and silver
and an electroplsted layer of copper. The first esperl
mental contact system consisted of evaporated layers of
titanium, nickel, and copper and sn electroplated layer of
copper. The second experimental contact system consisted
of evaporated layers of nickel and copper and an electro-
plated layer of copper.
TITLE: Analysis and Evaluation of Processes and Equipment
AUTHOR: M. WOlf end E Goldman
CORPORATE AUTH: The Trustees of the University of
Pennsylvania
DATE: April 1981
REPORT NO: DOR-JPL 954796 81-13
AVAILAR[LITY: NTIS, PC AI5/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: The meLsllizetion pattern design, or grid line
design, is examined so ss to define the design which rum
blnes minimum series resistance losses and area coverage.
Power output losses due both to the voltage drop from
series resistance and to the shadowing by Lhe front metal
lizstlon can be held to 5% of the maximum power output for
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• 10 cm a 10 cm cell. Tapered grid lines ere found to have
less of an effective voltage drop then grid lines of con-
stant width, and grid lines normal to the bus lines give
better performance then obliquely errensed grid lines. On
the baals of the findings of the grid line design analysls,
s set of design rules for solar cells is presented. Pro-
cess options for applyln8 the metal to the Si surface sre
discussed. Options considered include immersion plating,
electroless plating, electrolytic plating, vacuum deposi-
tion (Includln8 sputtering) and thick film screen printing.
By comparative eveluatlon, electroless and electrolytic
pletln 8 are found to be the most cost-effective options,
with vacuum deposition being competitive. _-e to problems
connected with masking, the use of the entireflectlon
coating as the metellizstion mask is expected to be less
attractive.
TITLE: Fins1 Report. Anslysls and Evalustlon in the
Production Process and Equipment Area
AUTHOR: M. Wolf
CORPORATE AUTN: The Trustees of the University of
Pennsylvania
DATE: April 30, 1982
REPORT NO: DOR-JPL 95603411
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A 041HF AOI
ABSTRACT: The project began with techno economic evalua-
tions of NEPSDU processes, and then proceeded to • study
of requirements for the longer range, potentially sub-
stsntiel improvement of the efficiency of Si solsr cells.
Of the MEPSDU processes investigated, it was found that
the Solarex metellizetion design and process selection
should be modified toyleld substantially higher output of
the 10 cm x tO cm cells, while the Westinghouse design is
extremely close to the optimum. In addition, further
attention to the Solarex p-n Junction and base hlgh/low
junction formstlon processes could be beneficial. For
future efficiency improvement, it was found that refine
ment of the various minority carrier lifetime measurement
methods is needed, as well as considerably increased
sophistication in the interpretation of the results of
these methods. In addition, it was determined that
further experimental investigation of the Auger lifetime
is needed, to conclusively determine the Auger coefficients
for the direct Auger recombination at high majority carrier
concentrations. This will determine the ultimately schiev
able efficiency of Si solar ceils. If the Auger coeffic-
tents should be substantially lower than presently thought,
more attention may have to be given to bandgap narrowing.
Finally, more needs to be known about the effects of
various device processes on the minority csrrler lifetime
ultimately existing in the diverse layers of the device.
TITLE: Final Report. Development of Technique for AR
Costing and Nickel and Copper Metalllzatton of
Solar Cells
CORPORATE RUTH: Photowatt International, Inc.
DATE: February 2, 1983
REPORT NO: DOR-JPL 955986/4
AVAILAEILITY: NTIS, PC ROJ/MF ROl.
ABSTRACT: Solar ceils were made with s variety of base-
metal screen printing inks applied over s Si nltride AR
coating end copper electroplsted, Fritted end fritless
nickel and frltless tln-bese printing inks were evaluated.
Conversion efficiencies as high as q_ were observed with
frltted nickel ink contacts. Curve shapes, however, were
generally poor, reflecting high series resistance.
Problems encountered in addition to htsh series resistance
included loss of adhesion of the nickel contacts during
plating, poor adhesion, oxidation, and inferior curve
shapes with the tln-base contacts.
TITLE: Final Report. Hermetic Edge Sealing of PV Modules
CORPORATE AUTR: Spire Corp.
DATE: July 1983
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 95635212
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO3/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: The program objective was to investigate the
feasibility of usin 8 an RSB and ultrasonic welding process
to produce hermetic edge seals on terrestrial solar cell
modules. The fabrication sequence is to attach an alum-
inum fell "gasket" to the perimeter of a glass sheet. A
cell circuit is next encapsulated inside the gasket, and
its aluminum foil back cover is seam welded ultrasonically
to the gasket. An ESB process for sealing aluminum to
81ass was developed in an ambient elf atmosphere, which
eliminates the requirement for • vacuum or pressure
vessel. An ultrasonic seemweldlng process wee also
developed which did not degrade the quality of the RSE
seal. Good quality welds with minimal deformation were
produced. This program has been successful in demonstrst-
Ins the technical fesslbillty of producing hermeticelly
sealed edges on PV modules ualn 8 • comb|nstlon of ESB and
ultrasonic welding.
TITLE: Final Report. Investigation of Ntckel-SI
Metalltzation Process
AUTHOR: M. Mache
CORPORATE AUTH: SOL/LOS, Inc.
DATE: July 22, 1983
REPORT NO: DOS-JPL 956276-8311
ABSTRACT: The metelllzatlon of St solar cells pass|rated
with St nltride coating _as investigated by using commerc-
ial Ni pastes No. 5517 from Thick Film Systems, No. ?028-5
from Cermilloy, experimental formulatlon NO. X-A by
SOL/LOS, Inc. and evaporated TI-NI film. Comparative end
reference tests were done with the Dupont Ag paste No. ]095
and with a mixture of Ni paste No. 5517 with Ag paste NO.
7095 in the respective rstlo of 9 to 1 by weight. The
evaluation criteria for the metallizatlon were the mechan
Icsl bond strength of the contact, solderability, copper
plating ability and electrlcsI characteristics in terms of
Voc, Isc values and shape of the l-V curve.
TITLE: F|nsl Report for Period November 26, 1980 to
_eptember 30, 1983. Process Research on Non Cz St
Msterlal
AUTHOR: C.H. Rose
CORPORATE RUTH: Westinghouse Electric Corp.
DATE: September 30, 1983
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 955909-83111
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AI41MF AS1; I
ABSTRACT: The primary objective of this contract was to
investigate high-risk, high-payoff research areas ssso
ctsted with the Veat]ngbouse process for producing PV
modules usin S non-Cz sheet msteriel. All investigations
were performed using dendritic web Si, but all process
steps studied are directly applicable to other ribbon
forms of sheet material. These tasks were addressed: (I}
Liquid Junction technical feasibility study (the objective
of this task was to determine the technlcsl feasibility of
forming front and back junctions in non-Cz Si using liquid
dopant t_chnlques. Numerous commercially available liquid
phosphorus and boron dopant solutions were investigated.
Optimal diffusion parameters required for this process
step using liquid dopants were determined); (2) Liquid
diffusion mask feasibility study (the objective of this
task was to de_prmine the technical feasibility of forming
a liquid appll_d diffusion mask to replace the more costly
chemical vapor deposited SiS 2 diffusion mask) (3)
Application studies of AR msterlel using s meniscus coster
(the objective of this task was to determine the technical
feasibility of applying liquid RR solutions using meniscus
coating equlpm_nt. Film thickness relationships with AR
capabilities were investigated. The AR films formed were
shown to have _nlform thickness along the web and possess
the required A_ properties).
TITLE:
AUTHOR:
Final _eport. May 1980 to January 1983,
Development of an All-Metal Thick Film, Cost-
Effective Metelllzation System for Solar Cells
8. Ross and J. Parker
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COEPOP_T8 AUTH: 8srnd Ross Associstes
DATE: December 1983
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955688-82/10
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOT/MF AO1
ABSTRACT: Properties of copper pnstes did not reproduce
earlier results in rheology and metallurgy, Electrodes
made with pastes were analyzed and raw msLertml character-
istics were compared. A needle-like structure was observed
on electroded solar cells, and was identified as euLectle
copper-Si by electroo probe x-ray spectroscopy. To improve
performance characteristics, esperimenLn were conducted
with vsriatlons in paste parameters, firing conditions,
including Ken ambtenLs, furnace furniture, St surfnce, etc.
A Iiqutd medium, intended to provide Lrnnsport during the
carbon-fluoride decomposition, wns incorporated in the
peele. It resulted in better adhesion and survival of the
prelimtnnry environmental test. Solar cells (2 x 2 cm)
were made with f]uorocmrbon-activsLed copper electrodes
and gave 7% M41 efficiency (eli.bout AR contlng). A
cooperative experlment was initialed with StaLe Unlver
slLy of New Ynrk, Albany, New York, on the effect of heal
treatments in vsr|ous ntmospheres on the hydrogen profile
of SI surfaces. Contnct theory was explored LO determine
the role of vsr|ous psrametern on tunneling and conLnct
resistnnce. In n further experiment, copper pastes with
different AgF additions were utillzed ns front contacts nt
two temperatures. An esperiment was run with carbon
monoKide gas used se the reducing nmblent durln E flrln E.
TITLE: Final Report. December 15, 1982 to December l,
1983. gvsIusLton of the Ion ImplanLsLion Process
for Production of Solar Cells From SI sheet
Materials
CORPORATE AUTH: Spire Corp.
DATE: December 1983
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 956381-8a/I
ABSTRACT: This report describes research on the avalon-
Lion of the ion implnntstton process for Junction forms-
Lion in present-day sheet materials, including Cz, edge
defined film-fed growth, heal exchanger method, Semis,
SILSO and dendritic web. Both furnnce snnenl|ng and low
temperature PERA are examined and the presence Of tempers-
Lure effects is identified. IL is shown Lhst efficiency
can be increased by optlmlzntlon of the thermnl processlnE.
A compnrtson of ion |mplnntstion 10 alternative processes
is made. The manner in which high efficiency may be
achieved with arch Of these materlsis is discussed.
TITLE: Finml Report. Development end Fshrlcntlon of a
Solar Cell Junction Processing System
CORPORATE AUTH: Spire Corp.
DATE: June 1984
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 955640-84110
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOI/MF An1; 1.
ABSTRACT: A program was undertaken to develop, construct
and deliver to JPL s processing system capable o{ producing
solar cell junctions by ion lmpisnLstton followed by PERA.
The machine was to be capable of processing 6-1nch diameter
single crystal wafers aL s rate of 107 wafers per year,
A microcomputer-controlled PRRA anneater with a vacuum
interlocked wafer trsngport system was designed, built and
demonsLrated to produce solar cell juncLions on 4 in.
wafers with sn AMI efficiency of 12%. Espertments showed
that n NMA ion benm could implant 10 keY phosphorus dopant
to form solar cell junctlons which were equivalent to
mass analyzed implants, k NMA ion implanter, compatible
with the PERA and wafer transport system was designed in
detail but wns not builL because of program termlnsLion.
TITLE: Final ReporL. Process Resnnrch on Polycrystsi]ine
Si Material
AUTHOR: J.S. Culik
CORPORATE AUTH: Solaces Corp.
DATE: June 20, 1984
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955902 83/11
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO3/MF A01; 1.
ABSTRACT: The performance-limiting mechanisms in large-
srsln (greater than I to 2 m_ In diameter) polycryntslllne
Si solar ceils were investigated by fabricating a matrls
of _cm 2 solar cells of various thlcknesses from 10 cm x
lO cm polycrystslline Si wafers of several bulk reslstivi-
ties. Further invest|gaLlon of the psrformnncelimttlng
mechmnisms consisted of fnbrlcstlng s set of "mini-ceil"
wafers from m selection of 10 cm x 10 cm polycrystslltne
St wafers. Measurement of the dark I-V charncterinttcs of
mini-cells from several wafers with few inclusions indi-
cates that spells1 verlstlons in quasl-neutrsl recomblns-
tion current ire the dominant cause of open circuit volt-
SKS variations. A dsmnge gartering heat treatment was
Investigated nnd was found to improve the minority-carrier
diffusion length in low-lifetime polycrystnlline si.
TITLE: Finn1 Technlcal Report. Process Research of
Polycrystslline St Material
AUTHOR: J.S. Cullk and C.Y. Wrigley
COEPORATE AUTH: Solsres Corp.
DATE: February 7, 1985
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 956698-84/4
ABSTRACT: Recent reported results of hydrogen pnssivsted
polycrystslltne St solar cells are summarized. Hunt of
the studies have been performed on very small grain or
short minority-carrier diffusion length Si. Hydrogenated
solnr ceils fsbrlcnted from thls mnterlnl appear to have
effective mlnority-csrrler diffusion lengths that are still
not very long, ns nhown by the open-circuit voltages of
pssslvsLed cells. The open circuit voltages are still sir
nificsntly less than those of single crysLal solar cells.
The goal of this program was to minimize variations in
open circuit voltage and fill{actor caused by defects by
pssslvstlng these defects using n hydrogenation process.
TITLE: Finnl Report. Development Of Metalltzstion Process
AUTHOR: A. Carrie, IlI
CORPORATE AUTH: Spectrolsb, Tnc,
DATE: April 1985
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 956205 85/9
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO5/MF AO1
ABSTRACT: The object of this contract was the optimiza-
tion, evelustlon, and demonstration of s novel metalllza-
Lion mpplted by a screen printing process. Rased on
previoun results of JPL conLrnct No. 955725 "High Resolu-
tion, Low Cost Solar Cell Contact Development," s paste
consisting of molybdenum, tin, nnd titanium hydride wan
selected ss the promising composition. No satisfactory
ceils were made using sny of the molybdenum/tin pasLes
used SS a complete replncemenL {or conventlonsl nilver
psntes. The mnJor problem is the inability to form s bond
between the pastes and St that withstands soldering. This
problem can be overcome using s two-step process where any
lnterconnectlon to the cell is done at nmsll pads of con-
ventional screen printed sliver. The most promising use
of the molybdenum/tin mctalltzntion system would be this
two-step process wlth s sliver paste serving ss the sol-
dering pad. The Mo/Sn system would compete with silver
economically if silver pricen rose and could serve as n
backup process. Toward the end of this contract the use
of • heated stage SEM with reactive Risen was s Erest help
in elucidating prohlems and suggesting solutions.
TITLE: Final Technical Report. January 1 to March 31,
1986. MOD Silver Retslllzntlon for PV
AUTHOR: R.W. Vest
CORPORATE AUTH: Purdue Eesesrch Foundstlon
DATE: April 23, 1985
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 956679 86/1
ABSTRACT: After completing the printing studies of the
last quarter, it was determined that high contact renis-
tnnce wns Lhe major ltmiLlng factor in producing high
efficiency solar cells. Further tests were conducted
which confirmed Lhls conclunlon, nnd nlso demonstrated
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that high quallty cells can be produced using silver HOD
inks printed with this ink Jet system if the contact
resistance can be reduced to acceptable levels. Other
experiments were conducted: (1) to study the effects of
the thermal processes (belt furnace firing end box furnace
spiking) and furnace atmospheres on the solar cells; (2)
to find a msteclal that could improve the contact resis-
tance between the silver conductor layer and the solar
cell substrata; and (3) to determine if the previous
multlple printing and firing method of making solar cells
gave consistent results.
TITLE: Final Report. Demonstration of Feaslbillty of
Depositing Semiconductor Layers Using Microwave
Enhanced Plssms Techniques
CORPORATE AUTH: Superwave Technology, lnc,
DATE: May 21, 1985
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 95682813
ABSTRACT: Manufacturing of low-cost, more-efflcient PV
cells depends partly on the development of new process
technologies, one of which is the deposition of thin films
at relatively low substrate temperatures. Superwave
Technology, in an effort to demonstrate the feasibility of
microwave-enhanced plssms is s means of producing better
quality films, has successfully developed a simple but
versatile system with features including: (l) Separation
of plasma region from the reaction region; (2) Substrate
temperature < 250°C; (3) Deposition rates
>500g/mtn;
(4) Sputter (gsslsolld phsgel and plasma (gas/gas phase)
reaction; (5) Efficient use of constituent gases; and (6)
Efficient conversions of microwave energy to gas plasma.
The microwave enhanced plasma system developed under the
present contract has the capability of depositing various
films of different compositions. This effect was directed
towards deposition of St nltride film through a gas phase
plasma reaction.
TITLE: Final Report. Excimer Laser Annealing to
Fabricate LOW Cost Solar Cells
AUTHOR: A.C. Creenwald
CORPORATE AUTH: Spire Corp.
DATE: August 1985
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 956797-85/01
ABSTRACT: The objective of this program is to show the
feasibility of using ezclmer lasers for cost-effectlve
annealing of Ion-lmplanted emitters in the fabricstlon of
Si solar cells. The msxlmum AMI efficiency achieved by
the PELA process for n+pp + cells was 15.6% for a 2 cm
s 2 cm cell with photolithographically-patterned contacts.
The maximum AM1 efficiency achieved by this PELA process
for tO0 mm diameter cells with screen-printed contacts was
12%. These results are comparable with both diffused june
lion cells, sad cells fabricated by ion-tmplantatlon and
conventional furnace annealing. The costs of furnace and
laser annealing are comparable. For the production levels
considered in this work, however, the cost of the ion
Implsntation and laser anneal process is greater than the
cost of diffusion.
TITLE: Annual Report. December 13, 1974 through
September 30, 1985. Laser-Asslsted Solar Cell
Metallizatton Processing
AUTHOR: A. Rohstgi, P. McMuliln, T. O'Keefe
CORPORATE AUTH: Westinghouse Electric Corp.
DATE: January 6, 1986
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 956615 86/2
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO4/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: In this contract, isserssslsted processing
techniques for producing high quality solar cell metslllzs
ties patterns are being investigated, developed, and
characterized. The tasks comprising these investigations
are outlined. Four new batches of solar cells were pro
ceased, in addition to several test runs on wafers, using
the laser decomposition of spun-on silver neodecsnoste to
metsllize cells. Decomposition of silver neodecanoste was
carried out st different laser powers on different cells
on a given wafer to determine whether this would have any
effect on cell performance. A 1 W laser power gave an
electroplated ltnewidth of 50 tim, while it 8 W the line
width was 90 _m.
TITLE: Eighth Quarterly Progress Report. January 1 to
March 31, 1986. Development of High-Efficiency
Solar Cells on Si Web
AUTHOR: D.L. Meier, et el.
CORPORATE AUTH: Westinghouse _lectclc Corp.
DATE: Nay 12, 1986
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 956786-R6/2
ABSTRACT: The major objective of this contract is to im-
prove web base material with a goal of obtaining solar
cell efftciencies in excess of 18% (AM1). Efforts in this
program are directed toward identifying csrrler loss mecha-
nisms in web St, eliminating or reducing these mechanisms,
designing a high efficiency cell structure with the aid of
numerlcsl models, and fabricating high efficiency web solar
cells. Fabrication techniques must preserve or enhance
carrier lifetime in the bulk of the cell and minimize
recombination of carriers st the external surfaces. During
this reporting period, three completed cells were viewed
by cross sectlonal TEM in order to investigate further
relation between structural defects and electrical perfor-
mance of web cells. Consistent with past TEN examinations,
the cell with the highest efficiency (15.O%) had no dislo-
cations but did hsve 11 twin planes, Of the remaining two
cells, one was made from a section near the beginning of a
crystal and tile other was made from s section near the end
of the same crystal. The most prominent festure of this
pair of cells is the location of the twin planes relative
to the esternal surface. For the cell near the beginning
of the crystal, the heavily twinned region is located
spprostmately midway through the thickness of the web.
For the cell near the end of the crystal, the heavily
twinned region has moved to within s few microns of the
external surface. This suggests that the termination of
the crystal may have been a result of the twin planes
exiting the web ribbon. In order to passlvste the dialers
lion/precipitate structural defect that has been observed
by TEM in completed web cells, hydrogen Ions have been
implanted into web strips. The implantation was done
after boron end phosphorus diffusions, but before metsl-
ltzatton. This is the first time thst hydrogen has been
implanted at this point in the processing sequence. Im
planting hydrogen st this point is compatible with the
overall Westinghouse process.
TITLE: Final Report. Process Research of Non-Cz St
Material
CORPORATE ADTN: Westinghouse Electric Corp.
DATE: June 1986
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 9566]6 86/1
ABSTRACT: The major objectives of this program were to
develop s process for simultaneously diffusing the front
and back Junctions into dendritic web Si to form a solar
cell structure, to determine process control parameters
and the sensitivity of cell parameters to variations in
these control parameters, and to perform s cost snslysls
on the slmultaneous Junction formation method and compare
this result to s sequential diffusion process. All of the
studies mentioned above were carried out on dendritic web
St grown in the Westinghouse ere-Pilot fsctllty Dendritic
web is s ribbon form of slngle-crystal sheet material pro-
duced (grown) from s molten St charge using a dendritic
seed. The web can be grown ss either n type or p type
conductivity with a wide range of resistivity levels.
Conductivity and resistivity levels are controlled by the
dopants added to the molten Si during the growth cycle.
Dendritic web i_ a high quality, pure, crystalline mater
tel and cells have been fabricated from web with efflcien-
cles in excess of 15% using a standard process sequence
developed by Westinghouse. The standard sequence uses a
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sequentlal diffusion process for front and back junction
formation. Thus celt data obtained in the simultaneous
diffusion experiments conducted in this contract can be
eorretated with cells produced ulln8 the basellne sequence.
The three basic techniques used to study simultaneous
junction formation in dendritic web St were: to diffuse
where phosphorus- and boron containing ltqutd metstlo-
organic precursors were applied to the appropriate sides
of a strip of dendritic web St, dried and diffused st
standard temperature/time cycles in s tube type diffusion
furnace or s belt furnace; to drive the liquid dopants
Into the web surface using an excimer laser; and to in
vestlgate for simultaneous junction formation using rapid
thermal processing equipment. A cost analysis was per-
formed on this third method for simultaneous junction
formation and the results indicate greater than a 60_
saving (for this step) in s large-scale automated pro-
ductlon tins.
TITLE: Final Report. Pulsed Exclmer Laser Processing for
Cost-Effectlve Solar cells
AUTHOR: D. Won&
CORPORATE AUTH: ARCO Solar, Inc.
D_TR: July I, 1986
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 956831--85/2
ABSTRACT: The application of exeimer lasers in the fabri-
cation of PY devices has been Investigated extensively.
Processes Included Junction formation, laser-assisted CVD
metallizatlon, and laser assisted CVD surface passivatlon,
Results demonstrated that implementation of Junction for-
marion by laser annealing in p_oductlon is feasible because
of excellent eontro_ in Junction depth and quality. Both
metalllzatlon and surface pssslvation, however, were found
Impcnctleel to be considered for msnufseturlng st this
stage.
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TITLE: Solar Cell Hodule Performance, Environmental Test,
Handling, Storage and Inspection Procedure
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: July 27, 1976
REPORT NO: 5101-6
ABSTRACTS: This document covers the procedures for perfor-
mance evaluation, environmental testing, handling, storage
and inspection of sample solar cell modules form the 40 kW
procurement. The tests to be conducted are shown on Fig. l.
There ire four sets of tests to be performed, each on a
different set of modules, designated Sets A, B, C. and D.
Set & modules will be subjected to the same environments
that the contractor will perform -thermal cyclln E and
humidity. Electrical performance measurements will be
made before end after each envlronmentsl exposure. Set B
will subject s different set of modules to other terres
trial environments- humidity/freezing, rain/heat, and salt
fog. Set C modules will be subjected to an environment
favorable to fungus growth to determine suitability for
use in certain moist, tropical areas. Set D modules will
undergo n field test st a locnl site for various time
periods interrupted by performance evaluations. Set A
tests, thermal cycling and humidity, will be performed in
Building 144. Test flow and test durations for Set A mod-
ules are shown in Fig. 6. This document contains test
procedures for only set A tests at this time. Procedures
for Set B, Set C, and Set D tests will be generated in the
near future.
TITLE: Solar Cell Array Design Handbook. Volume I
EDITOR: H.S. Rauschenbsch
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulslon Laboratory
DATE: October 1976
REPORT NO: JPL-SP-43-38 (VOL. II
AVAILABILITY: NTIS
ABSTRACT: The Solar Cell Array Design Handbook is written
at n pract|ctng engineering level end provides a compre
henstve compilation of explanatory notes, design practices,
analytical models, solar cell characteristics, and materisl
properties data of interest to personnel engaged in Solar
Cell Array Performance Specification, Hardware Design,
Analysis, Fabrication and Test. Twelve handbook chapters
discuss the following: Ristorlcal developments, the envl-
ronment and its effects, solar cells, solar cell filters
and covers, solar cell and other electrical tnterconnec
lions, blocking snd shunt diodes, substrates and deployment
mechanisms, material properties, design synthesis and
optlmizstlon, design analysls, procurement, production and
cost aspects, evaluation and test, orbital performance,
and illustrstlve design examples. A comprehensive index
permits rapid locating of desired topics.
TITLE: Solar Cell Array Design Handbook.
EDITOR: H.S. Rsuschenbach
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: October 1976
REPORT NO: JPL-SP-43--38 (VOL. 2)
AVAILABILITY: NTIS
Volume II
ABSTRACT: This volume contn|nn detslled design date in
appendlx-llke fashion and includes solar cell performance
data, applicable unit conversion factors and physical
constants, and mechanical, electrical, thermal, optical,
magnetic, and outgassing material properties. Extensive
references ere provided.
TITLE: Cyclic-Pressure Load Developmental Testing of
Solar Panels
AUTHOR: D. Moore
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: November 1976
REPORT NO: 5101-19
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO3/MF AOI
ABSTPACT: Nine solar panels of 5 different designs were
subjected to n 50 Iblft 2 uniform load which was alter-
nately applled to the front and back sides of the panel.
The loading was Intended to simulate periodic recurrence
of wind loadlng over the llfetlmn of a solar panel. Each
of the 5 designs was subjected to at least I0,000 pressure
cycles. Re gross structural failures occurred. One of the
designs failed regularly at the cell interconnects. An-
other design shorted out one or more cells upon panel
flexure, Both problems are readily explained in terms of
design deficiencies in the cell interconnects, and there
fore appear to be easily remedied in future designs. The
cyclic pressure loading apparatus developed as part of this
effort performed more than 130,000 cycles to the various
panels tested.
TITLE: Availability of UV Radiation Data (For
Encapsulation System Design)
AUTHOR: C. Gonzalez
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: February 1977
REPORT NO: 5101-13
ABSTRACT: The purpose of this report is to review the
literature in order to determine the svnilsb|llty and
adequacy of UV data which is required to predict the
effects of solar UV radiation (less thsn 4000 A ° mag-
nitude and spectrsl distribution) on terrestrial solar
cell encnpsulants. In addition, the characteristics of UV
radlatlon which affect the amount reaching the Earth's
surface will be considered. The parameters and relation-
ships reviewed include: the ratio of the UV (selected
bands) intensity to the total surface incident horlzontsl
solar radiation; seasonal and diurnal UV variation; samos
pheric conditions-haze, turbidity, smog, ozone; UV vsria
tion with solar altitude; UV vsrletlon wlth receiving
plane orientation; ground reflectance; ratio of direct to-
diffuse radiation; and snlsotropy of sky UV.
TITLE: Test ProErsm on Low-Cost Connector For Solar Array
Modules
AUTHOR: A.H. Csntu
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: February 1977
REPORT NO: 5101-20
ABSTRACT: A recently-developed low-cost electrical connec-
tor (the ITT Cannon Sure.Seal) was selected for and subjec
ted to a qusllficstlon test series related to terrestrial
solar-array applications. Ninety four mated pairs were
subjected to nn environmental test program to determine
whether thls connector could be used in this application.
The solar panel interconnect requirement for voltages in
the 220-250 Vdc range appears to be adequately met by this
connector. The connector was originslly designed for sure
motive use st s 12 Vdc working voltage level. The simpli-
city of its design snd its low cost made It an attractive
candidate for this test. The connector body is made by in
jecting s Nitrile rubber end PVC compound into separate
male and female molds. The contacts are a stamped copper-
alloy tin-lead plate. The cost of a 4-contact mated-palr
connector is approsimstely $1.25 in quantities. The re
suits indicate that the present production conflgurstlon
while performing better then expected under environmental
exposure still has some problems. The Nitrile rubber, PVC
compound connectors were attacked harshly by the ozone and
UV environments. The EPDM connectors sre not in produc
lion; however, s few samples were available for test. In
general, they performed better than the Nitrtle rubber
PVC. The ozone and UV did not significantly affect them.
The contsct resistance seemed to increase more than the
Nitrile rubber PVC connectors when exposed to moisture. A
new configuration with a longer wire entry barrel will
provide added protection. The insulation resistance of
the EPDM was outstandln E . EPDM connectors are not as
resilient as the other connectors, as evidenced by some
elongation of the wire entry holes, but this condition can
be allevlsted by prudent wire routin E.
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TITLE: Summery Results of Block I (46 kW) Module Testing
AUTHOR: J.S. Grtffith and S.G. Sollock
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: May 1977
REPORT NO: 5101-27
ABSTRACTS: This report documents the test procedure and
the results of testing the modules procured by JPL under
Block I. Included are tabulations of module features and
performance data, descriptions of the variety of explora-
tory tests, a summary of the analysis of problems and
failures end • summary of conclusions and recommendations.
TITLE: Thermal Performance Testing and Analysis of PV
Nodules in Netornl Sunlight
AUTHOR: J.W. Stultz and L.C. Wen
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: July 1977
REPORT NO: 5101-31
ABSTRACT: The electrical power output of PV solar cell
modules is dependent upon the operating temperature of the
cells, and decreases st s rate of approximately 0.5%°C
with increasing cell temperature. Because of this tempera-
ture sensitivity, it is important to understand the thermal
characteristics of modules so that modules and their sup-
porting structures can be designed to reduce cell tempera
ture to the extent that it is cost-effective. An under-
stendtng of module operating temperature characteristics
is slao necessary to allow accurate prediction of module
power output under field operating conditions, and to allow
accurate comparison of the field electrical performance of
alternate module designs. The activity described in thls
report was conducted Lhroughout 1926 as a part of the
Engineering Area of the JPL LSSA Project. At the start of
the investigation, available data was limited on several
key parameters necessary to design, predict, and compare
the thermal-electrical performance of terrestrial flat
plate solar cell modules. In particular, the thermal
performance of current commercially available modules was
unknown and the thermal significance of the key environ-
mental and module thermal parameters was not well under
stood. As a result, a combined study was undertaken to
characterize types and, simultaneously, to develop a basic
understanding of the important thermal properties (envi
ronmental and module related) that could guide future
module developments.
TITLE: LSSA Field Test Activity System Description
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: August 1977
REPORT NO: 5101-39
ABSTRACT: The purpose of this memorandum is to provide
details of the current status and plans of the Field
Testing Activity. An attempt has been made to incorporate
into these plans the capability of being responsive to the
changing needs of the Project. This has, hopefully, been
accomplished by not only recognizing near-term require-
ments but also by providing embedded flexibility in the
structure of the activity. The objectives of the Activity
are to (1) obtain high quality continuous performance
field data on a limited quantity of modules; (2) track
module degradation to provide a base for the development
of endurance projection techniques; (3) develop improved
In-sltu diagnostic testing tools and analytical tech-
niques; (4) provide confirmation data for qualification
testing, and (5) provide real Lime/real weather facilities
for general Project use.
TITLE: Humidity and Temperature Cycling Tests of
Spectrolab Solar Cells
AUTHOR: J.S. OrtffIth
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: September 1977
REPORT NO: 5101-42
ABSTRACTS: Seventy-two new $pectrolab evaporated contact
solar cells and eight older Process A printed contact
cells were tested st JPL to determine if the former would
be a suitable replacement for the older type in production
solar modules. Cells were divided into three lots: one
lot received humidity exposure, the second lot humidity
end temperature cycling, and the third lot was held out
for control, Results indicate that the newer evaporated
contact cells ere much superior to the older cells based
on electrical tests and mechanical tab pull tests. Pull
tests of soldered tabs on the contacts were inconclusive.
This can be attributed in the case of the evaporated
contacts to difficulties in soldering tabs to the cells.
TITLE: User Handbook for Block II Sl Solar Cell Modules
AUTHOR: M.I. Smokler
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: October 1971
REPORT NO: 5101-36
ABSTRACT: The program of the LSSA Project includes a
series of competitive procurements of production quan-
tities of solar cell modules. The objectives of this
procurement effort are to stimulate reduction in manu-
facturing cost and to provide modules for test of solar
cell arrays tn practical applications. The first in this
series of procurements, designated Block I, included the
purchase from five contractors of a quantity of modules
having a total nominal power output of about 58 kW. These
Modules were procured to the contractor's specifications
as a means of ascertaining the state of-the art of ter-
restrial solar cell modules and of providing modules for
early test and applications programs. Block II, the
second in the series of procurements, involved purchase of
123 kW of totst power capacity from four contractors.
Block II introduced a degree of standardization by defin-
ing the module design specifications and by providing for
a design q.allflcatton test program. The purpose of this
User Handbook is to supply engineering data necessary for
planning or inve_tlEsttn g application programs utilizing
the Block II modules.
TITLE: Module Efficiency Definitions, Characteristics and
Examples
AUTHOR: R. Grtppt
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: October 1977
REPORT NO: 5101.-43
ABSTRACT: With the current trend toward lower module
dollar per walt cost, present system studies are placing
greater emphasis on module efficiency since area-related
costs become s greater portion of the system costs. The
increased emphasis on module efficiency provides the need
for establishing a standard method for specifying, romper
ing and discug_tn E module efficiency. This report presents
the definition of module efficiency and discusses the
factors that comprise module efficiency. In addition,
numerous examples of module efficiency factors are pre
sented and discussed based on existing JPL large scale
procurements and research and development modules. Con-
clusions are drawn as to the matlmum module efficiency
possible wlth current technology.
TITLE: Environmental Hail Model For Assessing Risk to
Solar Collectors
EDITOR: C. Conzalez
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: December t977
REPORT Be: N78.?65AI, and 5101 45
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO6/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: The probability of solar arrays being struck by
hailstones of various sizes as a function of geographic
Iocetlon and service llfe was assessed. The study comple
meats parallel studies of solar array sensitivity to hail
damsge, the final objective being an estimate of the most
cost effecLive level for solar array hall protection.
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TITLE: Interface Management Plan for Block III Solar Ceil
Nodules in Field Test and Applications
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: December 2, 1977
REPORT NO: 5101-48
ABSTBACT5: This plan is intended to provide clarification
for the user regarding responaibtlittea and interferes of
JPL and Block III module users. The provisions herein
apply to modules procured by JPL for DOE during 1978 in
the following quantities, hereafter referred to as Block
I11. The Block III procurement supports the project
objective to increase manufacturing capacity and reduce
the price of solar cell modules end to provide modules for
teat and spplicetton projects sponsored by DOE.
TITLE: Measurement of Solsr and Simulator UV Spectral
Irredlance
AUTHOR: R.S. Estey
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: March 1978
REPORT NO: 5101-58
ABSTRACT: This report presents in summary form the inten-
sity mnd spectral characteristics of the sun and vsrtoua
engineering sources of radiation relevant to the operstion
end testing of PV cell arrays sad presents s description
of the characteristics and operation of a spectroradlometer
system developed to measure and document the radiation from
the source of interest. Sun end other source measurements
support durability studies of external surfaces exposed to
sun and weather. These studies are • part of the LSSA pro-
gram to develop low cost and long life molar cells. This
report discusses the characteristics of sun and sky rsdt
alton, the UV from the solar simulators, the details of
the UV spectrorsdiometer system snd field measurements.
TITLE: PV Module Design, Qualification, and Testing
Specification
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: Hatch 1978
REPORT NO: DOE--JPL 1012-78/7A, and 5101-65
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOJ/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: This specification establishes minimum design,
qualification and acceptance requirements for terrestrial
solar cell modules suitable for incorporation in PV array
*pplicattons in the 20 kW to 500 kW range, such ss defined
by DOE PRDA EM-D 04-0038, Both mandatory end recommended
requirement levels for aelected performance crlterls have
been specified for modules within these strays. As appli-
cable, the manufacturer/contractor shall be responsible
for generation and selection of appropriate design or test
levels within the scope of these criteria. Specification
of any sddittonul requirements ss necessary to satisfy the
particular array or system appl|catton shall be the respon--
slbillty of the msnufscturerlcontrsctor. Envlronmentsl
requirements imposed by this specification are considered
to be the minimum level acceptable to DOE. Test procedures
are detailed.
TITLE: Thermal and Other Teats of PV Modules Performed in
Natural Sunllght
AUTHOR: J.W, Stultz
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion t.sborstory
DATE: July 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-78/9, and 5101-76
AVAILABILITY: NTIS. PC AO41MF AOI
ABSTBACT: The electrlcsl power output of PV solar cell
modules is dependent upon the operating temperature of the
cells, end decreases at s rate of spproxlmstely 0.5% per
°C with increasing ceil _empersture. R_csuse of this
temperature sensitivity, it is important to understand the
thermal characteristics of modules so that modules and
their supporting structures can be designed to reduce cell
temperature to the eztent that it is cost effective, bn
understanding of module operating temperature character-
istics i| else neeesaary to allow accurate predlctlon of
module power output under field operating conditions, end
to allow accurate comparison of the field electrical per-
formance of different module designs. The activity
described in this report was conducted throughout 1977 and
during the first half of 1978, as a part of the Engineering
Area of the JPL LEA Project. This report is m follow-up
of the first thermal report (5101-31) and covers ell the
thermal activity in this interim period. The bulk of the
testing his been the characterization of twenty-nine
modules according to their NOCT and the effect on NOCT of
changes in module design, various residential roof mounting
configurations, and dirt accumulation. Other tests, often
performed parallel with the NOCT measurements, evaluated
the improvement in electrical performance by cooling the
modules with water and by chsnnellng the waste heat into a
phase change materiel (was). Electrical degradation
reaultln 8 from the natural marriage of PV and aolsr water
heating modules was also demonstrated. Cost effectiveness
of each of these techniques are evaluated in light of the
LSA cost goal of $0.50 per welt.
TITLE: Field Test Annual Report, August 1977-August 1978
EDITOR: P. Jaffa
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Lsboratory
DATE: 15 September 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-18/12, and 5101-85
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOJIMF AOI
ABSTRACT: The JPL life testing program for solar cell
arrays ix described. The testing sites include one st
JPL, one at Table Mountatn in the Sen Bernsrdtno
HounLalna, one in the desert at Goldstone near Bsrstow,
California, sad one at the Coast Guard fscillty at Point
Vincente on the Palos Verdes Peninsula. The test stands
and data acquisition systems ere described, sad test
results are presented and discussed.
TITLE: PV Solar Psnel Resistance to Simulated Hail
EDITOR: D. Moore and A. Wilson
CORPORATE AUTB: Jet Propulslon Laboratory
DATE: October 1978
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 1012-78/6, snd 5101-62
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO31MF AOi
ABSTRACT: As part of the JPL*s LSA Project, test methods
have been evaluated and procedures developed for testing
PV flat-plate solsr cell modules for resistance to impact
by hsilstones. Testing has included the use of simulated
hailstones (frozen ice spheres projected eL terminal
velocity), steel bslls, and other projectile types applied
with three loading methods: Pneumatic gun, gravity drop,
end static loading. Results ere presented that compare
the advantages and disadvantages of the three test methods.
The critical failure mechanism of each module type is
explored end means for improving the hall resistsnce of
future modules are described.
TITLE: Biss-Humidlty Testin E of Solar Cell Modules
AUTHOR: A.B. Hoffman and E.L. Miller
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: October 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-78111, sad 5101-84
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO3/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: Humidity-related degradation of solar cells and
modules is well known from both space and terrestrial
experience. Current humidity cycl_n 8 tests being applied
to flat plate modules (References I, 2) ere *'survival'*
testa, i.e., the modules sre not operating -- no illumi-
nation, no voltage, termlnsla short-clrculted. A standard
environmental test in the semiconductor industry is to
subject devices to 850C, 85% relstlve humidity while
imposing a voltage bias across the device (Reference 3).
A TV manufacturer in Japan found s positive correlation
between MTBF from an accelerated llfe test (TV set operat
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ins) at high temperature end high humidity and RTBF from
field conditions (Reference 4). The results indicated
that for each hour of operation st 35°C and 95% relative
humidity, the manufacturer expected about 16.8 hours of
operation under field conditions. Also, experienced
people at JPL noted that with an applied voltage-humidity
combination using a ground plane the resulting electrolysis
would accelerate the deterioration of the insulating mater-
is1. Furthermore, if s voltage grsdlent from cell to cell
were applied, metal migration may be accelerated. For
these reasons, the feasibility and value for solar cell
modules of a humidity test combined with s voltage bias
was sn spproprlste subject for research and development.
The objectives of the bias humidity efforts were: to
develop testing procedures combining voltage biasing with
s humidity cycle for the purpose of accelerating failure
mechanisms which may occur in long term field use, to de-
fine the bias humidity tolerance of current PV module de
signs, to define design changes associated with improving
bias-humidity tolerance, and to determine value of bits
humidity testing as a mandatory qualification test. This
report describes the results associated with these e[forts.
TITLE: Quality System Requirements for Flat-Plage Solar
PV Systems: General Specification
AUTHOR: C. Inmkeep, and K. AnheIL
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulslon Laboratory
DATE: October 23, 1978
REPORT NO: 5101-97
ABSTRACT: This specification covers the quality system
requirements for flet-plage solar PV Gystems. It includes
a definitive outline of quality oriented activities to be
pursued by the contractor to assure the physical and opera
tlonal qusllty of dellvered hardware. To the greatest
extent possible, the contractor's existing quality and
inspection programs shstl be used Lo minimize changes to
an acceptable operating quality systems.
TITLE: Block IV Solar Cell Module Design and Test
Specification for Intermediate Load Center
Applications
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: November 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL IU12-78/10, and 5101 16, Ray. A
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO3/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: This document establishes requirements for per-
formance of terrestrlsl solar cell modules intended for
use in vsrious Lest sppllcstlons typlcslly characterized
as intermediate load centers. During the 1979-80 Lime
period, such applications are expected to be in the 20 kW
to 500 kW size range. In general, modules satisfying
these requirements will have the following design features
end characteristics: (1) 15.0 Vdc nominal operating volt
age; (2) sbllity to be series connected to operating volt
sees of 500 Vdc, (3) Nominal length of 1.2 m; (4) Width
from 0.2 m to 1.2 m in 20 mm increments: (5) output power
rated at the Standard Operating Conditions; (6) Flat plate
configurstlon (non-concenLratlng), In addition to module
design and performance requlrements, a series of cheracter-
izskion and qualification tests necessary to certify the
module design for production, and the necessary performance
tests for acceptance of modules ere also specified.
Applicable Documents
The following documentation is applicable to the extent
specified:
1. Military: NIL-STD-810 C, Znvlronmental Test Methods,
March 10, 1975
2. Energy Research and Development Administration:
TN 73702, ERDAINASAI1022-T7116 "Terrestrial
PV Measurement Procedures," June 1977. Lewis Research
Center, Cleveland, Ohio, 46135.
TITLE: Block IV Solar Cell Module Design and Test
SpectficaLion for Residentisl Applications
CORPORATE AUTH! Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: November 1978
REPORT NO: DOR-JPL 1012-78/14, sad 5101-83
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO3/MF AO1
ABSTRACT: This specification provides near term design,
qualification and acceptance requirements for terrestrial
solar cell modules sulteble for incorporation in PV power
sources (2 kW to 10 kW) applied to single family residen-
tial Installations. Requirement levels end recommended de
sign limits for selected performance criteria have been
specified for modules intended principally for rooftop
installations. Modules sstlgfying the requirements of
this specification fall into one of two categories, resi-
dential panel or residential shingle, both meeting general
performance requirements plus additional category peculiar
constraints.
TITLE: Acceptance/ReJecLton Criteria for JPL/LSA Modules
AUTHOR: W.E. Bishop and K.J. Anhalt
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: November 3, 1978
REPORT NO: 5101-21, Rev B.
ABSTRACT: The objective of this document is to estsbllsh
the basis for the workmanship inspection criteria which
ere to be written and made • part of the Inspection System
Plan used in the production of solar cell modules procured
for the JP[. LSA Project. The criteria, terminology, and
illustrations are derived from the details of specific
module designs. It ta understood that the criteria pre-
sented herein may not be sppllcable to certain module
designs, and that oLher module designs will contsin fee
Lures which require criteria not presented in this docu
ment, but which must be included in Lhe operational
Inspection System Plan,
TITLE: Solar Cell Module Problem/Failure Reporting
Procedure
AUTHOR: Operations Area
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: January 1979
REPORT NO: 5101-26, Rev. A
ABSTRACTS: The problem/failure reporting system [a de-
scribed, and detailed instructions are provided for the
initiation, review end closeout of Problem/Failure Reports
(P/FEe).
TITLE: Environmental Testing of Block II Solar Cell
Modules
EDITOR: J.S. Crlffith
CORPORATE AUTHOR: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: January 1, 1979
REPORT NO: DOE-JP[, 1012-79/1, and 5101-98
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO31MF A01
ABSTRACT: The results of environmental tests of Block II
solar modules are described. Block II was the second
large scale procurement of Si solar cell modules made by
the JPL LeA Project with deliveries in 1977 and early
1978. The results of Leafing showed that the Block II
modules were greatly improved over Block I modules. In
several cases it was shown that design improvements were
needed to reduce environmentel test degradation. These
improvements were incorporated during this production run.
TITLE: User Handbook for Block III sl Solar Cell Nodules
AUTHOR: M.l. Smokler
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: February 1979
REPORT NO: DOEIJPL-lO12-T9/6, and 5101-82
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ABSTRACT: The LSA Project has included a series of compet-
itive procurements of production quantities of solar cell
modules. The objectives of this procurement effort were
to etlmulate reduction in menufacturing cost mild to provide
modules for test of solar cell arrays in prectlcel appllca-
tions. The first in this series of procurements, desig-
nated Block I, Included the purchase from five contractors
of • quantity of modules having a total nomlnal power out-
put of approximately 58 kW. These modules were procured
to the contractors* speclficetions as a means of sscertsln-
ing the state--or-the-art of terrestrial solar cell modules
and of providing modules for early test and applications
programs. Block II, the second in the aeries of procure-
ments, involved purchase of 123 kW of tots1 power capacity
from four contractors. Block II introduced a degree of
standardization by defining the module design specifica-
tions and by providing for a design quallficatlon test
program. The Block 11 modules are described in JPL docu-
ment 5101-36, '*User Handbook for Block II Silicon Solar
Cell Modules.*' Block I[I. the third in the aeries, con-
stated of procurement of a nominal 205 kW of total power
capacity from five contractors, The design specification|
were essentially the same as for Block II. AS no design
or development was permitted under the contracts, only
designs which previously had been qualified by JPL were
eligible for Block III contracts.
TITLE: Nodule Performance Assessment: Laboratory and
Field Environment
AUTHOR: P, TaOU and D. Schwartz
CORPORATE RUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: March 1979
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-23, and 5101 96
ABSTRACT: This report examines several methods that can
be used to assess the performance of solar modules in s
terrestrial anvlronment. The report presents results that
are derived from extensive laboratory and field measure-
ments on four Solarex Energizer modules. The major
thrusts of this study are 1) an analysis of the I-V curve
transletlon model that is currently being used to correct
fleld and laboratory measurements for temperature and solar
insolation variations, end 2) e characterl_etion of module
performance parameters as functions of solar insolation
end temperature. Applications of the above techniques to
the assessment of performance degradation due to dust in
the fleld environment are reported.
TITLE: The Zero Depth Concentrator Phenomenon
AUTHOR: J,G. Mark and C.B. Yolk
CORPORATE RUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: August 6, 1979
REPORT NO: 5101-136
ABSTRACT: The zero depth concentrator phenomenon, dis-
covered by the Generat Electric CO., refers to the enhance-
ment of the solar cell electrical output due to internally
reflected llgbt from the white background of • glass
covered solar cell array. We have undertaken to describe
this enhancement effect in terms of a series of basic
models which yield an intuitive understanding of the
mechanisms and allow trade-off considerations of some
design parameters.
TITLE: Environmental Testing of Rlock II1 Solar Cell
Modules. Part 1: Qualification Testing of
Standard Production Nodules
AUTHOR: J.S. Grlfftth
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: September 1979
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-30. JPL Pub. 79-96. 5101-134
AVAILABILITY: NTIS. PC AO2/MF AO1
ABSTRACT: This report describes the results of quallftcs-
tlon tests of Block III solar modules. Block 11[ was the
third large-scale procurement of Si solar cell modules
made by the JPL LSA Project; the qualification modules
were delivered in 1978. Block III modules continue to
show improvements over Block I and Block II modules. Cell
cracking and deleminstion are less prevalent, and inter-
connect problems and electrical degradation from
environments1 testing are now rare.
TITLE: Field Test Annual Report August 1978-August 1979
AUTHOR: P. Jaffa
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: December 1979
REPORT NO: DOE-3PL 1012-38, JPL Pub. 80-5, 5101-141
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO3/NF A01
ABSTRACT: In the course of three years of testlng no
evidence has resulted to suggest that the twenty-year-life
goal for PV modules will not be met. Results of studies
of more than 600 modules under test show that they are
generally enduring well both electrically and physically,
particularly those from more recent procurements. Degrade
tics tests performed at JPL indicate that electrical deers
datlon t¢ not a slow monotonically increasing phenomenon
as orIBically thought but occurs abruptly as the result of
some traumatic event. This finding has led to a change in
the test philosophy. The report includes a discussion of
this change, a summary of degradation and failure data
from all the sites, results from a variety of special
tests, and s description of new instrumentation for in
field measurements. The field testing activity was
expanded by the addition of teelve remote sites located as
for away is Alaska and the Canal Zone. A description of
the nee sites is also included.
TITLE: 1982 Technical Readiness Module Design and Test
Specification - Intermediate Load gppltcat|ons
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: January 1980
REPORT NO: DOE-3PL 1012-36, and 5101 138
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A03/NF AOI
ABSTRACT: This document establishes the requirements for
the design and test of terrestrial solar cell modules for
one phase of DOE's LSA Project. Modules designed to meet
this specification are intended to show that technology
needed to meet the overall project goals for 1986 can be
demonstrated in 1982 for intermediate load applications.
TITLE: Proposed Method for Determining the Thickness of
Class in Solar Collector Panels
AUTHOR: DmM. Moore
CORPORATE RUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: March 1980
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-41, JPL Pub. 80-34, 5101-148
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, RC AOQINF AO1
ABSTRACT: As psrt of the JPL's LSA Project, an analytical
method has been developed for determining the minimum
thickness for simply supported, rectangular glass plates
subjected to uniform normsl pressure environmental loads
such ss wind, earthquake, snow. and deadweight. The method
consists of comparing an analytical prediction of the
stress in the glass panel to s glass breakage stress
determined from fracture mechanlcs conslderations. Based
on extensive analysis using the nonlinear finite element
structural analysis program ARGUS, design curves for the
structural analysis of simply supported rectangular plates
have been developed. These curves yield the center deflec-
tion. center stress and corner stress es a function of a
dimensionless parameter describing the load intensity.
Results are included for plates hsvlng length, to width
ratios of I, 1.5, 2, 3 and 4. The load range considered
extends to 1000 times the load st which the behavior of
the plate becomes significantly nonlinear. Over the load
range analyzed, the analysis shows that the ratio of center
deflection to plate thickness for a plste of length-to-
width ratio of 4 is less than 70 to 1, whereas linear
theory would predict a center deflection shout 1200 times
the plate thickness. The stress is also markedly lower
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than would be predicted by linear theory. These analytical
results show good agreement with the analytical and esperl-
mental work of others. A method of estimating the glass
breakage stress as a function of a specified failure rate,
degree of glass temper, design llfe, load duration time,
and panel size is presented. Development of this method
consisted largely of collecting and/or adapting, in con-
venlent tom, the best available information from the
l|teratuve. To establlsh the glsss bresksge stress versus
probabillty of fsilure, the esperlmentsl data of other
investlsators has been resnslyzed to obtain a "best-flt"
Welbull stetlstlcal distribution. This state of-the-art
analysis yields the glass breakage strength as s function
of failure probabillty.
TITLE: Insolatlon at Goldstcne - 1976
AUTHOR: R.B. garry
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Lsboratory
DATE: May 1980
REPORT Re: 5101-153
ABSTRACT: Radiometer data for 1976 have bean extracted
from ongoing measurements made at the Goldstone Tracking
Station and are presented in Tables and Craphs dlsplayin$
values of direct and global solar energy.
TITLE: Flat-Plata PV Nodule and Array Circuit Design
Optimization Workshop Proceedings
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATB: May 1980
REPORT NO: 5101-170
ABSTRACT: This document contains the proceedings of the
rZat-Plate PV Module and Array Circuit deatgn Optimization
Workshop held at JPL during May of 1980, The workshop was
held to discuss the problem of optimizing terrestrial PV
array cell and circuit reliability and the methods of
resolving this problem. The objective of the workshop wss
to investigate the effectiveness of certain clrcuIL-deslgn
strategies in ameliorating the effects of faults on module
and array-system performance. A set of guidelines was
presented for use in developing module and array-system
circuit design strstegies that msximize reliability through
use of fault-tolerant circuiting. For simplicity, the
open-clrcult cell interconnect failure mode was emphasized
in the workshop. Cost and efficiency values presented in
the proceedings sre values accepted at the time of the
workshop. All costs are to 1975 dollars.
TITLE: PV Module Soiling Studies May 1978 to october 1980
AUTHOR: A.R. Hoffmsn, and C.R. Nasg
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laborstory
DATE: November 1980
REPORT NO: DOR-JPL 1012-_9, JPL Pub. 80-87, 5101-131
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOa/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: The retention of psrt|culate contsmlnetlon on
the surface of flat-plate PV devices is adversely affect-
ing electrical performance of outdoor-exposed modules.
This report describes the results of an experimental study
being performed by the JPL's LSA Project to characterize
and understsnd the effects of outdoor contaminants on sen_
sltive optical surfaces of flat-plate PV modules end cover
msterlals. Compsrstlve electrical snd optical performance
dais from PV modules and materials subjected to outdoor
exposure st field test sites throughout the United SteLes
have been collected snd examined. The results show s|gntf-
trent time- and slte-dependence. During periods when
natural removal processes do not dominate, the rste of
particulate contamination eccumulstlon sppesrs to be
largely msterlsl-dependent. Glsss and acrylic top-cover
msterlsls retain fewer particles than silicone rubber
does. Side by-slde outdoor exposure testing for long
duration is presently the most effective means of evslu
sting soiling differences between msterlsls. Chsnges in
spectral transmission as a function of time and location
and limited scattering data are presented.
TITLE: Determining Terrestrial Solar Cell Reliability.
Proceeding of Workshop
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: Bovember 1980
REPORT NO: 5101-163
ABSTI_tCTS: This document is an outgrowth of a workshop on
"Oetermining rerremtrial Solar Cell Reliability," which was
held May 1-2, 1980, st Clemson University, Clemson, South
Carolina. The workshop was organized jointly by JPL sod
Clemson University, and wss sponsored by the LSA Project.
The purpose of the workshop was the critical review of St
solar cell test results from a reliability testing program
being carried out by Clemson University. Since 1977 Clem-
son hss conducted experimental rellsbtltty investlgstlons
on more than 1000 unencapsulated solar cells procured from
seven PV industry msnufecturers. A totsl of 33 persons
attended the workshop, representing fourteen orgsnlzatlons
including private industry, natlonsl laboratories, snd
universities. This group of bsslc scientists, design
engineers, and personnel involved in quality assurance sod
module/array field reliability participated actively in
two days of workshop activities which included technical
sessions, s tour of the test facilities, review of relia-
bility test methods for solar cells, critique of test
results, snd moderated discussion sessions. The workshop
provided s forum for productive discussion of various
aspects of solar cell reliability by s broad spectrum of
PV industry personnel. Much valuable informstiofl was
exchanged, and recommendations were made regarding the
vslldity of rellsbillty data obtslned to date and the
direction in _hlch future work should be channeled.
Included are reproductions of grsphlc presentation mater-
ials and highlights of discussions related to solar cell
reliability test methods.
TITLE: Field Test Annual Report August 1979 August 1980
AUTHOR: P. Jaffa
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: December 1980
REPORT NO: DOR. JPL 1012-52, JPL Pub. 81-71, 5101-166
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO3/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: After almost four years of endursnce testing of
PV modules, no fundamental life-limiting mechanisms have
been identified that could prevent the twenty-year llfe
goal from being met. The endurance data show s continual
decline in the failure rate with each new large scale pro
curement. Crscked cells end broken interconnec_g cont}nue
to be the principal csuses of failure. Although the mud
ules are more adversely affected physically by hot, humid
environments than by cool or dry environments, there are
insufficient data to correlate failures with environment.
There is little connection between the outward physical
condition of a module snd changes in its electrical per-
formance. Electrical degradation is a transient condition
that is generally intermittent end ts present before a
module destined to fail finally fstls. Analysts of year-
long electrical performance dsts indicates that the fill
factor is insensitive to most measurement problems and
remslns the best dlsgnostlc tool for deLermlnlng module
degradation. Investigations at the JPL site reveal that
shadowing the indirect component of Irradiance can reduce
the electrical output of modules and result in anomalous
performance data Extrapolating this result to srrsys
suggests that a loss of power can result if indirect
shadowing is not considered in the array layout. The in-
troduction of the Portable l-V Data Logger was s success.
About 1200 high quality l-V curves were obtained during s
tour of the 15 remote sites. Next year s major reorgan
tzstton in the inventory of test modules iS planned. A
significant p,_rtion of the older modules will be removed
and replaced elth modules from the upcoming Block IV large
scale procurement.
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TITLE: The Correction for Spectral Mismatch Effects on
the Callbretlon of a Solar Cell When Using a Solar
Simulator
AUTHOR: C.H. Seamen
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: January 1981
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-50, and 5101-169
ABSTRACT: A 8enersl espvession hes been derived to enable
calculation of the csllbretion error resulting from
simulator-solar /tWX spectre1 mismatch and from reference
cell-test cell spectral mismatch. The information required
includes the relative spectral response of the reference
cell, the relative spectral response of the cell under
test, and the relative spectre1 trrsdtance of the simulator
(over the spectral range defined by cell response). The
spectral Irradlance of Lhe solar AHX is assumed to be
known.
TITLE: Block V Solar Cell Nodule Design end Test
Specification for Intermediate Load kppllceLions
1981
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: February 20, 1981
BEPORT 80: 5101-161
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO2/MF AOI
ABSTRACTS: This document establishes the requirements for
the design and Lest of terrestrial solar cell modules for
one pbase of DOE's LSA Project, InLermedlate-load modules
designed to meet this speclflcetion will generally have
the followln8 deslgo features and charscLer|stlcs: (1) Voo
between 5 Vdc end 20 Vdc; (2) ability to be series-
connected Lo worst-case open-clrcult voltages of leO0 Vdc;
(3) Dimensions not exceeding 1.22 m s 2.44 m (4 fLx 8 ft),
(4) fist-plate configurstlon (non-concentrstlng); and
(5) output power referenced to Nor sad Vno. In addition
to module design and performance requirements, s series of
characterization and quallf[cetton test ere also specified.
TITLE: Block V Solar Cell Module Design and Test
Specification for Residential Applications 1981.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: February 1981
REPORT NO: 5101-162
ABSTRACT: This specification provides near-term design,
qualification and acceptance requirements for terrestrial
solar cell modules suitable for incorporation in PV power
sources (2 kW to lOkW) applied to single-family reslden
tie1 installations. Requirement levels and recommended
design limits for selected performance criteria have been
specified for modules intended principally for rooftop
installations. Nodules satlsfylng the requirements of
this speclficsLIoo rail into one of two categories, resi-
dential panel or residential shingle, both meeting general
performance requirements plus sddttlonsl category peculiar
constraints. Residential modules designed to meet this
specification will generally have the following design
features and characteristics: (1) Vno between 5 Vdc and
20 Vdc; (2) Ability to be series, connected to worst case
open circuit voltages of 300 Vdc; (3) Mounting arrangement
compatible with new or existing residences; (4) fist plate
configuration (non coflcenLratins); and (5) output power
referenced Lo NOC and Vno, In eddlLlon Lo module design
and performance requirements, a series of characterization
and qualification tests are also specified.
TITLE: Interim Standard for Safety: Flat-Plate PY
Modules and Panels. Volume I: Construction
Requirements
CORPORATE AUTB: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: February 20, 1981
REPORT NO: 5101-164, Vol. I
ABSTRACTS: Underwriters Laborstorles, Inc., hss conducted
s study of present PV module array designs and configure
Lions likely to be used in residential, con_erctal, and
industrial sppllcstlons. That investigation of engineer-
ing safety requirements has resulted in the development of
this Interim Standard for Safety, This document, primarily
_rcltten by UL, is published in two volumes. Volume I,
Constructtsn Requirement|_L contains safety requirements
for flat-plate PV modules and panels. Volume II, Perfor-
mance Requirements, contains test procedures and methods
to verify compliance with the safety requirements set
forth in Volume I. The purpose of this documents is to
offer to the flat-plate PV community, for trial use, thts
Interim Standard for Safety. Volume I is intended to be
used on a trial basis wlth the latest Block V Module
Procurement Specifications for Intermediate Load and
Residential Applications, 5101-161 and 5101-162, respec-
tively. Volume II contains test methods currently defined
within the above module specifications together with
additional tests under consideration by UL. Volume II is
not intended for immediate use_ but is designed to serve
as s focus for review and Iteretlon of future tests. The
results of feedback on these volumes will be submitted to
UL for further refinement and ultimately for publication
ss • standard conteinlng beslc requirements for products
covered by UL under its Follow-Up Service.
TITLE: Low-Cost Solar Array Structure Development
AUTHOR: A.H. Wilson
CORPORATE BUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: June 1981
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-53, and 5101-165
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO3/MF AO|
ABSTRACT: Early studies of flat-plate strays have project
costs on the order of $50/m 2 for installed array support
structures, This report describes an optimized low-cost
frame-truss structure that iS eat|mated tO cost below
$25/m 2, including ell markups, shipping and Installa-
tion. The structure utilizes a planar frame made of mem-
bers formed from light-gauge galvanized steel sheet and is
supported in the field by treated-wood trusses that are
partially buried in trenches. The buried trusses use the
overburden soil to carry uplift wind loads and thus to
obviate reinforced-concrete foundations. Details of the
concept, including design rationale, fsbrlcstlon and
assembly experience, structural testing end fabrication
drawings ere included.
TITLE: Field Test Annual Report August 1980-August 1981
AUTHOR: P. Jsffe, R.W. Wesver end R.H. Lee
CORPOEATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: December 1981
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-59, and 5101-197
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO3/HF AOI
ABSTRACT: A complete restructuring of FSA Project field-
test activity was done during the past year; its major
element was redirecting emphasis away from collecting
endurance data and toward the early tdentificst|on end
analysis of fundamental module problems. To support this
shift and to accommodate an expected reduction in
resources: (I) the 12 Continental Remote Sites have been
decommissioned; (2) testing has been consolidated Into s
flee-alia network consisting of the four Southern
California sites and e new Florida site; (3) 16 kW of new
state of the art modules are being deployed st the five
sites; (4) testing of the old modules is continuing st
the Coldstone site but as a low-priority item; (5) the
major thrust of the new emphssis- early problem detec-
tlon will be sccompllshed by stray testing of modules et
the JPL site; (6) additional new testing capabilities are
being added Lo the JPL site, which will elevate its opera
tlons to those of • field test l_boretory for the simuls
lion end investigation of real-use problems and the devel
opment of Improved testing techniques; (7) a new key
instrument is betn S febricsted, a versatile battery powered
array data logger, which will permit In-field dlsgnoses of
strays ss large es 40 amperes and 400 V. Restructuring is
progressing on schedule. A final set of failure and
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degradation data was obtained from the modules aL the
Southern California sites before they were relocated at
Ooldstone. The mean composite failure rate for all the
modules (Blocks I, II and IIl) over the past five years is
2.0 %/yr. Considering the final two years only, the vale
is 4.4 %, suggesting a significant upward trend with age.
TITLE: Interconnect FeLiBue Design for Terrestrial PV
Modules
AUTHOR: G.R. Mon, D.M. Moore, end R.G. Ross, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: March 1, 1982
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-61, and 5101-173
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A04/MF A01
ABSTRACTS: Yattsue of solar cell electrical interconnects
due to thermal cycling has historically been a major fail-
ure mechanism in PV arrays; the results of a comprehensive
investigation of interconnect fatigue that has led to the
definition of useful rellability-deslgn and life-prediction
algorithms are presented. Experimental data gathered in
this study indicate that the classical strain-cycle
(fatigue) curve for the interconnect material is a good
model of mean InterconnecL fatigue performance, but tt
fails to account for the broad statisLlcal sculler, which
is critical to reliability prediction. To fill this
shortcoming the classical fatigue curve is combined with
esperlmenkel cumulative Interconnect failure rate data to
yield statistical faLt&ue curves (having failure probabil-
ity as • parameter) which enable (1) the prediction of
cumulative interconnect failures during the design life of
an array field, and (2) thp unambiguous, i.e., quantlta
Live, interpretation Of data from field service qualtfica
Lion (accelerated thermal cycling) tests. Optimal inter
connect cost reliability design algorithms are derived
based on minimizing the cost of energy over the design
life of the array field. This procedure yields not only
the minimum break-even cost of delivered energy, but also
the required degree of interconnect redundancy and an estt
male of array power degradation during the design life of
the array field. The usefulness of the design algorithms
is demonstrated with realistic examples of design opLimiza
Lion, prediction, end service qualification tesLlns.
TITLE: An Investigation of the Effect of Wind Cooling on
PV Arrays
AUTHOR: L. Wen
CORPORATE AUTH: 3el Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: March 1982
REPORT NO: DOB-JPL 1012-69, JPL Pub. 82-28, $101-201
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A03/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: Convective cooling of PV modules is investi-
gated for different wind conditions, including steady-slate
controlled testing in a solar simulator and natural Lest
environments in s field. Analytical thermal models of
different module designs were used to correlate expert-
mental data. The results obtained in the controlled envir
onment confirm the applicability of existing heat-transfer
correlations. The result of long term field testing at
the JPL test stte is not conclusive because wind condi
Lions were measured at different helshts than of the
modules. Nevertheless, reasonable agreement can be
obtained by applying a power law wind profile.
TITLE: Experiments1 Evaluation of the Battelle
Accelerated Test Design for Lhe Solar Array at
Mead, Nebraska
AUTHOR: P.O. Frtckland, and J. Raper
CORPORATE AUTg: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: April 6, 1982
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-73, JPL Pub. 82-52, 5101-211
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC RO3/MF A01
ABSTRACT: A previously developed Lest design for accel-
erated aging of PV modules was experimentally evaluated.
The studies included a review of relevant field exper-
tence, environmental chamber cycling of full size modules,
and electrical and physical evaluation of the effects of
accelerated aging during and after the teal. The test
results indicated that thermally induced fatigue of the
interconnects was the primary mode of module failure as
measured by normalized power output. No chemical change
in the silicone encapsulant was detectable after 360 Lest
cycles.
TITLE: User Handbook for Block IV Si Solar Cell Modules
AUTHOR: M.I. Smokler
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: September 1, 1982
REPORT NO: DOE. JPL 1012-P5, JPL Pub. g2-73, 5101-214
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO4/MF AOI
AESTRACT: The essential electrical and mechanical charac-
teristics of Block IV PV solar-cell modules that have been
tested by JPL are described. Such module characteristics
as power output, nominal operating voltage, current-voltage
characteristics, nominal opereLing cell LemperaLuce, and
dimensions are tabulated. The limits of the environmental
and other stress tests to which the modules are subjected
are briefly described. Potential users of a_dules will
find this listing helpful in selecting modules for use
either by themselves or in arrays.
TITLE: PV Array Power Conditioner Interface
Characteristics
AUTHOR: C.C. Gonzalez, eL el.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: December 15, 1982
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 1012 79, JPL Pub. S2-109, 5101 202
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOa/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: The electrical output (power, current, and
voltage) of flat-plate solar arrays changes constantly,
due primarily to changes in cell temperature end Irrad-
tence level. As a result, array loads such as dc-to-ec
power conditioners must be capable of accommodeting widely
varying input levels while maintaining operatlon el or
near the maximum power point of the array. This report
presents the results of an extensive computer stmulaLton
study used to define array operating characteristics and
extreme output limits necessary for the systematic design
of array load interfaces under a wide variety of climatic
conditions in the United Stales. A number of interface
parameters are examined, including optimum operating volt
age, voltage tracking width necessary to capture various
fractions of the available energy, maximum power and cur
rent llmiLs, and maximum open-clrcuiL voILage. The effect
of array degradation and I-V curve fill factor on the
array-power conditioner interface also is discussed.
Results are presented as normalized ratios of power
conditioner parameters to array parameters, making the
results universally applicable to a wide variety of system
sizes, sites, and operating modes.
TITLE: FSA Field Test Report 1980-1982
AUTHOR: H.O. Maxwell, el el.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulslon Laboratory
DATE: April 15, 1983
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 1012-85, JPL Pub. 83-29, 5101-215
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOS/MF AO1
ABSTRACT: PV modules made of new and developing materials
were tested in a continuing study of weatherability, com-
patibility, and corrosion protection. Over a 2-yr period,
365 two cell submodules have been exposed for various
intervals at three outdoor sites In Southern California or
subjected to laboratory acceptance tests. Results to date
show little loss of maximum power output, except in two
types of modules. In the first of these, failure is due
to cell fracture from stresses that arise as water is
regained from the surrounding air by a hardboard sub
strafe. The latLer had shrunk ss it dried during Ifs en
capsulaLion in plastic film st 150°C in vacuo. In the
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second type of module, the glass supevstrste is sensitive
to cracking, which also damages the cells electrostati-
rally bonded to it. Inadequate bonding of interconnects
to the cells is also a problem in these modules. In a
third type of module, a polyurethane pottsnt has begun to
yellow, although this discoloration is without significant
effect, as yet, on maximum power output.
TITLE: Proceedings of the FSA Research Forum on The Design
Of Flat-Plate PV Arrays for Central Stations
(December 5-8, 1983, at Sacramento, california)
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: November 15, 1983
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-98, JPL Pub. 84-44, 5101-247
AVAIlaBILITY: NTIS. PC Ala/MF, A01
ABSTRACT: The PSA, managed by 3PL for the DOE, his foc-
used on advancing technologies relevant to the design and
construction of megewatt level central station systems.
PV modules and strays for flat-plate central-station or
other large-scale electric power production facilities re
quire the estsbllshment of a technical base that resolves
design issues and results in practical and cost effective
configurations. The Central Station Research Forum
addressed design, qualification and maintenance issues
related to central-station arrays derived from the engine
erlng and operating experiences of early applications and
parallel laboratory research activities. Technics1 issues
were examined from the viewpoint of the utility engineer,
architect-engineer, and laboratory researcher. The forum
included presentations on optimum source circuit designs,
module insulation design for high system voltages, array
safety, structural interface design, measurements end array
operation and maintenance. The Research Forum focused on
current cepebiltttes as well as design difficulties requtr
Ing additional technological thrusts and/or continued
research emphasis. Session topic summaries highlighting
major points during group discussions, identifying promis
Ins technical approaches or areas of future resPsrch, are
presented.
TITLE: PSA Field Test Annual Report August 1981 to
January 1984
AUTHOR: R.W. Weaver, eL el.
CORPORATE AUTB: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: August 15, 1984
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 1012-100, JPL Pub. 8A-52, 5101-254
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO3/MP A01; 1
ABSTRACT: During this reporting period the restructuring
plan presented in the previous annual report was modified
in response to budgetary pressures. The latter part of
the period was marked by further budget reductions, which
required s further curtailment of the FSA's field testing
activities. The modified plan was implemented with the
following accomplishments: (1) six arrays containing Block
IV modules were completed at the JPL site, (2) the portable
array data-logger was completed and used at both the JPL
site end at several non-JPL installations, and (3) repre
sentstlve samples of Block I, If, and IlI modules were
redeployed to the Goldstone site for continued endurance
testing. Those portions of the plan that were modified
were: (1) s reduction in the number of Block IV modules
deployed, (2) s reduced datascquisition schedule, (3)
abandonment of the Table Mountain snd Point Vincente
sites, end i4) the carrying out of the final test pro
ceduree for only a sample of the modules from the 12 con-
tinental remote sites. The most recent endurance data are
presented for the remelning Rlock I, II end 111 modules.
These data indicate that more of these modules have failed
or decreased in power output during this period. None of
the Block IV modules under test during this period have
failed, but iI of the 155 deployed modules show reduced
power output.
TITLE: User Handbook for Block V St Solar Cell Modules
AUTHOR: M.I. Smokler
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: May 15, 1985
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-106, 3PL Pub. 85-34, 5101-262
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A03/NP AOI; I
ABSTRACT: The program of the JPL FSA has included a aeries
of competitive procurements, designated Block I through
Block V, of various qusntltie$ of solar modules. The ob-
jectives of these procurement efforts were to stimulate
reduction in the cost of PV energy by encouraging technol-
ogy advances and to make modules of sdvanced design avail-
able for field testing and for co_erctsl applications_
The essential electrical end mechanical characteristics of
Block V PV solar-cell modules are described. Such module
characteristics as power output, current voltage character=
tstics, nominal operating cell temperature, and dimensions
are tabulated. The limits of the envirotmental and other
stress tests to which the modules ere subjected are briefly
described. Potential users of modules will find this list
lng helpful in selecting modules and in planning module
array systems.
TITLE: Relfsbtl|ty and Engineering of Thin Film PV
Modules: Research Forum Proceedings
AUTHOR: R.G. Ross end E.L. Royal
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: October l, 1985
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-111, JPL Pub. 85-73, 5101-26A
ABSTRACT: A Research Forum on Reliability and Engineering
of Thin Film PV Modules, under sponsorship of JPL-FSA and
DOE, was held in Washington, D.C., on March 20, 1985.
Relisbillty-sttrlbute investigations of a Si ceils, sub
modules, snd modules were the subjects addressed by most
of the Forum presentations. Included smon8 the reliability
research tnvestigsttons reported were: Arrhenius-modeled
accelerated stress tests on St-cells, electrochemical cor-
rosion, light induced effects and their potential effects
on stability and reliability measurement methods, laser-
scribing considerations, and determination of degradation
rates and mechanisms from both laboratory and outdoor
exposure tests.
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TITLE: Final Report. Fabrication, Test, and Delivery of
8 kW of Solar Power Nodules
AUTHOR: P.A. Dennis
CORPORATE AUTH: Photowett International, Inc.
(Sensor Technology, lnc.)
DATE: October 15, lq76
REPORT NO: ERDA-JPL 954387-76/1
ABSTRACT: Through this contract, end the cooperative pro-
gram resulting from the JPL-EROA-NASA LSSA Project, Sensor
Technology has produced modules st the rate of 3.5 kW/month
with a power output of 83.2 W per 4' x A' array. These
modules were produced st a cost of $1q.OT/W. The produc-
t|on techniques of this program make it easily posslble to
expend this to the 10 to 15 kW per month range end methods
were developed by which future coats may be reduced by 15
to 30%. Two inch diameter cells were used on this project,
however, facilities now exist to process 3 in., 3.56 in,
and 4 in. die wafers. The module design, performance,
cost factors, problem areas, efficiency, encapsulation,
and humidity and temperature test results are reported,
TITLE: Final Report. Large Scale Production Task
CORPORATE AUTH: Spectroleb, Inc.
DATE: December 1976
REPORT NO: EROA-JPL BQ649005-7611
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO2/MF A01
ABSTRACT: Two thousand solsr power modules capable of
producing over 10 kW of peek power were delivered. These
modules have good structural and thermsl dissipation
charscteristics, but difficulties were encountered with
respect to delaminatlon of the encapsulant material, low
electrical breakdown resistance end humidity sensitivity.
Design modifications that have been recommended to improve
reliability and reduce cost, include the elimination of
metal substrata, replacement of silicone with • more
suitable encapsulent, larger module size and use of
series parallel circuit configurations.
TITLE: Final Technlcsl Report. Large Scale Production
Task
CORPORATE AUTH: Solaces Corp.
DATE: December 1976
REPORT NO: DOEIJPL BQ649006 76/1
ABSTRACT: Twenty production modules, representing the
state of-the-art, were produced for qualification testing
and for Installation of the thermal cycling end tempera.
lure humidity chambers. The first 10 modules completed
the required thermal cycling and program without electri-
cal, mechanics1, structural or optical degradation. After
temperature humidity testing significant electrical degrs
dation was observed. Early indications were that produc
lion error was the cause in that the silicone rubber used
in those panels was not properly dehydrated. It was also
learned that the freshly cured silicone rubber IS quite
permeable to water. To correct the problem palladium was
added to the contact metslltzation. This completely
eliminated any electrical degradation problems for the
remainder of the delivery.
TITLE: Final Report. SI Solar ceils With Total Power
Cap&city of 30 kW
CORPORATE RUTH: Solaces Corp.
DATE: October 1977
REPORT NO: OOE-JPL 954577 77/1
ABSTRACT: There are two phases of the contract effort to
design, develop, manufacture, test end deliver s quantity
of solar cell modules capable of providing 30 kW of power.
The first phase consists of module design, preproduction
module fabrication, inspection and test. Phase two con-
sists of production, test and delivery.
TITLE: Final Technical Report. 40 kW of Solar Cell
Nodules for the Large Scale Production Task
AUTHOR: G.T. Jones
CORPORATE AUTH: Photowstt International, Inc.
(Sensor Technology, Inc.)
DATE: December 1977
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954565-7711
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO3/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: Forty kW of solar eel1 modules was produced in
this program. This is equivalent to 4123 modules. The
average power output per module was 9.7 W st 16.5 V, 6O°C
and IO0 HW/CM 2. The peek production rate was 200 moduleslwk
which is equal to 1.9 kWlwk. This rate was sustained for
over four and one-half months and is equivalent to I00 kW/yr.
The solar cell module design, electrical and power perfor-
mance, module preproductton environmental test results,
production and shipping schedule, program summary, are
dpresemted. A coat analysts section iS written. Particu-
lar emphasis on the percentage of labor and material
utilized in constructing e solar cell module is presented.
Also included sre coat reduction recommendations. It was
concluded from this program that volume production on the
order of hundreds of kW/yr/compsny as a minimum is required
to significantly reduce the price/W for solar cell modules.
Sensor Technology more than doubled its solar cell module
manufacturing facilities since the completion of the JPL
Block 1I procurement. Plans ere being made for large scale
expansion of our facilities to meet growing procurements.
TITLE: Final Technical Report, Terrestrial Central
Station Array Life Cycle Analysis Support Study
CORPORATE AUTH: Bechtel Netlonel, Inc.
DATE: August 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954848 78/1
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO91MF AOI
ABSTRACT: The purpose of the study was to provide Input
cost data in support of array-life cycle cost analysis
being conducted by JPL for utility central station PV
power plant application. Primary emphasis was on the
solar cell modules and arrays, with balance of-plant
concepts developed only as far as necessary to determine
their impact on module and array design and vice versa.
Assessments were made of five alternate array configure
Lions end the impact of parameters such as site weather,
onside energy storage, system voltage, energy losses with-
in the plant, maintenance requirements and module d_slgn.
The plant design used as the baseline for this study is s
200 I@d (nominal) central station PV power plant using 8 by
16 ft fletplete Si solar panels comprised of 4' by 8'
glass auperstrete modules. The five alternate array design
configurations evaluated were rack, tandem, horizontal,
seasonally adjusted and tracking.tape arrays.
TITLE: Final Report. Module/Array Interface Study
CORPORATE AUTH: Rechtel National, Inc.
DATE: August 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL q54698-78/iA
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AIltNF AOI
ABSTRACT: A study of alternate module, panel, and array
designs for use in large scale applications such ms cen-
tral station PV power plants has been conducted. The ob
jective of the study is to identify design features that
will lead to minimum plant costs. Several aspects of mod-
ule design ere evaluated, including glees superatrate end
metal substrate module configurations, the potential for
hail damage, light absorption in glass auperatratea, the
economics of glass selection, and electrical design. Three
alternate glass superstrete module configurations are eval-
uated by means of finite element computer analyses. Two
panel sizes, 1.2 s 2.4 m end 2.4 s 4.8 m, are used to
support 3 module sizes, 0.6 x 1.2 m, 1.2 z 1.2 m, and 1.2
x 2.4 m, for design loadings of aleut 1.7 kPa (35 psi),
2.4 kPs (50 paf). and 3.6 kPa (75 psi). Designs and cost
estimates are presented for 20 panel types end 9 erra_
configurations el each of the 3 design losdings. Struct-
ural cost sensitivities of combined array configurations
and panel cases are presented.
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TITLE: Final Technical Report. Large Scale Production
Task
CORPORATE AUTHOR: Speetrolab, Inc.
DATE: September 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954587-1
AYAILABILII_/: NTIS, PC AOJ/NF AOl
ABSTRACT: Several design concepts were evaluated and
compared with respect to potential for low coat and
automation, protection against weathering, potential for
array efficiency as • function of weight and ares, poten-
tial for design flexibility and exposure to electrical
breakdown or leakage to ground. This evaluation program
narrowed attention to design concepts involving glass as
the primary structural and weather resistant component of
the module. The leading specific design structure con-
misted of the solar cell circuit embedded in polyvinyl
butyrste by lamination between a glass front surface and a
polyester film rear surface. Preliminary evaluation of
this structure in high humidity and thermal cycle was
promising, and extensive field experience with similar
structures in architectural and automotive sppllcmtions
was favorable. The specific design proposed was comprised
of 120 two-in, die cells in a aeries parallel configura-
tion. The laminate wen mounted in an aluminum frame with
a neoprene gasket providing the requisite mechanlcsl
strength with flexibility. The resulting module size of
15 by 46 in. permits three modules to be neatly fiLLed
into the 46 in. square subsrray specified by JPL. The
design as modified to accommodate subsequent experience is
shown. Performance and environmental Lest results ere
presented and discussed.
TITLE: Final Report. Phage I: Feasibility Study of
Solar Dome Encspsu]ation of PV Arrays
AUTHOR: D.K. Zimmerman
CORPORATE AUTH: The Boeing Co.
DATE: December 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 95483378/1
ABSTRACT: This report describes • study which investi-
gated the potentlal technical snd economic advantages of
using air-supported plastic enclosures to protect flat
plate PV arrays, Conceptual designs for a fixed, latitude
tilt array and a folly trackins array were defined.
Another program provided much of the design and supporting
analyses for the tracking array. Detailed wind loads and
strength analyses were performed for the fixed array.
Detailed thermal and power output analyses provided array
performance for typical seasonal end extreme temperature
conditions. Costs of each design as used in s 700 t_E
central power station were de{ined from manufacturing and
material cost estimates. The capital cost and coat of
energy for the enclosed fixed tilt array were lower than
for the enclosed tracking array. The enclosed fixed tilt
array cepltsl investment wag 38% less, end the levelized
bus bar enersy cost was 26% less than costs for s conven
tlonel, glass, encapsulated array design. The predicted
energy cost for the enclosed fixed array was 79 mils/kW H
for direct current delivered to the power conditioning
units.
TITLE: Final Report. Residential PV Module and Array
Requirements Study
CORPORATE AUTH: Burr Hill SoNar Rittelmann Associates
DATE: June 1979
REPORT NO: DOR-JPL 955149-79/1
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO4/MF A01
955149-1 (Appendices) NTIS, PC 24/MF A01
ABSTRACT: A study has been conducted to identify design
requirements for PV modules and arrays used in residential
applications. Building codes and referenced standards
were reviewed for their applicability to residential PV
array installations. Four installation types were
identified: integral (replaces roofing), direct (mounted
on top of roofing), stand off (mounted away from roofing),
and rack (for flat or low slope roofs, or ground mounted).
Installation costs were developed for these mounting types
as a function of panel/module size. Cost drivers were
identified. Studies were performed to identify optimum
module shapes and sizes end operating voltage cost drivers.
The general conclusion is that there are no perceived
major obstacles to the use of PV modules in residential
arrays. However. there is no applicable building code
category for residential PV modules and arrays and early
additional work is needed with standards writing organize
tlons to develop residential module and array requirements.
TITLR: Final Report. Wind Loads on Flat Plate PV Array
Flelda
AUTHOR: R. Miller
CORPORATE AUTH: The Boeing Co.
DATE: September 1979
REPORT NO: DOE 3eL 954833-79/2
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOblMF gO1
ABSTRACT: This report describes a theoretical study of
the aerodynamic forces resulting from winds acting on flat
plate PV arrays. Local pressure distributions and total
aerodynamic forces on the arrays ere shown. Design loads
are presented to cover the conditions of array angles
relative to the ground from 20 ° to 60 °, variable array
spacings, a _round clearance gap up to i.I m (4 ft) and
array slant heights of 2.4 m (8 ft) and _.8 m (16 ft).
Several means of alleviating the wind loads on the arrays
ere detailed. The expected reduction of the steady state
wind velocity with the use of fences as s load alleviation
device are indicated to be in excess of s factor of three
for some conditions. This yields steady state wind load
reductions ss murh as • factor of ten compared to the load
incurred if no fence Is used to protect the arrays. This
steady stale wind load reduction is offset by the increase
in turbulence due to the fence but still an overall load
reduction of ?.S can be realized. Other load alleviation
devices SuKgested are the installation of sir gaps tn the
arrays, blocking the flow under the arrays and rounding
the edges of the array. Included is sn outline of a wind
tunnel test plan to supplement the theoretical study and
to evaluate the load alleviation devices.
TITLE: Final Report. Design, Fabrication, Test,
Qualification and Price Analysls of
"Third C_neratlon" Design Solar Cell Modules
AUTHOR: N P. Shepard
CORPORATE AUTH: General Electric Co.
DATE: Mar_:h 1980
REPORT NO: DOE ,IPL 955401 80/1
ABSTRACT: This design, development, fabrication and
quallflcstlon testing of s "thlvd. generstion" solar cell
module for resldentlsl eppllcetlons is reported. This
Block IV shlnsle type module makes it possible to apply •
PV array to the sloping roof of a restdentlsl building by
simply netltng the overlapping hexagon shaped shingles to
the plywood roof sheathing. This "third seneration"
shingle module degisn consists of nineteen series connected
I00 mm dis solar cells which ere arranged in a closely
packed hexagon configuration. The solar cells are indi-
vidually bonded to the embossed underside of a a.4 nun
thick thermally _empered piece of ASC Sunadex glass. An
experimental CE silicone portent, which is identified by
the number 53_-044, was used as the transparent bonding
adhesive betwoen the celia end glass. The encapsu1_nt
between the underside of the stass superstrate and a rear
protective sheet of Mead Pan L board is GE Silslaze SCS
2402. The semi fl_xible portion of each shingle module is
a composite lsmlnate construction consisting of an outer
layer of B.F. Go)dclch FI.EXSEAL bonded Losn inner core of
closed cell pniyothylene foam. Unlroye] Stlaprene M6338
is used as the !;_Jbstrate lamlnstlon adhesive. The module
desisn has sa+isfs_torily survived the JPL-defined qunllfi
cation Lestln_ program which includes 50 thermal cycles
between _0 and _90°C, • seven day temperature humidity
exposure test and a wind resistance test per 11L997.
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TITLE: Fine| Report. Study of Curved C)aeg PV Module end
Nodule Electrical Isolstlon Design Requirements
CORPORATE ADTH: Bechtel Netional, Inc,
DATE: June 1980
REPORT No: DOE-JPL 954698 80/2
ABSTRACT: A study was conducted to evaluate the technical
fessibtlity and cost effectiveness of curved glass super.
stress PV modules for usa in lerge scele applications such
sS centre1 station power plants. The study else evaluated
eleetrlcel insulation end isolation design conalderstlons
with regard to module encapsulstlon systems. The design
of a 1.2 by 2.4 m (4 by 8 ft) curved glass superstrete and
support cllp assembly is presented, along with the results
of finite element computer analyses and a glass industry
survey conducted to assess the technlcsl and economic
feasibility of the concept. Installed coats for four
curved glass module array configurations are estimated end
compared with costs previously reported for comparable
flat glass module configurations. Electrlcal properties
of candidate module encepsuletion systems ere evaluated
along with present industry practice for the design end
testing of electrical insulation systems. Electrical
design requirements for module encapsulation systems are
also discussed.
TITLE: Final Report. PV Modute Electrical Termination
Design Requirement Study
AUTHOR: F.J. Moans, Jr. and J. Donltnger
CORPORATE AUTH: Motorola, Inc.
DATE: July 1980
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955367-80/1
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC 07/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: The purpose of this document Is to provide addl-
tlonel deteils and information to supplement the data pro-
vided in the Executive Sun.try. The document consists of
Appendices 2.0, 3.0, end 4.0 which address the major tasks
of the project (criteria development; ranking; end results/
conclusions, respectively) and Appendis 5,0, • series of
mlnl-appendlces addressing specific topics complementing
the major task areas.
TITLE: Final Report. Operstlon and Maintenance Cost Data
for Resldential PV Modules/Panels
CORPORATE RUTH: Burs Hill goser Rittelmenn Associates
DATE: July 1980
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955614 80/1
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO6/MF A01
ABSTRACT: A study has been conducted to identify and egtl-
mate costs associated with the operation and maintenance of
residential PV modules end strays. Sis basic topics relat-
ed to operation and maintenance to PV arrays were investi-
Kited - General (Normal) Maintenance, Cleaning, Panel Re-
placement, Gasket Repair/Replacement, Wiring Repair/
Replacement, and Termination Repair/Replacement. The ef-
fects of the mounting types Rick NounS, Stand-Off Mount,
Direct Mount, end Integral Mount - end the installation/
replacement type - Sequential, Partial Interruption, and
Independent - have been identified and described. Recom-
mendation on methods of reducing maintenance costs have
been made.
TITLE: Final Report. Third Oeneratlon Design Solar Cell
Module LeA Task V, Large Scale Production
AUTHOR: K.S. Ling
CORPORATE RUTH: Applled Solar Energy Corp.
DATE: August 1980
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955409-801l
ABSTRACT: During this contract solar cell modules were
designed end built in accordance with the JPL Document No.
5101-16 Revision A, entitled "Block IV Solar Cell Module
Design and Test Specifieet|on for Intermediate Load Center
Applleetions." A total of twelve (12) preproductlon
modules were constructed, tested and dellvered. A new
concept to the frame assembly wee designed and proven to
be quite reliable. Thtl frame design, as well as the rest
of the assembly, was designed with future high volume
production and the use of automated equipment in mind.
TITLE: Final Report. Anelysle of the Effects of
Impurities in Sl
CORPORATE RUTH: Solar Power Corp.
DATE: September 1980
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955403-80/1
ABSTIWtCT: This final design report for the Low Cost Solar
Array Block IV Program has been prepared in response to
the CDRL Item #6 DAD No, St-2. The report includes an
updated program plan showing the task descriptions depict-
ing the work, progress, achievements and the cause of any
deviations from the original plan (SC-1), and how this
impacted on the original schedule of the program. In
addition there ts an update documenting ell design altera-
tions made during the preproduction phase and • complete
up to date set of Engineering end Menufecturlng Documen-
tation (CM-ll. The purpose of this report is to document
the work performed through the final design and the test
results of the modules developed under this contract, end
to use this documentation to further the understanding end
evolution of solar ceil module design.
TITLE: Final Report. Design, Fabrication, Test,
Qusltf|cetlon end Price Anelysia of Third
Concretion Design Solar Cell Nodules
CORPORATE AUTH: Spire Corp.
DATE: October 1980
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955405-8Oll
ABSTRACT: This report describes • one year program to de-
sign, develop end produce a high-efficiency Block IV Solar
Nodule according to JPL requirements defined in document
5101-16 Revision A, "Block IV Solar Cell Nodule Design end
Test Specifications for Intermediate Load Center Appllca-
tlons." The module design is described clung with the re
tionale for each major component choice. Experiments per
formed during the development phase of the program are de
scribed. The Quality Assurance Plan is outlined. Both
cell end module fabrication are described. Performance
end yield data on modules ere given. Testing, both to
determine module characteristics and to establish qualifi-
cations are discu0sed. Finally, the results of the SAMIS
cost analysis are presented. The results of this program
ere that e JPL qualified module with a power density of
125 W/m 2 at 28°C has been developed and manufactured.
TITLE: Quarterly Report. A Program to Develop Elements
of s Reliability Design Guidebook for Flat Plate
PV Modules/Arrays
CORPORATE AUTH: lIT Research Institute
DATE: October 1980
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955720-80/1
ABSTRACT: The objective of this support study is to pro-
vide and/or develop engineering-oriented reliability data,
guidelines, procedures and techniques to serve as elements
of a rellabil_ty design guidebook on terrestrlsl, low-cost,
PV modules/strays. The approach being used in this support
study is to first initiate an on-going reliability engine
sting data bsae end then develop end validate design guide
lines that can be used by the PV industry to build relia-
bility into their products most cost effectively.
TITLE: Final Report. Design, Fabrication, Test,
Qualification And Price Analysis of "Third
Generation" Design Soler Cell Modules
AUTHOR: E. Pastlrik
CORPORATE ADTE: Motorola, Inc.
DATE: January 1981
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955406-81/1
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ABSTRACT: Motorola entered into a contract with 3PL on
May 16. 1979. tO design, fabricate, test. qualify, end
deliver preproductlon Block IV modules sat|aryans the
requirements of JPL Document 5101-16, Revision A. The
following report reviews the schedule of this effort as
well as the basic module design and test results. Modifi-
cations to the design which occurred as • result of pro-
blame are also considered. Module qualification was
achieved in December, 1980, and all documentation sub-
missions were completed in January, 1981.
TITLE: Final Report. Safety and Liability Considerations
for PV Modules/Panels
AUTHOR: D.G. Reeker and A.S. Wetnstetn
CORPORATE AUTH: CernegieMellon University
DATE: January 1981
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955866-81/l
AVAILABILITY: NTIS. PC AO6/MF kOI
ABSTRACT: The concept of product liability implies that a
manufacturer is responsible to the consumer for products
that are not reasonably safe. Recently. consumers have
become more aware that manufacturers could be liable for
harm incurred by a consumer while using their products.
Evidence of this awareness can be seen by the increase in
product liability suits and sizes of awards in recent
years. Clearly this presents a problem for the manufact-
urer. Not only must the product be reliable and safe for
its intended purpose, but it must also be safe for fore-
seeable misuse. This preliminary report explores product
safety and product liability considerations for PV module/
array devices. The purpose of this study is twofold--
first to give an overview of legal issues as they apply to
design, manufacture and use; second, to suggest s methodol-
us? to be used during design of • PV modu)e/errey to mini
mize or eliminate perceived hazards. This study does not
attempt to answer any of these questions in detail, but
only to pose them so as to stimulate consideration of this
ares. The questions raised in khis study can only be
answered through future efforts in concert with the
manufacturers.
TITLE: Final Report. Wind Loads on Plat Plate PV Array
Fields
AUTHOR: R. Miller
CORPORATE AUTH: The Boeing CO.
DATE: Aprll 1981
REPORT NO: DO_-JPL 954833-8l/3
AVAILABILITY: NTIS. PC AIT/MF A01
ABSTRACT: This report presents the results of an experi-
mental analysis (boundary layer wind tunnel teat) of the
aerodynamic forces resulttn B from winds acting on flat
plate PV arrays. Local pressure coefficient distributions
and normal force coefficients on the arrays are shown and
compared to theoretical results. Parameters that were
varied when determining the aerodynamic forces included
tilt angle, array separation, ground clearance, protective
wind barriers, and the effect of the wind veToctty profile.
Recommended design wind forces and pressures are presented,
which envelop the Lest results for winds perpendicular to
the array's longitudinal axis.
TITLE: Qusrterly Report No. l. Integrated Residential PV
Array Development
CORPORATE AUTH: AIA Resoarch Corp.
D&TE: April 1981
RBPORT NO: DOE_JPL 955893-81/1
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOA/MF AOl
ABSTRACT: This first quarterly report on a contract to
develop an optimal integrated residential PV array
describes sixteen conceptual designs produced by eight
teams. Each design concept was evaluated by an industry
advisory panel using a comprehensive set of technics1,
economic and institutional criteria. Key electrical and
mechanical concerns that affect further array sub-system
development are also discussed.
TITLE: Final Report. Phase IV. Wind Loads on Flat Plate
PV Array Fields (Nonstesdy Minds)
AUTHOR: R.D. Miller and D,K. Zlmmermen
CORPORATE AUTH: The Boeing CO.
DATE: August 1981
REPORT NO: DOEJPL 954833 8114
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO6/MF AO1
ABSTRACT: This report presents the results of a combined
experimental (wind tunnel test results) end theoretical
analysis utilizing random harmonic Inalysis techniques to
predict the dynamic response and the structursl dynamlc
loads of flat plate PV arrays due to wind turbulence.
Guidelines for use in predicting the turbulent portion of
the wind loading on future similar arrays using the
results of this study are presented,
TITLE: Final Report. Design, Fabrication, Test,
Qualification and Price Analysis of "Third
Generation" Design Solar Cell Modules. Part 1:
lntermedlste Load Nodule
CORPORATE AUTH: ARCO Solar, Inc.
DATE: September 198t
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955402-81/1
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO3/MF AO1
ABSTRACT: This final design report presents an updated
program plan for the design, fabrication, test and quall-
ftcatton of the "third generation" design intermediate
load solar cell module. This updated program plan and
narrative reflects the design and development work done
and progress made in establishing a viable design for
these modules. DPsiKn slterstlona from the preproductton
plan are dlscuss_d on experience gained during the
preproductlon phase of tbe program.
TITLE: Final Report. DesiBn, Fabrication, Test,
Quallfication, and Price Analysis of "Third
Generation" Design Solar Cell Modules
CORPORATE AUTB: Solerex Corp.
DATE: October 1981
REPORT NO: DOR-JPL 955404-81/1
ABSTRACT: Description of Program: The Solerex Block IV
contract calls for the design, manufacture, and delivery
of eighteen residential load modules and eighteen inter--
mediate load modules. Common features of both modules
include:
- 12 9.5 cm X 9.5 cm Semlcrystalllne Cells
- Cells - Tt Pd-Ag front Metalllzet|on with nlp p_ Junction
- Geometrically arranged in 6 X 12 matrix
- 3116" Sunsdex tempered glass superstrate
- Ethylene vinyl acetate as encapsulant with Craneglaa
spacer
- White Tedlar moisture barrier
- Redundant Cell-interconnect Design which has sis pads per
cell
- Wraparound Interconnect
- Circuit-board style interconnect with in-plane stress
relief feature.
- Two pigtail connections per positive or negative outlet.
Features which Ire different are shown in Table I.
TITLE: Final Report. Commercial/Industrial PV Module and
Array Requirement Study
CORPORATE AUTH_ Hurl Hill Kosar Rittelmann Associates
DATE: December 1981
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 955698 81/I
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AIS/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: A study has been conducted to identify design
requirements for PV modules and strays used in commercial
and industrial applications. Building codes end referenced
standards were reviewed for their epplicsb|ltty to commer
clal and industrial PV array installation. Four general
instsllatlon types were identified - integral (replaces
roofing), direct (mounted on top of roofing), stand off
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(mounted away from roofing), and rack (for flat or low
slope roofs, or ground mounted), Each of the generic
mounting types can be used in vertical wall mounting
systems. Installation costa were developed for these
mounting types as a function of panel/module size. Cost
drivers were identified. Studies were performed to iden-
tify optimum module shapes and sizes and operating voltage
cost drivers. AS some obstacles could make PV extremely
costly, this report makes recommendations to the PV
industry which will facilitate a more successful product
entrance into the buildlng industry.
TITLE: Final Report. Integrated Resldentlal PV Array
Development
CORPORATE AUTH: General Electric Co.
DATE: December 1981
REPORT NO: DOR-JPL 955894-4
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOg/NF AOI
ABSTRACT: An advanced, universally-mountable, integrated
residential PV stray concept has been defined based upon
an In-depth formulation and evaluation of three candidate
approaches which were synthesized from existing or pro-
posed residential array concepts. Past residential PV
array concepts emphasized the module as given. This study
addresses the next level of detail by considering the
impact of module circuitry and process sequence, and by
identifying technology gaps and performance drivers
associated with residential PV array concepts. The actual
learning experience Ks|ned from the comparison of the pro-
blem areas of the hexagonal shingle des|gn with the
rectsngulsr module design has led to what is considered an
advanced array concept_ Butldtn E the laboratory mockop
provided actual experience and the opportunity to uncover
sdditlonsl technology gaps.
TITLE: Final Report. Bypass Diode Integration
CORPORATE AUTH: General Electric Co.
DATE: December 1981
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 955894 5
ABSTRACT: This reporL su.enarizes the results of a bypass
diode integration study which was conducted as part of the
"Integrated Residentisl PV Array Development" effort. The
study involved research into protective bypass diodes and
mounting configurations which are applicable for use with
PV modules having power dissipation requirements in the 5
to 50 waLL range. Using PN Si and Schottky diode char-
acterization date on packaged diodes and diode chips,
typical diodes were selected as r_prescntstlve for each
range of current carrying capacity, an appropriate heal
disslpsting mountlnE concepI alone wlth Its envlronmentsl
enclosure was defined, and a thermal analysts relating
Junction temperature ss a function of power dissipation
was performed. In addition the heat digsipstlng mounting
device dimensions were varied to determine the effect on
Junction temperature. The results of the analysis are
presenLed as s set of curves indicating juncLton tempera
Lure as s function of power dissipation for each diode
package.
TITLE: Final Report. Design, Psbrlcstlon and Testing of
Block IV Design Solar Cell Hodoles, Part II:
Residential Hodule
CORPORATE AUTH: ARCO Solsr, Inc.
DATE: April 1982
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 955402 82/2
ABSTRACT: This flnsl design report concludes work
performed on the design, fabrlcstlon and test of the Block
IV Residential Load Nodule by ARCO Solar, Inc. This
report outlines design changes from the proposed module
design through three iterations to the discontinuance of
testing agreed upon by both JPL sad ARCO Solar, Inc.
TITLE: Final Report. Diodes in PV Nodules and Arrays
CORPORATE AUTH: General Electric Co.
DATE: Retch 15, 1984
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 956254-8412
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO21MF A01; 1
ABSTRACT: The use of diodes to enhance the energy genera-
Lion capability and improve the reliability of PV modules
and arrays is the subject of this final report. Beginning
wlth a discussion of the array-level considerations In-
fluenclns the application of such diodes in a bypass mode,
the report continues further to describe several methods
for the mechanical and electrical integration of these de_
vices as an integral part of the module electrical terming
Lion means. Particular emphasis is placed on the descrip
Lion of innovative spprosches for the external mounting of
bypass diodes. These descriptions were used as the basis
for a detailed cost analysis and comparison among the
candidate concepts. The PV source circuit blocking or
isotstlon function can be imp_emented using the same basic
diode enclosure designs with provisions for the inclusion
of a fuse for overcurrent protection.
TITLE: Final Design Report. Intermediate Load Hodules
for Test and Evaluation
AUTHOR: N.3. Rower
CORPORATE AUTH: Applied Solar Energy Corp.
DATE: Nsrch 30, 1984
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 956350 84/1
ABSTRACT: Two versions of a 36-cetl stainless-steel solar
module was built. The first version was built ss a com-
mercial module for msrtne applications end was purchased
for evaluation by JPL. Design deficiencies were Identified
as s result of the evaluation. This report describes the
second version that was built and the improvements that re-
sulted from design changes. Assembly problems, electrical
performance, and qualification test results are provided.
TITLE: Final Report. Block V Documentation and Solar
Nodules
CORPORATE AUTH: Spice Corp.
DATE: Nay 1984
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 956334 8511
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A03/HF A01; I
ABSTRACT: Design and fabrication of Spire Corp.'s Block V
PV flat-plate module is reviewed. These modules exhibited
power of about 70 wmtts under standard Lest conditions.
Results of performance and environmental testing are
provided.
TITLE: Fins1 Report. SaFeLy Related Requirements for PV
Nodules and Arrays
CORPORATE AUTH: Underwriters Lsborstories, Inc.
DATE: September 1984
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955392-84/3
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOS/NF AO1
ABSTRACT: SafeLy requirements for wiring systems and con-
nections, and for separable connectors for use in roof-
mounted PV strays, are Identified. These requirements
were estsbllshed by considering the environmental use-
condtLions applicable to PV arrays and the differences
between integral-, direct-, standoff and rack-mounted
modules. The articles in the NEC covering wiring systems
are discussed: (1) to define the wiring systems, (2) to
identify the permitted uses and use restrictions, (3) to
outline the advantages and dtssdvanLsgee and (4) to address
the concerns regarding support, protection against mecbanl.
CSi damage, and wet versus dry locations. An overall
assessment is made of the advantages and disadvantages of
each wiring system to strive at candidate wtrin E systems
that are best gulled for use in PV arrays. For candidate
wiring systems having use restcicLions that may prohibit
their use, considerations are given that need to be addTes
sad by any proposed revision to the NEC to permit accept-
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• nee by the inspection •uthorltles. The v•rlous wiring
termination methods that •re permitted by the NKC ave
discussed end those that have fe•tures desir•ble for PV
• pplicstions are identified. Performance end construction
requirements for PV c•ble and for PV connectors are pre-
sented in see•pete outlines of proposed investigations of
these products.
TITLE: Final Design Report. Intermedt•te Load Modules
for Test and Evalu•tion
CORPORATE AUTH: Sol•volt Internetlonal
DATE: September 7, 1984
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 956349 84/01
ABSTRACT: The purpose of this contract w•s to provide PV
modules for teat and qu•llflc•tlon against the JPL Block V
qusllfication tests •s outlined in JPL 5t01-161, dated
February 20, 1981. Tasks involved the following activi-
ties: (1) Delivery of 20 solar cells for uee as reference
cells; (2) Module documentation snd inspection plans
specifying the 10 Croup I modules delivered to JPL prior
to this contract; (3) A design review with JPL to review
module documentation •nd test results from Group I modules;
(4) Revise module document•tion end inspection plans in-
torpor•Sing changes to overcome any problems or deficten
cies assort•ted with the Croup ! modules; (5) Delivery of
I0 Group II modules built to revised specifications; and
(6) Testing of Group II modules to the criteria ss out-
lined in JPL 5101-161 Block V qusltflcatlon specification.
TITLE: Final Report. Block V Documentation and Solar
Cell Modules
AUTHOR: R. Tornstvom
CORPORATE AUTH: Mobil Solar Energy Corp.
DATE: November 21, 1984
REPORT NO: DOR-JPL 956335 84/1
ABSTRACT: A redesign of the tntttst (Croup I) Block V
module w•s done sad documented. Manufacturing espertence
end accelerated test data from Group I formed the basis
for the redesign. Ten Block V Croup II modules were sub
mitred for evaluation end the results are presented.
TITLE: Final Report. Electrical Research on Solar Cells
end PV Materials
AUTHOR: J. Orehotsky
CORPORATE AUTH: Wilkes College
DATE: March 5, 1985
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 956766-85/1
ABSTRACT: The objective of this contract is s systematic
study of the properties of vsrlous pol_rmer portent mater-
Isls and of the electrochemical corrosion mechanisms in
solar cell materS•Is required for advancing the tech-
nology of terrestrisl PV modules. The items of specific
concern in the sponsored research activity at Wilkes
College involve: (1) Kinetics of plasticizer loss in PVB,
(2) Kinetics of water absorption end desorption in PVB,
i3) Kinetics of water absorption and desorptlon in EVA,
(4) The electrical properties of PVB as s function of
temperature and humidity, (5) The electrical properties of
EVA sss function of temperature and humidity, (6) Solar
cell corrosion ch•racteristlcs, (1) Water absorption
effects in PVB and EVA, and (8) Ion implantation and
radiation effects in PVB and EVA.
TITLE: Final Report. Documentation and Solar Cell
Modules: Block V
CORPORATE AUTH: Solaces Corp.
DATE: March 19, 1985
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 956333 85/1
ABSTRACT: The Solaces Block V Group II module is s large
frsmeless module intended for inst•llstion in • larger
panel framework for use in intermediate to i•rge size
power system arrays. The module is s large one, based on
• 0.125-tn. thick tempered glass superstrete, containing
I17 sq. cells, each one I0 cm on a side, arranged in s 13
series, 9-parallel m•trlt. The design peak power at
25°C is tn the 135-140 W range. The module has s novel
back sheet comprising • laminate of Tedlar, Mylar and •
modified polyethylene. The Solarex Block V Group El
module, designated Model C-120-10A, passed the 3PL Block V
qualification tests. A number of cracks were observed in
cells in the two modules which underwent 200 thermal
cycles, but the peak power change was less than Z_. in each
case. The frames supplied to simulate • proposed mounting
support structure were not satisfactory, They damaged the
edges of the module laminate during thermal cycling. The
module design was adequate, however, to avoid any electri-
cal problems from this edge damage.
TITLE: Final Report. Intermediate Load Modules for Test
and Evaluation
CORPORATE AUTH: Solenergy Corp.
DATE: March 22, 1985
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 956347-8511
ABSTRACT: The objective of the contract was to furnish
solar modules for evaporation per JPL Document 5101-161,
Design and Test Specification for Intermediate Load Modules
1981, dated February 20, 1981. JPL has performed qualifl-
cetlon tests in accordance with JPL Document 5101-161 on
Croup 1 and Croup II modules and has reported the resulting
dsts to the Contractor. The purpose of this contract is
to provide modules that are designed to be consistent with
the Block V Electrical and Mechanical Design Requirements,
Section lib and 11C of JPL Doe. 5101 161 or 5301 162. Also
these modules must meet the design requirements of Block V
Envlronmontal O_stgn Requirements, _ection lid or JPL Doc.
5101 161 or 5101 162. We generally feel the modules per
formed satisfactorily although some workmanship problems
were noted helping us correct our own production. It also
appears that further work on EVA lamination by interested
parties is requlr_d to address some problems associated
with thla method of production.
TITLE: Final Report. Fabrication, Documentation and
Qualification Testing of Block V Intermediate Load
PV Modules
AUTHOR: J.C. Arnett and E.I. Prokopovych
CORPORATE AUTH: ARCS Solar, Inc.
DATE: November 25, 1985
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 956336 8511
ABSTRACT: ABCO Solar, Inc. has completed • contract to
document, evaluate, and perform qualification testing of
the design of s new series of PV modules, developed in
response to the JF[. Block V module specification, 5101 161.
The M56, an 8_ watt, 5 V dc nominal output, 2 x _" config-
uration power module, representative of the ARCS Solar
M-Series module designs, was demonstrated to have success
fully passed the qualification requirements for Block V,
This design produced the highest module efficiency (11.3%)
evaluated by JPL during the Block V procurement program.
This report documents the design features of the module
and its encapstJlAtion system, and describes the testing
programs conducted at JPL and at ARCS.
TITLE: High Efficiency Fist-Plate Modules
CORPORATE AUTH: Spire Corp.
DATE: July 1986
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 956641 86/1
ABSTRACT: The objective of this work was the design and
fabrication of improved highly efficient silicon flat-plate
modules. The successful development of • module with an
efficiency of 15 2% is reported. A photograph of the
module is shown in Figure 1-1. At the outset of this
work, the intention was to form solar cells with reduced
solar abaorptance, thereby reducing the NOCT. The reduc-
tion of NOCT yields not only a grain in efficiency, but
also an increase in module lifetime. The successful
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development of m BSR solar cell that rejects approximately
80¢ of the sub-bandgap radiation Is reported. An actual
decreaJe in NOCT of 5°C in modules fabricated with such
cells has been measured. In the course of this development
program, other research on laboratory scale (4 cm 2) S{
cells indicated that very high efficiency (18%) could be
ech|eved with certain design enhancements. Investigation
applying these design features to large-ares cells was
done, This work was highly successful, and led to the
fabrication of large-area (53 cm 3) cells with AM1.5
efficiency of 18%. This report will summarize all
research end development in the contract. The work has
included the entire rsnge of technology that spans from
cell design to module testing.
TITLE: Final Report. Effect of Row-to-Row Shading on the
Output of Flat-Plate South Facing Solar Arreys
AUTHOR: D.¥. Goswami
CORPORATE AUTH: North Csrolina Agricultural & Technical
State University
DATE: July 1986
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 957021-E6/1
ABSTRACT: When solar arrays (PV, thermal, etc.) are
arranged in multiple rows of modules, all but the first
row suffer a reduction in (power) output, even when suffi-
cient spacing between rows is provided. The reduction in
output power occurs because the first row prevents some of
the diffuse and reflected radiation from reaching the row
directly behind it. This work presents the results of a
study undertaken to estimate the effect of shading on the
amounts of solar radiation received by consecutive rows of
flat-plate arrays. By using s derived set of equations
representing the beam, diffuse and reflected components of
radiation received by two south facing rows placed one
directly behind the other, a computer program has been
developed in order to determine the effect of location
(latitude), array tilt angle, spacing between rows, ground
offset, ground reflectivtty and weather conditions (percent
sunshine, clearness number) on the amount of total radla-
tion received by each of the two rows.
TITLE: Final Report. Amorphous Silicon Solar Cell
Reliability Research
AUTHOR: J.W. Lathrop
CORPORATE AUTH: Clemson University
DATE: September 1986
RRPORT NO: DOE-JPL 956929-86/13
ABSTRACT: This iS the final report of a reliability
research program to study the response of s-el solar celia
to accelerated temperature testing. The goal of the
research was to utilize accelerated testing to identify
failure/degradation modes and to relate them to basic
physical, chemical, end metallurgical phenomena, Four
types of s{ngle Junction commercial modules were subjected
to 140°C testing, both in the dark and under illuminated
conditions. The before and after electricsl character-
istics of individual cells were measured and compared snd
correlated with physical evidence. A fifth module type
could not be tested because of poor adherence of the films
to the glass superstrete. A short term effect of stressing
was noted which dramat|cally improved cells with low Voc
on one type of construct{on. All cells eventually showed
long term irreversible degradation, but the time to 50¢ Pm
reduction var{ed by as much aS two orders of magnitude de-
pending on construction. No basic difference could be de-
tected between degradation under illuminated or non illumi-
nated conditions, when cells were either open or short
circuited. Comparison with one type of tandem cell and
with published results of Japanese cell testing indicated
the marked superiority of the tandem cell to all other
types. Cella were examined physically by optical, IR, and
SEN, and by Auger spectroscopy, secondary {on-mass spec-
troscopy, sod energy dispersive x-ray analysis. The
long-term degradation was felt to be due to locsllzed
penetration of aluminum through amorphous film.
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TITLE: Haterlsls Consideration for gncapsuletlon of
Terrestrial PV
AUTHOR: W.F. Carroll and E. Cuddihy
CORPORATE RUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: July 1976
REPORT Re: DOR-JPL 00654
AVAILABILITY: NTIS-OO654
ABSTRACT: This paper deals with severn1 key considerations
regarding development of reliable, low-cost encapsulation
systems for terrestrial PV. Crltical msterisls's proper
ties and their velstlonsh]p to encspsulatlon requirements
and options for encapsulation implementation ere described.
The obvious requirements for transparency (of the cover),
structural support end electrical conduction/insulation
are treated only in relation to other properties, Avail
able data on moisture diffusion through polymers (measured
with finite driving force) tend to indicate that no poly-
meric system will preclude penetration of moisture to
Junctions and metallizstion. Only glass ceramics and
metals have diffusion rates sufficiently low to predict
adequate protection. Recent work indicates interface
(polymer/device) adhesion plays a critical role in limit-
ing diffusion. Terrestrlal PV devices will be subject to
nearly 104 diurnal (plus numerous shorter and longer)
thermal cycles during a 30-year lifetlme. Differential
thermal expansion must be minimized and/or accommodated in
module design. Mechanical stress is known to accelerate
envlronmentsl degrsdatlon (oxidation, photochemical, etc.)
of some polymer systems. The "true elastic limit" of
polymers is critical to reliable encapsulation system
design. The derivation of true elastic limit and its
significance to *'fatigue" will be described.
TITLE: Development and Validstlon of e Life Prediction
Hethodology for LSSA Encapsulated Modules
AUTHOR: C. Coulbert
CORPORATE AUTH: 3el Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: June 1977
REPORT NO: 5101-40
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC 346-223-CC
ABSTRACT: This report outlines an approach to the develop-
ment of a tlfe prediction methodology for polymer encapsu-
lated PV ceil solar array hardware. The characteristics
and output of an ideal llfe prediction model are described.
Such s model depends on the development of qusntltatlve
intermediate relationships between the environmental expos
ure parameters and the basic chemical mechanisms of mater-
tal aging. These are described conceptually along with
suggested relationships which might be developed for two
potential solar array failure modes, optical transmission
loss and deism|nations, The use of accelerated/ebbrevi
ated testing in the development of a life prediction
methodology is reviewed. The distinction between testing
to reveal failure modes and testing to define rates of
degradation is presented. The point is also made that
acceptance tests and performance tests which involve some
degree of stress acceleration have very limited applies
tton to predicting module lifetimes.
TITLE: Naterlal and Design Considerations of Encapsulants
for PV Arrays in Terrestrial Applications
AUTHOR: W. Carroll, E. Cuddihy, and M. Sslsma
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 00844-I
AVAILABILITY: NTIS-O08_4 1
ABSTRACT: Encapsulated PV arrays for terrestrial applica-
tion are constructed from widely varying combinations of
materials having dissimilar coefficients of thermal expan.
slon, Cyclic mechsnlcal stresses will develop throughout
the array as a result of daily temperature excursions, and
to avoid mechanical failures and Interracial delamlnations,
it is necessary in the array design to minimize the stress
levels generated throughout the system. The concept of
"Thermal Stiffness," the product of Young's modulus, is
presented and its applicability to minimizing mechanical
stresses in system designs is demonstrated in the analysis
of various models of encapsulated arrays. Also presented
is the concept of the "Proportional-Limit" which should be
taken as the upper limit of design stress for plastics,
and • discussion of the permeability to gases of polymeric
meterlsls.
TITLR: Encapsulation Arterial Trends Relative to 1986
Cost Goals
EDITOR: E. Cuddlhy
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: April 1978
REPORT NO: 5101-61
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO5/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: The status and sn assessment of solar PV module
encapsulation systems applicable to the LSA Project 1986
colt end performance goals ere presented. The 1986 LSA
cost _oal for • 20-yr llfe solar cell module is $.5OIW or
$51ft z, Out of this cost goal, $.251ft 3 Is currently
allocated for the encapsulation construction materials,
including the mechanical support for the cells. Six bsstc
construction elements were identified and their func-
tions defined. These elements ere outer covers, pottants,
subatrates, superstrates, edheslves, and back covers. For
each construction element, a uniform costing basis was
established for comparative analysia and an extensive
survey of existing commercial materials which could be
used was carried out. This survey generated sn apprects
lion of the minimum costs which must be paid for the mater
Isis of each construction element and a better awareness
of the likelihood of fabricating s $.25/ft 2 encapsulation
system. The survey permitted tdent|fiction of the lowest-
costing material classes which could be used to meet the
1986 cost goals. Hnterial deficiencies identified in this
survey also permitted recognition of material developmental
activities needed in the future. The resultant output
from cost and materials analysis derived from these
ongoing surveys, suggests that a $.25/ft 2 encapsulation
cost goal is attainable, but not without some specifically
directed msterlsl developmental activities. These activ-
ities will focus on modifications to existing materials
and evolvement of new and specific product lines from
existing and well-estsbllshed material families.
TITLE: A Life Prediction Methodology for Encapsulated
Solar Cells
AUTHOR: C. Coulbert
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: Hay 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 03583
AVAILABILITY: NTIS-O2583
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an approach to the develop-
ment of a Ills prediction methodology for encapsulated
solar cells which are intended to operate for 20 yr or
more in terrestrial environment. The use of accelerated/
abbreviated testing to develop these intermediate relation-
ships and in revealing failure modes is discussed. An
approach to enhancing the value of such field tests to
provide data for life prediction ts described.
TITLE: Rncspsulant Candidate Materials for 1982 Cost Goals
AUTHOR: H. Haxwell
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: June 1978
RBPORT Re: 5101-72
ABSTRACT: A cost of $2.00/W by 1982 his been established
by the LSA Project ia an intermediate goal to the primary
Project goal of S0.SO/strsvmsn designs for $2.00/W arrays,
including various options, tradeoffs, and cost. To sup-
i01
port thix primary output, information is prnsented on
encapsulation experience, encapsulation system design
criteria, and baaio preparation and coats of candidsbe
materials. The encapsulation system can be subdivided
into six basic nlements: top covers, superxtratex, pot-
tanS|, adhexivns, eubxtrates, and bottom covers. The
roles of theme elementx in the encapsulation system are
described in this document. Candidate materials are
examined in relationship to their usage ms one or more of
the six basic encapsulation elements. Their properties,
cost considerations, availability, and processing
characteristics are discussed.
TYTLE: Photodegvadation of Polymeric Encspsulents of
Solar Cell Modules
AUTHOR: A. Gupta
COEPOEATE AUTB: Jet Propulalon Laboratory
DATE: August 197B
REPORT NO: 5101-77
ABSTRACT: This report deals with the mechanisms of photo-
degradation of eneapsulant materials in solar cell modulns.
Diti have been presented on irradiation sources, their
applications in simulittve or accelerated testing or
mechanistic studies, and their calibration. In discussing
mechanisms, the emphasis has been on the possible applica-
tion of these mechanisms in creatin S models which correlate
a change in molecular structure to changes in physical pro-
perties, which, in turn, control performance in the field.
For example, photooxtdstion of silicones has been shown to
yield hydroxyl groups pendant on the stlossne chain which
increases the polsr character of the silicone surface, as
tnd|cated by surface energy analysis. A change in the
surface polarity of silicones directly sffects their |nter-
fmc#el bond atrengtk to m_dule eubatratee end ceases week
en|ng of bond strength to hydrophobtc surfaces. Espert
manta prove that such a UV weakened bond may undergo delam-
tnationg on exposure to moisture. A major section of the
report is devoted to scryIic photochemistry and the role
of try stabilizers and screening agents, because they are
viewed as potential low-cost encspsulsnts capable of out-
door performance for 20 yr or more. In addition to review-
ing some of the rich literature in these areas, we have
described some tnhouse work of preliminary nature. It is
hoped that the addition of these recent results will add a
topicsl flsvor to the report. Among the acvylics we hnve
studied are the methacrylates, the acrylates, and their
copolln_ers which often possess unique photochemlcsl
properties not ascribabJe to ei_er of t_e two copolym_ra
by themselves.
TITLE: Effect of Photodegradation on Chemical Structure
and Surface Characteristics of Silicone Portents
Used in Solar Cell Modules
AUTHOR: A. Gupta
CORPOEATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: August 1978
REPORT Re: 5101-79
ARSTRACT: Solar cell modules of Block I and Block II pur-
chase delamlnated in the field after passing JPL accept-
ance tests. Attempts to simulate field failure using
conventional thermal and humidity cycling tests were unsuc-
cessful. It wSS surmised that delamtnstton might be caused
by degradation of the adhesive bond caused by solar UV. A
failure anslygls was carried out in terms of generic phys
lochemtcal mechanisms which included s careful assessment
of time acceleration of UV radlstion. The proposed model
Inoluded rate of change of silicone material properties,
including properties of the surface ms a function of sgtns
under well characterized UV irradiation and rate of change
tn bond strength. Failure observed in the field was then
simulated In test specimens, and the failure rate was rum
pared to that observed in the field. The inherent varls
btltty of the silicone surface from point to point often
exceeds changes in properties caused by aging, and it is
therefore difficult to obtain unsmblguous results from the
fsilure analysis described above. This ambiguity may be
resolved by monitoring move than one surface property
whose degradation correlates with the failure mechanism
under study. For delamination of silicones (RTV-615 and
Sylgard-184) from certain hydrophobtc xubstrates we have
identified material properties of the polymer which cor-
relate with bonding properties of its surface and there-
fore predict environmental aging condtttonx under which
debonding would occur from a specific substrata. This
type of analysis of the failure mechsnlsm probes Into the
molecular basis of the failure and is of use in designing
accelerated tests which would allow predicting lifetimes
under given (or known) environments. Figure I summsr|zes
this mechsnlstic spprosch to failure anslysis sad lifetime
prediction.
TITLE: Encapsulation Materials for PV Arrays
AUTHOR: C. Coulbert
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: December 1978
REPORT gO: DOE-JPL 00128
AVAILABILITY: NTIS-O0128
ABSTRACT: Hsterisls currently in use for encapsulating PV
arrays of Si solar cells are too costly if the DOE gosl of
reducing the price of PV arrays to 50¢/W from _10100 to
$20.O0/W is to be achieved. Current encapsulation mater-
isle Include silicone rubbers, glass, and PVB ms trans-
parent covers with xtatnless steel, aluminum, and fiber-
glasx composites am the structural substrstes. As s part
of the LSA Project, an Encapsulation Tssk has been estab.
lished to identify, develop, and evaluate new low-cost,
long-life encapsulation systems capable of meeting the
project coat and performance goals. Low cost materials
system candidates have been identified and are being
characterized in laboratory end field tests with detailed
evaluation of their environmental stability when subjected
to temperature cycling, humidity, UV rsdlstion, dirt, and
various other environmental hazards. Experimental data
and analyses to date provide confidence that the oust and
performance goals can be met.
TITLE: Low-COSt Encapsulation Materials for Terrestrial
Solar Ceil Modules
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: December 1978
REPORT NO: 5101-78
ABSTBACT: Solar ceil modules mu#t undergo dramatic reduc
tlons in cost in order to become economlcally effective ms
prsctlcsl devices for the production of electricity. A
federal goal seeks to have, by 1986, and industrial caps
billty of producing solar cell modules st s cost of 504/W
(in 1975 dollars) and s service lifetime of 20 yr. Today's
modules cost more than $11.O0/W, and they hsve an undefined
lifetime. Part of the cost reductions must be realized by
the encspsulstlon materials which are used to package, pro-
tect, and support the solar cells, electrical intercon-
nects, and other ancillary components. It IS estimated
thst to meet s cost goal of 50_/W, encapsulation msterial_,
including the structural substrata or superstrste, _hould
cost between $2.70 and $5.OO/m 2 of module area (in 1975
dollars). This document presents the findings of materla]
surveys intended to identify low cost materials which could
be functional as encapsulants. This document further
assesses the prognosis for achieving an encapsulatlon
system st the lower cost goal of $2.70/m 2. sad identifies
the technologies which must be advanced or developed to
schleve 70 yr llfe with the lowest costing msterlsls.
TITLE: Experience with Silicones in PV Modules
AUTHOR: J. Raper
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Lxborstory
DATE: February 1979
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-19/8A, and 5101-103
ABSTRACT: PV cells which ace employed in terrestrial
environments r_quire extensive protection for various
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reasons. The cells are fragile, and metal components are
subject to corrosion as the result of chemical reaction
with various constituents in the atmosphere, glectrlcel
inlulation Is required where mete1 substretes or frames
ere used. In addition, the deposition of atmospheric dust
on surfaces requires that the surfecel be capable of with-
standing repeated clelning operations. Metertste covering
the cells on the sunlit side must be transparent with low
light absorption, partlcularly in the range of 400 to 1100
nanometers where St solar cells are most responsive. Al-
though various types of glass and plastlcl have been em-
ployed as encapsulation materials, several room temperature
curing sillcones have processing characteristics which are
readily applicable to encipsulstlon of SI solar cells and
also have excellent light transmission properties coupled
with hlgh dielectric strengths. This report will be con-
fined to i discussion of experience with room temperature
curing silicones. Experience in both field sad laboratory
tests has Indicated that delsminstlon and other bond fail-
ures occur where silicones are used. The three which have
been most widely used are General Electrtc's RTW 615 and
two from Dew Coming, namely, Sylgsrd 184 end Q3-6527. A
thin silicone film, Q1-2517, which is also a Dew Corning
product, has been used as a hard cover over either RTV 615
or Sylgird 184. These studies were undertaken in an effort
to determine the causes of delsmlnetlon and other bond
failures associated with the use of these silicones. The
effects of deviation from recommended processing procedures
during manufacture, and of various environmental factors
during field exposure were examined.
TITLE: Chemical Bonding Technology for Terrestrial Solar
Cell Modules
AUTHOR: E.P. Plueddemann
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: September 1, 1979
REPORT NO: 5101-132
ABSTRACT: This report on chemical bonding technology for
terrestrial solar cell modules includes an introduction to
the state of-the-art, general principles for module appli-
cation, as well as test results and evolving recommends
lions of chemical bonding agents for EVA.
TITLE: Reactor for Simulation sad Acceleration of Solar
UV Damage
AUTHOR: E. Laue sad A. Gupts
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: September 1979
REPORT Me: DOE JPL 1012-31, JPL Pub. 79-92, 5101-135
AVAILABILITY: NTYS, PC AO3/MP AOI
ABSTRACT: An environmental test chamber providing acceler-
ation of UV radiation and precise temperature control
(± 1°C) has been designed, constructed and tested. This
chamber allows acceleration of solar UV up to 30 suns
while maintaining temperature of the absorbing surface at
30°C -- 60°C). This test chamber utilizes s filtered
medium pressure mercury arc as the source of radiation,
end a combination of selenium radiometer and St rsd|ometer
to monitor solar UV (295 - 34 nm) and tots1 radlsnt power
output, respectively. Details of design and construction
and operational procedures are presented along with typical
test data.
TITLE: Encapsulstlon Materials Status to December 1919
AUTHOR: E.F. Cuddthy
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: January 1980
EEPORT NO: 5101-144
ABSTRACT: Two task objectives have been defined in achier
ink 1986 technology readiness of encapsulation systems:
(1) Materials and Processes. Define, develop, demonstrate
and qualify encapsulation systems, materials, and processes
that meet the Project llfe, cost and performance goals.
(2) Life Prediction Method. Develop and valldate a module
life prediction method based on modeling life-limiting
failure modes and on conducting and analyzing accelerated
sglng tests of csndldlta encapsulation systems. This is a
status report on the first task objective, to date. The
Project goal is to sponsor end stimulate activities that
will reduce sollr *trey prices to $0.14/Wpk or $1_/m 2
of completed module including an edge seal and gasket.
Surveys of encapsulation materials capable of meeting the
Project goal have been carried out (References 2, 3) and
were reported in April 1978 in the Project report
"Encapsulation Material Trends Relstlva to 1986 Cost
Coals*" (Reference 3). This was followed by a shortened
veralon entitled "Low Cost Encapsulation Materials for
Terrestrial Solar Cell Nodules" (Reference 4). The 1978
articles reported on s broad class of candidate materials
by generic description, such ss EVA, recognizing that many
of the reported materials were not immediately useful for
encapsulation. Since April 1978 no new generic classes of
materials have been identified, and the emphasis in the
intervening period has been on the identification, develop-
ment end evslustlon of specific materials within the gener-
ic classes, and the evolution of encapsulation processes
and of module designs with the low-cost materials. In
April 1978, encapsulation materials industrially used con
misted essentially of two csstable silicone elastomers
(Sylglrd 184 and R1_/ 615), s silicone gel, PVB laminating
film, a hard silicone soil-resistant top coat, Tedlar and
Mylar films, glass superstrste, and several substrata
panels such ss aluminum, NEHA GIO epoxy board, and glass
reinforced polyester. Many of these materials are still
being used and evaluated by module manufacturers; there
fore the LSA program has chosen not to duplicate evalua-
tion of them.
TITLE: Glass for Low-Cost PV Solar Arrays
AUTHOR: F.L. Bouquet
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: February 1980
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012 40, JPL Pub. 80-12, 5101-147
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO4/MF AO1
ABSTRACT: In PV systems, the encspsulant materisl that
protects the solar cells should be highly transparent and
very durable. Glass satisfies these two criteria and is
considered s primary candidate for low-cost, PV encspsula
Lion systems. In this report, various aspects of glass
encapsulation are treated that are important for the desig-
ner of PV systems. Candidate glasses and available Infer
marion defining the state of the art of glass encapsulation
materlsls and processes for automated, high volume produc
Lion of terrestrlsl PV devices and related applications
are presented. The criteria for consideration of the glass
encapsulation systems were based on the Project goals for
arrays: (aS s low degrsdation rate, (b) high rellsbllity,
(c) an efficiency treater than 10 percent, (d) s total
stray price less than $500/kW, and (e) s production cspsc-
Sty of 5 s I0 S kNlyr. The glass design areas treated
herein include the types of glass, sources and costs,
physical properties and glass modifications, such as AR
coatings.
TITLE: PV Module Soiling Studies May 1978 to October 1980
AUTHOR: AmR. Hoffmsn, and C.E. Msag
CORPORATE RUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: November 1, 1980
REPORT NO: DOE/JPL i012-49, JPL Pub. NO. 80-87, 5101 131
ABSTRACT: The retention of particulate contsmlnstion on
the
surface of flat-plate PV devices is adversely affectlng
electrical performance of outdoor, exposed modules. This
report describes the results of an experimental study being
performed to characterize and understand the effects of
outdoor contaminants on sensitive optical surfaces of flat-
plate PV modules and cover materials. Comparative electra
cal and optical performance data from PV modules end mater
isis subjected to outdoor exposure at field-test sites
throughout the United States have been collected and exam
ined. The results show significant time and site depend-
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enos. During periods when natural removal processes do
not dominate, the rate of particulate contamination accumu-
lation appears to be largely material-independent. The
effectiveness of natural removal processes, especially
rain, is strongly material-dependent. Glass and acrylic
top-cover materials retain fewer particles than silicone
rubber does. Side-by-side outdoor exposure testing for
long duration is presently the most effective means of
evaluating soiling differences between materials. Changes
in spectral transmission as s function of time and location
and limited scattering data are presented.
TITLE: Development of Reduced Variable Master Curves for
Estimstlng Tensile Stresses of Encapsulated Solar
Cells Caused by Nodule Deflection or Thermal
Expansion
AUTHOR: E.F, Cuddihy
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulslon Laboratory
DATE: October 1, 1981
REPORT NO: 5101-182
ABSTRACT: Complex computer programs are being used by
Spectrolab, Inc., to achieve encspeulatlon engineerln8
optimization of PV modules. Optimization involves struct-
ural adequacy, electrical Isolation (safety), maximum opti-
cal transmission, and minimum module temperature, at the
lowest life-cycle energy cost, A $osl of this activity is
the generation, where possible, of encapsulation engineer
ins generalities, principles, and design aids (tables or
graphs) that would permit s reedy, desktop capability to
an engineering evaluation of encspgulstion options Involv-
ing materials or designs. This article reports the first
efforts to generate reduced variable master curves to
serve as structural-analysts design Rids.
TITLE: PV Nodule Encspsulstlon Design and Nsterlals
Selection: Volume I
AUTHOR: E. Cuddlhy, W. Carroll, et al,
CORPORATE AUTB: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: June 1982
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012 60, JPL Pub. 81 102, 5101-177
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOBIMF AOI
ABSTRACT: Encapsulation-material system requirements,
material-selection criteria, and the status and properties
of encapsulation materials and processes available to the
module manufacturer are presented in detail. Technical
and economic goals established for PV modules and encepsu
lstton systems and their status are described for material
suppliers to assist them is assessing the suitability of
msterlsls in their product lines end the potentlsl of new-
msterlsl products. A comprehensive discussion of svslisble
encapsulation technology and data is presented to facili-
tate design and material selection for Si flat-plate PV
modules, using the best materials available and processes
optimized for specific power applications end geographic
sites. Section 1I provides a basle for specifying the
operstlonal and environmental leeds that encspsulstlon
material systems must resist. Potential deployment sites
for which cost effectiveness may be achieved st s module
price much greater than $Om70/Wp, ere also considered;
data on higher-cost encspsulant materials and processes
that may be in use and other material candidates that may
be Justified for special application ere discussed.
Section III describes encapsulatlon-system functional
requirements and candidate deslgn concepts and materials
that have been identified and snslyzed ss having the best
potential to meet the cost and performance goals for the
FSA Project. Sections IV, V. and Vl present the available
data on encspsulant material properties, fabrication pro-
ceasing, and module life and durability characteristics.
TITLE: PV Characterization of Encapsulsnt Msterlsls for
PV Modules
AUTHOR: R. Liana, A. Gupts, and S.D. Stefano
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: June 1982
REPORT NO: DOEJPL 1012-72, JPL Pub. 82-42, 5101-210
ASSTBACT: A PV test matrix and a low-cost testtn 8 appa-
ratus for encspsulsnt materials of PV modules have been
defined and illustrated. Photothermal studies were con-
ducted in order to screen and rank existing as well as
future encapsulant candidate materials and/or materlal
formulations in terms of their long-term physlochemlcal
stability under accelerated photothermal aging conditions.
Photothermal characterlzatlon of six candidate pottsnt
materials and Six candidate outer cover materials have
been carried out. Principal products of phototbermal
degradation were identified. Certain crtticsl properties
were also monitored as a function of photothermsl aging.
TITLE: PV Nodule Encapsulation Design and Materials
Selection, Volume I (Abridged)
AUTHOR: E. Cuddlhy
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: September 1, 1982
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-77, JPL Pub. 82-81, 5101-216
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO3/MF A01
ABSTRACT: The functions] requirements and the status of
candidate material systems and processes for PV modules is
described tn detail tn PV Modulu Encupeulatton Design and
Materials SeLectl_lume I, JPL Document No. 5101 17?,
JPL Publication 81-101. DOEIJPL-1012-b0, JPL, Pasadena,
California, June 1, 1982 (Reference 1). This document, s
summary of Volume I, presents the basic encapsulation
systems, their purposes and requirements, and the charac-
teristics for the most promising candidate systems nnd
materlsls, as identified and evaluated by FSA. This
summary necessarily omits considerable detail and much
supporting end experimental information. A reader inter
ested in r_ferences, literature citations, and in more
detailed information on specific topics, should consult
Reference 1.
TITLE: The Application of Encapsulation Material
Stability Data to PV Module Life Assessment
AUTHOR: C.D. Coulbert
CORPORATE AUTB: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: April I, 1983
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 1012-84, JPL Pub. 83-27, 5101-224
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO41MF AO1
ABSTRACT: For any piece of hardware that degrades when
subjected to environmental and application stresses, the
route or sequence that describes the degradation process
may be summarized in terms of six key words: LOADS,
RESPONSE. CHANCE, DAMAGE, FAILURE. AND PENALTY. Applied
to PV modules, these six factors form the cove outline of
an expanded failure analysis matrix for unifying and ante
grating relevant materlal-degradutlon data and analyses.
An important feature of this approach is the deliberate
differentiation between factors such aS CHANGE, DAMAGE,
and FAILURE The application of this outline to msterisIs-
degradation research facilitates the distinction between
quantifying material property changes and qusnttfylns
module damage or power loss with their economic conse-
quences. The approach recommended for relating material
stability data to PV module life is to use the degree of
DAMACR to: (1) optical coupling, (2) encspsulsnt package
integrity. (3) PV circuit integrity, or (4) electrical
isolation as the quantitative criterion for assessing
module potential service life rather than simply using
module power loss. The failure analysis matrix end its
application to module life assessment, with specific
examples and data, are described.
TITLE: Applications of Ethylene Vinyl Acetate as sn
Encspsulstlon Material for Terrestrial PV Modules
AUTHOR: E. Cuddihy, eL el.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: April 15. 1983
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 1012-87, JPL Pub. 83-35, 5101-220
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOSIMF A01
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ABSTRACT: Terrestrial PV modules must undergo substantial
reductions in cost to become economlcally attractive as
practical devices for large scale production of electrlc-
ely. Part of the cost reductions must be resllzed by the
encapsulation materials that are used to packets, protect,
end support the solar cells, electrical interconnects, end
other ancillary components. Because many of the encapsula-
tlon msterlals ere polymeric, cost reductions necessitate
the use of low-cost polymers. The performance end current
status of ethylene vinyl acetate, s low-cost polymer being
investigated ss an encapsulation material for terrestrial
PV modules, are described.
TITLE: Handbook of Photothermal Test Data on Encspsulsnt
Hater[ale
AUTHOR: R.H. Lean&, et sl.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulslon Laboratory
DATE: Hay I, 1983
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL I012-86, JPL Pub. E3-32, 5101 230
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO8/HF AOI
ABSTRACT: This report describes laboratory tests performed
to characterize candidate encapsulatlon materlsls with re-
speck to changes in their physical and chemical properties
caused by photothermal aging. Several key material proper-
ties relstlng directly to material degradation and deter|o
rstlon of performance have been identified and have been
monitored as functions of aging conditions sad Lime. This
handbook provides s status report on accelerated testing
sctivitles and presents experimental data collected before
and durln E December 1982. It will be updated periodically
ss more data become available.
TITLE: Proceedings of the FSA Project Research Forum on
Quantifying Degradation
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: June 1, 1983
REPORT He: DOE-JPL I012-89, JPL Pub. 83-57, 5101-231
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A?PIMF AOl; 1
ABSTRACT: For PV modules to become precticsI for large--
scale electrlcaI power production, they must undergo cost
reductions and they must become sufficiently durable to
perform rellably for many years. FSA, managed by JPL for
DOE, has established cost and llfe goals of $16.OO/m 2 sad
20 years. FSA research has identified end advanced tech-
nologies with potential for achieving the cost goal, and
seeks to identify and advance relevant technologies for
meeting the durability goal. The Quantifying Degradation
Research Forum addressed Identification and quantification
of module degradation rates snd mechanisms. Acquisition
and analysis of degradation data snd formulation of snslyt-
icsl models may fscllitste assessment of the life potential
of hardware designs, provide design crtterla for improved
hardware, and help develop teqts and standards to assure
the durability and quality of future modules. To assess
long-term durability from short term field or accelerated
testing, it is essential to identify, understand and quant-
ify potential tife-limltlng damage mechanisms. Approaches
to identifying and characterizing degradation mechanisms
such as corrosion, cyclic fatigue, photothermsl skin S,
soiling, debondlng, and electrical stress effects are
addressed. Experience sad approaches of other industries
in achieving and assuring hardware durability are reviewed
and discussed.
TITLE: Chemical Bonding Technology for Terrestrial PV
Hodules Status to February, 1983
AUTHOR: D.R. Coulter, eL el.
CORPOt_tTE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATEr November 15, 1983
REPORT NO: DOE JPL I012-91. JPL Pub. 83-86, 5101-232
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO41HF AOI
ABSTRACT: Encapsulated PV modules must hold together for
20 years, reliably resisting delamlnatlon and separation
of any of the component materials. Delamlnation of ascap-
sulst|on materisls from each other, or from solar cells
and interconnects, can create voids for accumulation of
water, promoting corrosive failure. Delemdnstion of sili-
cone elastomers from unprlmed surfaces was s common occur-
rence with early modules, but the incidences of silicone
delsmtnstion with later modules decreased when adhesion
promoters recommended by silicone manufacturers were used.
An investigation of sillcone delemlnstion from unprimed
surfaces successfully identified the mechanism, which was
related to atmospheric oxygen and moisture. This early
finding indicated that reliance on physical bonding of
encapsulation interfaces for 1on S life in an outdoor envl
ronment would be risky. For long outdoor llfe, the _ster-
eels components of s module must therefore be held together
by weather-stable adhesion promotors that desirably form
strong, tnterfsctal chemical bonds. The Environmental
Isolation Task of FSA, managed by JPL for the DOE, con-
ducted a program Lo Identify, develop, and validate
weather-stable chemical bonding sdheslon promotors for
terrestrlsl PV. This program is a Joint effort currently
involvlng Dow Cornlng Corp., Case Western Reserve Univer-
sity, Rockwell Internstlonel, SprinKborn Laboratories,
IBC., and JPL. This report |s intended to accomplish
three purposes: to provide a status report on chemically
bonding adhesion promotorg, with data on bond sLrength
performance; to describe and discuss the theories of the
chemically bonded interface; and to identify processing
considerations relevant to achieving long-term interracial
chemical bonding.
TITLE: A Concept for the Intrinsic Dielectric Strength of
Electrical Insulation Msterlals
AUTHOR: Edward Cuddlhy
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulslon Laboratory
DATE: April 15, 1984
8EPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-105, JPL Pub. 85-30, 5101-252
AVAILARILITY: NTIS, PC AO31HF AOI
ABETRACT: A concept Is described for • possible definition
of the intrinsic dielectric strength of tnsulsttn E mater-
ials. This can be considered as s fundsmentsl material
property similar to other material properties, such as
Young's modulus, index of refraction, and expsnslon coef-
ficient. The events leading to the recognition of this
property are reported, and the property is defined. This
intrinsic dielectric strength concept should facilitate
interpretation of results from accelerated and/or natural
aging programs intended to predict electrical insulation
service life of encspsulsnLs in PV modules. As s practice1
sppllcaLion, this new concept permitted s possible exp]sns
Lion of the reuse of failures in buried high-voltage cables
with polyethlene insulation, ss well as s possible explana-
tion of the causes of electrical trees in polyethylene.
TITLE: PV Hodule Encapsulation Design and Materials
Selection: Volume II
AUTHOR: E. Cudd|hy
CORPORATE RUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: June 1, 1984
REPORT NO: DOE_JPL 1012_97, JPL Pub. 84-3_, 5101-237
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOb/MF An1; 1
AESTRACT: Volu_e I (Reference 1), published June 1, 1992,
described encapsulation material system requirements,
material-select|on criteria, and the status and properties
of encapsulation msterlals and processes available to mod-
ule manufacturers. To assist materlsl suppliers in asses
mink the suitability of materials in their product lines
and the potent[s1 of new-material products, technical and
economic gOalS established for PV modules and encapsulation
systems and their status were described. A comprehensive
discussion of evaileble encapsulation technology end data
was presented to facllitste design and material selection
for Si flat-plate PV modules, using the best materials
available and processes optimized for specific power appli-
cations and geographic sites. Volume II extends end sup-
plements Volume I by describing FSA encapsulation technol
ogy developed between June 1, 1982, and January 1, 1984.
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Emphasis during this period shifted from materials develop-
ment to demonstratlon of reliability and durebillty In sn
outdoor environment. The updated Informstlon in this
volume reflects the developing technology base related to
both rel|ability and encspsulstlon process improvements.
TITLE: Antlsoillng Technology: Theories of Surface Soil-
in s and Performance of Antisoillng Surface Coatings
AUTHOR: E.F. Cuddlby and P.B. Willis
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulslon Lsborstory
DATE: November 15, 1984
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-102, JPL Pub. 8_-/2, 5101-251
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A03/MF AO1
ABSTRACT: Physics1 examination of surfaces undergoing
natural outdoor Boiling suggests that soil matter accumu-
lates in as many as three distinct lsyers. The first
layer involves strong chemical attachment or strong chemt-
sorpkion of soil matter on the primary surfers. The second
layer is physical. It consists of a highly organized
arrangement of soil cresting a gradation in surface energy
from s high associated with the energetic first layer to
the lowest possible state as dictated by the chemical and
physlcsl nature of the regions1 atmospheric soiling mater-
ials. These first two layers are resistant to removel by
rain. The third layer constitutes a settling of loose soil
matter, accumulating in dry periods and being removed dur-
ing rainy periods. Theories end evidence suggesL that sur-
feces that should be naturally resistant to the formation
of the first two rain resistant layers should be herd,
smooth, hydrophoble, free of first period elements, and
have the lowest possible surface energy. These character
tstics, evolving as requirements for low soiling surfaces,
suggest that surfaces or surface coatings should he of
fluorocarbon chemistry. Evidence is presented for the
three soil layer concept, es well a9 data on the positive
performance of csndidsLe fluorocarbon coatings on glass
and transparent plastic films after 28 months of outdoor
exposure.
TITLE: A Concept for the Intrinsic Dielectric Strength of
Electrical Insulation Haterlsls
AUTHOR: E,F. Cuddthy
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: April 15, 1985
REPORT NO: DOEIJPL 1012-105, and 5101252
ABSTRACT: A concept is described for a possible definition
of the intrinsic dielectric strength of insulating mater
Isle. which can be considered as a fundamental msterlsl
property similar to other materlal properties, such as
Young's modulus, index of refraction, and expansion reef
flctents. The events leading to the recognitiion of this
property are reported, and the property is defined. This
intrinsic dielectric strength concept should facilitate
Interpretstlon of results from accelerated and/or natural
aging programs intended to predict electrical insulation
service llfe of encapsulants in PV modules. AS a prscti
cal application, this new concept enabled s possible ex
planatlon of the cause of failures in buried high voltage
cables wlth polyethylene insulation, and a possible explsn
allen of the causes of electrical trees in polyethylene;
these also are described.
TITLE: Chemical Bonding Technology: Direct Investigation
of Interfaclal Bonds
AUTHOR: J.L. KoentK, eL el.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: January 1986
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 1012 120, JPL Pnb 86-6, 5101 284
ABSTRACT: This is the third FSA document reporting on
chemlcsl bonding technology for terrestrial PV modules.
The impetus for thls work originated in the late 1970s
when PV modules employing silicone encapsulation materials
were undergoing delaminstion during outdoor exposure. At
that time, manufacturers were not _mploying adhesion pro-
meters and, hence, module interfaces in common with the
silicone materials were only in physical contact end there-
fore easily prone to separation if, for example, water were
to penetrate to the interfaces. Delsminstion with silicone
materials virtually vanished when adhesion promoters, rec
ommended by silicone manufacturers, were used, With the
decrease in use of silicone encapsulants, and the increase
in use of hydrocarbon encspsulsnts such as EVA, the need
devaloped for adhesion promoters speclflcally developed
for these new materials. The adhesion promoters being de
veloped for EVA type materials are baaed on orgsno-silsnes,
which generate prlmsry chnmicsl bonds st the interface,
that is, chemical bonding. These sdheslon promoters are
commonly referred to as "primers". The first report on
thls subject (Chemlcal Bondln_ Technology for Terrestrial
$oI___9r Cell Module_, by E.P. Plueddemsn, JPL 5101-132, dated
September 1, 1919) described the chemistry of primers based
on organosilane chemistry, and the second report (Chemical
BondinLTRch_tolo_ for Terrestrial PV Modules, by
D.R. Coulter. E.F. Cuddthy end E.P. Plueddeman, JPL
Pub. 83-86, dated November 15, 1983) described chemical
bonding theories, and also included a listing of candidate
primer and adhesive systems being investigated For all of
the various module interfaces. This report describes the
activities related to the direct investigation of
chemically bonded interfaces.
TITLE: The AgtnE Correlation (RB ; t): Relative Humidity
(%) + Temperature (°C)
AUTHOR: E.F. Cuddlhy
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: January IS, 1986
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 1012-121, JPL Pub. 86 7, 5101-783
ABSTRACT: An aging correlation between corrosion life
time, and relative humidity BH(%) and temperature t(°C)
has been reported in the literature. This aging corre-
lation is s semi tog plot of corrosion lifetime on the log
scale versus the interesting summation term {BH(_) 4 t(°c)}
on the linear scale. This empirical correlation was de-
rived from observation of experimental data trends and has
been referred to as sn experimental law. Using electrical
resistivity data of PVH measured as a function of relative
humidity and temperature, it was found that the electrical
resistivity could be expressed as a function of the term
{RE(%) + t{°)}. Thus, if corrosion is related to
leakage current through an organic insulator, which, in
turn, is s function of RH and t, then some partial thee
rettcal validity for the correlation is Indicated. This
article describes +he derivation of the term {(RH(%) 4
t(°C)} from PV_ electrical resistivity data.
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TITLE: Final Report. Terrestrial Service Environments
for Selected GeoEraphtc Locations.
AUTHOR: D.C. Csrmtchael and R.E. Thomas
CORPORATE AUTH: Battelle Memorial Institute,
Columbus Laboratories
DATE: 3unn 1976
REPORT NO: ERDA-JPL 954328-76/5
ABSTRACT: This report contains results obtained from
analyses of climatic, precipitation, sir pollution and
other environmental data for the years 1965-1974 at nine
widely different geographic local|one in the United States.
In addition to descriptive and d|urnsl statistics for 24
Individual climatic vsrtsbles, "environmental cell" stalls-
tics were computed to obtain tbe frequencies, durations,
and transitions for the simultaneous occurrence of various
combinations of environmental vsrisbles. Results are pre-
sented for the simultaneous occurrence of specific levels
of air temperature, relative humldlLy, wind speed, and
Insolation, in addILion to representative results obtained
for other combinations of varlsbles. The results charac-
terize the envlronmentsl conditions to which terrestrial
solar strays would be exposed over a 20-yr lifetime, and
serve to identify environmental factors and levels that
can be used in testing candidate encapsulation msterlals
and systems for such terrestrial exposures. An innovative
methodology was applied to obtain these results for combt
nations of environmental variables. Because uf its sen
ersllty and demonstrated feasibility, tt is concluded thmt
the methodology also has broad applications to other
tesLinE programs.
TITLE: Fins1 Technical Report. Review of World
Experience and Properties of Hsterials for
Encspsulstlon of Terrestrisl PV Arrays
AUTHOR: D.C. Carmtchsel
CORPORATE AUTH: Battelle Memorial Institute,
Columbus Laboratories
DATE: July 21, 1976
REPORT NO: ERDA-JPL 954328 7614
ABSTRACT: Available Information defintn E the state of the
art of encapsulation msterlsls and processes for terres-
trial PV devices and related applications were collected
end analyzed. The criteria for consideration of the encap-
sulation systems were based on the L_A gOalS for arrays
wlth a lifetlme of over 20 yrs high rellsbillty, and
efficiency greater than 10%, a total stray price less than
$5001kW, and s production cspsclty of 5 x ]05kWlyr. Pub
lashed and unpublished information relating to encapsuls
tier systems and materials properties was collected by
searching the literature. None of the encapsulation mater
lalS used meets all of the LSA criteria (particularly
cost), but some have performed well. Since the design of
the ultimate LSA device is yet to be esLsbllshed, selec-
Lion of candidate msterlsls was based upon both LSA
crILerla and specific materials prop_rfies (e.g., l|ght
transmission) requlslLe to the functions of various
components (e.g., covers portents, etc.) in potential
encapsulation systems, as well ss upon temperature and
processing constraints associated with the cell structure.
The recommended materials (all con_nercially available)
include, depending upon the device design, various bore
silicate and sods-lime glasses and numerous polymerics
sultsble for apeciflc encapsulation-system functions.
TITLE: Final Report. Methodology for Designing
Accelersted Aging Tests for Predicting Life of PV
Arrays
AUTHOR: G.B. Gaines
CORPORATE AUTH: Battelle Memorial Institute,
Columbus Lsboratorles
DATE: February 1, 1977
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954328 77/I
ABSTRACT: This Study undertook to develop s methodoloEy
for designing eglng tests in which llfe prediction was
paramount. Part II presents the improved methodology
developed in this study. The developed methodology empha-
sizes the Importance of incorporating substsntlal contri-
butions st the time of initiation of the Lest design from
statisticlsns, material scientists, and test engineers in
order to achieve a Lest design that is both statistically
satisfactory sad is practical in terms of the number of
Leafs to be run. The first 6 steps of the developed metho-
dology focus on the explicit Identtftcstion of necessary
engineering input information, Identiflcstion of poeglble
failure modes and environmental variables (stresses) that
may affect the time rates of degradation for each failure
mode without changing the failure mode, estfmstion of ex-
pected overs11 severity of each comblnaLion of environ-
mental stresses, and snalygls of severity rstlngs as s
hierarchical tree. An examination of the tree makeg tt
possible to identify those test conditions (combinations
of environmental stress levels) that are expected to pro-
duce the largest changes in degradation rates. Secause
the remaining tests may not form s suttsble experimental
design, the methodology provides for the inclusion of
selected additional tests to remove as may statlstlcsl
deficiencies as possible within the allowable time/cost
constrainLs. Considerations of precision, accuracy, and
test sensitivity ere also included in the report.
TITLE: Flnsl Report. Accelerated/Abbreviated Test
Methods for Predlcting Life of Solar Cell
Encapsulsnts. October 25, 1977 to April 30, 1978
AUTHOR: J.M. Kolyer, N,R. Mann and J Fsrrar
CORPORATE AUTH: Rockwell TnLernstlonal Corp.
DATE: April 30, 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954458 78/10
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AI3/HF kOl
ABSTRACT: Accelerated and abbreviated test methods were
developed for predicting the outdoor lifetime of solar
cell sncapsulants. Encspsulants are clear materlsls
applied as covers to protect the cells from envlronmenLal
hazards. An important principle is that encspsulants
should be tested in a total stray system allowing resUstic
interaction of components. Therefore, micromodule test
specimens were fabrlcsted with a verlety of encapsulants,
substrates, and types of circuitry. Interactions. some
times favorable, were observed between these cumponents.
One common failure mode was corrosion of circuitry and
solar cell metsllization due to moisture penetration.
Another was darkening and/or opscification of encapsulsnt.
However, the power output remslned hath despite drmstic
vlsusl changes. A test program plan was propnsed. IL
included multlcond|tlon accelerated exposure, which was
demonstrated to give successful predictions for property
changes. Another method was hypersccelerated photochemical
exposure using a solar concentrator. It simulates 20 yrs
of sunlight exposure in a short Lime period of one to two
weeks. The study was beneficial in identlfylnE some cost-
effective encapsulsnts and array designs. It was shown
that St junctions are remarkably resistant to moisture and
conLaminsnLs. With corrosion-resistant circuitry, the en-
cspsulanL could be a low cost plastic which protects cells
from dust, abrasion, and mechanical shock.
TITLE: Final Report. Studies and Testing of AR Coatings
for Soda Lime _lsss
AUTHOR: E.H. Pastirlk, T.C. Sparks, sad N.G. Coleman
CORPORATE AUTH: Motorola, Inc.
DATE: Hey 1918
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954773 78/1
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO3/HF AO1
ABSTRACT: Experimental results on this feasibility study
to establish processes for producing AR films on glass are
very encouraging. Efforts have been concentrated in three
areas: acid etching of glass, plasma etching of glass, and
sold development of sodium silicate films on glass. The
best transmission to date has been achieved through the
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acid etching technique, while the most durable films have
been produced from development of sodium silicate films.
Control of the acid etching technique is presently inade
quate for production implementation, snd large scale appli-
cation methods for sodium silicate films need further defi-
nition. _tle films having excellent AR properties here
been fabricated by plasma etching techniques, all have been
water soluble, disqualifying the films from a weatherabll--
ILy standpoint.
TITLE: Final Report. Evaluation of Available
Encapsulation Materlals for Low Cost Long-Life Si
PV Arrays
AUTHOR: D.C. Carmtchsel, C.R. Gaines, et el.
CORPORATE AUTH: Battelle Hemorlal Institute,
Columbus Laboratories
DATE: June 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL qSA328 ]8/2
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO61MF AOI
ABSTRACT: The 1986 objectives of the LSA Project ere to
develop the technology and manufacturing capability Lo
produce 500,000 kW/yr of PV arrays at a cost of tess than
$500/kW, with an efficiency of greater than 10% and a
service life of 20 yrs. One of the tasks (Encapsulation
Task) of this project is concerned with the development
and evaluation of the protective encapsulation-material
systems which will be required Lo meet these cost and ser-
vice life objectives, as well as the production and per-
formance objectives for terrestrial PV arrays. To help
evaluate the requirements and potential of encapsulation
systems for arrays, an extensive review and enslyels was
made, in a previous study, of prior world experience with
PV arreys tn the field and the service behevior of encapsu-
lation materials for PV and related applications. In addt
lion to an appraisal of field experience and problems, can
dldate materials for various functions in the array encep
eulation system were recommended for investigation and
pertinent properties of these materials were collected and
reported in that study. The study that is reported here
consists of the experimental evaluation of selected encep
eulat|on designs and materials based on the earlier study
which here potential for use in low-cost, long-life PV
arraye.
TITLE: Final Report, Ion Platlng of Solar Cell Arrays
CORPORATE AUTB: Endures Corp.
DATE: December 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL q54728 78/2
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO2/MF AOI
ABSTRACT: Endures has been engeged in • feasibility study
to determine practicality of utilizing Endures ion plated
fllma to serve as anti-reflective and or protective encep-
sulants for solar cell strays. It has been demonstrated
that thin films of oxide materiels between 1OO0 and 2000 A
thick will protect s PV device from degradation in salt
spray. Additionally, transmisstvtty dale accumulated on
Endurex coatings show that the AR properties of this film
ere equal to any achieved by more widely used processes.
The Endurez ion plating process is capable of being scaled
up to meet 1986 throughput goals at a cost which is in
line wtth 1986 cost goals. An additional benefit that may
be realized by the utilization of ion plaLing ts that it
is an effluent free process utilizing no wet chemistry.
TITLE: Final Report. Neasurement Techniques snd
InsLruments Suitable for Life Prediction Testing
of PV Arrays
AUTHOR: G.T. Noel, V.E. Wood, el el.
CORPORATE AUTH: Battelle Nemorlal Institute,
Columbus Laboratories
DATE: Hatch 1979
REPORT NO: DOE-Jet 95A328-F9/]2
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO5/NF A01
ABSTRACT: The validation of a 20-yr service life for
low--cost PV arrays is a critical requirement in the LSA
Project. Of necessity, this validation must be accomp-
ltshed through accelerated life-prediction tests. A
methodology for such tests has been developed in • pre-
ceding study at Battelle for the LSA Project. Remaining
needs before such tests ere carried out are the identifi-
cation, assessment, and experimental evaluet|on of diagnos-
tic techniques and instruments that make it possible to
measure failure related degredetive property changes over
a short Lime period with sufficient precision to allow the
prediction of sevtce life exceeding 20 yr. A two-phase
study has been conducted addressing these needs. Phase I,
the results of which were discussed in the interim report
on this study, accomplished the initial identification and
assessment of all known measurement techniques and instru-
ments that might be used in these life-prediction tests
and included reconwnendations on their use. The results
and recommended techniques from the Phase I investlgetion
are summarized in the Appendix of this report. Phsse II
of the study, covered In this report, consisted of expert
mental evaluations of three techniques selected from those
recommended as a result of the Phase I findings. The
three techniques evaluated were specular and nonspecular
optical reflectometry, chemiluminescence measurements, and
electrical current noise measurements.
TITLE: Final Report. Development of an Accelerated Test
Design for Predicting the Service Life of the
Solar Array st Head, Nebraska
AUTHOR: G.H. Csines, R,E. Thomas, et el.
CORPORATE AOTH: Battelle Hemorlsl Institute,
Columbus Laboratories
DATE: June 1929
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 95_328 79/13
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO3/MF AO1
ABSTRACT: Thls report describes an accelersted test which
ts designed to predict the life of the 25 kW PV array in
stalled near Mead, Nebraska. Emphasis is pieced on the
powerouLput degrsdation eL the module level end on long
term degradation modes, sa spproprtete for life prediction
of mature devices for which infant failures are few. A
quantitative model for accelerating testing using multiple
environmental stresses is used to develop the Lest design.
The model accounts for the effects of thermal stress by a
relation of the Arrhentus form. This relation is then
corrected for the effects of nonthermal environmental
stresses, such as relative humidity, atmospheric pollut
ants, end UV rediatlon. The correction factors for the
nonthermsl stresses include tempereturedependent ex
ponents to account for the effects of interactions between
thermal end nonthermal stresses on the rate of degradaLlon
of power output Quantitative eatlmatea, s priori, of the
model parampters are then used to compute expected degrade
Lion rates under vsrious test conditions associated with e
complete factorial experimental design. The Lest condl
Lions, m_asurements, and dais analyses for the accelerated
tests are presented for determining the predicted life of
the modules in service eL Mead. Constant-temperature,
cyclic-Lempersture, and UV types of teaLs are specified,
incorporating selected levels of relative humidity and
chemical contamination end an imposed forward bias current
end static electric field. It is recommended that ss a
first step in test implementation, the model be selectively
validated using identified portions of the accelerated
test design.
TITLE: Final HeporL. Develop Silicone Encapsulation
Systems for Terrestrial St Solar Arrays
CORPORATE AUTH: Dnw Corning Corp.
DATE: December 1979
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 954995-8016
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC kOA/NF AOI
ABSTRACT: Thts work resulted in two basic accomplishments.
The first was the identification Of DOW CORNINC Q1-2577 as
• suitable encapsulsnt material for use in cost effective
Ii0
encapsulation systems. The second was the preparation of
a sillcone-acryllc cover materiel containing s durable UV
screening agent for the protection of photo oxldstively
sensitive polymers. The moat expeditious method of fabri-
cation is one in which the encspaulant material performs
the combined function of adhesive, pottsnt, and outer
cover. The costa of the encapsulant can be minimized by
using it as a thln conformal coating. Our evaluation of
methods by which to process encapsulation systems end the
screening of candidate msterlais Look those factors Into
consideration. One encapsulatlon system using silicones
was identified from thls work which provided protection to
PV cells end survived the JPL qualification tests. This
encapsulation system uses DOW CORNINO as the combined
adhesive, portent and cover malarial. The lowest cost
encapsulation system using Q1 2577 had Super Dorlux as the
substrate structural member. The overall material cost of
this encapsulation system is O./4_/ft 2 (]980 dollars)
based on current meLerial prices, which could decrease
with increased production of QI-2S77.
TITLE: Final Report. AR Coatings Applied by Acid
Leaching Process
AUTHOR: E. Pasttrik
CORPORATE AUTH: Motorola, Inc.
DATE: September 1980
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955387-80/3
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A04/HF A01
ABSTRACT: The Magicote C process developed by S.M. Thump-
sen was evaluated for use in applying sn AE costing to the
cover plates of adler panels. The process uses a flouro-
silicic acid solution supersaturated with silica at ele-
vated temperature to selectively attack the surface of
soda-llme glass cover plates and slier the physical and
chemical composition of s thin layer of glass. The altered
glass layer constitutes an AR coating. The process pro-
duces coatings of excellent optical quality which possess
outstanding resistance to soiling and staining. The coat-
ings produced are not resistant to mechanical abrasion and
are attacked to some extent by glass cleansers. Control
of the filming process was found to be difficult.
TITLE: Final Report. Integral Glass Encapsulation for
Solar Arrays
CORPORATE AUTH: Spire Corp.
DATE: July 1981
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954521-81/15
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AOS/MF AOt
ABSTRACT: This program has developed the technology of
electrostatic bonding as an encapsulation technique for
terrestrial solar arvaya. The proceas produces full
integral, hermetic bonds with no adhesives or portents.
Demonstration panels of six solar cells on a single glass
superstrate were produced. Electrostatic bonding was also
developed as a means of making the cell front contact. A
metal mesh ia trapped into contact with the cell front
during the bonding process. Demonstration aix cell panels
using the bonded mesh as the only cell front contract were
produced. Exploratory development was done on the poasi-
billty of using lower cost glass, with a higher thermal
expansion mismatch to St, by making Lower temperature
(250-300°C) bonds. This was shorn Lo require a planar
surface cell (no front contacts). Demonstration panels of
twelve 3" round wafers on a 12 s 18" glass sheet were made.
TITLE: Final Report. Development of Synthetic Procedures
for Polymer UV Stabilizers and Absorbers
CORPORATE AUTH: University of Massachusetts
DATE: December 20, 1982
BEPORT NO: DOE-JPL 95553t-82/2
ABSTRACT: The objective of this work was to devise poly-
meric materials that are stable enough to use outdoors, in
excess of 20 yrs, without any changes taking place. Our
particular objective was to synthesize new and effective
UV stabilizers for plastic materials, to prepare polymeriz-
able UV stabilizers, particularly of the 2(2-hydroxyphenyl)
2H-benzotriazole family, to demonstrate their polymeriza-
tion, copolymerisation end grafting onto other pollrmera,
tO devise new effective t/V-stabilizlng systems, and to
assist JPL in its evaluation of these materials from the
photophyaical point of view. Unsaturated polyesters were
copolymerized.
TITLE: Final Report. Ion Plating of Solar Cell Arrays
Encapsulation Task
CORPORATE AUTH: Illlnois Toot Works, Inc,
DATE: April 1983
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955506-83/3
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC A03/MF k01; 1
ABSTRACT: The objective of the contract was to initiate,
investigate, develop and demonstrate the capability to pro-
duce operational solar cells having meLalllzeLion and AR
coatings deposited by gasless ion plating, which will
separately and/or in combination with a low-cost encapsula-
tion system, meet the LSA project life, cost and perfor-
mance goals. The capability to produce operational solar
celia, both n on p and p on n types, with ion-plated metal-
lizations has been developed. Further, the ability to
deposit AR coatings by ion plating has been demonstrated.
The performance characteristics of solar cells thus pro-
duced has been equal to that of control cells finished
with conventional metallization systems. Additionally,
S_ICS analyses have ahown that such processes can meet
coat requirements. Although llfe tests have not been
performed, corrosion tests, which have been performed,
imply that solar cells with ion-plated meLallization and
AR coating will be much less susceptible to corrosion of
the electrodes than will solar cells with conventional
metalllzetlons and AR coatings.
TITLE: Final Report. March 23, 1977 to January 31, 1984
Study Program for Encapsulation NaLerlals Interface
AUTHOR: D.H. Raelble and C.L. Leung
CORPORATE AUTB: Rockwell International Corp.
DATE: April 1984
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954739106
AVAILABILII_: NTIS, PC AO4/MF AOI; I
ABSTRACT: The first annual report (Science Center Report
NO. SC5106.22AR) outlines and Implements a physical/
chemical evaluation program for solar cell encspsulants.
The results of computer controlled ultrasonic and optical/
e11ipsometric mapping for interface defect characteri-
zation in solar modules are summarized in the second annual
report (SC5106.49AR). The development and validation of an
atmospheric corrosion model and a test plan for LSA outdoor
service at the Mead, Nebraska, Lest atte are presented tn
the third annual report {SC5106.86AR). Development of ac
impedance as • method of evaluating solar cell and module
properties end further development of corrosion models are
summarized in the fourth annual report (SC5106.104AR). The
fifth annual report (SC5lO6.123AR) summarized the develop
ment of materials selection criteria for encapsulant bond
integrity, and additional validation of ac impedance met
hods for detecting early electrical malfunction in solar
modules. The sixth and final phase of the program, as re
ported in this document, generates and validates the neces-
aary design and process principles for achieving long term
I8S of PV encapsulated systems.
TITLE: Trlannual Report. For Period Ending July 31,
1984. Design, Analysis and Test Verification of
Advanced Encapsulation Systems
AUTHOR: N. Mardesich
CORPORATE AUTH: Spectrolab, Inc.
DATS: August 198_
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955567-84/15
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO2/MF AO1
iii
ABSTRACT: Thls program will develop the analytlc81 method
elegy for advanced encapsulation designs. From these
methods, design sensitivities will be estsbllshed for the
development of PV module criteria and the definition of
needed research tasks. The progrsm consists of four
phases. In Phase I, analytical models were developed to
perform optical, thermal, electrical and structural anal-
yses on candidate encspsulatlon systems. From these
analyses, several candidate encapsulation systems were
selected for qualification testing during Phase II.
Additionally, during Phase II, test specimens of various
types were constructed and tested to determine the valid-
ity of the analysis methodology developed in Phase I.
During Phase III the following items will be covered: (1)
Correction of identified deficiencies and/or discrepancies
between analytical models developed during Phase T and rel
event test dsts obtained during Phase II of the above con
tract, (2) Improvement and extension of prediction capabil-
ity of present analytical models, and (3) Generation of
encapsulation engineering generalities, principles, and
design aids for PV module design. In Phase IV a final
optimum design based on knowledge gained in Phases I, II
and III will be developed and delivered to JPL.
TITLE: Annual Report, 1983. Modeling of Photodegradation
in Solsr Cell Nodules of Substrata and Superstrste
Design Made with Ethylene-Vinyl Acetate as PortEnt
Nateclal
AUTHOR: A.C. Eomerasll and 3.6. Cuillet
CORPORATE AUTH: The Governing Council of the University
of Toronto
DATE: January 2, 1985
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955591-84/11
ABSTRACT: A computer model has been developed that can
generate realistic concentration-versus time profiles of
the chemical species formed during photooxtdation of hydro-
carbon polymers. The input data used is s set of elemen
tsry reactions with corresponding rate constants and
initial conditions. The results of computer simulation
have been shorn to be consistent with the genera] expert
mental observations of the photooxidation of polyethylene
exposed to sunlight at ambient temperatures. The useful
lifetime (5_ oxidation) of the unstsbtlized polyethylene
iS predicted to vary from S few months in hot Weather
(IO0°F) to almost two years in cool weather (AS°F) with
apparent net activation energy of 10 kcal/mol. Modelling
studies of alternative mechanisms for stabilization of
clear, amorphous, linear polyethylene suggest that the
optimum stabilizer would be a molecularly dispersed sddt
tire in very low concentration which can trap peroxy red
icsls and also decompose hydroperoxldes. In principle,
the lifetimes could then be extended over 20 yrs. The
diffusion of oxygen Into the polymer is not rate limiting
to the photooxidation process but edge seals and imper
vious covers could preclude any autocatalytic photo-
oxidation and thereby extend lifetimes very considerably.
TITLE: Ninth Annual Report. Investigation of Test
Methods, Material Ptopertles, and Processes for
Solar Cell gncapsulsnts
AUTHOR: P.8. Willis
CORPORATE AUTH: gpvingborn Laboratories, Inc.
DATE: June lg, 1985
REPORT NO: DOE-Jet 954521 85/28
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO6/MF AOI; l
ABSTRACT: TO ensure high reliability and long-term per-
formance, the functional components of the solar cell must
be adequately protected from the environment by some encap
sulstlon technique. The potentially harmful elements to
module functioning include moisture, UV radiation, heat
build-up, thermal excursions, dust, hail, and atmospheric
pollutants. Additionally, the encapsulation system must
provide mechanical support for the cells and corrosion
protection for the electrical components. The encapsuls
Lion system is defined as all the construction materials
required in a module to provide this mechanical support
snd environments1 isolation. In addition, the module must
be baaed on construction materials and design considera-
tions that meet the field operating requirements while
else maximizing the cost performance. The goal of this
program is to identify and develop encapsulation systems
consistent with the PV-module operating requirements of
30 yr llfe and s target cost of $0.701Wp ($70/m 2)
(1980 dollars). Assuming a module efficiency of 10_,
which is equivalent to s power output of 1OO W/m 2 in
midday sunllght, the capital coat of the modules may be
calculated to be $70.00/m 2. Out of this cost goal, only
20_ is available for encapsulation due to the high cost of
the cells, interconnects, and other related components.
The encs_sulation cost allocation may then be stated as
$14.O0/m z which includes all coatings, portent and
mechanical supports for the cells.
TITLE: Design, Analysis and Test Verification of Advanced
Encsp.ulmted gystrms
AUTHOR: A. Carrie, III
CORPORATE AUTH: SPectrolab, Inc.
DATE: Oct. 31, 1985 (Received Oct. 1986)
REPORT Me: DOE JPL 955567-85/16
ABSTRACT: Methods have been developed to ald the PV menu
facturer in the design of modules which will optimize the
use of materials and method of manufacture for novel encap-
sulation schemes. Methods are described for using master
curves to enahkle the design of modules which wlll with
stand pressure loading from wind and/or precipitation as
well as stress produced from dlurnsl and seasonal thermal
cycling. Analysis methods using finite element modeling
are presented to exsmlne maximum electric field concen
tratlons dependent on the geometry of ceils and intercon
sects. Techniques for determining the operating tempera
Lure and optical _fficiency of panels are presented Sev
eral novel methods of msnufacturlng modules are described
Experimental results in _he use of conductive polymers in
PV cells as AR coatings, conductivity enhancers and passi
ration coatings are discussed.
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TITLE: Preliminary Analysts of ;ndustrtsl Growth end the
Factors that Affect Industrial Growth Rates
AUTHOR: E. Edeleon end T.E. Lee
CORPORATE AUTH: 3at Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: January 1976
REPORT NO: 5101-1_
ABSTRACT: Research on the experience of growth in indus-
tries other than El solar arrays has been undertaken to
provide a perspective on the Susie established for the U.
S, Photovoltslc Conversion Program, Comparative Informs
tlon on the growth experienced by other industries will
provide important research questions that must be eddres
sad if the goals are to be achieved. Presently, this work
has been conducted st three levels. The first level is
purely analytical, end applies mathemeticsl equations
describing exponential growth and linear growth to the
goals stated for the LSSA Project. In the framework
established by these equations, the growth rates implied
by the LSSA goals may be computed. At the second level,
some Interpretsllon of these rates is provided by comparing
them to growth rates experienced by other industries. Al-
though e hlstoricsl rate of growth la only s superficial
indication of en tndustry's development, it does provide s
first-order indicator of what levels of growth different
industries have been able to achieve in the pest. The use
of growth rate comparisons does not detract from the tm
portance of examining, in detail, those factors that deter
mine the rate of growth. The factors presently under con-
sideration are: (1) Level of Industry investment; (?I Cov
ernment subsidization and incentives; (3) Government cegu
lstion; (a) Competition within the industry end wilh other
industries; (5) Market characterlstlca; and (6) Consumer
b_havlor. Recauae information on these constralnts and
Incentives is necessary to understand the observed growth
rates, the third level of research is a case study on one
relevant industry to examine what constrains and motivates
an industry.
TITLE: The Coat of Energy from UtIllty-Owned Solar
Electric Systems
AUTHOR: J.W. Deans, R.R. O'Toole, et el.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: June 1976
REPORT Me: RRDA-JPL I012-76/3, and 50_0 29
ABSTRACT: This methodology calculates the electric energy
busbsr cost from • utility owned solar electric system.
This approach is applicable to both publicly - and
privately-ot_ned utiIlt|es. Busbsr cost represents the
minimum price per unlt of energy consistent with producing
system-resultant revenues equal to the sum of system
resultant cost. This equality is expressed in present
value terms, where the discount rate used reflects the
rate of return required on invested capital. Major input
variables describe the output capabilities and capital
cost of the energy system, the cash flows required for
system operation and maintenance, and the financial
structure and tax environment of the utility.
TITLE: Interim Price Estimation Guidelines:
and an Adjunct to SANIS III
AUTHOR: R.W. Aster end E.G. Chamberlain
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: September 1977
REPORT NO: 5101-33
A Precursor
ABSTRACT: The problem of estimating the market price of s
product that ta obtainable from an unproven technological
process is • very difficult one. Direct costs can he eat[
mated much more really. However, if one can then estimate
the direct requirements for both the process and the
organization employing the process, then a total cost esti-
mate is poaslhle. If this total coat includes esLimates
of all the production, administration, and financial costa,
then the result is the minimum price that a firm requires
to enter the market with that given process. This problem
feces the LSSA Project, which ia charged with the task of
developing technological processes which meet certain price
Reels. Accordingly, there have been numerous cost models
developed by various Project elements. A growing need has
been recognized for m standard methodology which s]lows
(1) relative comparisons of the potential prices attribut-
able to competing processes, and (2) s beat possible esti-
mate of the actual price obtainable from s process. SAMIS
will be s powerful tool for producing accurate comparable
estimates of the prices implied by sequences of manufactur-
ing processes. RAMIE will not, however, be available for
several months, and price estimates are being made now by
various Project elements. To provide a basis for conats
tency among these estimates, this document establishes an
interim standard method to be used throughout the Project
(except in the SI Material Task, where the Lemur
University procedure may be better auited then this
Interim standard method.)
TITLE: The Penetration of the International Market by
Domestically Produced PV Power Systems: A Survey
of Recent Estimates
AUTHOR: G.M. Zimsn end J.L. Smith
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: 1978
REPORT NO: 5101-75
ABSTRACT: Increasing interest in the potential market for
PV power systems In foreign countries, particularly the
lesser developed countries, has prompted s review of sere
ral studies that have attempted to quantify that market.
The express purpose for this review is to ace if any kind
of consensus for foreign market size esiats among thoae
studies, and to Judge whether such estimates can reasonably
be done st all. Various approaches have been tried, each
with differing degrees of credibility, and a wide canes of
esLtmates has been produced, thus failing to substantially
reduce the uncertainty associated with that market. This
reporL presents and compares those estimates for Lhe period
198A-86 from the studies referred LO above (References [1],
[2}, [8}, and I13]), end s discussion of factors not easily
quantifiable (both favorable end unfavorable) that will Im-
pact PV power systems sales in foreign markets is included
in Section II. A summary of the report and conclusions
drawn is presented as Part tiT. and the methods used to
derive the estimates are discussed in the Appendix.
TITLE: Product Pricing in the Solar Array Manufacturing
Industry: An Executive Summary of SAMICS
AUTHOR: R.G. Chamberlaln
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion |.aborstory
DATE: I979
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 311.2 486
AVAILABILITY: NT15-311.2-6S6
ABSTRACT: The SAMICS methodology is quite general -
application to production llne manufacturing outatde the
solar array Industry is expected to require only relatively
minor augmentation of the data base. This paper is intend
ed to serve aa sn executive summary of SAMICS, and contains
s discussion of capabilities and limitations, • non tech
ntcsI overview of the methodology, and a description of
the input data which must be collected. It also describes
the activities that have been and ere heine taken to ensure
validity of Lhe results and contains sn up todste biblio
Ersphy of related documents.
TITLE: Solar Array Manufacturing Industry Costing
Standards
AUTHOR: R.O. Chamberlain and R.W. Aster
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: March 1978
REPORT NO: 5101-59
ABSTRACT: The Solar Array Manufacturing Industry Costing
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Standards ere prepared by the T,SSA PA&I Ares and are in
tended to provide s standard procedure and data base for
eetlmat[ng, from descriptions of the manufacturing pro
ceases, the price at which solar modules would have Lo be
sold to realize a specified alter-tax rate of return on
equity. The first few weeks of use SAMICS, slung with the
exercise we performed prior to the Eighth [.SSA PIM in
December, hive led to some very penetrating questions.
The purpose of this document is to answer those questions
sod Lo clarify and/or establish how to handle the follow
[ng topics: (I) Elimination of the S2 hour work week;
(2) Clearer labels on Format A and on Process and Company
Work Sheets; (3) Relief labor; (4) Partial inspection
processes; (5) Format A Column A22 amount required per
batch; (6) Processes that draw power even when not in use;
(7) Format A Line 66 and Column A26 output rate and
yield factor; (B) Rework loops; (9) Processes that use
parts that require processing; (10) More general rework
loops; (11) General technological loops; (12) Integeriza
lion of numbers of people and machines; end (13) When to
burden sad when not to burden materials and supplies.
TITLE: Historical Evidence of Importance to the
Industrialization of Flat-Plate Si PV Systems
AUTHOR: J.L. Smith, W.R. Gates and T. Lee
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: April 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-7811. and 5101 54 Vol. I & Vol. II
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO21MF A01
ABSTRACT: Thls study was prepared by the Project staff on
two somewhat disjointed subjects: the diffusion of new
industrial production technologies and the determinants of
success of previous federally funded demonstration pro
Jects. The research was limited to secondary sources. In
essence, s literature search on those two subjects was the
primary aim of the study. That search led, however, to
some fairly strong concluslons out el which specific cecum
mendstlons for the future plans and conduct of the Project
have been derived. It must be emphasized that these recom-
mendstions are made only on the basis of the evidence con
sidered. That is, no attempt has been made here to incur
potato the myriad other factors which bear signiflcsntly
on the Project (e.g., fund|ng levels or polltlcal impera
Lives). Thus, these recommendations are not intended as a
comprehensive set of project management recon_endations to
the PV Program or DOE. They are to he viewed as an input
into such a comprehensive set.
TITLE: The Penetration of the International Market by
Domestically Produced PV Power Systems: A Survey
of Recent Estimates
AUTHOR: G.M. Ztmsn, and J.t,, Smith
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: May 30, 1918
REPORT NO: 5101-75
ABSTRACT: Increasing interest in the potential market for
PV power systems in foreign countries, particularly the
lesser developed countries, has prompted s review of
several studies that have attempted to quantify that
market. The express purpose for this review is to see if
any king of consensus for foreign market size exists among
those studies, and to judge whether such estimates can
reasonably be done at all.
TITLE: Lifetime Coat and Performance Model for PV Power
Systems
AUTHOR: C.S. Borden
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: June 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 311.5 305
AVAILABILITY: NTIS-311.5-305
ABSTRACT: This paper describes the approach and procedures
of the LCP model for PV power systems. The LCP model is
designed to evaluate the impact of slLernstlve initial
design and recurrent policy decisions on both cost and
power output over the lifetime of a PV power plant. LCP
is useful to system designers and operators for addressing
questions relating to optimal system configuration, instal
lstton activities, level of effort and timing of opera
Lions/maintenance actions, allowable degrsdatlon and
replacement options.
TITLE: Economic Analysis of a Candidate 504/We
FlatPlate PV Msnufacturlng Technology
AUTHOR: R.W. Aster
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: December 1978
REPORT NO: DOE JPL I012.78/1F, and 5101-94
ABSTRACT: The SAMICS methodology was used to analyze the
first candidate manufacturing sequence that could meet the
Project's 1986 price goal. That goal represents s reduc-
tion in PV prices by a factor of a hundred over a lO-yr
period, from approximately 50$1Wpk in 1975 to 50_IWpk in
1986. The results of analysis which has occurred since
the original presentstlon of the 5_IWpk candidate [artery
st the IOth Project Integration Meeting are described.
Briefly, i[ a n,mber of events occur, such as a high cell
efficiency (]4% for this £ecbnoloEy), vertical industry
integration, long periods of amortizing the initial
capital investment, and full utilization of s ]srge plant,
then a price of 39.9¢/Wpk is posalble. Non optimal cir.
cumstances will increase this required price, and several
of these circumstances are addressed.
TITLE: A Normative Price for a Manufactured Product: The
SANICS Methodology. Volume I: Executive Summary.
Volume ll: Analysis
AUTHOR: R.C. Chsmberlaln
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: January 1979
REPORT NO: DeE Jet I012-7915, and 5101-93
ABSTRACT: SAMICS provides standard formats, data, aasump
Lions, and procedures for determining the price s hypothet-
ical solar array manufacturer would have to be able to
obtain in the market to realize a specified after tax rate
el return on equity for a specified level of production.
This document presents the methodology and its theoretical
background= IL is contended that the model is sufficiently
general to be u_ed in any production llne manufacturing
environment. Implementation of this methodology by SAMIS
l]I, Release I is discussed.
TITLE: ESEA Mp{hodology and User's Guide
AUTHOR: M.L Slonskl
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulslon Laboratory
DATE: February 1919
REPORT NO: 5101 102
ABSTRACT: The ESEA capability is a flexible analytical
tool which may be used for rank ordering (in terms of cost)
alternative energy systems. The capability consists of s
set of three computer programs, all developed around the
same basic computational structure. The conceptual basis
of the ESEA capability is described in The Cost of Energy
from Utillty:Owned Solar Electrle Systems (JPL 5040 29.
ERDA/JPL IOIP 76/3), denoted hereafter as "USES." In
particular, the ESEA capability utilizes the more flexible
and generalized computational structure described in
Appendix E of the USES document which incorporates s more
explicit treatment of taxes and depreciation. The ESEA
proBrsm _et provides three related but separate capabili
ties: analysis of a single system, comparative analysis
Of two systems, and graphical representation Of both pars
metric and continuous sensitivity analyses on S single
system, comparative analysis of two systems, and graphical
representation of both parametric and continuous sensitlv
ity analyses on s single system. The single system anal
ysls produces essentially the USES output with expanded
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documentation. The program produces a printed summary that
contains inputs, IntermediaLe values, a capital expendl.
Lures table, flEe-cycle cost, net present value when ap-
pllcable, and the busbar energy cost. The comparative
analysis contrasts two system; for example, a system which
utilizes conventional technology and a system which util-
izes a new or alternative technology. For each system the
program produces a printed summery in the same format as
the nlngle system annlyals. In ndditlon, the primary
economic differences between the two systems are high-
lighted. The parametric representation provides a graph
Ical presentation of contlnuous sensitivities on user-
selected parameters over s selected range of values. In
addition it optionally provides the single system analysis
printed summery for the system in the "baseline" state be
fore any sensitivities are performed. Collectlvely, the
ESEA program package offers the analyst considerable flexi--
biltty, such as break-even system and subsystem capital
costs, break, even fuel costs, evaluations of net present
value and internal rate of return, and sensitivities of
busbsr energy costs to a large variety of factors.
TITLE: Technical Readiness 1982
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: October 3l, 1979
REPORT NO: 5101-114
ABSTRECT: The need to find new methods to economicntly
generate enough electrical power to meet future demand
motivated the establishment of the PV Conversion Program in
January 1915. The long range Program objectives developed
are: (1) to develop the technology for low cost PV power
and (2) to stimulate industry to produce, market, and dis
tribute PV systems for widespread residential, commercial,
and governmental use. The LSA Project was established at
the JPL as pare of the government's program. The Project
goal is to greatly reduce the price of flat plate solar
arrays by improving manufacturing technology, adapting
mass production techniques, and promoting user acceptance.
The Project's approach includes the development of improved
solar array designs and manufacturing technologies, their
transfer and deployment to commerclal practice by industry,
the evaluation of the economics involved, and the develop-
ment of the necessary PV supply industry [nfra structure
to ensure establishment of a viable source for solar
electric energy systems. In October 1977, DOE was formed
and the LEA Project become part of Lhe solar energy actlvl-
ttea of DOE. The breadth of the Project was expanded to
include materials other than Si. The Project activities
have been divided into four phases: technology process
Idpntificatlon, process development (including q_santity
scale up), Technical Readiness, and cos_erclai r_sdiness.
The first two phases have been completed and this document
presents the plans for achievln s Technical Readiness for
Phase Three by the end of FYgT.
TITLE: Price Atlocatlon Guidelines
AUTHOR: R.W. Aster
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: January 1980
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012-47, and 5101-68 Ray. A
ABSTRACT: The PAGe are an integrated set of specific coat
targets for several task areas within the LEA Project.
PAG is a working tool of LEA Project management designed
tO provide consistent and meaningful guidelines for coats
of polycrystalltne SI material, sheet, cells, encapsul-
ants, and module manufacturing. It is expected that ad-
vanced PV concepts derived from industry and the research
community can be developed so that it will be possible by
the end of 1982 to demonstrate production processes, all
process steps, and prototype equipment required to menu
lecture flat plate PV modules. This demonstration would
Incorporate production rates and product quality consistent
with a specific market price determined by the program.
This stage of development has been referred to as "Tech
nicsl Readiness." A goal of $0.I0/Wp (1980 dollars) has
been established for the cost of electricity g_nersted by
PV modules. The processes for producing modules demon
strafed to be technlcslly reedy must be amenable to scale
up so that this price goal can eventually be achieved in
the marketplace. Zhe guidelines described in this docu
ment allocate portions of that goal to each module compon
ant. Sheet materials derived from the following five tech
nologie9 are considered: Cz, HEM, EFG, dendritic web, and
SOC. Each type of material provides a unique combination
of projected St y_eld, cell efficiency, and module pscking
efficiency. Also included are tables describing actual in--
flation rates form 1975 to 1979, and projected inflation
rates to mid 1980. Project goals are now expressed in 1980
dollars rather than 1975 dollars, and these tables enable
conversion of dollar amounts from prior years (1974-1980)
to their 1980 or 1975 equivalents.
TITLE: Handbook of Solar Energy Data for South. Faclng
Surfaces in the United States. Volume I: An
Insolation, Array Shadowing, and Reflector
Augmentation Model
AUTHOR: J.H. Smith
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: January 1980
REPORT NO: DOE--JPL 1012-25 Vol. 1, and 5101-91 Vol, I
ABSTRACT: This handbook provides estimates of average
available solar insolation to fixed, flat plate, south
facln_ collector surfaces at various array tilt angles at
numerous sites in the United States. This first volume
contslns average daily, total insolation estimates, by
month, and annual totals for 735 locatlona. The second
and third volumes contain the daily profiles by hour used
to compute the daily totals for the 235 locations (at
selected array tilt angles). A model that estimates the
direct, diffuse, and reflected components of total insola-
tion on an hourly, daily, and monthly basis tS presented.
A shadow loss model and a reflector augmentation model pro-
viding estimates of the losses and gains associated with
various fixed array geometries are also described. These
models can be used with the Insolation model provided or
with other recorded data. A FORTRAN computer program with
users guide is presented. The program can be used to gen
erate additional handbook values or to examine the effects
of array shadowing and fixed reflector augmentation effects
on s daily, monthly, or annual basis. Array shadowing de
pends on locaLion0 array size, array tilt, array separa
tton, and time. The program can be used to examine trade
offs between array spacing and insolation lossoS due to
shadowing. The reflector augmentation program can be used
to examine trade offs among array size and tilL, separa
tlon, end reflector Lilt to determine the combination of
design values that optimize the economic objectives or
technical criteria of the system.
TITLE: Handbook of Solar Energy Data for South Facing
Surfaces in the United States. Volume II:
Average Hourly and Total Daily Insolation Data for
235 Localities (Alaska Montana)
AUTHOR: J.H. Smith
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: January 1980
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1017-25, and 5101-91
ABSTRACT: NO Abstract
TITLE: Handbook of Solar Energy Data for South-Racing
Surfaces in the United States. Volume IIl:
Average Hourly and Total Daily Insolation Data for
235 Localities (North Caroltna_Wyomina)
AUTHOR: J.H. Smith
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: January 1980
REPORT He: DOE-JPL-1012-25, and 5101 91
ABSTRACT: kppendlz O Of the thceevolume report k Handbook
of Solar RnerKx Data for South-FaclnR Surfaces in the
United States is presented in Volumes II and llI. It gives
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average hourly and daily total insolation estimates for 235
U.S. sites at a vsrlety of array tilt angles. The reader
should refer to Volume I for the insolation, nrrey shadow
Ins, reflector augmentetlon models, and the computer pro-
gram used to generate this Appendix.
TITLE: SAMICS Input Data Preparation
AUTHOR: E.G. Chamberlain and R.W. Aster
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propu]slon Laboratory
DATE: April 21, 1980
REPORT NO: 5101-44, RaY, B
ABSTRACT: The SAMICS provides standard formats, data,
sssumptlons, end procedures for estimating the price that
a manufacturer would have to charge for the producL of a
specified manufactur|ng process sequence. This document
gives a line by-line explanatlon of the standard formats
that describe the economically important charseLerieLlcs
of the manufacturing processes and the technological
structure of the companies and the industry. This revt
sion provides an updated description of the data require
manta of Release 3 of the SAMIS computer program. It also
presents and describes the May lgRO versions of Format A
Process Description, Format B - Company Description, end
Format C - Industry Description.
TITLE: Lifetime Cost and Performance Model for
Distributed PV Systems
AUTHOR: C.S. Borden
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: August ]9Bl
REPORT NO: 5220 IP
ABSTRACT: This report summarizes a method thnt provides
tnformaLIon on the performance, cost, end value of dletrlb
uted PV systems over their useful lifetime. The LCP Model
for Distributed PV Systems is a simulation model that has
been developed to assist tn the ovaluatlon of utility grid
connected PV power generators that range from small real
dentisl systems to intermediate and large slze industrial/
commerclsl applications, Dispersed PV sysLems that are
utility grid interactive, hut not ulillty owned, are evalu
sted because this ronflguratlon offers substantial hens
fits. In particular, non utility owners of qusllfylng
energy generatlon facliltles are able to soil electricity
back to the interconnected utility at the utility's avoided
c09t for energy and capacity as recently allowed by
Sections 201 and 210 of the Public ULillty Regulatory
Policies Act of 1978 Public Law g5 617 In order to evatu
ere PV technology development and applications, a sequence
of models has been developed under the guidance of the
Photovoltaics Technology Development and Applications Lead
Center at JPL. LCP's function in this _quence of models
is to: (I) simulate the energy output, and (21 derive the
pre tax cash flows (espendttures and revenues) associated
with dispersed PV systems over a specified lifetime.
Results are then input into a financial model that
translates this information, combined with additional
investor and tRxrelated attributes, into various after tax
financial figures of merit. When used in this manner, I.CP
ts able to assist PV system drstgnors, potential PV invest
ors, and utility planners who determine cost effective PV
designs and sizes, estimate energy o.tput over time, inves
tigate alternatlve operations/malnt,,n_.,'e strategies,
determine the effects of various utility pricing policies
and intPrconnectlnn requirements, and evaluate Ihe rff_cts
of differing levels of customrr d_mand for elerlrlclty
Further, these models provide the tools reqnired by the
Pholovoltalce Program for an in d_pih .nder_tandin& of
system design and application alternatives and analysis nf
Program goals. The LCP model for distributed PV systems
was created subsequent to the development of a model for
the lifetime cost and performance _f utility owned PV
central power systems, g separate model for non utility
owned systems has been formulated as dictated by the sis
nlftcant differences in required assumptions end analylical
procedures for energy output and ownership factors. Most
importantly, analysis of utility ownership of PV requires
the direct evaluation (via utility production costing and
capacity expansion simulation) of the economic value of PV
system output. Tn contrast, the LCP model for distributed
systems employs actual customer purchase and sell back
rate schedules as set by each utility, which may be re
gsrded as an indirect measure of PV system worth.
TITf,E: A Normative Price for Energy from sn Electr|clty
GonPratlt]n _ystnm: An Owner Dependent Methodology
for Energy Cenerstlon (System) Assessment (OMECA),
Volume I _ummary
AUTHOR: R G Ch_mberlsle (JeLl, and K.M. McMaster (Loyola
Marymount University, [,on Angeles, California
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion I.aboratory
DATE: October 15, 1981
REPORT NO: DOE ET 20356 5, JPL Pub. No. 81 86, 5220 l
ABSTRACT: This report presents a generalization and up
dating of the utility. Owned Solar Electric System method
elegy, which is in wldespreed use throughout the energy
generation systems analysis community. The major new COn
kributions are these: (1) Relaxation of the ownership
assumption (2) R_moval of the constraint that all systems
compared must have the same system lifetime. (3) Explicit
treatment of residual system value at the end of system
life. (4) Explicit treatment of variations in system per
formance with time (5) Explicit treatmenL of tax incan
tires, including use of the investment as a tax shelter.
Tax incentives incorporated include investment tax credits,
solar tax crpdil_, property tas rates, accelerated depre
ctatton, aud capital gains, (6) Incorporation of finan
ctal benefits of usable thermal energy, utility buy back
(in parall_l or _imiiltsneous mode) of excess electricity
generated, cspaclLy displacement Rnd fuel savings credits,
and, where apprnpriate, roof credits. The new present
value of the system, viewed as en investment, is dot.or
mined by oon_d_ration of all financial benefits and costs
{including e specified return on investment). Along the
way, life cycle _osts, life cycle revenues, and residual
system values are obtained. Rreak even values of system
parameters are estimated by setting the net present value
to zero. While the model was designed for PV generators
with a possible _hermal _nergy byproduct, its applicability
Is not limited to such systems. The resulting Owner
dependent Methodology for Energy Cenerstion system
Assessment (OMFCA) conslsts of a few equations that can he
evaluted without the aid of a high speed computer. This
report is published in two volumes. Volume I ts a self
contained sl,n_at+y, end can be thought of as a user's guide
to the application of OMECA. Volume II gives the cnnlplete
derivation.
TITLE: _AMICS Short Cours_
CORPORATE AUTII: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: Novomhpr 1981
REPORT NO: $I01 196
ABSTRACT: This document contains vtewgraphs used tn the
Short Course.
TITI.E: Introduction to EIMRAND
AUTHOR: R.F. Miles, Jr.
CORPORATE gUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: March 19B2
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 1012 6B, and 510l 204
ABSTRACT: SIMRAND is a methodology developed at JPL to
aid the engineering and management decision process in the
selection of the optimal set of systems of tasks to be
funded on a R&D Project. A R&D project may have 8 set of
systems or tasks under consld_ration for which the total
cost exceeds lhe allocated budget. Other factors such as
personnel qnd facilities may also enler as constraints.
Thus the project's managnmenL must select, from among the
complete s_1 of systems or tasks under considnrstlon, a
psrtlal sol _hal natlsfies all project, constralnts Th_
SIMRAND mo!hodology uses analytical techniques of probe
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billty theory, decision analysis of management science,
and computer almulation, i_ the selection of this optimal
partial set. The SIHRAND methodology is truly a manage
ment tool. It inltlally specifies the information that
must be generated by the engineers--thus providing inform-
ation for the management direction of the engineers--and
it ranks the alternatives according to the preferences of
the decision makers. The decision makers could be either
the project's management, the funding agency, or the end
users.
TITLE: The $1MRAND Methodology: SIMulation of Research
ANd Development Projects
AUTHOR: R.F. Hiles, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: July 1, 1982
REPORT NO: JPL $101-213
ABSTRACT: SZMRAND Is a methodology for aiding the manage
ment decision process in Lhe selection of the optimal set
of systems or tasks to be funded on a research and develop-
ment project. The SIMRAND methodology models the decision
process by means of alternative networks that represent the
feasible subsets of systems or tasks that are to be consid
ered. Each path through an alternative network represnnts
one way of satisfying the project goals. Equations are
developed that relate the system or task variables to the
measure of preference. Uncertainty is incorporated by
treating the varlnbles of the equations probabltlsticslly
as random variables, with cumulative distribution functions
assessed by technical experts. Analytical techniques of
probability theory are used to reduce the complexity of the
alternative networks. Cardinal utility functions over the
measure of preference are assessed for the decision makers.
A SIMRAND computer program is run, which combines in a
Monte Carlo simulation model, the network structure, the
equations, the cumulative distribution functions, end the
utltlLy functions, Repeated runs of the SIMRAND computer
program are made for eneh of the alternative networks to
determine the optimal subset of systems of tasks.
TITLE: Lifetime Cost and Performance Model
AUTHOR: M.C. Davisson, C.S. Borden, et el.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Lnboratory
DATE: August 15, 1983
REPORT NO: 5220-20, JPL D 944
ABSTRACT: The LCP Model is a simulation program capable
of modeling the lifetime performance of • PV array. The
product of the LCP simulation is the electricity output,
and cost and revenue stre0ms from the systems operation.
I.CP calculation of system energy output is based on the
systems electrical design, hourly weather conditions, and
long term variations in power outpuL. Simulating the
system's performance on an hourly basis makes IL possible
to calculate revnnues under a time of day or a block rate
schedule. This document is a practical guide to develop
ins inputs for case studies and for program use. The
general procedures for running the computer program,
wriLten in BASIC, are discussed. The document also
includes s sample implementation of the program.
TITLE: Funding of Redundant R&D Tasks With Probsbilisttc
Outcomes
AUTHOR: J.F. Bard
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion t,aboratory
DATE: September 1, 1983
REPORT NO: JPIo D 935, and 5101-240
ABSTRACT: A prlnclpsl aspect of R&D management Includes
decisions of both task selection and resource allocation.
Because Indlvldusl task outcomes and cumulative project
performance can never be predicted exactly, any attempt at
s rigorous snsiys|s must first confront the inherent uncer
tstnlies in the system. This paper specifically addresses
the problem nf funding redundant R&D tasks across several
stages or parts of a project. Instead of simply defining
a probability of success for each task and treating each
stage separately, s stochastic network is proposed which
takes Into account the algebraic complexlty of individual
tasks as well as the interstage dependencies. Using the
overall utility of the project outcome as the basic
performance measure, the problem is first formulated as an
integer program and then simplified to gain insight into
possible solution techniques. Subsequently, an elgo
rithm combining dynamic programming and simulation is
developed to provide a near-optimal investment plan. Its
computational Implications and effectiveness are demon
strafed by way of examples.
TITLE: A Probabilistic Analysis of Silicon Coat
AUTHOR: L.3. Relier
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
D&TR: November 15, 1983
REPORT NO: DORJPL 1012 93, JPL Pub. 84-94, 5101-246
AVAILABILITY: NTIS, PC AO2/HF AOI
ABSTRACT: Sl materials costs represent both a cost driver
end an area where improvement can be made in the manufac
lure of PV modules. This study analyzes the costs of three
processes for the production of low cost Si being developed
under the DOE National PV Program. The approach is based
on probabilistlc inputs and makes use of two models devnl
oped at JPL: S1HRAND and IPEG. The approach, assumptions,
and limitations are detailed in the study along with a vet
tficstlon of the cost analyses methodology. The results
are presented in the form of cumulative probability dis
trlbutions for Si cost. These results indicate that there
is 55% chance of reaching the DOE target of $16/kg for Si
material, This is a technically arhievahle cost based on
export forecasts of the results of ongoing rosnsreh and do
velopment and do not imply any market prices for a given
year.
TITLR: Summary of Photovoltalc System Performance Models
AUTHOR: J.It. Smith, and L.J. Relier
CORPORATE AIITH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: January 15, 1984
REPORT NO: DOE-RT 20356 11, 3PL Pub. No. 84-8, 5220-22
ABSTRACT: The purpose of this study is to provide a
detailed overview of PV performance modeling capabilities
that have been developed during recent years for analyzing
PV system and component design and policy issues. A set
of 10 performance models have been selected which span s
representative range of capabilities from generalized
first-order calculations to high specialized electrical
network simulations. A set of performance modeling topics
and characteristics is defined and used to examine some of
the major issues associated with PV performance modeling.
Nest, each of the models is described in the context of
these topics end characteristics to assess its purpose,
approach, and level of detail. Then each of the issues is
discussed in terms of the range of model capabilities
available and su_artzed in tabular form for quick refer
ence. Finally, the models are grouped lute categories to
illustrate their purposes _nd perspectives.
TITI,R: Sensitlvies of Projected 1990 Photovoltaic System
Costs to Major System Cost Drivers
AUTHOR: L.W. zin_nerman, end J.L. Smith
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: December 15, 1984
REPORT NO: DOE ET 20356 20, JPL Pub. No. 86 93, 5220 28
ABSTRACT: This report examines the sensitivity of pro
jetted 1990 PV system costs to major system cost drivers,
including (I) module costs and module efficiencies, (2)
area-related balance of-system costs, (3) inverter costs
and efficiencies, and (4) module marketing and distribu
lion markups and system integration fees. The report
reviews recent PV system cost experiences, illustrating
the high costs of electricity from the systems. Based on
a review of selected PV engineering literature, 1990
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system costa are then projected for five classes of PV
systems, including four ground-mounted 5 l_p systems and
one residential 5. kWp system. System cost projections
are derived by first projecting costs and efficlencies for
all subsystems and components. Sensitivity analyses reveal
that reductions In module cost (including markeLing mark-
ups) and engineering and system integration fees seem to
have the greatest potential for contributing to system
cost reduction. Although module cost is clearly the prime
csndidate for fruitful PV research and development actlv
tiles, engineering and system Integration fees seem to be
more amenable to reduction through appropriate choice of
system size and market strategy. Inverter costs are not
as significant to total system costs as are other cost
categories. But increases in inverter as well as module
efficiency yield significant benefits, especlalty for
systems wiLh high area related costs.
TITLE: Relative Potentla]s of Concentrating and Two Azls
Tracking Fiat Plate Photovoltsic Arrays for
Central Station Applications. Issue Study
AUTHOR: C.S. Borden, end D.L. Schwartz
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: December 31, 198_
REPORT NO: DOE ET 20356 ?2, JPL Pub. NO. 85-16, 5230 15
ABSTRACT: The purpose of this study is to assess the rela
Live economic potentials of concentrating and two axis
tracking flat-plate PV arrays for central-station applies
Lions In the mld-1990's. Specific objectives of this study
are to provide Information on concentrator PV collector
probsblllstlc prlce and efflcioncy levels to illustrate
critical areas of R&D for concentrator cells and caller
tars, and io compare concentrator and flat plate PV price
and efficiency alternatives for several locations, based
on their Implied costs of energy. To dpsl with thn un
certainties surrounding research and development activities
In general, a probabIlisLlc assessment of con_erclslly
achievable concentrator PV collector cfflctPnctes and
prices (at the factory loading dock) Is performed. The
results of thls projection of concentrator PV technology
are then compared with s previous flat plate module price
analysis (performed early in 1983). To focus this analysis
on specific collector alternative9 and their implied energy
costs for different locations, similar two asls tracking
designs are assumed for both concentrator and flat. plate
opLions. The results of thls study provide Lhe first
comprehensive assessment of PV concentrator collector
manufacturing costs In combination with those of flat plate
modules, both projected to their cnn_erclsl potentials in
the mld 1990's.
TITLE: CEI.LOPT: A Grld Optimization Design Program for
PV Ceils
AUTHOR: B.E. Daniel snd T.S. I.ee
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: June 15, 1985
REPORT NO: JPL D-2330, and 5101-266
ABSTRACT: CELLOPT IS an interactive optlmizstion program
written In APL to run on the UNIVAC 1100/81 computer. It
can assist a PV solar cell engineer in the design of tile
current collecting grid pattern used on solar cells.
CBLLOPT analyzes the parasitic resistance losses and
shadow loss associated with the metalltzed grid pattern on
both round and rectangular solar cells. It Is assumed
that the round cell has one or two bus bars; the rattan
gular cell can have any number. The flne grid lines are
assumed to be perpendlculsr to the bus bars. CELI,OPT col
culatea the dimensions of the chosen design variable to
optimize the grid design. Thus, IL will design a grid
wlth minimum power loss. The designer has the option of
choosing any two or all three of the following design vat
tables to optimize his grid dentKn: hushnr width, grid
line width and grid line spacing. The designer also has
the option of having the bus bar of the same metal and
thickness as the grld lines, or having the bus bar with a
"strap"; I.e., with thicker metallizatton or s metallic
ribbon. As with most optimization routines, a reasonable
Initial estimate of the solution is required: CEI,LOPT has
a subroutine that allows the user to "bracket" the solu
Lion variable9, and it calculates • best first guess, thus
eliminating false starts.
TITLE: SAMICS: Cost Account Catalog, Version 5
AUTHOR: L.J. RolLer, et el.
CORPORATE AUTB: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: July i5, 1985
REPORT NO: JPL D 2491, sod 5101 273
ABSTRACT: Thls revision of the SAMICS Cost Account CoLa
log was done for release In conjunction wlth the SAMICS PC
computer program. The main focus of thls effort was to
bring cost and inflation data up to date. Not every item
in the catalog was adjusted. Priority first was given Lo
those costs that have major impact on the final product
cost, and second to those items that are most often used
in _AMICS runs. The inflation rates, however, have been
adjusted on oil of the items in the catalog. A general
baseline inflation rate of 5% has been used throughout til_
catalog, with certain specific Item9 given different rates
as appropriate. Certain commodities In the catalog are
meant to be input directly as solar values (e.g., item
EI256B, Expendshle Tools). It Is crucial to the accuracy
of the results that the user bear the base year in mind
when making cost tnpuLs. In the past the base year for
all dollar Inputs was 1975. This has been changed to
1982. Adjustments will be necessary If the user does not
have daLe in 1Q_2 dollars for these Inputs.
TITI,E: A _nnsillvlty AnRly_Is of Contral Station Plnt
Plate PV Systems and Implications for National PV
Program Planning
AUTHOR: ME CrosettI, _t al.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: August 30. 1985
REPORT NO: DO_ JPL 1012 II_, JPL Pub 8592, 5101 265
ABSTRACT: The purpose of lhls study Is to explore the
sensitivity of the National PV Research Program goals to
changes in individual PV system parameter9. Using the
relationship between lifetime cost and system performance
parameters, teStS were made to see how overall PV system
energy cesta Are affected by changes in the Keels set for
module cost and efficiency, system component costs and
efficiencios, _perstion and maintenance costs, and indi
rect costs. The results are presented In tables and fig
urea for easy reference. An analysis Is made of the
effects cf reglf)nal differences in competing energy costs
and solar insolation levels on the competILlveness of PV
systems. The sensitivity of competing energy costs {coal,
combustion turbine, and combined cycle oil fired genera
toes) to escal_tlon rates for capital and fuel are ex
plated Alternative tracking configurations (fixed, one
axis, and twoaxis tracking) are also introduced into the
sensitivity analysis. Goal values for PV systems psram
eters were reviewed on the basis of the most recent
research findings, 3ensitiviLy tests were made to see how
research prngress In areas such as power related balance
of-system cost affected the combinations of module cost
and module efficiency that meet program goals for system
energy costs.
TITLE: Standard Assembly I.Ine Manufscturing Industry Simu-
lation (SAMIS) PC User's Guide, SAMIB ReLease 6.0
AUTHOR: S.C. ZendeJas, R.G. Chamberlain, and E.g. Daniel
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: December 1985
REPORT NO: 5101-285, JPL D-2991
ABSTRACT: All versions of the SAHIB program contained in
this package (SANIS, SANPEG, and IPKG) produce estimates
of the price s manufacturer would have to receive for Its
product to recover all of the coats of production and make
a specified profit. The SAMIS vats|on provides the most
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detailed anstysls of producLion costs. A hypoLhetical
factory, based on a detailed set of manufacturing process
descriptions provided by the user, is "built." To
simulate the facility's performance, an appropriate
workforce is determined which consists of a complete
staff, including administrators and managers. The cost of
labor slon E with materiels, building space and utilities
are taken from a supporting cost account catalog which can
be augmented by the user to support any particular study.
A detailed flnanclal model is spplled to determine the
annual costs of operation including depreciation,
insurance, razes, annual costa of operation, including
depreciation, insurance, tases, smortlzstlon of startup
coats, and so on. Because the SAHIS model is so detailed,
a run can be expected to take s few hours. After the
computations have been completed, an extensive set. of
output reports, including year-by year financial reports
for the hypothetlcsl company, is available. SAM['EG is a
simplified version of S^MIS which has become the usual way
to run the program. It takes only a few minutes to run,
but the reports available see slgnificsntly leas
detailed. They consist of a sun_nary cost estimate for the
hypothetical company and each of its msnufacturln g
processes. IPEq, which can be accessed after choosing to
START SARIS, provides for rapid sensitivity studies of the
effects of financial parameters. Price estimates
calculated with either SAMPEC or IPEG will approximate a
SARIS estimate. SAMPEC combines the date manager (editor)
and manufacturing process sequencing algorithm from SARIS
with the factory construction, staffing approslmations and
financial submodels of [PEG. IPEG uses overhead factors
to convert direct input costs to total costs. It provides
for rapid sensitivity studies of the effects of financial
parameters on the cost estimates. The purpose of this
document is to provide you with a stand alone description
of everything you need to know to use SANIS PC.
TITLE: The SIMRAND I Computer Program
AUTHOR: R.F. Miles, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: February 15, 1986
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 1012 llS, JPL Pub. 85-96, 5101 274
ABSTRACT: SIMRAND iS a methodoloEy for the selection of
the optimal subset of systems or tasks Lo be implemented
on a RED project. The SIMRAND methodology models the
alternstlve subsets of systems or tasks under consideration
with alternative networks. Each path through sn alterna
tlve network represents one way of satisfying the Project
goals. Equations are developed that relate the system or
task variables Lo the measure of preference. Uncertainty
is incorporated by treating the variables of the equations
probshilistically as random varlab]es, with assoclsted
cumulative distribution functions. Cardinal utility func
tions ere assessed over the measure of preference. The
SIMRAND I Computer Program is run for each alternative
network, incorporating the network structure, the equa
ttons, the cumulative distribution functions, and the
utility functions in a Monte Carlo simulation model. The
alternative network yielding the most preferred value for
the measure of preference, or the highest utility function
vslue, is the optimal network. This Report documents the
SIMRAND i Computer Program (Version 5.0 x 03) written in
Microsoft FORTRAN for the IBM PC microcomputer and its com
patlbles. The S[MRAND 1CompuLpr Program comprises eleven
modules s main routine and ten subroutines. Two addition
al files see used at compile time, one inserts the system
or task equatlons into the source code, while the other
Inserts the dimension statements and common blocks. The
SIMRAND I Computer Program can be run on most mlrrocom
purees or mainframe computers with only minor modifications
Lo the computer code.
TITLE: The RANDOM Computer Program
AUTHOR: R.F. Miles, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: February 15, 19E6
REPORT NO: DOE JPL lO12-116, JPL Pub. 85-97, SlOt-2/5
ABSTRACT: The RANDOM Computer Program is a FORTRAN program
for generatin E random number sequences and testing LCGs.
This document discusses the linear congruential form of a
random number generator, and describes how to select the
parameters of an LCO for a microcomputer. This document
describes the following: the RANDOM Computer Program;
RANDOM.NOD, the computer code needed to implement an LCC
in a FORTRAN program; and The RANCYCLE and the ARITH Com
puter Programs that provide computational assistance in
the selection of parameters for an LCC. The RANDOM,
RANCYCLE, and RRITR Computer Programs are writlen ]n
Microsoft FORTRAN for the IBM PC microcomputer and its
compatibles. With only minor modifications, the RANt)ON
Computer Program and its LCG can be run on most micro
computers or mainframe computers.
TITLE: The SIMRAND Methodology
AUTHOR: R.F. Miles, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DgTE: February 15, 1986
REPORT NO: DOE JPL IO12.11?, JPL Pub. E5 9E, 5101-217
ABSTRACT: A RED project often involves a number of dect
s|ons that must be made concerning which subset of systems
or tasks are to be undertaken to achieve the goal of the
RED Project. To help in this decision making, SIMEAND is
a methodology for the selection of the optimal subset of
systems or tasks to be undertaken on an RED Project. Using
alternative networks, the SINRAND methodology models the
alternative sub,eta of systems or tasks under considers
Lion. Each path through an alternative network represents
one way of satisfying the project goals. Equations are
developed that relate the system or task vsrlablos to the
measure of preference. Uncortslnty is incorporated by
trealin E Lhe variables of the equations probahitlskicslly
as random variables, with cumulstlve distribution functions
assessed by technical esperts. Analytical techniques of
probability theory see used to reduce the complesity of
the alternative network_ Cardinal utility functions over
the measure of preference ace assessed for the decision
makers, g run of the SIMRAND Computer I Program combines,
in the Monte Carlo simulation model, the network structure,
the equations, the cumulative distribution functions, and
the utility functions. Repeated runs of the SIMRAND t
Computer Program are made for each of the alternstlve net
works to determine the optlmal subset of systems of tasks.
The SIMRAND methodology has been used by J['L, SEAt, and
DOE for the evslualion of solar energy R&D projects.
TITLE: SAMICS Abridged Cost Account Catalog, Roy. I
AUTHOR: R,W. Aster, R,C, Chamber]aln, and R,[._ Jackson
CORPORATE AtJTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DATE: July 10, 1986
REPORT NO: DOE JPL 5101 299. JPL D 3_91
ABSTRACT: The Abridged Cost Account Catalog supports
SAMICS users with a list of expense items that are
commonly used as direct inputs by manufscturlng
processes. The direct inputs are used in the preparation
of Format A manufacturing process descriptions. Format As
are used to run the SAMIS computer program or the IPEG
model when developlng production cost estimates. Direct
inputs for the abridged catalog were taken from Version S
of the complete SAMICS Cost Account Catslo E which was
updsted and revised on July 15, 1985. The catalog
contains a complete, alphsbetized llst of fscilltles,
peraonnel, utilities, byproducts, effluents, and
commodities which has been developed over the years in
support of SANiCS users. The abridged catslog is like the
complete catalog except that items which serve only as
indirect requirements for manufacturing processes are
excluded from the abridged catalog. Nevertheless, users
of the SAMIS computer program will find that tae indirect
cost elements are automatically accounted for. Users of
the SARIS computer program have a complete cost account
cataloE availahle including indirect requirements.
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TITLE: A Critical Review of SANICS
CORPORATE AUTH: Theodore Berry & A••ociates
DATE: July 1977
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL q54800-77/1
ABSTRACT: This report document• the finding•, analy•l•,
and reco_endaLIon• of the SAHICS critique. The SAN/CS
model i• designed to compare the coat of producing solar
arrays using alternative manufacturing processes. The crl-
tlque focuses on three maln elements of the SAHICS proce-
dure: l) Workbook format and presentation, 2) Theoretical
model validity, and 3) Standard flnsnclal parameter•. The
SANICS model is •n excellent maLhem•L|csl formulation; how-
ever the workbook pre•enLaLton t• too theoretical for a
practical application procedure.
TITLE: SAMICS Support Study: Coat Account Catalog
CORPORATE AUTH: Theodore Barry &AssoctaLeg
DATE: September 197]
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954800-77/2.1
ABSTRACT: A standardized co•Ling procedure ha• been de-
veloped to a•slst JPL in ex•mlnln S the fe••Ibillty of new
Industry Lo produce PV •olaf energy collector• •Imilsr Lo
those used on •p•cecraft. The name of the co•tin S pro-
cedure iS SANICS. Volume I contain• a description of the
coal account structure and the cost account catalog.
Volume IS presents several sobmodel analyses, including
the indirect requirements relation•hip•, fscillLies capl-
tel co•L e•Limatlng one. alms co•L•, Volume I11 contains
conceptual plant de•SEn• and the corre•pondlng manufactur-
ing price estimate• for three alternative levels of •olaf
array production: .5, 15, 500 l_J of peak c•paclty/yr.
TITLE: SAMICS Co•L Account C•talog
CORPORATE AUTH: Theodore Barry & Associates
DATE: April 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954909-78/1
ABSTRACT: The Cost Account Catalog contains • list of ill
item• that may be required dlrectly or IndlrecLly, by s
• olar array manufacturing firm. The list include• a cata-
log number, a name, and a unit of measure for each item.
where approprlste, it also provide• price information
(price year, inflation r•te, •nd either a price or a price
vet•u• quantity table). The catalog expense item• are or-
ganized Into 6 accounts: (1) facilltle• parameters,
(2) personnel, (3) utilities and plant services, (4) by
products, (5) commodltle•, and (6) resources.
TITLE: SAMLCS Marketing & Di•trlbution Model
CORPORATE ADTH: Theodore B•rcy & Assoclstes
DATE: April 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 954909-7812
ABSTRACT: This report presents • model for computing
mecketln& and di•tclhutlon costs. This mecketln& end
distribution model t• a simplification intended to
recognize the added costs of marketing and trsn•portln S
the •olaf arrays from the factory to the customer. The
model covers selling, tr•n•portatlon, and storage coaL• in
tr•nslt from the tosdln g dock to the point of use.
TITLE: Lifetime Cost and Performance Hodel Support S_udy
CORPORATE AUTH: Theodore Barry & Associates
DATE: September 1978
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955161-78/01
ABSTRACT: Thi• report represents the first definitive
work that detail• PV cenLr•l power pl•nt tngt•listion,
operation, and malnten•nce activities, thus avoiding the
necessity to appeal to "'rules of thumb" derived from
experience with other types of power plants.
TITLE: InduaLrlalizatlon Study
CORPORATE AUTE: Gnostic Concept•, Inc.
DATE: September 1978
SEPONT NO: DOE-JPL 954899-78/3
ABSTRACT: Information concernlos the investment process
within the US industry was collected, l_mphasis was placed
upon character|gins the erltlcal element• in major high-
risk Inve•tment decl•lon• by tndu•try. The relstlon•hip
between these critical element• we• interpreted a• to how
they influence the investment decision outcome. The re-
• ult• of thls analysis found wide differences between com-
psnles in the ma_ner in which evaluatlc, criteria are
• pplled. Even within slmilar Indu•trlal sectors, totally
different behavior patterns were ob•erved. Hotly•alan was
determined to be the $reate•[ •ingle force to induce a
company to tnve•[ in • high-risk venture. The higher the
motivation, both financial end personal, the greater the
risk a company i• prepared to accept in a new Investment.
The effect of government action• upon these motiv•tion•
end the degree of risk acceptance by Industry i• dlscusaed
on • qualitative as well •• • quantitative basis. The
relatlve impact of alternative government programs and
policies upon industry motivations, wlth it• resulting
impact upon PV induetrializatlon, is sees•sad. This
as|as•meat t• based upon field interviews wlth a cross-
section of industry decislon-msker• to sollclt their
ettitude• toward alternative government program• end
policies. The government altern•tlves have been ranked on
the basis of their ease of Implementation end their pro-
bable Impact. A comraent•ry is Included on the recommended
• equence in which these sovernment potlcie• •hould be sp.-
plied tO masimtze the lndustr|alizatlon of the PV venture.
TITLE: Industrtallzstion Study
CORPORATE AUTH: Gnostic Concept•, Inc.
DATE: January 1979
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL q5489q-78/6
ABSTRACT: Areas covered in this report include the techni-
cal a•eessmenta of selected sdvsnoed technologlea. Infor-
mation collected was in the area of manufacturing process
steps and their Implication• on cell performance, along
with present and future expected performance character-
S•tic. A summary of the technical and msnufactucln E bar-
riers and • •ummary of other influences i• provided. A
comparative as•essmenL of the advanced technology bases
was •leo constructed. It consist• of comparing esch of
the advanced technologies tO the present-day single
crystal Si wsfer technology that dominates commercial
acLivltle• today and s comparison of the advanced technol-
ogle• to each other. From thls was extracted those tech-
nologies of industrlaIizatlon efforts. A rank ordering of
the advanced technologies iS provided. The verious ranking
schemes were based upon present-day efficiency levnls,
their stability and long term reliability prospect•, mater-
tsl production love1, sod assoclsted variable costs. A
final •election was made of those advanced PV technologic•
that have a high potential for industrialization prospects
and an e•t|mate of the timing of the possible readiness of
these advanced LechnoIosie• for technology development pro-
grams and industrialization.
TITLE: Final Report. SANICS Support Study, Phase ItI
CORPORATE AUTH: Theodore 8•rry & A•soclates
DATE: April 1979
REPORT NO: DOE-JPL 955123-79/1
gBSTEACT: This is • review and vslldatlon of the SAMICS
model. The purposes for tht• review were the Following:
a) To test the computational validity of the computer
model by comparison with preliminary TB&A hand calcula-
tions based on conventlonal cost estimating techniques;
b) To review end improve the accuracy of Yhe co•t relation-
ships being used by the model; and c) To provide an Inde
pendent verification to users of the model's value in de-
clslon making for allocatlon of research sr,d development
funds end For investment in manufacturing cap•city. This
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report provides the basis for our concluslons. It also
contains recommendetions for increasing the usefulness of
SMIICS. The purpose of SAJIICS is to provide a cons|stent
basis for estimating array costa and compsrlng production
technology costs. The user of SAJIICS provides detailed
process infot-mstlon for cslculatlng direct cost. To these
ave added indirect end overhead expenses. Although docu-
mentation of direct processes requires a aignlflcant init-
ial effort, the process gives S_IICS its primary strength.
A complete accounting of direct process resource require
merits estsbllahes an audit trsll that will help to monitor
the realism of assumptions before production end to later
identify variations from forecasted operating parameters
after production begins, SAHICS will be valuable to the
LSA Project in monitoring program objectives. It inte-
grates elk the production processes involved in module
manufacturing, Thus, technology transfer from task to
task end to manufacturers under contract, followed by
audits of operations, should help JPL's declaion makers to
allocate research funds more effectively to the lowest
cost tecbnologles, Some llmltstlona of SAHICS should be
noted. There are three components of profit that the
model calculates. The first is the conventlonsl profit
slier Lax In the accounting sense. The other two are
amortized one-time costs and return on equity. Output for
mats should indicate that all three of these are returns
on the cepltal investment. The SAMICS model celculates
annual operating expense beaed on s gtesdy stere condition
following a number of years of operstlon. In addition to
these steady state operating costs, tnittsl start-up coats
are computed snd amortized over the economic life of the
facilities. The user shoutd be aware of the difference
that the two lifetimes msy have on product price.
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TITLE: Evaluation of Silicon Ribbon Material for Solar
Cell Fabrication
AUTHOR: N. Lelpold, E. Stlrn, J. Zoutendyk, and
R. DeAngells
CORPORATB RUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory; University of
Kentucky, Lexington, Eentucky
MEETING LOCATION: llth IEEE Photovoltslc Speclsllsts
Conference, Scottudale, Arizona, Hey
6-8, 1915, Conference Record.
(A16-14727 04-44) New York, 1975,
p. 290-298
ABSTRACT: Optical microscopy, electron microscopy, and
a-ray diffraction were utilized to characterize SI ribbon
structure. Complex twin formation was observed In nearly
all ribbons examined. Twins formed in the llO-plane 112-
line ribbon orientation appear stable, and this orientation
may be preferable when the ribbon is utilized for solar
cells. In addition to twinning, grain boundaries and other
structural defects were observed in the ribbon material.
Hall effect, resistivity, spreading resistance, surface
photovoltage, and solar cell electrIcsl/optlcsl messure
manta were performed on ribbon samples and correlated with
structural and ribbon growth chsracterlstlcs. Only those
ribbon samples with either single crystal structure or with
parallel twin formations were capable of solsr-cell perfor-
mance approaching that of Cz material.
TITLE: EFG Silicon Ribbon Solar Cells
AUTHOR: K.V. Marl, H.B. Serreze, H.E. Bates,
A.D. Horrtson, D.N. Jewett. and J.C.T. He
CORPOPd_TE AUTH: Mobil Tyro Solar EnerEy Corp., Waltham,
Massachusetts
MEETING LOCATION: llth IRES Photovoltslc Specialists
Conference, Scottsdsle, Arizona, May
6 8, 1915, Conference Record.
(AS6 1_127 04-44) New York, 1975,
p. 280-289
ABSTRACT: The growth and characteristics of EFG Si ribbons
are discussed. Factors involved in the _rowth of continu-
ous lengths of 1 in, wide ribbons are examined. The struc-
tural and electrical characteristics of the ribbons have
been studied and the results are presented. Solar cells
have been fabricated using the ribbon crystals and typical
AMO efficiencies of 6 to 10% have been realized.
TITLE: Grsln Boundary and Impurity Effects in Low COSt
Silicon Solar Cells
AUTHOR: S.I. Soclof and P.A. Iles
CORPORATE AUTH: Optical Costing Laboratory, Inc., City of
Industry, Callfornis
MEETING LOCATION: llth IEEE Photovoltalc Specialists
Conference, Scottsdsle, Arizona, May
6-8, 1975, Conference Record.
(A76-18727 0_-64) New York, 1975,
p. 56-61
ABSTRACT: LOW-COSt approaches to solar-cell manufacture
probably require the nee of SI with reduced crystalline
perfection and higher concentrations of impurities. This
paper describes experimental work to evaluate the separate
effects of graln boundsrles and high impurity concentra-
tions on PV performance. Theoretical estimates are pre
sented to indicate the conversion efficiency expected for
Si solar cells if reasonable control of both the grain
size and impurity levels can be achieved.
TITLE: Dendritic Web - A Viable Material for Silicon
Solar Cells
AUTHOR: R.O. Seidenstlcker, L. Scudder, and
E.W. Erandhorst, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: WeztinAhouse Research Laborstorles,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; NASA Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio
MEETING LOCATION: llth IRES Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, SCottsdale, Arizona, May
6-8, 1975, Conference Record.
(A76-14727 04-44) New York, 1975,
p. 299-302
ABSTRACT: The dendritic web process is s technique for
Krowing thtn-sIllcon ribbon from liquid Si. The materiel
is suitable for solar cell fabrication and, in fact, cells
fabrication on web material are equivalent in performance
to cells fabricated on Cz-grown material. A recently con-
cluded study has delineated the thermal requirements for
St web crucibles, and a detailed conceptual design has been
developed for • laboratory growth apparatus.
TITLE: Electron and Proton Damage Coefficients in
Low-Reslstlvity Silicon
AUTHOR: J.R. Srour, S. Othmer, and K.Y. Chiu
CORPOEATE AUTH: Northrop Research and Technology Center,
Hawthorne, California
PUBLICATION: (Institute of Electrlcal and Electronics
Engineers, Annual Conference on Nuclear and
Space Radiation Effects, 12th, Errata,
California, July IS-17, 1975.) IEEE
Transactions on Nuclear Science, eel. NS-22,
Dec. 1975, p. 2656--266
ABSTRACT: The electron and proton damage coefficients for
low resistivity p-type boron-doped Si were determined from
mlnorlty-carrier lifetime measurements on bulk meter|el and
diffusion length measurements on solar cells. The bulk
samples were irradiated with electrons at three enerEy
levels (0.5, 1.5, and 2.5 MeV) using a Pynamttron. Life
time measurements were made with s steady-state photocon-
ducttvity apparatus, and comparison measurements of diffu-
sion length were obtained using the steady-state surface
photovoltsge method (Goodman, 1961). The diffusion-length
damage coefficients increased wlth decreasing resistivity
for boron-doped St; this dependence can be qualitatively
accounted for using a two-level Hall Shockley_Read model.
The damage coefficients for solar cells were larger than
for their bulk-msterlsl counterparts. The damage coef-
ficient was apparently independent of the dislocation
density in the 0.I ohm-cm bulk samples and solar cells
investigated.
TITLE: The Silicon Ribbon Solar Cell
AUTHOR: K.V. Ravi and A.I. Mlavsky
CORPORATE AUTH: Mob_l Tyro Solar Energy Corp., Waltham,
Masxachusetts
MEETING LOCATION: Nellotechnique and Development;
Proceedings of the International
Conference, Dhahran, gaudi Arabia,
November 2-6, 1975, Volume I.
(R71-19043 06-44) Cambridge,
Massachusetts, Development Analysls
Axaoclates, Inc., 1976, p. 563-587
ABSTRACT: The technique of growing ribbon shaped crystals
of St by the EFG process Is discussed. A discussion of the
growth process Is followed by sn analysis of the ribbon
quality. A detailed economic analysis indicates that low
cost PV systems can be realized through the use of this
technology.
TITLE: Msximum Growth Rates for Melt-Crown Ribbon-Shaped
Cryutals
AUTHOR: T.F. Ciazek
CORPORATE AUTH: International Business Machines Corp.,
Hopewell Junction, New York
PUBLICATION: Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 47, Feb.
1976, p. 440 442.
ABSTRACT: From heat-balance considerations at the growing
interface and en assumption of predominantly radiative heat
loss from the surface, an expression for the msxlmum growth
rate of melt-grown ribbon shaped crystals has been derived.
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For s given material and a large width to thickness ratio,
the maximum growth rate varies as the square root of the
ribbon thickness and is independent of its width. A com-
parison of the maximum cyllndrical and ribbon growth rates
ts made for the silicon system. Some representative values
st 7.5 cm diameter or width are 65 cm/h or 2000 cu cm/h for
a cylindr|cal Cz-grown crystal and 625 cm/h or 95 co cm/h
for a O.O2-cm-thick ribbon.
TITLE: Silicon Solar Cell Development
AUTHOR: M. Wolf
CORPORATE AUTB: University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
Pennaylvanls
MEETING LOCATION: International Conference on Solar
Electricity, Toulouse, France, March
1-5, 1976, Reports. (A77-21776 08 44)
Toulouse, Centre National d'Etudes
Spatiales, 1976, p. 113-140
ABSTRACT: The paper takes a look at some of the main
fronts on which effort in St solar cell development is
being focused. These are the improvement of collectlon
efficiency and of the current-voltage characteristic;
increasing the production rate of solar arrays; and the
search for large-scale low cost production methods. At
present there is a problem with the low open circuit volt.
age attalneble on St solar cells, and some of the poaslble
causes under investigation are indicated. Several
approaches to obtaining low cost silicon of adequate pur-
ity are outlined. Estimates of the required capital for
plant and equipment to provide for Elves planned produc-
tion rates are made.
TITLe: Mult|-Cry#tel Sillcon Solac Cells Fabr|cstioo by
Czochralskl Method
AUTHOR: J. Lin, J.W. Faust, Jr., and R.5. Rllborn
CORPORATE AUTH: University of South Carolina, Columbia,
South Carolina
MEETING LOCATION: Engineering in a Changing Economy;
Proceedings of the Southeast Region 3
Conference, Clemson, South Carolina,
April 5 7, 1976 (A76 47201 24-99) New
York, Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1976
ABSTRACT: This paper reports results of an investigation
into the growth and processing of polycrysta]llne Si for
u#e in the fabrication Og PP devices. A discussion ie
presented on the growth conditions to be establlshed for
obtaining large, grain polycrystslltne Si from a Cz puller.
Output characteristics are given for multicrystal solar
cells fabricated from Cz-grown polycrystslllne ingots. A
comparison is made between these curves and simple theoret
ical relations to relate their features to the physlcal
aspects of the solar cells.
TITLE: Purification of Metallurgical Grade Silicon to
Solar-Grade Quality
AUTHOR: L.P. Hunt, V.D. DosaJ, J.R. McCormick, and
L.D. Croasman
CORPORATE AUTB: Dew Cornlng Corp., Hemlock, Michigan
MEETING LOCATION: International Syr0pnsium on Solar
Energy, Washington, D.C., May 5-7,
1976, Proceedings. (A76-47051 24-44)
Princeton, New Jersey, Electrochemical
Society, Inc., 1976, p. 200-215
ABSTRACT: Selection Of raw materials, improvements in the
arc furnace process, acid leaching, and unidirectional
solidification are examined as possible methods of removing
impurities in metallurEical-grade St (MG Si) to obtain
material snltable for production of solar cells. Use of
purer raw materials is particularly important in regard to
boron and phosphorus impurities, since It is the only means
currently considered for reducing the concentrations of
these elements. Replacement of as many of the reductants
ms poaglble by charcoal is also bein_ investigated as an
effective means of lowering the amount of impurities enter
Ins through the arc furnace process, Iron and aluminum can
both be reduced by an order of ma_nltude by acid leaching
MGSl. Final purification to solar-grade Sl occurs effec-
tively during crystal growth because of the small segrega
Lion coefficients of aluminum and transition elements. It
thus appears possible to attain the goal of $10/Kg for
solar-grade Si by pulling single crystal ingot from
chemically upgraded MG st by the advanced CZ technique.
TITLE: Continuous Silicon Ribbon Growth for Possible
Solar Cell Application
AUTHOR: A.D. Morrison, D.N. Jewett, B.H. Mackintosh,
W.T. Little, V.E. White, and D.A. Yates
CORPORATE AUTH: Mobil Tyro Solar Energy Corp., Waltham,
Massachusetts
MEETING LOCATION: International Symposlum on Solar
Energy, Washington, D.C., May 5-7,
1976, Proceedings. (A76-47051 24 44)
Princeton, New Jersey, Electrochemical
Society, Inc., 1976, p. 216 226
ABSTRACT: Single crystal St ribbon suitable for solar cell
use has been grown continuously by the EFC method. Both
induction and resistance heated Erowtb systems were used.
These continuous ribbon growlh systems and specific EFG
growth set up components are described. The growth process
is also described
TITLE: Electrical Effects of sic Inclusions in EFG
Silicon Ribbon Solar Cells
AUTHOR: C.V. Rao, B.E. Bates, and K.V. RaY|
CORPORATE AUTH: Mobil Tyro Solar Energy Corp., Waltham,
Messachu_ett_
PUBLICATION: Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 67, June
1976, p. 2614-2619
ABSTRACT: The electrical effects of included S[ carbide
(SIC) particles in edge defined Film-fed grown Sl ribbons
have been examined. By employing a scanning electron
microscope operated in the electron beam induced current
mode, as well as observing the effects of SiC particles on
solar-cell characteristics, the electrical activity of
particles and particle generated defects were studied.
The influence of SiC particles largely appears to be a
result of impurity accumulation around them rather than s
direct effect of the inclusions.
TITLE: Thermal Emission Rates and Activation Energies of
Electrons at Tantalum Centers in Silicon
AUTHOR: K Miyala and C.T. Sah
CORPORATE AUTH: Hitachi, Ltd., Ibark|. Japan; University
of Illinois, Urbane, Illinois
PUBLICATION: Solld-State Electronics, vol. 19, July 1916,
p. 611-613
ABSTRACT: The thermal emission rates and activation
energies of electrons trapped at the two Ta donor centers
in n type Si are determined from transient capacitance
measurements on Schottky barrier diodes made on phosphorus
and tantalum doubly doped Si crystals. The thermal activa
tlon energies are 232 and 472 MeV for the two donor levels
below the conduction band edge and the pre exponential
factors. A, are both 15 billlon/sec in the Arrhenius equa
tion for the emission rate.
TITLE: Outdoor Weathering Performance of Solar Electric
Generators
AUTHOR: C.R. ManE, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: Mess Analytical Research Services, Inc.,
Silver Spring, Maryland
PUBLICATION: American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Thermophystcs Conference.
lltb. Sen Diego. California. July 1416,
1976. 11 p
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ABSTRACT: An investigation was conducted to determine the
effects of outdoor exposure on the performance of conmer-
cially available PV terrestrial power systems and encapsu-
1ant materials. The experimental program involved one
year of continuous exposure (real time), preceded and fol-
lowed by both spectral trsnsmlssion and electrical output
measurements on the cover materials and solar cell modules,
respectively. Perimeters considered were solar radiation
st the test slte, temperature effects, dirt, rain, snow
and unwelcome migratory birds. Results indicate that the
solar cell modules encapsulated in polycerbonate are con-
sidersbly more protective to the environment than those
covered with silicone rubber. Many of the exposed encapsu-
lint msteri|Is showed large amounts of degradation in
spectral transmission. PEP Teflon showed no damage after
environmental exposure.
MEETING LOCATION: Sharing the Sun: Solar Technology tn
the Seventies; Proceedings of the Joint
Conference, Winnipeg, Cenads, Aug.
15-20, 1976. Volume 6. (A77-48910
23-44) Cape Canaveral, Florida,
International Solar Energy Society,
1976, p. 23-33
ABSTRACT: The paper reviews the status of the RFG process
for producing rlbbon-shsped crystals of Si for solar cell
applications. Attention is given to equipment, cost and
rlbbon-quality considerations slung with crystal growth
characteristics. Solar cells in two sizes have been fab-
ricated from the St ribbons: 1 cm x 2 cm and 1 in s 4 in.
Cell afficienctes mrs tn the 7-12% i AM1) range, with the
larger area cells exhibiting the lower efftciencies.
TITLE: Development of Low-Cost Silicon Crystal Growth
Techniques for Terrestrial Photovoltsic Solar
Energy Conversion
AUTHOR: J.A. Zoutendyk
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: $bsrlng the Bun: Solar Technology in
the Seventies; Proceedings of the Joint
Conference, Winnipeg, Canada, Aug,
15-20, 1976. Volume 6. (A77-_8910
23-44) Cape Canaveral, Florida,
International Solar Energy Society,
1976, p. 34-47
ABSTRACT: Because of the growing need for new sources of
electrical energy, PV solar energy conversion Is being
developed. PV devices are now being produced mainly from
silicon wafers obtslned from the slicing and polishing of
cylindrically shaped single crystal ingots. Inherently
high-cost processes now being used must either be elimi-
nated or modified to provide low-cost crystalllne St.
Basic to this pursuit Is the development of new or modified
methods of crystal growth and, If necessary, crystal cut
Ling. If Si could be grown In a form requiring no cutting,
a significant cost saving would potentially be realized.
Therefore, several techniques for growth in the form of
ribbons or sheets are being explored. Iu addition, novel
techniques for low-cost In_ot growth and cutting are under
investigation.
TITLE: Design Considerations of Solar Arrays for
Terrestrial Applications
AUTHOR: R.G. Ross, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: Sharing the Sun: Solar Technology in
the Seventies; Proceedings of the Joint
Conference, Winnipeg, Canada, Aug.
15-20, 1976. Volume 6. (A77-68910
23-44) Cape Canaveral, Florida,
International Solar Energy Society,
1976, p. 4g-56
ABSTRACT: The primary objective of the LSSA Project, which
forms s major part of a national PV program, is the timely
development of low-cost commerclsl-quslity PV arrays
through an active program of industrial and academic
involvement. The definition of future array requirements
is considered ss a necessary step toward meeting this
objective. An overview of array requirement trends which
begin to evolve from the various ERDA activities ts pre-
sented. For present terrestrial arrays the primacy re
qutrement is to generate power for small, often remote
electrlc-power sppllcstlons. To meet an objective of
Increased energy independence requires that PV become
economically viable for the large energy consumption of
the future. Vsrtous developments needed to achieve such
an economic viability are discussed.
TITLE: EFG Growth of Silicon Ribbon for Solar Cells
AUTHOR: g.V. RavI and A.I_ Mlavsky
CORPORATE AUTH: Mobil Tyro Solar Energy Corp_, Waltham,
Massachusetts
TITLE: Consideration of Encapsulants for Photovoltaic
Arrays in Terrestrial Applications
AUTHOR: E.F. Cuddihy and W.F. Csrroll
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: Optics in Solar Energy Utilization II;
Proceedings of the Seminar, San Diego,
California, August 24, 25, 1976.
(A77-29576 12-_4) Palos Verdes Estates,
California, Society of Photo-Optical
Instrumentation Engineers, 1977,
p. 16-22
ABSTRACT: Long-term survivability of PV arrays end com-
ponents in terrestrlsl environments will require develop
ment of adequate protective systems. Highly considered
ere polymeric encapsulsnts, s method which was success
fully employed to space and aerospace applications to
protect critical electrical circuitry. To be employable,
however, the polymer encspsulsnts must themselves be
chemically and mecbsnlcslly resistant to failure in ter-
restrial service. Chemical resisLsnce includes stability
to the degrading actions of UV light, oxygen, moisture and
elevated temperatures in sun rich areas. Programs are
underway to identify and develop chemically stable encap
sulant candidates. Chemical considerations aside, mechsni
cal failures of the encapsulsnts must also be avoided in
array designs. This paper discusses design considerations
for avoiding mechanical failures of polymeric encnpsulantso
with emphasis on blsxial properties, thermal fatigue, and
snlsotropy and nonhomogenclty of materiel properties. The
general principles to be presented evolved from actual
failures of polymeric materials in engineering applica
Lions. Also included are brief remarks on the permea
bility of polymer materials to atmospheric gases.
TITLE: Orlentstlon Dependenc0 of Defect Structure in EFG
Silicon Ribbons
AUTHOR: L.C. Garone, C.V.B. Rao, A.D. Morrison, T. Surek,
and K.V. Earl
CORPORATE AUTH: Mobil Tyro Solar Energy Corp., Waltham,
Massachusetts
PUBLICATION: Applied Physics Letters, vol. 29, Oct. 15,
1976, p. 511-513
ABSTRACT: Sustained growth of long lengths of St ribbons
by the EFG technique ts shown to result in the attainment
of an 'equilibrium' defect structure and orientation by
the crystals. The structure consists of parallel defect
boundaries parallel to the edges of the ribbon wlth s
specific ribbon orientation. The influence of seed or|en
tstton on the attainment of this structure has been
esamined.
TITLE: Materials for Encapsulation Systems for
Terrestrial Photovoltslc Arrays
AUTHOR: D.C. Csrmichset, C.B. Gaines, F.A. Sliemers, and
C.W. Kistler
CORPORATE AUTH: Battelle Columbus Labs., Ohio
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HRRTINC LOCATION: 12th IEEE Photovoltelc Speclsllgtg
Conference, Baton Rouge, Louls|anl,
NOV. 15-18, 1976, Conference Record.
(A78-lOq02 O1-66) New York, 1976,
p. 317-331
ABSTRACT: The piper |! concerned with glass end polymeric
candidate materials end processes for potential encapsula-
tion systems that could be used in low-cost long-llfe
terrestrlal PV arrays. The cherscteristlcs of encspguls-
Lion systems in use are reviewed, end the properties of
proposed materiels ere examined. These msterlsls include
scryllcs, epos|es, fluorocarbons, polycerbonates, poly-
esterl, poly|mides, polyxylylenes, and silicones. Pro
perties of glees types are also considered. The prospects
for glass end polymeric systems ere analyzed, end the know-
ledge gained from s study of existing systems Is discussed
with attention to weather/aging effects, failures, environ-
manta, hazards, costs, development efforts, and materials
choices.
TITLE: Tots1 Energy Use in the Production of Silicon
Solsr Cells from Raw Materials to Finished Product
AUTHOR: L.P. Hunt
CORPORATE RUTH: Dow Coming Corp., Hemlock, Michigsn
MEETING LOCATION: 12th IERR Photovoltsic Specisllsts
Conference, alton Rouge, Louisiana,
Nov. 15 18, 1976, Conference Record.
(A78 10901 01-h_) Now York, 1976,
p. 347-352
ABSTRACT: The tots1 energy required to produce st solar
cells from the raw materlsl SIO 2 is estimated. Metal-
lurglcal grade SI, semiconductor-grade trlchlorosilane,
polycryststllne semlconductor-grade Si, end SI solar ceils
ere considered in terms of the process energy required to
produce them end in relation to the total energy expended
in their manufacture. The energy psyback times using
present technology is Z4 years for space cells and 12 yrs
for terrestrial cells. Improvements are described which
could reduce the energy psybsck time to as little as four
months for terrestrial cells.
TITLE: Production of Solar Grade Silicon from Purified
Metallurgical Silicon
AUTHOR: L.P. Hunt, V.D. DossJ, J.R. McCormick, Ind
L.D. Crossmsn
CORPORATE AUTH: Dow Corning Corp., liemlock, Michigan
MEETING LOCATION: 12th lEER Photovoltslc Specisllsts
Conference, Baton Rouge, Louis|ans,
Nov. 15-18, 19/6, Conference Record.
(AlE 10902 01 46l New York, 1976,
p. 125-129
ABSTRACT: The long term goal of this work Is to produce
Si of solar-grade quality st 3 x tO 6 Kgly for less than
$10/gg by, or before 1986. The approach is to improve Ind
expand upon the technology used today to commercially pro
dues metallurgical grade Si. This is currently being
accomplished by using purer raw materiels in the arc fur
nsce process for producing MG Si, by upgrading the furnace
itself, and by unidirectionally solidifying the molten Si
exiting the furnace. Solar cells fabricated from partlsily
purified MG Si hive shown average AMO efficiencios in the
range of 9 11%. Since further MC Si puriflcstion yet re
mains possible, fabrication of cell9 of considerably higher
conversion efficiency is deemed feasible.
TITLE: The Conceptual Design and Analysis of !
Photovoltaic Powered Experimental Residence
AUTHOR: N.F. Shepard, Jr. and R. Landau
CORPORATE RUTH: General ElecLrlc Co., Phitadelphlu,
Pennsylvania
MEETING LOCATION: 12th lEER Photovoltstc9 Specialists
Conference, Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
Nov. 15 18, lqIB, Conference Record.
(A78 10902 OIA_) New York, 1976,
p. 705-716
ABSTRACT: The paper dells with the results of a six-month
definition study conducted to snslyzetthe performance, plan
the testing program, and specify the Lest equipment re-
quirements for an experimental PV powered reltdence. In
the residence of the type proponed, the solar cell modules
are mounted shove the iouth-feclng roof in such a way that
the natural convective cooling from the rear side can be
used to reduce the cell opereting temperature. Other
functional elements are s PV system components room, end s
room housing the data acquisition and control systems re-
qulred to monitor the experiment. A display panel is also
provided ss a vlsusl lid to graphically represent the
operation and performance of the system tested, Following
I 12-month operailonal evaluation period, s lesd-acid
battery wag added to the PV system. The results of a
performanc_ ssnsitivtty anslysls for four selected site
locations are evaluated.
TITLE: Dip-Coated Sheet Silicon Solar Cells
AUTHOR: JmD. Heaps, R.B. Msciolek, J.D. Zook, and
M.W. Scott
CORPORATR AUTH: Honeywell Corporate Research Center,
Bloomington, Minnesota
MEETING LOCATION: 12th IERE Photovoltatc Specialists
Conference, Baton Rouge, Louislsne,
Nov. 15-18, 1976, Conference Record.
(A78 10902 01-44) New York, 1916,
p. 147-150
ABSTRACT: A cost effective method is being developed for
producing solar cell quality sheet Si by dlp coating
inexpensive ceramic substrstes wlth I thin layer of large
greln silicon. Mulllte (Aluminum Silicate) ceramic sub-
strafes coated with ! thin layer of graphite have been
dipped into molten Sl to produce 20-150 micron thick
layers having grain sizes as large as .4 cm z 4 cm. With
these St layers PV diodes have been fabricated with
measured and inherent conversion efficiencies of Q% and
7%, respectively
TITLE: Results of Accelerated Thermal Cycle Tests of
Solar Cells Modules
AUTHOR: P. Barmen, R. Mueller, M. Sslama, and R. Yssui
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 12th IEEE PhoLovoltslc Specialists
Conference, Baton Rouge, Lonisiana,
Nov. 15 18, 1976, Conference Record.
(AIB 10902 01-_) New York, 1976,
p. 379 387
ABSTRACT: Various candidate solar panel designs were
evaluated, both theoretically and experimentally, with
respect to their thermal cycling survival capability, and
in particular with respect to an accelerated simulation of
thermal cyclo_; representative of Viking '75 mission re
qulrements. The _xperlmental results were obtained on
mini.panels thermally cycled in s newly installed auto
mated test fa('iliLy herein described The resulting
damage was analyzed physically end theoretically, and on
the basis of these analyses the panel design was suitably
modified to _ign_ftcsntly improve its ability to withstand
the thermal environmonl. These successful modifications
demonstrate the value of the complementary theoretical
experimental _pproach adopted, and discussed in detsl] in
this paper.
TITLE: Material snd Design Considerations of Encsp9u]ants
for Photovoltaic Arrays tn Terrestrlsl Applicstions
AUTHOR: W. Carrot1, E. Cuddihy, and M. Sslsms
CORPORATE RUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATFON: lPth ]EEE Photovoltalc Specialists
Conference, Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
Nov. 15-18, 1976, Conference Record.
(ATB 10902 OIA4) New York, 19/6,
p. 332 339
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ABSTRACT: Procedures for snalyzlng cyclic mechsnlcal
stresses in encapsulated PV arrays designed for ter-
restrlel application ire discussed. The concept of
thermal stiffness, the product of alpha and Young's
modulus, is presented, and its usefulness for minimizing
mechanical stresses is demonstrated. The concept of the
'proportlonal-llmlt' helps indicate the upper limit of
design stress for plastics. System design is considered
with attention to cell dimensions, cell to substrate
adhesive, single encspsulsnt system, double layer encapsu
lant, and stresses in the interconnects. The permeability
of polymeric materials to gases is examined.
TITLE: SAMIS - A Simulation of the Solar Array
Manufacturing Industry
AUTHOR: R.G. Chamberlain
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 121h IEEE Photovoltatc Specialists
Conference, Baton Rouge, Loulslsns,
Nov. 15-18, 1916, Conference Record.
(A78 10902 O1-64) New York, 1976,
p. 353-359
ABSTRACT: S/tHIS is s continuing sctlvlty of the Project
Anslysis and Integration Task of the LSSA Project. It
provides a standardized procedure for producing reltsble
estimates of the cost of manufacturing solar arrays or
their components. These estimates are based on descrip-
tions of the manufacturing processes which are being
studied end developed by LSSA subcontractors and will be
used to assess the commercial viability of those processes
and to set research priorities.
TITLE: Some Observations on the Characteristics of
Low Cost Silicon Sheets
AUTHOR: T.G. Digges, Jr., M.H. Lelpold, R.M. Xoliwad,
G. Turner, end C.D. Curaming
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 121h IEEB Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
NOV. 15-18, 1976, Conference Record.
(A78-10902 01-44) New York, 1976,
p. 120-124
ABSTRACT: TO meet the need for low cost St sheet msterlsl
In the ERDAIJPL PV program, JPL has Inltlsted s wide rang-
ing technology development effort in crystal growth that
Includes several different technology thrusts. They range
in scope from innovative ingot growth end multtsltce wafer-
ing, to shaped growth techniques, substraterelated pro
ceases and hot forming techniques. In this paper, some
salient observations on materials resulting from these
processes are reported. Included are multiblsde wafering-
induced damage studies, interface morphology studies on
the heat exchanger cast St, some diffusion length measure-
ments in thin Si layers on ceramic substrates, and results
on the equilibrium structure found in laser zone ribbon
growth.
TITLE: Economic Analysis of Low-Cost Silicon Sheet
Produced from Czochralskl Grown Material
AUTHOR: K.M. Kollwad, M.H. Leipold, G.D. Cummins, and
T.G. Digges, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 12th IEEB Photovoltsic Specialists
Conference, Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
NOV. 15-18, 1976, Conference Record.
(AI8 10902 01-44) New York, 1976,
p. 841-844
ABSTRACT: This study shows that the lower limits for manu-
fecturlng add on costs to convert polys|licon to wafers is
in the range of $22 to $261aq m with the cost about equally
divided between the crystal growth and wafering processes.
However, the $22 to $261sq m cost limit should be viewed
as sn asymptote since it is based on mull[charge or con-
tinuous growth configurations, soltdtficstton rates in
excess of 2 Kg/hr, multiblsde wafering and s slice plus
kerf of .045 cm. It should also be emphasized that the
results of this study are based on as-sawn wafers, 100%
yields (growth and slicing) and no profit. TO the first
approximation, the limiting cost factors are crucible
material and furnace parts for growth and blade material
end slurry for slicing.
TITLE: Interface Design Considerations for Terrestrial
Solar Cell Modules
AUTHOR: R.G. Ross, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 12th IERE Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
Nov. 15-]8, 1976, Conference Record.
(A78-10902 01-44) New York, 1916,
p. 801-806
ABSTRACT: The need for increased solar array electrical
efficiency and reliability in the achievement of future
large-scale system cost goals is discussed. The relative
performance of various array module designs currently on
the market is evaluated, and further design improvements
are suggested. The subjects of module efficiency, tempers
lure control, and serles/parsllel reliability are analyzed.
Applications for various combinations of array character.
lstics are considered.
TITLE: Ribbon-to-Ribbon Crystal Growth for Solar Cell
Fabrication
AUTHOR: I.A. Leak, A. Baghdadl, R.W. Gurtler, R.J. Ellis,
J.A. Wise, and M.G. Coleman
CORPORATE AUTH: Motorola, Inc., Phonnlx, Arizona
MEETING LOCATION: 12th IEEE Photovoltslc Speclalists
Conference, Baton Rouge, Lou|slsns,
Nov. 15-18, 1976, Conference Record.
{A7810902 01-44) New York, 1976,
p. 113-181
ABSTBACT: A new ribbon growth technique utilizes scanned
laser beams to create a localized molten region in • pre
formed polycrystelline St ribbon; translating the melt
converts the starting materlsl to single crystal (or large
grain) ribbon. Solar cells with useful efficiency have
been fabricated on grown ribbon. Theoretical analysis,
coupled with experimental results, indicate that this tech-
nique should be capable of providing St substrstes for
manufacture of solar cells to meet the long range ERDA
objectives.
TITLE: An Analysts of Factors Influencing the Efficiency
of BFG Silicon Ribbon Solar Cells
AUTHOR: KmV. Rave, F.V. Weld, R. Gonslorawskl, H. Rao,
L.C. Garone, J.C.T. Ho, and R.O. Bell
CORPORATE AUTH: Mobil Tyco Solar Energy Corp., Waltham,
Massachusetts
MEETING LOCATION: 12th IEBE Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
NOV. 15-18, 1976, Conference Record.
(A78 10902 01-44) New York, 1976,
p. 182-190
ABSTRACT: The performance characteristics of RFG Si ribbon
solar cells have been analyzed with a view towards deter
mining the material and process related parameters that
influence cell conversion efficienciea. Solar cell con-
version effictenctes in excess of 10% have been realized.
The performance and yield limiting factors in these mate
rials have been identified, with lifetime reducing impuri-
ties being implicated as the principal problem in current
generation RFG ribbons.
TITLE: Processing Ramifications of Textured Surfaces of
Silicon Wafers for Solar Cells
AUTHOR: M.G. Coleman, W.L. Bailey, and R.A. Pryor
CORPORATE AUTH: Motorola, Inc., Phoenix, Arizona
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MEETING LOCATION: 12th IEEE Photovoltale Specialists
Conference, Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
NOV. 15-18, 1976, Conference Record.
(A78-10902 O1-44) New York, 1976,
p. 313-316
ABSTRACT: The paper is concerned with the complications
that result from the presence of textured surfaces on Sl
wafers. Direct process Interactions are discussed with
attention to hendtlng, cleaning and wet chemistry, vacuum
evaporation, photolithography, and ion implantation. In--
direct process interactions can affect measurements and RE
material selection. Textured surfaces are used to enhance
light penetration into the surface of a solar cell.
TITLE: A Novel Solar Cell Intereonnectton Design
AUTHOR: R.A. Pryor. M.G. ColomAn, and M.C, Kaolins
CORPORATE AUTH: Motorola, Inc., Phoenix, Arizona
MEETING LOCATION: 12th IREE Photovoltatc Specialists
Conference, Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
Nov. 15-18, 1976, Conference Record.
(g7810902 01-44) New York, 1976,
p, 375-378
ABSTRACT: A novel Interconnectlon design for solar cells
within modules is developed. The design places thin buss
plates beneath the solar cells. These buss plates can be
designed for series, parallel-series, or parallel inter
connection with equivalent ease. Such designs can incorpo
rate multlple contacts to each solar cell and can reduce
series resistance losses. Furthermore, this Interconnec
Lion system is eas|ly adapted to any size or shape of
solar ceil.
TITLE: Basic Corrections to Predictions of Solar Ceil
Performance Required by Nonlinearities
AUTHOR: F.A. Ltndholm, 3.G. Fossum, and E.L. Burgess
CORPORATE AUTH: University of Plorlds, Gstne9ville,
Florida; Sandla National Labs.,
Albuquerque, New Mexico
MEETING LOCATION: 12th IEEE Photovoltale Specialists
Conference, Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
NOV. 15 18, 1976, Conference Record.
(A/8 10902 O1-46) New York, 1976,
p, 33-39
ABSTRACT: The superpositton principle is used to derive
the approximation that the current-voltage characteristic
of an illuminated solar cell is the dark current voltage
characteristic shifted by the short circuit photocurrent.
The derivation requires the ltneartty of the boundary
value problems that underlie the electrical character
[silos. The shifting approximation is invalid if consid
arable photocnrrent and considerable dark current both
occur within the junction space-charge region; it is
invalid also if sizable series resistance is present or if
high injection concentrations of holes and electrons exist
within the quasi-neutral regions.
TITLE: Investigation of the Double Exponential tn the
Current-Voltage Characteristics of Silicon Solar
Cells
AUTHOR: M. Wolf, G.T. Noel, and R.J. Stlrn
CORPORATE AUTH: University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
Pennaylvania; Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 12th IEEE Photovoltatc Specialists
Conference, Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
NOV. lS-18, 1976, Conference Record.
(A?g-10902 01-4_) New York, 1916,
p. 44-52
ABSTRACT: A theoretical analysis la presented of certain
peculiarities of the current voltage characteristics of Si
solar cells, involving high values of the empirical con-
stant A in the diode equation for a p n junction. An
attempt was made in a lab experiment to demonstrate that
the saturation current which is associated with the expo-
nential term qV/A2kT of the I-V characteristic, with A2
roughly equal to 2, originates in the apace charge region
end that It can be increased, as observed on ATS i cells,
by the introduction of additional defects through low
energy proton irradiation. It was shown that the proton
[rradlation introduces defects into the apace charge
region which give rise to a recombination current from
this region, although the I-V characteristic is, in this
case, dominated by an exponential term which has A = I.
TITLE: Experiments to Evaluate lligh-Temperature Rolling
as s Low-Coat Process for Silicon Solar Cells
AUTHOR: G.T. Noel, S. Kulkarnl, M. Wolf, D.P. Pope, and
C.D. Graham
CORPORATE AUTH: University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania
MEETING LOC_TtON: 12th IEEE Photovolta[c Specialists
Conference, Baton Rouge. Louisiana,
Nov. 15-18, 1916, Conference Record.
(A78-10902 Ol-aA) New York, 1916,
p. 168 112
ABSTRACT: Mechanical rolling (a process used in industry
for producing large quantities of metallic sheet and
strip) has been suggested for the rapid low-cost manufac
Lure of Si sheet to be used for PV power generation equip-
ment, such as _olar arrays. The advantages of rolling
include: high rates of production, wide sheets as products,
good control of dimension, and (in the case of solar grade
St) minimal development of impurities. Experiments have
been performed using high temperature, high. speed compres
slon of polycrystalline Si cylinders. Metallography and
x-ray diffraction techniques have been used to examine the
samples both before and after compression, and a model
process has been designed to evaluate the technical
practicality a_d economic feasibility of the method.
TITLE: Solar Cell Processing with Spln-On Diffusion
Sources
AUTHOR: T.C. Chandler, Jr., R.B. Bilborn, Jr., and
J.W. Faust, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: University of South Carolina, Columbia,
South Carolina
MEETING LOCATION: 12th ]tEE Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
Nov. 15-18, 1976, Conference Record.
(A78 10907 Ol 44) New York, 1976,
p, 282-285
ABSTRACT: in the study described, the problem of the poor
quality of solar celia prepared from spin on diffusion
sources was attacked by studying the diffused layers by
means of metallurgical techniques. It was found that
device performance was degraded by nonuniform diffusion
over the surface of the wafer and that nonuniform dif
fusion was caused by variations in the thickness of the
spln on _illc_ IRyer. Cells which were diffused, using a
uniform film of" spln-on doping source exhibited better
current voltage characteristics, lower series reslstsnce,
and higher values of fill factor. It is shown that this
better performance can be ensured by taking steps to mnin
taln the uniformity of the film coverage, to eliminate
cracks and bubbles, and to maintain the proper tempersturp
of both the sp_n on source and wafer during the spinning
operation, sod also to maintain the appropriate speed and
duration of spin. The respective conditions are specified.
TITLE: Silicon Solar Cells from Transition Metal Doped
Czochrelakt and Web Crystals
AUTHOR: J.R. Davis, P. Rat Choudhury, P.D. Rials,
R.H. Hopkins, and J.R. McCormick
CORPORATE AUTH: Westinghouse Research Lab9., Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania; Dow Cornlng Corp., Hemlock,
Michigan
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MEETING LOCATION: 12th lEER Photovoltalc Specielists
Conference, Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
NOV. 15-18, 1976, Conference Record.
(A78-I0902 01-4_) New York. 1976,
p. 106-111
ABSTRACT: The Influence of metslllc impurities on solar
cell characteristics has been examined to establish the
cost sensitive purity versus performance trade offs. Solar
cells were fsbrlcated on 2 to 4 ohm-cm p-type aubstrates
obtslned by Cz end dendritic web growth processes. Con-
trolled amounts of metslllc impurities were introduced
into the melt during growth and included Fe, Cr, Mn, Ni,
Cu, Ti, V, Zr, Ms, Az, and El. Impurity concentrations In
the crystals were determined using emission and mass spec-
trographic techniques and in some cases by neutron actlva-
tion analysis. The solar cells were characterized by means
of a computer program to curve fit measured voltage current
data. The principal effect of the added impurities is a
degradation of lifetime and diffusion length.
TITLE: The Growth of EFG Siltcon Ribbons
AUTHOR: K.V. Ravt
CORPORATE AUTH: Mobil Tyro Solar Energy Corp., Waltham,
Massachusetts
PUBLICATION: Materials and Energy; Selected topics.
(g78 53487 2_-44) Amsterdam, North Holland
Publishing Co., 1977, p. 1-16
ABSTRACT: The technology associated with the EFG process
of producing ribbon-shaped crystals of Si is discussed.
Aspects relating to the growth of crystals, equipment and
theoret|csl considerations are presented. The crystal
lographlc and electrical chsrscteristlcs of these crystal
are discussed in terms of their impact on the performance
charscterlstlcs of solar cells. Solar cell data are ere.
sented demonstrating the capability of these crystals of
furnishing cells with conversion efflclencles in excess of
10_.
TITLE: Dendritic Web Silicon for Solar Cell Application
AUTHOR: RmG. Seidenstlcker
CORPORATE AUTH: Westinghouse Research Laboratories,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
MEETING LOCATION: Materials and Energy; Selected Topics.
(A1853487 24-4a) Amsterdam,
North Holland Publishing Co., 1977,
p. 17-22
ABSTRACT: The dendritic web process for growing long thin
ribbon crystals of Si end other semiconductors Is
described. Growth is initiated from a thin wirelike
dendrite seed which is brought into contact with the melt
surface. Initially, the seed grows laterally to form a
button st the melt surface; when the seed is withdrawn,
needlelike dendrites propagate from each end of the button
into the melt, and the web portion of the crystal is formed
by the solidification of the liquid film supported by the
button and the bounding dnndrttes. Apparatus used for den-
dritic web growth, msterlsl charscterlstics, and the two
distinctly different mechanisms involved in the growth of
a single crystal are examined. The performance of solar
cells fabricated from dendritic web material is indistin
guishable from the performance of cells fabricated from Cz
grown material.
TITLE: The Near-Term Prospect[yes for Photovolteic Solar
Energy Conversion
AUTHOR: M. Wolf
CORPORATE AUTH: University of Pennsylvanls, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania
PUBLICATION: (International Conference on Electronics +5,
Paris, France, Mar. 28 Apr. I, 1977.) Acts
Electronlca, vol. 2U, no. 2, 1911, p. 205-215
ABSTRACT: Changes in the price/demand curve for PV energy
conversion devices during the next five years, as well as
technolo&lcal advances affecting the cost of photocells,
are discussed. Innovations such as the black or nonreflec-
live Si solar cell, or cells employing thin (50 Lo
lOO-mlcron) SI layers and Cerla-doped glass covers ere
described; GaAs cells are also mentioned, a mathematical
model for evaluating the economic viability of solar
systems with varying cost per unit of array is given. In
addition, s price/demand curv_ for solar arrays sold in
the U.S., including historical data ss well ss predictions
through 1982, is developed. The forecast involves annual
doubling of production, with s 25¢ price reduction for
each doubling, sod an increase of cell efficiency to 12%
by 1982.
TITLE: Investigation of the Double Exponentlsl in the
Current-Voltage chsrscteristlcs of Silicon Solar
Cells - Proton Irradiatlon Effects on ATS 1 cells
AUTHOR: M. Wolf, G.T. Noel, and R.J. Stirn
CORPORATE AUTH: University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania; Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: IEEE Transsctlons on Electron Devices, vol.
ED-24, Apr. 1977, p. 419-428
ABSTRACT: Difficulties in relating observed current-
voltage characteristlcs of indivldual Si solar cells to
their physical and material parameters were underscored by
the unexpected large changes in the current-voltage
charscterlstlcs telemetered back from solar cells on the
ATS-1 spacecraft during their first year in synchronous
orbit. Depletion region recombination was studied in
cells exhibiting a clear doubleexponential dark character-
istic by subjecting the cells to proton irradiation. A
significant change in the saturation current, an effect
included in the Bah, Noyce, Shockley formulation of diode
current resulting from recombination in the depletion
region, was caused by the introduction of shallow levels
in the depletion region by the proton trradiatlon. This
saturation current is not attributable only to diffusion
current from outside the depletion region and only its
temperature dependence can clarify its origin. The current
associated with the introduction of deep lying levels did
not change significantly tn these experiments.
TITLE: Physical Operation of Back Surface-Field Silicon
Solar Cells
AUTHOR: 3.G. Fossum
CORPORATE AUTB: Sandts National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, New Mexico
PUBLICATION: IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices, vol.
ED-24. Apr. 197], p. 322-325
ABSTRACT: The performance of back surface-field solar
cells is simulated numerically by a semiconductor device
analysis computer code. The physical operation of these
St solar cells is elucidated on the basis of exact one
dimensional solutions of carrier transport. Cerrler
densities, backside built in electric field, potential,
and carrier recombination throughout the device are
studied, in addition to predicted terminal performance, to
shed light on the mechanisms at work in the n 4 p p4
BSF Si solar cell.
TITLE: The Dependence of Open Circuit Voltage on
Illumination Level in p-n Junction Solar Cells
AUTHOR: J.G. Fossum and F.A. Ltndholm
CORPORATE AUTH: Sandls National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, New Mexico; University of
Florida, Cslnesville, Florida
PUBLICATION: IEEE Trenssctlons on Electron Devices, vet.
ED-26. Apr. 1977, p. 325-329
ABSTRACT: Simple analytical dependencies of solar cell
open circuit voltage on illumination level, valid for high
injection, are derived. The developments are guided and
verified by exact computer-aided .:umertcsl simulations of
SI cells. The results are related to an easily measured
device parameter, the uncompensated photocurrent, through
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the use of the principle of superposltlon. An advantage
of p+-n over n+-p cells with respect to open-clrcult
voltage at high levels of illumination is predicted.
TITLE: An Optlcsl Scanning Technique for Evaluating
Sillcon Solar Cells
AUTHOR: C.T. Chandler, Jr., R.B. Hllborn, Jr., and
J.W. Faust, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: University of South Caroline, Columbia,
South Carolina
MEETING LOCATION: Imaginative Engineering thru Education
and Experience; Proceedings of the
Southeast Region 3 Conference,
Williamsburg, Virginia, Apr. 6-6,
1977. (A78 17526 05-31) New York,
Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, Inc., 1977, p. 281-286
ABSTRACT: The present paper deals with Si solar cells
which operate by the PV effect common to p n Junctions.
The theory is highly developed, but solar cell efflcten-
cles, series resistance, and other parameters do not
always agree with theoretical values, the discrepancies
resulting from tnhomogenetttes in the diffused region of
the cells. The relationship between the Inhomogenelties
and solar cell parameters is studied by evaluating the
variations in surface concentration, msklng use of the
bulk PV effect, and by using a speclally adapted curve
tracer to display the forward (Illuminated) charscterlstic
of the test cell. It is found that the bulk PV scsnnlng
technlque has some dlsadvantages, including difficulties
in interpreting the bulk EMF vs lateral distance curve and
also the associated resistivity profile for an n type
crystal. However, variations in resistivity prof|le large
enough to degrade cell performance can be easily detected.
TITLE: Chsracter|zation of Terrestrial Service
Environments - The Simultaneous Occurrence of
Combined Conditions of Solar Insolation and
Climatic Variables
AUTBOR: R.E. Thomas, D.C. Carmicbsel, end W.F. Carroll
CORPORATE gUTH: Battelle Columbus Labs., Ohio; Jet
Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: Internstlonal Solar Energy Society,
Annual Meeting, Orlando, Florida, June
6 10, 1977, Proceedings. Sections
16-25. (^78 II?12 01 44) Cape
Canaveral, Florida, Internstlonal Solar
Energy Society, 19}7, p. 16 i to 16.6
ABSTRACT: Computational methods for occurrences of com-
bined environmental and pollution varIsh]es are compared.
General statlsticsl data and diurnal statlstlcs on 24
environmental variables are treated. Combinations of
variables dealt with include: sir iempersture, relative
humidity, wind speed, total insolation; sir temperature
and weather event (rsin, fog); air pollutant snd weather
event; wind speed, wind direction, and weather event; sir
temperature, total insolation, end weather event; sir
temperature, relstlve humidity, wind speed, computed
direct insolation levels; sir temperature, relative
humidity, air pollutlon.
TITLE: Structure Development in Silicon Sheet by Shaped
Crystallization
AUTHOR: M.H. Leipold and R.J. DeAngells
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory; University of
Kentucky, I.exington, Kentucky
MEETING LOCATION: Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference,
Luxembourg, Sept. 27-30, 19}7,
Proceedings. (A78 52176 24 44)
Dordrecht, D. Reidel Publishing CO.,
1978, p. 872 88l
ABSTRACT: Models are presented for the development of a
parallel twinned structure of the 110 plane type and the
112 line type in Sl rtbbons. The models are believed to
be mutually compatlble end operable. The first model
relates the requirements for super cooling during crystal-
llzstlon. The existence of reentrant angles associated
with the twin structure is proposed to provide s rough
interface to reduce super-cooling. The spacing of the
twins is proposed to be limited by the geometrical rels
tlonship between the thermal gradient in the liquid and
the dimensions of the twinned crystallization front. The
second model relates the thermal stress configuration to
detail dislocation reactions which would be expected to
develop twins. While a specific dislocatlon mechanism
cannot yet be defined, a number of slternatives are pre
sented. All of these various dislocation mechanisms would
result in the observed crystslline configuration and the
choice among them is not critical.
TITLE: The Properties of Silica Diffusion Sources Under
Oxidizing Ambient Conditions and their Application
to Solar Cell Fabrication
AUTHOR: C.T. Chandler, Jr., i.E. Hilborn, Jr., and
J.W Faust, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: University of South Csrollna, Columbia,
South Carolina
PUBLICATION: Electrochemical Society, Journal, vol. 126,
Sept. 1977, p. 1609-1613
ARSTRACT: In this paper a technique for the design and
fabrication of Si solar cells using spin on silica doping
sources is discussed. This technique involves the use of
an oaidlztng ambient during diffusion which limits the
diffusion flux and yields lower surface concentrations of
impurities and shallow p n Junctions. It is shown that
the uniformity of the film thickness is an important
factor in maintaining a uniform surface concentration of
impurities In a diffused substrate. Data are given to
demonstrate the effects of such silica film thickness
variations on solar cell performance.
TITLE: Electricity From Sunlight - Low-Cost Silicon for
Solar Cells
AUTHOR: C.L. Yaws, J.W. Hiller, R. Lutwack, and G. Hsu
CORPORATE AUTH: Lamer Univ., Beaumont, Texas; Jet
Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: Energy and the environment; ProceedinEs
of the Fifth National Conference,
Cincinnati, ohio, Nov. 1 3, 1971.
(A79 14106 03 45) Dayton, Ohio,
American Institute of Chemical
Engineers, 19P8, p 329-336
ABSTRACT: The paper discussea s number of new unconven
tional processes proposed for the low cost production of
Si for solar cells. Considerstlon is given to: (I) the
Battelle process (Zn/SiCl6), (2) the Battelle process
(SiI6), (3) the Silsne process, (6) the Motorola process
(StF6/SiF2), (S> the Westinghouse process (Na/SiC16),
(6) the bow Corning process (c/aiD2), (7) the AeroChem
process (StC14/lt/atom), and the Stanford process (Na/SiF4).
Preliminary results indicate that the conventional process
and the Sil 4 procosses cannot meeL the project goal of
$lO/kg by lq_6_ Preliminary cost evaluation results for
the Zn/SiCI 4 process are favorable.
TITLE: Development of Low Cost Silicon Crystal Growth
Techniques for Terrestrial Pbotovoltsic Solar
Energy Conversion
AUTHOR: J.^. Zoutendyk
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: _olar Energy, vol. 20, no. 3, 1978,
p 249 251
ABSTRACT: Non_
TITLE:
AUTHOR:
large Area Silicon Sheet by EFG
C V.B. Rao, T. Surek, B. Mackintosh, K.V. Rsvi
and F.V. Weld
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CORPORATE AUTH: Mobil Tyro Solar Energy Corp,, Waltham,
Massachusetts
MEETING LOCATION: Sun: Mankind's Future Source of Energy;
Proceedings of the Internatlonal Solar
Energy Congress, New Delh| t IndIa t
3anuary 16-21, 1978. Vol. 2 (A79 17276
05-44) Elmsford, New York, Pergamon
Press, Inc., 1978, p. 643-650
ABSTRACT: The KFC technique has been employed to grow SI
ribbons for PV applications. Considersble progress has
been made in recent years in developing the technique to
the point that long lengths of St ribbon can be routlnely
grown. In order to attain the full low-cost potential of
the EFC technique, several further developments such as
the growth of thinner and wider ribbons, increase in rib
ben growth rate, and improvements in mater[el quality are
needed. The technological problems to be solved and the
approaches employed to achieve these goals ere discussed.
TITLE: Simulated Hal1 Impact Testing of Photovoltalc
Solar Panels
AUTHOR: D. Moore, A. Wilson, and R.O. Ross, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: Combined environments: Technology
interrelations; Proceedings of the
Twenty fourth Annual Technical Meeting,
Fort Worth, Texas, Apr. 18-20, 1978.
(A79 16076 04 38) Mount Prospect,
Illinois, Institute of Environmental
Sciences, 1918, p. 419 430
ABSTRACT: Techniques used to simulate and study the
effect of hatl on PV solar panels are described. Stmu
1aXed hail stones (frozen ice spheres projected at terminal
velocity) or steel balls were applied by air guns, gravity
drop, or static loading. Tests with simulated hall and
steel balls yielded different results. The impact strength
of IO commercially available flat-plate PV modules was
tested. It was found that none of the six panel designs
incorporating clear potting silicone materiel ss the
outermost layer remsined undamaged by l-in. simulated
hailstones, while s PV module equipped with a O.188-in.
thick acrylic cover sheet would be able to withstand the
impact of s 2-in. diameter hailstone.
TITLE: Recent Developments in LowCost Silicon Solar
Cells for Terrestrial Application Sheet Production
Methods
AUTHOR: M.H. Leipold
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: Selective Application of Materials for
Products and Energy; Proceedings of the
Twenty-Tbird National Symposium and
Exhibition, Anaheim, California, May
2-4, 1978. (A79-208l 07-23) AZUSa',
California, Society for the Advancement
of Material and Process Engineering,
1978, p. 354 365
ABSTRACT: A variety of techniques may be used for PV
energy systems. Concentrated or not concentrated sunlight
may be employed, and a number of materials can be used,
including Si, gallium arsentde, cadmium sulfide, and cad
mlum telluride. Most of the experience, however, has been
obtained with St cells employed without sunlight concentre
tion. An industrial base exists at present for producing
solar cells at a price tn the range from $15 to $30/Wp.
A major federal program has the objective to reduce the
price of power provided by Sl solar system to approximately
$11Wp in the early 1980's and $0.50/W by 1986 The
approaches considered for achieving thla objective are
discussed.
TITLE:
AUTHOR:
Integral Assembly of Photovoltaic Arrays Ualng
Glass
P.R. Younger, A.R. Kirkpatrlck, H.G. Maxwell, and
R.F. Holtze
CORPORATE AUTH: Spire Corp., Bedford, Massachusetts; Jet
Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: Society for the Advancement of Material and
Process Engineering, National Symposium and
Exhibition, 23rd, Anaheim, California, May
2-4, 1978, Paper. 6 p.
ABSTRACT: For a number of reasons glass is an excellent
material for encapsulation of solar cell arrays. Glass
can be readily available at relatively low cost. It
exhibits excellent stability against degradation by solar
ultraviolet illumination and atmospheric pollutants. A
superior approach results If glass is employed directly as
an integral encapaulant without secondary organic materl
sls. A description ta presented of an electrostatic bond
ins process which is being developed for integral assembly
of glass encapsulation arrays. Solar cells are placed in
contact with the glass surface, temperature is raised until
the glass becomes ionlcelly conductive, and an electric
field is applied to initiate the bonding action. St solar
cells up to 3 in. tn din. have been Integrally bonded with
out degradation.
TITLE: Fracture Toughness of Silicon
AUTHOR: C.P. Chen and M.H. LeIpold
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: (American Ceramic Society, Annual
Meeting 80th, Detroit, Michigan, May
8, 1918) American Ceramic Society
Bulletin, vol. 59, Apr. 1980, p. 469 472
ABSTRACT: The paper presents s atudy to determine the
fracture toughness and to characterize fracture modes of
st as a function of the orientation of single crystal and
polycrystalllne material. It ia shown that bar specimens
cracked by Knoop microhardneas indentation and tested to
fracture under four-point bending at room temperature were
used 1o determine the fracture toughness values. It is
found that the lowest fracture toughness value of single
crystal Sl was 0.82 MN/m to the 3/2 in the III plane type
orientation, although the difference tn values in the lll,
Ii0, and I00 planes was small.
TITLE: Measurement Requirements and Techniques for
Degradation Studies and Lifetime Prediction
Testing of Photovoltaic Modules
AUTHOR: OmT. Noel, F.A. Sltemers, GmC. berrtnec,
V.E. Wood, E.g. Wilkes, G.B. Gaines, and
D.C. Csrmichael
CORPORATE AUTH: Battelle Columbus Labs., Ohio
MEETING LOCATION: Seminar on Testing Solar Energy
Materials and Systems, Caithersburg,
Maryland, May 22-24, 1978, Proceedings.
(A79-35038 I_-44) Mr. Prospect,
Illinois, Institute of Environmental
Sciences, 1978, p. 24-29
ABSTRACT: Testa of weathering and aging behavior are
being developed to characterize the degradation and
predict the lifetimes of low cost PV arrays. Environ
mental factors which affect array performance include UV
radiation, thermal energy, water, oxygen (generally In
volved in synergistic effects with UV radiation or high
temperatures), physical stress, pollutants (oxides of
nitrogen, sulfur dioxide and ozone), abrasives and dirt.
A survey of PV array testing has shown the need to estab
lish quantitative correlations between certain measurable
properties (carbonyl for_ation, glass trensltlon tempera
ture, and molecular weight change) and modes of degrade
tlon and failure.
TITLE: A Life Prediction Methodology for Encapsulated
Solar Cells
AUTHOR: C.D. Coulbert
CORPORATE AUTH: 3el Propulsion Laboratory
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MEETING LOCATION: Seminar on Testing Solar Energy
Msterials and Systems, Gelthersburg,
Maryland, May 22 26, 1978,
Proceedings. (A79-35038 14-44) Mr.
Prospect, Illinois, Institute of
Environmental Sciences, 1978, p. 18-23
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an approach to the develop-
ment of a llfe prediction methodology for encapsulated
solar cells which are intended to operate for twenty years
or more in s terrestrlsl environment. Such s methodology,
or solar cell llfe prediction model, requires the develop-
ment of quantitative Intermediate relationships between
local environmental stress parameters and the basic chemi
cal mechsnlsms of encapsulsnt aging leading to solar cell
failures. The use of acceleratedlsbbceviated testing to
develop these intermediate relationships and in revealing
failure modes is discussed. Current field and demonstra-
tion tests of solar cell arrays and the present laboratory
tests to qualify solar module designs provide very little
data applicable to predicting the long term performance of
encapsulated solar cells. An approach to enhancing the
value of such field tests to provide date for llfe predlc-
t[on is described.
TITLE: Environmental Testing of Flat Plate Solar Cell
Modules
AUTHOR: J. Griff|th, L. Dumas, and A. Hoffmsn
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: Seminar on Testing Solar Energy
Materlsls and Systems, Gaithersburg,
Maryland, May 22 2_, 1918,
Proceedings. (A?9 35038 14 64) Mr.
Prospect, Illinois. Institute of
Environmental Sciences, 1978, p. I Ii
ABSTRACT: commercially available flat plate solar cell
modules have been subjected to s variety of environmental
tests designed to simulate service conditions. Among the
tests are those simulating heat and rain, wind driven
rains, humidity and freezing, humidity and heat, humidity
with s voltage bias, salt fog, hall impact, and fungus
infestation. Tests for optical surface soiling and the
combined effects of temperature, humidity and UV irrsdia
Lion are under developmenL. A correlatlon has been demon
strsted between degradation caused by the qualification
tests and such observed fleld effects as power loss.
TITLE: Actlnometrlc Measurement of Solar Ultrsvlo]et and
Development of a Weighted Solar UV Integral
Photochemical Reaction Rate Determination
AUTHOR: A. Gupta and C. Coulbert
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: Seminar on Testing Solar Energy
Materials and Systems, GsILhersburg,
Maryland, May 22 24, 1978,
Proceedings. (A79 35038 14-44) Mr.
Prospect, Illinois, Institute of
Environmental Sciences, 1978, p. 253255
ABSTRACT: An actlnometer has been developed to measure
outdoor irradiance in the range 295-400 nm. Actlnometrlc
measurements of radiation are based on determination of
photochemical reaction rates for reactions of known quantum
efficiency. Actlnometers have the advantage of providing
irradiance data over surfaces of difficult accesslbillty;
in addition, actlnometrlcslly determined irradlsnce data
are wsvelenglh weighted and therefore provide a useful
means of assessing the degradation rates of polymers
employed in solar energy systems.
TITLE: A Candidate Low Cost Processing Sequence for
Terrestrlal Silicon Solar Cell Panel
AUTHOR: D.S. Bickler, E.D. Callsgher, end L.E. Ssnchez
CORPORATE RUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 13th IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Washington. D.C., June 5 8,
19?8, Conference Record. (A79 40881
17-44) New York, p. 241-2_5
ABSTRACT: Manufacturing sequence for Si solar cells using
CZ crystal growing techniques in order to produce st a
rate of 20 l_d/y on a 24 h/day basis is discussed. Cost
analysis of the manufacturing is presented and considers
lion is given to the following processing decision care
gories of the manufacturing of an unencapsulsted solar
ceil from a SI wafer: (I) treatment of the optical surface;
(2) formation of the junctlon(s); and (3) metsllization of
electrlcal co]l_rtors. The manufacturing of encapsulated
solar modules from solar cells, using two glass plates, a
low iron front surface, and s standard float glass back
plate, is described. Totallng the three major activities
of wafer making, cell manufacturing, and module fabrlca
tlon, the resulting contribution to module price will be
1.9455/W.
TITLE: A Life Prediction Methodology for Encapsulated
Solar Cells
AUTHOR: C.D. Coulbert
CORPORATE RUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: Seminar on Testing Solar Energy
Materlsls and Systems, Gsithersburg,
Maryland, May 22 24, 1978, Proceedings.
(A79 35038 14 44) Mr. Prospect,
Illinois, Institute of Environmental
Sciences, lq/8, p. 18 23
AESTRACT: This paper presents an approach to the develop
ment of a llfe prediction methodology for encapsulated
solar cells which are intended to operate for twenty years
or more in a terrestrial environment . Such a methodology,
or solar cell llfe prediction model, requires the develop
ment of quantitative intermediate relationships between
local environmental stress parameters end the basic chemi
ca1 mechanisms of encspsulsnt aging leading to solar cell
failures. The use of accelerated/abbrevlated testing to
develop these intermediate relationships and in revealing
failure modes is discussed. Current field and demonstra
lion tests of solar cell arrays and the present laboratory
tests to qualify solar module designs provide very lttLle
data applicable to predicting the long term performance of
encapsulated solar cells. An approach to enhancing the
value of such field tests to provide data for life predic
tion is described.
TITLE: Lifetime Cost and Performance Model for
Photovoltaic Power Systems
AUTHOR: C.S. Borden
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 13th IEEE Photovoltalc Specialists
Conference, Washington, D.C., June 5 8,
1978, Conference Record. (A79 40881
17-44) New York, p. 925929
ABSTRACT: This paper describes the approach and procedures
of the Llfetlme Cost and Performance model for PV power
systems. The I,CP model is designed to evaluate the impact
of alternative initial design and recurrent policy dect
siena on both cost and power output over the lifetime of a
PV power plant LCP is, therefore, useful to system de
signers and operators for addressing questions relating to
optimal system configuration, installation activities,
level of effort and timing of operations/malntenance
actions, allowable degradation and replacement options.
TITLE: Product Pricing in the Solar Array Manufacturing
Industry - An Executive Summary of SAMICS
AUTHOR: R_C. Chamberlain
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 13th IEEE Photovoltalc Speclsllsts
Conference, Washington, D.C., June 5 8,
1978, Conference Record. (A7940881
I/-64) New York, p. 904 907
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ABSTRACT: Capsbllit|ea, methodology, and a description of
input data to the SAM[CS are presented. SAMICS were devel-
oped to provide a standardized procedure and data base for
comparing manufacturing processes of LSA subcontractors,
guide the setting of research priorities, and assess the
progress of LSA toward its hundred-fold cost reduction
goal. SANICS can be used to estimate the manufacturing
costs and product prices and determine the impact of |nfla=
lion, taxes, and interest rates, but it is limited by its
Ignoring the effects of the market supply and demand and
an assumption that all factories operate in s production
line mode. The SANICS methodology defines the industry
structure, hypothetical supplier companies, and manufactur-
ing processes and maintains a body of stsndsrdtzed dsts
which Is used to compute the final product price. The
input data includes the product description, the process
characteristics, the equipment cost factors, and produc-
tion data for the preparation of detailed cost estimates.
Activities validnting that SANICS produced reallstlc price
eat|mates and cost breakdowns are described.
TITLE: Mechanlsms of Photon Induced Changes in Silicon
Solar Cell Parameters
AUTHOR: L.3. Chang, G.B. Turner, R.G. Downing,
C.H. Sesman, and E.Y. Wang
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory; Wayne State
Univ., Detroit, Michigan
NETTING LOCATION: 13tb IEEE Photovoltaic Speclslists
Conference, Washington, D.C., June 5 B,
1978, Conference Record. (A79 40881
17-a4) New York, 1978, p. 1333-1336
ABSTRACT: Reversible changes in solar cell performance
were Induced by AM1 illumlnation and evaluated by measur-
Ins short circuit current, weak light spectral response,
and minority carrier diffusion length. In n4p cells the
change manifests Itself ss a reduced short circuit current,
a loss of the red response, and a reduction in minority
carrier diffusion length. In p4n cells there are two
photon induced effects: (I) enhancement of the blue spec
tral response, presumably occurring In the p_ layer and
(2) degrsdatlon in open circuit voltage st low light levels
due to increased leakage occurring only after the junction
edge is exposed to bright light. Most of these photon
effects are attributed to defecLs in the Si.
TITLE: Effect of Copper Impurity on Polycrystalllne
Silicon Solar Cells
AUTHOR: T. Dsud and g.N. Kollwad
CORPORATE AIITH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
NETTING LOCATION: lJth lEER Photovoltalc Specialists
Conference, Washington, D.C., June 5 g,
1978, Conference Record. (A79 40881
17-44) New York, p. 503-506
ABSTRACT: The presence of copper Impurity, up to 1015
atomslcc, in single crystal Si has been shown to have no
deleterious effect on the p n Junction solar cell parlor
msnce. However, in polycrystalline Si, copper atoms tend
to migrate to the defect sites because of the structural
sensitive properties of copper. This study was undertaken
to investigate the influence of this behavior of copper
impurity on the performance of pn junction solar ceils
fabricated from structurally imperfect Si, Two sets of
polycrystalllne St substrstes containing copper were exam
Ined. In one sot of samples, copper was incorporated
during growth, whereas in the other, copper was diffused.
Solar cells were fabricated on both the sets of substrstes
by a standard process. Dark and light IV and spectral
response characteristics of the cells were measured and
compared with copper free polycrystalline Si solar cells.
The results and the model are discussed.
TITLE: Effect of Hultihlsde Slurry Saw Induced Damage on
Silicon Solar Cells
AUTHOR: T. Dsud, J K. Liu, G.A. Pollock, and K.M. Kollwad
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 13th IEEE Photovoltslc Specialists
Conference, Wnshlngton, D.C., June 5 8,
1978, Conference Record. (A79-40881
17-44) New York, 1978, p. 142-146
ABSTRACT: A correlation between the optimum etch loss end
the depth of damage is established using wafers produced
by the MRS and the ID saws. The observations are based on
the measurement of the performance of solar cells fabri-
cated on these wafers. Sample preparation and test results
are described and the follow|as conclusions are made:
(1) the amount of silicon removal necessary for optimum
solar cell performance coincides with the depth of saw
induced damage; (2) optimization of cell performance Is
not affected by the method of Si removal; (3) sawing
conditions should be optim|zed to minimize the extent of
ssw-lnduced damage; (4) the NBS saw is found to induce
damage to a lesser extent; (5) since the extent of damage
in NBS sawn wafers is in the limit of etch loss required
in texture etching, it Is possible to achieve optimum
Improvement in cell performance by merely texture etching
the surface of as-sawn wafers.
TITLE: Environmental Qusllflcatlon Testing of Terrestrial
Solar Cell Nodules
AUTHOR: A.R. Hoffman and R.G. Ross, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTR: Jet Propuls|on Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 13th IEER Photovolts|c Specialists
Conference, Washington, D.C., June 5 8,
1978, Conference Record. (A79 40881
17-44) New York, 1978, p. 835-842
ABSTRACT: The placement of solar cell modules in various
climates and locations throughout the world results in
different degrees and combinations of environmental
stresses. Coupled with a design lifetime goal of 20 yrs,
early detection and correction of module design deflclen
cies can result In significantly better long term econom
Ics. This paper describes an environmental test research
program for developlng qua_Ificatlon requirements and pro
reduces for flat-plate solar cell modules. A multiple
|ieratlve approach for establishing and evaluating test
requirements is discussed as well as the rationale for the
selection of levels and durations for the current qualifl
cstlon tests. The status of study efforts Involvlng
optical surface soiling, encapsulation deiam|natlon, and
voltage bias humidity testing is reviewed.
TITLE: Photovolta|c Design Optimization for Terrestrial
Applications
AUTHOR: B.C. ROSS, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propuls|on Laboratory
NETTING LOCATION: 13th lEEK Photovoltalc Spar|sitars
Conference, Washington, D.C., June 5-8,
1978, Conference Record. (479 40881
17-44) New York, 1978, p. 1067 1013
ABSTRACT: AS part of JPL's LSA Project, a comprehensive
program of module cost-optlmlzatlon has been carried out.
The objective of these studies has been to define means of
reducing the cost and improving the utility and reliabll
ity of PV modules for the broad spectrum of terrestrial
applications. This paper describes one of the methods
being used for module optimization, including the derive
tion of specific equations which allow the optimization of
various module design features. The method is based on
minimizing the 1|re-cycle cost of energy for the complete
system. Comparison of the llfe cycle energy cost with the
marginal cost of energy each year allows the log|eel plant
lifetlme to be determined. The equations derived allow
the explicit inclusion of design parameters such as track
tng, slte variabi]lty, and module degradation with time,
An example problem involvins the selection of an optimum
module glass substrate is presented.
TITLE: The Effncts of Copper and Titanium on Silicon
Solar Cells
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AUTHOR: A.M. Sslama
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 13th IEEE Photovoltatc Specialists
Conference, Washington, D.C., June 5g,
1978, Conference Record. (A79-40881
11_44) New York, 1978, p. 496502
ABSTRACT: Copper-doped n/p Si solar cells fabricated from
the Cz grown single crystal wafers were found to have good
electrical characteristics, but the titanium doped nip Si
solar cells has considerably lower conversion efficiency.
However, In the copper/titanium doped solar ceils, copper
seems to mitigate the unfavorable effects of titanium. To
explain this behavior, mierostructurnl tests were performed
on S| wafers and solar cells doped with copper, titanium
and copper/titanium. Dark forward and reverse I V measure
manta were performed on the solar ceils to correlate the
mtcrostructursl defects with the p n Junction properties,
It was found that copper precipitates were formed in the
copper doped and copper/titanium doped wafers and cells.
There was a significant voltage drop in the dark reverse
I-V measurements of the titanium solar cells. Also, there
were some electronically active defects In the depletion
reglon of some titanium doped cells. Reasons that lead to
the above results are given in detail.
TITLE: Some Failure Modes and Analysis Techniques for
Terrestrial Solar Cell Modules
AUTHOR: A. Shumka and g.H. Stern
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion L.horatocy
MEETING LOCATION: 13th IEEE Photovoltaic Speclallsts
Conference, Washington, D.C., June 5 8,
1978, Conference Record. (A79 40881
17-4_) New York, 1978, p. 824-834
ABSTRACT: Analysis data are presented on failed/defectlve
SI solar cell modules of various types and produced by dif-
ferent manufacturers. The failure mode (e.g., internal
short and open c[rcults, output power degradation, Isola
lion resistance degradation, etc.) are discussed in deta]l
and in many cases related to the type of technology used
in the manufacture of the modules; wherever applicable,
appropriate corrective actions are recommended. Considers
tlon is also given to some failure analysis techniques that
are applicable to such modules, Including s ray radlog
raphy, capacitance measurement, cell shunt resistance
measurement by the shadowing technique, steady state ilium
inatlon test station for module performance Illumination,
laser scanning techniques, end the SEM.
TITLE: Effects of Design on Cost of Flat Plate Solar
Photovolta[e Arrays for Terrestrial Central
Station Power Applications
AUTHOR: P. Tsou and W. Stolte
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory; Bechtel
International Corp., San Francisco,
Cslifornta
MEETINC LOCATION: 13th IEEE Photovoltslc Specialists
Conference, Washington, D.C., June 5 g,
1978, Conference Record. (A79 40881
17-44) Now York, 1978, p. I196 1201
ABSTRACT: The paper esamlnes the impact of module and
array designs on the balance of plant costs for flat plate
terrestrial central station power applications. Considera
lion is given to the following types of strays: horizon
tsI, tandem, augmented, tilt adjusted, and R W tracking.
The 1lie cycle cost of a ?O yr plant llfe serves as the
costing criteria for making design and cost tradeoffs. A
tailored code of accounts is developed for determining
consistent PV power plant costs and providing credible PV
system cost baselines for flat plate module and array
designs by costing several varying array design approaches.
TITLE:
AUTHOR:
Evaluations of Candidate Eocspsulation Designs and
Materials for Low Cost Silicon Photovoltaic Arrays
G.B. Gaines, D.C. CRt'michael, F.A. Sliomers,
M. Brockway, A. Bunk, sod CP. Nance
CORPORATE AUTB:
MEETING LOCATION:
Battelle Columbus Labs., Ohio.
13th IEEE Photovolta|c Specialists
Conference, Washington, D.C., June 5-8,
1918, Conference Record. (A79.40881
11-44) New York, 1978, p. 615-619
ABSTRACT: Three encapsulatlon designs for St PV arrays
based on cells with silk-screened Ag metallizst|on have
been evaluated! transparent polymeric coatlngs over cells
lamlnatod between two films or sheets of polymerlc mate
rials; cells adhesively bonded to a glass cover with s
polymer pottsnt and a glass or other substrata component.
Sillcone and acrylic coatings were assessed, toEether w|th
acrylic sheet, 0.635 rm_ flbergIass relnforced polyester
sheet, 0.10? m_ polycarbonste/acryllc dual-layer film,
O.137 mm fhxorocsrbon film, soda llme glass, borosilicmte
glass, low iron glass, and several adhesives. The encep
sulstion materials were characterized by light transmit
lance measurements, determination of moisture barrier
properties and bo.d strenEths, and by the performance of
cells before and after encapsulatlon. St and acrylic
coatings provided inadequate protection. Acrylic and
fluorocarbon films displayed good weatherability end
acceptable -ptlcal transmittance. Borosillcsto, low iron
and soda lime [lo,_t glasses were found to be acceptable
candidate encapsulants for most environments.
TITLE: Performan_-e Degradation Mechanisms and Modes in
Terrestri.l Photovoltsic Arrays and Technology for
Their Dis_nos|s
AUTHOR: C.T. Noel, F.A. Sl[emers, C.C. Derr{ner,
V.E. Wood, K.E. Wilkes, G.E. Gaines, and
D.C. Carmlchsel
CORPORATE AUTH: Battelle Columbus Labs., Ohio
MEETING LOCATION: 13th IEEE Photovolts|c Specialists
Conference, Washington, D.C., June 5 8,
1978, Conference Becord. (A;9 _088]
17-_) New York, 1978, p.817-873
ABSTRACT: Accelerated life prediction test methodologles
have been dovP]op_d for the valid.tlon of s 20 yr service
llfe for low cost PV arrays, Array failure modes, relevant
materials property changes, and primary degradation mechsn
isms are discussed as s prerequisite to identifying suit
able measurement techniques and instruments. Measurements
must provid_ s.fficient confidence to permit _e[oction
among alternative designs and materials and to stimulate
wldespresd deployment of such arrays. Furthermore, the
diversity of candidate matl,rials and designs, and the
variety of potential environmental stress combinations,
degradation m_cha_i_ms and fsl]ure modes require that com
btnstions o* n,_as_rement techniques be td_ntlfled which
are suitable {,_I" ihe cherActorlzation of various oncapsu
Iation system cell structure environment combinations.
TITLE: Directional _olidiflcatlon of Crack Free Silicon
Ingots by Heat Exchanger Method
AUTHOR: C.P, _ha_tsk and F. Schm|d
CORPORATE AUTB: Crystal Systems, Inc., Salem,
Maqsschusetts
MEETING LOCATION: lJth IERE Photovoltsic Specialists
Conference, Washington, D.C., June 5 8,
1978, Conference Record. (A79 _0881
1/-66) New York, 1978, p. 137-141
ABSTRACT: Si crystals are being grown for PV applications
by a direcli_n_l _olidiflcatlon casting technlque. One of
the major prob!om_ in casting Si in silica crucibles is the
cracking of th_ i_got during the cooling cycle. Graded
crucibles have been developed which delsmlnste thereby
eliminating cracking of the case Si. Boules as large as
3 1/7 gg have boec solidified with a high degree of
crystsl]inity The origin of St carbide formed at high
temperatures in v_cuum has been attributed to the use of
silica crucibles in contact with graphite retainers.
Solar cells f_bci.-ated out of the case SI have shown
conversion oI{_.i_ncios Of up to 1_¢ (AM1).
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TITLE: Advances in the Dow Cornlng Process for
Solar-Grade Silicon
AUTHOR: L.P. Hunt, V.D. DoaaJ, 3.R. McCormick, and
A.W. Hauchbolz
CORPORATE AUTH: Oow Cornlng Corp., Hemlock, Michigan
MEETING LOCATION: 13th IEEE Photovoltsic Specialists
Conference, Washington, D.C., June 5-8,
1978, Conference Record. (A79 60881
17-44) Hew York, 1978, p. 333-338
ABSTRACT: The Oow Coming process consists of the car-
bothermlc reduction of sillcs to produce 8[ that is then
purified by unidirectional solidification. The process
has produced SI of semiconductor qusllty with respect to
all elements except boron and phosphorus at about 10 ppms
and aluminum at O.1 ppms. Solar cells produced from this
Sl gave AHO conversion efficlencles of 11%. A process
cost snalysls is presented.
TITLE: Development of a Shingle Type Solar Cell Module
AUTHOR: N.F. Shepard, Jr. and L.E. Sanchez
CORPORATE AUTH: General Electric Co., Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania; Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 13th IEEE Photovoltatc Specialists
Conference, Washington, D.C., June 5-8,
1978, Conference Record. (Al940881
17-64) New York, 18/8, p. 160-164
ABSTRACT: The development of a solar cell module, which
is suitable for use in piece of shingles on the sloping
roofs of residential or commercial buildings, is reported.
The design consists of nineteen serles-connected 53 mm dla
solar cells arranged in a closely packed hexagon configura-
tion. The shingle solar cell module consists of two basic
functional parts: an exposed rigid portion which contains
the solar cell assembly, and s semi-flexlble portion which
is overlapped by the higher courses of the roof installa-
tion. Consideration is given to the seml-flexlble sub
strata configuration and solar cell and module to-module
interconnectors. The results of an electrical performance
analysis are given and it is noted that high specific power
output can e sttrlbuted to the efficient packing of the
circular cells within the hexagon shape. The shingle
should function for at least 15 yrs, with s specific power
output of 98 W/sq m.
TITLE: Growth, Evsluatlon and Modeling of
Sitlconon-Ceramic Solar Cells
AUTHOR: J.D. Zook, S.B. Schuldt, R. Maclolek, and
J.D. Heaps
CORPORATE AUTH: Honeywell Corporate Material Sciences
Center, Bloomington, Minnesota
MEETING LOCATION: 13th IEEE Photovoltsic Specialists
Conference, Washington, D.C., June 5-8,
1978, Conference Record. (A79-60881
17-46) Hew York, 1978, p. 672 678
ABSTRACT: The SOC process uses inexpensive ceramic sub
strates to provide supported growth of Si from the melt.
The conditions for unidirectional solidification, the
grain structure and other properties are quite similar to
those of EFG Si ribbon. Solar cells with Interdlgltal
electrodes have demonstrated AM1 conversion efflciencles
(active area) of 7.8% without AR coatings and 10.1% ef{i-
clencles with an AR coating of SIO. Mathemeticsl modeling
of the series reslstsnce of cells shows the feasibility of
making electrical contact to the base layer of the cell
through slots tn the substrata. However, series resis-
tance in the base layer sets sn upper limit on slot spsclng
for efficient cell performance.
TITLE: Multiple Silicon Ribbon Growth by EFG
AUTHOR: B.H. Mackintosh, T. Surek, J.P. Kslejs,
E.M. Sachs, S. Nagy, and F.V. Wsld
CORPORATE AUTH: Mobil Tyro Solar Energy Corp., Waltham,
Hassachusetts
MEETING LOCATION: 13th IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists
Con{stance, Washington, D.C., June 5 8,
1978, Conference Record. (A79-60881
17-467 New York, 1978, p. 350-357
ABSTRACT: The background and progress to date of EFG
ribbon growth for solar cell applications are briefly
reviewed. The design and operation of a multiple ribbon
per-operator manufacturing system are then described.
Results are presented of cost studies of this system at
three stages of development. In the latter stage, be-
lieved to be sttalnable by 1986, conversion costs for
polycrystslllne SI into wafers ere attained which are
consistent with manufacture of PV systems at $O.50/Wp.
Principal technological problems in the ribbon growth
process are discussed.
TITLE: The Impact of Defects on the Photovoltatc
Potential of RTR Silicon Ribbon
AUTHOR: A. Bsghdadl, R.H. Gnrtler, R.N. Legge.
R.J. Ellis, and E.L. Sopori
CORPORATE AUTH: Motorola, Inc., Phoenix, Arizona
MEETING LOCATION: 13th IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Wsshington, D.C., June 5 8,
1978, Conference Record. (A79-40881
17-64) Hew York, 1978, p. 363-369
ABSTRACT: Si ribbon grown at s high rate by the RTR method
contains a variety of defects and can exhibit an unusual
dendritic morphology. This paper is a study of the effect
of the defect structure and dendritic morphology on the PV
potential of RTR ribbon. Defects found in RTR ribbon in
clude grain boundaries, twin planes, stacking faults and
dislocations. The electrical activity of these defects is
investigated by measuring the diffusion length in the
ribbon; by fabricating small area diodes on the ribbon and
evaluating their photoresponse; and by using s scanning
electron microscope in the electron beam induced current
mode. It is concluded that although grain boundaries
serve very effectively as recombination centers, they do
not occur frequently enough in RTR ribbons to significantly
affect the generation current. Dislocation densities up
to l,O00,O001sq cm can be tolerated without strongly reduc
ins the photoresponse. Similarly, linear boundaries such
as twin planes or stacking faults do not affect the cell
performance up to densities of lOOO/sq cm.
TITLE: The Pd2Sl.-Pd. NI-Solder Plated Metallization
System for Silicon Solar Cells
AUTHOR: M.C. Coleman, R.A. Pryor, and T.G, Sparks
CORPORATE AUTH: Motorola, Inc., Phoenix, Arlzons
MEETING LOCATION: 13th IEEE Photovoltslc Specialists
Conference, Washington, D.C., June 5-8,
1978, C<mference Record. (A79-40881
17-447 New York, 1978, p. 597-602
ABSTRACT: The rationale and application of a plated metal
system, Pd2St Pd - Ni - solder, is presented. This metal-
lizmtlon system is particularly useful on shallow p n Junc-
tion solar cells. The advantages of such plated solar cell
contacts are discussed. A process sequence for applying
the metailizstion system is outlined. A specific example
is presented, including chemical plating solution formula
Lions and detailed process step descriptions. Electrical
test data for solar cells metalllzed with the palladium-
nlckel-solder system are provided.
TITLE: Analysis of ID Saw Slicing of Silicon for Low Cost
Solar Cells
AUTHOR: H. Yoo, R.C. Schwartz, and P.A. lles
CORPORATE AUTH: Optical Coating Laboratory, Inc., City of
Industry, Csllfornla
MEETING LOCATION: 13th lEER Photovoltsic Specialists
Conference, Washington, D.C., June 5-8,
1978, Conference Record. (A79-40881
17-44) New York, 1978, p. 167-151
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ABSTRACT: A brief description of three Si slicing methods
using MBS, ID, and MWS saws is given. Attention is given
to the ID method because it Is considered the basellne
method used by moat of the Si industry. Mechanical wafer
parameters, such as thickness varlationa, taper, bow and
roughness are considerably better for wafers sliced with
the ID saw and MWS saw than for those with the MHS saw.
Wafers sawn with the ID saw showed slightly better param
eters than those with the MI#S saw. Cost assessment also
indicated that the ID saw sllcing is more favorable and
its capability of automation adds advantage over the other
two methods. Further reduction in wafering cost can be
expected by increasing machine productivity and decreasing
kerr width by ganging blades, progran_ed cutting, use of
thinner blades and a rotating crystal system.
TITLE: Characterization of Nonldesl Silicon in Terms of
Lifetime and Diffusion Length
AUTHOR: S. Othmer and S.C. Chen
CORPORATE AUTH: Northrop Research and Technology Center,
Palos Verdea Peninsula, Callfornla
MEETING LOCATION: 13th IEEE Photovoltslc Speclallsts
Conference, Washington, D.C., June 5-8,
1918, Conference Eecord. (AIq 40881
ll-a4) New York, 1918, p. 1238 1243
ABSTRACT: Experimental methods have been evaluated for
the determination of ltfettme and diffusion length in Si
intentionally doped with potentially lifetime degrading
Impurltlea which may be present in low cost Si intended
for use in terrestrlsl flst plate arrays. Results obtained
with these methods have been compared for mutual consis-
tency. The effects of a number of impurities on bulk
lifetime were determined from steady state photoconduc
tlvlty, and solar cells fabricated from this material were
characterized in terms of diffusion length using a pene
tratlng light technique. Comparison was made with results
obtained by others using photoconductivlty decay. General
agreement was found in terms of the hlerachy of impurities
to which the lifetime Is sensitive. The utility of the
steady state photoconducttvity method is established even
in the presence of considerable trapping.
TITLE: Test and Evaluation of Silicon Cells Optimized for
High Efficiency Under Concentrated Sunlight
AUTHOR: J. Castle, P. Payne, E Aernl, and P. steele
CORPORATE AUTH: Spectrolab, Inc., Sy]mar, California; Jet
Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 13th IEER Photovoltelc Specialists
Conference, Washington, D.C., June 5-8,
1978. Conference Record. (A79 40881
17 44) New York, 1978, p. 810.816
ABSTRACT: An internal Spectrolab development task is being
directed at determining performance characteristics of Si
nip concentrator solar cells. The cells being developed
utilize advanced design and processing technology, which
includes utilizstlon of back surface fields, back surface
reflectors, textured front surfaces, improved front contact
geometry masks, and dual AR coatings. Selected performance
characteristlca obtained from this work are presented. Ef-
flclenciea of 18.6% st 28 C hRve been obtained on 2 x 2 cm
size ceils measured under concentrated simulated sunlight.
Efficiencies exceeding 10% at tO W/sq cm (IO0 AM1) solar
conatents) st s cell temperature of 100 C has also been
obtained. Other performance characteristics addressed and
evaluated in this program include the efficiency tempera
lure coefficient and open circuit voltage sensitivity with
concentration and temperature.
TITLE: A 1982 Low-Cost Photovoltaic Module Factory Study
AUTHOR: B.C. CarbaJal
CORPORATE AUTH: Texas Instruments, Inc., Dallas, Texas
MEETING LOCATION: 13th lEER Photovoltatc Specialists
Conference, Washington, D.C., June 5-8,
1918, Conference Record. (A79-40881
17 4_) New York, 1978, p, 252 256
ABSTRACT: An enatysis of a 1982 Solar PV Factory was made
to determine the feasibility of achieving a $2.00/W sel
llng price in 1982. The study concluded that an aggres
stve goal oriented program could achieve the target price
with a production rate in the range of 25-30 MWlyr
TITLE: Preliminary Process Design and Economics of
Low Cost Solar-Grade Silicon Production
AUTHOR: W.C. Brenman, E.G. Farrier, and B. Morihars
CORPORATE AUTH: Union Carbide Corp., Sisterville, West
Virginia; Union Carbide Corp., Tonawande,
New York
MEETING LOCATION: 13th IEEE Photovoltalc Specialists
Conference, Washington, D.C., June 5 8,
1918, Conference Record. (479 _0881
17-64) New York, 1978, p. 339 3a3
ABSTRACT: This process will produce high purity St on s
hlgh-volume low cost basis. It uses the catalyzed reac
tlon of hydrogen and Si tetrachlorlde with metellurEicaI
Si to produce trlchlorosilane. The trichlorosilane is
converted to silane and recycled St tetrachlorlde using a
dlaproportlonation reaction combined with distillation.
The high purity silane ts pyrolyzed to St in either gas
phase decomposition or in a fluld-bed reactor which de
posits s dense plate of Si on seed particles. The process
design, which inoludes redundant purification techniques
to assure product quality, was demonstrated in small scale
apparatus. The product cost is forecast at well under
$10/kg at a scale of 1000 MT/yr.
TITLE: Efficient Polycrystalline Solar Cells Made from
Low Cost Refined Metallurgical Silicon
AUTHOR: J.I. Hanoka, H.B. Strock, and P.S. Eotval
CORPORATE AUTH: Union Carbide Technical Center,
Tarrytown, New York
MEETING LOCATION: 13th lEER Photovoltatc Specialists
Conference, Washington, D.C., June 5 8,
1918, Conference Record. (ll9 40881
17-44) New York, 1978, p. _85 489.
ABSTRACT: A key element in reaching the goal of low cost
terrestrial solar cells is the availability of an inexpen
slve substrata material. Polycrystalllne substrates made
from refined metallurglcel Si are an attractive candidate.
Accordingly, a low cost process for producing RMS has been
developed. The resultlng RMS substrate material Is p type
with resistivity of about O.1 ohm cm; major impurities are
Fe, Ti, CU, C, AI, B, and P. Diffused junction solar
cells (n + p structure) have been fabricated on poiycrys
talline RMS substrates. AMI efficleneies as high as 8.5%
on cells of _ aq cm area have been obtained with fill far
tors of 72% and diode quality factors n = 1.56 and Jo -
1.3 x IO -g A/sq cm. An explanation for the rather high
effictencies obtained is suggested in which impurity seers
gation at the grain boundaries, including twin ho,tndarles.
plays a major role.
TITLE: Design Considerations for Silicon HLE Solar Cells
AUTHOR: F.A. Lindholm, A. Neugroschel, J.G. Foaaum, and
C.T Sah
CORPORATE AUTH: University of Florida, Galnesville,
Florida; Sandla Natlonal Lsbs.,
Albuquerque, New Mexico; Illinois Univ.,
Urbant, Illinois
MEETING LOCATION: 13th lEEK Photovoltatc Specialists
Conference, Washington, D.C., June 5 8,
lq/8, Conference Record. iAI9 _O881
17-44) New York, 1918, p. 13001305
ABSTRACT: The high low (B L) Junction in the emitter
region that defines the high low junction emitter {HI.E}
solar cell suppresses the dark emitter recombination cur
rent JE SO that the base recombination current dominates
in determining the open-circuit voltage. For St cells
this enables the achievement of considerably larger values
of open circuit voltage than those echlevable in conven
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Lionel structures. This paper describes experiments that
demonstrate the achievement of Jg suppresslon (to leas
than S x 10 -14 Alsq cm) and large open-clrcult voltage
(640 mV) in HLB test cells of two dlstlnct types. In the
first type (the dlffuaed HLE structure) impurity diffusion
fo_a the H-L junction in the emitter; in the second type
(the oslde-charge-lnduced HLE atructure) the H L junction
is formed _n emitter matertal of relatively low doping con-
centration by an oxide-charge-induced electron accumula
tlon layer.
TITLE: Evelustioe of Options for Process Sequences in
Solar Ceil Manufacturing
AUTHOR: N. Wolf, H.N. Goldman, and A.C. Lawson
CORPORATE AUTH: University of Pennsylvania, Philsdelphis,
Pennsylvania; JeL Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 13Lh IEEE Photovoltalc Specialists
Conference, Washlngton, D.C., June 5-8,
1978, Conference Record. (ATq. 4oRgl
17-44) New York, 1978, p. 271-280
ABSTRACT: A methodology is being developed to ease the
comparative evaluation of competing options in the process
seqoence for the manufacture of PV solar energy utilization
systems. This evaluation will largely Involve proceaa
economic analyses but will piece equal emphasis on other
characteristics, including energy consumption and environ-
mental effects of the process options. Early analyses
have been performed for the energy consumption tn the arc
furnace reduction of SIS2, for the costs and energy con
gumption in Cz crystal pu]llng and var|oua slicing proces..
sea, end for the total energy consumption of process
sequence through the completed module.
TITLE: Characterization of the Effects of Metallic
Impurities on Silicon Solar Cell Performance
AUTHOR: J.R. Davis, A. Rohstgl, P. Rai-Choudhury,
P. Blsla, R.H. Hopkins, and J,R. McCormick
CORPORATE AUTH: Westinghouse Research and Development
Center, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; DOW
Corning Corp., Midland, Michigan
MEETING LOCATION: 13th IREE Photovoltgic Specialists
Conference, Washington, D.C., June 5 g,
1978, Conference Record. (679 40881
I]-66) New York, 1978, p. 490 695
ARSTRACT: The effects of controlled concentrations of
secondary impurities (A1, C, Ca, Cr, Cu, Fe, HE, Mn, Ha,
TS, Ti, V, Zn, and Zr), incorporated alone or in comhina
Lions into Cz and float zone crystals, on the performance
of Si solar cells were Investigated. fmpurtty concentrs
Lions ranged from I0 II to loll/co cm. Solar celia
were fabrtceLed by a conventional diffusion process and
characterized by computer reduction of current voltage
data. The data suggest that performance loss primarily
reaults from reduction of the baae diffusion length. On
the basis of Lhls assumption, s first order analytic model
which predicts cell performance as a funcLion of impurity
concentrations ts developed. Calculated performance psram
etera are in good agreement with observation, except for
some impurities, such SS Fe, Cu and Ni, whtch degrade cells
via recombination end defects in Lhe Junction space charge
region. Nbase devices are less affected by Impur|tlea,
although degradstfon mechanisms appear to be the same ss
in p devices. There seems to be very limited interaction
between impurities in mulLIply doped celia.
TITLE: Computer Modeling of Dendritic Web Crowth
Processes and Characterization of the Material
AIJTHOR: R,C. Seldensticker, R.E. Kothmsnn, J,P. McHogh,
C.S. Duncan, R.H. Hopkins, P.O. RIals,
J.R. Davis, and R. Rohatg[
CORPORATE gUTH: Westinghouse ElecLric Corp., PILtsbtJrEh,
Pennsylvania
MEETING LOCATION: 13th TREE Photovolksic SpeclaIists
Conference, WashlnRton, D.C., June 5 8,
1978, Conference Record. (g79 408BI
17-46) New York, 1918, p. 358 362
ABSTRACT: High ares throughput rate will be required for
the economical production of Si dendritic web for solar
cells. Web width depends largely on the temperature dis-
tribution on the melt surface while growth speed is con-
trolled by the dissipation of the latent heat of fusion.
Thermal models were developed to investigate each of these
aspects, and were used to engineer the design of Iabora
tory equipment capable of producing crystals over 6 cm
wide; growth speeds up to 10 cm/mln were achieved. The
web crystals were characterized by resistivity, lifetime
and etch pit density data sa well aa by detailed solar
cell I-V data. Solar cells ranged in efficiency from
about I0 to 14.S% (M_-I) depending on growth coodltiona.
calla with lower efficiency dlaplsyed lowered bulk life
time believed to be due to surface contamlnst[on.
TITLE: CaaLlng Large Silicon Crystals in Clear Silica
Crucibles
AUTROR: C.P. Khsttsk and F. Schmld
CORPORATE AUTH: CrysLsl Syatema, Inc., Salem,
Massachusetts
PUBLICATION: American Ceramic Society Rulletin, vol. 57,
June 1978, p. 609 610
ABSTRACT: None.
TITLE: High-Purlty Sillcon for Solar Cell Appllcattona
AUTHOR: V.D. DoasJ, L.P. Hunt, end A. Schei
CORPORATE AUTH: Dow Cornlng Corp., Mid]and, Michigan;
Elkem-Spigerverket A/S (Norway)
PUBLICATION: Journal of Metals, vol. 30, June 1978,
p. g-13
ABSTRACT: The article discusses the production of solar
cells from high purity Si. The process consists of reduc.
Ins the level of impuritiea tn Lhe raw materials, prevenL
ins material contamlnaLJon before and after entering the
furnace, and performing orders of magnitude reduction of
metal impurity concentrations. The high purity raw mate
rlila are considered with reference to carbon reductants,
silica, and graphite electrodes. Attention is also given
to smelling ezpertmenLs used Lo demonstrate, in an experi
mental-scale furnace, the production of high purity So_ Si.
It is found Lhst high purity St may be produced from high
purity quartz and chemically purified charcoal in s 50 kVA
arc furnace. The major con_amtnst|on SOUrCe is shown to
be impurities from the carbon reducing materials.
TITLE: A Simple Theory of Back Surface Field Solar C_lls
AUTHOR: O. Van Roos
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICgTIOR: Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 49, June
1978, p. 3503 3511
ABSTRACT: A theory of an n p p+ Junction is developed,
entirely baaed on Shockley'a depletion layer approxlma
Lion. Under the further assumption of uniform doping the
electrical characterlstlca of solar cells aa a function of
all relevant parameters (cell thickness, diffusion len_Lhs,
etc.) can qolckly be aaeertalned with a minimum of computer
time. Two effects contribute to the superior performance
of s RSF cell In p-p+ Junction) sa compared to sn
ordinary solar cell (n-p junction). The sharing of the
applied voltage among the two junctions ithe n p and the
p-p_ junction) decreases the dark current and Lhe reflec
Lion of mlnoriLy carriers by the builL in electron field
of the p p+ junction increases the short circuit current.
The theory predicts an Increase in the Voc with a de
crease in ceil thickness. Although the short circuit
current decreases at the same time, the efficiency of the
cell Is virtually unaltered In going from a thickness of
200 microns to a thickness of 50 microns. The importance
of this fact for space mlssiona where large power to
weight ratios are required ia obvious.
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TITLE: Theoretical Anslysla of Heel Flow in Horlzontsl
Ribbon Growth from a Melt - Silicon Metal
AUTHOR: J.A. Zoutendyk
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 49. July
1978, p. 3927-3932
ABSTRACT: A theoretical heal flow analysis for horizontal
ribbon growth is presented. Equations are derived relating
pull speed, ribbon thickness, thermal gradient in the melt,
and melt temperature for limiting cases of heat removal by
radiation only and isothermal heat removal from the solid
surface over the melt. Geometrical cross sections of the
growth zone are shown to be triangular and nearly para-
bolic for the two respective cases. Theoretical pull
speed for silicon ribbon 0.01 cm thick, where the loss of
latent heat of fusion is by radiation to ambient tempera-
Lure (300 K) only, Is shown to be I cm/sec for horizontal
growth extending 2 cm over the melt and with no heel con
ductlon either to or from the melt. Further enhancement
of ribbon growth rate by placing cooling blocks adjacent
to the top surface is shown to be theoretically possible.
TITLE: Emitter Current Suppression in a High Low-Junctlon
Emitter Solar Cell Using an oxide ChargeInduced
Electron Accumulation Layer
AUTHOR: A. Neugroschel, F.A. Lindholm, S.c. Pso, end
J.G. Fossum
CORPORATE AUTH: University of Florida, Galnesville,
Florida
PUBLICATION: Applied Physics Letters, vol. 33, July 15,
1978, p. 168 I?0
ABSTRACT: None.
TITLE: The Application of Photovoltaic Roof Shingles to
Residential and Commercial Buildings
AUTHOR: N.F. Shepard, Jr and L.E. Senchez
CORPORATE AUTH: General Electric Co., Philadelphia,
Pennsylvenia; Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: Intersoclety Energy Conversion
Engineering Conference, 13th, Sun
Diego, California, Aug. 20-25, 1978,
Proceedings. Vol. 2 (klq-lO001 01-44)
Warrendsle, Pennsylvania, Society of
Automotive Engineers, Inc., 1978,
p. 1582-15BI
ABSTRACT: The recent development of s shingle type solar
cell module makes it possible to Incorporate easily PV
power generation into the sloping roofs of residential or
commercial buildlngs. These modules, which use a closely
packed array of nineteen 53 mm dla circular solar cells,
are capable of producing I01 W/sq m of module area under
standard operating conditions. This module performance is
achievable by the use of solar cells with an average effl
clency of 13.3% at I kWlsq m AM[.5 insolation end st a cell
temperature of 28 C. When Lhese modules are mounted on a
sloping south-faclng roof which is insulaLed on the rear
surface, the annual energy generated at the maximum power
operating point will vary from 255.6 to 137.3 kWh/sq m of
module area depending on the site location, with Albuqunr
qua, New Mexico, and Seattle, washington, representing the
highest and lowest values of the thirteen sites considered.
TITLE: Analysis of the Interaction of an Electron Beam
With • Solar Cell. I. II
AUTHOR: O. Von Runs
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: Solid-State Electronics, vol. 21, Aug. 197B,
p. 1063-1067, 1069 1077
ABSTRACT: The short-clrcult current generated by the elec-
tron beam of a scannlng el_ctron microscope when it im
plnges on the n p Junction of a solar cell is known to be
dependent on the configuration used to investigate the
cell's response, and the situation for one specific config-
urstlon is analyzed This configuration is the case in
which the hlghly collimated electron beam strikes the edge
of • planar junction • variable dlstsnce away from the edge
of the depletion layer. An earlier treatment is general-
ized to encompass the ohmic contact at the back surface.
The analysis employing Fourier and Wtener-Hopf techniques
shows that it is Imprsctlcsl to determine the bulk diffu-
sion length of s solar cell by s SEM used in the studied
configuration unless the ohmic contact is partla]ly
removed.
TITLE: Defect Distribution Near the Surface of
Electron-lrradlsted silicon
AUTHOR: K.L. Wang, Y.H. Lee, and J.W. Corbett
CORPORATE gUTS: General Electric Co., Schenectady, New
York; New York State Univ., Albany, New
York
PUBLICATION: Applied Physlca Letters, vol. 33, Sept. 15,
1978, p. 547, 548
ABSTRACT: The surface-defect distributions of electron-
irradiated n type Si have been investigated using atran
sient capacitance technique. Schottky, p n Junction, and
Hoe structures were used in profiling the defect dlstrlbu
tlona. Surface depletions of defects observed were attrib
uted to the vacancy distribution, but not that of oxygen,
end other capture centers' distributions. The vacancy dlf
fusion length at 300 E was estimated to be about 3-6
microns.
TITLE: Effect of Grain Bounderles In Silicon on
Minorlty-Carrter Diffusion Length and Solar Ceil
Efficiency
AUTHOR: T. Daud, K.M. KoIiwsd, and F.G. Allen
COBPOEATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory; University of
California, Los Angeles, California
PUBLICATION: Applied Physics Letters, vol. 33, Dec. 15,
lqlB, p. I009-I011.
ABSTRACT: The spatlal vsrlstlon of minority carrier dlffu
slon length in the vicinity of • grain boundary for a poly
crystalline Si sheet has been measured by the use of the
EB1C technique The effect of such a variation on solar
cell output has then been computed as a function of grain
size. Cslcula_lons show that the cell output drops con
slderably for grain slze smaller than three times the bulk
diffusion lenglh.
TITLE: Low Cost Encspsulatlon Materials for Terrestrial
Solar Cell Nodules
AUTHOR: E.F. Cuddlhy, B. Baum, and P. WIllls
CORPORATE AUTH! Jet Propulsion Laboratory; Sprlngborn
l,aborstories, Inc,, Enfleld, Connecticut
PUBLICATION: Solar Energy, vol. 22° no. _, Iq19,
p. 389-396
ABSTRACT: The paper presents the findings of material sur
veys intended to identify low cost materials which could
be functional as encapsulents (by 1986) for terrestrial
solar cell modules. Economic analyses have indicated that
in order to meet the low cost goal of $2.10 m 2, some or
all of the following material technologies must be devel
oped or advanced; (I) UV screenlnE outer covers; (2) else
tomerlc acrylics; (3) weatherproofing end water proofing
of structural wried and paper products; (4) transparent UV
stabilizers for the UV sPnsiLive transparent portents; and
(5) cost effective utilization of silicone end fluoro
carbon materials.
TITLE: New Technologies for Solar EnerEy Silicon - Cost
Analysis of IICC Silane Process
AUTHOR: C.L Yaws, F.C. J_len, E.-Y. LI, M.P. Petal, and
C.S Fang
CORPORATE AUTH' l,amar University, Beaumont, Texas;
Southwestern Louisiana, University,
I,afayette, Louisiana
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PUBLICATION: Solar Energy, vol. 22, no. 6, 1919,
p. 54L 553
ABSTRACT: A preliminary process design was performed to
provide detailed data for cost analysls. The design was
baaed on a plant size of I000 MT/yr production of solar
cell grade Si. Cost and sensitivity analysis results are
presented for producing S[ which includes costs for raw
materlsls, labor, utilities, and other Items composing
product cost. For sensitivity analysis, the order of cost
parameter influence on product cost ts given by plant
investment, raw materials, labor, and utilities. A cost
and profitability analysis summary is also presented
including ssles price of polysil]con st various rates of
return on investment.
TITLE: On the Determlnstlon of Diffusion Lengths by Means
of Angle Lapped p n Junctions
AUTHOR: O. Van RODS
CORPORATE AUTB: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: Solld-State Electronics, vol. 22, Jan. 1979,
p. 113, 114
ABSTRACT: A standard procedure for determining the m|nor-
try carrier diffusion length by means of SEM consists of
scann]n_ an angle lapped surface of s p n Junction and
measuring the resulting short circuit current as a func
Lion of beam position. The present paper points out that
the usual expression linking the short c]rcult current
induced by the electron beam to the angle between the
semiconductor surface and the junction plane is incorrect.
The correct expression is discussed and it is noted that,
for angles less than i0 de_, the new and the old expres
slon are practically Indistlnguishable.
TITLE: Structural Cost Optimization of Photovolta]c
Central Power Station Modules and Support Structure
AUTHOR: P.D. Sutton, W.J. Stolte, and H. Marsh
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion l.aboratory; Bechtel
Internatlonsl Corp., San Francisco,
California
MEETING LOCATION: American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, Gas Turbine Conference and
Exhibit and Solar Energy Conference,
San Diego, Cal]fornia, Mar. 12-IS,
1979, 8 p
ABSTRACT: The results of a comprehensive study of PV mud
ule structural support concepts for PV central power sis
tlons and their assoc|ated costs are presented. The obJec
tire of the study has been the identiflcst]on or structural
cost drivers. Parametric structural design and cost anal
yses of complete array systems consisting of modules, pri
mary support structures, and foundations were performed.
Area related module cost was found to be constant with
design, size, and loading. A curved glass module concept
was evaluated and found to have the potential to slgnlfl
cantly reduce panel structural costs. Conclusions of the
study are: array costs do not vary greatly among the de.
signs evaluated; panel and array costs ere strongly
dependent on design loading; and the best support config
oration is load dependent
TITLE: Appllcatlon of the Superposition Principle to
Solar Cell Analys]s
AUTHOR: F.A. Lindholm, J.G. Fossum, sad E.L. Burgess
CORPORATE AUTH: Un|vers]ty of Florida, Gainesville,
Florida; Sandla Nstlonsl Labs.,
Albuquerque, New Mexico
PUBLICATION: IERR Trsnsactlons on Electron Devices, vol.
ED 26, Mar. 1979, p. 165-171
ABSTRACT: The superpos]tlon principle of differential-
equation theory, which applies if and only tf the relevant
boundary value problems are linear, ts used to derive the
widely used shifting approximation that the current
voltage characteristic of an illuminated solar cell is the
dark current voltage charscLeristic shifted by the short
circuit photocurrent. Anslytlcal methods are presented to
treat cases where shifting Is not strictly Valid. Well
defined conditions necessary for superposit]on to apply
are established. For high Injection in the base region,
the method of anslysis accurately yields the dependence of
the open circutt voltage on the short circuit current (or
the illumination level).
TITLE: Considerations for Accurately Determining the
Maximum Power Output of Solar Cells
AUTHOR: J.W. Lathrop and J. Prince
CORPORATE AUTH: Clemson University, Clemson, South
Carolina
MEETING LOCATION: SOUTHEASTCON '/9; Proceedings of the
Region 3 Conference and Exhibit,
Roanoke, Virginia, April l 4, 19/9.
(A79-50026 22-31) New York, InstiLute
of Electrlcal and Electronics
Enslneers, Inc., 19/9, p. 29-32
ABSTRACT: The most important single electrical parameter
cbaracteriz]ng solar cell performance Is Pm, the cell's
maximum power output. In order 1o experimentally deter
m]ne Pm it is necessary accurately to control both illum]n
atlon and cell temperature during measurements. Two quite
different measurement approaches can be used: sn equ]llb
rlum method and a trsns|ent flash method. Both techniques
are discussed in the paper in detail.
TITLE: Accelerated Stress Testing of Terrestrial Solar
Cells
AUTHOR: J. Prince and J.W. Lathrop
CORPORATE AUTH: C]emson University, Clemson, South
Carolina
MEETING LOCATION: SOUTHEASTCON '79; Proceedings of the
Region 3 Conference and Exhibit,
Roanoke, Virgln]a, April 1-4, 1979.
(A79 500?6 22-31) New York, Institute
of Electrical and Electron|cs
Engineers, Inc., 1979, p. 33-36
ABSTRACT: A program to investigate the reliability charac-
teristics of unencapsulated low cost terrestrial solar
cells using accelerated stress testing is described. Re
liability (or psrametrlc degradation) factors approprlnte
to the cell technolog[es sad use conditions were studied
and s series of accelerated stress tests was synthesized.
An electrlcal measurement procedure and s data analysis
and management system was derived, and stress test fixtur
ins and mater[a1 flow procedures were set up after consid
eration was given to the number of cells to be stress
tested and measured and the nature of the lnformatlon to
be obtslned from the process. Selected results and con
clus]ons are presented,
TITLE: Design Curves for Non l,]nesr Analysis of
Simply Supported, UntformlyLosded Rectangular
Plates
AUTHOR: D. Moore
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propuislon Laboratory
MRETING LOCATION: Structures, Structural Dynamics, and
Materials Conference, 20th, St. Louis,
Missouri, April a 6, 1979, Technical
Papers on Dynamics and Loads.
(A/9 28251 I0 39) New York, American
Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Inc., 1919, p. 137-144
ABSTRACT: Design curves for the non linear analysis of
simply supported rectangular plates subjected to uniform
normal pressure loads have been developed. These curves
yield the center deflection, center stress snd corner
stress in non dlmensionalized form plotted against a
dimensionless parameter describing the load Intensity.
The re.oiLs presented are based on extensive non linear
finite element analysis employing the ARGUS structural
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snalyals program. Plates with length to width ratios of
I, 1.5, 2, 3 and a are included. The load range considered
extends to I000 times the load st which the behavior of the
plate becomes signlfteantly non linear. Over the load
range considered, the analysis shows that the ratio of
center deflection to plate thickness for a square plate is
less than 16 to 1, whereas linear theory would predict a
center deflection 400 times the plate thickness. Likewise,
the stress ia markedly lower than would be predicted by
linear theory. The present results ere shown to be in
excellent agreement with the classical linear theory up to
a central deflection to plate thickness ratio of about
one half. In the non. llnear regime the present results
for deflection and stress are in very good agreement with
the analytical and experimental work of other investl
Asters.
TITLE: Assessment of Low-Cost Manufacturing Process
Sequences Photovoltaie Solar Arrays
AUTHOR: R.G. Chamberlain
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: European Congr. on Operations Res.,
Amsterdam, 9 Apr. 1919
ABSTRACT: An extensive research and development activity
to reduce the cost of manufacturing PV solar arrays by a
factor of approximately one hundred is discussed. Proposed
and actual manufacturing process descriptions were compared
to manufacturing costs. An overview of thla methodology
is presented.
TITLE: LOW COSt, High Efficiency Silicon by Heat
Exchanger Method and Fixed Abrasive Slicing
Technique for Solar Cells
AUTHOR: C.P. ghattak and F. Schmld
CORPOEJ_TE AUTH: Crystal Systems, Inc., Salem,
Massachusetts
MEETING LOCATION: Pbotovoltalc Solar Energy Conference,
2nd, Berlin, West Germany, April 23 26,
1979, Proceedings. (AS0 46694
20-_4)Oordrecht, D. Reldel Publishing
Co., 1979, p. 106 113
ABSTRACT: The paper describes the ItEM for growing St
crystals. The problem of ingot eracklnE was solved by
using s graded structure silica cruclbte, and vacuum
processing eliminated expensive high purity argon. Solar
calls fabricated from HEM Si demonstrated conversion
efficlencles up to 15% (AMI) st low cost, using square
cross-sectlon, single crystal St. A modified multlblade
slurry machine was adapted for multlwlre fixed abrasive
slicing of Si which uses a diamond attached to wires; this
method provides a conversion ratio of 1.08 sq m of wafer/Ks
of St ingot, and produces wafers free of edge chipping with
s surface damage of 3 5 microns.
TITLE: Progress on the Dew Corning Process for
Solar-Grade Silicon
AUTHOR: L.P. Hunt and V.D. DosaJ
CORPORATE AUTH: Dew Cornin E Core>, Hemlock, Michigan
MEETING LOCATION: Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference,
2nd, Berlln, West Germany, April 23 26,
1979, Proceedings. (AgO 46694 20 66)
Dordrecht, 0. Reidel Publishing CO.,
1979, p. 98 105
ABSTRACT: The Dew Coming approach to increasing the
resistivity of solar-grade St from about 0.04 ohm cm (40
ppml B) to greater than 0.1 ohm cm (I0 ppmq B) involves
the use of hlgh-purtty raw materials carbothermtcally
reduced |n s specially designed electric arc furnace.
Final purification occurs during Cz crystal growth of a
polycrystalllne ingot. This small scale purification
technology has resulted in St that has been fabricated
into solar cells with s maximum AMI conversion efficiency
of 13.4%.
TITLE: A Preliminary Test Case Manufacturing Sequence For
50_/Watt Solar Photovoltstc Modules in 1986
AUTHOR: DB. tickler
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: Photovoltalc Solar Energy Conference,
2nd, Berlin, Wast Germany, April 23-26,
1979, Proceedings. (A80 46694 70 _)
Dordrecht, D. Eeldel Publishing Co.,
1979, p. 835 8A2
ABSTRACT: The paper describes s test case manufacturing
process sequence for solar PV modules which will cost
50_/W in L986. The process, which starts with the purifi
cation of Si grown into 75-mm wide thin ribbons, is discus
sed, and the plant layout Is depicted; each department is
sized to produce P50 HW of moduIeslyr. The cost of this
process sequence |s compared to present technology at
various compenles showing considerable spread for each
process; data are tabulated in a composite state of the
art cell processing cost summary for these processes.
TITLE: Recent Developments in the Economic Modeling of
Photovoltaic Module Manufacturing
AUTHOR: R.G. Chamberlain
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING I.OCATtOR: Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference,
2nd, Berlin, West Germany, April 23 26,
1979, Proceedings. (A80-46696 20 44)
Dordrecht, D. Reidel Publishlng Co.,
1979, p. 851-858
ABSTRACT: Recent developments in the SAMICS are described.
Consideration is given to the added capability to handle
arbitrary operating schedules and the revised procedure
for calculation of one time costs. The results of an
extensive vslldation study are su_arized.
TITLE: Encapsulation Materials for Photovoltalc Arrays
AUTHOR: C. Coulbert
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING t.OCATION: The Enigma of the Eighties:
Environment, Economics, Energy;
Proceedings of the Twenty fourth
Nat]oriel Symposium and Exhibition, San
Francisco, California, May 8 10, 1979.
Rook 2. (A79 43228 18 23) Azusa,
California, Society for the Advancement
of Haterlal and Process Engineering,
1979, p. 850 865
ABSTRACT: AS a part of the I.SA Project an encapsulation
task has been established to identify, develop, and evalu
ate new low cost, long life encapsulation systems capable
of meeting the project cost and performance goals. Low
cost material system candidates have been identified and
are being characterized in laboratory and field tests with
detailed evaluation of thelr environmental stability when
subjected to temperature cycling, humidity, ultraviolet
radiation, dirt. and various other environmental hazards.
TITLE: Testing Flat Plate Photovoltalc Modules for
Terrestrial Environment
AUTHOR: A.E. Hoffman, J.C. Arnott, and R.G. Ross, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 2nd Photovoltalc Solar Energy
Conference, Berlin, West Germany, April
23-26, 1979, Proceedings. (AS0 _6694
20-_4) Dordrecht, D. Reidel Puhllshing
Co., 1979, p. 9/8 986
ABSTRACT: New qualification tests have been developed for
flat plate t'V modules. Temperature cycling, cyclic pres
sure load, and humidity exposure are especially useful for
detecting design and fabrication deficiencies. There is
positive correlation between many of the observed field
effects, such as power loss, and qualification Lest induced
degradation. The sLat.us of research efforts for the devel
opment of test methodology for field related problems is
reviewed.
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TITLE: Some Char•cteri•tice of Low-Co•t Silicon Sheets
AUTHOR: E.M. Eollw•d, T. Dsud, end J.K. Liu
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETINC LOCATION: Photovoltslc Sol•r Energy Conference,
2nd, Berlin, West Germany, April 23-26,
1979, Proceedings. (A80-46694 20 46)
Dordrecht, U. Reidel Publishing Co.,
1979, p. 710-717
ABSTRACT: The p•per discusses structural defects in low
cost Si sheet• and their effect on the electronic proper
ties related to solar ceil performance. Experiment•I data
are presented on the influence of grain bounderies on min-
ority carrier dlffu•Ion length, impurity defect Inter•ct
ion, •nd v•rlable •urface recombination velocity. An ann
lytlcsl model of the effect of grain boundarles on solar
cell performance is constructed b•sed on these result•.
TITLE: Low-Co•t Processes for Silicon Fabricated for
Solar Cells
AUTHOR: R. Lutwack
CORPORATE AUTN: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: Photovoltalc Solar Energy Conference,
2nd, Berlin, West Germany, April 23-26,
1979, Proceedings. (A80 66694 20 4_)
Dordcecht, D. Reldel Publishing Co.,
1979, p. 718 725
ABSTRACT: This paper describes the multiple process devel-
opment of low cost processes for manufacture of Si. A sup-
port program includes subtasks for the modeling of reac-
tions and reactors, chemical engineering and solid state
physics studies, end development of impurity concentration
measurement procedures. The preliminary economic analyses
and|cats total product costs ranglng from $5.00 to $8.73/Kg
based on 1000 MT/yr plants. In the studies of impurity
effects, s model which considers that degradations of
solar cell performance by impurities are primarily due to
decreases in base diffusion length was constructed from
experimental data.
TITLE: Physlcal/Chemlcal Modeling for Photovoltaic Module
Life Prediction
AUTHOR: J. Moacenin, W.F. Carroll, and A. Copra
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference,
2nd, Berlin, West Germany, April 23-26,
1979, Proceedings. (ASO 46696 20 44)
Dordrecht, D. Reidel Publishing CO.,
19}9, p. 995 I001
ABSTRACT: The paper presents s generalized methodology
for identification and evalustlon of potentlsl degradation
and fsllure of terrestrial PV encapsulation. Failure
progression modeling and an interaction matri• are utl
llzed to complement the conventional approach to failure
degradation mode identification. Comparison of the pre
dicted performance based on these models can produce:
(1) constraints on system or component deslgn , materials
or operating conditions, (?) qualification (predicted
satisfactory functlonl, and (3) uncertainly. The approach
has been applied to sn investigation of an unexpected
delamin•tion failure; it is being used to evaluate thermo
mechanical interactions in PV modules end to study cur
roslon of contacts and interconnects.
TITLE: Potential for Improved Silicon Ribbon Growth
Through Thermal Environment Control
AUTHOR: R.W. Gurtler, A. Bsghdadi, R.N. Legge, and
R.J. Ellis
CORPORATE AUTH: Motorola, Inc., Phoenix. Arizona
MEETING LOCATION: Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference,
2nd, Berlin, West Germany, April 23 ?6,
1979, Proceedings. (A80 46696 20 44)
Dordrecht, D. Reidel Publishing CO.,
1919, p. 145 152
ABSTRACT: The RTR process for growth of $1 ribbon is
described. This process involves the f•bricetion of •
microcrystalltne ribbon of Si and subsequent grsln size
enhancement through a laser recrystellizstlon process.
The mlcroribbon is obtained from a thermal expansion shear
separation process which allows a CVD layer of Si to be
separated from • temporary molybdenum substrste. Efforts
to achieve increased solar cell efficlenctes and higher
• tel production rates have been problemeticsl. Furnaces,
which are necessary for thermsl stress control, have been
shown to contribute contamination to substrates resultlng
in degraded efflciencies. Recent results with a new
furnace design indicate efflclencies in excess of 9% will
• routine. Limitations to area throughput arise due to
fundamental linear velocity limitations and width limits
tlons necessary to prevent the occurrence of thermal buck-
ling. Calculations are reported which show the influence
of thermal profile on buckling tendencies, and a proposed
electron beam technique is considered which promises high
throughput with minimal buckling.
TITLE: Environmental Requirements for Fist-Plate
Photovoltaic Modules for Terrestrial Applicstlons
AUTHOR: A.R. Hoffman and R.G. Ross, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: Learnlng to Use Our Environment;
Proceedings of the Twenty-fifth Annual
Technical Meeting, Seattle, Washington,
April 30 May 2, 1979. (A79-50326
22-62) Mount Prospect, Illinois,
Institute of Environmental Sciences,
1979, p. 171-178
ABSTRACT: The environmental test requirements that have
been developed for flat plate modules purchased through
Department of Energy fundtn S are described. Concurrent
with the selection of the Initial qualification tests from
apace program esperience, temperature cyclin S end humidity,
surveys of existing PV systems in the field revealed that
strays were especiencing the following failure modes:
interconnect breakage, delaminatlon, and electrical termin
alien corrosion. These coupled with application dependent
conslderstlons led to the development of additional quell
fication tests, such as cyclic pressure loading, warped
mounting surface, and hail. Ratlonale for the selection
of LesLs, their levels and durations is descrlbed_ Compar
aeons between field observed degradation and Lest induced
degradation show a positive correlation with some of the
observed field effects. Also, the tests are proving useful
for deteciing design, process, end workmanship deflclen
cies. The status of study efforts for the development of
environmental requirements for fleld-related problems is
reviewed.
TITLE: Encapsulation Materials for Photovoltsic Arrays
AUTHOR: C. Coulbert
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: The Enigma of the Eighties:
Environment, Economics, Energy;
Proceedings of the Twenty fourth
National Symposium and Exhibition, San
Francisco, California, May 8 10, 1919.
Book 2. (A79 63228 18 23) Azusa,
California, Society for the Advancement
of Materiel and Process Engineering,
1979, p. 850 865
ABSTRACT: As • part of the LSSA Project an encapsulation
task has been established to identify, develop, end evslu
ate new low cost, long llfe encspsul•tlon systems capable
of meeting the project cost end performance goals, l.ow
cost materlal system candldaLes have been identified end
ere being characterized in laboratory end field tests with
detailed evaluation of their environmenLat stability when
subjected to temperature cycling, humidity, UV radiation,
dirt, and various other environmental hazards.
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TITLE: HIS Solar Cells on Crystalline, Polycrystal, end
Thin Film Silicon
AUTHOR: S.L. Byland, 3.K. Elm, A. Delehoy, W.A. Anderson,
and E. RaJkanan
CORPORATE AUTR: 3el Propulsion Laboratory; Burgers
University, P[ecataway, New Jersey; New
York State University, Buffalo, New York
MEETING LOCATION: Sun II; Proceedings of the Silver
Jubilee Consvess, Atlanta, Georgia, May
28-June 1, 1979. Volume 3. (A8033_01
13-4_) Elmgford, N.Y., Pergamon Press,
Inc., 19/9, p. 1786-1789
ABSTRACT: The performance characteristics of HIS solar
cells using single crystal, polycryste]ltne, ribbon and
thin film si ire investlgsted. Overall cell efficlencles,
open circuit voltages, short-clrcuit current densities and
diffusion lengths were measured for chromium St, oside-Si
ceils fsbriceted on single crystal substrete9 end the less
really polycrystelllne, ribbon, edge defined film fed
growth and electron beam dPpositod silicon. Roaults
reveal ceil efficiency to be lower in cells fabricated
from the less costly substretes, due to lower short
circuit currents erlsing from recombination nemr crystal
defects and decreased open circuit voltage attributed to
surface defects. It ta concluded that the use of MIS
semiconductor solar cells based on Si, with efflclencles
up to 12%, represents progress in atteinlng PV costing
lees than 504/W.
TITLE: Experimental and Theoretlcel Studies of IV
Charecterlatics of Zinc-Doped Silicon p-n
Junctions Using the Exact dc Circuit Model
AUTHOR: P.C.H. Chan and C T. Ssh
CORPORATE AUTH: University of Illinois, Urbane, Illinois
PUBLICATION: IBEE Transactions on Electron Devices, vol.
ED-260 June 19/9, p. 937 9_1
ABSTRACT: None.
TITLS: Thermal and Other Teats of PhotovoltatC Modules
Performed tn Nature1 Sunlight
AUTHOR: J.W. Btultz
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulslon Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Terrestrial Energy
Systems Conference, Orlando, Florida,
June _ 6, 1919, 15 p
ABSTRACT: The NOCT, an effective way to characterize the
thermal performance of a PV module in natural sunlight, Is
developed. NOCT measurements for more than twenty differ
ent modules are presented. Changes in NOCT reflect changes
in module design, residential roof mounting, and dirt
accumulation. Other test results show that electrical per-
formance is improved by cooling modules with water and by
use of a phase change wax. Electrical degradation result
ins from the marriage of PV and solar water heating modules
is demonstrated. Cost effectiveness of each of these tech.
ntques is evaluated.
TITLE: Photovoltaic Systems Perspective
AUTHOR: P.D. Sutton end G.J. Jones
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory; Sendie
Netlonal Labs., Albuquerque, New Mexico
MEETING LOCATION: American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Terrestrial Energy
Systems Conference, Orlando, Florida,
June _6, ]9/9, 9 p
ABSTRACT: This paper summarizes the elements of PV power
system and clarifies the terminology currently used. The
relationship of system efficiency end cost is described
particularly for the Balance of PV System (Bees) area.
The current status of the Bees development activity is
described. The PV systems terminology is found to be on
the road to standardization. Power conditioning, energy
storage, and support structure are found to be Bees cost
and/or efficiency drivers. Although the current Bees
sctivlty has identified low-coat/hlgh efficiency compo
nente, further development work is necessary.
TITLE: Electron Beam Induced Current Chsracterlzstlon of
Polycrystelltne Silicon Solar Cells
AUTHOR: J.I. Hsnoka
CORPORATE AUTH: Mobil Tyro Solar Energy Corp , Waltham,
Massachusetts
PUBLICATION: (Photovoltelc Materiel and Device
Measurements Workshop, Arlington, Vivglnls,
June 11-13, 19/9.) Solar Cells, re1. 1,
Feb. 1980, p. 123-139.
ABSTRACT: The use of the electron beam induced current
mode of the scsnnlng electron microscope for recombination
studies in polycryatalline Si solar cells t9 reviewed.
The potential end some limits of the technique are discus-
sed. Quantitative studies and representative results for
EFO ribbon solar ceils and other kinds of Si solar cells
are presented and compared. Questions concerning recombin
atton by impurities and defects such as dislocations, grain
boundaries nod SiC particles end the interactive effects of
all these ere discussed at some length.
TITLE: Grsln Boundary Effects and Conduction Mechanism
Studies in Chromium Metal Insulator Silicon Solar
Cells on Polycrystalline Silicon
AUTHOR: W.A. Anderson, J. RsJkanen, A. Oelshoy, and
S.L. Hylend
CORPORATE AUTH: New York, StaLe University, Buffalo, New
York; Rutgers University, Plscetaway, New
Jersey; Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCAT[ON: (Photovoltelc Materiel end Device
Measurement Workshop, Arlington,
virginia, June II 13, 1979.) Solar
Cells, vol. l, May 1980, p. 305 310
ABSTRACT: Chrcmlum metal insulator Si (HIS) solar cells
fabricated on Wacker polycrystalline St and electronbesm
deposited thin film St were studied to determine current
flow mechanisms. Wacker polycrystalllne p type Si was
shown to produce MIS solar celia which exhibit surface
state controlled current for T greeter than 150 K and
tunnellnE controlled current at lower temperatures. HIS
cells on unpolished Wacker Si are clearly space charge
limited. Electron beam deposited polycrystailtne Si
20-30 microns thick hag • conductivity which may be
limited by the grain boundary trap density or the avsll
ability of free _arriers. Surface state analysis, la_er
scan dais and diffusion length studies also show Lhr
limitations which exist at grain boundaries of poly
crystalline Si.
TITLE: Silicon Ribbon for PhoLovolteic Cells
AUTHOR: A. Baghdadl, R.W. Gurtler, R.J. Ellis, and
I.A. t.esk
CORPORATE AUTH: National Bureau of Standards, Washington,
DC.; Motorola, Inc., Phoenix, Arizona
MRETINC LOCATION_ Laser 79 Opto electronics; Proceedings
of the Fourth Conference, Munich, West
Germany, July 2 6, ]979. (ABe 29334
II 36) Cuildford, Surrey, EnEiend, IPC
Science and Technology Press, [.td.,
1979, p. 539 5a3
ABSTRACT: Thp ribbon to ribbon method (RTE) for si ribbon
growth is presented, in which a pair of scanned, focused
CO 2 laser beams is used to establish a molten zone in a
preformed polycrystalltne ribbon, t, arge grained Si ribbon
is then drawn from the zone at growth rates up to 133
cm/mln and the gi ribbon purity is melntalned by pur_in_
gases used to protect the molten zone during growth. The
efficiency of RTR solar cells is found to average 9% with
the best cell reachln_ the 12% conversion efficiency needed
for economic viahllity. It is shown that RTR has achieved
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the highest growth rates reported for Si ribbon growth and
has great promise ss a low-cost PV substrste.
TITLE: A Simple Theory of Beck-Surface-Field Solar Cells
AUTHOR: O. Von Rues
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: Journal of Applied Physics, vo}. 50, Aug.
1979, p. 5371-5374
ABSTRACT: An earlier calculation of the I V chsracteris
tics of solar cells contains s m|stske. The current gene-
rated by light within the depletion layer is too large by
a factor of 2. When this mistake is corrected, not only
are all previous conclusions unchanged, but the agreement
with experiment becomes better. Results are presented in
grephlcsl form of new computations which not only take
account of the factor of 2, but also include more recent
date on maLerlel parameters.
TITLE: HighEfflclency p4-n n + Back SurfaceField
Sillcon Solar Cells
AUTHOR: J.G. Fo|sum and R.L. Burgess
CORPORATE AUTH: Ssndls National Lsborstorles,
Albuquerque, New Mexico
PUBLICATION: Applied Physics Letters, vol. 33, Aug. 1,
1979, p. 238-240
ABSTRACT: The design and fabrication of high efficiency
p+-n-n + back-surfsce-fleld Si solar cells are described.
The fabrication process has been developed to yield maximum
attainable carrier lifetlmes (about 0.7 msec) in the base
region of the cat1, thereby allowing the back n n + Junc-
tion to enhance effectively the cell performance. A sur
prising conclusion drawn from s study of the device physics
supporting the experimental developmenL of the cell is that
Lhe front-surface recombination velocity controls the re
combination in the emitter. That is, the bulk p+ emitter
is transparent to minority carrier (electron) flow. The
recognition of the siEniftcsnce of the front St surface
has led to process modifications that result in improve
ments in both the short circuit current density and the
open circuit voltage of the cell. With these improvnments,
the cells exhibit AMI conversion efflclencles of nearly
17%. Tbe fabrication process is reliable and reproducible
with exceptionally high yield.
TITLE: Envlronmental Test. lnK of Terrestrial Flat-Plate
Photovoltaic Modules
AUTHOR: A. Hoffmsn and J. Grifflth
CORPORATE AUTB: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: Intersoclety EnerEy Conversion
Engineering Conference, 14Lh, Boston,
Massachusetts, AuEust 5 I0, 1919,
Proceedings. Volume I. (A7951126
23-44) WeshlngLon, D.C., American
Chemical Society, 1979, p. 230238
ABSTRACT: The LSA Project at JPL has ss one objective:
the development and implementation of envtronmenLal tests
for flat-plate PV modules as pert of the Department of
Energy's terrestrial PV program. Modules procured under
this program have been subjected to a variety of labors
tory tests intended to simulate service environments, and
the results of these tests have been compared to ave]table
data from actual field service. This comparison indicates
that certain tests (notably temperature cycling, humidity
cycling, and cyclic pressure loading) are effective indica-
tors of some forms of field failures. Other tests have
yielded results useful in formulating module design guide
lines. Mot all effects nofed in field service have been
successfully reproduced in the laboratory, however, and
work is cont|nutn E in order to improve the value of the
test program as a tool for evaluating module degiEn and
workmanship. This paper contains a review of these ongoing
efforts and an assessment of significant test results to
date.
TITLE: Titsnlum In Silicon as a Deep Level Impurity
AUTHOR: C.-W. Chen, A.G. Milnes, and A. Rohatgl
CORPORATE AUTH: Carnegie Mellon Univ., PittsburEh ,
Pennsylvania
PUBLICATION: Solld-State Electronics, vol. 22, Sept.
1979, p. 801 808
ABSTRACT: Titanium inserted in St by diffusion or during
Cz ingot growth is electrlca]ly active to a concentration
level of about 4 x lol41cu cm. It is reported that Hall
measurements after diffusion show conversion of lightly
doped p-type St ko n type due to a Tt donor level aL
EC-0.22 eV. In addition, in DLTS measurements of n_p
structures thls level shows as sn electron (minority
carrier) trap aL Ec-O.26 eV with an electron capture
cross section of about 3 x lO-15/cm 2 st 300 K.
Finally, a Tl electrically active concentration of about
1.35 s lol31cu cm in p type Si results in s minority
carrier (electron) lifetime of 50 nsec at 300 E.
TITLE: Analysis of the Interaction of sn Electron Beam
with a Solar Ceil. III - The Effect of Special
Variations of the Number Density of Recombination
Centers on SEN Measurements
AUTHOR: O. Von Rues
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: Solld-Stste Electronics, vol. 22, Sept.
1979, p. 113-778
ABSTRACT: By means of sn exactly soluble model the short
circuit current generated by s scanning electron micro
scope in a p n Junction has been determined in cases where
the trap density is inhomoEennous. The diffusion length
for minority carriers becomes then dependent on the spscisl
coordinates. It is shown that in thls case the dependence
of the ISC on characteristic parameters as cell thick
nasa, distance of the beam excitation spot from ohmic
contacts, etc., becomes very intricate. This fact pre
cludes the determination of the local diffusion length in
the usual manner. Although the model is somewhat simpli-
fied in order to make It amenable to exact solutlon9, it
iS nevertheless realistic enough to lead to the conclusion
that SEN measurements of bulk transport parameters in in
homogeneous semiconductor material are impractlcsl since
they may lead to serious errors in the interpretation of
the data by customary means.
TITLE: Extension of a Theorem Used in the InvestlgaLion
of p n Junctions with the Scanning Electron
Microscope to Arbitrary Geometries and Arbitrarily
Inhomogeneous Material
AUTHOR: O. Von Rues
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: Applied Physics Letters, vol. 35, Sept. l,
1979, p. 408, 409
ABSTRACT: None.
TITLE: Relating Computer Simulation Studies With
Interface State Measurements on HiS Solar Cells
AUTHOR: J.K. Kim, W.A. Anderson, S. Sylsnd
CORPORATE AUTH: RCA David Sarnoff Research Center,
Princeton, New Jersey; New York, State
University, Buffalo, New York, Jet
Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: IEEE Trsnsartions on Electron Devices, vol.
EO-26, Nov. 1979, p. 1111-1782
ABSTRACT: k lock-ln-smpllfier technique has been used to
measure interface slate density (Nss) values rsnglng
from 2 x 1011 to -3 x 1013 ststes/sq cm eV depending
on energy in the gap, type of Sl suhstrste, and choice of
Schottky metal used in MIS diodes. Polycrystalltne, rib
bun, and (I00) single crystal Si substrstes with 40 60
Interfsclal oxides have been tested using Cr, AI, Ti, and
CU as Schottky metal. A computer simulation is used to
predict the influence of interface states, Interracial
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oxide thickness, and Schottky metal on open circuit vol
rage. The influence of Schottky metal on open circuit
voltage is also clearly seen. Very close agreement is
shown between experimental and theoretical values. This
study clearly relates experiments] and theoretical data to
permit design of more efficient HIS solar cells.
TITLE: Silicon Material Task Low Cost Solar Array
Project
AUTHOR: R. Lutwack
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: New Horizons - Materials and Processes
for the Eighties; Proceedings of the
Eleventh National Conference, Boston,
Massachusetts, November 13-15, 1919.
(AdO 3a751 14-23) Azuss, California,
Society for the Advancement of Material
and Processes Engineering, 1979, p,
437 _a0
ABSTRACT: The paper describes the Si material task of the
LSA Project, which has the objective of establishing a Si
production capability equivalent to SO0 mW/yr at a price
less than $10/Kg (1975 dollars) in 1986. The task program
is divided into four phases: technlcsl feasibility, scale
up studies (the present phase), experimental process system
development units, and implementation of large scale pro
duetlon plants, and it involves the development of proce9
sea for two groups of msterlsls, that is, semiconductor
grade and solar cell grade. In addition, the effects of
impurities on solar cell performance are being investi-
gated. Attention is given to problem areas of the task
program, such as environmental protection, material compst
Ibillty between the reacting chemicals and msterlels of
construction of the equipment, nnd waste disposal,
TITLE: Comparative Resistance of Beta SI3N 4 Solid
Solutions to Molten Silicon Attack
AUTHOR: R.R. Wills, I. Sekercloglu, J.S. Ogden,
C.A. Alexander, and D.E. Niesz
CORPORATE AUTH: Battelle Columbus tabs., Ohio
PUBLICATION: American Ceramic Society Bulletin, vol. 58,
Dee. 1919, p. llq8
ABSTRACT: None.
TITLE: Structure of Deformed Silicon and Implications for
Low Cost Solar Cells
AUTHOR: N. Mardeslch, M.H. Lelpold, C.B. Turner, and
T.G. Dishes, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: Spectrolsb, Inc., Sylmar, Californls;
Jet Propulsion Laboratory; ARCO Solar,
Inc., Chstsworth, California; Virginia
Semiconductor, Fredericksburg, Virginia
PUBLICATION: Metallurgical Transactions A Physical
Metallurgy and Hatortels Science, vol. IOA,
Dec. 1979, p. 1831-1835
ABSTRACT: The paper reports on sn investigation of the
mtcrostructure and minority carrier lifetime of St in
uniaxially compressed silicon samples, the objective of
which was to determine if it is feasible to produce Si
solar cells from sheet formed by high temperature defor
marion. It is reported that recrystallization was found
to be incomplete in both fine and large grained materials,
and that the major mode of recrystalllzetlon appears to be
migration of existing boundaries into the deformed regions.
ALSO, minority carrier diffusion length was found tO be
drsstlcally reduced after deformation, perhaps due to con-
Lamination or cooling rate, and recovered only slightly
with annealing. It is concluded that these results suggest
that high temperature deformation oI Si for direct produc
tlon of sheet for high efficiency solar cells is not prac-
tical. It is noted that potential may exist for its use
as a coarse grained substrate.
TITLE: Low Cost Silicon on. Ceramlc Photovolteic Solar
Cells
AUTHOR: B.G. Zoepke, J.D. Heaps, B.L. Grung, J.D. Zook,
J.D. Sibold, and M.H. Lelpold
CORPORATE RUTH: Honeywell, Inc., Bloomington, Minnesota;
Coors Porcelsln Co., Golden, Colorado;
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING t.OCAT[ON_ Energy sad Ceramics. (A82-17076 05 27)
Amsterdam, Elsevier Scientific
Publishing Co., 1980, p. 1146 1158
ABSTRACT: A technique has been developed for coating low
cost mulllte based refractory substreles with thin layers
of solar cell quality Si. The technique involves first
carbonizing one surface of the ceramic and then contacting
it with molten Si. The Si wets the carbonized surface
and, under the proper thermal conditions, solidifies as a
large grained sheet. Solar cells produced from this rum
posite SOC material have exhibited total area conversion
efficlencies of ten percent.
TITLE: The Effect of Growth Rate, Diameter and Impurity
Concentration on Structure in Czochrslskl Silicon
Crystal Growth
AUTHOR: T,G, Digges, Jr. and R. Shims
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: Journal of Crystal Growth, vol. 50, 1980,
p. 865-869
ABSTRACT: It is demonstrated that maximum growth rates of
up to 80% of the theoretical limit can be attsined in Cz-
grown Si crystals while maintalnlng single crystal struc-
ture. Atta|n|ng the other 20% increase is dependent on
design changes in the grower, to reduce the temperature
gradient in the liquid while increasing the gradient in
the solid. The conclusions of Hopkins eL el. (1977) on
the effect of diameter on the breakdown of structure at
fast growth rates ere substantiated. Copper was utilized
as the test impurity. At large diameters (greater than
7.5 cm), concentrations of greater than I ppm copper were
attained in Ihe solid (65,O00 ppm in the liquid) without
breakdown at mexlmum growth speeds. For smaller diameter
crystals, the sensitivity of impurities is much more
apparent. For solar cell spplicatlons, impurities wlil
limit cell performance before they cause crystal breakdown
for fast growth rates of large diameter crystals.
TITLE: Mste['isls of Construction for Silicon Crystal
Growth
AUTHOR: MH_ Lelpold, T.P. O'Donnell, and M.A. Hagen
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: Journal of Crystal Growth, vol. 50, 1980,
p. 366 311
ABSTRACT: The performance of materlels for construction
and in contact with molten Si for crystal growth is pre
seated. The basis for selection considers physical compel
ibility, such as thermal expsnslon and strength, as well
as chemical compat[billty 8s indicated by contsmlnat]on of
the Si. A number of new high technology materials are in
cluded as well ss data on those previously used. Emphasis
is placed on the sources and processing of such matprials
in that results are frequently dependent on the way s
material is prepared as well as its intrinsic constituents.
TITLE: Multiple Czochralskl Growth of Silicon Crystals
from a Single Crucible
AUTHOR: R.L. Lane and A.H. Kachare
CORPORATE AUTB: Ksyex Corp., Rochester, New York; Jet
Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: Journal of Crystal Growth, vol. 50, 1980,
p. _37 444
ABSTRACT: An apparatus for the Cz growth of Si crystels is
presented which is capable of producing multiple ingots
from a single crucible. The growth chamber features s re
fillable crucible with a water cooled, vacuum tight Isola
150
tion valve located between the pull chamber and the growth
furnace tank which allows the melt crucible to always be et
vacuum or low argon pressure when retrieving crystal or in-
troduclng recharge polysilicon feed stock. The grower can
thus be recharged to obtain I00 kg of Si crystal ingots
from one cruclble, and may accommodate crucibles up to
35 cm in die. Evaluation of the impurity contents and IV
characteristics of solar cells fabricated from seven ingots
grown from two crucibles reveals a small but consistent
decrease in cell efficiency from 10.4% to 9.6% from the
first to the fourth ingot made in s single run, which is
explained by Impurity build up in the residual melt. The
crystal grower thus may offer economic benefits through
the extension of crucible lifetime end the reduction of
furnace do_ntime.
TITLE: New Technologies for Solar Energy Silicon. Cost
Analysis of BCL Process
AUTHOR: C.L. Yaws, K.Y. Li, C.S. Fang, R. Lutwack,
C. Hsu, and H. Leven
CORPORATE AUTH: Lamar University, Beaumont, Texas;
University of Southwestern Louisiana,
Lafayette, [.oulsiana, Jet Propulsion
Laboratory
PUBLICATION: Solar Energy, vol. 24, no. 4, 1980,
p. 359-365
ABSTRACT: New technologies for producing polysilicon are
being developed to provide lower cost material for solar
cells which convert sunlight into electricity. This
article presents results for the BCL process, which
produces the solar-cell si by reduction of Si tetra
chloride with zinc vapor. Cost, sensitivity, and profit
ability analysis results are presented based on • prelim
inary process design of a plant to produce I000 HT/yr of
Si by the BCL process. Profitability analysis Indicates s
sales price of $12.1 lS.6/Kg of Si (1980 dollars) at a
025% DCF rate of return on investment after taxes. These
results indicate good potential for meeting the goal of
providing lower cost material for Sf solar cells.
TITLE: An All-Plated, Low Cost Contact System for Silicon
Solar Cells
AUTHOR: D.P. Tanner, P.A. Iles, and P. Alexander
CORPORATE AUTH: Applied Solar Energy Corp., City of
Industry, California; Jet Propulsion
Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 14th IEEE Photovoltatc Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California, Jan.
7 10, 1980, Conference Record.
IAgl 27076 11-447 New York, 1980,
p. 800 804
ABSTRACT: The plating sequences Pd Cr Cu and Pd Ni Cu are
demonstrated. The surface was sensitized wlth a 50 A thick
Pd layer obtained from an immersion bath. After 15 man
heating at 400 C in N2, a thin barrier layer of either
Cr or NI was deposited from e|ectroless baths operated at
temperatures around 90 C. The sintertng process was re
pealed, and a thin copper layer of 500 A was deposited by
electroless means. An electrolytic copper bath was used
to build the copper layer to 3 4 micron thtcknesves. Cells
with gnod I V curves were obtained, and the a11 plated con
tarts had good adhesion. Preliminary cost estimates show
that the process costs approximately 12_/W excluding the
cost of the masking procedure.
TITLE: Evaluation and Optimization of Silicon Sheet Solar
Cells
AUTHOR: H. Yoo, P. Iles, D. Tanner, G. Pollock, snd F. Uno
CORPORATE AUTH: Applied Solar Energy Corp., City of
Industry, California; Jet Propulsion
l.aborstory
MEETING LOCATION: 16th lEER Photovoltslc Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California,
January 7 lO, 1980, Conference Record.
(Agl 27076 11 46) New York, Institute
of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, Inc., 1980, p. 312 315
ABSTRACT: This paper describes the reaults end procedures
to evaluate and Improve the efficiency of solar cells made
from various unconventional Si sheets. The performance
parameters Included PV characteristics, spectral response,
dark I-V characteristics, and diffusion length. The eval-
uation techniques used provided accurate and reliable in-
formation on sheet performance, and self-consistent results
were obtained from the various measurement techniques used.
Minority carrier diffusion length (L) was shown to be the
ultimate limiting factor for the sheet cell performance
(efficiency) and other back-up measurements confirmed this
L-dependence. Limited efforts were made to Identify de
facts which influence cell performance, and to use some
improved process methods to increase cell efficiency.
TITLE: Contact Integrity Testing of Stress-Tested Silicon
Terrestrial. Solar Cells
AUTHOR: J.L. Prince, J.W. Lathrop, and G.W. Wilier
CORPORATE AUTH: Clemson University, Clemson, South
Carollna; ARCO Solar, Inc., Chstsworth,
California
MEETING LOCATION: 16th IREE PhotovoltatC Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California, Jan.
7-10, 1980, Conference Record.
(481 21016 11-467 New York, 1980,
p. 952-957
ABSTRACT: A test procedure was developed and applied to
terrestrial Si solar cells in order to determine the
effect of accelerated environmental end timetemperature
aging on metal contact integrity. Quantities of cells of
four different manufacturers were given the contact integ-
rity test after being subjected to accelerated stress tests
that included forward bias temperature, thermal cycle and
thermal shock, power cycle, and bias temperature humidity
tests at two temperature humidity levels. Significant
effecLs due to certain stress tests were found for some
cell types. It is concluded that cells fabricated using
plated nickel/solder metalltzstion showed significantly
more serious contact Integrity degradation than silver
metalllzed cells.
TITLE: Low-cost Conversion of Polycrystalline Silicon
into Sheet by HEM and FAST
AUTHOR: C.P. Khattak and F. Schmid
CORPORATE AUTH: Crystal Systems, Inc., Salem,
Massachusetts
MEETING LOCATION: 14th lEER Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California,
January 7 10, 1980, Conference Record.
(A81 27076 11 14) New York, Institute
of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, Inc., 1980, p. 684 487
ABSTRACT: The conversion of polycrystalline St to sheet
form (the wafers produced are 10 cm x 10 cm cross section
with minimum surface damage) by the HAM and PAST, as a
means of reducing the cost of solar arrays for adaptation
of PV technology for terrestrisl applications, is given.
A schematic of a HEM furnace, which includes a silica
crucible, and developments in the ItEM process are pre
sented The high speed slicer has been used to slice 19
wafers/cm from 10 cm dla crystals. Both HEM and FAST are
low cost processes and they have the potential of giving
one of the lowest add on costs ($6.24 and $6.48/sq meter
of sheet respectively, with the combination add on cosL of
$16.871sq meter) of this conversion.
TITLE: Continuous Coating of S|llcon on Ceramic
AUTHOR: JmD. Heaps, S.B. Schuldt, BmL. Grung, J.D. Zook,
end C.D. Butler
CORPORATE AUTH: Honeywell Corporate Technology Center,
Bloomingdale, Minnesota
MEETING LOCATION: 14th lEER PhotovoltaiC Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California, Jan.
7 10, 1980, Conference Record.
(A8l 27016 II 44) New York, 1980,
p. 39-68
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ABSTRACT: Growth of sheet St on low cost subatrates has
been demonstrated by the St coating with inverted meniscus
(SCIM) technique. A mulllte based ceramic substrate is
coated with carbon and then passed over a trough of molten
Si with a raised meniscus. Solidification occurs at the
traillng edge of the deigns|ream meniscus, producing a SOC
layer. Meniscus shape and stability are controlled by
varying the level of molten Si in a reservoir connected to
the trough. The thermal conditions for growth and the
crystallographlc texture of the SOC layers are slmilsr to
those produced by dlp-costlng, the original technique of
menlscus-controlled growth. The thermal cond|tlons for
growth have been analyzed in some detail. The snalysls
correctly predicts the veloclty-thlckness relationship sod
the liquid solid interface shape for dip coating, and
appears to be equally applicable to SCIM coating. Solar
cells made from dlp-coated SOC material have demonstrated
efftclencles of I0¢ on 4 sq cm cells and 9.9% on 10 sq cm
cells.
TITLE: Influence of Module Requirements on Flat Plate
Module Design Evolution
AUTHOR: J.C. Arnett and R.G. Ross, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEKTING LOCATION: 14th lEEK Photovoltsic Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California, Jan.
7-10, 1980, Conference Record.
(A81 2?076 II _4) New York, 1980,
p. 1296-1298
ABSTRACT: PV module design features and performance
charscterlstlcs have undergone significant evolutionary
changes between pre 1975 First Generation configurations
and current Third Generation design technology. A major
contributor to this evolution was an Stern|lye process of
continuing design guldeline and speclflcstion development
for major module procurements. Module manufacturers have
actively responded to these evolving requirements through
progressively improving deslgns. This iteratlvelfeedbsck
process is described. Interim design guidelines and ere
].iminary design options reflecting the I,SA 1982 Module
Technical Readiness Specification (November 1919) are
described with respect to previous desi_n and performance
requirements.
TITLE: A Silicon Sheet Casting Ktperlment for Solar Cell
Wafer Production
AUTHOR: D.B. 8tckler, L.E. Ssnchez, and W.J. Sampson
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory.; Applied
Solar Energy Corp., City of Industry,
Callfornis
MEETING LOCATION: l_th IEEE Photovoltstc Specialists
Conference, San Dirge, California, Jan.
? 10, 1980, Conference Record.
(Agl 270?6 11 44) New York, 1980,
p 36-38
ABSTRACT: The casting of St blanks for solar cells direct
ly without slicing is an exciting concept. An experiment
was performed to investigate the feaslbillty of developing
a machine that casts wafers directly, k CZ furnace was
modified to accept a graphite ingot simulating fixture.
sl was melted in the middle of the ingot simulator in s
boron nitrlde mold. Sample castings showed reasonable
crystal size. Solar cells were made from the cast blanks.
The performance is reported.
TITI.K: Effect of Production Processes on the Fracture
Strength of Silicon Solar Cells
AUTIIOR: C.P. Chen, E.L. Royal, and H. Kltnk
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulslon Laboratory; Motorola,
Inc., Phoenix, Arizona
MEETING LOCATION: 14th lEEK Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, San Diego. California, J_n.
? 10, lgSO, Conference Record.
(A8I 27076 Ii 44) New York, 1980,
p. 929 934
ABStRACL: btaclure el C¢ Si waters during processing is all
important factor xn solar cell yield and coat. A fracture
mechanics test and analysis program was developed to evalu-
aLe fracture strength changes in the In-process wafer-to-
cell processing at different stages on a manufacturer's
production line. The strength data were described by
Weibull statistical analysis and can be interpreted with
the surface flaw distribution of each of the process steps.
TITLE: Behavior of Interdtgttated Back Contact Solar Cells
AUTHOR: L.3. Chang and D.C. Leuug
CORPORATE AUTH: .}eL Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 14th lEEK Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California. Jan.
] I0, 1980, Conference Record.
(A81 21016 11 44) New York. 1980,
p. 72-15
ABSTRACT: This paper presents experimental data concerning
operation mechanisms of two versions of interdigitated
back contact solar cells: the tandem junction cell and the
front sue{ace field cell. It is shown that a photogene
rated forward bias at the front junction of a tandem junc-
tion cell is a critical parameter for cell performance
which not only causes photogenerated carriers to migrate
to the back juncLion, but also eliminates the reduction in
photoresponse over back p+ metallization regions. HOW-
ever, no sla, ilar light effects ace observed in the perfor-
mance of front surface field celia. Finally, a discussion
on mechanisms concerning the performance of front-surface
field and tandem junction cells along with their merits is
given.
TITLE: Circuit Design Considerations for Photovoltaic
Modalcs and Systems
AUTHOR: C. Gouzalez and R. Weaver
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 14th lEEK Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California, Jan.
7 10, 1980, Conference Record.
(A8127076 ll 44) New York, 1980,
p. 528-535
ABSTRACT: None.
TITLE: Qualiticalion Test results for DOE Solar
Photovoltalc Flat Panel Procurement eRDA 38
AU'JHOR: 3.S. Gviftith
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsiou Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 14th IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California, Jan.
? 10, 1980, Conference Record.
(A81-27076 ll 44) New York, 1980,
p. 1290 1295
ABSTRACT: Twelve Lypes of prototypes modules for the DOE
PV Flat Panel Procurement (PRDA 38) were subjected to
qualification tests at the JPL according to a new speci-
fication. Envirenm_ntal exposures were carried out saps
rately and included temperature cycling, humidity, wind
simulation, and hail. The most serious problems die-
covered were reduced insulation resistance to ground and
ground continuity of the metal frames, electrical degcada-
Lion, erratic power readings, and deleminatton. The
electrical and physical characteristics of the newly
received modules are also given.
TITLE: Grain Size Dependence of Silicon Solar Cell
|'at _mel_l s
AUTHOH: KM Koiiwud and T. Daud
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETLNG LOCATION: 14th IEEE Photovoltatc Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California, Jan.
7-10, 1980, Conference Record.
(A81-27016 11-44) New York, 1980,
p. 1204 1208
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AB_:IRAt'i: Heasures, enLs el the non unliuris di|luslon
length of the minoriLy carriers near grain boundaries in
polycrysLalline Si have been used Lo develop an analytical
model for the calculation of solar cell output as • func-
tion of grain size. Experiments1 results are presented
which verify the theoretical analysis. Variation of open
circuit colLage and fill factor with grain size Is discus-
sed.
TITLE: Performance of Silicon Solar Cells Fabricated from
MulLiple Czochralskt Ingots Grown by Using a
Single Crucible
AUTUOE: A.H. Kechare, F.M. Uno, T. Miyehire, end R.L. Lane
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion LaboreLory; Kayes Corp.,
Rochester, New York
MEETING LOCATION: 14th liKE PhoLuvoltaic Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California, Jan.
7 10, 1980, Conference Record.
(A81-21016 11-44) New York, 1980,
p. 327 331
ABSTRACT: Results on the performance of solar cells lab
ricsted on wafers from multiple Si ingots of large dies,
eter, grown by using a single crucible and a sequential
melt replenishmenL Cz technique are presented. Samples
were analyzed for resistiviLy, dislocation denslLy end
intpuriLy contenL. Solar cells were fabricated from the
seed, center and tag end of each ingot to evaluate Lhe
growth reproducibility and material qusllty. The cell
efficiency within a given wafer varies by no more than
plus or minus 5% of the average value, A smell but con-
sisLent decrease in Lt_e cell efficiency is observed from
the firsL to the fourth ingot grown from a single cruc
able. This decrease may be related to an increase in
impurity content or dislocation density or a combination
of both. The efficiency of the cells fabricated from the
Lag end of the fourth ingot is about 10% lower than that
of the control cell. An impurity effects model is em-
ployed to correlate this decrease in efficiency with the
is, purity build-up in the residual melt.
TITLE: Flat-Plate Photovoltaic Array Design Optimization
AUTHOR: R G. Ross, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 14th 1EKE Photovolteic Specialists
Conference, Sen Diego, California, Jan.
llO, 1980, Conference Record.
(A8121016 11-44) New York, 1980,
p. I126-I132
ABSTRACT: An analysis is presented which integrates the
results of specific studies in the areas of PV structural
design optimization, optimization of array series/parallel
circuit design, thermal design optimization, and opLimlza--
Lion of environmental protection features. The analysis
is baaed on minimizing the total PV system life-cycle
energy cost including repair and replacement of failed
cells and modules. This approach Is shown to ha • useful
technique for array optimization, psrtlculerly when time
dependent parameters such as array degradation and mainte-
nance are involved.
TITLE: A Base-Metal Conductor System for Silicon Solar
Cells
AUTHOR: M.G. Coleman, R.A. Pcyor, end T.G. Sparks
CORPORATE AUTH: Motorola, Inc., Phoenlg, Arizona
MEETING LOCATION: 14th IBEE Photovoltelc Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California, Jan.
7-10, 1980, Conference Record.
iA81-21016 11-44) New York, 1980,
p. 193-199
ABSTRACT: Solder, copper, and silver are evaluated as
conductor layer metelfl for Si =olaf call metallisation on
the basis of metal price stability and reliability under
operating conditions. Due to its properties and cost,
copper becomes an attractive candidate for the conductor
layer It lu shown tllst nickel operates as an eacellenL
diftusion barrier between copper and Si while slmultan
eously serving ss an electrical contact and mechanical
contact Lo Si. The nickel copper system may be applied to
the Sl by plating techniques uLiliztng a variety of plating
bath compositions. Solar cells having excellent current-
voltage characteristics are fabricated to demonstrate the
nickel copper metallization system.
TITLE: A Combined Quantitative ERIC end Ion Microprobe
Analysis of SiC Particles in EFG Ribbon
AUTIIOR: J.l. Hsnoka and B. Bethey
CORPORATE AUTH: Mobil Tyro Solar Energy Corp., Waltham,
Massachusetts
MEETING LOCATION: 14th IEKE Photovoltatc Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California, Jan.
110, 1980, Conference Record.
(A81 27016 II 44) New York, Institute
of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, Inc., 1980, p 418 483
ABSTRACT: A detailed study of one of the limiting factors
in making higher efficiency EFG ribbon solar ceils, namely
SiC particles, hes been undertaken using both EBIC and the
ion microprobe. The disLribution and degree of recombina-
tion due to different SiC particles is found to vary con
siderably, and based on Lhis, the SiC particles observed
can be grouped into four categories. The speLial extent
and idenLiLy of the major detectible impurities associated
wiLl, the SiC particles have been determined to be AI, K,
Na, Ca, mud O. Their distribution and occurrence are a
function of the SiC particle category. The possible con-
nection between these impurities and the recombination
patterns found in the EBIC work is also discussed.
TITLE: Progress in the Growth of Wide Silicon Ribbons by
the EFG Technique et High Speed Using Multiple
GrowLh Stations
AUTHOR: J P. Ealeja, B.H. Mackintosh, E.M. Sachs, end
F.V. Wald
CORPONATE gUTH: Mobil Tyro Solar Energy Corp., Waltham,
Massachusetts
MEETING LOCATION: 14th 1KEg Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California, Jan.
1 10, 1980, Conference Record.
(A81 21016 11-44) New York, 1980, p.
13-18
ABSTRACT: We report here progress in a program designed
to examine the feasibility of large scale production of
lowcost Si sheet substrales for solar ceils by the EFG
process. A multiple ribbon EFG station, conteining five
single ribbon cartridges, has been continuously operated
for a period of 15 hours eta duty cycle of 94_. The
average widLh of the ribbon grown wee 5 cm, and the aver-
age growth speed was 3.4 cm/mln. The cartridge concept of
ribbon growth has bern extended to successfully grow 10 cm
wide ribbon at speeds up to 4 cm/min. Large area (epprosi-
mately 50 sq cm) solar cells with efftciencies in the range
from 8% to 11% (M'II) have been made from ribbon grown in
the cartridge systems.
TITLE: Low Cost Monocrystilline Silicon Sheet Febrication
for Soler Cells by Advanced Ingot Technology
AUTIIOR: G.F. Fiegl end A.C. Boners
CORPORATE AUTH: Salter Corp., Menlo Park, California
MEETING LOCATION: 14th IEKE Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Sin Diego, California, Jan.
1-10, 1980, Conference Record.
(A81-27076 11-44) New York, 1980.
p. 303-308
ABSTRACT; The continuous liquid feed (CLF) Cz furnace and
the enhanced I.D. slicing technology for the low cost pro-
duction of monocrystalline Si shears for solar cells are
discussed. The incorporation of the CLF system is sho_
to improve ingot production rate significantly. As demon-
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stinted lua, lua| zuils, h_Bher Lhan average sulidL[lcsllotl
rates (15 to 100 nmz/hr ior 150 _ i O 0 crystals) can be
achieved, wilen the system approaches steady state condt
Lions. The design characteristics of the CLF furnace ere
detailed, noting that It is capable of precise control of
dopant impuriLy incorporation in the axial direction of
the crystsll The crystal add on cost is computed to be
$ll.BSlsq m, considering a projecLed 1986 25 sllce/cm con
version feeler with an 8b% crystal growth yield.
TITLE: Nickel ConLaets for Low Cost Solar Cells
AUTIiOR: JR. Anderson mild RmC. Petersee
CO_POHAI"E AUTH: _olarex Corp., kockville, Maryland
MEETING LOCATION: 14th IEEE Photovoltaic Specisllsts
Conference, Sen Diego, Ca]ifornls, Jan.
] lO, 1980, Conference Record.
(A81 21016 II 44) New York, 1980,
p. 948 951
ABSfRACT: it is noted that nickel metallizstion of Si
solar cells offers a relatively inexpensive meLhod of
ruskin 6 electrical contort with Lhe surface of Lhe cell.
More expensive methods, involving precious metals and
costly processes, ere widely used; these have been devel
oped for space applications, where considerations of rells-
bility predominate over Lhose of cost. Since recent in
rarest in terrestrial appllcatlons of solar cells has led
to an increased concern over cost, nickel has assumed e
position as a major candidate for solar cell metallizatlon.
It is shown thut sinterin& can Improve the InLegrlty of
the nickel Si bond. Evidence that the nickel Sl contscL
can survive moderate environnl_nlel alress is present ed.
TITI.E: The influence of Grains and Grain Boundaries on
the Device CherecLerlsttcs of Polycrystalllne
Silicon Solar Cells
AUTHOR: G.H. Stortt, S.M. Johnson, H.C. Htn, and C.D. Wang
CORPORATE AUTH: Solsrex Corp., Rockvllle, MsryImnd;
Maryland, University, College Park,
Maryland
HEFTING LOCAtiON: 14th IEEE Photovoltalc Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California, Jan.
7 IO, 1980, Conference Record.
(A&I-27016 II 44) New York, 1980,
p. 191-195
ABSTRACT: None.
TITLE: A Low Coal Photovoltaic Cell Process Based on
Thick Film Techniques
AUTHOB: N. Merdeaich, A. Pepe, S. Bunyan, B. Edwards, end
C. Olson
CORPORAT_ RUTH: Spectrolab, Inc., Sylmer, California; Jet
Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 14th lEER Photovolteic Specialists
Conference, Sen Diego, California, Jan.
/-I0, 19B0, Conference Record.
(Agl-21016 11 44) New York, 1980,
p. 943 941
ABSTRACT: The low Cost, easily automated processing for
solar cell fabrication being developed at Spectrolab for
the DOE LSA program is described. These processes include
plasma etching, spray-on diffusion sources end antireflec-
Live coating, thick film metellizatlon, aluminum back
contacts, laser scrlbln& and ultresonlc solderln&. The
process sequence has been shown Lo produce solar cells
having 15% conversion efficiency at AHI which meet the
cell febricetlon budget required for the DOE 1986 cost
goal of $O.70/Wp in 1980.
TITLE: Review of Physics Underlying Recent ImprovementJ
in Silicon Solar-Cell Performance
AUTHOR: F.A. Ltndholm end J.G. Fo=aum
CORPORATE AUTH: University of Florida, Galnesville,
Florida
HEEl iNG I.O¢:AI iON: lath IKEE Photuvoltsic Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California, Jan.
1 10, 1980, Conference Record.
(AS1 27016 11-44) Nee York, 1980,
p. 680 683
ABSTRACT: This paper provides s unifying view of the
physics of Si solar cells, and uses it as s basis for
explaining how recent improvements in the performance of
these celia have been achieved. The unification is
facilitated by s re&ion-by-region analysis of the solar
cell, which is also used to compare several recently
proposed cell structures.
TITI.E: Designing Practical Silicon Solar Cells
Approaching the 'Limit Conversion Efficiency'
AUTHOR: M. Wolf
CORPORATE AUTlt: University of Pennsylvenie, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania
MEETING [.OCATLON: 14th IEEE Photovolteic Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California, Jan.
? 10, 1980, Conference Record.
(A81 27076 11-445 New York, 1980,
p, 563 568
ABSTRACT: To facilitate rapid low-cost design studies on
multilayer solar cells, sn analytical method has been
developed to replace, for the low level injection cases,
the cumbersome numerical calculations. The method is
based on expressing the minority carrier currenLs ss a
product of a carrier density and a transport velocity, end
on using the _uperposition principle to the fullest. Each
layer can bu _ep_rately considered ss active, ime., con
Lributlng light generating carriers, or passive, i.e.,
transporting excess carriers across them, For active
layers, the light generated carrier concentrstlons st
their boundaries are determined. The carrier cancan
traLions and transport vetocitle= ere transformed across
each passive layer to calculate the total light generated
and seturatioi_ currents.
TITLE: Hi&h Efficiency Silicon Solar Cells
AUTIIOR: M. Wolf
CORPORATE gUTH: University of Pennaylvania, Phtl&delphie,
Pennsylvania
MEETING LOCATION: 14th [EKE Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Sen Diego, California, Jan.
1 10, 1980, Conference Record.
(A&I 2/O76 II-44) New York, 19go,
p. 614 619
ABSTRACT: The narrow region design approlch for obtaining
hi&h open circuit and maximum power point volts&es in soler
cells is discussed. The design relies heavily on low
effective surface recombination velocities in front end
back in conjunction with a restored front surface sad an
optical internally reflecting back surface. The cell
design requires a thin cell in the 50-150 micron range
with • thicker lront region than conventlonel designs.
The low transport velocities at the back of the narrow
base layer ere attainable by the addition of two layers
with one layer including a drift field or • high/low
junction, and the other layer having low resistivity with
a thickness on the order of one diffusion length. The
front re&ion requires surface passivetion by in oatde
layer. It is noted that high doping effects can be
avoided usin& the proposed design,
TITLE: The Relative Orientations of Grains and the Nature
of Grain Boundaries in Polysilicon Solar Celia
AUTHOR: R.W. Az'matrong, M.E.Taylor, G.H. Stortl, end
S.M. Johnson
CORPORATE AUTB: University of Maryland, College Park,
Maryland; Solarea Corp.) Rockville,
Maryland
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MEI' i ING I,OCA 1 iON: i4til iKK8 PhotovoiLllc Spectei|aLs
Conference, Sin Diego, California, Jan.
7-10, 1980, Conference Record.
(A81-27076 11-44) New York, 1980,
p. 196-201
ABSTRACT: None.
TITLE: Low Cost Processes for Fabricating Silicon Solar
Ceils
AUTHOR: H. Goldman end H. Wolf
CORPORATE AUTH: University o£ Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania
MEETING LOCATION: 14Lh IBEE Photovoltalc Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California, Jan.
7 10, 1980, Conference Eecord.
(A81-27076 11-44) New York, 1980,
p. 923-928
ABSTRACT: Solar cell fabrication processes, in particular
junction formation and metallization, ere evaluated in
terms of cell efficiencies, process yields, module pecking
factors, and energy cost effectiveness. It is shown that
for junction formation, the diffusion processes provide a
relatively lowcost approach. The costs per unit cell
area can be further reduced by increased wafer area end
mechanized wafer handling. The costs for a large number
of metallization processes, excluding the costs of the
metal, are roughly comparable, llowever, tbelr varyin&
influence on cell performance leads to a significant
spread in the allowable process costs.
TITLE: Solar Cells end Modules From Dentritic Web silicon
AUTHOR: R.B. Campbell, A. Rohatgi, E. Semen, J.R. Davis,
P. Rai Choudhury, and 8.D. GallaglLer
CORPORATE AUTH; Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania; Westinghouse Research and
Development Center, PitLsburgh ,
Pennsylvania; Jet Propulsion Laboratory
HEFTING LOCATION: 14th lEEK Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California, Jan.
} IO, 1980, Conference Eecord.
(A81.2lOlb II 44) New York, 1980,
p 332-336
ABSTRACT: Some of the noteworLh¥ features of the processes
developed in the fabrication of solar cell modules are Lhe
handling of long lengths of web, the use of cost effective
dip coatin S of photoresisL end AR coatings, selective elec-
troplating of the grid pattern and ultrasonic bonding of
the cell interconnect. Data on the cells is obtained by
means of dark I V analysis and deep level transient spec-
troscopy. A histogram of over I00 dentritlc web solar
cells fabricated in a number of rune usln 8 different web
crystals shows an average efficiency of over 13%, with
some efftciencies running above 15%. Lower cell efficiency
is generally associated with low minority carrier time due
to recombination centers sometimes present in the bulk Si.
A cost unalysts of the process sequence usin 8 a 25 HW pro-
duction line indicates • selling price of $O./5/Wp in
1986. it is concluded that the efficiency of dentritic
web cells approaches Lhet of float zone st cells, reduced
somewhat by the lower bulk llfetime of the former.
TITLE: Theoretical Design Considerations for Rack Surface
Field Solar Cells
AUTHOR: J.R. Davis and b. Rohetgi
CORPORATE AUTH: Westinghouse Research and Development
Center, Pittsburgh , Pennsylvania
MEETING LOCATION: 14th IKEE Photovoltelc Specialists
Conference, Sdn Diego, California, Jan.
7-10, 1980, Conference Record.
(ASl-2107b 11-44) New York, 1980,
p. 569-513
ABSTRACT: A simple analytic model of • solar ceil is
described which provides optimum design rules for back
surlace ileld structures. Tile model prey|des useful in
sighL into the relative impact of surface end bulk recom-
bination on device performance. Results agree well with
experimental data. An optimum back surface field structure
ts shown to consist of • passivated surface and • thin p+
region with constant doping in the mid lO18/cu cm range.
TITLE: Development of Processes for the Production of LOW
Cost Silicon Dendritic Web for Solar Cells
AUTHOR: C.S. Duncan, E.G. Seidensticker, J.P. McMugh,
R.H. Hopkins, M.E. Skutch, J.M. Draggers, and
F.E. Hill
CORPORATE AUTH: WesLinghouse Research end Development
Center, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
MEETING I.OCATION: 14th IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California, Jan.
l lO, 1980, Conference Record.
(A81 210/6 ii-44) New York, 1980,
p. 25 30
ABSTRACT: High area output rates and continuous, automated
growth are two key technical requirements for the growth
of low cost Si ribbons for solar cells. By means of
computer aided furnace design, Si dendritic web ouLput
rates as high as 27 sq cm/mtn have been achieved, a value
in excess of that projected to meet i $0.50/Wp solar
array manufacturing cost. The feasibility of siamltaneous
web growth while the melt is replenished with pelletized
Si has also been demonstrated. This step is an important
precursor Lo the developmenL of an automated growth system.
Solar cells made on the replenished material were jusL as
efficienL as devices fabricated on typical webs grown with-
out replenishment. Moreover, web cells made on • less
refined, pelletized polycrystalline Si synthesized by the
Battelle process yielded efficiencies up to 13% (AMI).
TITLE: POCI 3 GetLering of TiLanium, Molybdenum end
Iron ContaminaLed silicon Solar Cells
AUTIiOR: A. Nohatgi, R.B. Campbell, J.R. Davis,
R.li. Ilopkins, P. Rai Choudhury, H. Mollenkopf,
and J.R. McCormick
CORPORATE AUTH: Westinghouse Research and Development
Center, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Hemlock
Semiconductor Corp., Hemlock, Michigan
MEETING LOCATION: 14Lh IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California, Jan.
7-10, 1980, Conference Record.
(A81-2ID76 11-44) New York, 1980, p.
908-911
ABSTRACT: None.
TIT[.E: Phutuvoltaics. lI - Flat panels
AUTIIOR: M. Wolf
CORPORATE AUTH: University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania
PUELICATION: IEEE Spectrum, eel. ll, Feb. 1980, p. 32, 33
ABSTRACT: The paper discusses the future of solar cell
technology with emphasis on hash performance end • reduc-
tion of presenL fabrication costs. Methods of producing
pure Si are discussed, including the EFG method and the
capillary action shaping technique. Attention is given to
the major steps in the solar-cell fabrication sequence of
junction formation, contact metallizatlon, end application
of an antireflection coating.
TITLE: Theoretical Considerations of Soil Retention -
Dirtying of Solar Energy Devices
AUTHOE: E.F. Cuddihy
CORPORATE &UTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: (Solar Energy Research Institute end
Battelle Memorial Institute, Solar
Reflective Materials Workshop, 2nd. Sen
Francisco, California, Feb. 12-14, 1980.)
Solar Energy Materials, vol. 3, Sept. 1980,
p. 21-33
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AUS|HACI: Ihe petlotlnsn_e el suIsr oneL8y devIcea is
adversely affected by surfaee soiling, and generally, tile
loss of performance increases with increases in the quaff
lily of sell retained on their surfaces. To minimize per-
formance losses caused by soiling, solar devices should
not only be deployed in low soiling geogrsphlcal areas,
but employ surfaces or surfacing materiels having low
affinity for sell retention, maximnm susceptibility to be
naturally cleaned by wind, rain end snow, and to be readily
cleanable by simple and inexpensive maintenance cleaning
techniques. This article describes known end postulated
mechanisms of soil reLention on surfaces, end infers from
these mechanisms that low soiling and easily cleaneble sur-
faces should have low surface energy, and be hard, smooth,
hydcophobic and chemically clean of sticky materials end
water soluble salts.
TITLE: The influence of a Voltage Ramp on the Measurement
el I V Characteristics of a Solar Cell
AUTHOR: O. Van Roos
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion [,sboratory
PUBI.ICATION: Solid State Electronics, vol. 23, Mar. 1980,
p. 285-288
ABSTEACT: For efficiency and convenience the voltage
applied to a Si seine cell is often fairly rapidly driven
from zero to the open circuit value typically et • conm_on
rate of I V/ms. DurinB this time the values of current
ace determined as s function of the instantaneous voltage
thus producing en 1-V characteristic, The present paper
shows that the customary expressions for the current as •
function of cell parameters still remain valid provided
tllat the diffusion length In the expression for the dark
current is changed from its steady state value L to the
effective diffusion length L1 given by L1 = L(1 + qV/kT
T) 1/2, where V is the reatp rate considered constant
end • is the lifetime of minority carriers. This result
is true to • very good approximation provided that low
level injection prevails.
TITLE: The Spectral Response of • Front Surface Field
Solar Cell
AUTHOR: O. Van ROOS
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLiCATiON: Journal of Applied Physics, eel. 51, Mar.
1980, p. 1852, 1853
ABSTRACT: A calculation of the short circuit current aa a
function Of wavelenEth of the incident light, induced in a
front surface field solar cell, is presenLed. The cell
consists of a p+ p n + junction. The electric field
present in the p+ layer situated at the front surface
(the surface exposed to the sun) boosts the minority car-
rier collection el the p n + Junction sufficiently to make
this structure • viable alternative to ordinary solar
cells. A distinct advantage derives from the placement of
all ohmic contacLs on the back surface facilitating array
assemblage.
TITLE: Silicon Ribbon Growth Using Scanned Lasers
AUTHOR: A. Baghdedi, B.J. Ellis, and H.W. Gurtler
CORPORATE AUTH: National Bureau of Standards, Washington,
D.C.; Motorola, Inc., Phoenis, Arizona
PUBLICATION: Applied Optics, vol. Lg, Mar. 15, 1980, p.
909 913
ABSTRACT: The recent demand for low cost PV arrays has
renewed the interest in &rowing Si in ribbon form. The
approach used in the present paper for the growth of
low cost Si ribbon is shown schematically. A pair of
scanned, focused CO 2 laser beams is directed onto both
sides of a preformed Si ribbon. A narrow (about 1 a_
high) molten zone is formed across the full width of the
ribbon. As the Si ribbon is passed through the laser-
heated zone, large grains are produced in the recrystel-
lized ribbon. The laser beam path is outlined schemati-
cally. AS • general rule, the lenses are not positioned
so aa lo bring the laser heema to a fine fauns, s|nee
highly focused beams would vaporize the Si surface rather
than serve to mail the bulk. si ribbon has been grown et
rates up Lo 13.3 cmlmin by this approach. The best solar
cell fabricated so far on this material has a conversion
efficiency at 12.1%.
TITLE: Theory of Grain-Boundary and Intragrain
Recombination Currents in Polyailicon p n Junction
Solar Ceils
AUTHOR: J.G. Possum and F.A. Lindholm
CORPORATE AUTH: University of Florida, Gainesville,
Florida
PIJBI. ICAT[ON: IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices, eel.
ED 21, Apr. 1980, p. 692-700
ABSTRACT: Tht_ physics controlling recombination in poly-
silicon p n junction solar cells is described. Analytic
models characterizing this recombination, whose parameters
can be related directly to experiment, ere developed. The
analysis reveals that, in Beneral, the description of
intragrain and grain boundary recombination in a polysili
con solar cell requires the solution of a nonlinear three
dlmenslonai b¢>undary-value problem. Cases of practical
interest for which this problem is traceable are dis-
cussed. Tile analysis predicts an asp (qV/2kT) dependence
(the reciprocal slope factor is exactly two) for carrier
recombination at a grain boundary within the junction
space charge c'egion of s nonilluminated, forward biased
cell. This resuit, and oLhers of the analysis, are con-
sistent witiL preliminary experimental data.
TITLE: The Importance of Surface Recombination and
Energy Bandgsp Narrowing in p n Junction Silicon
Solar Cells
AUTHOR: J.G. Fossum, F.A. Lindholm, and M.S. Shibib
CORPORATE AIJTH: University of Florida, Gainesville,
Florida
PUUI.ICATION: IE_E Transactions on Electron Devices, vol.
ED tl, Apr. 1980, p+ 1294 1298
ABSTHACT: Experkmental data demonstratlnE the sensitivity
of op_n circuit voltage to front-surface conditions are
presented for a variety of p n Junction Si solar cells.
Analytical n_,del_ accounting for the dale see defined and
supported by additional experiments. The models and the
data imply )hat _) surface recombination significantly
limits tile el,us circuit voltage (and the short circuit
current) of typical Si ceils, and b) energy bandEap narrow-
ing is impot't_nt in the manifestation of these limitations.
The models suggest modifications In both the structural
design and ti+u fabrication processlng of the cells that
would result in substantial improvements in cell perfor-
mance. The benefits of one such modification, the addition
of a thin thermal Si dioxide layer on the front surface,
are indicated experimentally.
TITLE: Updating tile Limit Efficiency of Silicon molar
Cells
AUTHOr: M Wolf
CORPORATE AttTH: University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania
PUBLICATION: lEEr Transactions on Electron Devices, eel.
ED _1, Apr. 1980, p. /51-760
ABSTRACT: Th*_ limit efficiency of • Si solar cell is in-
vestigated using an analytical approach. The analytical
model is based on the solution of s transport equation for
minority carriers derived from the Shockley equations. On
the basis of the conlputations, a 'narrow-raglan' design
approach i_ suggested for both the front end the back
regions of tl_e solar cell. The design relies on low
effecLise surface recombination velocities, s textured
front surface, and an optical internally reflecting back
surface. With Lhia approach, the limit efficiency is near
25%, and the optimum cell is 50 to 150 microns thick.
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llll,_: Iml,ulitleQ iu slllc_n Soisr cells
AUTIIOR: J.R. Davis, Jr., A. Rohatgl, R.H. Hopklns,
P.D. Blais, P. Ral Choodhury, J.E. HeCormlck, end
H.C. Mollenkopf
CORPORATE AUTR: Westinghouse Research and Development
Center, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Hemlock
Semiconductor Corp., Hemlock, Michigan
PURLICATION: IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices, wol.
KD 2i, Apr. 1980, p. 6}7 687
ABSTRACT: The paper investigates the effects of metallic
impuriLies on the performance of Si solar cells. Cz and
polycrysLslline ingots were employed with boron and phos
phorus as primary dopanLs end wiLh controlled additions Of
secondary inlpurities. The data obtained from over 200
crystals indicate that impurity induced performance loss
is primarily due to a reduction of Lhe base diffusion
length. Based on this observation, a model is developed
which predicts cell performance as a function of secondary
impurity concentrations. The model calcolaLions are in
food agreement with experimental values except for CU, Hi,
Pc, and to a lesser degree, carbon, which at higher con
cenLrations degrade the cell by junction defect mechanlsma.
TITLE: Second QuadrlnL Effects in Silicon Solar Cells
AUTHOR: R.A. HarLman, J.L. Prince, and J.W. Lathrop
CONPORATE AUTH: Clemson University, Clemson, Sooth
Carolina
MEETING LOCATION: SOUTHEASTCON '80; Proceedln&s of the
Region 3 Conference and Exhibit,
Nashville, TN, April 13-16, 1980.
(A81 43701 20 31) New York, Inatitute
of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, inc., 1980, p. 119-122
ABSTRACT: A simple model describing the behavior of a
solar cell in the second quadrant of the I-V curve is
described. In this mode of operation appreclable power is
dissipated in the cell leading to thermal breakdown and
the formation of hot spots. These hot spots will be stable
in a current limited mode Of operation. In addition a
simple method is described to locate the hot spots.
TITLE: The Effects of Titanium Impurities in n_p
silicon Solar Cells
AUTHOR: A.H. Salsma and L.J. Cheng
CORPORATE AUTH: JeL Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: Electrochemical Society, Journal, vol. 1270
Hay 1980, p. 11641167
ABSTRACT: Microscopic and electrical measurements were
perforated tO explain the degradation mechanisms associated
with the presence of titanium impurities In Si. The
measurements included x-ray topoEraphy, transmission elec-
tron microscopy, end deep level transient spectroscopy,
before and after processing. The results indicated the
presence of Tie 2 precipitates, the density of which in
creased after phosphorus diffusion. A meJorlty carrier
trapping level was observed in the wafers before proces-
sing It was concluded that 10% of the Ti in the n+p Si
solar cells formed electrically active centers which caused
degradation of the cell junction. 14% of the remainln8 Ti
precipitated out aa Tie 2, forming electrically active
defects, which else caused Junction degradation.
TITLE: gffect of Titanium, Copper and Iron on Silicon
Solar Cells
AUTHOR: A. Rohatgi, 3.R, DaViS, R.H. Hopkins,
P RalChoodhory, P.O. HcCullle, and
J.R McCormick
CORPORATE AUTH: Westinshouae Research and Development
Center, PttLsborgb, Pennsylvania; Hemlock
semiconductor Corp., Hemlock, Michigan
PUBLICATION: Solld-State Electronics, vol. 23, May 1980,
p. 415-419, 421, 422
ABSTRACT: The effect of Ti, Cu, and Fe on Si solar cells
has bvcn I.vestlgaied I't severel_ desradet call perlur
msnce above a concenLraLion of IOIL/eU cm. A hisi*er Ti
level results in a 63% loss in cell performance and more
than an order of magnitude reduction in carrier lifetime;
Ti produces two deep levels in Si at EV + O.30 eV end EC -
0.27 eV. Copper, at concentrations below 1018/eo cm,
has negligible effect on cell performance and carrier life-
time. Fe begins to damage the cell performance above a
concentration of 2 x 101"/co cm; at the concentration of
1.7 * lolS/cu cm it causes a 46% loss in cell efficiency
and about an order of magnltode reduction in lifetime.
TITLE: FracLure Toughness of Silicon
AUTiiOR: C.P. Chert and H.H. Leipold
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUHLICATION: {American Ceramic Society, Annual Meeting°
80th, Detroit, Michigan, May 8, 1918)
_serican Ceramic Society Bulletin, vol. 59,
Apr. 1980, p. 469 412
ABSTRACT: The paper presenLs a study to determine the
fracture toughness and to characterize fracture atodes of
si as a function of the orientation of single crystal and
polycrysLailine material. It is shown that bar specimens
cracked by Knoop microhardness indentation and tested to
fracture under four-polnt bending at room temperature were
used to determine the fracLore Lou&hness values. It is
found that the lowest fracture toughness value of single
crystal Si was 0.82 HN/m 312 in Lhe III plane type orlen-
taLion, although the difference in values in the Iii. II0,
and I00 planes was small.
TITLE: Interactions of Efficiency and Materiel
Requirements for Terrestrial Silicon Solar Cells
AUTHOR: D.L. Bowler and H. Wolf
CORPORATE AUTH: University Of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania
PUNLICATION: (institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers and Electronic Industries
AsaociaLion, Electronic Componentl
Conference, 3Oth, San Francisco, California,
Hay 11-13, 1980.) IEKE Transactions on
Components, Hybrids, and Manufacturins
Technology, vol. CHHT-3, Dec. 1980,
p. 464 472
ABSTRACT: The transport velocity transformaLion method was
used to analyze solar cell designs to determine optimum
cell structures. It was found that low resistivity mate-
rials should be used up Lo the onset of Auger recombina-
tion; a properly designed three layer structure permiLs
base region approachin 8 an ideal device in performance;
and that higher resistivity front regions will need more
sophisticated 8rid metallization structures than those
used now. It was concluded that new features will provide
idealized Si cell structures yieldin 8 AM1 efficienciea in
Lhe 24-26,5% range, with real efficiencies near 22%.
TITLE: Airborne Particulate Soiling of Terrestrlal
Photovoltaic Modules and Cover Materials
AUTHOR: AM lloffman and C.R Haas
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion LaboraLory
MEETING LOCATION: Life Cycle Problems and Environmental
Technology; Proceedings of the
Twenty sixth Annual Technical Meeting,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Hay 12-14,
1980. (A81-46476 22-38) Mr. Prospect,
Illinois, Institute of 8nvironmental
Sciences, 1980, p. 229-236
ABSTRACT: Results are presented for the first phase of a
PV-modole soiling study that was carried out with NASA
participation to investigate the problem of the electrical
performance degradation of flat-plate PV modules exposed
at outdoor sites that is due to the accumulation of air-
borne particulates on aenaittve optical surfaces. The
results were obtained in both field end laboratory aoilln$
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exvetha_nts, is well as In materials [leLd espetimenls
using candidate encapsulants and top covers. IL Is con-
cluded that: (1) the electrical performance degradation
shows a significant Lime and site dependence, ranging from
2% to 60% power loss; (2) the rate of parliculete accumula
Lion appears to be largely material independent when
natural removal processes do not dominate; (3) the effec-
tiveness of natural removal processes, especially rain, is
strongly material dependent; (4) top cover materlals of
glass and ptexiglass retain fewer particles than silicone
rubber; attd (5) high module voltages relative to ground do
noL appear to affecL the tale of dirt accumuletlon on
modules.
TIYLE: Grain Boundary Effects and Conduction Mechanism
Studies tn Chromium Metal-insulator-Silicon Solar
Cells on Polycrystalline Silicon
AUTHOR: W. Anderson, K. Rsjkaneu, A. Delahoy, and
S. Uyland
CORPORATE AUTH: New York Stets University, Buffalo, New
York; Rut&ors University, Piacateway, New
Jersey; Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: (Photovoltalc Material and Device
Measurement Workshop, Arlington,
Virginia, June ii 13, 1919.) Solar
Cells, vol. I, May 1980, p. 305-310.
ABSTRACT: Chromium metal-insulator-St (M1S) solar cells
fabricated on Wacker polycrystalline si and electron beam-
deposited thin film Si were studied to determine current
flow mechanisms. Wacker polycrystalline p-type silicon
was shown to produce MIS solar cells which exhibit surface-
state controlled current for T greater than 150 K and
tunneling conLrolled current at lower temperatures. M1S
cells on unpolished Wacker silicon are clearly space charge
limited. Electron beam deposited polycrystalline SI 20-30-
ailerons thick has a conductivity which stay be limited by
the &rain boundary trap density or the availebillty of free
carriers. Surface state analysis, laser acen data end dif-
fusion length studies also show the limitations which exist
at &rain boundaries of polycrystailine St.
TITL.E: Forward and Reverse Bias Tunneling Effects in n+p
Silicon Solar Cells
AUTHOE: G.F. Gerlick and A.H. Kechere
CORPORATE AUTH: University of Southern California, Los
Angelea.; Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: Applied Physics Letters, vol. 36, June i,
1980, p. 911-913
ABSTRACT: Excess currents due to field-assisted tunneling
in both forward and reverse bias directions have been
observed in n*-p Si solar cells. These outranks arise
from the effect of conductin& peths produced in the deple-
tion layer by n _ diffusion end cell processing. Forward-
bias data indicate a small potential barrier with height
of 0.04 sV aL the n ¢ end of conducting paths. Under
reverse blue, excess tunneling currents involve • poten-
Lial barrier at the p end of the conducting paths, the
longer paths being associated wlth smaller barrier heights
and domlnatlnE st the lower temperatures. Low-reverse-blas
data give energy levels of O,ll eV for lower temperatures
(253 293 K) and 0.35 eV for higher temperatures (293-380K).
A model is aug&esLed to explain the results.
TITLE: Minority Carrier Diffusion Lengths end Absorption
Coefficients in Silicon Sheet Material
AUTBO_: K.A. Dumas and R.T. Swis_
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory; University of
Southern California, Los Angeles
MEETING LOCATION: Role of Electro Optics in Photovoltalc
Energy Conversion; Proceedings of the
Seminar, San Diego, California, July
31, August I, 1980. (A81-39522 18-44)
Bellinghem, Washington, Society of
Photo--Optlcal Instrumentatlou
Ks&Sneers, 1980. p. 16-20
AU_ltt^Ll: H,,st ol the methUds which hsve been developed
tot" thu mea_cumunL of Lhe minority carrier diffusion
length ot Si wafers require Lbat the materiel have either
a Schottky <_r an ohmic contact. The surface photovolte&e
(SPV) tech. i_iuc is an exception. The SPV technique could,
therefore, become a valuable diagnostic tool in connection
will, current eftorts to develop low cost processes for the
production el sular cells. The technique depends on •
knowledge of th_ optical absorption coefficient. The con
sidered illve_ti&atlon is concerned with a reevaluation of
the ab_c'pti_n coefficient aS a function of Si processing.
A comparison of absorption coefficient velues showed these
values Lobc relatively consistent from sample to sample,
and indepcnd,_nt of the sample growth method.
TITLE: Exp_,inl_ntal and Theoretical Investigetions uf the
Quality Factor for n+p Silicon Solar Cells
AUTBOR: G P G_rlick and A.H. Kechare
CO_PORAIE AU'fH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING I.OCATIUN: Roln of ElectroOptics in Photovoltaic
Energy Conversion; Proceedings of the
Seminar, San Diego, California, July
31-August I, 1980. (A81-39527-18 44)
Bellingham, Washington, Society of
Photo Optical InstrumentaLion
En&ineers, 1980, p. 30-35
ABSTRACT: Many n*p Si solar celia made with Si from
different &ruwth techniques here current-voltage relations
of the [_L'm: l - [(O) (exp(qV/AkT) 1), where the quality
facLor A is noninlegral, is greater than i, end shows a
temperature dependence. The dark forward characteristics
of such cells have been measured over a range of tempera
lures and thu behavior of the factor A derived from them.
t.ack of aKr_cmcoL with previous modeis hen led to the
development ot _ new model, in which n _ conduction elec
irons runnel to deep levels near that side, these levela
being due tu junction conteailnet[oo by impurities. Elec
trot, recombination then occurs with holes thermally
assisted into the junction prom the p side. This mechanism
involves increased I(O) values over those for diffusion
diode processes and thus reduces the cell power conversion
efficiency.
TITLE: Effects of Grain Boundaries in Polycrystalltne
Solar Cells
AUTHOR: J.D_ Zook
CORPORATE AUTH: Honeywell Corporate Technology Center,
Bloomingdele, Minnesota
PUBLICATION: Applied Physics Letters, vol. 37, July 15,
1980, p. 223 226
ABSTRACT: In polycryatalline solar cells, the short-
circuit currenL is reduced (compared to single crystal
cells) due to recombination of minority carriers at the
grain boundaries. The magnitude of this reduction is
calculated for the cane of a monochrometlc beam of light,
assuming that both the light beam end the grain boundaries
are perpendicular to • p-n junction. The photoresponse of
the junction is calculated in terms of the absorption coef-
ficient of the tight, the mioorltx-cerrler diffusion
length, the surface recombination velocity et the grain
boundary end the distance of the light beam from the train
boundary The analysts gives an eapression for an effec-
tive grain boundary width which depends on wevelength.
This width determines the reduction in short-circuit cur-
rent of solar celia made from maLerlel with columnar-type
grains.
TITLE: The interaction of Molten Silicon with Silicon
Aluminum oxynitrides
AUTHOR: R.E. Wills, I. Sekercioglu, and D,E. Niasz
CORPORATE AUTH: Battelle Columbus Labs., Ohio.
PUBLICATION: American Ceramic Society, Journal, vol. 63,
July-Aug. 1980, p. 401-403
ABSTRACT: Si aluminum oxynltride solid solutions (slelons)
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based ou beta SI3N 4 end S]2NIU behave dif[erenily
in contact with molten Si. Zhe Sl2N20-based alelons
convert to almost pure SijN4, apparently through a
two step decomposition and solution-precipitation reaction,
whereas the beta-Sl3N 4 aielons ere preferentially
attacked at the train boundaries. The composition of the
grain-boundary phase appears to control the rate of
reaction.
materials test, tile Si sliest Leak, the pruducLlun proces
sea and equipment task, and encapsulation. The PV Concen-
trator Technology Development Project is also discussed.
It is concluded that terrestrial PV technology that has
either been developed to date or is currently under
development will not have any significant effect on the
performance or cost of solar cells end panels for space
over the near term (1980-1990).
TITLE: Minority Carrier Diffusion Lengths end Absorption
Coefficients in silicon Sheet Haterial
AUTIIOR: K.A. Dumas and R.T. SWi_a
CORPOEATE AUTE: Jet Propulsion LaboraLory; University of
Southern California, Los Angeles.
MEETING LOCATION: Role of Electro-Optics in Photovoltsic
Energy Conversion; ProceedinEs of the
Seminar, San Diego, California, July
31, Aug. 1, 1980. (A81-39527 18-44)
Eeltingham. Washington, Society of
PhotoOptlcal Instrumentation
Engineers, 1980. p. 16-20
ABSTRACT: Host of the methods which have been developed
for Lhe measuremenL of the minority carrier diffusion
length of Si wafers require that the materiel have either
a Schottk¥ or an ohmic contact. The surface photovolLage
(SPV) technique is an exception. The SPV technique could,
therefore, become a valuable diagnostic tool in connection
with current efforts to develop low-cost processes for the
production of solar cells. The technique depends on •
knowledge of the optical absorption coefficient. The
considered investigation is concerned with • reevaluation
of the absorption coefficient as a function of Si
processing. A comparison of absorption coefficient values
showed these values to be relatively consistent from
sample to sample, and independent of the sample Erowth
method.
TITLE: Opts Electronic Properties of Cells Made from
Various silicon Forms
AUTHOR: H. You, P. lies, and S. Hyland
CORPORATE AUTli: Applied Solar KnerEy Corp., City of
Industry, California; Jet Propulsion
Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: Role of electro-optlcs in PV energy
conversion_ ProceudinEs of the Seminar,
Sen Diego, CA, July 31 Aug. 1, 1980.
(A81-39527 18-44) Bellingham,
Washington, SocieLy of Photo-Optical
Instrumentation Engineers, 1980,
p. 21-25
ABSTRACT: Opts electronic properties of Lhe various si
forms were obtained from the solar cell performance.
Performance parameters included the PV characteristics,
minority carrier diffusion length, spectral response end
small light spot scanning. Self consistent results were
obtained from the various measurement techniques, which
can providu useful information on sheet quality, ss a
poLential for low coaL terrestrial applications, and areas
where the sheet formaLion metirods can be improved.
TITLg: The Applicability of DOE Solar Cell and Array
Teclznology to Space Power
AUTHOE: J.A. Scott Monck, P.M. Stalls, end P.A. Berman
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: Energy to the 21st Century; Proceedings
of the Fifteenth Intersociety Energy
Conversion Zngineertn6 Conference,
Seattle, Washington, AuE. 18 22, 1980,
Volume I. (A80-48165 21-44) New York,
American Institute of Aeronautics end
Astronautics, Inc., 1980, p+ 364-3?0
ABSTRACT: Current trends in terrestrial PV that might
benefit future space power needs are reviewed, gmphesis
is placed on the LEA Project with attention given to the
TITLE: Analysis of Forced ConvecLlon Heat Flow KffecLa in
Horizontal Ribbon Growth from the Melt
AUTHOR: J.A. Zoutendyk
COEPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: Journal of Crystal Growth, vol. 50, Sept.
1980, p. 83-93
ABSTEACT: A heat transport analysis which considers forced
convective fluid flow induced by the motion of • continuous
solid ribbon over a melt has been done for horizontal rib-
bon growLh. A model has been developed which treats both
scLtve end passive cooling at the ribbon surface. The re-
suits show that heal flow from the melt requires active
cooling in the region of the leading growth edge or growth
tip. Steady-state liquid-solid interface shape Is analyzed
end numerical results are given for steady-state pulling
of Sl ribbon.
TITLE: DeEradation of solar cell Performance by Areal
lnhomoguneity
AUTHOR: F.A. Lindholm, J.A. Hazer, J.R. Dsvis, end
J.1. Arreola
COKPOEATE AUTH: University of Florida, Gainesville,
Florida; Westinghouse Research end
Development Center, PittsburEh,
Pennsylvania, Institute Nactonal de
Astrofisica, SpLice y Electronics,
Pueblo, Mexico
PUBLICATION: Solid State Electronics, eel. 23, Sept.
1980, p. 967 971
AESTHACT: Calculations have been made that show how
severely areal inhomogeneity can degrade solar celt con
version efficiency. Two general types of areal inhume
fancily are discussed. In the first type, the emitter
recombination current conLrols the [ V characLeristics for
voltages near the maximum power voltage, and areal earls
Lions in Lhe structural or material parameters of the emiL-
Let are assumed to occur. For this type of steal inhomo
geneiLy, the base recombination current controls the dark
l-V characLeristics, and areal vsrtaLions in Lhe base
minority carrier lifetime are assumed to occur. For this
type, the poor quality area again dominates in determining
the conversion efficiency, thouEh less strongly than for
the first type of areal inhomogenetty. An extension of
the meLhod used Lo demonstrate this behavior can provide a
first order solution of the general three dimensional
boundary value problem resulting from areal inhomogeneity;
this extension is briefly described.
TITt.E: Diagnostic Study of BSF Silicon Solar Cells
AUTDOE: H. Yes, P. lies, F. He, G. Pollock, and K. Koliwad
CORPORATE AUTH: Applied Solar EnerEy Corp., City of
Industry, California; Jet Propulsion
Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: Symposium on Materials end New
Processing Technologies for
Photovoltsics, Hollywood, Florida, Oct.
1980, ProceedinEs. (A82-34076 16-44)
PenninEton, New Jersey, Electrochemical
Society, Inc., 1981, p. 147-158.
ABSTRACT: Solar cells equipped with back surface fields
(BSF) were fabricated by means of an aluminum alloy, boron
diffusion, and boron ion implantation. The importance of
initial thickness, resistivity, orientation, and the
crystal growth method were examined. Aluminum in peste
form was screen printed on the cell, followed by alloy
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toNnatlou at 800 C for m mlnuLe. AppilcaL|on of tlte BSFs
resulted in open circuit voltage improvements dependent on
the substrate resletiviLy, ranging from 10 mV aL 0.3 ohm-cm
to 40 mV at 15 ohm-cm. The gains in performance were
eLtributed to a longer penetration depth, a heightened
concentration profile st the interface, and higher con-
centrations in the p+ layer.
TITLE:
AUTHOR: C.P. Chen
CORPORATE AUTHOR:
MEETING LOCATION:
Analytical Calculation of Thickness Versus
Diameter Requirements of silicon Solar Cells
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Symposium on Materials and New
Processing Technologies for
Photovoltaics, Hollywood, Florida, OcL.
1980, Proceedings. (A8234076 16 44)
Penntngton, New Jersey, glectrochemical
Society, Inc., 1981, p. 187 195
ABSTRACT: It may be more cost-effective to produce larger
diameter Si Cz solar cells. However, greater thickness is
anticipated to be necessary for larger diameter wafers to
withstand wafering, cell processing and handling. No
material standard for these dimensional requirements is
practical or cost-effective for cell manufacturers. The
equations relating wafer thickness and diameter were de-
rived by using fracture mechanics analysis. An analytical
model was used as a guideline to estimate thickness versus
diameter requirements of Si solar cells in terms of frac-
ture mechanics parameters.
TITLE: Relatively Low-Temperature Pyrolysis of Silane in
Free Space
AOTH: H. Levee
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: Symposium on Materials and New
Processing Technologies for
PhoLovoltatcs, Hollywood, Florida. Oct.
1980, Proceedings. (A82-34076 16-44)
Pennlngton, New Jersey, Electrochemical
Society, Inc., 1981, p 68-79
ABSTRACT: The continuous flow pyrolyzer is a free-space
reactor that is used to study the effects uf concentra
Lion, flow rule and temperature in making solar-grade si
by pyrolysis of silsne gas. Mock with the continuous flow
pyrolyzer is within the LSA Project. The work has led to
a new theoretical treatment of silann pyrolysis in free
space at relatively low temperatures 1550 C to 750 C). It
involves a sequenLial, three step mechanism of particle
growth: first, Si atom generation by homogeoeoua reaction;
second, cosguletion to a O.l micron particle due to
Brownian motion and van dec Maals forces; and finally,
chemical vapor deposition by heLerogeneoua reaction to
final particle size.
TITLE: Development of a MeaLherable Acrylic Klastomer for
Solar Cell Encapsulation
AUTIIOR: R. l. iang, A. Yavrouian, and A. GupLa
CORPORATE RUTH; Jet propulsion Laboratory
NEE'rING LOCATION: Symposium on Materials and New
Processing Technologies for
Photovoltalcs, Hollywood, Florlds, Oct.
1980, Proceedings. (A8234076 16-44)
Pennington, Hew Jersey, Electrochemical
Society, Inc., 1981, p, 261-265
ABSTRACT: Poly n-butylacrylate (PnBA) will be discussed
as a potenLial candidate to be used in solar cell encap
sulation, a new process has been developed in which PnBA
can be readily cross linked from a solvent free syrup by a
thermal process to give a highly flexible transparent film
which does not creep significantly st temperature of up to
90 C. This process can be automated without the use of
high cost capital equipment. Photodegradation of PnBA has
also been modeled as • function of wavelengths end InSert--
saSSes. Its photostabillty will be discussed.
lillE: i'hot,Jvotta|c Kncepsulatiun Motet'iris
AUTItOR; B. Rsum, P.W. Willis, and B.C. Cuddihy
CORPORATE AUTH: Sprtngborn Laboratories, Inc., gnfield,
Connecticut; Jet Propulsion Lab0raLory
MEETING LOCATION: Symposium on Materials and New
Processing Technologies for
PhoLovoltalcs, Hollywood, Florida, Oct.
1980. Proceedings. (A82-34016 16-44)
Pennington, New Jersey, glectrochemical
Society, Inc., 1981, p. 223-260
ABSTRACT: Candidate materials for the construction of
cost effective _olar cell fiat array modules are reviewed.
Fabrication gosls include electricity production at $.IO/M
with a lifetime of 20 yr. Research is currently directed
toward Low cost encspsulants and substretes for the cells,
and ouLer covers which resist weathering. EVA at $.09/sq
ft has displayed the most promising results as the encap
sulant laminate when subjected Lo peroxide cross linking
to prevent melting. EVA accepts the addition of antioxi
dant$, quenchers, absorbers, and stabilizers. Wood is
favored ss the rigid subsLrate due to cost, while top
covers in substrate modules comprise candidate acrylic and
polyvinyl fluoride films and a copolymer. Finally, fiber
glass mat is placed between the substraLe and the EVA poL
tant as s mechanical support and for electrical insulation.
TITLE: lietcrogeneous Decomposition of Silane in a Fixed
Bed Reactor
AUTHOR: S.K. lya, R.N. Flagella, and F.S. Dipaolo
CORPORATE AUTii: Union Carbide Corp., Tonawands, New York
MEETING LOCATi(IN: Symposium on Materials and New
Processing Technologies for
PhoLovoltaics, Hollywood, Florlda, Oct.
1980, Proceedings. (A82 34076 16 44)
Pennington, New Jersey, Electrochemical
Society, Inc., 1981, p. 8091
ABSIRACT: Betero&eneous decomposition of silane in a
_luidized bed offers an attractive route for the low cost
producLiort _i Si for PV application. To obtain design
data for a fluid bed silane pyrolysis reactor, deposition
experiments were conducted in s small-scale fixed bed
apparatus. Data on the decomposition mode, plating rate,
end depot;iLion morphology were obtained in the temperature
range bOO to 900 C. Conditions favorable for heterogenous
decomposiLiun with good deposition morphology were idenLi
fied. The kinetic rate data showed tbn reaction to be
first order with an activation energy of 38.8 kcsl/mole,
which agrees well with work done by others. The results
are promising for the development of an economically
attractive fluid bed process.
TITLE: Silicon Sheet - A Key to Low Cost Solar Cells
AUTHOR: R.H. Hopkins
CORPORATE AUTB: Mestinghousn Research nod Development
Center, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
MEETING t.OCATION: Symposium on Materials and New
Processing Technologies for
Vhotovoltaica, Hollywood, Florida, Oct.
1980, Proceedings. (A82 34076 16 44)
PenntngLon, New Jersey, Electrochemical
Society, lnc., 19Bl, p. 92-10/
ABSTRACT: The levels of advancement of various methods of
mass producing Si sheets for solar cells are assessed.
Indirect methods involve initial formation of the crystal
and then sawing to shape. Growth is produced by either
the Cz method or by directional freezing. Direct amthods
involve for,sin& the finished cell in a one step process,
and include capillary shaping, dendritic web, ribbon LO
ribbon, si on ceramic, horizontal ribbon growth, roller
quenching, and filament guided ribbon growth. The pro
ducLion of conmtercially producible cella by indirect
methods is not regarded as possible. The St on ceramic
process called SCIM is mentioned to avoid impurities build-
up by passing graphlLtzed mullite substrata through molten
St up to a rate of 30 cm/min. An efficiency of 10.5% was
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tepuvlud In 198U. AuLomatlun is noted Lo be Llle pt'oduc
Lion sung, especially for St web and edge defined growLh
methods. The iatLer has yielded 14.5% efficient ceils.
TITLE: High Rfficiency end Nadiatioo Hard Solar Cells
from Oeudrltlc Web Silicon Ribbon
AUTHOR: A. kohatgl, J.R. Davis, P. RaiChoudhury,
R.G. Seidensticker, and R._. Campbell
CORPORATE AUTB: WeaLinghouse Research and DevelopmenL
Gaoler, PiLLaburgh, Pennsylvania
MEETING LOCATION: Symposium on Materials and New
Processing Technologies for
Photovoltaics, Hollywood, Florida, Oct.
1980, Proceedings. (A82 340/6 16 44)
Pennlngton, New Jersey, Electrochemical
Society, Inc., 1981, p. 108 118
ABSTRACT: Features and performance of dendritic web Si
solar cells ace examined and compared wiLh FZ Si cells.
The web iS gcowu between two dendrites withdrawn from
mellon Si through a freezing slot. Present web grown
waters conLain three (111) Lwin planes parallel to the
surface. Sample n pp ceils were produced with boron
doping aud a resisLsnce of 1-tO ohmcm, and FZ cells were
grown at 850 C Ins the front joncLloo and 950 C for Lbe
back surface field. Current voltage characteristics of
boLh kinds of cells were sLudied at 91.6 mM/sq cm illumin
ation under AM1 conditions. The cells were also examined
for radiation resistance by exposure tO a 1 MeV electron
beam and subsequent observations by spectroscopy. Both
cells feaLured a maximum efficiency of 15%, a figure which
was slightly higher after oxide passlvatlon treatment. The
web and FZ cells tolerated radiation equally.
TITI.E: Current Status of Solar Cell Performance of
Uncooventiooal Silicon Sheets
AUTHOR: H.I. Yon and J.K. Liu
CORPOEATE AUTH: Applied Solar Energy Corp., City of
Industry, California; Jet Propulsion
Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference;
Proceedings of Lhe Third International
Conference, Cannes, France, Oct. 27-3I,
1950. (A82 24101 10.44) Dordrecht, D.
Reidel Publishing Co., 19El, p. 54g 552
ABSTNACT: it is pointed out that activities in recent
years directed towards reducLion in the cost of Si solar
cells for' Lect'estrial PV applications have resulted in
impressive advancemenLs in the area of Si sheet formation
from melt. The techniques used in the process of sheet
formation can be divided inLo two general categories. All
approaches in one category require subsequent ingot wafer
ins. The various procedures of the second category produce
Si in sheet form. The performance of baseline solar cells
is discussed The baseline process included identifies
Lion marking, slicing to size, and surface treatamnt (etch-
polishing) when needed. Attention is also given to the
performance of cells with process variations, and the
effects of alleet quslity on performance and processing.
TITLg: Screenable All-Metal Solar Cell Electrodes of
Nickel and Copper
AUTHOR: B. RoSs and D.B. Bickler
CORPORATE AUTH; Bernd Ross Associates, San Diego,
California; Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: Photovo_talc Solar Energy Conference;
Proceedings of the Third International
Conference, Cannes. France, Oct. 27-31,
1980. (A82-24101 10-44) Dordrecht, D.
Reidel Publishing Co., 1981, p. 614-678
ABSTRACT: Screenable thick film solar cell electrodes are
made using the all metal electrode system, which eliminates
the coamtonly used glass frit and substitutes an oxide scav-
enger such aa silver fluoride. The low temperature firing
copper metal systems give good result= on solar sells ob-
raisin B cell eillctenctes el IJ% AMi, and adhet'tng slnLered
aLructures are demonstrated with nickel systems. The po-
tential effect of copper upon cell performance at elevated
t_mperaLures over long periods of time is determined, and
it ia found Lhat the formation of s copper Si eutectlc at
550 C produces needle like structures with broad bases on
the silicon, exLending inLo and occasionally through the
metallizaLion layer.
TII'I.E: Directional Solidification of MG Silicon by Heal
Exchanger Method for Photovoltalc Applications
AUTIIOR: F. Schmid, M. Basaran, and C.P. KhatLak
CORPORATE AUTH: Crystal Systems, Inc., Salem,
Massachusetts
MEETING L.OCATION: Photovo]taic Solar Energy Conference;
Proceedings of the Third International
Conference, Cannes, France, eel. 27-31,
1980. (A82-24101 10-44) Dordrecht, D.
Reidel Publishing Co., 1981, p. 252=25b
ABSTRACT: None.
TITLE: Natural Sunlight Accelerated WeaLhering of
Photovoltalc Kodutea
AUTHOR: G.A. Zerlaut, T.B. Anderson, and J.C. ArnetL
CORVORATE AUTiI: DSRT Laboratories, Inc., Phoenix,
Arizona; Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: Vhotovoltaic Solar Energy Conference;
Proceedings of the Third International
Conference, Cannes, France, Oct. 27-31,
1980. (A82 24101 10-44) Dordrecht, D.
Reidel Publishing Co., 1981, p. 151 155
ABSTRACT: PV modules are exposed to the equivalent of ten
years of suniighL aging in an accelerated exposure testing
and evaluation program, the objective being to determine
the leo 8 term durability characLeristlcs of flat plate mod
ules in comparatively short periods of time. The modules
are illuminated with concentrated sunlight in a large, sun
tracking, Fresnel reflecting solar concentrator. The
effects of the accelerated exposure are assessed by per-
forming periodic visual inspections and electrical measure
sleets. IL is found that field experienced failure modes
are duplicated, that acceleration factors of 6s Lo 8x are
readily aLtainahle, and that the test method is feasible
as a predictive Leo1 for PV module lifetime durability.
TITLE: Evaluation of Siliconon Ceramic Material for
Low. Coal Solar Cells
AUTHOR: J.D. ZooR
CORPORATE AUTR: Honeywell Corporate Technology Center,
Btoomlngdale_ Minnesota
MEETING LOCATION: PhoLovoltaic Solar Energy Conference;
Proceedings of the Third Internstlonal
Conference, Cannes, Frsnce, Oc£. 27-31,
1980. (A82 24101 I0-44) Dordrecht, D.
_eidel Publlehlng Co.0 lqgl, p. 56q-5/3
ABSTRACT: The SOC process produces thin layers of Si on
inexpensive ceramic substrates. The layers are produced
by unidirectional solidification of molten Si, and are
polycrystalline. Solar cells made from SOC material have
performed with a conversion efficiency of I0.5%. In con-
nection with the objective to improve the efficiency of
SOC solar cells, an investigation was conducted to assess
the relative importance of grain boundaries and impurities.
In order to separate the two effects, LBIC measurements of
Lhe short-circuit current were made using a micron-sized
light beam from a moeochromator. The LBIC measurements
are clo=ely related to solar cell performance since the
technique identifies the various spatial end spectral con-
tributions to solar cell current. On the basin of the ob-
tained results, it appears that aLrucLural defects are more
important than ehemleal defects in IImlting the performance
of present SOC solar cell=.
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lIlle: I.o_ CoeL Solar Array ['reject Prugcess alld |'lsns
AUTBOR: W,T. Callaghan
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETlNG LOCATION: PhoLovolLaic Solar Energy Conference;
Proceedings of lhe Third International
Conference, Cannes, France, Oct. 27-31,
1980. (A82-24101 [0 44) Dordrecht, D.
Reidel Publishing Co., 1981, p. 219 286
ABSTNACT: The considered project is pact of Lhe DOE PV
Technology and Market Development Program, This pro&ram is
concerned with the development and the utillzetlon of cost
competitive PV systems. The project has the objective to
develup, by 1986, Lhe national capability to manufsctuce
low cost, long life PV arrays at production rates tiler will
realize economies of scsle, and at a price of less than
$O./O/W. The array performance objectives inclnde an effi-
ciency greater ti_an 10% and an opersting lifetime longer
than 20 yr. Ti|e objective of the Si mateclal task is to
establish the practicality of processes for producing
silicon suitable for terrestrial PV appllcatlone at a price
of $i4/kg. The large area sheet Lask is concerned with
the development of process technology for sheet fovalation.
Low cost encapsulstion material systems are being developed
in connection with the encapsulation task. Another project
goal is related to the development of economical process
sequences.
TITLE: Progress Toward Goals in Silicon Sheet Development
AUTIIOR: K.M. Koliwad and M.H. Leipold
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: Photovoltalc Solar Energy Conference;
Pcoceedlngs of the Third [eternstlonel
Conference, Cannes. France, Oct. 27-31,
1980. (A92-24101 I0 44) Docdrecht, D.
Reidel Publishing CO., 1981, p. 228-235
ABSTRACT: One of the goals of the national PV program in
the U.S. is the establishment of an industry producing PV
material which can he sold at a price not rereading $O./O/W
by I98b. A key element C_nCeL'ning the ech[evement of this
6oel is the deeeiopment and uLllization of improved methods
foc producing Si sheet. Specific technolu&tes being inves
tigaLed in this connection car be dieided into two cats
gories. Methods of one category ace besed on a utilization
of sheet growth techniques including film fed growth, den
dcitic web, and si on ceramic processes. The approaches
used by methods of the second category involve ingot and
wafering processes, including Cz growth, the heat eachange
method, multiblede procedures, and the use of a fixed abra-
sive multiwire. It is found that using $84/Kg St, most
sheet technologies would yield module prices in the $2.001Wp
to $3.00/Wp range.
TITLE: A U.S. View of Silicon Production Processes
AUTHOR: R. Lutwack
CORPORATE AUTB: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: Photovoltalc Solar Energy Conference;
Proceedings of the Third International
Con(stance, Ceases, Prance, Oct. 27 31,
1980. (A82 24101 I0 44l Dordrecht, D.
Reidel Publishie& Co., 1971, p. 220-22?
ABSTRACT: One of the objectives of the LSA Project is the
demonstration of the pcacticallty of processes for pcoduc.
ing st, suitable for fabricating solar cells for tetras
trial applications, at prices lOSS than $14/Kg. Approaches
being investigated are related to a metallurgical Sl/ei
lane/St process, a metallurgical Si/dichlorosilanelSiemens
type process, and a Si tetcachlorlde zinc reduction pro
cess. There is a great probability that the first process
will yield semiconductor grade St at a price less than
$141Kg. The second process appears to be capable of pro-
riding polysiltcon with a purity equivalent to the preeent
commercial semiconductor grade Si at a price of about
$20/gg. &n important pact of the program is the investiga-
tion of the effects of impurities on the performance of
solar cells.
titlE: luttvsttial Photuvo|Lalc Periormauce Reterenue
Conditions
AUTHOR: R.G. Ross, Jr.
CORPO_AIE AUTH: Jet Propulsion l.aboretorx
MEETING [.OrAtiON: Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference;
Proceedings of the Third International
Conference, Cannes, France, Oct. 21 31,
1980. (A82 24101 1044} Dordrecht, D.
Reidel Publishing Co., 1981, p. /31 135
ABSf_ACT: The rationale behind the selection of key PV
parrots, dace reference (cepovting) conditions, including
the standard AMi5 solar spectrum and reference icradiance
and cell temperature levels, is investigated. Besides
providing a repeatable cefereece for performance compact
sons, it i_ _h_wn that the choice of reference conditions
directly coIltrols the accuracy of array energy output pre
dictiou cslcolstions. Conclusions ace drawn on the
accuracy ss_ociaLed witt_ present reference conditions, and
recog_Leltdstlotls are made concerning alternative reference
conditivns wilt+ improved accuracy.
TITI.E: Multiple E_G Silicon Ribbon Technology as the
basi_ foe" Manufacturing Low Cost Terrestrial Solar
Cells
AUTIIOR: B. Mackintosh, J.P. Kaleje, C.T. No, end F._. Wald
CORPORATE AIJTlt; Mobil Tyro Solar Energy Corp., Waltham,
Massachusetts
MEETING t.OCATLON: Photovoltaic Solar Energy Confecencel
Proceedings of the Third International
Conference, Cannes, France, Oct. 27 31,
1980. (A82 24101 10-44) Docdrecht, D.
Reldel Publishing Co., 1981, p. 553 b51
ABSTRACT: Mackintosh et al. (19/8) have reported on the
development ot a alultiple ribbon fuceace based on the EFG
process [or the fabrication of Si ribbon. It has been
demonstrated that this technology can meet the requirements
for a Si substvate alalerial to be used in the msnufacture
of solar p_nels which can meet requirements regarding s
sallies price eL $O./O/Wp wheu c_rtain goals in tat'ms of
throughput and quality are achieved. These goals for the
multiple ribbon technology using 10 cm wide ribbon require
simulta.cou_ growth of 12 ribbons by one operator at aver
age speeds o[ q to 4.5 eat/mill, and 13% efficient solar
cells. ^ description is presented of the progress made
toward achieving these goals. It is concluded that the
required performance levels have now been achieved. The
separate aspects of technology must now be integrated into
a single prototype furnace.
TITLE: Silicou Solar Celia with Nickel/Solder
Metsllization
AUTHOR: R.C. Peterson and A. Muleo
CORPORATE AUTH: Solacez Corp., Rockville, Maryland
MEETING I.OCATtON: Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference;
Proceedings of the Third International
Conference, Cannes, France, Oct. 27-31,
1980. (A82 24101 10-44) Dordcecht, O.
Reidel Publishing Co., 19el, p. 684 690
ABSTRACT: "the use of nickel plus solder ia shown to be
feasible for contact metallization for Si solar cells by
offering a relatively inexpensive method of making elec-
trical contact with the cell carfares. Nickel is plated
on Si solar cells using an electrolee= chemical deposition
method to give contacts with good adhesion, and in susie
cases where adhesion is poor initially, sintering under
relatively mild conditions will dramatically improve the
quality of the bond without harming the p-n junction of
the cell. The cells can survive terreetrlal environment
etresses, which ts demonstrated by a 1000 h test at 85 C
and 85% relative Immidity under constant forward bias of
0.45 V.
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IllS,E: lhe |IspscL ol Hol_hdenlunt on silicon and Si[icoli
Solar Cell Performance
AUTHOR: A. Rohstgi, R.H. Hopkins, J.R. Davis,
H.B. Campbell, and H.C.Mollenkopf
CORPORATE AUTH: Westinghouse Research and DevelopmenL
Center, PitLsburgh, Pennsylvania; Itemlock
Semiconductor Corp., Hemlock, Htchigan
PUBLICATION: Solid SLate Electronics, eel. 23, NOV. 1980,
p. 1185 1190
ABSTHACT: Deep level Lranstent spectroscopy coupled with
dark and lighted 1V measureamnts were used to sLudy the
electrical properties of Si crystals and solar cells pur=
poaely contaminated with conLrolled amounts of molybdenum.
Me severely degrades minority carrier lifetime, and hence
solar cell performance, by inducing a recombinaLton center
at Ee _ 0.30 eV. Neither HCf nor POCI 3 gartering st tea.
peratures as high as 1100 C and times up to five hours mit-
igate the effects of Me. Because the Me segregaLlon coef-
ficient is small, 4.5 x 10 8, impurity contamtnaLlon of
Si during crystal growth can be kept below the levels for
which electrical properties are affected.
T1TLK: The Generation of Electron Hole Pairs in Very Thin
Solar Cells Possessing an Optical Back. Surface
Reflector
AUTIIOR: O. Von Rods
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBI. ICATiON: Journal of Applied Physics, eel. 51, Dec.
1980, p. 6426 6428
ABSTRACT: It is pointed out that very thin solar cells
(1 micron thick or less) as, for example, amorphous Si or
cadmium sulfide cells, possessing a back surface reflector
should be regarded as Fabry-PeroL cavities as far as the
genoraLion of electron hole pairs by light is concerned.
The gencraLion care of electron hole pairs as s function
of distance front the front surface exhibits characteristic
interference patLerns which are not negligible and must be
accounted for in an analysis of the performance of such s
cell.
TITLE: Investigation of Contact Metallization Systems for
Solar Cells
AUTHOR: R.B. Campbell and a. Rohatgi
COEPORATE AUTH: Westinghouse Electric Corp., PILtsburgh,
Pennsylvania
PUBLICATION: ElecLrochemical SocieLy, Journal, eel. 121,
Dec. 1980, p. 2/02 2104
ARSTRACT: in conventional solar cells, evaporaLed Ti Pd Ag
metallization sysLem has been found reliable. However, for
low cost terrestrial applications, its cost effectiveness
may be questioned. Electroplated Ag and Cu have been loves.
fixated ss replacements for evaporated Ag and have given
resuILs comparable to the evaporated Ti-Pd-A& system.
TITLE: New Technologies for Solar Energy Silicon -- Cost
Analysis of Dichlorosilane Process
AUTIIOR: C.I.. Yaws, E. Y. Li, T.C.T. Chu, C.S. Fang,
R. Lutwack, and a. Briglio, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: [.amar Univ., Beauatont, Texas; Uniserstty
of Southweslern Louisiana, LafayeLte,
Indiana; Jet Propulsion l.aboratot'y
PUBI.ICATION: Solar Energy, vol. 21, no. 6, 1981,
p. 539-546
ABSTRACT: A reduction in the cost of si for solar cells
is an important objective in a project concerned with the
reducLion of the cost of electricity produced with solar
cells. The cost goal for the Si material is about $14/kg
(1980 dollars). The process which is currenLly employed
to produce semiconductor grade Si from tcichlorostlane is
not suited for meeting this cost goal. Other processes
for producing Si are, therefore, being investigated. A
description is presenLed of results obLatned for the DCS
process which involves the production of dichlorosilane as
s St source material iur solar energy Si. Major benefiLs
of dichlorosilane as a Si source material include faster
reaction rates for chemical vapor deposition of silicon.
The DCS process involves the reaction 2SiHC13 yields
reversibly SiH2C12 + SiC14. The results of a co_t
analysis indicate a total product cost without profit of
$1.29/kg of SiH2C12.
TITLE: The Properties of Pol¥cryattlline Silicon Solar
Cells with Controlled Titanium Additions
AUTHOR: A. Rohatgi, R.H. Hopkins, and J.R. Davis
COEPOBATE AUTH: Westinghouse Research and Development
Center, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
PUBLICATION: lEEK Transactions on Electron Devices, vol.
ED-28, Jan. 1981, p. 103-108
ABSTRACT: By coupling the results of electrical measure
manta, such as spectral response, lighted and dark IV
determinations, and deep level-transient spectroscopy with
optical and laser scan photomicroscopy, the effecLs of
grain boundaries and impuriLies on Si solar cells were
evaluaLed. Titanium, which produces two deep levels in
si, degrades cell performance by reducing bulk lifetime
and thus cell short-circuit current. Electrically active
grain boundaries induce carrier recombination in the bulk
and depletion regions of the solar cell. Experimental
data imply a small but ateasurable segregation of titanium
into some grain boundaries of the polycrystalline Si con-
taining high Ti concentration. However, for the titanium-
contaminated polyccystalline material used in this study,
solar cell performance is dominated by the electrically
acLive titanium concentration in the grains. Microstruc-
torsi impacts on the devices are of secondary importance
TITLE: The Depletion Layer of Amorphous p n Junctions
AUTtIOR: O. Von ROdS
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: Journal of Applied Physics, eel. 52, Feb.
1981, p. 1096, 1091
ABSTRACT: It is shown that within reasonable approxima-
tions for the density of state distribution within the
mobility gap of a-St, a one to-one correspondence exists
between the elecLrlc field distribution in the transition
region of an amorphous p-n junction and that in the deple-
Lion layer of a crystalline p-n Junction. Thus it is in-
furred that the depletion layer approximation which leads
to a parabolic potential distribution within the depletion
layer of crystalline junctions also constitutes a fair
approximation in the case of amorphous junctions. This
fact greatly simplifies an analysis of solid state else
ironic devices based on amorphous material (i.e., solar
cells).
TITLE: Effect of Zinc Impurity on Silicon Solar Cell
Efficiency
AUTHOR: C.T. Ssh, P.C.H. Chan, C.-K. Wang, K.A. Yamakawa,
R. Lutwack, and R.L.-Y. Sah
CORPORATE AUTH: Illinois Univ., Urbana, Illinois; Jet
Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: IEKK Transactions on Electron Devices, vol.
ED-28, Mar. 1981, p. 304-313
ABSTRACT: Zinc i$ a major residue impurity in the prepara--
Lion of solar grade Si material by the zinc vapor reduction
of Si tetrachloride. This paper projects that in order to
get a 17% gMi cell efficiency for the Block IV module of
the LEA Project, the concentration of the zinc recombine
Lion centers in the base region of Si solar cells must be
less then 4 x i0 II Zn/cu cm in the p base n+-p-p _ cell and
? x 1011Zn/cu cm in the n base p_-n-n + cell for a base
dopant impurity concentration of 5 x 1014 stoms/cu cm.
If the base dopant impurity concentration is increased by
a factor of IO to 5 x I015 atoms/cu cm, then the maximum
allowable zinc concentration is increased by a factor of
about two for a 17% AM1 efficiency. The thermal equilib-
rium electron and hole recombination and generation rates
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at the double accepter zinc centers are ubtahled from pro
vious high field measurements az well as new measurements
at zero field described In this paper. These rates are
used in the exact dr-circuit model to compute the
projections.
TITLE: Short lnterval Tenting of Solar Cells
AUTIiOE: C.R. saylor and J.W. Lathrop
CORPORATE AUTH: Clemson University, Clemson, South
Carolina
MEETING LOCATION: SOUTHEASTCON '81; Proceedings of the
Region 3 Conference and Exhibit,
Huntsville, Alabama, April 5-8, 1981.
(A81-44676 21 31) Piscataway, New
Jersey, Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, lnc., 1981,
p. 561 564
ABSTRACT: A drawback of conventional electrical evaluation
procedures regarding solar cells is related to time consum-
in_ operations required in the determination of specific
parameters, such as the maximum power point, from the
plotLed curves, and to the transfer of data to a large
diEitel computer for analysis and manipulation. This is
especially true when large numbers of cells must be
measured. TO overcome such drawbacks, a digital short
interval tester was deafened and constructed. The new
tester provides rapid and accurate measurements at con
slant temperature. The utilization of a light shutter
makes it possible to measure up to 200 data polnLs along
the I V curve in less than a sac, thus avoiding thermal
effects. Because the system is digital, parameters such
as the maximum power may be calculated direcLly from the
data.
TITLE: Development of an Accelerated Reliability Test
Schedule for Terrestrial Solar Cells
AUTtlOR: J.W. Lathrop and J.L. Prince
CORPORATE AUTB: Clemson University, Clemson. South
Carolina
PUBLICATION: National Association of Corrosion Engineers,
International Corrosion Forum, Toronto,
Canada, Apr. 6 10, 1981, Paper. 20 p
ABSTRACT: An accelerated test schedule usin8 a minimum
amount of tests and a minimum number of cells has been
developed on the basis of stress test results obtained
from more than 1500 cells of seven different cell types.
The proposed tests, which include bias temperature, bias-
temperaturehumidity, power cycle, thermal cycle, and
thermal shock tests, usa as little as IO and up to 25
ceils, depending on the test type.
TITLE: A Quantitative Method for Photovoltaic Eneapsula
Lion System Optimization
AUTHOR: A. Garcia, IIl, C.P. Minning, and 8.F. Cuddihy
CORPORATE &UTH: Spectrolab, Inc., Sylmac, California;
Hughes Aircraft Co., Culver City,
California; Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: Material and process applications
Land, sea, air, space; Proceedings of
the Twentyslxth National Symposium end
Exhibition, Los AnEeles, California,
April 28-30, 1981. (A81 44326 21-23)
Azusa, California, Society for the
Advancement of Material and Process
EnEineerlng, 1981, p. 108 118
ABSTRACT: It is pointed out that the design of encapsula-
tion systems for flat plate PV modules requires the ful-
fillment of confllctin8 design requirements. An investiga-
Lion was conducted wlth the objective to find an approach
which will make it possible to determine a system wlth
optimum characterlstlcs. The results of the thermal,
optical, structural, and electrical isolation analyses
performed in the investigation indicate the major factors
in the design of terrestrial PV modules. For defect-free
StStvtials, m|uLslum encapsulation th|ckitesses are determined
primarily by structural considerations. Cell temperature
is not strongly affected by encapaulant thlcknesa or
thermal conductivity. The emissivity of atodule surfaces
exerts a siEnificant influence on cell temperature. Encap-
sulanLs should be elastomeric, and rlba are required on
substrate modules. Aluminum ts unsuitable as a aubstrate
material. Antireflection coating is required on cell
surfaces.
TITLE: Transport Velocity Transformation - A Convenient
Method for Performance Analysis of Multilayer
Solar Cell Structure
AUTHOR: M. Wolf
CORPORATE AUTH: University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania
PUBLICATION: IEEK Transactions on Electron Devices, eel.
Eb 28, May 1981, p. 566-513
ABSTRACT: it is noted that in the case of low. level injec-
tie., space charge quasi neutrality, and spatially constant
material parameters (including an electrostatic field), the
individual layer can be treated analytically and the basic
solar cull performance parameters can be evaluated from
three equations. The first equation represents the trans-
formation of the transport velocity across the layer from
the other l_yer boundary. The second establishes the
light E_[,erated current output from the layer interface,
under the ant lucnce of the transport velocities and
minority caurier density at both layer boundaries and of
bulk recombinaLion. The third equation describes the flow
of thes_ carriers across other layers. The power of the
approach is considered to lie in its facility for analysis
of the solar cell's performance layer by layer, giving a
clear picture of the individual layer's influence on cell
efficiency.
TITLE: Accelerated WeatherinE of Photovoltalc Modules
Employi[,g Natural Sunlight
AUTHOE: Cr_ Zt_rluut, T.E. Anderson, and J.C. Arnett
CORPORATE AUTtt: DSET Laboratories, Inc., Phoenix,
Arizona; Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: Environmental Stress Impact and
Environmental EngineerinE Methods;
Proceedin8s of the Twenty seventh
Annual Technical Meeting on EmerEing
Environmental Solutions for the
Eighties, Los Angeles, California, May
5 7, 1981. Volume 1 (A83-31476 13 38),
Mt. Prospect, IL, Institute of
Euvironmental Sciences, 1981, p. 51 55
ABSTEACT: None
TITLE: OuLdoor and Laboratory Testin 8 of Photovoltalc
Modules
AUTIIOR: A. Hoffman, P. Jaffa, and J. Grlffith
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCAI'ION: Environmental Stress Impact and
Environmental Engineerin 8 Methods;
Proceedings Of the Twenty seventh
Annual Technical Meeting on _dner8ie E
Environmental Solutions for the
Eighties, Los An8eles, California, May
5 I, 1981. Volume 1 (A83 314;6 13 38).
Mr. Prospect, llllnois, Institute of
Environmental Sciences, L981, p. 32 39
ABSTRACT: AIi overview of ouLdoor and laboratory tesLing
beillg applied to terrestrial PV modules is presented.
Descriptions of the test procedures, examples of results,
and discussion of the advantaEes end shortcomings of each
approach are included. The test program consists of real-
time outdoor testing of ayaLems, modules and materials,
and accelerated outdoor testing and laboratory testing Of
modules, The test results SUBgest that the various typos
of tests complement each other and contribute toward the
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objectise ol setllyh,g the envtrunmenLs! sulLsbllliy oi
the product. A description of representative PV systems
operational in the U.S. in 1981 is presented, along with
an identification, description, end physical inspection
sun, sty of JPL test module sites and • sun_ary of degrade-
Lion and failure data for the modules.
TITLE: In,proved Performance from Solar Cells Made From
Candidate Sheet silicon Materials
AUTHOR: H.I. Yon, P.A. Iles, D.C. Leung, and S. Hyland
CORPORATE RUTH: Applied Solar EnerEy Corp., City of
Industry, California; Jet Propulsion
Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 15th 1EKE Photovoltslc Specialists
Conference, Kissimmee, Florida, May
12-15, 1981, Conference Record.
(A82 44928 23-44) New York, 1981,
p. 598 602
ABSTRACT: Performance of solar cells made from various
candidate Si sheets is updated and the results are pre
seated. Solar cells were fabricated using a baseline
process and other process variations, and tested under AMI
conditions. Performance of the baseline solar cells in
dicstes that remarkable improvements in material quality
here been achieved for most of the sheets, showing effl-
eiencies close to that of the control cells made from con-
ventional Cz Si. Process variations (or additions), in
general, have resulted in significant improvements in all
performance with a degree of change dependent on the pro
cess chosen end to a certain extent the sheet quality.
TITLE: System Design and Reliability Considerations for
an Intermediate Size Photovoltslc Power System for
a Remote Application
AUTHOR: G.T. Noel, L.H. $tember, end D.C. Cermichael
CORPORATE RUTH: Battelle Columbus Laboratories, Columbus,
Ohio
MEETING LOCATION: 15th IEEK Photovolteic Specialists
Con[erence, Kissis_ee, Florida, May
12-15, 1981, Conference Record.
(A82 44928 23-44) New York, 1981,
p. 725 731
ABSTRACT: The desiEn Of • PV power system for remote
applications is described. The preliminary requirements
placed on the system are high reliability of power end low
life cycle cost, considering equipment, remote instal-
lation, and operation and maintenance costs. The design
incorporates flat panel modules assembled onto steel
frames and prewired prior to shipment to the site, in
order to minimize on-slte installation costs, skilled
labor requirements, and risk of costly delays and failures.
Other components tnclude power conditioning units, battery
storage, battery charger, back-up diesel generators, and
controls. A methodology for system reliability analysis
using the fault-tree technique is illustrated to aid in
system design, and an assessment is made of mean time
between failures, mean time to restore/repalr, end system
availability.
TITLE: LergeAree Sillcon-on-Ceramlc Subetrates for
Low-Cost Solar Cells
AUTHOR: S.B. Schuldt, J.D. Heaps, F.M. Schmld, J.D. Zook,
and B.L. Grung
CORPORATE AUTH: Honeywell Corporate Reaearch Center.
Bloomington, Minnesota
MEETING LOCATION: 15th IEEE Photovolteic Specialists
Conference, Kissis_ee, Florida, May
12-15, 1981, Conference Record.
(A82-44928 23-44) New York. 1981, p.
934-940
ABSTRACT: The SCIM process to produce sac substritee has
been investigated for various growth conditions and sub-
strata velocities (4-30 cm/mtn). Slotted mullite-based
subatretes (lO-cm-wide by lO0-cm-lonE) have been coated
w|th s,noollL, continuous St layers, with tii|cknesses In Ihe
range from lO0 to 300 microns. Thermal stress (which can
be • problem at low velocities) is prevented by proper
thermal design. The highest SCIM-coated sac cell effici-
encies to dale are 7.5% (AMi, AR) as compared to i0.5_
(AMI, AE) for dip coated sac cells. Substantial improve-
ments in cell e[ficiency ere expected when high purity
parts are insLalled in the Seth coster.
TITLE: Thermal and Optical Performance of Encapsulation
Systems for Flat Plste Photovoltsic Modules
AUTHOR: C.P. MinninE, J.F. Coakley, C.M. Perrygo,
A. Carrie, Ill, E.F. Cuddlhy
CORPORATE AUTH: Hughes AircrafL Co., Culver City,
California; Spectrolab, Inc., Sylmar,
California; Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: lath lEEr Photovolteic Specialists
Conference, Kissia_ee, Florida, May
12-15, 1981, Conference Record.
(A82-44928 23 44) New York, 198l, p.
150-Ib5
ABSTRACT: The electrical power output from a PV module is
stron&ty influenced by the thermal end optical character
istics of the module encapsulation system. Described are
the methodology and computer model for performins fast and
accurate thermal and opticsl evaluations of different en
cepsuletlon systems. The computer model is used to evalu-
ate cell Lempersture, solar energy trensmiLtsnce through
the encapsulation system, and electric power output for
operation in a terrestrial environment. Extensive results
are presented for both euperstrate module and substrste-
module desi&n schemes which include different types of si
cell materials, pottsnts, and antlreflectlon coatings.
TITLE: Photovoltelc Module Rot-Spot Durability Design end
Test Methods
AUTHOR: J.C. Arnett and C.C. Gonzelez
CORPORATE RUTH: Jet Propulsioe Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 15th IEEE Photovoltalc Specialists
Conference, Kissin_ee, Florida, May
12-15, lq81, Conference Record.
(A82 44928 23-44) New York, 1981,
p. 1099 1105
ABSTRACT: AS part Of the JPL LSA Project, the suscepti.
bility of fst plate modules to hot spot problems is inves-
tigated. Hot spot problems arise in modules when the
cells become back biased and operate in the negative
voltage quadrant, as a result of shoct-circult current
mismatch, cell cracking or shadowing. The details of s
qualification test for determinin E the capability of
modules of surviving field hot-spot problems end typical
results of this test ere presented. In addition, recom-
mended clrcuit-design techniques for improving the module
and array reliability with respect to hot-spot problems
are presented.
TITLE: Overview - Flat-plate Technology - Review of LOW
Cost Solar Array Project
AUTHOR: W.T. Callaghan
CORPORATE RUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 15th lEEK Photovoltalc Specialists
Conference, Kissimmee, Forlde, May
12-15, 1981, Conference Record.
(A82-44928 23-44) New York, 1981,
p. 361 366
ASSTHACT: Progress and continuing plans for the joint
NASA/DOE program at JPL to develop the technologies and
indusLrlal processes necessary for mass production of
low cost solar arrays (LSA) which produce electricity from
solar cells at • cost of less than $0.701W are reviewed.
Attention is Etven to plans for a demonstration SI
refinement plant capable of yielding 1000 MT/yr, end to •
CVD process with chloroeilsne, which will yield material
at a cost of $21/k E. Ingot and shaped-sheet technoloEies ,
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usie8 elihel Cz gruwth aud lllm led growth methods have
jielded tall 15_ efficient cells in an automated process.
Encapsulation procedures have been lowered to $141sq m,
and robotics have permitted assembled cell production at a
rate of I0 see/cell. Standards ere being defined for
module safety features. It is noted that construction of
•pllot Si purification plant is essential to achieving
the 1986 $0.?01W cost &eels.
TITLE: The Application of Fracture Mechanics to Failure
Analysis of Photovoitslc Solar Modules
AUTIIOR: C.P. Cheo and M.H. Leipold
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: ISth IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Kissiummc, Florida. May
12-15, 1981, Conference Record.
(A82 44928 23 44) New York, 1981,
p. 1122 1125
ABSTRACT: Cracking of Si solar cells and solar module
transparent cover panels such as glass or polymethyl
methacrytate (PMMA) is a major cause of PV solar module
failure in field service. Si and cover materials are
brittle, and cracking of these materials is expected to
result from the extension of preexisting flaws under
stress. Study of the cracking mechanisms is therefore an
appropriate area for the application of fracture mechanics
principles, in this study, fracture mechanics techniques
were employed to identify the mode of crack propagation,
to examine the fractureinitiating flaw, to estimate the
nature and maguitude of fracture stress in the field, and
to predict analytically the service lifetime. Recom-
mendations for corrective actions are also made.
TITLE: Surface Recombination Velocity Measurement for
Silicon Solar Cells
AUTHOR: T. Duud sad L.J. Chen&
CORPORATE AUTN: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING I.OCATION: 15th IEEE PhotovolLaic Specialists
Conference, Kissi._ee, Florida, May
12-15, 1981, Conference Record.
(AB2 44928 23 44) New York, 1981,
p. I183-I188
ABSTRACT: For the design and fabrication of Si solar
cells approaching theoretical ultimate coeversion effl-
ciencies, surface recombination velocity plays a crucial
role. A tecimique using s scanning electron microscope
with pulsed electroe beam has been developed for the
measurement of this important parameter for Si aurfaces.
It is shown Lhet the surface recombination velocity(s)
increases by an order of magnitude when a freshly etched
sample is left out for a few hours, presumably due to
generation of surface slates. A textured FSF cell wlth a
high-low junction near the surface shows the effect of
minority carrier reflection and an apparent reduction of
a, whereas a tandem Junction cell with n+-p junction
near the surface gives larger s value.
TITLE: Economics of Ingot Slicing wlth en Internal
Diameter Saw for Low-Cost Solar Cells
AUTHOR: T. Deed, J.K. Liu, end G. Fiegl
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory; Salter Corp.,
Menlo Perk, California
MEETING LOCATION: ISth IESE Photovoltate Specialiats
Conference, Kisals_ee, Florida, May
12-15, 1981, Conference Record.
(A82 44928 23-44) New York, 1981,
p. 1Ol1-1015
ABSTRACT: Slicing of Si ingots using diamond impregnated
internal diemeter blade saws has been a stendard technology
of the semiconductor industry, This paper describes work
on improvements to this technology for 10 cm die ingot
slicing. Ingot rotation, dynamic blade edge control with
feedbeck, mechanized blade drealing and development of
thinner blades are the approaches tried. A comparison of
tile lesults lot watering w|lh and w|ihouL leguL rolat|ve
is also ready. A _ensitlvity analysis of the major cost
elements ill wafering is performed for 10 cm dla ingot and
extended to Lhe 15 cm die ingot case. Various parameter
values such as machine cost, feed rate end consumable
materials cost are identified both for single and multiple
ingot sl icir,&.
TITLE: Characterization of HEM Silicon for Solar Cells -
Ileal E_changer Method
AUTIIOB: K.A. Dumas, C.P. Khattak, and F. Schmid
CORPORATE ALJTIi: ,t_t Propulsion Laboratory; Crystal
Systems, Inc., Salem, Massachusetts
MEETING LOCATION: ISth IEEE Photovoltaie Specialists
Conference, Kissimmee, Florida, May
12 15, 1981, Confereuce Record.
(A82 44928 2344) New York, 1981,
p. 954 958
ABSTRACT: The Heat Exchanger Method is a promising low-
cost in&or castitq; process for material used for solar
cells. This is Lhe only method that is capable of casting
single crystal in_uts with a square crees section using a
directional solidification technique. This paper describee
tile chealical, mechanical and elecLrlcel properties of the
ItEM Si material a_ a function of position within the ingot.
TITI.E: Field Vsilure Mechanisms for Photovoltaic Modules
AUTIIOR: L.N. Dumas and A. Shumks
CORPONATE AUTIi: .Jet Propulsion Laboratory
ME_I'ING I.OCATIUN: ISth lEEK Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Kissiamlee, Florida, May
12 15, 1981, Conference Record.
(A82 44928 23 44) New York, 19at,
p. 1091 1098
ABSTRACT: SeE_nning in 1916, OepartmenL of Energy field
centers have in_talled and monitored a number of field
teaLs ahd application experiments usiug current state of-
Lhe art PV modules On site observations Of module
phlsical end electrical degradation, together with in depth
laboratory analysis of failed modules, permits an overall
asseSSllket,t of the nature and causes of early field fail-
ures. Data on failure rates are presented, and key failure
mechanisms are analyzed with respect to origin, effect,
and prospects for correction. It is concluded that ell
failure modes identified to date are avoidable or control
fable through sound design and production practices.
TLTLE: A Photovoltatc Industry Overview - The Results of
a Survey un Photovoltaic Technology
Industrialization
AUTHOR: R.R Ferber, E.N. Costogue, J.W. Thornhill, and
K Shimada
CORPORATE AUTR: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 15th IEEE Photovolteic Specialists
Conference, Kissim_ee, Florida, May
12 15, 1981, Conference Record.
(A82 44928 23-44) New York, 1981, p.
261-266
ABSTRACT: The National PV Program of the United States
Department of £nergy has the objectlwe of bringing PV power
systems to s point where they can supply s significant
portion of the United StaLes energy requirements by the
year 2000. This is planned to be accomplished through
substantial resesrch and technology development activities
aimed st achieving major cost reductions and market pone
tration. This paper presents information derived from a
limited survey performed to obtain PV industry ettitudes
concerning industrialization, sad to determine current
industry plans to meet the DOE program goals. Si material
production, s key PV manufacturing industry, is high
lighted with regards to implementation of technology
improvement and si material supply outlook.
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lill.h: Boule [eats ol Fiat t'lste Photovultslc Nodule Cell
Temperatures in Simulated Field Conditions
AUTHOR: J.S. Griffith, M.S. Rathod, and J. Paaleski
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory; State Univ. of
New York, Binghamton, New York
MEETING LOCATION: 15th lEEK Photovoltsic Specialists
Conference. Ktasimmee, Florida, May
12-15, Iggl, Conference Record.
(A82 44928 23-44) New York, lggl,
p. 822 830
ABSTHACT: The nominal operating cell temperature of solar
PV modules is an important characteristic. Typically, the
power output of • PV module decreases 0.5_ per des C rise
in cell temperature. Several tests were run with artifi-
cial sun and wind to study the parametric dependencies of
cell temperature on wlnd speed end dlrection and ambient
temperature. It was found that the cell temperature is
extremely sensitive to wind speed, moderately so to wind
direction and raLher insensitive to ambient temperature.
Several suggestions ere made to obtain date more typical
of field conditions.
TITLE: Effects of Shading and Defects in Solar Cell
Arrays - A Simple Approach
AUTItOR: A. GupLs and A.G. Milnee
COEPOHATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory;
Carnegie Mellon UniversiLy, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania
MEETING LOCATION: lgth lEEK Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Kissimmee, Florida, May
12-15, 1981, Conference Record.
(A82-4492g 23-44) New York, 1981,
p. 1111-1116
ABSTRACT: Tradeoffs involved in solar cell array arrange
ments are discussed with the aid of examples and simple
numerical calculations. The effect of various shading
condiLions on different arrays is studied, along with the
arrays' tolerance of the effects of open or short circuit
cells. The effects of cell failure and Lhe benefits of
providing interconnections between series strings in a
module spanned by a bypass diode are considered. It is
found that bypass diodes are desirable both for reasons of
shading and the possible presence of defects. Power
losses caused by partial shading depend on the orientation
of the shading relative to the line of the bypass diodes.
Open circuit defects or spot shading cause loss of the
current in the string, while numerous branch circuits
reduces the voltage loss caused by short circuit cells.
InLerconnectiona within a module are not likely to be
beneficial in arrays where there may be a large number of
bypass diodes.
TITLE: Investigation of Solar Cells Fabricated on
Low Cost Silicon Sheet Materials Using 1 MeV
Electron Irradiation
AUTHOR: AmH. Kachare, S.L. Byland, and G.F. Carlick
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: ISth IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Kissin_ee, Florida, May
12-15, 1981, Conference Record.
(A82-44928 23 44) New York, 1981,
p. 603 607
ABSTRACT: The use of high-energy electron irradiation is
investigated as a controlled means to study in more detail
the junction depletion layer processes of solar cells made
on various low cost Si sheet materials. Results show that
solar cells made on CZ grown St exhibit enhancement of
spectral response in the shorter wavelength region when
irradiated with high energy electrons. The base region
damage can e reduced by subsequent annealing at 450 C
which restores the degraded longer wavelength response,
although the shorter wavelength enhancement persists. The
second diode component of the cell dark forward bias cur-
rent is also reduced by electron irradiation, while thermal
annealing at 450 C without electron irradiation can also
produce these same effects. Electron irredlallon produces
small changes in the shorter wavelength spectral responses
and junction improvements in solar cells made on WEB, RFG,
and HEM Si. It is concluded that these beneficial effects
on cell characteristics are due to the reduction of oxygen
associated deep level recombination centers in the n ÷
diffused layer and in the junction.
TITLE: The Solar Cell Laser Scanner
AUTHOR: K.L. Miller, S.-S. Chern, end A. Shumka
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 15th IEEK Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Kissimmee, Florida, May
12-15, 1981, Conference Record.
(A82-44928 23-44) New York, 1981,
p. 1126 1133
ABSTHACT: As part of the LSA Project at JPL, failure
analyses have been performed on over 300 PV modules from
thirLy different manufacturers and five countries.
Because of the volume of work and the variety of module
types encountered, it has been necessary to develop non-
destructive techniques to rapidly locate the failure
sites. This paper will present design details end results
obLained with one instrument developed specifically for
this purpose, the Solar Cell Laser Scanner (SCLS). The
effects of applying a bias current to the modules will
also be discussed, based upon experimental observations
and computer generated predictions.
TITLE: Defect Design of Insulation Systems for
Photovoltaic Modules
AUTHOR: G.R. Men
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 15th IEEK Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Eissimmee, Florida, May
12-15, t981, Conference Record.
(Ag2 44928 23 44) New York, 1981,
p. 964 971
ABSTRACT: A defect design approach to sizing elecLrical
insulation syaLcms for terrestrial PV modules is presented.
it consists of gaLhering voltage breakdown statistics on
various thicknesses of candidate insulation films where,
for a designated voltage, module failure probabilities for
enumerated Lhickness and number of-layer film combinations
are calculaLed. Cost analysis then selecLa the most ace
nomical insulation system. A manufacturing yield problem
is solved to exemplify the technique. Results for unaged
Mylar suggesL using fewer layers of thicker films. Defect
design incorporates effects of flawa in optimal insulation
system selecLton, and obviates choosing a tolerable failure
rate, since the optimization process accomplishes that.
Exposure to weathering and voltage stress reduces the
voltage withstanding capebilit of module Insulation films.
Defect design, applied to aged polyester films, promises
to yield reliable, coat-optimal insulation systems.
TITLE: Photovoltatc Module and Array Reliability
AUTHOR: R.O. ROSS, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 15th IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Kiasinmee, Florida, May
12-15, 1981, Conference Record.
(A82-44928 23-44) New York, 1981,
p. 1157 1163
ABSTRACT: Several staListical reliability studies have
been conducted in areas of PV component design covering
cell failure, interconnect fatigue, glass breakage and
electrical insulation breakdown. This paper integrates
the results from these various studies and draws general
conclusions relative to optimal reliability features for
future modules. The described analysis is based on design-
ing for specified low levels of component failures and
then controlling the degrading effects of the failures
through the use of fault tolerant circuitry and module
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eab
repleceme.L_ Hesse of seleclin8 the coal uptteml level of
component failures, ctrculL redundancy, and module
replacement ere described.
TITLE: A Comprehensive Analysis of the Performance
CharacLerisLtca of the Mount Laguna Solar
Photovoltaic InsLallation
AUTHOR: A. Shumks and S.G. Soilock
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 15th IEEK Photovoltaic Speclailsta
Conference, Kiasis_ee, Florida, May
12-15. 1981, Conference Record.
(A82 44928 23 44) New York, 1981,
p. 1231 1244
ABSTHACT: This paper represents the firsL comprehensive
survey of the Mount Laguna Photovoltaic InsLallaLion. The
novel Lecimiquea used for performing tile field testa have
been effecLive in locating and characterizing defective
modules. A comparaLive analysis on the two types of
modules used in the array indicates that they have
significantly different failure rates, different distri-
buLions in degrsdattonal space and very different failure
medea. A life cycle model ia presented Lo explain a
multimodal dlatrlbutlon observed for one module type. A
statistical model Is constructed and it IS shown to be in
good agreemeet wiLh the field data.
TITLE: Laser Processing of Silicon Solar Cells
AUTHOR: J.S. Katzeff, M. Lopez, and D.R. Burger
CORPORATE RUTH; Lockheed Missiles and Space Co.,
Sunnyvale, CaLifornia; Jet Propulsion
Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 15th IEEE ehotovoltalc Specialists
Conference, Kisaimmee, Florida, May
12-15, 1981, Conference Record.
(A82 44928 23 44) New York. 1981, p.
431-441
ABSTRACT: Results of a study to utilize an Nd:glass laser
for production line annealing of ion implantation induced
damage in solar ceils are reported. Czgrown and sawn St
wafers 1.b cm in dism, 0.35 mm thick, were implanted with
phospltorus junctions and boron BSFs. Annealing with
electron beam, laser, arid firing of an AI paste to form
the BSFs in different cells was compared. The laser was
employed at 1.06 and 0.53 micron and in combination of
both, with a 20 50 nsec pulsewidth, and energy densities
Of [m2. I15, 1.9, and 2.1 J/sq cm. Rest optical couplin E
was observed with the combined wavelenEths and a 20 nsec
pulse, ualnE energy denaitlea less than 1.5 J/sq em.
Although the At slntered cells displayed the beat
characteristics, laser anneallnE ia concluded to offer
electrically active, defect-free, shallow junction SI
aobstratea for htEh efficiency cells.
TITLE: Ribbon Growth-Cell Processing Synergistic
Effects for Solar Cells
AUTHOR: K.V. Karl, R.C. Gonsiorawskl, A.K. Cheudhurl, and
CmV. End
CORPORATE AUTH: Mobil Tyro Solar Energy Corp., Waltham,
Massachusetts
MEETING LOCATION: iSth IEEE Photovoltalc Speclallst=
Conference, Xisslmmee, Florida, May
12-15, 1981. Conference Record.
(A82 44928 23 44) New York, 1981,
p. 928 933
ABSTRACT: The influence of ribbon growth conditions and
solar cell processing variables on the conversion effic-
iency of EFG Si ribbon solar cells have been examined.
Tile key variable In crystal growth is the type of crucible
employed for containing the molten Si. It la observed
that the use of quartz cruclblea results in the highest
solar cell efficiencies, whereas graphite crucibles result
in reduced efficlencles. Procesain E conditions such as
the diffusion temperature and diffusion source also have
an Impotts,t effect. GreaLer that, Lag /tEl eff|clenc|ew in
large area (approximately 50 mq cm) ribbon adler cells
have been achieved.
TITLE: A Eealistic Comparison of Minimum PhoLovoltatc
Module Cost Projectlone
AUTHOR: M.G. Coleman and L.A. Crenon
CORPORATE AUTH: Motorola, Inc., Semlconductor Group,
Phoen|z, Arizona
MEETING LOCATION: 15th IKKK Photovolteic Specialists
Conference, gissilm1_ee, Florida, May
12-15, 1981, Conference Record.
(A82-44928 23-44) New York, 1981,
p. 713-111
ABSTRACT: Some long Lerm cost projections for thin film
i'V devices indicate s major advante&e for these technolo-
gies over crystalline Si PV, ultimately replacing silicon
as the predominant material. This paper addresses the
assumptions made for the thin film cost projections and
compares them with the analogous assumptions for St.
Analysis of cell manufacturinE, encapsulation, and balance
of systems costs are performed to show that it ia unlikely
that the thin film materials, even if free, will ever
realize a cost advantage in PV systems over Si.
TITLE: h Users Evaluation of SAM1S
AUTBOE: L A Crimson and M.G. Coleman
CORPORATE AU'I'H: Motorola, Inc., Phoenix, Arizona
MEETING LOCATION: iSth IEEE Photovolteie Specialists
Conference, Kiaaimmee, Florida, May
12_15, 1981, Conference Record.
(A82 44928 23-44) New York, 1981,
p 985 989
ABSTRACT: The SAMIS computer program was developed by JPL
to provide a n,ethud whereby manufacturers or potential
maeufacturvrs of VV could simulate a solar industry using
their own particular approach. This paper analyzes the
usefulness ot SAM1S to a growing PV industry and clearly
illustrates its limitations as viewed by an industrial
user.
TITLE: Reliability of Silicon Solar Cells wiLh a Plated
NickeiCopper Metsllization System
AUTHOR: LA. Gronoe, N.G. Sakiotls, and M.G. Colemen
CORPORATE AOTB: Motorola, inc., Semiconductor Group,
Phoenix, Arizona
MEETING LOCATION: ISth IERE Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Kixaiwmee, Florida, May
12 15, 1981, Conference Record.
(A82 44928 23 44) New York, 1981,
p. 522 526
ABSTRACT: In order to achieve Lhe goal of low cost PV,
low cost processes that contribute to a long solar cell
service life must be established. In this paper, the
interactions between the St end the nickel contact are
examined wiLh respect to long term relieblltLy. The
effects of heat treatment of the contacts on diode per
formance sue empirically examined by studying changes in
electrical parameters of cells as a function of time and
temperature. The results show that, utilizing the approp-
riate platin E technique and establlehin E the approprlate
assembly techeique, a low cost, highly reliable nickel-
copper metsllization system can be used on si solar cells.
TITLE: Recent Advances in Silicon Sheet Growth by the
Ribbon-to-Ribbon Process
AUTROR: K.E. Sarma, B.W. Gurtler, R.N. Leg8 e, R.J. Ellis,
and I.A. Leak
CORPORATE AUTH: Motorola, Inc., Semiconductor Group,
Phoenix, Arizona
MEETING LOCATION: ISth lEEK PhoLovoltalc Specialists
Conference, gisstmmee, Florida, May
12-1§. 1981, Conference Record.
(A82-44928 23-44) New York, 1981,
p. 941-948
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ABSI_AC[: _lgll|licanl advances are repo|'ied ill N[R
technology using scanned CO 2 laser beams for producing
thin sheets of Si for low cost solar cells. Through
conLrol of the growth ambient and melt-solid interface
shape, ribbons with high purity and very large grain size
were obLalned, also, temperature profiles were developed
for producing ribbons with no buckling and with low
reuidual stresses. These improvements have led to pro-
duction of I cm x 2 cm solar cells with AMI conversion
efficiencies approaching 13%, with the average being
around Ii.5%. Electron beams are also being investigated
as a possible heaL source in the RTR process.
TITLE: Determination of the Bulk Resistivity of
Polycrystalline Silicon Wafers Using a Contactless
Microwave Reflection Technique
AUTHOR: J.S. Culik
CORPORATE AIJTB: Solace= Corp., Rockville, Maryland
MEETING I.OCATION: 15th IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Kissia_eep Florida, May
12-15, 198l, Conference Record.
(a82 44928 23-44) New York, 1981, p.
117011?3
ABSTRACT: This puper describes a new technique which
provides an accurate measurement of the bulk resisLivity
of polycrystalline Si wafers. The impedance of a thick
semiconductor wafer terminating a waveguide is modulated
by the generation of free carriers due to an intense laser
pulse. The degree of microwave reflectance modulation is
related to the bulk resistivity and the thickness of the
sample. Hence, a measurement of the reflectance modula-
tion and the thickness of an unknown semiconductor wafer
can be used to determine its bulk resistivity. Since this
technique is relatively insensitive to grain boundsrles it
is useful in measuring the bulk resistivity of polycrystal-
line St wafers. Also, as it does not require contacts,
very little sample preparation is necessary.
TITLE: The Solaces Block IV module Solar Array Design
Features
AUTIIOE: J.F. Boelscher
CORPORATE RUTH: Solace= Corp., Bockville, Maryland
MEETING LOCATION: ISth IEKE Pbotovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Klssis_ee, Florida, May
12-15, 1981, Conference Record.
(A82 44928 23 44) New York, 1981, p.
745-749
ABSTRACT: Several innovative concepts were introduced for
the Block IV contract. Semlcrystalline Si manufactured by
SEMIX Inc. is the basic cell material. A front metalliza-
Lion pulLers combined with a wraparound-style interconnect
and In-plane stress relief combine to provide a new method
to reliably accomplish series-paralleling. Laminated mod-
ules using EVA as the encapsulant were manufactured for
the first time.
TITLE: The Fabrication of a I?% AMI Efficient
Semicryatalline Silicon Solar Cell
AUTHOR: G.M. Storti
CORPORATE RUTH: Solarex Corp,, Rockville, Maryland
MEETING LOCATION: 15th IEKg Photovoltaic Specialist=
Conference, Ktsslmee, Florida. Nay
12-15, 1981, Conference Record.
(A82 44928 23-44) New York, 1981,
p. _42-445
ABSTRACT: The results of investigations of the maximum
efficiencies available from cast, polycrystallina Si solar
cells made from the SEMIX process are reported. High
efficiency cells were found to depend on choices of cells
with bulk resistivity between 1517 ohm-cm and a dlsloca-
tion density of leas than lO,O00/sq cm. Maximized cell=
were fabricated by using slices less than ISO microns
thick. The surfaces were texture etched to reduce reflec-
tance and an al back surface reflector was evaporated onto
Lhe slice su,tace. IJiotolithugrut,hicaliy applied contacts
preceded cutting into 2 cm = 2 cm pieces and subsequent
evaporation of TaO 2 and MgF 2 layers onto tile surface.
TesLing was undertaken in sunlight and in a xenon simula
tot. A highest cell efficiency of 17% was observed, with
a current density of 3b mW/sq cm. Semicrystalline Si cells
are concluded to offer efficiencies equivalent to those of
single crystal Si.
TITLE: an Analytical Approach to Photovoltaic
Encapsulation System Design
aUTHOR: A. Garcia, III, C.P. Manning, and E.F. Cuddihy
CORPORATE RUTH: Spectrolab, Inc., Sylmar, California;
Hughes Aircraft Co., Culver City,
California; Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 15th IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Kissimmee, Forida, May
12-15, lq81, Conference Record.
(a82 44928 23-44) New York, 1981,
p. 460 465
ABSTRACT: This paper describes a set of analytical methods
which have been developed to enable quantitative analysis
of encapsulation system designs for terrestrial PV modules.
Design factors determined most important include: encap
sulant thickness and modules, emissivity of module surface,
ribs on substrate modulus, and AR,
TITLE: Contract Besistivities Between Solar-Cell-Type Si
and Transition Metal Nitrldes
AUTBOR: M. Maenpaa, I. Suni, H.A. Nicolet, F. He, and
P. lies
CORPORATE aUTH: Technical Research Centre of Finland,
Esbo, Finland; California Institute of
Technology, Pasadena, California; applied
Solar Energy Corp., City of Industry,
California
MEETING LOCATION: 15th lEEK Photovoltsic Specialists
Conference, Kisstsa_ee, Florida, May
12-15, 1981, Conference Record.
(A82 44928 23 44) New York, 1981,
p. 518 521
ABSTRACT: Contact resistivities of TIN, Ti-TiN, HfN,
Ill IIfN, TaN and Ta-TaN metallizations on solar cell type
n_Si with a shallow p n junction have been lnvesLigsted.
Metal and nitride layers were sputter deposited. Linear
contact patterns were used for the measurements. The
transniiusion line model was applied to determine the con-
tact resistivities. Contact resistivity values of less
Lhan about 0.0001 oi=m cm squared have been achieved with
all structures. Electrically the structures are stable up
to heat treatments of 700 C. The Interfaclal layers be-
tween the substrate and the deposited material have been
found to play an importanL role in the behavior of the
contact. The studied metallizations have been estimated
to be electrically acceptable for cells with I00 times
solar concentrations.
TITLE: Silane Pyrolysis in • Free Space Reactor
AUTHOR: J.R. Lay and S.K. Iya
CORPORATE RUTH: Union Carbide Corp., Tonawsnda, New York
MEETING LOCATION: 15th IEKE Fholovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Kissimmee, Florida, May
12-15, 1981, Conference Record.
(Ag2-44928 23 44) New York, 1981, p.
565-568
ABSTRACT: The Union Carbide process for producing Si for
PV applications proceeds via high purity stlane as an
intermediate. Decomposition of silane is accomplished in
a freespace reactor which utilizes recirculating product
hydrogen and Si to transfer energy from a heated wall to
an entering silane Jet. Reaction occurs away from the
wall, minimi_ing problems with wall deposition and con-
Lamination. A series of long duration end throughput
tests has proven the feasibility of this concept. High
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putttk powder can be produced =l lluws up to 4.5 kg/hr (lO
lb/hr) in a 0.2 m (g in.) die reactor wtLh better than
99.99% conversion efficiency.
TITLE: Significance of Low Temperature Processing in the
Fabrication of Silicon Solar Cells
AUTHOR: J.G. Fossum and D.S. Lee
CORPORATE AUTliOR: University of Florida, Gainesvllle,
Florida
MEETING LOCATION: 15th IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Kissim_ee, Florida, May
12 I5, 1981, Conference Record.
(A82 44928 23 44) New York, 1981,
p. 120 125
ABSrRACT: A theoretical model that describes the depend
ence of carrier lifetime on doping density, which is based
oil the equilibrium solubility of e particular defect in
non degenerately doped Si, is developed. Comparisons of
the model predictions with the longest measured hole and
electron lifetimes ever reported for n type end p type Si
support the model and imply a possible fundamental defect
in Si. The defect is accepter-type and is more soluble in
n type than in p type st, which suggests a longer funda-
mental limit for electron lifetime than for hole lifetime
at a given doping density. The prevalent, minimum density
of the defect, which defines these limits, occurs aL the
processing temperature below which the defect is virtually
lnmlobile in the si lattice. The analysis reveals that this
temperature is 300-400 C, end thus emphasizes the signifi-
cance of low tenlpereture processing, e.g., annealing, in
si solar cell fabricaLion.
TITLE: PolycrysLal X-ray Topography and the Photoresponse
of Grains or Grain Boundaries in Polystlicon
AUTHOR: R.G. Rosemoier, R.W. Armstrong, S.M. Johnson,
G.W. Storti, and C.C. Wu
CORPORATE AUTH: UniversiLy or Maryland, College Park,
Maryland); Solaces Corp., Rockvtlle,
Maryland); U.S. Navy, Navel Research
Laboratory, Washington, DC
MEETING LOCATION: 15th IEEK Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Kissimmee, Florida, May
12-15, 1981, Conference Record.
(A82 44928 23 44) New York, 1981,
p. 1331-1336
ABSTRACT: g-ray topographa end optical photoresponse
measurements have been matched on a point by-point basis
across the surface of polyeilicon solar cells to show the
dependence of the PV properties on grain perfection and on
the particular boundary structure between adjacent grains.
Dislocations, subgrain boundaries, twins and inclusions
are revealed within the relatively perfect mtcrostructures
of cells by the asymmetric crystal topography method in
surface reflection and by the Ling transmission topography
method. The decreased photocesponse at particular grain
boundaries is attributed to the smeller crystal dislocation
portion of the larger total change in orientation across
the grains.
TITLE: Characteristics and Performance of Silicon Solar
Cells Between Low and High Level Injection
AUTgOR: M.A. Wolf and B. Wolf
CORPORATE AUTH: University of Pennsylvsnla, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania
MEETING LOCATION: 15th IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Kiesimmee, Florida, May
12-15, 1981, Conference Record.
(A82-44928 23-44) New York, 1981,
p. 387-393
ABSTRACT: The operation of si solar cells utilizinE high--
low junctions has been studied for injection levels between
the validity ran&as of normal low-level and high-love1
injection approximations. The effecte of primary influence
on the I-V characteristic and their dependence on cell
desIgu weLe Iz,vestigeLed tn detail. Thes_ eltecLs ere:
ohmic voltage drops, voltages resulting from non-equilib-
rium carrier distribution fields, and voltages generated
across the high low junction, and current variations due
to minority carrier lifetime changes. Several quantita-.
Live evaluations of cell structures are compared to illus-
trate the combined effects of different illumination
intensities al_d cell structures.
TITLE: Meta]iization for Large Area Solar Cells
AUTLIOR: M, Wolf
CORPORATE AUTH: University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania
MEETING [.OCA'ItON: 15th lEEK Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Kissiramee, Florida, May
12-15, 1981, Conference Record.
(A82 44928 23-44) New York, 1981,
p. 506-511
AUSTRACT: In large area, low cost solar cells of any
Lype, the conLact aad grid structure metallizatton is en
impurLuld factor which has an effect on the efficiency of
tile solar cell slid its reliability. The present investiga
Lion is concerned wiLh aspects of solar cell efficiency.
An optimized metallization design leads to minimum total
power loss, which is related to • simultaneous mlnimiza
Lion of ol_mic voltage drops and of shading of the front
surface of Lhe cell by the overlaid metal. The require
manta regarding the design for a low-loss metellization
pattern for the trent surface of large area solar cells
see represented by s set of design rules listed in a
table. The total shading and voltage drop on such cells
can be held to about 5%. However, not every metsllization
process is suited for meeting the requirements of the low
cost design. The low losses can be achieved only by use
of severs1 bus lines containing a bulk conductor, such as
a wire.
TITI.E: l'hermai Stability of Impurities in Silicon Solar
Cells
AUTHOR: MH Henes, R.8. Hopkins, A. Rohatgt,
P. Rai Choudhury, R.8. Campbell, and
H.C Moi]enkopf
CORPORATE AHTtt: Westinghouee Electric Corp., PitLsburgh,
Pennsylvania; Hemlock Semiconductor
Corp., Hemlock, Michigan
MEETING LOCATION: 15th IEEE Photovoltalc Specialists
Conference, Kissismtee, Florida, May
12 IS, 1981, Conference Record.
(A82 44928 23-44) New York, 1981,
p, 520-533
ABSTRACT: Elevated temperatures were employed es ao are
accelerating mechanism to test the effects of typical
impurities on long-term performance of Si solar cells.
Czgrown p type wafers were junction diffused with POCI3
at 850 C and aged st temperatures from 400-800 C from I0
min Lo 200 hr. Tile wafers contained Fe, Cu, Ti, Md, Nv,
Ni, sod A& contaminants. The deEradatlon mechanism was
assumed to be linear in the initial stages and was modeled
numerically, including prediction of a time to failure,
defined as an efficiency of 90% the original figure. Deep
level transient spectroscopy was used to measure carrier
trapping centers and dark and light current-voltage
measurements to assay junction deEradation and shunt and
series resistance effects. Metallic impurities were deter-
mined to have negligible impact on cell degradation at
expecLed long-term solar cell opereting temperatures.
However, studies of the more complex effects of Fe and Cu
are reconm_ended
TITLE: TItermal Stability of Titanium Nitride for Shallow
Junction Solar Cell Contacts
AUTHOR: N.W. Cheung, X. yon See/eld, N.-A. Nicolet,
F. He, and P, lies
CORPORAT_ AUTR: California Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, California; Applied Solar
Energy Corp., City of Industry, California
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PUBLLCAllON: Juuz'nai of Applied Physics, vet. 52, June
1981, p. 4297-4299
ABSTRACT: TO demonstrate the thermal stability of titanium
nitride as a hlgh-temperature diffusion barrier, the TiN-
Ti AK metallisation scheme has been tested on shallow-Junc-
tion (2000 A) Si solar cells. E1ectr|cel measurements on
reference samples with the Ti-Ag metallizatlon scheme show
serious degradation after a 600 C, I0 man. annealing. With
the TiN-Ti-Ag scheme, no degradation of cell performance
is observed after the same heat treatment if the TiN layer
is equal to or greater than 1700 A. The glass encapsula
tlon of cells by electrostatic bonding requires such a
heal treatment.
TITLE: Progress in the Development of Standard Procedures
for the Global Method of Calibration of
Photovoltaic Reference Cells
AUTHOR: R. Whitaker, A.W. Purnell, and C.A. Zerlaut
CORPORATE AUTH: DSET Laboratories, Inc., Phoenix, Arizona
PUBI, ICATION: (U.S. Department of Energy, Commercial
Photovoltsics Measurements Workshop, Vail,
Colorado, July 27-29, 1981.) Solar Cells,
re1. 7, Nov. 1982, p. 135-146
ABSTRACT: None.
TITLE: The Calibration of Pyrheliometers and Pyranometers
for Testing Photovoltaic Devices
AUTHOR: G.A.Zerlaut
CORPORATE RUTH: DSET Laboratories, Inc., Phoenix, Arizona
PUBLICATION: (U.S. Department of Energy, Commerclal
Photovoltaics Measurements Workshop, Vail,
Colorado, July 27-29, 1981.) Solar Cells,
vol. 7, Nov. 1982, p. 119-129
ABSTRACT: None.
TITt,E: Spectroradiometer Measurements in Support of
Photovoltaic Device Testing
AUTHOR: O.A. Zerlaut and 3.D. Maybes
CORPORATE AUTH: DSET Laboratories, Inc., Phoenix, Arizona
PUBLICATION: (U.S. Department of Energy, Con_erctal
PILoLovoltsica Measurements Workshop, Vail,
Colorado, July 2/-29, 1981.) Solar Celia,
vol. 1, Nov. 1982, p. 97-106
ABSTRACT: The spectroradiometer la capable of complete
solar spectral measurements approximately 7 mtn apart in
both the global and the direct beam modes, all in the
wavelength range 280 2500 am. Global measurements can be
made at any azimuth and altitude position; the field of
view of the pyrheliometer comparison tube is 6 deE.
Typical spectra show that the resolution is sufficient to
identify Fcsuahofer absorption bands in the surface of the
sun. Data are presented that show the relationship
between direct beam spectra and two specific microenvlron-
ments. The differences observed are analyzed in terms of
the significance of microenvironment haze and pollution Lo
the efficiency of concentraLlng PV devices.
TITLE: Silicon Photovoltaic Cells
AUTHOR: R.N. Hall
CORPORATE AUTN: General Electric Co., Schenectady, New
York
PUBLICATION: Solid-State Electronics, vol. 24, July 1981,
p. 595-616
ABSTRACT: The principles governing the performance of Si
solar cells are reviewed with emphasis on clarifying the
essential concepts. Principal attention is devoted to the
planar p-n junction cell and recent developments that have
contributed to increased efficiency. Other solar cell
structures are also reviewed and their relative advantages
and shortcomings are discussed. Important areas where our
present understanding is inadequate are pointed out and
some con_on misconceptions are corrected.
OWIGINAL PAGE I_
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TIll.E: taper'tents with SpectticaLiuna Applicable to
CertificaLion of PhoLovoltaJc Modules for
Large Scale Application
AUTHOR: R.G. Rosa, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTB: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: (U.S. Department of Energy, Commercial
Photovoltaics Measurements Workshop, Vail,
Colorado, July 27.29, 1981.) Solar Cells,
vol. 7, Nov. 1982, p. 191-201
ABSTRACT: JPL has developed a number of PV test and
measurement specifications to guide the development of
modules toward the requirements of future large-scale
applications. Experience with these specifications and
the extensive module measurement and testing that has
accompanied their use is examined. Conclusions are drawn
relative to three aspects of product certlflcation:
performance measurement, endurance testing and safety
evaluation.
TITLE: Module and Solar Cell Values as a Function of
Efficiency
AUTHOR; M. Wolf
CORPORATE AUTH: University Of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania
PUBLICATION: Solar Cells, vol. 3, July 1981, p. 327-336
ABSTRACT: The determination of solar cell value as a func-
tion of efficiency provides a valuable tool for the selec-
tion of modules for a given system or for the assessment
of the cost effectiveness of solar cell and module fabrics
Lion processes. This value efficiency relationship is dom
inated by the area related balance-of-system costs (ARBOS).
Their future magnitude, however, is rather uncertain. An
assumption of this magnitude will radically influence the
direction of PV module research and development to be
undertaken. TO illustrate the effect of array installs
Lion costs, a graph presents four curves of module value
as a function of efficiency with ARBOS costs as parameter.
TITLE: Glass as Encapsulation for Low Cost Photovoltaic
Solar Arrays
AUTHOR: F.L. Bouquet
CORPORATE AUTft: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBI.ICATION: ASME Transactions, Journal of Solar Energy
Engineering, vol. 103, Aug. 1981, p. 221-232
ABSTRACT: In PV systems, the encapsulant material that
protects Lhe solar cells silould be highly transparent and
very durable. Class satisfies these two criteria and Is
considered a primary candidate for low cost, PV encapsula
Lion systems. In this paper, various aspects of glass
encapsulation are treated that are important for the
designer of PV systems. Candidate glasses and available
information defining the state of the art of glass encap-
sulation materials and processes for automated, high
volume production of terrestrial PV devices and related
applications are presented. The desired characteristics
of glass encapsulation are (1) low degradation rates,
(2) high transmittance, (3) high reliability, (4) low cost,
and (5) high annual production capacity. The glass design
areas treated herein include the types of glass, sources,
prices, physical properties and glass modifications, such
as antireflection coatings.
TITLE: Development of Low-Thermal Expansion Mullite Bodies
AUTHOR: M.H. Leipold and J.D. Sibold
CORPORATE AIJTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory; Coors
Porcelain Co., Golden, Colorado
PUBLICATION: American Ceramic Society, Journal, vol.
65, Sept. 1981, p. C-147 to C-149
ABSTRACT: A series of ceramlc compositions baaed on varla-
tions in the crystal glass ratio of a mullite body were
developed. The thermal expansion of these compositions
varies from 3.1 to 5.0 X Io-6Oc to go0 C. The mater-
ials are particularly useful for application involvln& Sl,
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tu tllst in idenLical thermal expansion is available, The
high temperature creep date for the lower-expansion com-
positions are inferior as a result of their higher glass
contents, Raw material sources and fabrication procedures
for specific compositions are given,
TITLE: Analysis of the Photovoltage Decay (PVD) Method
for Measuring Minority Carrier Lifetimes in P-N
Junction Solar Cells
AUTHOR: O. Von Boos
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: Journal of Applied Physics, sol. 52, Sept.
1981, p. 5833 5831
ABSTRACT: The PVD method for the measurement of minority
carrier lifetimes in p-n junction solar cells with cell
thickness comparable to or even less than the minority
carrier diffusion length is examined. The method involves
the generation of free carriers in the quasineutral bulk
material by flashes of light and the moniLoring of the
subsequent decay of the induced open circuit voltages as
the carriers recombine, which is dependent on minority
carrier recombination lifetime. It is shown that the
voltage versus time curve for an ordinary solar cell
(n*-p Junction) is proportional to the inverse minority
carrier lifetime plus s factor expressing the ratio of
diffusion length to cell thickness. In the case of an
ideal back-surface-fleld cell (a+-p-p + junction)
however, the slope is directly proportional to the inverse
minority carrier lifetime. It is noted that since most
BSF cells are not ideal, possessing s sizable back surface
recombination velocity, the PVD measurements must be
treated with caution and supplemented with other
nonststionsry methods.
TITLE: Thickness Dependences of Solar Cell Performance
AUTHOR: C.T. Ssh
CORPOHATE AUTH: University of Illinois. Urbane, Illinois
PUBLICATION: Solid State Electronics, vol. 25, Sept.
1981, p. 960 962
ABSTRACT: The significance of includin 8 factors such as
the base resistivity loss for solar cells thicker than I00
microns and emitter and BSF layer recombination for thin
cells in predicting the fill factor and efficiency of
solar cells is demonstrated analytically. A model for a
solar cell is devised with the inclusion of the dopant
impurity concentration profile, variation of the electron
and hole mobility with dopant concentration, the concentra-
tion and thermal capture and emission rates of the recombi
nation center, device temperature, the AM1 spectra end the
Si absorption coefficient. Device equations were solved
by means of the transmission line technique. The anelytl-
csl results were compared with those of low level theory
for cell performance. Significant differences in predic-
tions of the fill factor resulted, and inaccuracies in the
low level approximations are discussed.
TITLE: II_ Efficient Single Crystal Solar Cells end 10%
Efficient Polycrystalline Cells Made from Refined
Metallurgical Silicon
AUTHOR: J.I. Hsnoks, H.8. Strock, and P.S. Kotv=l
CORPORATE AUT8: Union Carbide Technical Center,
Tarrytown, New York
PUBLICATION: Journal of Applied Physics, sol. 52, Sept.
1981, p. 5829 5832
ABSTRACT: The performance of single crystal end polycrys-
talline solar ceils fabricated from • refined form of low
cost metallurgical Si are presenLed. Cz-pulled single
crystal and cast polycrystalline si solar cells with an n
on p structure were made from metsllursical si processed
by AI dissolution followed by AI removal through slagging
and directional solidification to obtain material purities
in the fractional ppm by weight range. For the single
crystal celia, measurements reveal AMI efficiencies up to
If.l%, open circuit voltages up to 596 mV end fill factors
up to 81% tht! cast poljcrlstelllne subatrstes have
yielded cells with effictencies up to 10.1%, fill factors
of 79% and open circuit voltages of 585 mY. The low short
circuit current densities are attributed to impurities in
the base region in the sln81e crystal ceil, and to grain
boundary segregation of impurities end grain boundary
recombination in the polycrystelline cells.
TITLE: Annealing and Anomalous High Energy Electron
Irradiation Effects in Low Cost silicon n*p
solar cells
AUTHOR: G.F Oarlick and A.H. Kachere
CORPOEATE AU_Ii: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUELICATION: Applied Physics Letters, vol. 39, Sept. 15,
t981, p. 501 503
ABSTRACT: Si _olat" cells of n+p type were subjected to
I MuV electron irradiation (up to 1016 electrons/sq cat)
and then annea)ed at _50 C for 20 min or annealed with no
sleeves ircadiat_un Electron irradiation resulted in a
degradation of longer wavelength cell response, but pro-
duced a mat'k_d enhancement of response at shorter wave
lengths with _ peak change of 40% at 0.44 microns, Sub-
sequent thermai aimeal at 450 C reduced the lon& wevelensth
degradation, but enhancement at shorter wavelengths per-
sisted. Excitation st the shorter eevelensths was in the
|t _ diffused layer and in the junction region of the
cell Anneal of unit'cadiated cells produced shorter wave
length u.hauccmunt with s similar peaking st 0.44 microns,
but with a rel_tive change of only 20%. More enhancement
was producud in ti=e lonser wavelength region (up to 0.8
microns) these effects in the different cull regions are
explained by a decrease in the interstitial oxygen
intpuriLy comph_xes (deep recombination levels) and the
formation of substantial oxygen Si vacancy centers
(donors).
TITLE: p_ r, ._ Solar Cells with Hole Diffusion
Len&th_ CL_mparable With the Base Width g Simple
Analytic Model
AUTHOR: GS Kou_ik and J.G. Fossum
CORPORATE AUTH: University of Florida, Gainesville,
_lorida
PUBLICATION: Solar Ceils, vol. 5, Dec. 1981, p. 75 ]9
ABSTRACT: A simple analytic description of the hole
current injectud into the n n + base of s p+-n n +
solar cell _nd,_r forward bias in the dark is derived for
the intermediate case in which the hole diffusion len&th
is comparable with the base width. The derivation is made
possible by recognizing a coamlon relationship between the
effective surface recombination velocity at the n-n +
junction and the diffusion velocity in the base.
TITI.E: Polymers in Solar Ener8y Utilization
AUTHOR: All LienS, D.B. Coulter, C. Dan, and A. Gupta
CORPORATE AUTii: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATE(iN: Polymers in Solar Energy Utilization;
Proceedings Of the Symposium, Las
Vegas, Nevsds, March 28 April 2, 1982.
Washington, DC, American Chemical
Society (ACS Symposium Series, No.
220), 1983, p. 265 2/3
ABSTRACT: A laser photoacoustic technique (LPAT) has been
verified for perfornling accelerated life testin 8 of outdoor
photooxidstion ot polymeric materials used in solar energy
applications. Samples of the material under test are
placed in a chamber with a sensitive microphone, then
exposed to chopped laser radiation. The sample absorbs
the light and converts it to heat by S nonredietive deexcl-
tation process, thereby reducing pressure fluctuations
within the cell. The acoustic signal detected by the
microphone is directly proportional to the amount of light
absorbed by the specimen. Tests were performed with
samples of ethylene/methylecrylete copolymer (EMA) repre-
cipttated from hot cyclohexene, compressed, end molded
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into thin L_5 _U mlczuns) films, lhe lllms wave exposud
outdoors and sampled by LPAT weekly. The linearlLy of the
ltgllt absorbed with respect to the acoustic signal was
verified. Correlations were established between the
photoacoustic behavior of the materials aged outdoors and
the same kinds of samples cooled and healed in a conLrolled
envtronmenL reactor. The reactor tests were validated for
predicLing outdoor exosures up Lo 55 days.
TITLE: ReducLton of Solar Cell Efficiency by Bulk Defects
Across the Back Surface Field Junction
AUTHOR: C.T. Sah, K.A. Yamakawa, and R. Lutwack
CORPORATE AUTH; C.T. Sah Associates; Jet Propulsion
Laboratory
PUBLICATION: Journal of Applied Pilysics, vol. 53, Apr.
1982, p. 3278-3290
ABSTRACT: Tile degradation of solar cell performance due
to bulk defects disLribuLed across the back surface field
junction is analyzed in terms of s three fusion developed-
perimeter model. Families of curves ace computed and
their pllysical =isnificance l= discussed in detail with
reference to three parameters used to characterize the
defects: defect area, defecL density, end defect surface
recombination velocity. A reduction in the open-clccult
voltage due to the presence of a defect is expressed as •
function of the defect area, density, cell thickness, and
defect surface recombination velocity. Numerical examples
are presenLed to illustrate Lhe imporLance of the partic-
ular defect parameters.
TITLE: FracLuce of Directionally Solidified
Multicrystalline Silicon
AUTHOR: C.P. Chert, M.H. Leipold, and D. Nellareich
CORPOBATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory; Bellotronic
GmbH., Surghauson (West Germany).
PUBLICATION: American Cersmic Society, Journal, vet. 65,
Ape. 1982, p. C-49. Research supported by
the U.S. Department of Energy; Bundesmlnts
terium fuer Forschun Suud Technologie
ABSTRACT: Fracture tougllness deLa is given for mulLi
crystalline Si which has been prepared by directional
solidification. Results indicated a plane strain fracture
toughness of 0.8 to O.87 MN/m to the 312 power, which Is
consisLent wiLh data for single crystal Si.
TITLE: An Effect of Back Surface Boron ImplanLation on
silicon Solar Cells
AUTHOR: M.B. Spltzer, S.J. Solomon, and P.R. Younger
CORPORATE AUTH: Spire Corp., Bedford, Massachusetts
PUBLICATION: Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 53, May
1982, p. 3926
ABSTRACT: An experimental sLudy has been carried out to
investigate mechanisms responsible for the effect of open-
circuit voltage enhancement in back-surface ton-implanted
$i solar cells. It is shown that open-circuit voltage
enhancement in boron-implanted cells is due to • back-
surface field effect, whereas getLerin&, if present, does
not affect cell performance. This result is consistent
with the observsLion that, for equal flounce, the damage
produced by boron implantation is less than that produced
by heavier ions, and, consequently, boron-lmplant dsmsse
is less effective sss getLecin8 treatment for the implant
and anneal conditions reported.
TITLE: Effect of Thickness on Silicon Solar Cell
Efficiency
AUTHOR: C.T. Sah, K.A. Yamakawa, and R. Lutwack
CORPORATE AUTH: University of Illinois, Urbane, Illinois;
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: IRKS Transactions on electron Devices, vol.
KD-29, Ma X 1982, p, 903-908
ABSTRACT: A computer-aided-design study on the dependence
ul lh_ _Itiui_ucy pest ol a back suvtsce field sulsr cell
on tile coucenLrations of Lhe recombinaLion and dopa,lt
impurities is presenLed. The illuminated current voltage
characteristics of more than 100 cell designs ere obtained
usins the transmission line circuit model to numerlcslly
solve Lhe Shockley equations. Using an AH1 efficiency of
11% as a target value, iL is shown that the efficiency
versus thickness dependence has a broad maximum which
varies by less than 1% over more than a three-to-one rases
of cell thicknesses from 30 to I00 microns. An optically
reflecting back surface will give only a slight improve
meat of AMI efficiency, about O.7%, in this thickness
range. AtLenLion is given to the dependence of the
efficiency ou patchiness across the back surface field
low high junction in thin cells.
TITLE: Low CoaL Solar Array Prosress and Plans
AUTIIOR: W.T cue]ashen
CORPOBATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion l.aboratory
MEETING LOCATION: Photovolteic Solar Energy Conference;
Proceedings of the Fourth International
Conference, Stress, ltaly, Bay IO i4,
1982 (A83-32176 14 44). Dordrecht, D.
Reidel Publishin s Co., I982, p. 369-313
ABSTRACT: IL is pointed out Lhat sisnificant redirection
has occurred in time DOE Photovollatcs Progrum, and thus ill
the FSa, since the 3rd European Conaunities Conference.
The Si Materials Task has now the objective to sponsor
theoretical and experimental research on Si material
refinement technology suitable for PV flat-plaLe solar
arrays. With respect to the hydrochiortnatton reaction, a
process proof of concept was completed through definition
of reaction kineLics, catalyst, and resctlon character-
istics. In connection with the dlchlorosilsne chemical
vapor desposition process, a preliminary design was
completed of an experimental process system developmenL
unit wiLha capsciLy of 100 to 200 MTlyr of Si. Attention
is also given to the Si-sheet formation research area,
environmenLal isolation research, the cell and module
formation task, the engineectns sciences area, end the
module performance and failure analysis area.
TITLE: Critical Technology Limits to Silicon Material and
Sheet Production
AUTHOR: M.B. Leipold
CO_PORATB AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: PhotovolLaic Solar EnersY Conference;
Proceedings of the Fourth International
Conference, Stress, Italy, May I0 14,
1982 (A83 32176 14-44). Dordrecht, D.
Reidel Publishing Co., 1982, p. 985-989
ABSTRACT: Earlier studies have indicated that expenditures
related to the preparation of high purity Si end its con
version to Si sheet represent from 40 to 52% of the cost
of the entire panel. The present investigation is con-
cerned with the elements which were selected for study in
connection with the FSA Project. The first of two technol
ogles which are being developed within the FSA Project
involves the coeveraion of metallurgical-grade Si through
s silane purification process to Si particlei. The second
is concerned with the conversion of trtchlorostlene to
dichlorosilane, and the subsequent production of Si using
modified rod reactors of the Siemens type. With respect
to Si sheet preparation, efforts have been focused both on
Lhe preparation of ingots, followed by wafering, and the
direct cyrstallizatlon of molten Sl into a ribbon or film.
TITLE: Recent Developments in Multi-Wire Fixed Abrasive
Slicing Techniques for Low-Cost Silicon Wafer
Production from Ingots
AUTHOR: F. Schmid, C.P. Khettak, M.B. Smith, end
L.D. Lynch
CORPORATS AUTB: Crystal Systems. Inc., Salem,
Massachusetts
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MhES ING IA)CA_ it)N: PhulovoIlslc Buiar Etlezgy cunlet'ence;
Procecdings of the Fourth International
Conference, Stress, Italy, May 10-14,
1982 (A83-32116 14-44). Dordrecht, D.
keidel Pebllshing Co., 1982, p. 980 981,
ABSTRACT: Slicing is an importanL processing step for all
tachnolo&ies based on the use of ingots. A comparison of
the economics of three slicing techniques shows that the
fixed abrasive slicing technique is superior to the
internal diameter and the multibiade slurry techniques.
Factors affecting contact length are discussed, taking
into account kerf width, rocking angle, ingot size, and
surface speed. Aspects of blade development are also
considered. A high concentration of diamonds on wlre has
been obtained in wire packs used for FAST slicing. The
material retaoval rate was found to be directly proportional
to the pressure at the diamond tips.
TITLE: Reliability and Performance Experience with
Flat Plate Photovoltaic Modules
AUTHOR: R.G. ROSS, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEET|NG LOCATION: Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference;
Proceedings of the Fourth International
Confecenca, Stress, Italy, May IO 14,
1982 (A83-32176 14 44). Dordrecht, D.
Reldel Publishing Co., 1982, p. 169-1/8
ABSTRACT: Statistical models developed to define the most
likely sources of PV array failures and the optimum method
of allowing for the defects in order to achieve a 20 yr
lifetime with acceptable performance degradation are sum-
marized. Significant parameters were the cost of energy,
annual power output, initial cost, replacement coat, rate
of module replacement, the discount rate, and the plant
lifetime. Acceptable degradation allocations were calcu--
lated to be 0.0001 cell failures/yr, 0.005 module fatl-
ures/yr, 0.05 power loss/yr, a O O1 rate of power loss/yr,
and a 25 yr module wear out length. Circuit redundancy
techniques were determined to offset cell failures using
fault tolerant designs such as series/parallel and bypass
diode arrangements. Scraening processes have been devised
to eliminate cells that will crack in operation, sad
multiple electrical contacts at each cell compensate for
the cells which escape the screening test and then crack
when insLalled. The 20 yr array lifetime is expected to
be achieved in the near-term.
TITLE: COSt Estimates for Flatlplate and Concentrator
Collector Arrays
AUTHOR: K+ Shtmada
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: (Japan Society of Applied Physics and
Science Council of Jspazt, Photovoltaic
Science and Engineering Conference in Japan,
3rd, Eyoto, Japan, May 19 21, 1982) Japanese
Journal of Applied Physics (ISSN 0021-4922),
vol. 21, Supplement 21 2, 1982, p. 143-153
ABSTRACT: The current module and installation costs for
the U.S. National PV Program's grid-connected systems are
significantly higher than required for economic viability
of this alternative. Attention is accordingly given to
the prospects for installed alodule cost reductions in flat
plate, linear focus Fresnel concentrator, and point focus
Fresnel concentrator candidate systems. Cost projections
indicate tilat all three systems would meet near-term and
midterm goals, provided that atodule costs of $2.80/Wp
and $0.70/Wp, respectively, are met. The point focus
Fresnel system emerges is the most viable for the near
term.
TITLE: Non-MaSSlAnalyzed Ion Implantation From a Solid
Phosphorus Source
AUTHOR: M.B. Spltzer and S.N. Bunker
CORPORATE AUTH: Spire Corp., Bedford, Massachusetts
PUBLICATION: Applied Physics Letters, eel. 40, June I,
1982, p. 976-918
I_tt:,lt_ttt i: A [,b_._photus ion beam, ua|tacled [tUltl S Ft_Julltan
ion sour'ca cb_rt_cd with elvmenLal phosphorus, has been in
vestigated fur use in solar cell fabrication. Mass spec-
troscopy of the beam indicates the absence of both minor
iLy carrier lifetime degrading impurities and hydrogen.
The ion beam, without atass analysis, was used for ion
implantation of solar cells, and performance for all ceils
was found t_ be equivalent to mass analyzed controls.
TITLE: tieteruge=leous Decomposition of Silane in a Fixad
Bed R_actor
AUTHOR: SK lye, R.N. Flagella, and F.S. Dipaolo
CORPOKATE AUTH: Union Carbide Corp., Tonawanda, New York
PUUI.ICATION: Electrochemical Society, Journal, eel. 129,
July 1982, p. 15311535
AU_I'EAC'I: lle_e_tleOUS decomposition of silane in a
{luidiLed bed O[Ie_'S an uttractive route for the tow cost
production of Si tot PV application. TO obtain design
d_ta [or a fluid bed silane pyrolysis reactor, deposition
,:xpdit.cnL_ WCL'C cu=_ducted in s _ntsli scale fixed bed
apparaLus. Data on the decomposition mode, plating rate,
and depositions morphology were obtained in the temperature
range 600 900 C. Conditions favorable for heterogeneous
decoalposition with good deposition morphology were
identified, the kinetic rate data showed the reaction to
be first order with an activation energy of 38.8 kcal/mul,
which agrees well wilh work done by others. The results
are promisln& for the development of an economically
attractive fluid bed process.
TITLE: Accelerated Stress Testing of Terrestrial Solar
Calls
AUTHOE: J.W. Lathcop, D.C. Hawkins, J.L. Prince, sod
H.A. Walker
CORPORAT_ AUTH: Clemson University, Clemson, South
Carolina
PDHLICATION: IEEE Transactions on Eeltability, eel. R-31,
Aug. 1982, p, 258-265
ABSTNACT: The development of an accelerated test schedule
for terrestrial solar cells is described. This schedule,
based ell anticipated failura modes deduced from a curtal
deration of IC failure elechanisms, involves bias tempera
lure testing, humidity testing (including both 85-85 and
pressure cooker stress), and thermalcycle thermal shock
testing. Results are describad for 12 dlffeL'ent unencsp
sulated c_ll Lypes. Both gradual alectcical de&rsdation
and sudden catastrophic mechsnlcai change wera observed.
These effects can be used to discriminate between cell
typc_ and technologies relative to tilelr reliability
attributc_. Con,sideraLion is given to identifying labors
tory failure modes which might lead to severe degradation
in the field throu&h second quadrant operation. Test
results inLdicate that the sbillty of most cell types to
withstand accelerated stress testing depends more on the
manufacturer's design, processing, and worksmanship than
on the particular metallizatlon system. Preliminary tests
comparing accelerated test results on encapsulated and
unencapsulated <:ells are described.
TITLE: Photovoltaic Module Reliability ImprovemenL
Throu&h Application Testing and Failure Analysis
AUTHOR: L.N. Dumas and A. Shumka
CORPORATE AUTR: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUHLICATION: IEEE Transactions on Reliability, eel. E-31,
Aug. 1982, p. 228-234
ABSTRACT: During the first four years of the DOE National
PV Program, tile LS& Project purchased about 400 kW of PV
modules for test and experiment=. In order to identify,
report, and analyze test and operational problems with the
Block Procurement modules, s problem/failure reporting and
analysis aystem was implemented by the LSA Project with
the main purpose of providing manufacturer= with feedback
from test snd field experience needed for the improvement
of product performance and reliability. A descrlpblon of
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the moJe si6nllicent types +l leilures [I presenied, Leklllg
into account interconnects, cracked cells, dielectric
breakdown, delamination, end corrosion. Current design
practices and reliability evaluations are also discussed.
The conducted evaluation Indicates that current module
designs incorporate damage resistant and fault-tolerant
features which address field failure mechanisms observed
to date.
TITLE: A Technique for Determining Solar Irradlence
Deficits - Photovoltelc Arrays Design
AUTHOR: C.C. Gonzalez end R.G. ROSS, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTt{: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBI.ICATION: IEEE Transactions on Reliability, sol. R-31,
Aug. 1982, p. 285 288
ABSTRACt: An analytic technique which determines the var-
iation of solar irradiance from long term averages is pra
nested. The Lechnique involves computer assisted dale
reduction techniques, and was designed to improve system
reliability by determining the amount of storage capability
required to supplement s baseline sysLem. VerlaLions in
time intervals of up to 60 days can be determined, end IO
years of data collection are reviewed. The technique in-
volves first calculating average monthly irrsdi=nce values,
then examining the average irrediance deviation over time
inLervsls. The calculation procedure Is clarified by de-
tet'mlnlng solar energy level probabilities and the long
term solar energy deviation (achieved by repeatedly inte-
grating actual irrsdlance figures). It is found that a
15% increase in collector area and the addition of energy
storage or backup are essential contributions to achieving
cost effectiveness. In addition, one to seven no sun day
storage capacities sre required to accommodaLe weather
caused deficits.
TITLE: Qualification Testing of Flat Plate Photovoltaic
Modules
AUTIIOR: A,R. Hoffman, J,S. Griffith, and R.G. ROSS, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion LaboraLory
PUBi. ICATION: lEEK Transactions on Reliability, eel. R-31,
Aug. 1982, p. 252 251
ABSTHACT: The placement of PV atodules in various applies
Lions, in ciialates and locations throughout the world,
results in different degrees and combtnaLions of environ
mental and electrical sLress. Early detection of module
reliability deficiencies via laboratory testis 8 is wares
navy for achieving long, satisfactory field service. This
overview paper describes qualification tesLing Lechntques
being used in the US Department of Enargy's flat plate ter-
restrial PV development progrsm in terms of their si&nlfi
caeca, rationale for specified levels and durations, and
Lest results.
TITLE: Photovoltaic Arcsy Reliabilily Optimlzation
AUTIIOR: R.G. Ross, Jr.
CORPORATE ^UTH: JeL Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: lEEK Transactions on Reliability, eel. R-31,
Au&. 1982, p. 246 251
ABSTRACT: An overview of the PV array reliability problem
is presented, and s high reliability/minimum cost approach
to this problem is presented. Design areas covered sre
cell failure, interconnecL fatigue, and electrlcal insula-
tion breakdown, and three solution strategies are discus-
sed. The first involves cunLrolling componenL failures in
the solar cell (cell cracking, cell interconnects) sad at
tile s,odule level (must be statistically treated). Second,
a fault Lolerant circuit is designed which reduces array
degradation, iatpcoves modulo yield losses, and conLrols
hot spot healing. Third, cosL optimum module replacement
strategies are also effective in reducing array degrada-
tion. This can be achieved hy minimizing the life cycle
energy cost of the photovolLatc system. The integration
of these solutions is aimed at reducing the 0.01% failure
rate.
llli.k: luvesLLgstlng Heliabllity gttrlbuLes of Sll|con
Photovoltaic Cells - An Pverview
AUTHOR: E.L. Royal
CORPORATE AUTfl: Jet Propulsion Lsboratory
PUBLICATION: 1ERE Trsnssctions on Rellabillty, eel. R-31,
Aug. 1982, p. 266 269
ABSTRACT: Reliability attributes are being developed on •
wide variety of advanced single crystal Si solar cells.
Two separate investigations: cell contact integriLy
(metal to silicon adherence), and cracked ceils identified
with fracture strengLhreducing flaws are discussed. In
the cell contsct-integrity investigation, analysis of
contacL pull strength data shows that cell types made with
different metallisation technologies, i.e., vacuum, plated,
screen printed and soldered, have appreciably different
reliabl]ity attributes. In the second investigation, frsc-
Lure strength was measured using Cz wafers and cells taken
at various stages of processing and differences were noted.
Fracture strength, which is believed to be governed by
flaws introduced during wafer sswin6, was observed to im-
prove (increase) after chemical polishing and other pro
cess steps that tend to remove surface and edge flaws.
T1TLE: Analysis of Minority-Carrier Trsnsport in
Polysilicon Devices
AUTHOR: J.G. Fossum and R. Sundsresan
CORPORATE AUTH: University of Florida, Gainesville,
Florida
PUBI.ICATION: lEEK Transactions on Electron Devices, eel.
ED 29, Aug. 1982, p. 1185-1197
ABSTRACT: An approximate anslytic model is presented for
the minority electron currenL injecLed into the base of a
reprusentative grain of a forward biased n+-p junction.
Simplifying assumptions which enable the separation of the
grain boundary recombination anslysts from the inLragrsin
Lransport analysis are discussed along with the model
limitations they imply, in particular, it is shown that
limitations associated wiLh the assumption of qussiequl
librium are effectively removed by recognizing that when
conditions obtain that negate quasi equilibrium, the min-
ority electrons flow to the &rein boundary surface wILh
velocities about equal to the kinetic-limit velocity. The
proposed model provides a better understsndlng of minority-
carrier Lrsnsport in polystlicon and should be useful in
engineering design of optimal polysilicon bipolar devices,
including solar cells.
TITLE: Reduction of Solar Cell Efficiency by Edge Defects
Across the Back-Surface Field Junction - A
Developed Perimeter Model
AUTIIOR: C.T. Sah, K,A. Yamakswa, snd R. LuLwack
CORPORAT_ AUTIt: C.T, Sah Associates, Urbane, Illinois;
Jet Propulsion Lsborstory
['URLICATION: Solid SLate Electronics, vol. 25, SepL.
1982, p. 851 858
ABSTRACT: Material imperfections, impurity clusters end
_abricaLion defects across the back surface field junction
can degrade the performance of high efficiency solar ceils.
Time desrsdation from defects eppearlng on the circumference
of a solar cell is analyzed using s two region developed
perimeter device model. The widLh of the defective pertm
eter region is charecLerized by the range or the distance-
of influence of the defective edge and this widLh is about
two diffusion lengths. The defecLlve edge is characterized
by a surface recombination veloctLy. Family of theoretical
curves snd numerlcal examples ere presented to show Lhat
significant reduction of open-circuit voltage can occur in
high efficiency cells which are thin compared with the
diffusion length. In one example, the degradation is
decreased from 135 mV Lo 15 mV when the cell size is
increased from I0 to IOn Limes the diffusion length in •
thin cell whose thickness Is I% of the diffusion length.
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1Ill.E: Cost Ansiyses of Huduisr _lel Psnel |rid
ConcenLraLor PhotovolLaic Array Fields
AUTIIOR: D.C, Carmichael
COEPORATE AUTB: BatLelle Columbus Laboratories, Columbus,
Ohio
MEETING LOCATION: 16th IEgg Photovoltalc Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California,
Sept. 27 30. 1982, Conference Record
(A84 22957 0944). New York, 1982,
p. 1116 [182
ABSTBACT: Modular designs for a flat panel arrsy field
and for two types of concentrator array fields have been
developed which reduce the array field balance of system
(nOSY costs and engineering design coats to a fracLloo of
these experienced In previous installations. TO achieve
the BOS coat reductiona, array field subsystem designs
were integrated and optimized for minimum life-cycle costs.
It is st|own Liter the array field BeE costs for the
developed building-block designs contribute only 0.89 to
t.22 C/kWh (ac) to the Ievelized energy coat of the
electricity generated by the PV system.
TITLE: An Accelerated Stress Test!us ProErem for
Determining the Reliability Sensitivity of Silicon
Solar Cells to Rncapsukstton end Metellization
Systems
AUTBOR: J.W. Lathrop, CmW. Davis, and E. Royal
CORPORATE AUTH; Clemson Univ., South Carolina; Jet
Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: lath IEEE Pbotovoltaic Specialiata
Conference, San Diego, california,
Sept. 27-30, 1982, Conference Record
(A84 22957 09-44). New York, 1982,
p. 1262 t2bl
ABSTRACT: Ttle use of accelerated testing methods in a
pcogranl to determine the reliability attributes of tetras
trial si solar ceils is discussed. Different failure
modes are to be expected when cells with and without encap
sulaLion are subjected to accelerated testing and separate
test schedule_ /or each are described. Unencapsulated
Lest cells having slight variations in metalltzation are
used to illustrate how accelerated testing can hiEhliEht
different diffusion related failure mechanisms. The use
fulness of accelerated testing when applied to encapsulated
ceils is illustrated by results showing that moisture rela
ted degradation may be many times worse with some forms of
encapsulation than with no encapsulation at all.
TITLE: Development of a Photovoltaic Module Qualification
Test Based on Combined Environment Accelerated
Stress Data
AUTIIOR: S.B. Treochard, E. Royal, and RmT. Anderson
COBPOHATE AUTR: Coast Guard Research and Development
Center, Grates, Connecticut; Jet
Propulsioo Laboratory; Reliability
Technology Associates, Lockport, Illinois
MEETING LOCATION: 16th IEEE Photovoltatc Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California,
Sept. 27 30, 1982, Conference Record
(A84 229/5 09 4_). New York, 1982,
p. 1030 1035
AB3TBACT: The U.S Coast Guard has developed a qualtfica_
tiun Lest to screeo PV modules for utilization on marine
aids to navigation. The teat is based on a combined-
environment of hot and cold saltwater inversion and air
pressurization, The test has demoustrated a very-high
acceleration factor and excellent correlation of electrical
failures with modules in s concurrent real time marine
exposure.
TITLE: Progress in Growth of Silicon Ribbon by t Low
Angle, tligh Rate Process
AUTHOR: D.N. Jewett, H.E. Bstes, and J.W. Lecher
CORPORATE AUTR: Energy Materials Carp., So. Lancaster,
Massachusetts
HEEl ING t._bt AI it)N: lbth IE_E I'hulovulLe|c Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California,
Sept. 21-30, 1982, Conference Record
(A84 2295/ 0944). Raw York, 1982,
p. 8689
ABSTRACT: Substantial progress has been achieved in the
development of the I.ASS crystal growth technique since its
inception in mid 1919. Continuously grown ribbons of 10
to 30 meters are produced routinely st growth rates of 10
to 80 cm/min. Ribbon widths are 4 to 15 cm and thickness
varies from 0.3 to 6 am with O.5 tam typical. At an aver
ate growLh speed of 30 cm/min and a width of 15 cm, produc
tivity of 450 sq cm/min of ribbon has been demonstrated.
Solar cells alade from LASS material have exhibited up to
12.9% conversion efficiency (AM1) on 4 x 4 cm boron doped
blanks.
TITLE: The Design and Developatent of a Rectangular.
Shi,gle Type Pbotovoltaic Module
AUTHOB: N.F. Shepard, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTB: General Electric CO., Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania
MEETING LOCATION: ibth IEEE Photovoltsic Specialists
Conference, San Diego, Californis,
Sept. 27-30, 1982, Conference Record
(A84 22957 09 44). New York, 1982,
p. 828 833
ABSTNACT: A shingle type PV module has been designed end
developed to meet the requirements of specifications for
residential applications. The module is ideally suited
for installation directly to the sheathing of a sloping,
south facing roof of a residential, industrial, or cam
mercial building The design requirements are examined,
taking into account also module safety requirements.
Aspects of mudule design and snslysis are discussed, giving
attention to installation details, solar cells and
electrical circuit design, the encapsulation system,
substrate lamination, and the module to module intercon-
necting cable. Details of module assembly experience and
tesL and outdooc exposure experience are also considered.
TITLE: Empirical Testing of Structurnl Deflection
Mudeiin& of Large Photovoltaic Modules
AUTHOr: LB Duncan, CmP. MinninE, A. Garcis, II1, and
EF Cuddihy
CORPORATE AUTIi: Hughes Aircraft Co,, E1 Se&undo,
California; Spectrolab. Inc.. Sylmsr,
California; Jet Propulsion Laborntory
MEETING LOCATION: lath 1gEE Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California,
Sept. 2L30, 1982, Conference Record
(A84 22957 0944). New York, t982,
p. t256 1261
ABSTNACT: The objective of the structural deflection test
was to verify the analyticsl models used to predict solar
cell stress, load bearing layer stress, and module deflec
lion thai result front a uniform pressure load on the module
surlsce. Tile vcri[ication process consisted of measuring
module du/lc,:ti_n, stress in the solar cell, and stress in
the load beat-in_ member as a functon of normal pressure
load, pollen| modulus of elasticity, portent thickness,
and cell location. Four glass superstrste modules, two
plain wood substrate modules, two ribbed wood substrate
modules, and a steel substrata module wore tested. Con
sistent with analysis predictions, all unribbed specimens
exhibited nonlinear load vs. deflection characteristics.
With the exception of the steel module, test results and
analysis predictions for panel deflectons agreed to within
10 percent, g wider variation of agreement was found for
aLress in the load-bearing members and cells.
TITLE: Flat Plate Solar Array Progress end Plans
AUTHOR: W.T. Cal]aghan
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboretory
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Hkhi [NG LOCA! IUN: Lblh IEEE t'iLo/uvullalc Spec|sllsLs
Conference, San Diego, California,
Sept, 2?.30, 1982, Conference Record
(A84 2295? 09 44). New York, 1982,
p. 115 1[8
ABSTRACT: The emphasis of the FSA Project has been shifted
from price goals and coamleccial development toward longer
term, higher' risk, higher potential-payoff opportunities.
The revised objectives, status, and plans of the project
are presunLed and technical progress is noted in Lhe areas
of: large area sheet [ormation; Si feedstock refinement;
flat plate module process sequence development; and engine
ering and environmental testing.
TITLE: Enhanced Di[fusion of Phosphorus at Grain
Boundaries
AUTHOR: L.J. Chest, C.M. Shyu, K.M. Stike, T. Dsud, and
G.T. Ccotty
CORPORATE AUTtI: Jet Propu[slon Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: Ibth IEEE Photovoltsle Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California,
Sept. 21 30, 1982, Conference Record
(AB4 22957 09 44). New York, 1982,
p. 554 558
ABSTRACT: Enhanced diffusion of phosphorus at grain
boundaries in cast polycrystslline PV materials (Wacker,
ITEM, and Semix) was studied. It was found that the en
izazlcenients for the three materials were the same, indicat-
ing that the properties of boundaries are similar, even
though riley were grown by different techniques. In eddi
Lion, it was observed that grain boundaries capable of
enhancing Lhe diffusion always have strong recombination
activities. Both phenomena could be related to dan&ling
bonds existing at the bouodaries. The present study gives
the firsL evidence that incoherent second order twins of
lit/It5 plane type are diffustonactive.
TITt.E: Directional Solidification of Silicon in Carbon
Crucibles by an Oscillating Crucible Technique
AUTIiOR: T. Oaud, K.A. Dumas, G.H. Schwuttke, P. Saletana,
and K.M. Kim
COEPOEA]'E RUTH: Jet Propulsion l.eboratory; International
Business Machines Corp., Hupewell
Junction, New York
MEETING [.OrATiON: lgLh lEEr Photovoltale Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California,
Sept, 2].30, 1982, Conference Record
(A84 2295] 09 44). New York, 1982,
p. 63 6]
ABSTRACT: The quality of Si cast by present techniques [a
limited by th_ presence of dislocations and grain bound
sri_s in unseeded growLh and by cellular structures with
dislocation eetworks in the case of the seeded growth. TO
address these concerns, a new method of directional sol|di
first[on called the oscillatie& crucible technique (OCT)
is developed During growth, a carbon crucible is oscil
luted to provide for effective stirring of the melt. This
growth technique (seeded growth only), along with material
characterization and solarcell fabrication and testing,
is described. Solar cell efficiencies of up to 13 percent
at 100 mW/sq cm area obtained in the single crystalline
areas. Minority carrier diffusion lengths exceeding tO0
microns are measured even in the polycrystalline areas of
the wafers. Limitations of the present seLup end possible
future improvements are discussed.
TITLE: Characterization of the Electrical Output of
f'lat Plate Photovolteie Arrays
RUT[fOR: C.C. Gonzalez, G.M. Hill, end R.R. Ross, Jr.
CURPORATE AUTB: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 16th IEEE Photovoltalc Specialists
Conference, Sen Diego, California,
Sept. 21-30, 1982, Conference Record
(A84-22957 09-44). New York. 1982,
p. 384 390
ORDINAL P_E Im
OF Poem QUAUTV
AB_LNACt: Ills electric output ul llaL plate t'V arrays
than&ca constantly, due primarily to changes in cell
temperature and irradiance level. AS • result, array
loads such as direct current to alternating-current power
conditioners must be able to ecconmwdate widely varying
input levels, while maintaining operation at or near the
array maximum power polnL. The results of an extensive
computer simulation study that was used to define the
parameters necessary for the systematic design of array/
power condiLioner interfaces ere presented as normalized
ratios of power-conditloner parameters to array parameters,
to make the results universally applicable to a wide
variety of system sizes, sites, and operating modes. The
advantages of maximum power tracking end a technique for
computing average annual power conditioner efficiency are
discussed.
TITLE: Interaction Between Cast Silicon Properties and
Solar Cell Performance
AUTHOR: S. ityland, P. Iles, D. Leung, G. SchwuLtke, end
J.A. Engelbrecht
COEPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory; Applied Solar
Energy Corp., City of Industry,
California; International Business
Machines Corp., Ilopewell Junction, New
York
MEETING LOCATION: 16th 1tEE Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California,
Sept, 27-30, 1982, Cbnference Record
(A84 22957 09 44). New York, 1982,
p. 68 73
ABSTRACT: Three types of cast silicon, Silso, HEM end UCP
were studied for their use as solar cells. Optical micro
scopy after etching revealed s high density of uniform
dislocations (approaching l,O00,000/cm2), lines of
dislocations indicating stress during crystal growth, end
precipitates, some of which generate dislocations. Solar
ceils were fabricated by three processes. Result= of
solar cell processing revealed that these materials
produce cells of lower efficiency than Cz control cells,
and that the efficiencies of the three materials were
quite close. Diffusion length and spectral response data
ere shown. Certain structural features ere correlated
with solar cell efficiency, diffusion length, and spectral
response. EBIC end light spot scanning are used to beck
up other measurements.
TITLE: Design Solutions for the Solar Cell Interconnect
Fatigue Fracture Problem
AUTHOR: G.R. Men end R.G. Nose, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 16th IEEE Photovoltalc Specialists
Conference, Sen Diego. California,
Sept. 27-30. 1982, Conference Record
(A8422957 09 44). New York, 1982,
p. 1268 1276
ABSTRACT: Mechanical fatigue of solar cell interconnects
is a major failure mechanism in PV arrays. A comprehenelvo
approach to the reliability design of interconnects,
Logether with est_nsive design data for the fatigue pro-
perties of copper tnLerconnects, has been published. This
paper extends the previous work, developing failure pro
diction (fatigue) data for additional interconnect materiel
choices, including aluminum end s variety of copper Inver
and copper-steel claddings. An improved global fatigue
function is used to model the probebllity-fo-feilure
statistics of each material es a function of level end
number of cycles Of applied strain. Life-cycle economic
analyses are used to evaluate the relative merits of each
material choice. The copper-Invar clad composites demon-
strate superior performance over pore copper. Aluminum
results are disappointing.
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LILt,k: the Measurement at verLalions In MLHur|Ly Carrier
Li[eLtme Due to MicrosLrucLural Defects in Large
Area Polysiiicon Wafers
AUTBOR: S.M. Johnson aed 3.S. Culik
CORPORATE AUTH: Solaces Corp., Rockville, Maryland
MEETING LOCATION: 16th IEEE Photovolteic Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California,
Sept. 21 30, 1982, Conference Record
(A84 22957 09 _4). New York, 1982,
p. 548 b53
ABSTRACT: This paper describes the measurement and
analysis of mioorily carrier lifetime inhon_o&cneities in
large area polysilicon wafers used Lo fabricate soles
cells. Variations in free carrier lifetime ere measured
using a cootactless microwave technique. The use of s
subsequent Sacra etch enables structurally related
mieority carrier lifetime de&radatlon mechanisms to be
distinguished from impurity related lLfetime decreases.
TITLE: Empirlcal TesLin s of an Analytical Model
Predicting Electrical Isolation of Photovoltalc
Models
AUTHOR; A. Garcia, C.P. Manning, and E.F. Cuddilly
COBPOBATE AUTH: Spectrolab, Inc., Sylmar, California;
Hughes Aircraft CO., Los Angeles,
California; Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 16th lEEK Photovolteic Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California,
Sept. 27 30, 1982, Conference Record
(A84 2295/ 09 44). New York, 1982,
p. 1014 1019
ABSTRACT: A major design requiceatenL for PV modules is
that the encapsulation system be capable of withstanding
large DC potentials without electclcal breakdown. Pre
sented is a simple analytical model which can be used to
estimate material thickness to meet this requirement for a
candidate encepsulstlon system or to predict the breakdown
volLage of an estsLing module design. A series of elec
trical tests to verify the model ere described in detail.
The results of these verification tests confirmed the
utility of the analytical model for preliminary design of
PV modules.
TITLE: Non-Mass Anaiyzed Ion Implantation Equipment for
High Volume Solar Cell Production
AUTHOR: A.J. Armini, S.N. Bunker, and M.B. Spltzer
CORPORATE AUTB: Spire Corp, Bedford, MessachusetLs
MEETING LOCATION: 16th IEEK Photovoltalc Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California Sept.
27-30, 1982, Conference Record
(A84 22951 09 44) New York. 1982,
p. 895 899
ABSTRACT: Equipment designed for junction formation in Si
solar ceils is described. The equipment, designed for •
production level of approximately one mesewatt per year,
consists of an ion implanter end anneeler. Low cost is
achieved by foregoing the use of mass analysis durins the
implantation, and by the use of • belt furnace for anneal-
ins. Results of process development, machine design and
cost analysis ace presented.
TITLE: Large Area Space Solar Cell Assemblies
AUTtIOR: M.J. Nowlan end M.B. Spitaer
CORPORATE AUTH: Spire Corp., Bedford, Massachusetts
MEETING LOCATION: ibth IBEE Photovolteic Specialists
Conference, Sen Diego, California,
Sept. 27-30, 1982, Conference Record
(A84-22957 09-44). New York, 1982,
p. 150 155
ABSTRACT: Results of the development of a 34.3 sq cm
space solar cell and integral glass cover are presented.
Average AM1 cell efficiency is 14%. The cell design
includes a high performance back surface reflector yielding
s Ihe=msi alpha ut approximately 0,68. A nu_e[ process ts
described which integrates cell fabrication and encapsula
ti_n thereby achieving s reduction of encapsulation cost.
Test results indicate the potential of this new technology.
TITLE: New Implui_tation Techniques for Improved Solar
Cell Jun[tions
AUTItOR: M B Spiller and S.N. Bunker
CO_PORATE AUTB: Spire Corp., Bedford, Massachusetts
MEETING LOCAI'LON: Ibth IBEE Photovoltelc Specialists
Conference, Sen Diego, California,
SepL. 27-30, 1982, Conference Record
(A84 22951 09-44). New York, 1982,
p. 164 169
ABSTRACT: tuft implantation techniques offering improved
cell p_rf_vmd_ce and reduced cost have been studied
These techtliques include non-mass analyzed phosphorus
implantation, argon implantation gettering, and low temper
ature boron annealing. It is found that cells produced by
non mass aHalyzed implantation perform ie welt as mess
analyLed centrals, and that the cell performance is
largely independent of process parameters. A study of
argon implantation gartering shows no improvement over
non getLered controls. Results of low temperature boron
annca]ing experiments are presented.
TITLE: be_i_H principles for High-Efficiency Small Grain
PoLy_ili,:on Solar Ceils, with Supporting
ExpuriatenLal Studies
AUTIiOR: FA. Lir_dholm, A. Neugroschel, and C.T. Bah
CORPORATE AUTtt: University of Florida, Gainesville,
Florida; Illinois Univ., Urbane, Illinois
MEETING LOCATION: Ibth lEEK Photovolteic Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California,
Sept. 27-30. 1982, Conference Record
(A84 22957 0944) New York, 1982, p
b44 641
ABSTKACT: DesiBe principles suggested here aim toward
high cot=verslon efficiency (greater then 15 percent) in
polysilicoa c_lls. The principles seek to decrease the
liebiliLies o_ both intragranular end &rain boundary
surface defects. The advantages of a phosphorus atom
conc_etratio, gradient in • thin (less then 50 microns)
base of a p+ n x n + drift-field solar cell, which
produces favorable gradients in chemical potential,
minoriLy carrier mobility sad diffusively, and recombina-
tion lifetime (via phosphorus gartering) ere suggested.
The degrading effects of grain boundaries are reduced by
these three gradients and by substituting atoms (P, B, F
or Li) for vacancies on the grainboundary surface. From
recent e=periments comes support for the benefits of P
diffusion down grain boundaries and, for quasi grain-
boundary tree and related structures New analytic
solutions for the nix) base include the effect of s
power law dependence between P concentration end life
time. These provide an upper bound estimate on the open
circuit voltage. Finite difference numerical solutions of
the sis Shockley equations furnish complete information
about all solar cell parameters and add insight concerning
design.
TITLE: Bow Will we Get to 20% (AML) KfficlenL Si Solar
Cells?
AUTHOR: M. Wolf
CORPORATE AUTti: University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania
MEETING LOCATLOR: Ibth IEEE Photovoltalc Speclslists
Conference, San Diego, California,
Sept. 21-30, 1982, Conference Record
(A84-22957 09-44). New York, 1982,
p. 355-360
ABSTRACT: Applicatlon of recent more exact modeling
methods has indicated the design principles for the
achievement of Sl solar cells with efficienctes Above 20
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AHI, l|luue desl_ll prlnciples are prlmsrIly limed al
reducing Lbe total device minority carrier recombination
rate, not so much to improve the collection efficiency,
but more to attain higher voltages. The reduction of
recombination is attacked along three paths: increased
minority carrier lifetime, reduced volume for bulk
recombination, and reduced surface recombination. The
lifetime control dictates the avoidance of severe Auger
recombination anywhere in the device. Simultaneously,
bsndgap narrowing effects will also be minimized. The
cells will be multi layer structures, which include
high/low juncLions in the base region as well as in pirt
of the front region. The thickness of each of the layers
needs to be designed in accordance to the electconlc
properties actually achieved in tt and in the other layers.
TITLE: silicon MIS/invecslon-Lsyer Solar Cells Utilizing
SaD Deposition
AUTHOR: L.C. Olsen, F.W. Addls, W.A. Miller, and
G.C. Dunbam
CORPORATE AUTH: University of Washington, Joint Center
for Graduate Study, Richlsnd, Washington
MEETING LOCATION: 16th IBEE Photovoltaic Speclslists
Conference, San Diego, California,
Sept. 2}-30, 1982, Conference Record
(A84 2295} 09-44). New York, 1982,
p. 1223 1230
ABSTRACT: Results obtained for Si MIS/inverslon-Layer
solar cells are discussed. Cells are fabricated using AI
and M R MIS collector grids, and by eatsblishlng an inver
seen layer with an SiO AR layer. The theory of HIS-It
cells has developed by solving the two-dimensional diffu.
sion problem for minority carrier transport. Calculated
cell performance explains experimentsl results well.
Studies of the inversion layer formation process have
involved studies of Meg devices and in situ measurement of
inversion layer sheet resistance. An AHI active area
efficiency of 16.1% (t3.4% total ares efficiency) has been
achieved with 0.2 ohm cm single crystal material, while an
active area efficiency of 12.8% (10.3% total area) was
achieved with Wscker Silso polycrystalline material.
TITLE: Solar Cell Contacts
AUTHOR: D.L. Meier, R.B. Campbell, J.R. Davis, Jr.,
P. Rai Choudhury, and L.J. Sienkiewicz
CORPORATE AUTIi: Westinghouse Electrlc Corp., PitLsburgh,
Pe.nsylvanla
MEETING LOCATION: I6th IEEK Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California,
Sept. 2}-30, 1982, Conference Record
(A84 2295} 09 44). New York, 1982,
p. 904 910
ABSTRACT: Two experimental contact systems were examined
and compared Los baseline conLact system consisting of
evaporated layers of titanium, palladium, and silver alld
an electroplated layer of copper. The first experimental
contact system consisted of evaporated layers of titanium,
nickel, and copper and an electroplated layer of copper.
This system performed as well as Lhe baseline system in
all respects, including its response to temperature stress
tests, to a humidity test, and to an accelerated aging
test. In addition, the cost of this system is estimated
to be only 43 percent of the cost of the baseline system
eL a production level of 25 MW/yr. The second experimental
conLsct system consisted of evaporated layers of nickel
and copper and an electroplsted layer of copper. Cells
with this sysLem show serious degradation in s temperature
stress test it 350 C for 30 min. Auger electron spectros-
copy was used to show that the evaporated nickel layer is
not an adequate barrier to copper diffusion even at temper=
cruces as low as 250 C. This fact brings into question
the long-term reliability of this contact system.
TITLE:
AUTHOR:
Impurities in Polycrystalline Silicon Solar Cells
A. Rohatgl, J.R. Davis, B.H. Hopkins, and
P. Rai-Choudhury
CORi'UHAIE AUIII: Westinghouse Research mild DsvelopmenL
Center, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
MEETING LOCATION: 16tb 1EEE Photovoltatc Specialists
Conference, San Diego, California.
Sept. 2}-30, 1982, Conference Record
(A84-2295} 09-44). New York, 1982, p.
411-416
ABSTRACT: The effects of grain boundaries and impurities
on silicon solar cell performance have been studied in
single crystal and _olycrystalline ingots by intenLionslly
incorporting 2 x lO'2/cu cm Me, lol41cu cm Ti, and
about Iol5/cu cm Cr during Cz growth. Me, Ti, and Cr
degrade solar cell performance by inducing deep levels in
silicon. Electrically acLive grain boundaries also reduce
cell performance by inducing carrier recombination in the
bulk as well as in the depletion region. At low impurity
concenLrations, polycrystalline cell performance is con-
trolled by grain boundary recombination, while at high
concentrations, it is dominated by the impurity, resulLing
in equal efficiencies for single crystal and polycrystal-
line cells. Impurity/grain-boundary tnterscLlons are
species dependent and result in a decrese in impurity-
induced deep level concenLrstion: Cr exhibits the largest
interaction, Ti a weak interaction, and He no ateasurable
effect.
TITLE: OpLicsl Absorption Coefficient and Minority
Carrier Diffusion Length HeaauremenLs in Low Cost
Silicon Solar Cell Material
AUTHOR: R.T. Swtn= and K.A. Dumas
CORPORATE AUTH: University of Southern California, LOS
Angeles, California; Jet Propulsion
Laboratory
PUBLICATION: Journal of Applied Physics, eel. 53, NOV.
1982, p. }502 }504
ABSTRACT: None.
TITLE: Photothermal Degradation of Ethylene/VinylaceLaLe
Copol_mer
AUTHOR: R.H. Liana, S. Chung, A. CleyLon, S. DiSLefeno,
K. Oda, S.D. Hung, and A. GupLa
CORPORATE AUTIt: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
HEETING LOCATION: Polymer Alloys llI. New York, Plenum
Publishing Corp., 1983, p. 261-2}8
ARSTRACT: PhoLoLhermal degradation studies were conducLed
on a stabilized formulation of EVA in the temperature
range 25105 C under three different oxygen environments
(in upen air, with limited access to 02, and in a dark
closed sLagnant oven). These sLudies were performed in
order to evaluate the utility of EVA iS an encspsulaLion
material for PV modules. Reaults showed Lhst at low tamp--
stature (25 C), slow photooxidation of the polymer occurred
via electronic energy transfer involving the UV absorber
incorporated in Lhe polymer. However, no changes in the
physical properties of the bulk polymer were detected up
to 1500 h of irradiation. At elevated temperatures, leach-
ing and evaporation of the addiLlves occurred, which
ultimately resulted in the chemlcal croasllnklng of the
copolymer and the formation of volatils phoLoproducts such
as acetic acid.
TITLE: Theory of Beam lliduced Currents in Semiconductors
AUTHOR: J.D. Zook
CORPORATE AUTH: Roneywelt Corporate Technology CenLec,
Bloomington, Minnesota
PUBLICATION: Applied Physics Letters, VO1. 42, Apr. I,
1983, p. 602-604
ABSTRACT: An anilytlcsl model is presented for the cur-
renL flowing in a SchotLky diode or shallow pe junction
when the current Is generated by an electron beam or light
beam. The model represents in exact solution Lo the
three dimensional diffusion equation when Lhe current-
collecting junction is at right angles to s grain boundary
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UL to tile semiconductor enriace, lhe ill|tie uize of lhe
electron hole generation region is readily included in the
analysis. The results are given in terms of one-dimen
siena] integrals whlcb c_n simply end sccuratel_ be
evaluated using a progrsnmlahle hand calculator. The
theory provides a basis for using electron beam-induced
currents or light beam induced currents to measure the
minority carrier diffusion length and surface recombination
velocity at a grain boundary or surface.
TITLE: Assessing Photovoltsic Module Degradation and
LifeLime from Long Term Environmental Tests
AUTtlOR: D.H. OtLh and R.G. Ross, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: Institute of Environmental Sciences,
Annual Technical Meeting, 29th, Los
Angeles, CA, April 19 21, 29B3,
Proceedings (A85 26551 II 38). Mount
Prospect, Illinois, Institute of
Environmental Sciences, 1983, p. 121 126
ABSTRACT: The PV module fsilure mechanisms reIsted to
Lemperature, humidity, and electrical bias are analyzed
using the data collected over s period of 20 yrs from
various siLes in Lhe U.S. The approach is based on
measuring the rate dependence of the mechanisms on slte
stress levels, and then using the rate data to analytically
estimate the field life by means of computer models of the
site environment. A correlation is established between
the accelerated, constant stress testing and the time
varying field exposures. Test results are presented for
two failure mechanisms for a module design featuring PVB
encspsulant for the temperature range of 85 to 100 C and
85% relative humidity.
TITLE: Polyccystal X ray Topography (PXT) of a Cast
Silicon Photovoltalc Cell
AUTltOR: R.G.Rosemeier, K.C. Yoo, and S.M. Johnson
COMPOHATE AUTH: University of Maryland, College Park,
Maryland); Solarex Corp., Rockville,
Maryland
PUBLICATION: MaLerials Letters (ISSN 0[67 51)g), vol. I,
April 1983, p. 194 196.
ABSTRACT: Contiguous (4 0 4)1 and (4 -4 0)2 polycrystal
x ray topographs (PAT) have been obLained simultaneously
within a single image for two &reins of a cast polycrystsl-
line si solar cell. A special Lwo slap twinning orientation
relationship between the adjscenL grains gives a condition
of only faint diffraction contrast being observed at the
boundary interface. Stereographlc prujectlon enalyala was
employed to identify simultaneous reflection conditions,
and s portable image x. ray Intensifier was routinely used
to align x-ray images in real time.
TITLE: Thermal Stability of Hafnium and Titanium Nttrtde
Diffusion Bariers in Multilayer Contacts to Silicon
AUTHOR: I. Suni, M. Haenpas, M.-A. Ntcolet, end
M. Luomajsrvt
CORPORATE AUTH: California Institute of Teclmology,
Pasadena, California; Technical Research
Centre of Finland, Rspoo, Finland;
Helainki, University, Helsinkl, Finland
PUBLICATION: Electrochemical Society, Journal (ISSN
0013 4651), vol. 130, May 1983, p. 1215-1218
ABSTRACT: The thermal stsbiliLy of reactively sputtered
hafnium nitride (HfN) and titanium nitrtde (TIN) thin
films is investigated for the application is diffusion
barriers in metallic contacLs to St. The temperaLure
t'snge of intecesL is from 400 800 C. The dominating fail-
ure mechanism is associated with loss of adhesion and
blistering of the barrier layers. The extenL of the fail-
ure iS related to the compressive stresses in the sputtered
nitride layers. Wlth proper consLrslnta imposed on the
deposition process, HfN and TiN can perform as effective
diffusion barriers up to 800 C.
lilt.E: Bt,tun and Vhosphoru= Determination in Low
Resistivity Solar-Grade Silicon
AUTHOR: L.P. HunL, R.W. Francis, and J.P. Diamukes
CORPORAT_ AUTB: Exxon Research and En_ineerin_ Co.,
Clinton, New Jersey
PUBLICATION: (Electrochemical Society, Meeting, San
Francisco, California, May a-t3, 1983)
Electrochemical Society, Journal (ISSN
OO13 465l), vol. 131, Aug. 1984,
p. 1888 1891
ABSTRACT: "the present invesLigation is concerned with an
analytical technique which was developed to measure the
concentrations of boron and phosphorus in s special grade
of Si inLendud for use in PV applications. Research and
development programs have been conducted with the objective
Lo increase the purity of Si metallurgically produced by
the csrbothermic reduction of St in an err furnace. The
technique described for determining boron and phosphorus
in the purified metallurgical Si (PMS) is somewhat similar
to that employed by the semiconductor industry for analy
zing polysilicon produced by the Siemens process. Hail-
effect measurements are conducted, end a computational
procedure is used to translate the obtained data into
boron and phosphorus concenLrattons.
TITLE: Model Calculations for Silicon Inversion Layer
Sular Cells
AUTUOR: W.A. Miller snd L.C. Dines
CORPOMATE AUTH: University of Washington, Joint Center
for Graduate Study, Richland, Washington
PUBLICATION: Solar Ceils (lean 0319-6181), VOI. 8, May
1983, p. 311-395
ABSTRACT: A theoretical treatment of Si-based inversion-
layer (IL) solar cells is presenLed. IL solar cells con
sist of a ptype semiconductlng substrste with a back
contact, a metal grid with s rectifying Junction beneath
the grid area, and a transparent insulating layer on the
trt, nt surface containing a fixed charge which functions as
am} AM costing. The fixed charge creates the IL, i.e., the
induced surface _unction, in the area between the grid
lines. Tile u_e of MIS contacts his thus far produced
cells with efficieuctes up to 15 pct, although calcula
Lions show that ceils of 19 percent efficiency are pus
sible, with p{ocessing temperatures of less than 500 C.
The faiIuru to reach the optimized efficiencies his been
attributed to hish sheet resistances in the IL, and calcu
_atiol_ w_:rL _er[_rmed to quantify the resistance as a
funcLiun ut th_ cell parameters and relate them to the
device perlovmsnce. The formulation of a twodimensionsl
model led to Lhe conclusion that high efficiency is obtain
able with a wide range of insulator charge densities, while
the grld line spacing must remain a factor of two or three
times that of conventional diffused cells.
TITLE: Electric_l Characteristics of Amorphous
Iron Tungsten Contacts on Silicon
AUTHOR: M Finetti, E.T. S. Pan, M. A, Nicolet, and
I Suni
CORPORAT_ AUTH: California Inst. of Tech., Pasadena,
California; Consiglio Nazionale della
Eicerche, Bologna (Italy).; Technical
Research Centre of Finland, Rspoo
PUBLICATION: Applied Physics Letters (ISSB 0003 6951),
vol 42, June 1, 1983, p. 987-989
ABSTRACT: The electrical characteristics of amorphous
Fe W contacts have been determined on both p-type and
n type Si. The amorphous films were obtained by cosput-
feting from a composite target. Contact resistivtties of
I x 10 -17 and 2.B X 10 -6 were measured on n + snd p+
Si, respectively These values remain constant after
thermal treatment up to at least 500 C. A barrier height
of 0 61V was measured on n-type St.
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IIII.E: t:_ltelatlon oi Sulsr CeLl KleclrLcsi ProperLies
with Material Characteristics of Silicon Cast by
the Ubiquitous Crystallization Process
AUTHOR: S. Ilylend, D. Leung, A. Morrison, K. Silks, and
If. You
CORPOHAT_ AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory; Applied Solar
Energy Corp., City of Industry, California
PUBLICATION: Electrochemical Society, Journal (ISSM
0013 4651), eel. 130, June 1983, p. 1313-1376
ABSI'HACT: Solar cells were fabricated using a conservative
baseline process on 1 3 Omega ca p type 3i from ingots
cest by the ubiquitous crystallization process. Conversion
efficiencies of the cells were measured, as well as spec-
tral response and minority carrier diffusion length.
Adjacent slices from the same ingot were studied lot their
grain size, dislocation distribution, and impurity distri-
bution. Cell performance was related to the observed
structural features, as well as to the chemical structure
of the ingoL.
TITLE: Analysis of the LnLeraction of an Electron Beam
With Back Surface Field Solar Cells
AUTBOB: O, Von Boos and K.L. Luke
CORPOHAT_ AUTB: Jet Propulsion Laboratory; California
State Univ., Long Beach, California
PUBLICATION: Journal of Applied Physics (ISSN 0021 8919),
eel. 54, July 1983, p. 3938 3942
ABSTRACT: In this paper the short circuit current lac
induced by the elecLron beam of a scannin 8 electron
microscope in a back surface field solar cell will be
determined theoretically. It will be shown that, in s
configuration used previously for solar cells with an
ohmic back surface, the lac gives a convenient means for
estimating the back surface recombination velocities ned
thus the quality of back surface field cells. Numerical
data will be presented applicable to a point source model
for the electron-hole pair generation.
TITLE: Contact BesiaLivlLy of TiN on p+Si and n+-St
Measurement for Metal Contact Diffusion Barrier in
Solar Cell
AUTHOR: M. FinetLi, I. Suni, and M.-A. Nicolet
CORPORATE AUTH: Clllfornia Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, California; CNB, Laboratorio d|
Chimica e Tecnologia dei Material, e
Componentl per Electronics, Bologna,
Italy; Technical Research Centre of
Finland, Espoo, Finland
PUBLICATION: Solar Cells (ISSN 03?9-678?), eel. 9, Aug.
1983, p. 179r183
_BSTBACT: The accuracy of the derived value of the restrict
resistivity of TiN on an n + Si solar cell was improved
experimentally and compared with values for TiN on •
p+-Si solar cell. The TiN diffusion barrier was deposited
on heavily doped cells by RF sputtering and • layer of
silver was laid down over the TiN pad. Electrical measure-
ments were performed on two different test patterns. The
contact reslstlvities for the n end p cells were 0.000015
ohm sq cm end 0.00028 ohm-sq cm, respectively. The differ-
ences were attributed to the barrier heiKht and the surface
dopant coneentation. The results indicate that the TiN bar-
rier does not degrade in concentrator configurations of up
to 50 suns for the n-type material and up to 100 suns for
the p type malarial.
TITLE: Temperature-Dependent Ion Nixing and Diffusion
During Sputterln 8 of Thin Films of CrSi 2 on
Silicon
AUTHOR: U. Shreter, M.-£. Nicolet, end B. Fernandez
CORPORATE AUTR: California Inst. of Teeh., Pasadena,
California; Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: California Applied Physics Letters (ISSN
O003-6951i, eel. 43, &uS. I, 1983, p. 247-249
ABSINAt;I: Messuremenis OI sl,uLter|n & y|e|ds slid tempos|
ties profiles have been carried out using backscattering
spectrometry for samples of CrSi 2 on Si irradiated wth
200 key ge ions. When the CrSi 2 layer is thinner than
the ion range, tbe sputtering yield ratio of Si to Cr
increase_ from 3.5 for room temperature irradiation to 65
at 290 C. For a thick semple, the corresponding increase
is from 2.4 to 4.0 only. These changes are explained in
tel'ms of a rise in the si surface concentration o1 290 C.
The drivin8 force for this process seems to be the estab-
lishment of stoichiometric CrSi 2 compound. Transport of
Si Lo the surface is by ion mixing in the thin san,pie end
thermal diffusion through the thick layer.
TITLE: Silicon Material Technology Status Assessment for
Electronic and PhotovoItalc Applicallons
AUTHOR: R. Lutwack
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
M_ETING LOCATION: IECEC '83; Proceedings of the
Eighteenth Interaociety Energy
Conversion Engineering Conference,
Orlando, Florida, Au 8. 21-26, 1983.
Vol. 3 (A84-30102 13-20). New York,
American fnatitute of Chemical
Engineers, 1983, p, 1320-1324
ABSTRACT: Si has been Lhe basic element for the electronic
and PV industries. The use of Sl ea the prlmary element
for terresLrial PV solar arrays is projected Lo continue.
The reasons for this projection are related to the maturity
of Si technology, the ready availability of extremely pure
Si, the performance of Sl solar cells, and the considerable
present invesLment in technology and manufacturing facili-
ties The technologies for producin8 semiconductor grade
Si and, to a lesser esteot, refined metallurgical grade Si
are considered. It is pointed out that nearly all of the
semiconductor grade Si is produced by processes based on
the Siemens deposition reactor, a technology developed 26
years ago. The state of the art for producing Si by this
process is discussed. It is expected that efforts Lo
reduce polysilicon process costa will continue.
TITLE: Sheet Silicon Cell/Module Technology
AUTHOR: A.D. Murrison
CORPORAT_ AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: IECEC '83; Proceedings of the
Eighteenth lntersociety Energy
Conversion Engineering Conference,
Orlando, Florida, Aug. 21-26, 1983.
eel. 3 {A84 30102 13-20). New York,
American Institute of Chemical
Engineers, 1983, p. 1325-1330
ABSTRACT: The cost involved in the performance of the
standard operations for the manufacture of Si wafers ie
insignificant in the case of space PV applications. It
is, however, a decisive factor with respect to terrestrial
applications of silicon PV devices. In 1915, a program
was, therefore, begun to develop low cost Si solar arrays
for terrestrial applications. The goal was Si-based PV
modules ready for installation at a selling price of
$O.501W (19155). Sheet and ribbon Si 8rowth held out the
promise of reduced cost through continuous operation, high
material throughput, high material utilization efficiency,
and • product whose shape lent itself to the assembly of
high packing density modules. Attention is given to
ribbon growth technologies, sheet technology generic
problems, and ribbon cell end module technology status.
It is concluded that the potential for cryatalliue ribbon
Si appears to be better today than ever before.
TITLR: An EBIC Equation for Solar Cells
AUTHOR: K.L. Luke and O. Von Rues
CORPORATE gUTH: Califorale State Univ., Loot Reach.; Jet
Propulnlon Laboratory
PUBLICATION: Solid+State Electronics IISSR 0038-I1011,
eel. 26, Sept. 1993, p. 901-906
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AH_IHAt:I: WI,_t, an elecLton beam u[ a scanll|ng eiectrun
microscope impinges on an n p juncLlon, Lhu generation of
elecLron ILole palrs by impecL iooizaLion causes • charac
terlstic short circuit current Isc to flow. The I(sc),
i.e., ESIC depends strongly on the configuration used tO
ievastigate the cell's response. In this paper the case
where the plane of the junction is perpendicular to the
surface is considered. An EBIC equation amenable Lo
numerical computations is derived as a function of cell
thickness, source depth, surface recombineLion velocity,
diffusion length, and diaLance of the junction to the
beam cell interaction point for a cell with an ohmic
contact at its back surface, It is shown that the EBIC
equation presented here is more general and easier to use
than those previously reporLed. The effects of source
depth, ohmLc contact, and diffusion length on the
normalized ESIC characteristic are discussed.
TITLE: FlaLPlaLe Solar Array Progress and Plans
AUTHOR; W.T. Callaghan and P.K. Henry
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference;
Proceedings of Lhe Fifth International
Conference, Athens, Greece, Oct. 17-21,
1983 (A88 113Ol 02-44). Dordrecht, D,
Reidel Publishing Co., L984, p. 455 459
ABSTRACT: Tile FSA, sponsored by the DOE and managed by
the 3PL, has achieved progress in a broad range of
technical activities since that reported at the Fourth
European ConuauniLies Conference. A particularly importaoL
attalysis has been completed recently which confirms the
adoption into practice by the U.8. PV industry, of all the
low cost module technology elements proposed at the Ibth
PIN for a $2.80/Wp (1980 U.S. Dollars) design approach
in the fall of 1980. This work presents along wtLh a
projection, using the same techniques, for what is believed
to be a very credible ribbon-based module design for leas
that $0.551Wp (1980 U.S. Dollars). Other areas to be
reported upon include Iow cost Si feedstock refinemenL;
ribbon growth; process sequence development for cells;
environmental isolation; engineering science investiga-
tions; and module teatlng progrnas.
TITLE: Fracture Behavior in Silicon
AUTHOR: M.H. Leipold and C.P. Chert
CORPORATE AUTO: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
M_TiNG LOCATION: Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference;
Proceedings of the Fifth International
Conference, Athens, Greece, Oct. l/-2l,
1983 (A85-11301 02 44). Dordrecht, D.
Reidel Publishing Co., 1984, p 1014-1018
ABSTRACT: The fracture mechanics of crystalline Sl are
reviewed, Logether with known techniques for minimizing
Lhe occurences of fracture and/or their effects. The
fracture toughness (Kic) of si varies only I0 percent from
cell-to cell and standard values have been established for
different types of crystalline si cells, a critical flaw
size of 10--lO0 microns has been identified, and also per-
rains to pol¥crystelline materials. Chemical polishing is
known to double the value of Kic, wh/le edge rounding hae
no effect. Internal stresses, particularly those caused
during ribbon growth, do not exceed IO percent of gic.
External stresses are imposed by the module hardware and
the ambient environment. Multiple contacts reduce the
effects of cell fracture and series-parallel wiring in
modules in irriyi a_alioritea the effects of single cell
failures. During manufacturing, melntenance of quallLy
control and removal of sheets dieplay|ng aberrations can,
depending on the costs and the implementation of the array
reliability features, result in arrays delivering any
desired level of reliability.
rirL¢: Advances in tar6 • Area Pol_ccgetelilee Solar Cells
AUTHOR: G.J. Vendure, G. Johnson, al_d J.F. Hoelecher
COgPORATK RUTH: Pennsylvania State Univ., University
Park, Pennsylvania; Solarea Corp.,
Rockville, Maryland
t
Mi'.hl {NG tAIL At L_IN: t holosolfefc SoieL' gtietSY Con/et'ence;
Proceedings of the Fifth International
Conference, Athens, Greece, Oct. 17-21,
1983 (A85-11301 O2-44). Dordrechl, D.
Keidel Publishing Co., 1984,
p. I075-I084
ARSTKACT: Polycryslsline Si is presently routinely pro
ceased intv tow cost I0 cm by I0 cm solar cells. However,
as_umltt 8 minialal handling difficulties, only minor equip
meat modificatlun_ al_d no increase in processing complex
ity, the fabrication of even larger geometries would be
economically adYantageous. This investigation addressed
the feasibility o( developing 10 cm by 15 nm solar cells
from research through pilot line production stages. The
major thrust was to minimize costing by using e*isting
production equipment and proven techniqnes wherever poe
sable. Accordingly methods were developed to section
larger subsLrates from existing cast ingots, I simple
solar cell was designed and low COSt processes ample
mented. AfLur numerous preliminary experiments, pilot
line production ot 1500 cells was compleLed. Of these
approximately b2% exhibited efficiencies greater than 7.O%,
53% were greaLer than 8.0% and 15% were greater than 9.0%.
Based on thi, study, the regular production of i0 cm by
i5 cm solar cells was determined to be both feasible and
cost effective using ezisting processing methods.
TITLE: Mechanisms Limitin 8 the Performance of Large Grain
Polycvystalline Silicon Solar Cells
AUTIIO_: J S Culik. P. ALexander, K.A, Dumas, and
J W Wuhlgemuth
COBPORATE RUTH: Solarez Corp., Rockville, Maryland.; Jet
Propulsion Laboratory; Cabot Corp.,
Billerica, Massachusetts
MEETING LOCAILON: Photovoltalc Solar Energy Conference;
Proceedings of the Fifth International
Conference, Athens, Greece, Oct. 17-21,
1983 (A85-I1301 02-44). Dordrecht, D.
Beidel Publishing CO, 1984,
p. 1090 1094
ABSTRACT: The open circuit voltage and short-circuit cur
rent of large grain (1 to tO n_ grain din) polycryatalline
Si solar cells is determined by the minorlty-carrler dif
fusion length within the bulk of the 8rains. This was
demonstrated by irradiatin 8 polycrystalllne and single
crysLal (Cz) Si solar cells with 1 MeV electrons to reduce
their bulk lifetime. The variation of short circuit
currenL with minority-carrier diffusion length for the
poiycrysLallinc solar cells is identical to that of the
single crystal solar cells. The open-circuit voltege versus
short circuit current characterietlc of the pol¥crystalline
solar cells [or reduced diffusion lengths is also identical
Lo that of the single crystal solar cells. The open
circuit voltage of the polycrxatalline solar cells is a
strong function of quasi neuLral (bulk) recombinaLioe, and
is reduced only slightly , if at all, by grain-boundary
recombination.
TITLK: Investigation of Structural Defects Within Grain
VoZumea that Affect the Kff/c/ency of
PolycrysLalline Silicon Solar Cell Materials
AUTUOB: K C Yon, W.F. Regnault, S.M. Johnson, and
G.M. Storti
CORPORATK RUTH: Solares Corp., Rockville; Maryland,
University, College Park, Maryland
MEET[RG LOCATION: Photovoltatc Solar Energy Conference;
Proceedings of the Fifth International
Conference, Athena, Greece, OcL. 17-21,
1983 (AS5-11301 02-44). Oordrecht, D.
Reidel Publishing Co., 1984, p. 77-84
ABSTRACT: The origin and character of eubgrain boundaries
generated within large grains of carl pol¥cryltalline Si
have been invent/gated using a-ray topography and electron
beam induced current scanning technlquea. It has been
found thaL the aubsrain structures originate at kinks In
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hi8h eiIBle glsiu boundaries when Lhe material is subjected
to Lherms[ stress. Further, whenever adjacent grains have
• cosmlon rotsLion axis which satisfies the slip system in
both &rains, it is possible, under s suitable stress, to
generaLe bundles of dislocetions slmultaneously in both
grains. The resultant dislocations are electrically active
and serve to decrease the effective minority carrier diffu--
sion lengLh. By controlling the thermal 8redients in the
Si bricks, the generation of subgreio boundaries can be
minimized.
TITLE: Analysis of an Enhanced Photoresponse Observed eL
Subgrain Boundaries in Polysilicon Solar Cells
AUTHOR: H.C. Lin and S.M. Johnson
CORPORATE AUTH; University of Maryland, College Pick,
Maryland; Solare= Corp,, Rockville,
Maryland
PUBLICATION: 1EBB Transactions on Electron Devices (ISSN
0018 9383), eel. ED-30, Oct. 1983,
p. 1211 1273
ABSTRACT: In an earlier sLudy (Johnson eL el., 1982), an
eni_anced phoLoresponse wag observed at dislocation-
subgrain boundaries in a polysilicon solar cell. The
subgrain boundaries were revealed by x-ray topography
methods. The enhanced photocesponse was attributed to
preferential diffusion along the subgrain boundaries
relaLive to a distance significant with respect to the
value of Lhe minority.-carrier diffusion lensLh. Using a
Lheocetical model of the carrier collection at the pref-
erentially diffused boundaries, the wavelength dependence
of the enhanced carrier collection is calculated. These
resulLs generally confirm the earlier eaperimentslly
derived model.
TITLE: A SLudy of Grown In ImpurtLies in Silicon by
Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy
AUTHOR: A. Rohatgi, J.R. Davis, R.B. Hopkins, and
P.G, McMullin
CORPORATE AUTH: Westinghouse Research and Development
Center, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
PUBLICATION: Solid-State Rlectronics (ISSN 0038 1t01),
re1. 26, Nov. 1983, p. 1039-1047
ABSTRACT: A description is given of the deep levels caused
by various impuriLle= incorporated in Cz silicon ln8ots
during crysLal growth. IL is found that the largesL
impuviLy induced deep level concentration, defined ss the
electrically acLive impurity concentration, is afracLion
of the metallurgical impurity content of the crystals.
for a specific impurity, this fraction depends on the
thermal history of the sample and on the ability of the
impurity to diffuse. A decreasing electrlcally active
impurity concentration toward the surface of a Si wafer
results from the Per13 getLering of Ti end V. However,
there is no observable affect of this heal Lreatment on
the Me concentration. For Cr, which diffuses much more
rapidly than Me, Tl, or V in silicon, a very =ignificenL
reducLion in the electrtcslly active concentration is seen
after heat treatment. In similar fishion, the electrically
active Me concentration in metal.doped polysilicon wafers
appears unaffected by grain boundaries; however, Lhe
electrically active Cr concentration at or near some grain
boundaries ts reduced by more than an order of magnitude
compared with that at grain centers.
TITLE: Finite MeLal-Sheet Resistance in Contact
Besistivity Measurements - Application to $i/TiN
Contacts for Solar Cell Applications
AUTHOR: M. FinetLi, I, Suni, and H,-b. Ntcotet
COBPORATE AUTH: California Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, California; CNR, IsttLuto dl
Chimtca e Tecnologla del Meteriali e
Componenti per Klettronice, Bologna,
1Lily; Technical Research Centre of
Finland, Espoo, Finland
PUBLICATION: Solid State Electronics (ISSN 0038-1101),
re1. 26, Nov. 1983, p. 1065-1067
ABSIEACI: Hecause tile fluiLe ,heeL rastaLance eL tile TiN
musL be accounted for, the standard Lransmlsslon llne
model cannot be applied to evaluate the conLact resistivity
of thin TiN layers on highly doped p+ and n+ substraLes.
Two ways are presented for including this effect using
esisting analytical models. It is shown that the results
agree with measurements where the effect of the finite
sheet resistance of TiN is eliminated with a metallic
overlayer. Using these evaluation techniques, it is shown
that the contact resistivity of TiN changes in opposite
ways for p+ and n + St after vacuum annealing at 600 C
for 15 mtn. It t= pointed out that the result is consistent
wiLh an increase of the barrier height of the contact by
=pprosimately O.t V to near midge p value.
TITLE: Plastic Deformation of Silicon Dendritic Web
Bibbons During the Growth
AUTIIOB: L.J. Chang, K.A. Dumas, B.M. Su, and M.H. Leipold
COBPOBATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBL[CATJON: Journal of Crystal Growth (ISSN O022-0248),
vet. 10, 1984, p. 314-318
ABSTRACT: The disLribution of slip dislocations in St
dendriLic web ribbons due to plasLic deformation during
tire cooling phase of Lhe growth was studied. The results
show the existence of two distinguishable stress regions
across the ribbon formed during the plastic deformation
stage, namely, shear stress at the ribbon edges and ten-
sile stress st the middle. In addition, slip d|slocaLions
caused by shear stress near the edges appear to originate
st the Lwin plane.
TITLE: ElecLron-Besm Induced Current Charscterixatton of
Back Surface Field Solar Cells Using a Chopped
Scannin_ Electron Microscope Beam
AUTHOR: K.L. Lnke and L.-J. Cheng
CORPOHATE AUTH: California State Univ. at Long Beach,
California; Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBI.ICATION: Journal of Applied Physics (ISSN OO21 8919),
vol. 55, Jan. 15. 1984, p. 555-559
ABSTEACT: A chopped EBIC technique for the chacterization
of BSF solar cells is presented. It is shown that the
effective recombination velociLy of the low-high junction
forming the back surface field of BSF cells, in add[Lion
to the diffusion length and the surface recombination
velocity of the surface perpendiculsr to both the p n end
low high juncLions, can be determined from the data
provided by s single ERIC scan. The method for doing so
is described and illustrated. Certain eaperimental
considerations taken to enhance the qualtLy of the ERIC
data are also discussed.
TITLE: Stress Rate and Proof-Testing of Silicon Wafers
AUTHOR: C.P. Chen and M.H. Leipold
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: (American Ceramic Society, Annual MeeLing,
85th, Chlca_o, Illinois, Apt, 26, 1984)
American Ceramic Society, Communications
(ISSN 0002-7820), vol. 68. Feb. 1985,
p. C-54, C-55
ABSTRACT: Fracture mechanics test methods were applied Lo
evaluate the proof test characteristics of stn81e-crystal
Si wafers. The results indicate that the strength distri-
bution of Si wafers is truncated by proof-testing. No
subcritical crack growth occurred during proof-loadin_, as
inferred from the lack of a sLcess-rate effect on strenLtb.
Mechanical proof-testing appears to be an effective method
for eliminatins weak samples before cell processing.
TITLE:
AUTHOR:
Performance Improvements from Penetrating
Back Surface Field in a Vary High Rfficiency
Terrestrial Thin-Film Crystalline Silicon Solar
Cell
C.T. Bah and F,A. Ltndholm
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CO_t'ORAL_ AtJlll: OnLsersiLy o( LIi|nols, Urbena, LLIinoLo;
UniversiLy of Florida, Gainesville,
Florida
PUBLICATION: Journal of Applied Physics (ISSN 0021-B979),
vol. 55, Feb. 15, 1984, p. 1174 1182
ABSTRACT: Approximately 100 Si cells are analyzed, each
having a differenL smaller or base dopant impurity distri-
bution selected on the basis of physical anticipated
improvements. Computations are made of the four principal
performance parameters (open circuit voltage, short-circuit
current, fill factor, and maximum efficiency) using •
program which numerically solves the six Shockley equations
under Aldl solar illumination at 88.92 mW/sq cm end at an
opLimum cell thickness of 50 microns. It ia found that
significant improvements in performance can be affected by
extending the back surface field layer thickness from 1
microns (If% efficiency) to 40 microns (20% efficiency).
It is also found that the immunity of cell performance to
recombineLion defect or Impurity center is improved by a
factor of 2 to 3 in the recombination center density. A
20 aileron back-surface field penetration is considered
sufftcienL for 20% p+ n-n + ceils with • base lifetime
of about 20 microsec.
TITLE: Large Area Silicon Sheet Technology SteLes in
United States' DepsrLment of Energy Photovoltaica
Programs
AUTHOR: R. Father, g. Shlmada, and K. Coatogue
CORPORATR AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: International Journal of Solar Energy (ISSN
0142 5919), vol. 2, March 1984. p. IPI-IB7
ABSTRACT: None.
TITLE: A Theoretical Study of the Effects of Interacting
Grain Boundaries on Electron-Beam Induced Currents
AUTBOR: g.L. Luke and O. Van Rues
CORPORATE AUTII: California State Univ., Long 8each,
California; Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: Joernsl of Applied Physics (ISSN 0021 89?9),
vol. 55, April 15, 1984, p. 2962 2966
ABSTRACT: The influence of several grain boundaries on
the electron beam induced current in polycrystelltne Si is
investigated. The simple geometry contemplated here,
consisting of two plane parallel grain boundaries peases-
sing different effective, albeIL constant, surface recombi-
nation velocities, intersecting • planar Junction at right
angles a]lowa for an exact solution of the corresponding
boundary value problem. It la shown thee if the dlsience
between Lhe grain boundaries w becomes less than the dlffu-
stun length for minority carriers L within the greie, the
grain boundary with the smaller effective recombination
velocity becomes less and leas visible the smaller the
ratio w/L.
TITLE: Stress Male and Proof Testing of Silicon Wafers
AUTHOR: C.P. Chen and M.H. Leipold
COBPOBATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: (American Ceramic Society, Annual Meeting,
85Lh, Chicago, Illinois, Apr. 26, 1984)
tmtericen Ceramic Society, Cos_unicationa
(ISSN 0002 7820), vol. 68, Feb. 1985, p.
C-54, C 55
ABSTRACT: Fracture mechanics test methods were applied to
evaluate the proof-test characteristics of single crystal
Si wafers. The results indicate that the strength dietrt-
buLion of Si wafers ta truncated by proof testing. NO sub-
critical crack growth occurred during proof loading, as
inferred from the lack of a stress rate effect on strength.
Mechanical proof-testlng appears to be an effective method
for eliminating weak samples before cell processing.
11|1.E: Hethod tar Calculating Multidimensional 8lectr|c
Fields in Photovoltaie Modules
AUTHOR: J. Kallia, D. Trucker, R. Cuddihym and
A. Garcia, III
CORPORATE AU'YB: Hughes AircrefL Co., RI Segundo,
California; Jet Propulsion Laboratory;
Spectroleb, Inc., Sylmar, Cellfornie
PUBLICATION: Solar Ceils (ISSN 0379-6787), vol. II, May
198_, p. 309-330
ABSTRACT: A finiLe element method for evaluating the
electrical isolation characteristic= of PV modules was
developed; its accuracy was verified by comparison with en
exact solution for a geometry similar to that of solar
cells. T_sts on a square test coupon, employed in
electrical isolation tests, and • group of disc shaped
solar cells illustrated the finite element method's
usefulness in evaluating module encapsulation designs.
Finite element models had to avoid adjacent large end
small elements and elements with large aspect ratios, end
the NASTRAN output had to be curve fitted to calculate the
nlaximum field Geometric limits were indicated: cells
with very sharp edges, and ceils much thinner or thicker
than the dielecLcic patient layer.
TITLE: Electrical Characteristics of Amorphous
Molybdenum Nickel Contacts to Silicon
AUTHOR: K.T. ¥ Bung, H.-A. Nicolet, end I. Sun|
COBPOBATE AUTB: California Inst. of Tech., Pasadena,
california; Technical Research Centre of
Finland, Bspoo
PUBLICATION: Journal of Applied Physlea (ISSN O021 8979),
vol. 55, May 15, 1994, p. 3892-3885
ABSTNACT: The electrical characteristics of sputtered,
amorphous Me Hi contacts have been measured on both p and
n type Si, as functions of composition (30, 54, and 58 at.
percent Me) The contact resistivity on both p_ end
n + Si is in the 0.O0000 ohm s9 cm range. The barrier
height for as deposited samples varies between phi-bp =
047 0.42 V on p type Si and between phi bn = 0.63-0.68 V
on n type Si, ss the composition of the amorphous layer
goes from Ni rich to Me rich. The sum phi bp + phi bn
always equals 1.12 V, within experimental error. After
thermal treatment aL 500 C for 1/2 h, the contact reals
tivity chan&es by a factor of two or leas, while the
barrier height changes by st moat approximately 0.05 V.
In light of these results, the amorphous Mo-Ni film makes
good ohmic conLucts to Si.
TITLE: Bigh Rfficiency Ion-Implanted Silicon Solar Cells
AUTHOB: HB. Spitzer, S,P. Tobin, end C.J. geevne¥
CORPORATE AUTH: Spire Corp., Bedford, Mesaacbuaetta
PUBLICAI"ION: LEER Transactions on Electron Devices (ISSN
00]8 9383), vol. ED-31, May 1984, p. 546-550
ABSTNACT: The development of solar ceils with AMI conver-
sion efficiency of 18 percent is reported. The cells com-
prise an n + p p+ structure fabricated from FZ Si having
resistivit) of 03 ohm cm. The n 4 and p+ regions are
formed by low energy ion implantation end thermal anneal-
ing. An important feature of ceil fabrication is the
growth of SiO 2 passivation for reduction of surface
recombination velocity. Details of both cell fabrication
and testing are reported.
TITLE: Unifying View of Transient Responses for
Uetermining Lifetime end Surface Recombination
Velocity in silicon Diodes and Beck-Surface Field
Solar Cells, With Application to Experimental
Short Circult-Current Decay
AUTHOR; T. W. Juan, F.A. Lindholm, end A. Neugroschel
CORPORATE AUTH: UniveraiLy of Florida, Galneaville,
Florida
PUBLICATION: IEEE Traneactlona on Electron Devices (ISSN
0018 9383), vol. BD-31, Me¥ 1984, p. 588-595
ABSTRACT: None.
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till.E: I V _:hatacterlsLIcs and I'eriurmance ul Sliicou
Solar Cells BeLween Low- and High Level Injection.
I - The Modelin E HeLhod
AUTHOR: M.k. Wolf and M. Wolf
COEt'OHATE AUTH: Wan E Laboratories, Inc., Lowell,
Massachusetts; University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
PUELICATION: 1ERE Transactions on Electron Devices (ISSN
0018 9383), eel. ED=31, Hay 1984, p. 684-689
ABST_RCT: A relatively simple compotaLional method is
reported for studyin 8 the operation of solar cells above
low level injection. The method is a quesl-numerlcsl ex--
tension to the original transport velocity transformation
method, and is designed for the modelling of I-V character-
Juries. The carrier concentrations are approximated by
segments of exponential functions, and the electrostatic
fields and material parameLers by piecewise constant func-
tions. The method achieves Rood results while represent
inE a cell by relatlvely few layers. The derivation of
the model is shown, and the convergence algorithm and
error analysis are discussed.
TITLE: Contact ReaisLance Its Measurement and Relative
Importance Lo Power Loss in a Solar Cell
AUTHOR: D.L. Meier and D.K. Schroder
COEPOHATE AUTH: Westinghouse Eesearch and Development
CenLer, ptttaburEh , Pennsylvania; Arizona
Stale University, Tempe, Arizona
PUBLICATION: lEER Transactions on Electron Devices (ISSN
0018 9383), eel. ED-31, May 1984, p. 647-653
ABSTRACT: The concepL of contact resistivity ia discussed
briefly sad a technique for its measurement is presented.
This technique allows for resistive contact material and
for the possibiliLy that the semiconductor sheet resistance
beneath the contact differs from the semiconductor sheet
resistance beside the contact. The Lest pattern is unique
in that the effecLs of contact resistance are accumulated
over the pattern, nearly unencumbered by volLage and cur-
reel probes Wllich miEht otherwise influence Lhe current
flow. Measurements of contact resistivitiea for typical
solar cell metallizatlona using this technique are reported
to be in the mid-lO to the 6th ohm sq cm range. The rela-
tive importance of contact resistance compared to other
sources of power loss in a solar cell is determined for a
typical contact system. Expressions derived in order to
make this comparison are useful for evaluating and opLtmiz-
inE a solar ceil contact system. Values of series resist-
ance calculated using these expressions ere compared with
measured values.
TITLE: Design, FabricaLion, and Analysis of 17-18%
EfficienL Surface Paasivated Silicon Solar Cells
AUTHOR: A. Rohetgi and P. Rat-Choudhury
COEPORAT_ AUTH: Westinghoose Research end Development
Center, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
PUBLICATION: IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices (ISSN
0018-9383), vet. RD-31, May 1984, p. 596-601
ABSTRACT: A simple analytical model has been developed
which provides useful guidelines for febricsting high-
efficiency Si solar cells. Consistent with Lhe model
calculations, both surfaces of n+-pp + solar cells
were paaaivaLed by a thin layer of thermally grown
SiO 2. Oxide pasetvetion resulted in 17.2% efficient
solar cells on 4 ohm:cm base material. Pessivated cells
show about 3 mA/sq cm increases in Jac, about 20 mV
improvement in Voc, and about 2% increase in absolute
cell efficiency compared to the counterpart 15.2% efficient
unpassivated ceils. The majority of improvement in Voc
came from the emitter surface paaaivatlon, while both
front and-back surface passivstlon contributed LO the
increase in Jsc" The emitter region should not be
regarded aa a dead layer because emitter surfaca pesslva--
tion can increase the quantum efficiency it short wave-
lengths from 40% to greater than 75%.
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till,E: Assessing Photuvoltalc Hodule lair Iroin I.ong letm
Environmental Tests
AUTHOR: D.H. Otth end B.C. ROSS, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: Environmental Integration Technology
Today for a Quality Tomorrow;
Proceedings of the Thirtieth Annual
Technical Meeting, Orlando. Florida,
Hay 1-3, 1984 (A86-22176 08 38). Mount
Prospect, Illinois, Institute of
Environamntal Sciences, 1984, p. 216-221
AHSTEACT: An assessment is made of resulLa obtained by sn
experimental program having as iLa aim the identification
of criLical temperature humidity bias degradation mechan
isms in solar cell modules intended to have an opersLing
lifeLime of the order of 20-30 years. These mechanisms
are sLudied in the contest of conditions encountered over
Lhe course of los E term operation in various sites in the
U.S. Accelerated tests for the assessment of product
lifetime entail the development of a correlation between
test and application conditions; this has been accom
plishad through an analytical procedure for Lhe correla-
tion of time varying field exposures to constant-stress
accelerated environments.
TITLE: Effect of Localized PolycryeLalline Silicon
Propectlea on Solar Cell Performance
AUTHOR: D. [.eung, P.A. Ilea, S. Hyland, and A. Kachare
COEPOEATE AUTH: Applied Solar Energy Corp., City of
Industry, California; Jet Propulsion
Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: llth IEEK Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, giasimmee, Florida, Nay
1-4, 1984, Conference Record (A85-35601
16-44). New York, 1984, p. 264-270
ABSTRACT: Several forms of polycryatalline Si, mostly from
casL ingots , (including UCP, SILSO and HEM) were aLudted,
On typical slices, localized properties were studied in
two ways. Small area (about 2.5 eq n_) mesa diodes were
formed, and localized PV propertlea were measured. Also a
small area (about .015 aq n_) light spot was scanned across
the cells; the light spot response man calibrated to
measure local diffusion length directly. Using these
methods, the effects of grain boundaries, or of intragrain
imperfections were correlated with cell performance.
Except for Lbe fine grain portion of SILSO, grain bound-.
aries played only a secondary role in determining cell
performance. The major factor wee intragrain material
quality and it varied with position in ingots and probably
related to solidification procedure.
TITLE: The Integration of Bypass Diodes with Terrestrial
Photovoltelc Modules and Arrays
AUTHOr: N.F. Sheperd and R.S. Sugimure
CORPOEATE AUTH: General Electric Co., Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania; Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 17Lh IEEK Photovoltalc Specialists
Conference, Ktssimmee, Florida, May
1-4, 1984, Conference Record (A85-35601
16-44). New York, 1984, p. 676-681
ABSTRACT: Bypasa diodes are often required to limit the
potenLial for reverse voltage 'hot-spot' heating in high
voltage arrays or in arrays that undergo periodic operation
nest the short-circuit point. In addition, when properly
applied, bypaae diodes can minimize the effect of ehedow-
ing and various internal module failures on the array
energy output. This paper diecusses the mechanical and
electrical integration of bypass diodes beginning with the
array-level considerations which influence the selection
of an ialplementation approach. Concepts for the mounting
of these diodea, both internally within the module
encapsulant and axternally to the exposed rear surface of
the module, are described. Factors affecting the relia-
bility of bypass diodes, including the control of juncLtoe
temperaLore through adequate heat sinking end the deraLinK
of reverse volLage, are discussed.
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lillE: EiecttlcS[ LsoLsEIou Design o[ Phutuvolisic Nodules
AUTHOR: J.M. Kallis, D.C. Trucker, R.K. Szeto,
E.F. Cuddihy, and A. Carrie, ill.
COHPOHATE AUTH: Hughes Aircraft Co., E1Segundo,
California; Jet Propulsion Laboratory;
Spectrolab, inc., Sylmar, California
MEETING LOCATION: ilth IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Kissinmlee, Florida, May
1 4, 1984, Conference Record (A85 35601
16-44). New York, 1984, p. 693 699
ABSTRACT: A method was developed for calculating the
magnitude and location of the maximum electric field for •
family of solar cell-like sbapea. Simple formulas for usa
by photovoltaic module designers were developed. They
provide quantitative information on the effects of the
cull shape, cell thickness, and portent thickness on the
electrical stress intensification at the cell edge. A
meLhod for calculating the lines of force for three
dimensional electric fields was developed and applied to a
geumetry of interest to the PV program.
TITLE: Flat Plate Solar Array Progress and Plans
AUTHOR: W.T. Callaghen
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: llth lEEK Photovolteie Specialists
Conference, Kissisk_ee, Florida, May
1--4, 1984, Conference Record (A85-35601
16--44). New York, 1984, p. 485 488
ABSTRACT: The results of research into the technology of
flat plate solar arrays undertaken in the FSA Project under
the sponsorship of DOE are surveyed. Topics examined
include Si refinement, ribbon sheet substrate formation,
module process sequences, environmental isolation, module
engineering and testing, and PV array economics.
TITLE: Mechanical Proof Testing in Cell Processing
AUTHOR: C,P. Chee, M.H. Lelpold, and B.G. Ross, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: llth IEEE Photovoltalc Specialists
Conference, Kissin_ee, Florida, May
1 4. 1984, Conference Record (A85-35601
16 44). New York, 1984, p. 1384, 1385
ABSTRACT: Fracture mechanics test methods are applied to
evaluate the proof test characteristics of Si Cz wafers.
The results indicate that the strength distribution of Si
wafers is truncated by proof teatil, g and no subcrittcel
crack growth in SI is observed during proof loading.
Mechanical proof testing appears to be an effective method
to eliminate weak samples before cell processing.
TITLE: Determination of Hot-Spot Susceptibility of
Multistring Photovoltalc Modules in a
Central-Station Application
AUTHOR: C.C. Gonzalez, R,W. Weaver, R.G. Ross, Jr.,
R. Spencer, and J.C. Arnett
CORPOHATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory; Acurea Corp.,
Mountain view, California; ARCO Solar,
Inc., Woodland Rills, california
MEETING LOCATION: 17th IEEE Photovoltalc Specialists
Conference, Kissiamtee, Florida, Hay
1-4, 1984, Conference Record (A85-35601
16-44). New York, 1984, p. 668 615
ABSTRACT: Part of the effort of the JPL FSA includes a
program to improve module aed array reliability. A col-
laborative activity with industry dealing with the problem
of hot-spot heating due to the shadowing of PV cells in
modules and arrays containing several paralleled cell
strings is described. The use of multiparallel strings in
large central-station arrays introduces the likelihood of
unequal current sharing end increased heating levels.
Test results that relate power dissipated, current Imbal-
ance, cross-strapping frequency, and shadow configuration
to hot-spot healths levels are presented, aecowmendationa
lot c|tcuit desi£n cout|&urztlone appropriate to central
station applications that reduce the risk of hot-spot
problems are offered. Guidelines are provided for develop
ing hot spoL tests for arrays when current imbalance is a
threat.
TITLE: FluidizedBed Silicon DeposiLion- Si Production
via Silane Pyrolysis
AUTHOR: G Itsu, A. Morcison, N, Rohatgl, R. Lutwack, and
T. MacConnell
CO_PORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: l]th IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Kissimmee, Florida, May
1 4, 1984, Conference Record (A85 35601
16-44). New York, 1984, p. 553-557
AHSTHACT: The growth of Si on seed particles from the
pyrolysis of _ilsne in a FBR was studied. The grown
particles were shown to be crystalline and to have s
structure which has been interpreted to indicate growth by
chemical v_por deposition as well as by the collection
(scavenging) of Si clusters on seed particle surfaces.
Scanning electroll microscopy was used to study the product
morpholo_
TITLE: Predicting Electrochemical Breakdown in
Terrestrial Photovoltaic Modules
AUTIIOR: G R_ Men, R.G. Ross, Jr., O. Whitla, and
J. OrehL_tsky
CORPORATE AUIH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory; Wilkes
College, Wilkes Barfs, Pennsylvania
MEETING LOCATION: IIth IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Kissia_ee, Florida, May
1 4, 1984, Conference Record (A85-36501
16-44). New York, Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers,
1984, p. 682-692
ABSTRACT: Electrochemical corrosion of PV cells can cause
a cell to it.me short circuit with two undesirable results:
(1) catssLrophic loss of source circuit power; and (2) high
field maintenance (module replacement) costs. Parameter
dependencies are determined and encapsulated two cell
coupons are etposed to a range of voltage differences, tem-
peratures, and relative humidities. Material relative per-
formance is assessed. Nine different metellization-encap-
sulation combinations are tested.
TITLE: Technology Developments Toward 3e-Year-Life of
Photovoltaic Modules
AUTIIOH: R G Ross, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 17th IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Kissimmee, Florida, May
I 4, 1984, Conference Record (A85 35601
16-44). New York, 1984, p. 464 412
ABSTRACT: As pert of the United Stales National PV Pro
gram, the JPL PSA Project has mainLalned comprebensive
reliability and engineering sciences activity addressed
toward understanding the reliability attributes of ter-
restrial fiat plate PV arrays and to deriving analysis and
design tools necessary to achieve module designs with a
30-yr useful life. The considereble progress to date
stemming from the ongoing reliability research is discus-
sed, and the major areas requlrtn_ continued research are
highlighted. The result is an overview of the total array
reliability problem and of available means of achlevin_
high reliability at minimum cost.
TITLR: Flammability of Photovoltaic Modules
AUTHOR: R.S. Sugimura, D.H. Otth, R.G. Ross, Jr.,
E.J. Lewis, and J.C. Arnett
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory; ARCO Solar,
Inc., Woodland Hills, California
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M_hilNU I,UCAIiON: ilLiz iKgE PImtovollaic SpeclnllsLs
Conference, Kissim_ee, Florida, May
1-4, 1984, Conference Record (A85-35601
16-44). New York, 1984, p. 489 495
ABSTRACT: A series of Class B burning-brand tests were
performed on experimental modules using high temperature,
back surface materials to develop the technology base
required to construct fire ratable modules. Results in-
dicate the existence of synergistic relationships between
hydrocarbon encapsulation materials and the experimenLal
module configuraLions thaL provide increased fire resist-
ance. These configurations use Kspton, fiberglass, neoprene
rubber, stainless sLeel foil or aluminum foil as the back
surface. Successful test results occur when the structural
integrity of Lhe module back surface is maintained. Test
failures of these modules always occur for one of three
reasons: Lhe outermost back cover melts, rips, or is too
porous. In each case flea=able molLen encspsulsnt, its
gaseous byproducts, or both, penetrates the back surface
of the module and bursts into flame. Future efforts to
complete the technology base will concenLrete on the
spread of-flame test, focusing on the more promising
configurations identified in the initial series of tests.
TITLE: Backside Damage Gettering in Cast Polycrystalline
Silicon
AUTHOR: J. Cultk, S. Roncin, end P. Alexander
CORPORATE AUTB: Solarex Corp., Rockville, Maryland; Jet
Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 17th IEEE PhotovolLaic Specialists
Conference, K|ssism|ee, Florida, May
14, 1984, Conference Record (A85 35601
16-44). New York. 1984, p. 259 263
ABSTRACT: The technique of backside damage gettering
improves the performance of short minority-carrier dif-
fusion lengLh, large grain (grstn diameter greater than l
to 2 s_), cast polycrystalline St. On average, increases
of nearly 20 percent in shorL circuit current, 10 mV in
open circuit voltage, and 15 percent to peak power were
obLained by heel treaLing 300 micron thick polycrysLalline
wafers at 1000 C in flowing nitrogen for 5 h. Additional
measurements of the bulk and space charge recombination
current components indicate that this improvement results
from s significant increase in the minority carrier diffu-
sion length due to getterin6 of impuriLies from the bulk.
TITLE: Limiting Mechanisms in Large Grain Polycrystalllne
Silicon Spatial Homogeneity
AUTHOR: J. Cultk and K. Grimes
CORPORATE AUTH: Solaces Corp., Rockville. Maryland
MEETING LOCATION: 17th IEEE PhotovolLaic Specialists
Conference, Kissim=uee, Florida, Hey
1-4, 1984, Conference Record (A85-35601
16-44). New York. 1984, p. 1131-1142
ABSTRACT: An experimenL to investi&ste the spaLlal homo
geneity of large grain polycrystslline Si shows a number
of performaece loss mechanisms. Arrays of up to 400 small
(about 0.2 sq cm in area) photodiodes were fabricated on •
selection of 10 cm s 10 cm polycrystalline Si wafers.
Measurements of the illuminated current-voltage (J-V)
characteristics were used to generate maps of Voc, JSC'
snd FF as a funcLion of position; and dark J-V end LglC
analysis were used to determine the cause of low perfor-
mance in areas with significantly degraded J-V character-
istics. In addition to the presence of inclusions, which
act as resistive shunts, the performance of many of the
cells is limited by qussineutral recombination current,
which may vary by up to an order of msgnitude across a
wafer. The increase is the result of either electrically-
active &rain boundaries or numerous subgrain boundaries
within the grain bulk. In other isolated instances, the
open circuit voltage is reduced by excess space charge
recombination current that is not correlated with either
grain or subgrain boundary activity.
till,E: Hct:hanisms I,hsltlng O$,en C|tcUll VulisBe Inn
Silicon Solar Cells
AUTIIOR: M.B. Spitzer, C.J. Kenvney, S.P. Tobin,
F.A. Lindholm, end A. Neugroschel
COBPORATE AUTH: Spire Corp., Bedford, Massechusetts;
Florida, University, Gatnesville, Florida
MEETING LOCATION: L7th IEER Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Kissimmee, Florida, May
1-4, 1984, Conference Record (A85 35601
16-44). New York, 1984, p. 1218-1224
ABSTRACT: This paper reports the results of research on
mechanisms limiting open circuit voltage in conventional
p-n junction Si solar cells, with s view toward both the
understanding of various heavy doping effects and the
achievement of high conversion efficiency. KxperimenLal
and theoretical studies have been conducted in order to
correlate heavy-doping effects to actual solar cell per-
formance. The experiments have utilized a variety of
emitter configurations with various doping concentrations
in order Lo emphasize a number of concentration dependent
mechanisms. The theoretical modeling addresses the determ-
ination of both recombination velocity at the passivated
front surface and effects of recombination at the front
ohmic contacL.
TITLE: Ion Implanted Silicon Solar Cells with 18 Percent
Conversion Efficiency
AUTiiOR: M.B. Spitzer, C.J. Keavney, S.P. Tobtn, and
J.B. Milstein
CORPORATE AUTH: Spire Corp., Bedford, Massachusetts;
Solar Energy Research InstiLute, Golden,
Colorado
MEETING LOCATION: 17th lEEK Photovoltalc Specialists
Conference, gissimmee, Florida May 1-4,
1984, Conference Record (A85-35601
16-44). New York, 1994, p. 398-402
ABSTRACT: The results of research on the basic under-
standing of high efficiency in Si solar cells are pre-
sented. It is shown that through the use of low resis-
tivity silicon, texture-etching, ion implantation, surface
passivstion, and Ta205 sntireflecLion coatings, very
high performance can be obtained. Cells with 18 % AN1
conversion efficiency (100 mW/sq cm, 28 C) are reported,
and research to increase the performance to much higher
levels is described.
TITLE: Progress in Developing Ultcathin Solar Cell
Blanket Technology
AUTHOR: RmE. PatLerson, H.G. Mesch, and J. Scott-Monck
CORPORATE RUTH: TRW, Inc., Redondo Beech, California;
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: lith IE_ Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Misstates, Florida, May
I-4, 1984, Conference Record (A85-35601
16-44). New York, 1984, p. 320 325.
ABSTRACT: A program was conducted to develop technologies
for welding interconnects to three types of 50-micron
thick, 2 by 2 cm solar cells. Parsllel--gap resisLance
welding was used for interconnect attachment. Weld
schedules were independently developed for each of the
three cell types end were coincidentally tdenLicel. Sis
48-cell modules were assembled wlth 50-micron (nominal)
thick cells, frosted fused-silica covers, silver-plated
Inver interconnectors, and four different substrete
designs. Three modules (one for each cell type) have
single layer Kapton (50-micron-thick) substrates. The
other three modules each have a different substrate
(Kspton-Kevlar Kapton, Kaptongraphite-gspton, and
Kspton 6rsphitesluminum honeycomb graphite). All sly
modules were subjected to 4112 thermal cycles from -175 be
65 C (corresponding to over 40 years of simulated geosyn-
chronous orbit thermal cycling) end experienced only neg-
ligible electrical degradation (1.1 percent average of als
48-cell modules).
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lillE: Computer Modeling Results oil All St Oeecsde Solar
Cells
AUTHOR: P.D. Sparks, F.G. Allen, and T. Daud
CORPORATE AUTH: University of California, Los Angeles,
LOS Angeles, California; Jet Propulsion
Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: 17Lh IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Kissie_ee, Florida, May
14, 1984, Conference Record (A85-35601
16 44). New York, 1984, p. 126-#28
ABSTRACT: Tile properties of s cascade solar cell made
entirely of Si are investigated numerically with the goal
of developing an optimal Si solar cell grown by molecular-
beam epitzay. The cascade cell is modeled as two standard
beck surface field cells with abrupt Junctions connected
by a tunnel junction. A cascade cell would have approxi-
mately twice the open-circuit voltage of a single call.
If the minority carriers generated in the front cell can
be reflected before reaching the tunnel junction, then the
cascade cell will show an increase in efficiency over a
single cell by a percentage point.
TITLE: Lifetimes in Si CVD-Epitexiel and Other Layers
Determined by Spectral LBIC
AUTHOR: M. Wolf, M, Newhouse, end R. Stirn
CORPORATE Au'rtt: University of PhiLadelphia, Pennsylvania;
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: l/th IEEE Photovoltale Specialists
Conference, Kissismlee, Florida, May
1-4, 1984, Conference Record (A85.35601
16-44). New York, 1984, p. 563 568
ABSTRACT: In an effort to evaluate the minority carrier
lifetimes in CVD epitagiilly grown layers in their depend-
ence on the CVD process variables, the absolute spectral
LBIC method was found to be the only available method
capable of yielding both lifetime and surface recombine
tiDe velocity in layers, independent of Lhe resistivity of
this layer or that of the substraLe, as long as they are
separated by s pn junction. Witil this method, it was not
only possible to determine the minority carrier lifetimes
in as grown epi layers, but to observe their changes
through the device fabrication processes. In addition, it
was possible for the first time to determine the lifetimes
in the alloy regrowth p+ layers of base high/low
junction structures.
TITLE: High Efficiency Silicon MINP Solar Cells
AUTHOR: L.C. Olsen, F.W. Addis, W.A. Miller, and G. Dunhsm
CORPORATE AUTH: University of Washington, Joint Center
for Graduate Study, Richlend, Washington
MEETING LOCATION: I/th IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Kissin_ee, Florida, May
1-4, 1984, Conference Record (A85 35601
16 44). New York, 1984, p. 403 408
ABSTRACT: Investigations of high efficiency M1NP si solar
cells ace discussed. Emphasis is placed on cell character-
i_etion to develop e basic u.deratsnding of current
transport mechanisms which limit cell efficiency. Fabrics-
tion and characterization of ceils based on 0.2 ohm cm
substrates, diffused emitters 150 200 nm deep, and with Mg
MIS collector grids ere discussed. A total area AMI
efficiency of 16.8 percent has been achieved• Detailed
analyses of photocurrent end current=loss mechanisms are
presented and utilized to predict future directions of
research.
TITLE: The Decisive Impact of Cell Efficiency on the
hspletaentation of Photovoltalc Systems
AUTtlOR: E.F. Federmann end A. Rohetgi
CORPORATE AUTN: Westinghouse Research and DeveLopment
Center, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
MEETING I.OCATION: l/th IEEE Photovoltsic Specialists
Conference, gissin_ee, Florida, Nay
1--4, 1984, Conference Record (A85-35601
16-44). New York, 1984, p. 976-981
ABSTRACT: None.
lilt,k: Emitter k_tmsLion ill Dendritic Web Silicon Solar
Cells
AUTBOR: D.L Meier, A. Rohatgl, R.B. Campbell,
P. Alesander, S.J. Fonash, and R. Singh
CORPORATE AUTIi: Westinghouse Research and Development
Center, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania;
Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania; Jet Propulsion
Laboratory; Pennsylvanie State Univ.,
University Park, Pennsylvania
MEETING LOCATION: l/th IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Xtssimmee, Florida, May
1 4, 1984, Conference Record (A85 35601
16 44). New York, 1984, p. 421 433
ABSfRACT: The use of liquid dopants and liquid masks for
p n junction formation in dendritic web solar cells was
i.v_ligdted _lld lound lo be equivalent to the use of
gaseous dopant_ and CVD SiO 2 masks previously used.
This results in s projected cost reduction of 0.02 198051W
for a 25 MW/y production line, and makes possible junction
[eL'motion processes having a higher throughput than more
conventiozta[ processes. The effect of a low. energy (0.4
keY) hydro&ca ion implant on dendritic web solar ceils was
also investigated Such an implant was observed to improve
Voc and Jsc substantially. Measurements of internal
quantum efficiency suggest that it is the base of the
cell, rather then the emitter, which benefits from the
hydrogen ialpiant The diffusion length for electrons in
the p type bas_ increased from 53 microns to 150 microns
in one case, with dendritic web cell efficiency being
boosted to 15.2 percent• The mechanism by which low energy
hydrogen ions can penetrate deeply into the Si to effect
the observed improvement is not known at this time.
TITLE: Photovoltaics Where Are We Going?
AUTHOR: W,T. Calla&hen
CORPORATE AU[II: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
pUBLICATION: Solar Cells (ISSN 0379 6181), vol. 12,
June July 1984, p. 3]-40.
ABSTKACI: 1tie directions that will be followed for solar
cull develupm_lt, production and marketing ere projected
on the basis of experiences gained during the JPL's FSA
Project. IL is thought Lhat a billion dollar market for
si ribbons ca, b_ established by 1990. Thin film inch
nology will yield e product at $2 U.S./W st the end of the
19BOa. R&D is growing more focused on central station PV
gellerators, altilou&h the residential market may be the
more suitable goal The intermediate markets, e.g.,
schools, hospitals and shopping centers may be developed
before tile central stations.
TITLE: importance and Considerations of High Efficiency
Solar Cells
AUTHOR: A. Rohat&i end E.F. Federmann
CORPORATE AU'IH: Westinghouse Research and Development
Center, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
PUBLICATION: Solar Cells (1SSN O3/96187), vol. 12,
June July 1984, p. lll 183
ABSTRACT: Tile impact that solar cell efficiency improve
mellts have on overall system cost is explored. Module
costs for widespread use will he about gO.liNg, with ib_
efficiency modules end 18% efficient cells. _xperimente[
crystal cells CUL-rently reach that level and production
materials wilt be available in 1990. lmprovemenLs in cell
technology ere nc_ded to reduce cell defects, extend the
carrier liletimes, reduce cell thickness and improve anti-
reflective coetillgs. In early commercialization stages,
only half the module costs can be reduced through improve-
ments in the cell performance alone. When production lines
are set up, however, module processing will be nearly
optimized and the majority of coat reductions will reside
with cell efficiency upgrades.
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lilt.E: Inllnence el F and Ci on Lhe Necl'yslsilizalletl u[
Ion-lmplanted Smorphous St
AUTHOB: 1. Suni, U. Shreter, M.-A. Nicolet, and d.E. Baker
CORPOEATE AUTH: California Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, California; Technical Research
Centre of Finland, Semiconductor
Laboratory, Bspoo, Finland; Illinois,
University. Urbane, Illinois
PUBLICATION: Journal of Applied Physics (ISSN 0021-8979),
vol. 56, July 15, 1984
ABSTRACT: The effect of fluorine and chlorine implantation
on the solid phase epitexial regrowth of emorphized 100
line type Si was studied in intrinsic end heavily boron-
duped material. AnnualisEs were performed at 500 and
600 C. Both F and C1 retard the regrowth rate at 500 C.
The growLh rates are much faster in B-doped than in undoped
Si. Complete regrowth In E doped Si is obtained for all
Investigated doses of fluorine up to 5 a lOlglsq cm at
BOO C for 30 min. The same dose of chlorine stops the
regrowth at this temperature.
TITLE: Field Punnelln& and Mange Straggling in Partially
Depleted Silicon Surface Barrier Detectors
AUTHOR: J.A. ZouLendyk and C.3. Malone
COEPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING I.OCATION: (lEft, U.S. Defense Nuclear Agency,
U.S. Department of Energy, end NASA,
Annual Conference on Nuclear and Space
Radiation Effects, 21st, Colorado
Springs, Colorado, July 23-25, 1986)
1tEE Transactions on Nuclear Science
(ISSB 0018 9499), vol. NS-31, Dec.
1984, p. I1011105
ABSTRACT: The effects of field funneling end range aires-
81in 6 have been quantitatively observed in the measurement
of charge collected from alpha-particle tracks in Si
surface barrier charged-particle detectors. The method
described may be used for the stralghtforward measurement
of charge collection frost heavy ions in these and other
semiconductor devices.
TITLE: Recombination acLive Defects in Silicon Ribbon and
Polyccystalline Solar Cells
AUTHOR: L.J. Cheng
COEPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: MetallurEical Society of AIME,
International Conference on Defects in
Semiconductors, 13th, Coronado,
California, August 12-17, 1984,
Proceedings. Warrendale, Pennsylvania,
Metallurgical Society of AIME, 1984,
p. 03-609
ABSTRACT: This paper reports results from a study of
recombination-active structural defects in Silicon ribbon
and poZycryatalline solar cells using the BBIC technique
in s scanning electron microscope. It is demonstrated
that low temperature BBIC measurements can reveal a range
of defects that are not observable at room temperature,
including slip dlslocetlon= in St dendritic web ribbons as
welt as decorated twin boundaries and dislocation complexes
in cast polycrystalllne Si solar cell materials.
TITLE: Terrestrial Photovoltaic Collector Technology
Trends
AUTHOE: K. Shimada and R. Coetogue
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: IECEC '86: Advancnd Energy Systems -
Their Role in Our Future; Proceedings
of the Nineteenth Intersociet¥ Energy
Conversion Engineering Conference, San
Francisco, California, Aug, 19-26,
1986. Vol, 6 (A85-65351 22-44). Le
Grange Park, Illinois. American Nuclear
Society, 1984, p. 2183-2189
ORK]INAL PAGE IS
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AIISIHA_i: kLdluwtu8 tile path 01 space I'V collectur dese|
opment in iLs early sLages, terrestrial PV technologies
based upou single crystal silicon have matured rapidly.
Currently, terrestrial PV cells with efficiencies approach
ins space cell efficiencies are being fabricated into mod
ules at a fraction of the space PV module cost. New mater-
isle, including CulnSe 2 and a Si, are being developed for
lowering the cost, and multijunction materials for achier
ins higher efficiency. Large 6rld-interactlve, tracking
flat plate power systems and concentrator PV systems total-
ins about i0 MW, are already in operation. Collector tech-
nology development both flat--plate end concentrator, will
continue under an esLensive government and private
industry parLnership.
TITI.E: StaLus of High Efficiency Module Design and
Fabrication of Solar Cells
AUTIIOR: M J Nowlan and M B Spltzer
CORPOEATE AUTH: Spire Corp., Bedford, Massachusetts
MEETING LOCATION: 1ECEC '86: Advanced Energy Systems.
Their Role in Our Future; Proceedings
of the Nineteenth Intersoclety Energy
Conversion Engineering Conference, San
Francisco, California. AuK. 19-24,
1986. Vol. 4 (A85-65351 22-64). Le
Grange Park, Illinois. American Nuclear
Society, 1986, p. 2177-2182
ABSTRACT: The status of an ongoing DOE program to develop
an AMI photoelectric module with 15% conversion efficiency
at normal heating temperatures, is reviewed. Emphasis is
given to the efforts of a private company to develop a
high efficiency module which also has high durability in
normal operatin 8 conditions. The main design options
considered are: high efficiency modules; large area
modules; and optimized module fabrication techniques. The
design of an automatic system for encapsulating module
stacks is described.
TITLE: DiscoloraLion of Poly(vinyl butyrel) in Cells
Exposed to Real and Simulated Solar Environments
AUTHOR: Q. Ktm and A. Shumka
CORPORATE AUTB: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: Solar Cells (ISSN 0319-6181), vol. 12, Sept.
1986, p. 365-352
ABSTRACT: The discoloration of PVB films used in solar
cell modules Is described. Transmission absorption,
Fourier transformation IR absorption and atomic absorption
spectroscopy as well as scanning electron microscopy were
used for this study. The discoloration of the PVB has
been found to be affecLed by oxygen, moisture, temperature
and light. However, the most severe discoloration observed
is clearly assocteted with the migration of positive sliver
ions. which can be accelerated in ths presence of electric
fields. The metallization ia the source of the silver,
and the data are consistent with an interracial reaction
between the silver and PVB followed by transport into the
polymer.
TITLE: Investigation of Liquid Dopants for the Production
of High-Efficiency Solar Cells from Dendritic Web
Silicon
AUTHOR: K.S. TnrneJa, R.B. Campbell, and P. Alexander
CORPORATE AUTH: Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania; Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: Electrochemical Society, Journal (ISSN
0013-4651), vet. 131, Oct. 1984,
p. 2638-2461
ABSTRACT: None.
TITLE: Solar-Cell Interconnect Design for Terrestrlel
Photovoltalc Modules
AUTHOR: G.B. Men, D.M. Moore, and B.C. Ross, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
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I'DBI,ICAiION: ASM_, ltansautlous, Journal Ul SOJSr Energy
Engineering (ISSN 0199 7231), eel. iOb, Nov.
1984, p. 379-386.
ABSTRACT: Useful solar cell interconnect reliability de
sign and life prediction algorithms are presented, together
with experimental data indicating, that the classical strain
cycle (futigue) curve for the interconnect material does
not accounL for the statistical scatter that is required
in reliability predictions. This shortcoming is presently
addressed by fi_ting a functional form to esperimental cum-
ulative interconnect failure rate dale, which thereby
yields statistical fatigue curves enabling not only the
prediction of cumulative interconnect failures during the
design life of an array field, but also the quantitative
interpretation of data from accelerated thermal cycling
tests. Optimal interconnect cost reliability design
algorithms ere also derived which may allow the minimize
Lion of energy coaL over the design life of the array
field.
TITLE: Quantification of the Affects of Generation
Volume, Surface Recombination VeloctLy, and
Diffusion Length on the Electron Beam Induced
Current and Its DerivaLive Determination of
Diffusion LengLhs in the Low Micron and Submicron
Ranges
AUTHOR: K.L. Luke, O. Pen Roos, and L. J. Chang
CORPORATE AUTH: California SteLe Univ., Long Beach,
California; JeL Propulsion Laboratory,
PUBLICATION; Journal of Applied Physics (1SSN 0021-8919),
vol. 57, March 15, 1985, p. 19}81984
ABSTRACT: A systematic and quantitative analysis is
carried out to investigate the effects of the shape (point,
cube, Gaussisn) and size of the generation volume, the
surface recombination velocity, and the diffusion length
on the EBIC and its derivative (DEIC). Thick homogene
uusly doped samples exhibiting diffusion lengths in the
low micron attd submicron range are considered. The results
are pt'esented in computed EBIC curves as a function of
scanning distance and of the ratio true diffusion length/
effective diffusion length. Shown using these curves are:
(l) a simple and yet rigorous method for the determination
of the true diffusion length, taking into consideration
all of the factors cited above, (2) a method for the rapid
determination of the surface recombination velocity,
(3) the condition under which the source shape becomes
insignificant, and (4) a new value for the lower limit of
the diffusion length which can be determined by the EBIC
technique.
TITLE: Lattice Defects within Grain Volumes that Affect
the Electrical Quality of Cast Polycrystalllne
Silicon Solar-Cell Materials
AUTHOR: K.C. ¥oo, S.M. Johnson, end W.F. Rognault
CORPORATE AUTH: Maryland, University, College Park,
Maryland; Solarex Corp., iockville,
Maryland
PUBLICATION: Journal of Applied Physics (ISSN
0021 8919), vol. 57, March 15, 1985,
p. 2258-2266
ABSTRACT: None,
TITLE: Characteristics and Performance of Silicon Solar
Cells Between Low- and High-Level Injection.
II - Results of the study
AUTHOR: M.A. Wolf and N. Wolf
CORPORATE AUTH: Cadmus Computer Systems, Inc., Lowell,
Massachusetts; University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
PUBLICATION: IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices (ISSN
0018-9383), eel. ED-32, April 1985,
p. 800-806.
ABSTRACT: The l-V characteristics of three typical solar-
,eli _ttltlut_'_; have been colnputed by makitig use of |he
extvzldcd tra;lsp(_vt velociLy transformation method described
by Wolf and Wolf (1984). The considered terminal voltages
cover S range o[ injection bevels, including levels for
which the usual low level assumpLion is valid and levels
for which the usual high level assumption is satisfied.
Attentioe is given to a structure having a wide base with
uniform moderately high doping, a structure having a nar-
row base with uniform low doping, • structure having a
base ['egion including a high low junction, a comparison of
the effects of the different cell structures, and solar
cell performance studies.
TITLE: Sputtered W N Diffusion Barriers
AUTHOR: B.P. Kattelus, E. Kolawa, K. gffoller, and
M.A. Nicolet
CORPORATE AUTH: California Inst. of Tech,, Pasadena,
california
PUBt, ICATION: (American Vacuum Society, American Society
f_r Metals, International Union for Vacuum
S_iences, Techniques, and Applications, et
al . , International Conference on
M_tallurgical Coatings, 12th, Los Angeles.
California, Apr. 15-19, 1985) Journal of
Vacuum Science and Technology A (ISSN
0734 2101), sol. 3, Nov._Dec. 1985,
p. 2246 2254
ABSTRACT: The thermal stability of reactively sputtered
tuugsten eitvogca alloy thin films is investigated for the
application as diffusion barriers in Si contact metallise
Lions. The con,position of W N barriers is varied over a
wide range including pure W. Aluminum, gold, and silver
are used as low resistivity overlayers. Metallurgical
interactions at Lemperatures ranging from 500 to 900 C are
studied. Incorporating nitrogen into tungsten edvantag
eously stabilizes all three systems. The overall failure
takes place rapidly above critical temperatures that
depend on both the metal overlayer and the microstructure
of the barrier. In some cases, W N alloys can effectively
prevent intetditfusion at temperatures as high as 800 C
for 30 mitt.
TII'LE: Development of Design Criteria and Qualification
Test_ for Bypass Diodes in Photovoltsic
Applications
AUTltOR: DH. Otth, RS. Sugtmura, and R.G. Ross, Jr
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCAl/ON: Institute of Environmental Sciences,
Annual Technical Meeting, 31st, Las
Vegas, Nevada, April 30 May 2, 1985,
Proceedings (b8b 23001 09 38}. Mount
Prospect, Illinois, 1985, p. 242-248
ABSTRACT: Design criteria have been developed for bypass
diodes in p n and Schottky barrier in VV applications. A
Lest method for assessing conformity to the design
criteria is described. Junction temperatures are defined
in terms of expected worst case field conditions, including
ambient tea, p_rature and solar irradiance on the PV module.
The rating criteria address the magimum allowable current
a_d heat sink characteristics of diodes mounted inside or
outside the VV module. The method establishes worstcase
module to diode thermal interfaces end may be adapted for
laboratory or field site experiments. A list of the design
criLecia is given
TITLE: Development and Testing of Advanced Fire-Resistant
Photovoltaic Modules
AUTHOR: R.SSugimura, D.B. Otth, and E.G. Real, Jr.
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MEETING LOCATION: Institute of Environmental Sciences.
Annual Technical HeeLing, 31eL, Lea
Vegas, Nevada, April 30-May 2, 1985,
Proceedings (A86-23001 09-38). Mount
Prospect, Illinois, 1985, p. 337-343
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ABSIBACI: Ills evzluaLIon o! back surface mate¢'lalz llsm
mability in order to identify fire resistent module designs
is examined. The fire Lest apparatus, burning brand test
sequence, and spread of-flame test sequence are described.
Video recordings and time temperature profiles of module
back surfaces are utilized to study the flamalabllity fail-
ure mechanism end identify high temperature materials. A
table of flasmtabtltty test results for various module
designs is provided. The data reveals that 2-mil kapton,
fiberglass cloth coated or impregnated with a material to
plug pores, and metal foil back surface mdtertals achieve
class A and B fire-resisLence levels, and are applicable
for PV module designs.
TITLE: Effect of Recombination on the Open-Circuit
Voltage of a Silicon Solar Cell
AUTHOR: O. Yon Roos and P.T. LandsberK
CORPORATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory; Southampton
Univ. (England)
PUBLICATION: Journal of Applied Physics (1SSN 0021 89/9),
eel. 51, May 15, 1985, p. 4746 4151
ABSTBACT: A theoretical study of the influence of band
band Auger, band trap Auger, end the ordinary Shockley
Bead Halt mechanism for carrier recombination on the Voc
of a solar cell is presented. Under reasonable assumptions
for the magnitude of rate constants and realistic values
for trap densities, surface recombination velocities and
band gap narrowing, Lhe maximum Voc for typical back
surface field solar cells is found to lie in the range
between 0.61 and 0./2 V independent of base width.
TITLE: Trap Controlled Minority-Carrier Mobility in
Heavily Doped Silicon
AUTHOR: k. Neugroschel, F.A. Lindholm, and C.T. Sah
COBPOBATE AUTB: UniversiLy of Florida, Geinesville,
Florida; University of Illinois, Urbane,
Illinois
PUBLICATION: Solar Cells (1SSN 0318-6181) eel. 14, July
1985, p. 211 217
ABSTRACT: The activaLion behavior of the minority-carrier
mobility and diffuslvity in heavily doped (abouL 1020/cu
cm) Si(Si:As) was investigated in the temperature range,
20 Lo 350K. Experimental results indicate that hole
Lcansitions between the valence band and localized shallow
sLates give rise Lo Lhe observed behavior. The activation
energy is about 10 MeV, which suggests that the localized
states originate from band tails but does not rule out
trapping at boron atoms in the compensated n + region.
TITLE: Heavily Doped PolysillconContect Solar Cells
AUTHOR: F.A. Lindholm, A. Neugroschel, M. Arlen¢o, and
P.A. Iles
CORPORATE AUTH: UniverslLy of Florida, Gainesvtlle,
Florida; IBM Watson Research Center,
YorkLown Heights, New York; Applied Solar
Energy Corp., City of Industry, California
PUBLICATION: lEEK Electron Device Letters (ISSN
0141-3106), vol. RUL 6, July 1985, p. 363 365
ABSTBACT: The first use of a (Si)/heavily doped polyailt
con)/(meLal) structure to replace the conventional high low
junction or BSF structure of si solar cells is reported.
Compared wlLh BSF and back-ohmic conLact (BOC) control
samples, Lhe polysilicon back solar cells show improvements
in red specLral response (RSR) and open circuit voltage.
Measurement reveals that a decrease in effective surface
recombination velocity S ia responsible for this improve
ment. Decreased S results for n type (ST:As) polystlicon,
consistent with past findings for bipolar transistors, and
for p type (Si:B) polyslllcon, reported here for the first
time. Though Lhe present polysilicon-back solar cells are
far from optimal, the results suggest a new class of
designs for high efficiency Si solar cells. Detailed
technical reasons are advanced to support this view,
ORIGINAL PAGE
OF POOR QUALITY
lilLE: MlctolLatdness o[ carbon Doped (ill) p t_pe
Czochralskt Silicon
AUTHOR: S. banyluk, D.S. Lim, and J. galejs
CORPORATE AUTH: Chicago Univ., Chicago, Illinois; Mobil
Solar Energy Corp., Waltham, Massachusetts
PUBLICATION: Journal of MaLerlals Science LetLers (ISSN
0261 8028), vet. 4, Sept. 1985, p. 1135-1131
ABSTBACT: The effect of carbon on (111) p-type Cz Si is
examined. The preparation of the Si and microhardneas
Lest procedures ace described, and the equation used Lo
determine microhacdness from indentations in the Si wafers
is presented. The results indicate Lhat as the carbon
concentration in the Si increases the microhardness
increases. The linear increase in microhsrdness is the
result of carbon hindering dislocaLion motion, and the
effect of temperature on Si deformation and dislocation
a,obility is explained. The measured microhardness was
compared with an analysis which is baaed on dislocation
pinning by carbon; a good correlation was observed. The
Labusch model for the effect of pinning sites on
dislocation motion is given.
TITLE: AtLainment of Transparent Boronlmplanted Layers
for Silicon Solar Cell Applications
AUTHOB: M.B. Spitzer and C.J. Keavney
CORPORATE AUTH: Spire Corp., Bedford, Massachusetts
PUBLICATION: Applied Physics LetLers (ISSN 0003 6951),
eel. 41, Oct. 1, 1985, p. 131, 132
ABSTRACT: The formation of boron doped p+ layers that
are transparent to minority-carrier transport is reported.
Ion tntplantsLion is used to limit the peak dopant concen
tration to 5 s lO18/cu cm so as to avoid deleterious
heavy doping effects. Solar cell open ctrcuiL voltage of
657 mV has been obtained in this way. The importance of
surface passivatlon is indicated.
TITLE: Circuit Analysis Method for Thin-Film Solar Cell
Modules
AUTIIOR: D.R. BucKer
COHPOBATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: Solar Cells (ISSN O319 6181), eel. 15, Dec.
1985, p. 343351
ABSTRACT: The design of a thin-film solar cell module is
dependent on the probability of occurrence of pinhole
shunt defecLa. Using known or assumed defect density
data, dichotomous population statistics can be used to
calculate the number of defects expected in a module.
Probability theory is then used to assign the defective
cells to individual strings in • selected aeries parallel
circuit design. Iterative numerical calculation ia used
to calcuate l-V curves using cell test values or assumed
defective cell values as inputs. Good and shunted cell
I-V curves are added to determine the module ouLput power
and I-V curve. Different levels of shunt resistance can
be selected to model different defect levels.
TITLE: Direct Ezperimental Determination of Voltage
Across High Low Junctions
AUTHOR: T. Daud and F.A. Lindholm
COBPOBATE AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory; Florida
Univ., Galnesville, Florida
PUBt,ICAT1ON: Journal of Applied Physics (ISSN 0021 8979),
eel. 59, Jan. 1, 1986, p. 285 281
ABSTRACT: High-low (HI.) junctions form a part of many
semiconductor devices, including back surface field solar
cells, a first experimental deLermlnatlon and interpreta-
tion of the voltage across the HL juncLton under low and
high injection conditions is presented as a function of
the voltage across a nearby p/n junction. Theoretical
analysis from first principles is shown to bear well on
the experimeetal results. In addition, • test structure ts
proposed for measurement of the effective surface recombl-
nation velocity at the HL Junctions.
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TLII.E: DuL Jut,el|on Solar Ca|Is
AUTHOR: T. Daud and G.T. Crotty
CORPORAT_ AUTH: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
PUBLICATION: Journal of Applied Physics (ISSN 0021-8979),
vol. 59, April 1, 1986, p. 2566-2510
ABSTRACT: a design of solar cells with reduced junction
ares on the cell surface is investiBated for reduction of
saturation current and increase in open-circuit voltage.
Equidiameter dot junctions distributed across the surface
of the cell offer an efficient alternative, with variations
in dot diameter and in the spactn 8 between dole 8ivin& the
required variations in the ratio of junction area to total
surface area• b simplified analysis for short circuit
current and other cell parameters, which enables cell
desiKn optimization, is presented. Experimental solar-cell
performance results, as functions of different area ratios,
are presented and compared with the model. It is shown
thaL satureLion current reduction is possible for achievin&
efficienctes as hiAh as 18 % in flat-plate terrestrial
applications.
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF FSA CONTRACTORS
AEROCHEM RESEARCH LABORATORIES, INC. Synthesis of Silane and Silicon in a
Non-equilibrium Plasma Jet
CONTRACT: 954560
AEROCHEM RESEARCH LABORATORIES, INC. Silicon Halide-Alkali Metal Flames as a
Source of Solar Grade Silicon
CONTRACT: 954777
AEROCHEM RESEARCH LABORATORIES, INC. Development of Model and Computer Code
for Silicon Reaction
CONTRACT: 954862
AEROCHEM RESEARCH LABORATORIES, INC. Development of Processes for the Produc-
tion of Solar Grade Silicon from Silicon
Halides and Alkali Metals
CONTRACT: 955491
AIA RESEARCH CORP. Integrated Residential Photovoltalc
Development
CONTRACT: 955893
APPLIED SOLAR ENERGY CORP.
(OPTICAL COATING LABORATORY, INC.)
Assessment of Present State-of-the-art
Sawing of Large Diameter Ingots for
Solar Sheet Material
CONTRACT: 954830
APPLIED SOLAR ENERGY CORP
(OPTICAL COATING LABORATORY, INC.)
High-Efficiency, Long-Life Terrestrial
Solar Panel
CONTRACT: 954831
APPLIED SOLAR ENERGY CORP Silicon Solar Cell Process Development,
Fabrication and Analysis
CONTRACT: 955089
APPLIED SOLAR ENERGY CORP
(OPTICAL COATING LABORATORY, INC.)
Evaluation of Ion-Implanted Silicon
Solar Cells
CONTRACT: 955118
APPLIED SOLAR ENERGY CORP Development of High-Efficiency (14%)
Solar Cell Array Module
CONTRACT: 955217
APPLIED SOLAR ENERGY CORP Development of Low-Cost Contacts to
Silicon Solar Cells
CONTRACT: 955244
APPLIED SOLAR ENERGY CORP Design, Fabrication, Test and Price
Analysis of "Third Generation" Design
Solar Cell Modules
CONTRACT: 955409
A-I
APPLIED SOLAR ENERGY CORP.
APPLIED SOLAR ENERGY CORP.
APPLIED SOLAR ENERGY CORP.
APPLIED SOLAR ENERGY CORP.
ARCO SOLAR, INC.
ARCO SOLAR, INC.
ARCO SOLAR, INC.
ARCO SOLAR, INC.
ARCO SOLAR, INC.
ARCO SOLAR, INC.
ARCO SOLAR, INC.
ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY
ASTROSYSTEMS, INC.
BATTELLE MEMORIAL INSTITUTE,
COLUMBUS LABORATORIES
A-2
Laboratory Services to the Low-Cost Solar
Project Production Process and Equipment
Area
CONTRACT: 955423
Intermediate Load Modules for Test and
Evaluation
CONTRACT: 956350
Microcrystalllne Silicon Growth for
Heterojunctlon for Solar Cells
CONTRACT: 956369
Development of High-Efficiency Solar
Cells
CONTRACT: 957098
Solar Cell Panel Development Effort
CONTRACT: 954751
Automated Solar Panel Assembly Line
CONTRACT: 955278
Vacuum Die Cast of Silicon Sheet for
Photovoltaic Applications
CONTRACT: 955325
Design, Fabricate, Test, Qualification
and Price Analysis of "Third Generation"
Design Solar Cell Modules
CONTRACT: 955402
Design of Block V Solar Cell Modules 1981
CONTRACT: 956097
Block V Documentation and Solar Cell
Modules
CONTRACT: 956336
Adapt Pulsed Excimer Laser Processing
Technology to Fabricate Cost-Effective
Solar Cells
CONTRACT: 956831
Evaluation/Calibration of a Czochralski
(Cz> Crystal Growth System
CONTRACT: 956876
Silicon Film Solar Cell Process
CONTRACT: 956769
Module Encapsulation Task of Low-Cost
Silicon Solar Array Project
CONTRACT: 954328
BATTELLE MEMORIAL INSTITUTE,
COLUMBUS LABORATORIES
BATTELLE MEMORIAL INSTITUTE,
COLUMBUS LABORATORIES
BATTELLE MEMORIAL INSTITUTE,
COLUMBUS LABORATORIES
BECHTEL NATIONAL, INC.
BECHTEL NATIONAL, INC.
BERND ROSS ASSOCIATES
BERND ROSS ASSOCIATES
BURT HILL KOSAR RITTELMANN ASSOC.
BURT HILL KOSAR RITTELMANN ASSOC.
BURT HILL KOSAR RITTELMANN ASSOC.
C.T. SAH ASSOCIATES
C.T. SAH ASSOCIATES
CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIVERSITY
A-3
Part 1-Evaluation of Silicon Production
Suitable for Solar Cells
CONTRACT: 954339
Study Program to Develop and Evaluate
Die and Container Materials
CONTRACT: 954876
Study Program to Develop & Evaluate Die
& Container Materials
CONTRACT: 955582
Development of Requirements for Terres-
trial Solar Arrays
CONTRACT: 954698
Terrestrial Central Power Utility Array
Life-Cycle Analysis
CONTRACT: 954848
Economical Improved Thick Film Solar
Cell Contact
CONTRACT: 955164
Development of an All Metal Thick Film
Cost Effective Metalllzation System for
Solar Cells
CONTRACT: 955688
Residential Photovoltaic Modules Require-
ments Study
CONTRACT: 955149
Commercial/Industrial Photovoltaic
Modules Requirements Study
CONTRACT: 955698
Operation & Maintenance Cost Data for
Residential Photovoltaic Modules/Panels
CONTRACT: 955614
A Study of Effects of Impurities in
Silicon Material
CONTRACT: 954685
Conduct a Study of Relationships of
Material Properties and High Efficiency
Solar Cell Performance on Material
Composition
CONTRACT: 956289
An Exploratory Study of Product Safety
and Product Liability Considerations for
Photovoltaic Module/Array Devices
CONTRACT: 955846
CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY
CHRONAR CORP.
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
COORS PORCELAIN CO.
CORNELL UNIVERSITY
CORNELL UNIVERSITY
CRYSTAL SYSTEMS, INC.
CRYSTAL SYSTEMS INC.
DOW CORNING CORP.
DOW CORNING CORP.
EAGLE-PICHER INDUSTRIES, INC.
Encapsulation System Studies for Low Cost
Silicon Solar Array
CONTRACT: 954738
Amorphous Silicon Module Research
CONTRACT: 957297
Investigation of Reliability Attributes
and Accelerated Stress Factors on Terres-
trial Solar Cells
CONTRACT: 954929
Study Program to Develop and Evaluate
Substrate and Container Materials
CONTRACT: 954878
Characterization of Structural, Electri-
cal and Chemical Properties of Silicon
Sheet Material Produced Under the Large
Area Silicon Sheet Task of the Low Cost
Silicon Solar Array Project
CONTRACT: 954852
Investigation of Physical Structure and
the Chemical Nature of Defects in the
Silicon Sheet Material Developed by the
LSA Project
CONTRACT: 956046
Heat Exchanger-Ingot Casting/Slicing Pro-
cess, Silicon Sheet Growth Development
for the Large Area Silicon Sheet Task of
the Low-Cost Silicon Solar Array Project
CONTRACT: 954373
Multi-Wire Wafering Technology Develop-
ment by a Fixed Abrasive Slicing Tech-
nique (FAST)
CONTRACT: 956073
Task I - Silicon Material Part 3
CONTRACT: 954559
Develop Silicon Encapsulation Systems
for Terrestrial Silicon Solar Arrays
CONTRACT: 954995
Study Program to Develop and Evaluate
Die and Container Material
CONTRACT: 954877
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ELECTRINK,INC.
ENDUREXCORP.
ENERGYMATERIALSCORP.
ENERGYMATERIALSCORP.
ENERGYMATERIALSCORP.
ENERGYMATERIALSCORP.
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
GNOSTIC CONCEPTS
Laboratory Services for the Development
and Characterization of Screenable Mater-
ials Utilized in the Fabrication of Solar
Cells
CONTRACT: 956985
Solar Cell Module Ion-Platin 8 Process and
Testing
CONTRACT: 954728
Gaseous Melt Replenishment System
CONTRACT: 955269
Low-Angle Silicon Sheet Growth
CONTRACT: 955378
Electrochemical Production of Silicon
CONTRACT: 956553
Technology Development for Low-Angle
Silicon Sheet (LASS) Growth Technique
for Photovoltaic Applications
CONTRACT: 956822
Floating Substrate Sheet Growth Process,
Silicon Sheet Growth Development for the
Large Area Silicon Sheet Task of the Low
Cost Silicon Solar Array Project
CONTRACT: 954350
Development and Testing of Shingle-Type
Solar Cell Modules
CONTRACT: 954607
Design, Fabrication, Test, Qualification
and Price Analysis of "Third Generation"
Design Solar Cell Modules
CONTRACT: 955401
Integrated Residential Photovoltaic Array
Development
CONTRACT: 955894
Design of Block V Solar Cell Module 1981
CONTRACT: 956098
Research Associated with Requirements for
the Encapsulation of Protective Bypass
Diode Diode Chips in Photovoltaic Modules
with Current Ratings from 2 to 20 amps
CONTRACT: 956254
Industrialization Study
CONTRACT: 954899
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HEMLOCKSEMICONDUCTORC P.
HONEYWELL,INC.
IBM CORP.
IIT RESEARCHINSTITUTE
ILLINOIS TOOLWORKS,INC.
J.C. SCHUMACHERCO.
KAYEXCORP.
KAYEX CORP.
KAYEX CORP.
KINETIC COATING, INC.
KULICKE AND SOFFA INDUSTRIES, INC.
Development of a Polysilicon Process
Based on Chemical Vapor Deposition
CONTRACT: 955533
Dip Coating Process, Silicon Sheet Growth
Development for the Large Area Silicon
Sheet Task of the Low Cost Silicon Solar
Array Project
CONTRACT: 954356
Silicon Ribbon Growth Using a Capillary
Action Shaping Technique
CONTRACT: 954144
Technical Support in Reliability Engine-
ering of Photovoltaic Modules
CONTRACT: 955720
Demonstration of Capability to Deposit
Anti-Reflective (AR) Coatings by Ion-
Plating
CONTRACT: 955506
High Velocity Continuous-Flow Reactor for
Production of Solar Grade Silicon, Under
the Low Cost Silicon Solar Array Project
CONTRACT: 954914
Development of Advanced Methods for
Continuous Czochralski Growth, Silicon
Sheet Growth Development for the Large
Area Silicon Sheet Task of the Low Cost
Silicon Solar Array Project
CONTRACT: 954888
Low-Cost Czochralski Crystal Growing
Technology
CONTRACT: 955270
Development of an Advanced Czozhralski
Growth Process to Produce Low-Cost 150
Kg Silicon Ingots from a Single Crucible
Technology Readiness
CONTRACT: 955733
Phase 2 of the Array Automated Assembly
Task for the Low-Cost Silicon Solar
Array Project
CONTRACT: 955079
Automated Solar Module Assembly Line
CONTRACT: 955287
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LAMAR UNIVERSITY
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE CO., INC.
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE CO., INC.
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE CO., INC.
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE CO., INC.
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
MATERIALS RESEARCH, INC.
MATERIALS RESEARCH, INC.
MATERIALS RESEARCH, INC.
MOBIL SOLAR ENERGY CORP.
(TYCO LABORATORIES, INC.)
MOBIL SOLAR ENERGY CORP.
(MOBIL TYCO SOLAR ENERGY CORP.)
MOBIL SOLAR ENERGY CORP.
(MOBIL TYCO SOLAR ENERGY CORP.)
MOBIL SOLAR ENERGY CORP.
(MOBIL TYCO SOLAR ENERGY CORP.)
Process Feasibility Study in Support of
Silicon Material, Task I
CONTRACT: 954343
Spraylon Fluorocarbon Encapsulation for
Silicon Solar Cell Arrays
CONTRACT: 954410
Transparent Solar Cell Module Development
Effort
CONTRACT: 954653
Phase 2 of the Array Automated Assembly
Task for the Low Cost Silicon Solar Array
Project
CONTRACT: 954898
Evaluation of Laser Annealing of Solar
Cells
CONTRACT: 955696
Investigation of the Hydrogenation of
SiC14
CONTRACT: 955382
Study and Analysis of High-Speed Growth
of Silicon Sheet in Inclined Meniscus
Configurations
CONTRACT: 956919
Analysis of Defect Structure in Silicon
CONTRACT: 956406
Quantitative Analysis of Defects in
Silicon
CONTRACT: 954977
Analysis of Defect Structure in Silicon
CONTRACT: 955676
Thick Film Silicon Growth Techniques
CONTRACT: 953365
Edge-Defined Film-Fed Growth (EFG) Pro-
cess for Silicon Sheet Growth Development
for the Large Area Silicon Sheet Task of
the Low Cost Silicon Solar Array Project
CONTRACT: 954355
Solar Modules
CONTRACT: 954999
Design of Block V Solar Cell Modules 1981
CONTRACT: 956099
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MOBIL SOLAR ENERGY CORP.
MOBIL SOLAR ENERGY CORP.
MONSANTO RESEARCH CORP.
MOTOROLA, INC.
MOTOROLA, INC.
MOTOROLA, INC.
MOTOROLA, INC.
MOTOROLA, INC.
MOTOROLA, INC.
MOTOROLA, INC.
MOTOROLA, INC.
MOTOROLA, INC.
A-8
Crystal Growth by Edge-Defined Film-Fed
Growth Technique (EFG)
CONTRACT: 956312
Block V Documentation and Solar Cell
Modules
CONTRACT: 956335
Silicon Material Task of the Low-Cost
Silicon Solar Array Project, Part 2
CONTRACT: 954338
Phase I of the Automated Array Assembly
Task of the Low Cost Silicon Solar Array
Project
CONTRACT: 954363
Laser-Zone Growth in a Ribbon-to-Ribbon
(RTR) Process, Silicon Sheet Growth
Development for the Large Area Silicon
Sheet Task of the Low Cost Silicon Solar
Array Project
CONTRACT: 954376
Silicon Material Task Low Cost Silicon
Solar Array Project Part I
CONTRACT: 954442
Metallization of Large Silicon Wafers
CONTRACT: 954689
Solar Cell Modules with Parallel-Orlented
Interconnections
CONTRACT: 954716
Studies and Testing of Antireflective
Coatings for Soda-Lime Glass
CONTRACT: 954773
Phase 2 of the Array Automated Assembly
Task for the Low Cost Silicon Solar
Array Project
CONTRACT: 954847
The Development of a Method of Producing
Etch Resistant Wax Patterns on Solar
Cells
CONTRACT: 955324
The Establishment of a Production-Ready
Manufacturing Process Utilizing Thin
Silicon Substrates for Solar Cells
CONTRACT: 955328
MOTOROLA,INC. Anti-reflective Coatings on Large Area
Glass Sheets
CONTRACT: 955339
MOTOROLA, INC. Photovoltaic Module Electrical Termina-
tion Design Requirements Study
CONTRACT: 955367
MOTOROLA, INC. Anti-Reflectlve Coatings Applied by Acid-
Leaching Process
CONTRACT: 955387
MOTOROLA, INC. Design, Fabrication, Test, Qualification
and Price Analysis of "Third Generation"
Design Solar Cell Modules
CONTRACT: 955406
MOTOROLA, INC. Processing Experiments on the Non-
Czochralski Silicon Sheet (MEPSDU
Support Contract)
CONTRACT: 955844
NATIONAL RESEARCH FOR GEOSCIENCES
LABORATORIES, INC.
Evaluation of LSA Test and Performance
Methods
CONTRACT: 956083
NORLIN INDUSTRIES, INC. (P.R. HOFFMAN CO.) Slicing of Single Crystal and Polycrys-
talline Silicon Ingots using Multi-Blade
Saws
CONTRACT: 955563
NORTH CAROLINA A&T UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION, INC. Study of the Effects of Row-to-Row
Shading on Photovoltaic Arrays
CONTRACT: 957021
NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY Rapid Thermal Processing of Ion-Implanted
Silicon
CONTRACT: 957175
NORTHROP CORP. Lifetime Measurement Analysis
CONTRACT: 954614
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY Development of Fluidized-Bed Silicon
Technology
CONTRACT: 956133
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY Use of Low Energy Hydrogen Ion Implants
in High Efficiency Crystalline Silicon
Solar Cells
CONTRACT: 957126
PHOTOWATT INTERNATIONAL, INC.
(SENSOR TECHNOLOGY, INC.)
Low Cost Silicon Solar Array Project,
Large Scale Production Task, Eight (8)
Kilowatts of Solar Cell Modules
CONTRACT: 954387
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PHOTOWATTINTERNATIONAL,INC.
(SENSORTECHNOLOGY,INC.)
PHOTOWATTINTERNATIONAL,INC.
(SENSORTECHNOLOGY,INC.)
PHOTOWATTIN ERNATIONAL,INC.
(SENSORTECHNOLOGY,INC.)
PHOTOWATTINTERNATIONAL,INC.
(SENSORTECHNOLOGY,INC.)
PHOTOWATTINTERNATIONAL,INC.
(SENSORTECHNOLOGY,INC.)
PHOTOWATTINTERNATIONAL,INC.
(SENSORTECHNOLOGY,INC.)
PHOTOWATTINTERNATIONAL
PHOTOWATTINTERNATIONAL
POLYTECHNICINSTITUTEOFNEWYORK
POLYTECHNICUNIVERSITY
PURDUERESEARCHFOUNDATION
PURDUERESEARCHFOUNDATION
Low Cost Silicon Solar Array Project,
Large Scale Production Task, 40 Kilowatts
Solar Cell Modules
CONTRACT:954565
Developmentof Low-Cost, High-Energy-
Per-Unit-Area Solar Cell Modules
CONTRACT: 954605
Phase 2 of the Array Automated Assembly
Task for the Low Cost Silicon Solar Array
Project
CONTRACT: 954865
Development of Low-Cost Polysilicon Solar
Cells
CONTRACT: 955265
In-Depth Study of Silicon Wafer Surface
Texturing
CONTRACT: 955266
Design Fabrication, Test, Qualification
and Price Analysis of "Third Generation:
Design Solar Cell Modules
CONTRACT: 955410
Development of Technique for AR Coatings
and Nickel Copper Metallization of Solar
Cells
CONTRACT: 955986
Intermediate Load Module for Test and
Evaluation
CONTRACT: 956351
Development and Demonstration of
Synthetic Procedures for Polymeric
Ultraviolet Stabilizers and Absorbers
CONTRACT: 956413
Development of Conducting Polymers
CONTRACT: 957486
MOD Silver Metallization for Photo-
voltaics
CONTRACT: 956679
Research on Ink Jet Printing of Silver
Metallization for Photovoltaics
CONTRACT: 957031
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RCA CORP.
RCA CORP.
RCA CORP.
RCA CORP.
RCA CORP.
RCA CORP.
RCA CORP.
RCA CORP.
RESEARCH TRIANGLE INSTITUTE
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP.
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP.
A-II
Phase I of the Automated Array Assembly
Task of the Low Cost Silicon Solar Array
Project
CONTRACT: 954352
Inverted Stepanov Technique (IST) for
Silicon Sheet Growth Development for the
Large Area Silicon Sheet Task of the Low
Cost Silicon Solar Array Project
CONTRACT: 954465
Epitaxial Silicon Growth for Solar Cells
CONTRACT: 954817
Phase 2 of the Array Automated Assembly
Task for the Low Cost Silicon Solar Array
Project
CONTRACT: 954868
Development and Evaluation of Die Mater-
ials for Use in Producing Silicon Ribbons
by the Inverted Ribbon Growth Process
CONTRACT: 954901
Development of MeEasonic Cleaning for
Silicon Wafers
CONTRACT: 955342
Evaluation and Verificstion of Epitaxial
Process Sequence for Silicon Solar Cell
Production
CONTRACT: 955825
Design of Block V Solar Cell Modules 1981
CONTRACT: 956100
Comprehensive Silicon Solar Cell Computer
Modeling
CONTRACT: 956741
Chemical Vapor Deposition Growth Silicon
Sheet Growth Development for Large Area
Silicon Sheet Task of the Low Cost Sili-
con Solar Array Project
CONTRACT: 954372
Develop and Demonstrate Methods for
Accelerated and Abbreviated Testing of
Encapsulanting Materials for Low Cost
Silicon Solar Array Project
CONTRACT: 954458
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP.
SCANNING ELECTRON ANALYSIS LABORATORIES
SCIENCE APPLICATIONS, INC.
SILICON TECHNOLOGY CORP.
SILTEC CORP.
SILTEC CORP.
SOL/LOS INC.
SOL/LOS, INC.
SOLAR POWER CORP.
SOLAR TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL, INC.
SOLARELECTRONICS, INC.
SOLAREX CORP.
Study Program for Encapsulation Materials
Interface for Low-Cost Silicon Solar
Array
CONTRACT: 954739
Material Analysis of Photovoltaic Cells
and Module Test Samples
CONTRACT: 956752
Analysis of Cost-Effective Photovoltaic
Panel Design Concepts Using Light
Trapping
CONTRACT: 955787
Development of Methods of Producing Large
Areas of Silicon Sheet by the Silicing of
Silicon Ingots Using Inside Diameter (ID)
Saws
CONTRACT: 955131
Development of Advanced Methods for Con-
tinuous Czochralski Growth for the Large
Area Silicon Sheet Task of the Low Cost
Silicon Solar Array Project
CONTRACT: 954886
Enhanced Internal Diameter Slicing Tech-
nology for Silicon Ingots
CONTRACT: 955282
A New Method of Metallization for Silicon
Solar Cells
CONTRACT: 955318
Investigation of Nickel Silicon Metalli-
zation Process
CONTRACT: 956276
Design, Fabrication, Test, Qualification
and Price Analysis of "Third Generation"
Design Solar Cell Modules
CONTRACT: 955403
Solar Cell Panel Development Effort
CONTRACT: 954751
Investigation of Hydrochlorination of
SiCl 4
CONTRACT: 956061
Mitre Solar Energy Test System Evaluation
CONTRACT: 954341
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SOLAREX CORP.
SOLAREX CORP.
SOLAREX CORP.
SOLAREX CORP.
SOLAREX CORP.
SOLAREX CORP.
SOLAREX CORP.
SOLAREX CORP.
SOLAREX CORP.
SOLAREX CORP.
SOLAREX CORP.
SOLAVOLT INTERNATIONAL
SOLEC INTERNATIONAL, INC.
A-13
Silicon Solar Cell Mods with a Total
Power Capability of 30 Kilowatts
CONTRACT: 954577
Solar Breeder Feasibility Investigation
CONTRACT: 954606
High-Efficiency, High-Density Terrestrial
Solar Panel
CONTRACT: 954822
Phase 2 of the Array Automated Assembly
Task for the Low Cost Silicon Solar Array
Project
CONTRACT: 954854
Evaluation of the Technical Feasibility
and Effective Cost of Various Wafer
Thicknesses for the Manufacture of Solar
Cells
CONTRACT: 955077
Analysis of the Effects of Impurities in
Silicon
CONTRACT: 955307
Design, Fabrication, Test, Qualification
and Price Analysis of "Third Generation"
Design Solar Cell Modules
CONTRACT: 955404
Process Research of Polycrystalline
Silicon Material
CONTRACT: 955902
Design of Block V Solar Cell Modules 1981
CONTRACT: 956102
Block V Documentation and Solar Cell
Modules
CONTRACT: 956333
Process Research of Polycrystalline
Silicon Material
CONTRACT: 956698
Intermediate Load Modules for Test and
Evaluation
CONTRACT: 956349
Application of Antireflective Coatings
to Single Crystal or Polycrystalline
Solar Cells by Use of Roller Coating
Method
CONTRACT: 956802
SOLENERGY CORP.
SPECTROLAB, INC.
SPECTROLAB, INC.
SPECTROLAB, INC.
SPECTROLAB, INC.
SPECTROLAB, INC.
SPECTROLAB, INC.
SPECTROLAB, INC.
SPECTROLAB, INC.
SPIRE CORP. (SIMULATION PHYSICS, INC.)
SPIRE CORP.
SPIRE CORP.
SPIRE CORP.
Intermediate Load Modules for Test and
Evaluation
CONTRACT: 956347
Design, Develop. and Prototype Production
of Silicon Solar Cell Modules
CONTRACT: 954587
Analysis of Effects of Impurities Inten-
tionally Incorporated into Silicon
CONTRACT: 954694
Phase 2 of the Array Automated Assembly
Task for the Low Cost Silicon Solar Array
Project
CONTRACT: 954853
Silicon Solar Cell Process Development,
Fabrication and Analysis
CONTRACT: 955055
High Resolution, Low Cost Solar Cell Con-
tact Development
CONTRACT: 955298
The Design, Analysis and Test Veriflca-
tion of Advanced Encapsulation Systems
CONTRACT: 955567
High Resolution, Low Cost Solar Cell
Contact Development
CONTRACT: 955725
Development of Metallization Process
CONTRACT: 956205
Development of Methods and Procedures
for High Rate Low Energy Expenditure
Fabrication of Solar Cells
CONTRACT: 954289
Development and Test Encapsulation Mater-
ials for Low Cost Silicon Solar Array
Project
CONTRACT: 954521
Solar Cell Panel Development
CONTRACT: 954655
Development of Pulsed Processes for the
Manufacture of Solar Cells
CONTRACT: 954786
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SPIRE CORP.
SPIRE CORP.
SPIRE CORP.
SPIRE CORP.
SPIRE CORP.
SPIRE CORP.
SPIRE CORP.
SPIRE CORP.
SPIRE CORP.
SPIRE CORP.
SPRINGBORN LABORATORIES, INC.
SPRINGBORN LABORATORIES, INC.
SRI INTERNATIONAL
A-15
Design, Fabrication, Test, Qualification,
and Price Analysis of "Third Generation"
Design Solar Cell Modules
CONTRACT: 955405
Development & Fabrication of a Solar Cell
Junction Processing System
CONTRACT: 955640
Verification and Implementation of Elec-
trostatic Bonding Technologies
CONTRACT: 955861
Assessment and Operation of the Advanced
Czochralski Crystal Growth System, Model
No. 1860
CONTRACT: 956056
Design of Block V Solar Cell Modules 1981
CONTRACT: 956103
Block V Documentation and Solar Cell
Modules
CONTRACT: 956334
Hermetic Edge Sealing of Photovoltaic
Modules
CONTRACT: 956352
Ion Implantation of Non-Czochralski Sili-
con Materials
CONTRACT: 956381
High Efficiency Solar Cell Modules
CONTRACT: 956641
Adapt Pulse Excimer Laser Processing
Technology to Fabricate Cost-Effective
Solar Cells
CONTRACT: 956797
Module Encapsulation Task of the Low Cost
Silicon Solar Array Project
CONTRACT: 954527
Fabrication of Solar Cell Modules
CONTRACT: 955553
Novel Duplex Vapor-Electrochemical Method
for Silicon Solar Cells
CONTRACT: 954471
SUPERWAVE TECHNOLOGY, INC.
SUPERWAVE TECHNOLOGY, INC.
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
TEXAS RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING INSTITUTE, INC.
THE AEROSPACE CORP.
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE LELAND
STANFORD JR. UNIVERSITY
Demonstration of Feasibility of Microwave
Heatin8 in a Non-Reactive Fluidized Bed
Reactor
CONTRACT: 956801
Demonstration of Feasibility of Deposit-
ink Semiconductor Layers Using Microwave
Techniques
CONTRACT: 956828
Phase I of the Automated Array Assembly
Task of the Low Cost Silicon Solar Array
Project
CONTRACT: 954405
Silicon Material Task I of the Low Cost
Solar Silicon Solar Array Project Part 3
CONTRACT: 954412
Development and Evaluation of Silicon
Crystal Growth and Wafering Process
Improvements for Low-Cost, Hi,h-Volume
Priduction of Solar Cells
CONTRACT: 954475
Phase 2 of the Array Automated Assembly
Task for the Low Cost Silicon Solar Array
Project
CONTRACT: 954881
Development of Advanced Methods for Con-
tinuous Czochralski Growth, Silicon Sheet
Growth Development for the Large Area
Silicon Sheet Task of the Low Cost
Silicon Solar Array Project
CONTRACT: 954887
Closed Cycle Process for Low-Cost Solar
Silicon Using a Rotary Chamber Reactor
CONTRACT: 955006
Silicon Production Process Evaluations
CONTRACT: 956045
Composition Measurements by Analytical
Photon Catalysis
CONTRACT: 955201
Studies of the Nature of Interracial
Barriers in HiKh Efficiency Crystalline
Silicon Solar Cells
CONTACT: 956960
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THEBOARDOFTRUSTEESOFTHELELAND
STANFORDJR. UNIVERSITY
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE UNIVERSITY
OF ILLINOIS FOR CHICAGO CIRCLE CAMPUS
THE BOEING COMPANY
THE CURATORS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI
THE GOVERNING COUNCIL OF THE UNIVERSITY
OF TORONTO
THE MITRE CORP.
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,
LOS ANGELES
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,
LOS ANGELES
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,
LOS ANGELES
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,
LOS ANGELES
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,
LOS ANGELES
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,
SANTA BARBARA
Measurement of Carrier Transport and
Recombination Parameter in Heavily Doped
Silicon
CONTACT: 957159
Study of the Abrasive Wear Rate of
Silicon
CONTRACT: 956053
Feasibility Study of Solar Dome Encapsu-
lation of Photovoltaic Arrays
CONTRACT: 954833
Determination of Effects of Varying
Partial Pressures of Reactant Gases,
Primarily Oxygen and Nitrogen, in a
Furnace Atmosphere where Molten Silicon
is in Contact with Die and Container
Refractory Materials
CONTRACT: 955415
Modeling of Photodegradation in Solar
Cell Modules of Substrate and Super-
strate Design Made with Ethylene Vinyl
Acetate as Pottant Material
CONTRACT: 955591
Mitre Solar Energy Test Systems
Evaluation
CONTRACT: 954342
Delayed Fracture of Silicon
CONTRACT: 954836
Development of Methods of Characterizing
Silicon Sheet Material Produced under the
Large Area Silicon Sheet Task of the Low
Cost Silicon Solar Array Project
CONTRACT: 954851
Silicon Solar Cell Fabrication Technology
CONTRACT: 954902
Fabrication and Analysis of Ultimate
Efficiency Silicon Solar Cell Substrates
CONTRACT: 956233
Optimization Methods and Silicon Solar
Cell Numerical Models
CONTRACT: 957170
Visible-IR Properties of Conducting
Polymers
CONTRACT: 957172
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THEREGENTSOF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA Time Resolved Spectroscopic Measurements
SANTA CRUZ CONTRACT: 956467
THE RESEARCH FOUNDATION OF STATE
UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
Studies of Oxygen and Carbon-Related De-
fects on High-Efficiency Silicon Solar
Cells
CONTRACT: 956989
THE TRUSTEES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA Hot Forming of Silicon, Silicon Sheet
Growth Development for the Large Area
Silicon Sheet Task of the Low Cost
Silicon Solar Array Project
CONTRACT: 954506
THE TRUSTEES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA Analysis and Evaluation of Processes and
Equipment
CONTRACT: 954796
THE TRUSTEES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA Analysis and Evaluation of Module Experi-
mental Process System Development Unit
(MEPSDU) Processes
CONTRACT: 956034
THE TRUSTEES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA Chairman of Advisory ComfQittee on Low
Cost Solar Cells
CONTRACT: 956166
THE TRUSTEES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA Development and Analysis of Silicon
Solar Cells of Near 20% Efficiency
CONTRACT: 956290
THEODORE BARRY AND ASSOCIATES Architect-Engineer Servoces for an Indus-
trial Engineering Study to Support the
Development of Solar Array Manufacturing
Industry Costing Standards
CONTRACT: 954800
THEODORE BARRY AND ASSOCIATES SAMICS Cost Account Catalog and
Marketing-Distribution Model
CONTRACT: 954909
THEODORE BARRY AND ASSOCIATES SAMICS Support Study, Phase III
CONTRACT: 955123
THEODORE BARRY AND ASSOCIATES Support of the Lifetime Cost Performance
(LCP) Modeling Effort
CONTRACT: 955161
THEODORE BARRY AND ASSOCIATES Development of a Solar Array Production
System (SAPS) Production Program Handbook
and Mathematical Models
CONTRACT: 955519
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TRACOR MB ASSOCIATES
(MBASSOCIATES)
TRACOR MB ASSOCIATES
(MBASSOCIATES)
TRACOR MB ASSOCIATES
(MBASSOCIATES)
TYLAN CORP.
UNDERWRITERS LABORATORIES, INC.
UNDERWRITERS LABORATORIES, INC.
UNION CARBIDE CORP.
UNION CARBIDE CORP.
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY RESEARCH FOUNDATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Phase 2 of the Array Automated Assembly
Task for the Low Cost Silicon Solar Array
Project
CONTRACT: 954882
Use of Glass Reinforced Concrete (GRC)
as a Substrate for Photovoltaic Modules
CONTRACT: 955281
Automation Equipment Development and
Modification
CONTRACT: 955699
Vitregraph Coatings on Mullite
CONTRACT: 954896
InvestiBtion of Solar Array and Module
Safety Requirements
CONTRACT: 955392
InvestiEation of Photovoltaic Module and
Array Materials
CONTRACT: 956368
Development of Solar Cells on Multicrys-
talline Substrates of Silicon Refined by
the Directional Solidificatlon/Refined
Metallurgical Silicon (DS/RMS) Process
CONTRACT: 955016
Silane to Silicon Process
CONTRACT: 954334
Surface and Allied Studies in Silicon
Solar Cells
CONTRACT: 956525
Stress-Strain Analysis of Silicon Ribbon
CONTRACT: 956571
Development of Synthetic Procedures for
Polymeric Ultraviolet Stabilizers and
Absorbers
CONTRACT: 955531
Web-Dendritic Ribbon Growth,. Silicon
Sheet Growth Development for the Large
Area Silicon Sheet Task of the Low Cost
Silicon Solar Array Project
CONTRACT: 954344
Measurement of the Absorption Coeffi-
cients of Silicon
CONTRACT: 955612
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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
VARIAN ASSOCIATES, INC.
VARIAN ASSOCIATES, INC.
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY AT ST. LOUIS
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY AT ST. LOUIS
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.
A-20
Study of Deep Level Impurities and
Defects of Silicon
CONTRACT: 956613
Accelerated Aging and Analysis of
Polymers
CONTRACT: 956590
Investigation of Silicon Inversion-Layer
Solar Cells and Carrier Lifetime Measure-
ment
CONTRACT: 956614
Slicing of Silicon into Sheet Material,
Silicon Sheet Growth Development for the
Large Area Silicon Sheet Task of the Low
Cost Silicon Solar Array Project
CONTRACT: 954374
Development of Advanced Methods for
Continuous Czochralski Growth, Silicon
Sheet Growth Development for the Large
Area Silicon Sheet Task of the Low Cost
Silicon Solar Array Project
CONTRACT: 954884
Modeling of Fluidized-Bed Reactor for
Production of Silicon from Silane
CONTRACT: 956737
Czochralski Crystal Growth Modeling Study
CONTRACT: 957158
Silicon Material Task of the Low Cost
Silicon Solar Array Project Part 2
CONTRACT: 954331
Development of a Process for High
Capacity Arc Heater Production of Silicon
for Solar Arrays
CONTRACT: 954589
Development of Methods of Production of
Large Areas of Silicon Sheet by the Web
Dendrite Process for the Large Area
Silicon Sheet Task of the Low Cost
Silicon Solar Array Project
CONTRACT: 954654
Phase 2 of the Array Automated Assembly
Task for the Low Cost Silicon Solar Array
Project
CONTRACT: 954873
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.
WILKES COLLEGE
WYLE LABORATORIES
XEROX CORP.
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Silicon Dendritic Web Material Process
Development
CONTRACT: 955624
Advanced Dendritic Web Growth Development
CONTRACT: 955843
Process Research of non-CZ Silicon
Material
CONTRACT: 955909
Laser Assisted Solar Cell Metallization
Processing
CONTRACT: 956615
Process Research of Non-Cz Silicon
Material
CONTRACT: 956616
Development of High Efficiency Solar
Cells on Silicon Web
CONTRACT: 956786
Development of Single-Crystal Silicon
Dendritic Web Ribbon and High Efficiency
Solar Cells
CONTRACT: 956999
Dendritic Web-Type Solar Cell Mini-
Modules
CONTRACT: 957193
Development of Silicon Sheet by the
Dendritic Web Ribbon Process
CONTRACT: 957207
Electrochemical Research on Solar Cells
and Photovoltaic Materials
CONTRACT: 956766
Technical Support in the Development of
Durability/Reliability Performance
Criteria and Test Methods for Array
Subsystem Elements
CONTRACT: 955853
Center Punched Solar Cell Module Develop-
ment Effort
CONTRACT: 954693
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